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To

the Editors

and

J. J.

its

1858.

relation to Latent Heat.

Waterston, Esq.

Journal.
of the Philosophical Magazine and

GeNTLEMENj
an account of some expeiiments

the following paper I offer
IN on
suggested
capillarity, and certain inductions from tliem,

molecular
by tlie modern views of the dynamical or 7t;o?-/>;-value of
The argument kept in view is, if the capillarity of a liquid
force.
the superhcial
the exhibition of part of the cohesive force of
latent heat
stratum of its molecules, numerical relations with the
is the meaheat
latent
if
demonstrable
be
to
of its vapour ought

is

sure of liquid cohesion.
glass tubes and plates were washed
§ 1. As a general rule, the
with nitric acid and with distilled
then
acid,
first with sulphuric
This
water immediately previous to each set of observations.
under obserwas especially necessary when water was the liquid
to glass as the spirits
vation, as it does not attach itself so readily
surface above the
it is also apt to dry off the glass

and

cethers ;
line of capillary adhesion.

In

all

cases care

was taken to ascer-

this part. When by
tain that the surface of the glass was wet at
them up
holding the tubes or plates vertical and gently swaying
indepenand down, the capillary column plays with a delicate

upon if the
dent motion, the results can always be depended
When obacid.
with
cleaned
perfectly
been
gla'is surface has
atmosphere, this
serving at temperatures higher than that of the
the column slowly
test had to be constantly apjjlied, otherwise

and no cerdescended below the point of capillary equilibrium,
tain results could be obtained.
employed with
& 3 Tlie following mode of observation was
^
by a scale
measured
were
diameters
The
B.
and
two tuljcs, A
B
Phil. May. S. 4. Vol. 15. No. 97. Jan, 1858.
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finely dhided into hundredths of an inch, and the reading
with a watchmaker's lens.

Tube

A= rpy^

Tube B =

0-Ts7
rrr^r^

The numerators express the

made

internal dia-

the denominators the external
diameters in decimals of an inch.

ii'ictcrs,
I

The tube being firmly fixed in a vertical position, with its
lower edge before the centre of the double lens of a photographic
camera, an jVi-gand lamp was placed in front, and the focal
distance adjusted so that a distinct image of the tube magnified
about 40 diameters was thrown back about 30 feet on paper
small capillary pipette was emstretched on a vertical board.
ployed to pass distilled water upon the outer rim of the tube.
By inclining the pipette at a greater or less angle, the column
of water in the tube and its suspended drop could be increased or
diminished at pleasure with the greatest precision.
Perfectly distinct, highly magnified profiles of the tube and
pendent drop were thus obtained at different phases and carefully
traced with pencil.
The bottom of the cup formed by the upper
surface of the liquid was also distinctly marked ; the upper edge
less distinctly, but the versed sine of the cup seemed constant
under all circumstances, and was assumed to be so.
While the suspended volume was increased from the smallest
beginning, the upper surface within the tube ascended to a certain maximum height, while the lower surface swelled out to the
extent of about one-third the external diameter of the tube below
the lower rim.
The top surface then descended, and also the
lower surface, in an increasing ratio until a certain maximum
depression was attained, when the lower drop broke ofi".'
The cycle of this action included first a rise, and then a fall of
the centre of gravity of the liquid, and a contemporaneous closing
and expanding of the liquid surface. The interior of the tube,
being wet, is taken as liquid surface augmented when denuded by
the descent of the column, and as liquid surface diminished when
covci'cd by the ascent of the column.
The question proposed for solution was, Is the ratio between
the amount of work performed (as measured by the descent of
the centre of gra\ ity) and the amount of hquid surface developed
or denuded, a constant ratio ; and if so, to ascertain its numerical
value, taking the inch as the standard unit of magnitude ?

A

—

The liquid volume suspended by the capillary attraction being
assumed to be enclosed within the surface of revolution defined
by the magnified profile, it was easy by an obvious process of
graphical integration to compute for each of the several contours
delineated,
tical aitis;

—

1st, the position of the centre of gravity in the ver2ndly, the volume of liquid suspended J andSrdly, the

and

3

Latent Heat.

its relation to

extent of liquid surface.
The work performed from one to another of these contours was taken as the mean volume of the
liquid descending through the distance of the centres of gravity,
and the corresponding surface denuded was the difference of surfaces at those times.

A corresponding

and lowand computed,
the value of the quotient of the surface denuded

The contours

of tube

to the highest

est position of the centre of gravity thus integrated

gave 132'3 as

by work performed. Expressed by symbols,
in which a

this quotient

Q = tq->

the square root of difference of surfaces^ b-tlas diih^
liquid, and c the vertical distance between
the centres of gravity, all expressed with reference to an inch as
the unit.
Two adjacent contours of tube B, similarly computed, gave
Q=126. Two contours of B further removed, similarly com-

root of

is

mean volume of

puted, gave Q=134.
The atmospheric temperature at which these experiments were
made was 86° (the locality being within the tropics), but the
temperature of the surface of the drop was somewhat uncertain
first, the lamp being within a few inches, tended to heat it ; and
secondly, the atmosphere being very dry, the evaporation from
its surface,

Thus

sensibly rapid, tended to cool

it.

seemed proved that the tensile force at the surface
of water is uniform, and that the contour of the suspended volume
is determined through its complete cycle of elegant curvatures
by the quotient of the differential of surface (upper and lower
inclusive), by differential of work being a constant quantity.
§ 3. The maximum volume suspended at the extreme development of the drop just before it separates, was found in the case
far

it

rj.AQO

C

by the same method of obser_. .^„
0-129
ration and graphical integration as employed with tubes A and B.
The quotient of the sum of the outer and inner rims of suspension by the volume suspended was 129.
The same tube C held vertical was brought down until its
lower rim just touched the water in a cup, and the volume suspended by the inner surface of the tube computed the quotient
of the length of the inner circumference by this volume was 127.
The temperature was about 86°, as before.
§ 4. Su])pose a strip of paper, one inch wide, immersed in
In pulling it out we devewater and its whole surface wetted.
lopc or denude an aqueous surface of two square inches for <'ach
inch of vertical height; and the work recjuired to effect this
would be ascf;rtaiu(;d if we could woigli the water adhering to
the lower edge of the paper at the instant of separation ; for this
of tube

of the dimensions

,

•'

:

B2

4
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wciglit descending througli one inch, is the work that denudes
The vohime of water
two square inches of aqueous surface.
equivalent to this weight divided by 2, ought to be about ^i^-

the quotient (Q) of surface developed by the
the same as in the first series of observations.
slip of paper 10 inches long and half an inch
broad, with clean cut edges, was formed into a spiral having about
It was then fixed
a quarter of an inch between each convolution.
The
^vith lac upon a thin piece of plate glass while heated.
lower edge of the paper was thus firmly established in a plane
parallel to the plate, and the whole suspended from the pan of a

of a cubic inch,

if

work performed
To try this, a

is

and adjusted by means of a plate and spirithang with the lower edge of the paper perfectly
The paper spiral was now immersed a quarter of an inch
level.
in a shallow vessel of distilled water and allowed to soak ; the
delicate balance,

levels, so as to

level of the surface of the water being adjusted so that the spiral
edge of the paper should separate from it at the tu.rn of the beam.

Thus arranged, the difference of weight just at the separation
and immediately after, was found by repeated careful observaThis being the weight of 0-1505
tions to be exactly 38 grains.
cubic inch of water (at the temperature 86°), shows the volume
For one inch the volume
raised by a water-line 20 inches long.
is

—i^— = 0'00752,

thus determined

is

or

of a cubic inch.

The

value of

Q

132"9.

§ 5. The generally recognized fact, that the power of capillary
suspension resides at the water-line that the weight of the whole
coliunn hangs, as it were, upon the water-line, and is equilibriated by the cohering energies of one ring-line of molecules,
is clearly brought out by the following experiment.
A column of water in a capillary tube was drawn out of it by
pressing the lower end on an absorbing surface until only a small
portion was left.
It was then brought down to touch a surface
of alcohol.
The column rose in the tube, having a small portion
of air separating the water from the spirit ; and the height
attained by the capillary column exceeded that of the water alone
exactly in the inverse ratio of the specific gravities of the two
liquids.
The spirit soon drew down the small heading of water
over the wet surface of the tube ; and it was interesting to observe, tliat, at the instant when it all disappeared, the column
tumbled down to the level proper to spirit, which in fine tubes
is only about four-tenths that of water.
In the same way, when
s])irit forms the heading, the column sprung up at the instant
that the upper line of spirit had disappeared.
This experiment
was repeated with other liquids, and the result could always be
anticipated from the specific gravity and specific capillarity.

—

and

its relation to

5
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Q

may be computed from the product of
§ 6. The quotient
the diameter of a tube by the mean elevation of the capillary
column, which in theoretical works on capillary attraction is
assumed to be constant for the same liquid at constant temperaSupposing the tube to be drawn up one inch, the capilture.
lary column descends one inch, denuding !'"• x 7rf? of surface, and
the work jicrformed is the vokuue ^d^Trh descending one inch
:

we have

therefore

—— = —
0=—
^ ^irdVi
4

.jr//

d/i'

diameter of tube, and /* the equalized height of the
suspended column. The value of dh, computed from Q=133

in w^hich

[§ 2],

is

d

is

5^ = 0-0303, which agrees nearly with Dr. Brewster's

value given in Table, p. 279, of the Report of the British Associa1834. In small tubes, where the abnormal tendency [§ 8] is

tion,

manifested, the value of

Q is

about

2

^

of

132 or 88, and the

cor-

responding value of dh is 0*045, which agrees nearly with that
given opposite the names Martin and Morveau in the same Table.

By

similar reasoning, in the case of plates

which

D

is

we have

the distance of the parallel plates, and

Q = jy^, in
H the equal-

ized height of the capillary column.
Amides de Cltimie (1851) con§ 7. The 32nd volume of the

tains an extensive series of researches on capillarity by M. Simon.
Water was the liquid chiefly employed, and the dimensions of
the capillary column in tubes of different bores, and between
plates at different distances, were measm-ed with great minuteThe most remarkable result of these observations was the
ness.

discovery of the fact, that the column between plates is only about
one-third tlie height of the column in tubes, instead of one-half,
as theory liad previously indicated. If we assumed this as a general

and employed the Table of specific capillarities given in p. 15
computing the values of Q for alcohol, aether, and carburet of
sulphur, we should be led into serious error. The Table shows the
comparative heights of the capillary columns in fine tubes only.
Another table is required to show the comparative heights
between parallel plates, in which, setting out with the height of
water as unity, the numbers for carburet of sulphur, alcohol, and
3
The tcmperatui-e at
sulphuric wthcr must be multiplied by ^.

law,
for

which the observations were made is not specified, which is an
omission of some consequence, seeing that there is jjroof that the
ratios of capillarity change with the temperature [§ 10].
abnormal feature may
§ 8. The existence and extent of this

6
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be ascertained with very simple appliances. I employed a tube
about 3 inches lonp: and -^\ih. of an inch diameter, marked with
diN-isions cut by a diamond-point at intervals of about y'T^th of an
inch, each line* being a guide to the eye, and the exact length of
a reading being ascertained by scale and lens. There were also
several thermometer-tubes with flat bore and scale engraved upon
them. The glass plates employed were kept separate and parallel
by inserting a piece of thin tinned plate, beaten flat and coated
One half of their surface
with lac, between them when heated.
being thus cemented, the other half was left open for the capillary column, and their perfect parallelism could be easily tested.
One of the plates was crossed with diamond lines as guides to
the eye in observing, and afterwards for applying the scale and
lens to obtain the exact reading.

The

liquids

employed were,

—

Ist Class.

Distilled water.

Sulphuric acid.
Nitric acid.

Ammonia.
Saturated solution of

2nd

common

salt.

Class.

Alcohol.
Sulphuric sether.
Sulphuret of carbon.
Dichloridc of sulphur.
Acetic acid.
Chloroform.
Acetic sether.
Acetone.
Turpentine.

The ratios of the capillary columns of these sevei'al liquids in
the tubes and between the plates were compared, and it was
found that the columns of the first Ave liquids (being of the
nature of hydrous solutions) had a higher ratio to the others
when measured in the tubes than when measured between plates.
If the hydrous plate columns had changed in the same ratio as
the plate columns of the other liquids, their height in tubes of
small bore would have been about two-thirds the height observed.
Thxis if Q were estimated from the capillarity of water in small
tubes, the value is about two-thirds of 132 or 88 (Q being inversely as

//,

§ 6).

The measure of the
hydrous liquids

is

tensile force at the surface of water and
thus not to be obtained from the apparent

and

its relation to

capillary force in small tubes.

Latent Heat.

^

I found that so small a propor-

tion as 12 per cent, of alcohol destroyed the abnormal tendency
I made no observations with tubes of from ^'jth to
of water.
Ji^th of an inch diameter ; but in tubes of j^^th of an inch and

abnormal feature was found not to exist (see § 3). I
found also that in all tubes that do not touch a water surface,
but that receive their supply of water at the lower rim by capil-

larger, the

lary pipette, as in the observations described in § 2, when the
upper surface is at its maximum elevation, the interior capillary
volume estimated above the lower rim has the abnormal ratio
to the internal water-line. When the tubes thus filled to the

maximum are brought to touch a water surface, the
water in the wider tubes descends to the normal level, but in the
finer tubes it does not. With alcohol and its class, in fine tubes
thus supplied at their lower extremities, the maximum abnormal
level is never attained, but in the wider tubes the phsenomena
occur precisely as with hydrous hquids.
tried spirits of various
§ 9. To find the capillarity of alcohol, I
strengths in a thermometer-tube ; and by setting off the heights
capillary

of the capillary column and the specific gravities as coordinates,
and drawing the curve, it was easy to obtain the height corresponding to 0-783, the specific gravity of absolute alcohol at the
temperature 86° F., according to Lowitz's Table. This, com-

pared with the height of the water-column in the same tube,
gave 228 as the value of Q for absolute alcohol, after making
the reduction required by the abnormal height of water in fine
The value of the ratio of reduction is mainly dependent
tubes.
on comparative plate-observations, which are not so precise as
comparative tube-observations; but it is satisfactory that it
agrees closely with the recent observations of M. G. Wertheim,
noticed in the Philosophical RIagazine for October last.

The following are the values of
some other liquids taken at 80° V.
:

Q

—

for sulphuric aether

228.
3G1.
199.
355.
225.
202.
225.
288.
257.

Absolute alcohol.
Sulphuric a;ther (of commerce).

143.
203.
270.
133.

Ammonia.

Camphcnc. (212)
Chloroform.
Acetic acid.

Acetic ajthcr.
Acetone.
Snlphuret of carbon.
Cliloride of sulpliur.

Sulphuric acid.
Nitric acid.
Distilled water.

and
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was detertwo phases of the
drop suspended in tube B, as described in § 2 ; but tlie circumstances were unfavourable.
The capillaiy power of turpentine
being small, the ehaugc in the position of the centre of gravity
that could be observed before the drop broke ofl' did not exceed
»^Lth of an inch. The evaporation between the observations must
also have affected the result.
§ 10. A few observations were made with tubes and plates to
ascertain the influence of heat in modifying capillary force.
In a glass retort, water mixed with small flowers was kept at
The stopper being
a boiling temperature over an Argand lamp.
removed, a capillary tube filled with water was suspended by a
brass wire within the retort ; also a thermometer with its bulb
close to the tube at the level of the top of the capillary column.
The lower end of the tube was about half an inch above the surface of the water in the retort.
The versed sine of the undeveloped drop on the lower surface of the tube was about one-fifth
the external diameter*.
In this kind of observation the interior of the tube is apt to
dry, and the column descends very gradually, much below the
true capillary level.
By tilting it up and down, it may be kept
wet ; and good observations may be made in this way, as the
lower drop does not sensibly alter.
The temperature at the top of the column was kept at about
95° C, the atmospheric temperature being about 28° C. In a tube
with round bore ^j^th of an inch diameter, the column diminished
Tlie value of

mined by

2
—

for turpentine within parentheses

linear integration of the contours of

for a difference of

temperature of G6-5 Centigrade degrees.

With thermometer-tubes
from

-pj-

to

r^r,

and with

of flat bore the decrement
plates

by another set of observations,

r--.

amounted

to

These ratios were confirmed

made by plunging

the tubes into

*

The height of the cohimu in a tube of small bore is but little affected
size of the th-op at the base.
lu a tube of :iVth of an inch internal
diameter, and jth of an inch external diameter, the maximum height occiu's
when a drop has broken off, the versed sine of the sjiherical segment of
water attached to the base being then about Jth the external diameter. Tlie
following arc a few of the observed heights and versed sines
by the

;

Height of capillary ci'lumn
above base of tube.
in.

1-850
1-856
1-838
1-825
1-796
1-875

Virscd sine of volume
suspended at base.
in.

-025
-100
-125
-150
-200 (drop about to break)
-050 (di-op just broken)

and

its

'9

relation to Latent Heat.

the instant of
a vessel of hot water and taking the reading at
withdrawal.
r i
i
i
By a similar method observations were made on alcohol and
alcohol
of
79°
column
the
on turpentine. Between 30° C. and

descended

~

;

the sample employed had 85 per cent.pure

spirit.

Between 33° C. and 133° the column of turpentine descended

—

;

77'

between 33° and 1651°
'

it

The sample was

descended -^.
*'

prepared by a chemist, and believed to be pure camphene.
his 'Recherches sur la Capd§ 11. M. Simon (de Metz) in
on the
larite/ has observations of the influence of temperature
inch
capillarity of water in tubes of from /^th to j\^^i\^ of an
diameter the details of the mode of observation are not stated,
0° to
but the mean result given is a descent of one-fourth from
:

100° C.

The following

is

quoted from his paper in the Annales de

Chimie, vol. xxxii. p. 17
"Ce rapport 4 3 ou 1-33 que donne I'experience conduit il
penser que la densite de I'eau est la cause qui produit cctte difEn eifet, un volume d'eau augmentant de
ference d'asceusion.
:

:

il en resulte qu'une
colonue d'eau etant 1 tl degre il sera 1-36 k 100 degres rapport
L'astres voisin du rapport moyen des experiences ci-dessus.
This concluceusion est done en raison direct de la densite."
sion is so manifestly discordant with the premises, that it requires
In the Annales de Chimie for February and March
to be noted.
on the influence
last (vol. xlix.), there is a paper by M. C. Wolf

0-0166 pour 100 degres de temperature,

:

At p. 359
of temperature on capillarity in tubes of round bore.
there is a table of observations taken throughout one year at
atmospheric temperatures from 0° C. to 35°--l., with a tube of
-i-th of an inch diameter, in which every desirable precaution
From 0°-35 to
to have been taken to ensure accuracy.
seems

6'31
25°-45 the descent was observed tqTTTT^' ^""^

^* ^^

stated that this

agrees with the previous observations of M. Briinner (PoggenIf this rate is continued up to the boildorff's Annalen, 1817).
ing-point, the descent from 0° to 100° C. would be

height at 0° and from 26^° to 93i° about j^.

^7^, the

In another set

temperature
of observations with a smaller tube, the effect of
was found to be less by about -r'^jth. It is probaljle that the
abnormal feature in the cai)illarity of water in fine tubes affects
As tlie true measure
these results in a greater or less degree.
obtained from
of the capillarity of hydrous liquids cau only be

Mr.
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observations with parallel plates,

it

would be desirable

to have

a set of observations made with water between plates at atmospheric temperatures between summer and winter, in the manner

adopted by

l\I.

AVolf.

Tliat heat has less

cflfcet

on the plate-column than on the

the impression I have from many oliscrvations.
When we consider tliat the effect of adding a very small proportion of alcohol to water is several times greater in tubes than
between plates, it appears as if any cause that increased the lim-

tube-column,

is

pidity of the water

had more

effect

capillarity of tubes

on the

than of plates.
§ 12. In § 4 it was shown that the weight of 38 grains descending through one inch represents the work required to denude
20 square inches of aqueous surface at the temperature of 8G°F.,
If it is 132, as assumed from the
if the value of Q is 132-9.
observations in § 2, the weight must be taken at 38'2G2 grains
descending through one inch ; and to denude one square inch,
it requires 1-9131 grain descending through one inch vertical.
This being the weight of -007577 cubic inch of distilled water at
the temperature of 86° F., this volume of water raised through

one inch is equivalent to the work of denuding a superficial straof one square inch, of overcoming the integral cohesion force
on one side the outer side of a superficial stratum of molecules;
being one-sixth of the cohesion integral of all the molecules in

tum

—

—

the stratum.
A molecule at the surface of a liquid differs from a molecule
below the surface, in having that part of its cohesion force which
disengaged and the force that
is directed outwards, unmated
operates in disengaging it, is the weight of liquid held in capilOn applying heat to water to convert it into
lary suspension.
vapour, we overcome the cohesion force of all the molecules, and
the quantity of work which this is equivalent to, we can readily

—

;

compute from the data afforded by M. Ecgnault and Mr. Joule,
assuming the latent heat of steam to be the cohesion integral of
Thus, having the
all the molecules while in the liquid state.
cohesion integral of one stratum of a cubic inch, and the cohesion
integral of all the strata of a cubic inch, we obtain the number
of strata in an inch, and hence the absolute volume of an aqueous
molecule.

With
lute

similar data for other liquids

volume of

we may compute the abso-

their molecules.

Now
liquid

the quotient of atomic weight by specific gravity of one
compared with the similar quotient of another, gives us the

ratio of the absolute atomic voluni'

We

.

have thus two distinct modes of computing this

ratio,

and

Latent Heat.

its relation to

11

from the absolute volumes ; Snd, from the relative volumes.
they give the same result ?
§ 13. From Regnault^s empirical formula, the latent heat of
aqueous vapour at 86° F. is 1054. One cubic inch of water thus
heated is equivalent to one cubic inch of water at temperature
60° raised through 1054° x 772 x 12 inches vertical, or 9,764,256
cubic inches raised through one inch.
From the capillary force we have, as above, '007577 cubic inch
raised through one inch as the measure of one-sixth the cohesion
of one layer of molecules, and "045462 cubic inch raised through
One inch as the integral of one layer of the cubic inch. Hence,
1st,

Do

9,764,256
•045462

_
-

214,7/8,000

the number of layers of molecules in one cubic inch, and the
cube of the reciprocal of this is the absolute volume of one molecule of water at the temperature 86°.
/ 6 \^
The process expressed by symbols is m^=l r^p- ) , in which L

is

Q

the product of the latent heat by 12 times 772,
the quotient
and m^ the molecular volume expressed with reference to a cubic inch as unit.

is

of capillarity,

The
The

similar data for alcohol are as follows

:

latent heat of absolute alcohol at 174° F. is 376, accord-

ing to M^I. Fabre and Silberman {Ann.
1853, p. 466). The specific heat is 0'64.
sensible heat in alcohol is about the same as
to M. Despretz, hence 415° may be taken

de Chim. vol. xxxvii.

The

ratio of latent to

with water, according
as the latent heat of

alcohol at 86^,

[174° -86° =88°, 88°xO-64=56°-3,
39° + 376=415°],

56°-3x 0-695=39°,

and 415 x 772 x 12 = 3,844,560 cubic inches of alcohol raised
through one inch
raised

vertical.

From

by a water-line one inch long

:

Q = 228
^s

we have t^= volume

= "026316 cubic inch raised

through one inch as the cohesion integral of one layer of molecules; hence

M4M60_i4eo92
-i'*^^"'^-/JW
000
"026316
number

of layers of molecules of alcohol in one cubic inch,
reci])rocal of this is the absolute volume of
a molecule of alcohol at tlie temperature 86°.
is

the

and the cube of the

Comparing

this absolute

volume with that of water, we have

Mr.
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the ratio of molecular volume of water and alcohol equal to

1:3177.
To compute

same

tliis

tbe following data

ratio

from the

relative volumes,

68° F.
water at 80° F.

Specific gravity of water at

„

.

alcohol at 8G° F.

„
„

„
„

we have

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1-000
-998
'780
9*

steam
alcohol vapour

J,

The quotient of

relative

23'16

volumes gives 1 to 3*294 as the value

of the above ratio.

To

change in Q that brings the first value of the
an equality with the second, let r 3'29-l', and

find the

ratio to

=

8;-=3-294-3-177 = 0-117.

SQ*
-=-J
Sr

is

in the

error

is

differentiating the equation for

by

It is easy to see

0-117

r,

that

8Q
o
-f fi
8Q=2-7
if the error
,henee3^^3:^ = g5= Q, and sn
capillary quotient for alcohol only, or SQ=l-5 if the
,

1

1

-r

In short, an error of

in the quotient for water only.

J^fth in either of the capillary constants is sufficient to account
Or if these were perfectly correct, then an
for the discrepancy.

error of

in either one of the latent heats

-j/^th

would make the

difference.

§ 14.

The data

sulphuric fether are less certain.

for

The

commerce employed in determining the capillary quotient 261 was -7365 at 86° F., but pure
The latent heat of the
a;ther is only -7063 at that temperature.
pure liquid, as determined by MM. Fabre and Silberman, is
163°'8 (F.) at its boiling-point.
The latent heat of the a;ther
specific gravity of the tether of

of commerce, according to Dr. Ure, is 302°. It is this last, which,
combined with the above value of Q, gives the absolute volume
of a molecule of ajther in the correct ratio to those of water and
alcohol.
The difference between the numbers for latent heat is
certainly remarkable,

and marks

We have

to test the theory.

this liquid as

one not adapted

also to note, that the rapid evapo-

must keep the

superficial stratum of molecules
lower temperature than the rest of the liquid
and as it is the surface particles alone that influence the capillary
may be much too small.
force, the observed value of

ration of fcthcr

probably at a

much

Q

\QL/

'

3

I

QL
\QL/
QL/

'

J

QL

CI

q

^
q

(I

\QL/
QL/
'
'

'A

r

^
'

q'

\ql/
\QL/

QL

and
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Witli reference to tiu-pentine, Dr. lire and MM. Fabre and
Silberman agree nearly as to its latent heat ; but the molecular
volume deduced from its capillarity is not in accordance with
that deduced from the specific gravity of the liquid and of the
vapour ; the latter would require to be twice the observed density.

With reference to acetic ?ether, it appears that the acetic acid
separates from the sether while rising into vapour, as the specific
gravity of its vapour is one half what it would be if a volume
If we assume
contained a volume of each of the constituents.
them to be combined to form a single molecule, the absolute
volume assigned to it by capillarity is in the proper ratio. And
this agrees also if we consider the liquid merely as a mixture
with no greater integral of cohesion between a molecule of aether
and of acid than between molecules of the sether or of the acid

when

separate.

The absolute volume of a molecule must augment with
Now
the temperature according to the expansion of the liquid.
the capillary force and the latent heat both diminish as the temperature rises.
Thus all the elements of the equation [§ 13]
§ 15.

m^=

/ 6 \3
(

pry- j

Is the

are observed to vary with the temperature.

equation maintained at all temperatures from the point of liqueup to the point of transition when the liquid condition
suddenly terminates ?
With reference to the point of transition, first observed by
M. Cagniard de la Tour in liquids subjected to high temperatures iu sealed tubes, I have made a considerable number of observations in graduated tubes filled with the same liquid in different proportions, so as to deduce both the density of the liquid

faction

and of the vapour when the

liquid state terminates.

I

found

that the cup-shape of the upper surface of the liquid caused by
its capillarity, ceased at a temperature considerably uudcr the point
of transition.
In alcohol the surface (examined closely with a
watchmaker's lens) became quite flat at 422^ ¥., and the ])oint
of transition occurred at 5 10"^. The density of the vapour at that

point being 0'222, and of the liquid 0-480, the density at 85°
being unity.
In sulphuric scther the surface became flat at 385°,
and the point of transition at 437° P., when density of vajjour
was 0-230, and of licpiid 0-434.

Wolf enclosed

a cajjillary tube in a larger tube with icthcr,
temperature, observed tlie ca|)illary cohunn disa])pear at 190° C, and the transition of the liquid at 200° C.
The disappearance of the capillary colmnn indicates that the
Liquid cohesion
liquid has lost tlie power of wetting the glass.
]\I.

and, raising

its

must nevertheless

exist

up

to the point of transition,

and

ouglit

Mr.
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to give the top of the liquid a convex form ; like mercury in glass
and in capillary tubes the liquid should descend beyond the outer
level.

This was actually remarked by M. Wolf {Ann. de Chim. p. 270);
have also observed the convexity. It quickly assumes a sugarloaf aspect.
It requires a steady temperature to show the surI

face a distinct line.
]\I. Wolf further observed, that the rate at which the capillary
column of aether descended, increased at the higher temperatures

(p.

271).

seems to be almost certain that the rate at which latent
The folheat diminishes also augments with the temperature.
lowing is the evidence on this point.
M. Rcgnault's empirical formula for the latent heat of
If the
aqueous vapour is \_^ 606-5— 0-695if (Centigrade).
It

=

which it does nearly according to
244-0-45^,
M.Despretz,thenX„ 209-(^-78)(0-695)(0-64)
in wliich 209° is the latent heat of alcohol at the boiling-point,
and 0'64 its specific heat, according to ?.IM. Fabre and Silberman's observations [Ann. de Chim. vol. xxxvii. p. 466). If the
ratio -695 applies to alcohol,

=

=

ratio 0'45 did not increase, transition could not take place until

542° C, instead of 260° or 280° C.
That the specific heat increases with the temperature, is proved
by the quotient of the latent heat, by the specific heat being
about 400° C, showing that the quantity of heat required to boil
oflF a measure of alcohol is sufficient to raise it to 400° C. if its
specific heat were constant.
The same remark applies to water its latent heat alone would
But it is otherwise
carry it far beyond the point of transition.
The
with icthcr, if \vc take MM. Fabre and Silbcrmau's data.
latent heat could only raise it to 220° C, whereas transition
;

takes jjlace at 200°.
ble

amount

The

difference, even including the proba-

of sensible heat, gives little

specific heat, or for acceleration in the

room

for increase in the

diminution of latent heat.

The same remark applies to turpentine, which I found to
undergo a chemical change before it reached the point of transition.

It is

probable that a portion of the latent heat

is

absorbed

in partially overcoming the chemical forces that keep the elements

of each

and

compound molecule together. Thus we have nitrous, formic

acetic jcthcrs boiling at

low temperatures, and rising with

Oxalic and succinic asthers,
the fcther separated from the acid.
on the other hand, boil at high temperatures, and rise unchanged,
the molecule of sulphuric tether still clinging to the acid in the
Even with regard to such permanent liquids as
state of vapour.
water, we must be prepared to view as possible a certain absorption of beat ia partially separating, not only the molecules, but

and

its relation to
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their constituent chemical elements, because the application of extreme heat alone is capable of eflfecting their complete separation.

§ 16.

The work expended (and

latent) in causing the

its

equivalent of heat

made

same absolute increment of volume, dimi-

The evidence in favour of this
nishes as the volume increases.
is as follows
At the boiling-point water expands -0008 in volume
are expended
for 1° C, and -^-Q^hs of a deg; c-e are rendered latent
in performing the work of expansion ; hence if the same rate
holds good up to the transition point, when the hquid volume is
at least double, the quantity of heat required to effect such expansion would be 875°. But the latent heat is only 537°.
:

—

—

At its boiling-point alcohol expands -0013 per 1°, and /oths
At transition-point the volume
of a degree are rendered latent.
This, at the rate of -0013 per 0"-7, would require
is doubled.
540 C. degrees of the specific value of the heat of alcohol, or 345
The latent heat
if of the value of the specific heat of water.
Thus it appears that the increment of volume
only 209.
corresponding to constant decrement of latent heat must increase
as the liquid expands.
§ 17. I may here remark, that the curve traced out by the expansion of alcohol from —32° C. (observed by ]\[. Pierre, Ann. de
Chim. vol. XV. p. 354) up to the point of transition agrees remarkably well with the hyperbola, so as to admit of its equation being
employed as an empirical formula. This is also the case with
sulphuric aether, turpentine, sulphuret of carbon, and some
other anhydrous liquids, including mercury.
The form of the equation is {v h)[a—t) c"; in which v is
the volume, t the temperature by air-thermometer reckoned from
the zero of gaseous tension, b, a, and c- constants that may easily

is

—

=

be computed from three observations.
& 18. There are hardly sufficient data at present
the equation

m^=(

^-yr- )

[§ 13] for

fully to test

the same liquid

at difi'erent

temperatures ; but it may be of advantage to follow the analysis,
and trace out what arc the relations amongst the data that are
required by it.
As the volume of the molecule must be assumed to increase in
correspondence with the volume of the liquid, the expansion of
the liquid supplies the exact value of the differential of the left
side of the equation at any temjierature within certain limits.
At a givLu temperature, and for a constant increment of temperature,

we have

m

L

QL

ti
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wa3 shown that

.

and d being constant, h

with the temperature

observed to diminish

-^ = —r-.

4
Q= ^;

is

hence

[§ 10],

Also the latent heat has been observed to diminish

«

(4

with the temperature, so that SL requires the negative sign
and the differential equation, which expresses the relation of
molecular volume, latent heat, and capillarity of the same liquid

111-

whne bemg

1

acted

It is obvious

^

.

,

upon by

from this that the

L

h

Sm
—
=

first

—m

should exceed t-, because

-T-

.

heat, is

Sh
-r

8h
j-.

condition required

is positive.

is

that

The absolute value

'

of the difference of the decrements of capillarity and latent heat
to fulfil the equation

is

also indicated.

on the decrement of capillarity
The range of temperature was 25° C, and the middle temperature 13°: the value of

The most

precise observations

arc probably those of

^h

is

-0477

:

the value of

pansion of water, and
mula.

M. Wolf

gL

—

[§ 11].

is

-00089 from

-p-= •0293 from

Despretz's ex-

Regnault's empirical for-

Thus we have

-•0477 --0293 = -0184
The

M.

'"

first

instead of -0009.

condition, viz. that -t->- -^,

is satisfied,

but the abso-

We

the equation.
must keep in view
lute values do not
that Rcgnault's formula assumes that the latent heat diminishes
uniformly with tlie temperature.
I have not seen the details of
the experiments upon which it is founclecl, but it is unlikely that
they can have indicated more than an average result.
fulfil

At 5° C. the point

of

maximum

density of water

—=

and

'"

SL

Bh
y- =-T-.

It appears certain

from

iM. "Wolf's observations, that

the decrement of capillarity is very uniform, and in tubes of not
less than xj^th of an inch diameter is not sensibly different from
the amount put down.
Between plates the decrement is probably
less, on account of the abnormal feature in the capillarity of water
in tubes; but it cannot be less than two-thirds of the above, or
•0318.
The evidence of an increase of the decrement of latent
heat and of the specific heat at high temperatures has been stated
[§ 15] ; there is consequently no reason to suppose that the
ST

value of -p- can be greater than "0293, unless the peculiarity in

the expansion of water

aflfects it

iu an abnormal way.

and
Betv^'een

its

relation to

28° and 95° C.

I
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Latent Heat.

observed the capillary column in

tubes and plates todescend r—,

tlie

height at

28°

oi-yrj-p,

flat

the height

=

-087.
The value
at middle temperature 61 ^° [§ 10] ; hence -jSI
of -Y- at this temperature is from Regnault's formula •0785, and

— from Despretz
instead of •0117.

These give -087 --0785

0117.

is

If

we assume the decrement of capillarity

we should have -0909 — ^0785 = •012-4, which
observed value of

WolPs

—

.

= -0083

The value

empirical formula,

is

-.

of this

is

-j-,-,

very close to the

computed from M.

-r-,

This formula

is

derived from

observations made in a tube of round bore yijydth of an inch
in diameter from 0° to 25°.
Dr. Young, in his essay on the cohesion of liquids, casually
mentions that he observed the capillary column descend at the
rate of
for each degree of Fahrenheit's scale above 50'.
jo'ojyth

This would
I

found

it

to

arive

*

-r=

h

2
be—

~„.

17

of an inch round bore
In a tube of xVth
^-^
.

[^ 10].

The equation

requires

2

.

it

to

be

.yy.

In the cases of alcohol, tether and turpentine, we have
ST
no direct information as to the value of -j- but we may com§ 19.

;

pute

it

for each of these liquids

their differentials of

must decide

volume and

by means of the equation, from
Future observation
capillarity.

as to their accuracy.

Enough

they are such as may be deemed probable.
the data for alcohol (85 per cent, pure
to 79° C.

^m

column descends from 113

for the present if

spirit) are,

to

103, or

from 30°

~r=^TFo^

Hence ^=0737, and L = 253° (allowing
1j
971 o
for thelo per cent. water); henco8L= (253 + ^oL) ^0737 = 19^3,
19-3
and the specific heat of alcohol bcing'6 J, we have j^r ^rrr^ =0'61

= J[^ -.0189.

as the proportion of each degree that goes to diminish the latent
The correheat, while alcohol is heated from 30° to 79° C.

spondnig proportion in water is, according to Rcgnault, ()-0!)5.
This proportion may be called 8\, it being understood that the
latent heat is cxpn^ssed in degrees, which have a mtchaiiical
equivalent corresponding with the specific heat of the litpiiil.
J'/ut.

May.

S. 4. Vol. 15.

No. 97. Jan.

I

S5S.

C

CapiUarUij and

On

1

relation to Latent Heal.

its

The ilata for sulphuric rether arc, from 14°- 79 to 34°-78 C.
column descenda from 35-41 to 32-14 (M. Wolf, Ann. dc
Chim.

vol. xlix. p.

Ann. de Chim.

(M.

Pierre,

and

L = 92'',

oq ^ 0^504=

;

hence ^-

= 00870,

specific heat of aether

being

""^^"^^-

for turpentine are

From 132"

1.

361)

vol. xv. p.

hence SL=8°-4; and

0-504, we have

The data

y = |^ = '09766, ^ = -01060

269), hence

165i° C. the column descended from 53

to

^ = -1856--0127 =

-1729,

to

L=G9^

Li

(MM. Fabre and

Silberman, Ann. de Chim.), and 8L=13"-1.
being 0-467, we have

specific heat of turpentine

The

'
^
^„
33-0 X 467

2.

to 132"^ C. the

From 32'

[§ 10]

=0837 = 8\.

column descended from 77

^h = |i=0-3-0,
^=-S=-0337,
m 1-060
Qo
L=69 + 13 = 82°, and8L = 33-l.
as last,

to

53

hence

;

though probably

§ 20.

The

it is

.„dyi=-33fl;

L

(assumed same
0*467, we have

Specific heat

actually less)

between capillarity and latent heat— assn-

relation

—

enables us to compute the latent heat from
to be proven
M. Gay-Lussac dethe capillarity, and vice versa, e. g. mercury.
termined the constant product of the capillarity of this metal to

ming

it

be -0201

=4

?x

(-^yr§

^3

L,=
'

mQli

[§ 6], hence
13],

—^ =A

'«,Qi

* The product
temperature.
,

Its

X
7-44

mQL

11

From the

general equation

we have m^(^^h^ = m-'Q.^^h^'^- and

3/~9"

V/

Q = 200.

numerical value

132x1072
jrfTf,

200

•.>
.R.on?
u
it
=754
[Fahrcnheit'sscale].
v,

has the s.ime constant vahie lor
f for

Fahrenheit's scale

-*

>-

is

294330

all

liquids at

i

'^"^l '"

i

any

•

^-^-

'*
lfi351 6 ) '
pressed as quotient of atomic weight (on hydrogen scale) by specific gravity,
L is latent heat expressed in degrees, and Q, as described in §§ 2 and fi,
has reference to the inch as unit.

|

^^^ eentesimal scale
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This heat applied to the metal would raise it 25133°.
of a molecule of mercury being 1 If times that of

The weight

water, the cohesion integral of a luolecule
a molecule of water, while its bulk

is

is less

^^ times

that of

in the proportion of

7-44 to 9.
22 London

Street,

November

On

II.

2,

Edinburgh,
1857.

the Telestereoscope.

By

Prof.

H. Helmholtz*.

THE

image upon the retina of every human eye represents a
perspective projection of the objects situated in the field
of view. As the positions from which these projections are taken
are somewhat different for both eyes of the same individual, the
perspective images themselves are not identical ; and we make
use of their diflference, as stereoscopic experiments teach us, to
obtain an idea of the different distances of the objects represented

from the
object

is

Now
more

the images of the same object on the two
different from each other the nearer the

to the eyes.

In the case of objects, in comparison with

eye.

retinae are the

whose distance the space between the eyes is a vanishing quanand
tity, the difference between the two images also vanishes
for such objects we lose the aid just spoken of, in estimating
their distance and bodily figure.
The inspection of distant objects of irregular form, for example
of mountain ridges which close our field of view, will convince us
;

The latter always appear to encircle us at the horizon,
an erect wall we perceive nothing of the protuberances,
indentations, nor of the different mountain chains which lie hid
one behind another, except through the help of shadows, aerial
perspective, or a more exact knowledge of their forms previously
With objects of irregular [regular ?] form, such as
obtained.
l^uildings, &c., we are more aided by a simple perspective drawing in forming a conception of those dinu-nsions which lie in
the direction of the depth of the picture.
In the case of stereoscopic landscapes, which are now produced
to such an extent by photography, this defect is remedied by the
])hotographer choosing for the taking of his pictures two sufficiently distant positions, and thus ol)taining two sufficiently dif-

of this.
like

:

The |)crson who views these
ferent projections of the landscape.
in the stereoscope, believes that he sees a reduced model of the
From

I'ojrgcndorti

's

Ainiahn,

C3

l!^.'i7,

Nt>-

'^•
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landscape, the dimensions of whicli arc to tbose of the landscape
two eyes is to the distance between
the two positions of the camera from which the views were
as the distance between the

taken.

We

have here the reason

why

these stereoscopic images give

form of a landscape than
the view of the landscape itself, at least to a passing traveller,
who is not so well acquainted as the inhabitants with the single
objects of the neighbourhood. Towns, which to the observer on
a

much

clearer representation of the

a high point, a])pear merely as a desert of roofs, resolve thembounded by streets ; the

selves in the stereoscope to rectangles

relative height of the houses is discerned, the width of the streets,

&c. In accordance with this, I find that a better idea is obtained
of the gigantic dimensions of the higher Alps in the stereoscope,
than by an alpine journey; because those who are unaccustomed to such mountain excursions and prospects in most cases
consider the mountains too near, and hence too small, partly
from the want of aerial perspective, partly because the power of

judging of such great dimensions has not been exercised. Only
after the labour of ascent, and after viewing the same mountain
successively from different positions, is a more or less complete
The advantages which the
notion of its magnitude obtained.
stereoscope offers in this respect have been thus far but little
used, because photographers on the whole seem unjustly to
avoid making use of a great distance between the points whence
the views are taken.
It may be perceived that, for example,
bodily images of the most remote parts of the higher Alps may
be obtained when points are chosen for the taking of photographic views some thousands of feet distant from each other.
AVhile inspecting good models of these mountains, I have always
found that I had obtained very incomplete notions of the mounIn general I
tain groups from a journey through the country.
had squeezed them too closely together, and represented their
bases too small.
Here doubtless also is to be found the reason
why models of mountains with exaggerated heights please us
better than such as represent the elevations on a correct scale.
"The formei' correspond more to the impressions which we receive
on a hasty journey through a mountain country. By means of
a little instrument which I have named the telestereoscope, a
portion of the advantage possessed by stereoscopic photographs

may

also be realized while looking directly at a landscape.

olijectof the instrument

is

to present stereoscopically united

The
two

pictures of the landscape corresponding to two points of view

whose distances cotisiderably exceed the distance between the
two eyes. The annexed figure shows a mean horizontal section
of the iustrumcjit, onc-clcvcnth of

its

natural

size.
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The essential parts of it are the four mirrors, b, b and c, c,
placed vertically in a wooden box, and fixed at an inclination of
45° to its longest edge. The exterior mirrors, b, must be large,

the interior ones, c, may be small, and to avoid distortion all
the mirrors must be of the best plate-glass.
The light coming
from distant objects is reflected twice at a right angle on its way,
abed, and falls 9.t ad into the two eyes of the observer. At
//diaphragms are placed, to prevent other light entering the
In the apertures
eyes than that which has been twice reflected.
in the box through which the observer looks, it is convenient to
place two very feebly concave lenses, of from thirty to forty inches

because the majority of eyes do not see very
is here the precise point to be
Such weak lenses do not hinder normal eyes from

focal distance,

distant objects distinctly, which
attained.

seeing distinctly.
It is in general better to make the mirrors fixed, as is supposed to be done in the drawing; for certain physical experiments, particularly for the inspection of near objects, it is useful
to have the four mirrors turning on vertical axes.
Each eye of the observer sees in the small mirror the image
of the large one at its side, and in the large one the image of
the landscape ; the latter, however, he sees in the perspective
projections in which they appear from the two large reflectors,
by which of course he obtains a much greater difl"erence in the
two perspective views than the two eyes of the observer could
funiish by looking directly at the landscape.
In order to determine accurately the position from which the landscape in this
case is regarded, we must seek the images of the observer's eyes
given by the two pairs of miirors, which in the figure would lie
in the direction ab, beyond b, and at a distance from b
bc + ed.
Ky the instrument, therefore, the distance between the observer's
eyes is artificially magnified to bb.
The land^scape appears to the observer like a reduced model.
Jt matters not whether concave {rliisscs arc added to the instru-

=
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All portions of the landscape that are not too

iiicnt or not.

assume the same bodily appearance as in the stereoscope,
and retain at the same time the whole richness of the natural
colours, so that images of surprising beauty and elegance are
distant,

obtained.
flat, but still detach themfrom their background. Thus, for example, mountains
at two English miles distance detach themselves from the firmament. As in the case of stereoscopic photographs, the aspect of
groups of trees is very surprising ; for the single boughs, and
the single twigs of each bough, detach themselves completely
from each other. Low clouds also appear frequently more solid,
and more separated from each other in the instrument, than
when regarded with the naked eye.
The greater the distance between the two large mirrors, the
further in the distance does the instrument show the bodily form
of objects.
Large reflectors give a large field of view. If therefore it is desired to fix the instrument so as to regard in it a
certain prospect, it will be advantageous to make the reflectors
as large as possible, their distance asunder a maximum, and to
j)lace the whole upon a table which admits of being turned. For

Distant objects certainly appear

selves

general purposes, it is convenient not to make the length of the
instrument greater than the width of a window, so that it may
obtain, moreover, a great
be used from the room within.
])oition of the effect with small instruments, in which the distance of the reflectors from each other is much less.
Those who are accustomed to make optical experiments,
can obtain a telestereoscopic view of a landscape without any
The large
other instrument than a small and a large mirror.

We

mirror

is

when looked into
The observer stands at

so suspended, that

the landscape

is

seen.

at

an angle of 45°

a distance of

some

from the mirror in this direction, and holds the small reflector parallel to the large one, opposite to the eye which is
nearest to the large mirror.
For example, when the right side

feet

is nearest the large mirror, the landscape in the
small mirror is to be regarded with the right eye, and in the
large mirror with the left eye. When both images are brought
to coincidence, the same optical efi'ect is obtained as in the telestereoscope.
Li this way, however, it is only with difficulty that
different ])arts of the view are successively united, and nearer
(jbjects appear to the left eye of less magnitude than to the

of the obseiTcr

right one.

To see near oi)jects in the telestercoscopc, the reflectors must
be turned round their vertical axes so that the angle between their
surfaces and the long edge of the box is somewhat greater than
45".
The objects then appear greatly reduced in t<ize, but in

Prof. Helmholtz on the Telestereoscope.
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When the large mirrors only are
surprisingly prominent relief.
turned, the small ones being left at the angle of 45°, an exagIf the dimensions in the direction of
gerated relief is obtained.
the depth of the field of view to those on the surface are to
retain their right relations, the large mirrors must always remain
The aspects of near objects, particuparallel to the small ones.

human

larly of the

figure, are strikingly beautiful in the tele-

from the reduction produced
it is not reduced
pictures that the observer imagines he sees, but actually reduced

The impression

stereoscope.

differs

glasses, in the circumstance that

by concave
bodies.

Magnifying power may easily be connected with the teleit is only necessary to place a double opera-glass
stereoscope
between the eyes of the observer and the small reflectors ; it is
still preferable for the field of view, to separate the eye-glass from
the object-glass of the instrument, and so fix them in the telestereoscope that the light at each side first strikes the large mir:

then the object-glass, then the small reflector, and finally the
tele; so that in this arrangement the optic axis of the
The greater the magscope itself is broken at a right angle.
nifying power, the greater of course must be the perfection of
the plane reflectors, but then it is not necessary to choose them

ror,

eye-glass

larger than the object-glass of the telescope.
These views, at the same time telescopic and stereoscopic, also

exceed to an extraordinary degree the common image of the teleIn the simple telescopic images, difference
scope in vividness.
of distance disappears totally the objects look exactly as if they
were painted on a plane surface. By the ordinary combination
of the two Gahleo's telescopes, the appearance of relief for nearer
objects is in some degree obtained ; and hence it is that a double
opera-glass gives a much livelier impression of relief than a
But in the usual construction of the instrument
single one.
the relief is false the objects appear as if they were squeezed
together in the direction of depth. In the case of human faces,
:

:

most part, opera-glasses are directed, this is
Wlicn they are regarded from the front, they
appear much flatter than they really are, and when looked at in
In both cases the
profile, they ajjpear too narrow and sharp.

on which,

for the

very striking.

expression of the countenance is essentially altered.
When a double opera-glass is turned round and the observer
looks through the object-glass, the deep dimensions of objects
While, therefore, through a
are magnified out of proportion.
simple telescope all objects appear as paintings, through a double
t)pera-glass, complete objects are seen us Ims-rdii'fs, while by reversing the opera-glass, objects appear in high relief.
From the known laws of the tehacope and stereoscopic vision.
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easy to find theoretically that a double telescope whose optic
axes are parallel, and exactly the distance of the two eyes of the
observer from each other, and which magnifies n times, causes

it is

objects so to appear as if all dimensions perpendicular to the axis
of the telescope remained unchanged, while the distance of the
objects from the observer in the line of the axis

is

reduced -th,

so that the observer sees the objects in their natural size,
and compressed in the direction of depth.

but

nearer,

\Vhile each single telescope shows this object as

- th of the
n
is still

if it

were at

distance, the difference between the perspective view

not so great as

it

would be

object at the -thof the distance.

if

the observer actually saw the

By combining a double telescope

with a telostereoscope, this error is not removed; -we only obtain
a uniform further reduction of all apparent linear dimensions as
Of single objects, indeed,
they appear in the double telescope.
which stand at a definite distance, a correct relief can be obtained
bv permitting the small reflectors to remain at an angle of 45°,
reflect at an angle somewhat smaller
In this way, as before mentioned, an exaggerated
i-elief is obtained in the telestereoscope alone, and we can thereby
neutralize the opposite error of the telescopic combination.

and making the large ones
than

4'5°.

III.

On

the various Conditions of

By

Oxygen.

Dr. Sciionbein*.

My dear Faraday,
IllAA'^E continued my

l^isle, Sept. 17,

1857.

researches on oxygen, that inexhaust-

ible source of investigation, and have become acquainted
with a series of novel facts, which seem to be not altogether void of
One of those facts is singular and ])aradoxical
scientific interest.
enough. What do you say to a deoxidation of an oxygen com-

effected by means of oxygen itself? You are perhaps aware, that some years ago I found out a number of substances which possessed the power of transforming free O into
O, i. e. of acting like heat. The oxides of the precious metals,
and the metallic peroxides, such as those of manganese, lead, &c.,
belong to this category, and are oxy-compounds which contain
either the whole or part of their oxygen in the ozonic condition.
Now it appears that the action which takes place, for instance
and PbO + 0, is reciprocal ; for not only is the
between free
former converted into 0, but the peroxide of lead is at the sanutime reduced to PbO, thus appearing to show that the O of

pound being

*

Coiiiiniiiiifiiteil

bv Professor FaiMdjiv.
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becomes deozonized, and on that account elimieffect is produced upon PbO^ by
hydrogen (to
the ozonized oil of turpentine and the peroxide of
me = HO + 6). To show these remarkable effects in a simple
manner, I employ a test-paper which is impregnated, i. e. coloured
If moist strips of
with minute quantities of peroxide of lead.
such paper be suspended in strongly ozonized air, within a few

rbO +
nated.

also

The same deoxidizing

be completely bleached, i. e. PbO^ is reduced to
on being put in ozonized oil of turchange.
])entine or peroxide of hydrogen, undergoes the same

hours they

will

The

PbO.

said test-paper,

show you that effect. Now these curious
ground for a very strange conjecture,
which, extraordinary and startling as it may sound, I cannot
I suspect that there are two kinds
help communicating to you.

The

strips enclosed will

facts

seem

to

me

to furnish

algeof active oxygen standing to each other in the relation of
braic magnitudes of contrary signs, i. e. such as will neutralize

each other into inactive oxygen if brought together in equal quanNow, supposing that there are three kinds of oxygen, 0,
tities.
+ 0,andFbO-^ PbO + 0,
assummg that HO^ is
and
O,
0,
anotljer,
th(jse peroxides, on being brought into contact with one
of
of the one neutralizes the
must be catalyzed, because the
remain
the other peroxide into 0, which, as such, can no longer
For the reduction of PbO^
associated either with PbO or HO.
in the
to PbO being effected by free O, I am inclined to account

=

= HO

two portions of
In the two isomeric and
crystallographically polar acids of Pasteur, which neutralize each
other into what they call racemic acids, we have a case of an

same way, i. e. by assuming opposite
oxygen which act upon each other.

states of the

analogous kind.
facts above stated
I am of course far from believing that the
necessarily lead to such a conclusion, but for the present I caneffect
not conceive any other hypothesis by which the deoxidizing
produced by free 6, ozonized oil of turpentine, or peroxide of hy-

drogen upon PbO^ can be better accounted for. Be this, hownotable work
ever, as it may, as we philosophers cannot do any
without having some hypothetical view in our heads, I shall
place myself for some time under the guidance of the conjecture
If it leads me
alluded to, and see what can be made out of it.
to the discovery of

some

interesting facts, I shall not feel

We

ashamed

are but shortturn out to be fallacious.
bit
sighted men, and must be content with finding out a little
errors.
of
sea
tlu'ough
a
wading
ill
truth
of
You know it is an old notion of mine, that common oxygen,
chemical combination, and iiuist
51S such, cannot enter into any
it
undergo a change of condition, i. e. become ozonized before
oil (.f
phosphorus,
of
oxidation
The
powers.
acquires oxidizing

of

it,

tliough

it

may
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common oxygen, is
think with sufficient cer-

turpentine, &c. being apparently effected by
typical to mc, because

we know, and

T

tainty, that in those cases the ozonization of common oxygen
In order to increase as much as posalways precedes oxidation.

body of evidence in favour of that assumption, I have of
worked a good deal on the oil of bitter almonds (benzule

sible the
late

H), which, as regards its bearings to common oxygen, is cermost remarkable bodies I know ; for oxygen at
the common temperature, submitted to the joint influence of this
oil and solar light, effects a number of oxidations, which only
6, but not 0, is capable of causing. Under the circumstances
mentioned, iodine is eliminated from iodide of potassium, indigo
-h

tainly one of the

solution discoloured rapidly, solution of guaiacum blued, a great
number of metals oxidized, even silver not excepted, &c.
To convince yourself of this action in a simple way, add to
diluted paste of starch containing some iodide of potassium, a

drop or two of hydruret of benzule (free from prussic acid), shake
in the dark the mixture together with ordinary oxygen, and no
action will result ; make the same experiment in the sun, and
the liquids will almost instantaneously be turned deep blue, just

The same
if free ozonized oxygen had acted upon the paste.
colour will make its appearance if you treat in a similar way a
To show that even
recently prepared solution of guaiacum.
silver is oxidized, put some drops of the oil upon a plate of pure
silver, and move the essence about in direct sunlight for a minute

as

or two ; on aqueous sulphuretted hydrogen being poured upon
the spot of reaction, a rather abundant precipitation of sulphuret
of silver is produced, a proof of the presence of oxide of silver.
I need not expressly state that the hydruret of benzule is oxidized
along with the metals, in consequence of which benzoates are
formed benzoate of lead, cadmium, copper, silver, &c. A very
Deposit
pretty experiment may be made with metallic arsenic.
round a glass tube a ring of that metal (by means of Marsh's
method), drop some oil of bitter almonds upon it, and turn the
no action takes
tube, held in a horizontal position, round its axis
place in the dark, whilst in the direct solar light the ring will

—

:

rapidly disappear under the circumstances indicated, arsenic acid
being formed, just as is the case in ozonized oxygen. Rings
of antimony being not acted upon, or at least but very slightly,
under these circumstances, the two metals may be easily distinTiie
guished from each other by means of hydruret of benzule.
details of my researches on the od of bitter almonds will before
long be published by the Academy of Paris.
You arc aware that nitrification has been these many years a
matter of interest and research to me, and of late I have increased
Some years
our knowledge of that subject by some novel facts.
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found out that ozonized oxygen transforms ammonia into

the nitrate of that base.
Last year I ascertained that inactive
oxygen, on being put in contact with platinum or copper, acquires
the power of oxidizing, even at the common temperature, the
elements of ammonia into nitrous acid and water, nitrite of ammonia being formed. Now 1 have discovered that HO^, Mn^ 0'
(permanganic acid), or the salts of that acid, for instance permanganate of potash, on being mixed with aqueous ammonia,
produce nitrites. A singular fact is*, that free ozonized oxygen
alone seems to be capable of oxidizing the nitrogen of ammonia
into nitric acid, whilst tlie ozonized oxygen of oxy-compounds,
or the oxygen rendered active by the influence of copper or
j)latinum, produces nitrous acid.
Are we to infer from these
facts that the formation of a nitrite is the first stage of nitrification ? One gambol more on my hobby-horse and I shall descend
from the animal. I have of late succeeded in ozonizing the oil of
turpentine so strongly, that one equivalent of that essence is associated to an equivalent of oxygen, and you may easily imagine
the great oxidizing power of the oil.
By shaking it with peroxide
of lead it becomes deozonized, PbO^ being reduced to PbO, a
fact which, according to the statements above made, is a matter
of course.

must add a remark or two on my peroxide test-paper. I
it by drenching strips of thin filtering-paper with a
solution of PbO^, and that solution is produced by shaking
together (for about fifteen minutes or so) two volumes of strongly
ozonized oil of turpentine and one volume of extractum Saturni
I

prepare

(subacetate of lead).
On filtering the mixture I get a transparent liquid, coloured like port wine, which in fact is oil
of turpentine holding some peroxide and oxide of lead dissolved.
Upon the filter remains a yellow substance, a mixture of PbO'^
and PbO. Within twenty-four hours a similar mixture is deposited from the coloured essence.
It is a remarkable fact
that the test-paper is rapidly bleached in strongly insolated
atmospheric air, as you will see from a strip sent, which in a
bright sun was completely bleached within an hour's time. For
that reason my tcst-pa])er must bi; kept in the dark.
1 am, my dear Friend,

Yours most

faithfully,

C. F. ScniJNbiii.v.

^8
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On

]

Form of Faroelite.
Dr. Heddle*.-

the Crystalline

By

WHEN

in Faroe, I obtained at the cave in Naalsoe globules
of Faroelite, composed of crystals large enough to aiford
They
satisfactory measurements with the reflecting goniometer.

are as follows

:

Pa
PA

90 00

a b

90 00

90 00

(cleavage)

Mfl 116 20
Form, abp.
Cleavage parallel to a highly perfect

;

M imperfect.

parallel to b perfect

M

vitreous.
Lustre, a pearly ; b P and
The Skye crystals are similar ; but some of the Irish specimens seem to have planes truncating the edge P b or the solid
angle aVb; these crystals, hoAvever, are too rough and too small

measurement.
have already shown in this Journal (January 1857) that
the chemical constitution of this species is quite distinct from
that of mesolite, with which it used to be confounded ; and the
above measurements definitely set the matter at rest, as the
mineral is prismatic instead of obhque, being near Thomsonite,

for

I

and isomorphous with

stilbite.

It stands, indeed, intermediate,

and connects the chain between

Thomsonite and mesolite.
Thomsonite {normal)

.

Soda Thomsonite

.

.

+ 3A1 Si + 7H.

(Na, Ca^) Si

+ 3A1 Si + 7H.

Faroelite

(Na, Ca^) Si^ + 3A1 Si

Mesolite

(Na, Ca^)

With

Scolezite its connexion

natrolite

may be

+ 8H.

S> + SAlSi + 8H.

seen by adding

3(CaSi)+3AlSi=9H.

Scolczite

With

Ca^ Si

by adding
(Na^ Ca) Si^ + 3A1 Si

Fargite

3(Na

Natrolite

Si)

+ 7H.
+ 3^181 + 6H.

N.B. The crystals from which the figure was drawn were
examined chemically, to determine that they were not stilbite.
*
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V. On

]

the Fo7-mation of Indic/o-blue.

By Edward Schunck,

— Part II.

Ph.D., F.R.S.*

of this memoirf I announced the discovery of
IN athepeculiarpartsubstance
contained in the leaves of the Isatis
first

showed, the indigo-blue obtained
owes its origin. Having
applied to this substance the name of Indican, I proceeded to
give a general account of its properties, and of the process of decomposition which it undergoes when subjected to the action of
strong acids.
I now propose to present a more detailed account
of the properties of this substance, and especially of the products
tinctoria, to

which, as

I there

in the usual process of treating the plant

of decomposition derived from

it.

my

experiments, I soon arrived at the conclusion that the different methods of preparing indican, of which I
had in the first part of this paper given a description, though
they sufficed for the preparation of small quantities, were not
well adapted for obtaining in a state of purity the larger quantities of the substance which I found to be necessary for the
purposes of investigation.
The great difficulty in the preparation of indican arises, as I have before stated, from the extreme

In continuing

with which it is decomposed, when its solutions, especiwatery one, arc heated, a process of decomposition which
is rapidly completed at a temperature a little below that of boiling water, and takes place even at the ordinary temperature of
This
the atmosj)here, when the evaporation occupies some time.
circumstance renders it necessary to avoid distilling the solutions
On the
or evaporating them at any but the usual temperature.
other hand, the length of time necessary for the spontaneous

facility

ally the

evaporation of the watery solution, produces in a gi'eat measure
the same effect as the evaporation of the solution at a higher
It therefore
temperature during a shorter period of time.
to devise some means of producing a more
rapid evaporation of these solutions without the application of
This object was attained by means of a sinqjle
artificial heat.
apparatus, in which a rapid current of air was made to pass over

became necessary

a large surface of the li(juid to be evaporated, and which

may be

words.
The solution to be evaporated is poured into a dish or tray
of block-tin about IG inches square, with peri)endicular sides
2 inches deep, and capal)le therefore of containing, when^ full,
The dish is placed on a shelf fixed
nearly two gallons of liquid.

described in a

From
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wooden box, of which abed, fij;'. 1,
This box is cUised at the two sides, but
open at the front and back from the shelf upwards. It must be
sufficiently wide to allow the dish to slide easily in and out, but
from front to back it must be so deep as to leave a space of about
half an inch between the front and the dish.
At the distance of
about ] I inch from the back of the box, there is fixed in a perpendicular position a board /", the upper and side edges of which
are firmly attached to the toj) and sides of the box.
The lower
edge of this board is about on a level with the uj)pcredge of the
tin dish, and is accurately fitted to a shelf, g, which is suspended
by means of two u])right pieces of wood, hJi, 2\ inches deep,
resting on two ledges, i i, fixed to the sides of the box.
The
spaces between h h and the side walls of the box must be sufficiently wide to allow the sides of the tin dish to move easily uj)
and down in thein. By means of supports, n n, inserted between
the tin dish e and the shelf o, the former may be raised so as to
bring the surface of the liquid contained in it close to the shelf ^,
which is thus made to hang down within the dish. When the
apparatus is to be used, the spaces pp ^^^^ between the edges of
the dish and the ledges ii, are closed as tightly as possible by
means of flat plugs of wood, so as to cause the current of air
passing through the apparatus to sweep over the whole surface
at a convenient lu-ii^ht in a
rt'in-esents

the front.

Fig. 1.

'™™T!i!l!Il!SlM
Fis- 2.

jILJ

_^^j

of the liquid, and the front of the box
U-;\mr, J

khn, covered with muslin

is

by means of a
up and down in

closed

aiul sliding

Di".
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grooves fixed to the sides, which in a great measure prevents
the dust which is carried along by the current of air from being
conveyed into the liquid. The apparatus is now placed so as to
make the back fit as closely as possible to the wall, q r, fig. 2, in
which there is an opening, s, communicating with a steam-boiler
flue ; or the back of the box may be closed with a piece of wood,
having an opening communicating by means of a pipe with the
flue.
The section, fig. 2, shows the direction taken by the air in
passing over the surface of the liquid.
As the liquid evaporates,
the dish is raised by means of additional supports so as again to
bring the surface of the former close to tlie shelf g, and thus
confine the current within a narrow space.
The current of air
which I employed, and which was sufficiently I'apid to cause a
constant ripple on the surface of the liquid, was produced by
the draught of a steam-boiler flue, which carried away the products of combustion from several large fires.
I think it probable,
however, that the same effect might be produced by causing the
whole of the air necessary for the supply of an ordinary stove or
close fireplace to pass through the apparatus.
By means of the
current of air at my disposal, I was enabled to evaporate in this
apparatus about one pint of water in the course of twenty-four
hours at a temperature not exceeding 10° C, the temperature of
the water being kept by means of the rapid evaporation rather
lower than that of the atmosphere. The evaporation of a gallon
of spirits of wine by the same means occupied only a few hours.
In preparing indican, the course of proceeding which I adopt
The dried woad leaves are reduced to a powder,
is as follows*.
* In the course of the investigation I had an opportunity of confirming
a statement made by the authors «ho have described the cultivation of the
woad jilant and the preparation of the dye made from it, viz. that the first
crop of leaves obtained during the first year's growth of the plant is richest
in colouring matter, and that each successive crop yields less than the jircceding one. This may perhaps be ascribed to the lower temperature prevailing during the latter part of the year.
Nevertheless if the roots be left
in the ground through the winter, though the plant in the ensuing year
seems to have lost none of its vigour, as may be seen by the size aud abundance of rich glaucous leaves which it puts forth, and the quantity of flowerstems bearing numbers of flowers, and then of seeds which it sends up,
still the leaves arc as jioor in colouring matter as those of the preceding
autumn. The inferior (piality of the dye produced from the second year's
leaves, which in Thuringia went by the name of " Komjjts-waid " (see

known to the growers of
fonner times.
Woad is still em|)loyed by the woollen-dyers in tiiis country, but what
useful purpose it answers in preference to an e(iuivalent quantity of indigo,
A specimen of tlie drug, as used by a wr)()llen-<lyer.
I am unable to say.
which I examined, contained no trace of indigo-blue. If its use be merely
ferment
and
reducing agent on the indigo em])!oyed at tiu' same
to act as a
time, as is very probable, its ])lace might be sup])lied by rotten cabbageleaves or decaying vegetable matter of any kind.
Schreber's Bcschreibuiiy des H'aids), was well

woad

in
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a hair-sieve, in order to separate the

and an extract of this powder
then made in a displacement apparatus with cold alcohol in
the usual manner.
The extract, which may be made stronger
by passing it through fresh quantities of powder, has a lively
dark green colour.
It is evaporated in the a])paratus just described, a little water being previously added to it, in order to
tacilitate the separation of the fatty matter.
After a few hours,
there is found at the bottom of the evaporating dish a dark green
layer, consisting of fat and green colouring matter, covered by a
The latter is poured off, filtered,
light brown watery liquid.
agitated with a quantity of fi-eshly precipitated oxide of copper,
and iiltered again. It now appears of a dark green colour from
oxide of copper in solution. The latter having been removed by
means of sul])huretted hydrogen, the filtered liquid, which is
now quite clear and of a light yellow colour, is evaporated again
in the same apparatus, when it leaves a brown syrup.
This
s)Tup contains, besides indican, some products of decomposition
of the latter. On being treated with cold alcohol, only a portion
of it is dissolved, a part remaining undissolved in the form of a
brown glutinous substance, which is a product of the combined
action of water and oxygen on indican, and which will be more
fully described below.
Tiie alcoholic liquid after being poured
off is mixed with about twice its volume of sether, when it becomes
milky and deposits a substance of a syrupy consistence, which
contains an additional quantity of the body just referred to, and
also some of the peculiar kind of sugar which is formed by the
decomposition of indican.
After the mixture has stood for
several hours, there is usually found deposited on the surface of
the syrii]) and attached to the sides of the glass a quantity of
white crystalline needles, which also consist of a product of the
decomposition of indican. After the pethereal liquid has become
clear, it is poured on a filter and then evaporated as before, when
it leaves a clear brown syrup, consih.ting of indican in as high
a state of purity as I have been able to obtain it.
The only
impurity which may still attach to the indican as thus prepared,
is a small quantity of fatty matter, the last traces of which it is
extremely difficult to remove.
When an alcoholic extract of
woad is (\aporated and water is added to the residue, the filtered
liquid, though it may appear tolerably clear, still contains a quanleaf-stalks

and

ribs of the leaves,

is

tity of fatty matter, in

a state cither of solution or, as

seems
adding acid to
it, this fatty matter separates in greenish masses, which melt
when the liquid is heated. The greatest part of this fatty matter is carried down by the oxide of copper used in the process
just described, :md the remainder is generally removed, when

more probable,

of mechanical suspension.

On
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sulphuretted hydrogen is passed through the filtered liquid, by
the precipitated sulphuret of copper.
A little more separates
occasionally in small white grains during the evaporation of the
liquid filtered from the sulphuret of copper, especially if the
temperature of the current of air passing over its surface be low,
as in winter.
If, however, the residue left after evaporation of
the alcoholic extract be stirred up and agitated for some time
with water, so large a quantity of fatty matter becomes suspended
in the liquid as to render its separation without decomposition of the indican almost impossible,

that I have found

it

and

it

is

for this reason

advisable always to add water to the

alcoholic extract of the leaves before evaporation, and to pour off
the watery liquid from the undissolved chlorophyll and fatty
matter, instead of evaporating the extract by itself and then
stirring up the residue with water.
I have very little to add to the description formerly given of
indican and its properties.
It is always obtained in the form of
a transparent light brown syrup, and it cannot be separated from
the water which it still retains in this state without decomposition.
Its watery solution has a yellow colour and a purely
bitter taste.
Even in the highest state of purity in which it can
be obtained, it produces when dissolved in water a slightly acid
reaction on litmus-paper.
Whether this reaction is peculiar to
it, or whether it is a consequence of a commencing decomposition
of tliis easily decomposable substance, I am unable to decide.
After being prepared in the manner just described, it yields, when
subjected in small quantities to the action of acids, indigo-blue,
indirubiue and sugar, with mere traces of other products of decomposition. When the same process, however, is performed on
a somewhat largeV scale, other products make their appearance
from causes which I shall j^resently explain.

The new experiments which I have made to determine the
composition of indican, confirm the conclusions at which I arrived
in the first instance, and which are contained in the first part of
Being unable to obtain the substance itself in a
this paper.
state fit for analysis, I was obliged, as before, to have recourse
to its compound with oxide of lead.
This compound was pre])ared in the following manner.
Pure indican was dissolved in
cold alcohol, and the solution was mixed with a small quantity
and filtered from the
which was generally of a somewhat dirty yellow
On now adding to the li([uid an excess of acetate of
colour.
lead, a bright sulphur-yellow precipitate fell, which was collected
on a filter, washed with alcohol and then dried, at first in vacuo,
and tlicn for a few hours in the water-bath. Tiiis precipitate
was employed in the analyses I. and II. The liquid filtered
D
Fhil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 15. No. 07. Jan, 1858.
of an alcoholic solution of acetate of lead

precipitate,
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this precipitate gave with a little ammonia a second precion a
pitate of a rather paler yellow colour, which was collected
manner as the
filter, washed with alcohol, and dried in the same
first.
The analyses III. and IV. were made with this precipitate.

from

following results were obtained
1-0120 grm. burnt with oxide of copper and chlorate of
potash, gave 0-7590 grm. carbonic acid and 0-1885 water.

The

:

I.

1-0330 grm. burnt with soda-lime gaveT)-0580 grm. platinum.
0-6385 grm. gave 0-5140 grm. sulphate of lead.
II. 0-8845 grm. gave 0-5040 grm. carbonic acid.
1-1100 grm. burnt with soda-lime gave 0-1260 grm. chloride
of platinum and ammonium.
0-3490 grm. gave 0-3260 grm. sulphate of lead.
III. 1-3315 grm, gave 0-9380 grm. carbonic acid and 0-2535
water.

1-6295 grm. gave 0-2145 grm. chloride of platinum and

ammonium.
0-8550 grm. gave 0-7005 grm. sulphate of lead.
IV. 0-9520 grm. gave 0-6345 grm. carbonic acid and 0-1715
water.

1-2490 grm. gave 0-0640 grm. platinum."
0-5335 grm. gave 0-4495 grm. sulphate of lead.
These numbers correspond in 100 parts to
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blue
a dark colour, while the surface becomes covered with a
The deposit is found to consist principally of indigopellicle.
of
blue with a httlc indirubine, and a trace of other products

decomposition.

muddy and

The filtered liquid, on being boiled, becomes
some brown fiocks, which contain no indigo-

deposits

of indigo-blue formed by the action of
seems indeed to be comparatively larger than when
It is hardly necessary
sulphuric or muriatic acid is employed.
to
to add, that if this be really the case, it cannot be ascribed
any oxidizing effect produced by the acid. A watery solution of
indican, on being mixed with oxalic or tartaric acid and left to

blue.

The quantity

nitric acid

stand, yields a dark blue or purple deposit, consisting of indigoblue and indirubine, which, when oxalic acid is ein ployed, arc
remarkably free from other products of decomposition. The liquid filtered from this deposit yields in either ease, when boiled,

a few

more

fiocks,

and

after

being

filtered,

mixed with

sul})huric

These
acid and boiled again, it gives an additional quantity.
flocks contain indu-ubine and indiretinc, but no indigo-blue.
Even acetic acid produces a slight effect on indican. On adding
that acid to a watery solution of the latter, the mixture deposits,

on standing, some dark

flocks, consisting of indigo-blue

indirubine, but their quantity

and

is trifling.

A more minute examination of this process of decomposition
showed that it was more complicated, and that the products
formed by it were more numerous than I had at first imagined.
The products of decomposition which I have observed arc of three
kinds. The first are insoluble in water, and are deposited in the
shape of powder or flocks from the acid liquid ; the second
remain dissolved in the latter; the third arc volatile, and are obtained by distilling the liquid either whilst the action of the acid
For the purpose of preis proceeding or after it has ceased.
paring these various products, I found it to be necessary to obtain indican in a state of absolute purity by successive solution
in alcohol, water and tether; for though some indican is always
decomposed when its watery solution is evaporated, the substances
into which it is thereby converted afford, by decomposition with
acids, products which do not differ in their nature, but only in
their relative proportions from those which are formed when
I therefore contented myself
perfectly pure indican is employed.
with extracting the dry leaves of the woad plant with cold alcohol,
evaporating the extract in the apparatus above described, adding
water to the residue and filtering. The solution of indican thus
obtained was mixed with a considerable quantity of sulphm-ic
acid, and the green fatty matter precipitated by the acid was
The action of the acid passed, as I inseparated by filtration.
variably observed, through two distinct stages, and I found

it
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convenient to collect and treat the products formed at each stage
of the action separately.
The iiltercd liquid, though clear at
first, soon became opalescent and muddy, and deposited dark
flocks, while the surface liecame covered with a blue pellicle.
After the liquid had stood in the cold for about twenty-four
hours, this deposit usually ceased to be formed, and the action
then entered on its second stage, which was manifested by the
separation from the filtered liquid of a brown powder, the quantity of which was much increased by heating.
This powder
contained little or no indigo-blue, but some indirubine, and a
large quantity of other products of decomposition.
I think it
j)robable that the first deposit owed its origin to the pure indican
contained in the solution, while the second was formed from indican that had undergone a change by the action of water. The
matter insoluble in water formed by the action of acid having been
collected on a filter, the acid liquid was employed for the preparation of the other products of decomposition in a manner to
be hereafter described. The portion of the products insoluble
in water was also obtained by another method, still more expeditious than the one just described.
The leaves of the plant
having been finely chopped, boiling water was poured over them,
and the mixture having been well stirred, the liquid was strained
through calico and mixed with sugar of lead. This produced a
pale green precipitate which was separated by filtration, and the
liquid having been mixed with an excess of sulphuric acid, was
filtered from the &ul])hate of lead and heated for some time, when
it produced a deposit containing the same products as before.
Instead of sulphuric acid, I sometimes employed nitric acid,
avoiding however, in this case, the use of heat.
J\Iore indigoblue and less of the other products of decomposition seemed to
be formed when nitric acid was used.
In whatever manner the pi-oducts insoluble in water were
obtained, I always adopted the same method of treatment for
the purpose of separating them from one another, a method
which is indeed essentially the same as that employed by Bcrzclius for the separation of the constituents of crude indigo.
The whole of the acid used in the process having been carefully
removed by means of cold water, the mass left on the filter was
treated with dilute caustic soda. This dissolved a great j)ortion,
fonning a dark brown opakc liquid, which was filtered from the
insoluble matter.
The latter was treated again with caustic soda,
the action being now assisted by heat, and the process was repeated until nothing more was dissolved.
The liquid, on being
mixed with an excess of muriatic acid, let fall a voluminous fioeculent ])reci])itate of a brown colour, which, after being collected

oa a

filter

and washed with water, was

treated witli a boiling
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mixture of alcohol and ammonia. This sometimes dissolved the
whole of it, sometimes only a part. The insoluble portion, when
there was any present, had the appearance of a dark brown
powder, and consisted of the body to which I have given the
name of Indilmmine. After having been treated repeatedly with
alcohol and ammonia until nothing more was dissolved, and then
with muriatic acid, and lastly washed with Vater, it was conThe alcoholic liquid filtered from it was dark
sidered pure.
brown. On adding to it an excess of acetic acid, an abundant
dark brown deposit was formed, consisting of a substance which
I had not previously observed, and to which I propose to apply
It was collected on a filter, washed first
the term Indifuscine.
with alcohol, then with hot water until all the acetate of ammonia and acetic acid were removed, and lastly agitated with a
little cold alcohol, filtered off and dried, when it had the appearBy repeating
ance of a dark brown or reddish-brown powder.

the process of solution in alcohol and ammonia and precipitation
The alcoholic
with acid, its further purification was effected.
liquid filtered from the indifuscine was mixed with an alcoholic
solution of acetate of lead, when an additional quantity of the
same substance was precipitated in combination with oxide of
The filtered liquid, containing an excess
lead in brown flocks.
of sugar of lead, was mixed with ammonia, which gave a brownish-yellow precipitate, consisting chiefly of indiretine in combiThis precipitate, after being filtered
nation with oxide of lead.
oft', was treated with dilute acetic acid, which removed a considerable quantity of oxide of lead, and after being again filtered
off" and washed, it was completely decomposed with boihng dilute
The indiretine which was separated collected in
muriatic acid.
the boiling liquid in the form of brown, half-fused masses, which
were separated by filtration while the liquid boiled, washed with
boiling water, and then treated with a small quantity of cold
The alcohol acquired a dark brown colour, and after
alcohol.
being filtered from a little undissolved indifuscine, was evaporated to dryness, when it left the indiretine in the shape of a
brittle resinous residue, which was purified by being again dissolved in cold alcohol.
That part of the product of the action of acids insoluble in
It was
caustic soda was usually of a dark bluish-purple colour.
The
treated with boiling alcohol until nothing more dissolved.
alcoholic liquid, which had a dark brownish-purple colour, was
filtered boiling hot from the insoluble portion, consisting chiefly
of indigo-blue, and then mixed with ammonia and an alcoholic
solution of acetate of lead, which gave a brown precipitate consisting of oxide of lead in combination with indifuscine, and such
other products as had not been completely extracted by the
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After being filtered from this precipitate, the
liquid appeared of a beautiful purple colour.
It was mixed with
an excess of acetic acid and distilled or evaporated to about one
quarter of its original volume, and then mixed with a large
quantity of water, which precipitated the whole of the matter
dissolved in it in the shape of dirty purple flocks.
These flocks
were collected on a filter, well washed with water, and then treated
with dilute causlic soda, which generally, however, only dissolved
a minute portion of them. After being again filtered off and
well washed, they were dried and treated with a small quantity
of cold alcohol.
The alcohol dissolved a portion, forming a
solution of a deep reddish-yellow colour, which was filtered and
evaporated, when it left a shining resinous substance of the same
colour, which, as it possesses characteristic properties and a
peculiar composition, I shall call Indifulvine.
By dissolving it
in weak spirits of wine it was separated from a little impurity,
which remained undissolved in the shape of a brown powder.
The matter left undissolved by the cold alcohol consisted chiefly
of indirubine. For the purpose of purifying this body, I availed
myself of the property which it possesses, in common with
indigo-blue, of dissolving in caustic alkalies in the presence of
bodies which easily take up oxygen.
On treating the mixture
containing indirubine with a solution of protoxide of tin in caustic
soda and boiling, I obtained a solution which, after being rapidly
filtered, deposited indirubine on exposui'e to the air in the shape
of a reddish-purple pellicle covering ifs surface.
This pellicle,
on being broken, fell to the bottom in thick flakes and was succeeded by another.
As soon as the whole of the indirubine
contained in it had been again oxidized and deposited, it was
filtered off, well washed with water and dissolved in boiling
alcohol.
The alcoholic solution, which had a beautiful purple
colour, generally left on evaporation a dark brown amorphous
residue, consisting of indirubine in as high a state of purity as I
have been able to obtain it when formed by the decomposition
of indican.
A brown powder was left undissolved by the alkaline solution of protoxide of tin, which, after being again treated
with a fresh quantity of the same solution in order to dissolve
all the indirubine which might bo contained in it, was washed
with water, then with acid, washed again with water, dried and
treated M'ith cold alcoliol.
The latter dissolved a second portion
of indifulvinc!, wliich seemed to liave escaped the solvent action
of the alcohol in the first instance, in consequence of its having
been so intimately mixed with and enveloped by partich's of inThe alcohol still
dirubine as not to be i-eached by tlie alcohol.
left undissolved a quantity of brown ])owder, which did jiot seem
to be any j)cculiar substance, but an intimate mixture of iudifulcaustic

soda.
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vine and indirubine.
The indigo-blue left undissolved hy tlie
boiling alcohol was purified by treating it^ according to Fritzsche's
method, with a warm solution of grape-sugar in alcohol to which
caustic soda was added, and allowing the mixture to stand in a
warm place until the indigo-blue was dissolved. The yellow
solution having been drawn off with a siphon and allowed to
stand exposed to the air, became first red, then purple, and then
deposited the indigo-blue in the shape of small crystalline scales,
filter and washed first with alcohol,
afterwards with boiling water, then digested with muriatic acid,

which were collected on a

well washed with water and dried.

The bodies insoluble in water formed by the action of acids on
indican are therefore six in number.
I shall now give an account
of their properties and composition.
Indigo-blue.

The indigo-blue obtained by

this process has all the proper-

ties usually ascribed to that substance.

It is insoluble in alka-

but dissolves easily when a deoxidizing substance,
such as a salt of protoxide of tin or protoxide of iron, or grapesugar, is added at the same time, the solution exhibiting the
usual appearance of an indigo vat, such as the yellow colour, and
the blue pellicle on the surface.
It is only slightly soluble in
boiling alcohol, to which it communicates a blue tinge, but easily
and completely soluble in couccnti-atcd sulphuric acid, forming
a blue solution from which nothing is precipitated on the addition
line liquids,

of water.

By

the action of boiling nitric acid

it

yields indigotlc

and when treated with a strong boiling solution of caustic
soda, it is converted into an acid having the properties of anthra-

acid,

nilic acid.

Its identity with indigo-blue

beyond doubt by
sults

its

analysis,

is,

however, placed

which yielded the following

re-

:

I. 0*3365 grm. dried at 100° C. and burnt with oxide of copper and chlorate of potash, gave 0"8955 grm. carbonic acid and

0"1305 grm. water.
0-5175 grm. burnt with soda-lime gave 0'3775 grm.

plati-

num*.
II.

0-3605 grm. gave 0-9G05 grm. carbonic acid and 0-1350

water.

0-5230 grm. gave 4G cubic, centims. of moist nitrogen
*

The double

at a

chloride which yielded this amount of platinum was
washed according to Ilofnianu's directions, with .xther, to which a little
alcohol was added, instead of with the usual mixture of alcohol and a;thcr.
It weighed OWY.iit grm., which if it had consisted of the double chloride of
]datinum and ammonium alone, would have corresponded to 005/1 grm. of
nitrogen, or 11-03 per cent.
The apparent excess arose without doubt
from the presence of aniline.
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736-8 millims., equivalent
temperature of 12°C. and a pressure of
at 0^ C. and a pressure ot
nitrogen
dry
of
ceutims.
cubic
to 437
grm.
0-0534
760 millims. or
:—
Hence was deduced the following composition
Calculated.

Eqs.

Carbon
Hydrogen
.

Ntrogen
Oxygen

.

96

73-28

I.

73-57
4-30
10-36

H-

72-06

.

16

.

5

5

3-81

.

1

10-68

3

Jl3;23

12;77

10-33
12-96

.

14
_16
131

100-00

10000

100-00*
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Indirubine.

above described,
This substance, when obtained by the process
amorphous mass.
brown
dark
a
of
form
the
in
appears
usually
oyed in
On one occasion, when very pure indican had been emp
from the boiling alcoholic soiuits preparation, it was deposited
more nearly apanalyses above given lead to a compositiou
one than any previously on record, with the exChim. et de Phys sev3, vol. ni.
ception of those given bv Laurent {Ann. de
To the use of he
which were made with snbl.med indigo-blue.
objections may be raised on account ot the
latter for this purpose, however,
carbon and traces of oilv and
difncultvof separating it from particles of
*

The

proacliinff the theoretical

pS

m

his last memoir on
Dumas
resinous matters formed by the sublimation.
de Chim. et de Phys. ^ev. .i,vo\.u.
the composition of indigo-blue {Ann.
the previous analyses o the
p 207), proved that the excess of carbon
the admixture of a lit e
substance was only ap-parent, being caused by
which is generally used foi ts
sulphur derived from the sulphate of iron
he obtained in thiee
Havin<!; carefuUv removed this sulphur,
imrification
cent, of carbon, which correspond
analvses 72-90, 72-8 1, and 7-2-D7 per
Tliese amounts are, hovvever,
apparently with the theoretical composition.
If correc ed in
weight of carbon
calculated according to the old atomic
carbon, which was esabjished
accordance with the new atomic weight of
become respectively 7^^' \^ "'
bv Uumas a short time previously, they
determmation being probably due
and 71-92, the great excess iu the second
analysing some specimens of the '"^^'^o-W"^

m

some misprmt. On
which he mmself had pro^cd to
remainin- from his previous investigation,
results according to the new atomic weight
the
calculating
and
impure,
be
/3-3 per
Dumas obtained in four analyses, T6-6, T^'b 72-7, and
of
these and the iirevious analyses
cent of carbon. The coincidence between
deficiency
I have myself always found a
is of course only apparent.
taken to wash the precipita ed
the amount of carbon, unless care was
the
I ascribe this circumstance to
inditro-blue for a considerable time.
with certain substances and
indilo-blue, like all porous bodies, combining
surconsequence of an attraction ot
tliein from their solutions in
to

cKn,

m

removing

is cmpbyed lu
If, for instance, grajie-sugar
face exerted bv it.
earned down by the imhgo-ldne
fication a certain quantity of it is

hot
onlybe -emoved by confnu.ous washing with

St with

^yatc.r,

its

puri-

and can
followed by treat-

M-'

water
-^
muriatic^ acid and renewed washing with
-J
evaporation a small .puintity of suui. and
of water is foun.l to leave on
for several dajb.
coutmuud
been
has
washing
this docs uot cease until the

4Si
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on cooling in long crystalline needles, which were red by
The alcoholic solution has a fine purple
transmitted light.
It is perfectly insoluble in alkaline liquids; but if it be
colour.
tion

treated with a boiling solution of caustic soda, to which some
deoxidizing substance, such as protochloridc of tin or grape-sugar,
is added, it dissolves with ease, just as indigo-blue does under

the same circumstances, forming a solution from which it is
again deposited in purple flakes by the action of the atmospheric
oxygen. It dissolves in concentrated sulphuric acid in the cold,
forming a purple solution, which on the addition of water gives
a dark precipitate, the supernatant liquid remaining of a fine
jjurple colour.

It is

decomposed by boiling

nitric acid.

On

being heated between two watch-glasses, it produces on the
upper glass a sublimate consisting of beautiful purple needles
which dissolve in boiling alcohol, forming a fine purple solution,
which on cooling deposits crystalline needles. This sublimate
seems to consist, not of any product of decomposition formed by
heat, but of the substance itself, which when freed from all impurities possesses the property of crystallizing.

The quantity of indirubine which I obtained, even when operating on large quantities of indican, was so exceedingly small,
that I was unable to apply any means for effecting its further
purification.

I was, however, enabled by chance to procure from another
source a sufficient quantity of the substance for an examination
Some time before commenof its properties and composition.
cing my investigation of the woad plant, I had obtained from
India a quantity of the (bied leaves of the Indigofera tinctoria,
for the purpose of ascertaining the state in which the colouring

matter is contained in them. Though the leaves reached me as
soon as possible after having been gathered and dried, their examination led to no definite results, the process of fermentation
by which the colouring matter is formed having probably been
already completed, and I therefore laid them aside. Their peculiar greenish-purple colour and the glaucous appearance of their
surface, which resembled that of glazed green tea, showed however that they must contain, ready formed, some peculiar species
I was therefore induced to examine them
of colouring matter.
again, and this examination led to the conclusion that their
colour was caused Ijy a thin coating of a substance which was,
This subthere could be little doubt, identical with indirubine.
stance was isolated by the following process.
Having prepared a liquid containing pi-otochloride of tin dissolved in an excess of caustic soda, tlie leaves wore immersed in
The boiling was continued until the leaves had
it while boiling.
The green muddy
lost their purple tinge and become pale green.
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was then strained
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as quickly as possible through canvas,
The
stand exposed to the air in a shallow vessel.
surface of the liquid soon became covered with a purple pellicle^
which was carefully skimmed off and was succeeded by another,
which was in its turn removed, the process being repeated as
long as anything formed on the surface. The purple matter
was then dissolved a second time in an alkaline solution of protoxide of tin, and the solution was again left exposed to the
atmosphere.
The pellicle which was formed by the action of
the oxygen was removed this time by means of blotting-paper,
to which it adhered without much of the liquid underneath being
removed with it. The substance was separated from the paper
by agitation in water, collected on a filter, ti-eated with boiling
caustic soda to dissolve a little adhering fatty matter, filtered off
again, washed with acid, then with water, and lastly dissolved in
boiling alcohol.
The alcohol acquired a splendid purple colour,
and on cooling deposited a quantity of crystalline needles, consisting, as I believe, of indirubine in a state of purity.
When
thus prepared it is found to have the following properties.
It crystallizes from its alcoholic solution in small needles,
forming when dry a silky mass of a colour between purple and
chocolate, which, on being rubbed with a hard body, shows a
sligbt metallic lustre resembling that of bronze.
When heated
on platinum foil it emits red vapours, then melts and biu'ns with
a yellow smoky flame, leaving some charcoal.
When carefully
heated between two watch-glasses it gives a yellowish-red vapour,
resembling that of bromine, which condenses on the upper glass
in the form of beautiful long crystalline needles. These needles
are plum- or garnet-coloured ; they possess a somewhat metallic
lustre, which is however much inferior to that of su.blimed indigoblue, and seem to consist simply of the original substance, which
has been volatilized without change. When the process of sublimation is carefully conducted, only a trace of carbonaceous
residue is left. It dissolves comj)letely in concentrated sulphuric
acid in the cold, forming a solution of a beautiful purple colour.
This solution when heated does not become black, but on the
contrary rather paler, and evolves only a trace of sulphurous acid.
When mixed with water it gives no precipitate and retains its
fine purple colour, which does not disajjpear or become weakened
when the acid is neutralized with carbonate of soda, but soon
vanishes entirely when an excess of caustic soda or ammonia is
added. The sohjtion in sulphuric acid after dilution with water
When
imparts a fine purple colour to cotton, wool, and silk.
treated with nitric acid of ordinary strength, indirubine begins
to dissolve oven in the cold, and to a greater extent on the
application of heat, forming a purple solution, which ou being

liquid

and

left to
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further heated becomes recl^ aud on boiling, yellow. The whole of
the substance is dissolved without leaving any resinous residue,
such as is always left when indigo-blue is treated with nitric acid,

forming a clear yellow solution. This solution leaves on evapoA
ration a residue which dissolves only partially in hot water.
brown resinous substance is left undissolved by the latter, and
the liquid filtered from this is bright yellow and very bitter, and
yields, when mixed with carbonate of potash and evaporated,
crystals, apparently of picrate of potash, which detonate when
heated.
Very dilute nitric acid also decomposes and dissolves it
on boiling, but its decomposition is effected with far more difficulty than that of indigo-blue by the same means. In like manner a boiling solution of bichromate of potash, mixed with sulphuric acid, which easily decomposes indigo-blue, seems to have
verj' little effect on it even when the boiling is continued for a
^Vhen suspended in water and exposed to
considerable time.
the action of a sti-eam of chlorine gas, it loses its colour very
slowly, and is changed into a brown resinous substance containing chlorine, which melts in boiling water and is easily soluble in alcohol, but does not crystallize when the solution is evaporated.
Like the indirubine from iudican, it is quite insoluble
in alkaline liquids, but dissolves easily

when

a deoxidizing agent,

such as grape-sugar or a protosalt of iron or tin, is added at the
same time. If it be treated for instance with a solution of protoxide of tin in an excess of caustic soda it dissolves rapidly,
forming a yellow solution, the surface of which on exposure to
the air instantly becomes covered with a film of regenerated indirubine, the appearance being exactly like that of an indigo vat,
except that the film floating on the surface is purple instead of
blue.
If a piece of calico be dipped into the solution and then
exposed to the air it acquires a purple colour, which is not removed either by acids or soap. This colour has no great intensity, but by working on a larger scale, it is probable that shades
of purple equal in depth to those produced by indigo-blue might
be obtained.
When the solution is mixed with an excess of
muriatic acid,

gives a dirty yellow precipitate, which after
to the air slowly becomes purple.
By
long-continued exposure of the solution to the atmosphere the
whole of the indirubine dissolved in it is again deposited as a

filtration

it

and exposure

purple mass, which

sometimes found to consist of small cryheated in a tube with soda-lime, the
substance emits fumes having a smell like that of benzole and an
alkaline reaction, which condense on the colder parts of the tube
to a sublimate, consisting partly of oil and jiartly of crystalline
needles.
It is not precipitated from its alcoholic solution by
acetate of lead, even when ammonia is added at the same time.
stalline needles.

is

When
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These reactions seem to mc to prove the identity of this body
with the indirubine from indican, which, if it could be entirely
freed from all impurities, would no doubt exhibit the same property of crystallizing and of volatilizing without residue*.
The behaviour of indirubine towards concentrated sulphuric
acid and towards alkaline solutions of deoxidizing substances so
much resembles that of indigo-blue towards the same reagents,
of
as to lead one to expect a great similarity in the composition
the two bodies, even if the" fact of their being formed fi'om the

same parent substance by the same process of decomposition were
unknown. The quantity of pure indirubine which I obtained
from the leaves of the ladigofera was only suflBcient for a general
examination of its properties, and for one analysis which showed,
however, if it be ])ermitted to draw a positive conclusion from
one determination, that it has exactly the same elementary com;

position as indigo-blue,— that the two substances are isomeric.
The following are the numbers yielded by the analysis
0-3185 grm., dried at 100° C. and burnt with oxide of copper
and chlorate of potash, gave 0-8500 grm. carbonic acid and
:

0-1195 water.
0-2021 grm. gave 49-3 cubic centims. of nitrogen at a temperature of 10°-5 C. and a pressure of 269-5 mdlims., equivalent
millims.
to 16-81 cubic, centims. at 0° C. and a pressure of 760
or 0-2122

grmt.

In 100 parts

it

contained, therefore,

72-78
4-16
10-50

Carbon

Hydrogen
Nitrogen

13-.56

Oxygen

100-00
[To be continued.]

VI.

On

the Electrical Silure.

By M. du Bois-ReymondJ.

ago as the year 1855, spirit-specimens of the elecwere sent to Edinburgh amongst other remarkTown
able natural objects, by the Scotch missionaries from Creek

AS long

trical Silure

* When dry woad-leaves are extracted with cold alcohol, the sides of
covered with
the L'liis^ vessel containing the extract generally become
indnubiiie.
patches of suiull red crystals, which seem to consist of pure
alcohol, tlie
They arc insoluble in caustic alkalies, but soluble ni bodnig
above described.
solution depositing, on cooling, crystals exactly like those
Fraiikland, who had the kindt I owe this determination to Professor
ness to perfonu it according to his own method of analysis.
+ I'rom the BcTickt der Akad. du l\'isseiiscliaftai zu Berlin, August U,

1857, p. 424.
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river, which discharges
N.,and longitude 8° W.
The fish was described by Mr. Andrew Murray of Edinburgh
as a new species under the name of Malapterwus Beninensis*.

in

itself into

Africa,

the

Bay

on the Old Calabar

of Benin in latitude 51°

A

lady, the wife of a missionary, notwithstanding her having
been shipwrecked, has now succeeded in bringing three living
Professor Goodsir
specimens of the same species to Edinburgh.
of Edinburgh, who is now travelling through Germany, has had
the extraordinary kindness to bring one of these three fishes to
Berlin and to place it at the disposal of Prof. J. Mliller, who
has handed it over to me for experiment.
The fish was the smallest, but the most lively of the three ; it
measures about 15 centimetres (6 inches) in length.
It travelled
here by Leith and Rotterdam, with a few aquatic plants in an
ordinary gold-fish globe, which was placed in a suitable covered
basket.
Since Saturday last it has been kept at the Anatomical
Museum in a larger vessel with aquatic plants and water from
the Spree, and appears to be very comfortable.
It seeks the
dark, and is very quiet.
They have not succeeded with certainty
in feeding it.
The spirit-specimens examined in Edinburgh had
the remains of freshwater Crustacea in their intestines
and the
living fishes immediately chased similar pelagic forms which
were oflFered to them, and appeared, although they allowed them
to escape again at first, to have finally eaten them.
Accordingly,
we are endeavouring to feed our Silure with the small Crustacea
of this country, such as Gammarus, Asellus, Daphnia, &c.
For the present it appears advisable to call forth the electrical
power of the fish as little as possible. I have therefore hitherto
confined myself to the examination of the most important point
now feasible, namely to ascertain the distribution of the electric
tensions, which is still unknown.
According to the concurrent statements of many observers, at
;

the moment of the shock in the Torpedo, the dorsal surface of the
organ is positive, and the ventral surface negative; that is to
say, the current passes in the organ from the belly to the back,
and in the surrounding water, or a curved conductor applied to
the two surfaces, from the back to the belly f.
Of the Malapterurus of the Nile, we have recently had a description elaborated with all the modern aids, by M. Bilharz, a
German naturalist living in Cairo %, so that in a morphological
* Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, New Scries, vol. ii.pp. 49, 379;
and vol. iii. p. 188. British Association Report, 1855, p. 1 14.
t Experimental Researches in Electricity, Scr. XV. Nov. 1838. Nos. 1761,

1764.
X Das electrische
Leipzig, 1857, folio.

Organ des Zitterwelses anatomisch

beschrieben, &c.
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point of view this is perhaps the best known of all electromotive
fish.
By the introduction of the idea of the electrical plate, M.
Bilharz has in all probability secured the credit of having first
attained to a clear view of the essential structure of an electrical
organ.
In a physiological point of view, on the other hand,

nothing more has hitherto been known of the Malapterurus than
what was known to Adauson no less than 106 years ago, namely
that it gives an electrical shock*.
The procuring of living specimens in Cairo appears to be attended with almost insurmountable
difficulties, which have been feelingly described by M. Markusen
M. Diain a communication to the Academy of St. Petersburgf.
manti of Cairo, a pupil of M. Matteucci, is the only person who,
some years ago, was permitted for a time to investigate living
electrical Silures, and this by the special favour of the Viceroy of
Egypt J. His results, however, have not been published, and
were even unknown to M. Bilharz, so that the latter in his memoir
has endeavoured to come to a conclusion as to the distribution
of the tensions occurring in the organ of the Malapterurus from
anatomical grounds.
Thus Pacini's prolungamenti spiniformi on the hinder negative
surface of the electrical plates of the organ of Gijmnotus §, are regarded by M. Bilharz with great probability as nerve-tubes, which
immerse themselves in the plates. In the Torpedo, the nerves
would also pass to the lower negative surface of that structure
which is indicated by M. Bilharz as the electrical plate. Now as in
the organ of the Malapterurus the nerve-tubes pass to the hinder
surface of the electrical plates, Bilharz concludes that in this fish,
as in the Grjmnotus, the head-end is positive, and the tail-end
negative, so that the current in the organ will be directed from
the tail to the head.
It will be easily seen what great interest now attached to the
exact examination of the shock of the Malapterurus, in consequence of this opinion of M. Bilharz. The experiments were
this morning in the presence of MM. Goodsir, J. Miiller,
The fish was placed
G. "Wagener, and Paul du Bois-Reymond.
in a shallow, cylindrical glass jar of 15 centims. (about 6 inches)
in diameter, which was filled with water to a depth of about 45
For conducting the current I made
millims. (nearly 2 inches).
the same prouse of two metallic saddles placed upon the fish,

made

—

p.

* Reise nach Senegall, ubersdzt von Martini.
Brandenburg, 1773,
201.
t Bull. rhys. Math, de I'Acad. de St. P^tersbourg, vol. xii. p. 20;i, 1854.
X Markusen, op. cit. supra, p. 208 ; and Bilharz, op. cit. supra, Preface,

p. vi.

^- Sulla SlruUura intima delV Oryano elcttrico del Gimnoto e di altri
Pesci elettrici, &c. Firenze, 1852, pp. IG, 21.
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Gi/mnotus.

They con-

sisted of strips of strong phuinum-foil, 5 niillims. in breadth,

bent into the form of tlie transverse section of the fish, and were
55 niillims. in length for the thiek anterior part, and 45 millinis.
in length for the thinner caudal extremity.
To these strips
copper wires coated v/ith gntta-percha were soldered, serving as
insnlating handles ; the soltlcred parts were carefully covered with
varnish.
The wires were connected with the ends of a multiplier
of 550 convolutions, with heavy double needles.
The platinum
saddles in Spree water produced no effect upon this multiplier.
Lastly, in accordance with Galvani's arrangement for the Torpedo'^', a prepared frog was so placed upon the edges of the glass
jar, that it could not but betray by its convnisions every discharge of the fish.
When the saddles were placed upon the head and tail of the
fish, the frog was convulsed, and the needle flew round the dial
in a direction which indicated tke head to be negative and the tail
positive, or a current in the organ from the head to the tail, and in
the surrounding water and the ivire of the multiplier from the tail
to the head.
The experiment was repeated again with the same
result.
I ascertained that the magnetism of the needles had

undergone no perceptible

alteration.

M. Bilharz's ])rediction consequently has not proved true.
The current in the Malapterurus has a direction opposite to that
in the Gijmnotus.

If a pile of the organ of the Torpedo, in
order to become one of the organ of the Gi/mnotus, must bend
forwards with its ui)per end, in order to become a column of the
organ of the Malapterurus, it must lean the same end backwards.

VII.

On the Reciprocal Action of Metals and the Constituents of
Well- and River-ivaters.
By Henry Medlock, Esq.-\
II.

TN
-1-

The Action of Iron,

a paper published in the September Number of the Pbilosophical IMagazine, I pointed out the peculiar action of

constituents of water upon lead.
When nitrogenous
organic matter is contained in the water of a stream, a portion of
the nitrogen is in time converted into ammonia.
Part of this
ammonia in the ordinary course of oxidation is converted into
nitrous acid, which combines with an equivalent of ammonia and
certain

forms nitrite of ammonia. The nitrite thus produced may be,
and probably is, converted by time into nitrate of ammonia.
* Memoriesulla Elettricitu animate.,
lanzam, &c. Bologna, 1/97, iv. p. 74.
t Communicated by the Autlior.

.,

al celebre

Abate Lazzaro Sual-

I
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of Well- and River-waters.

Nitrate of ammonia in contact with the lead of cisterns forms
quadribasic nitrite of lead, with evolution of binoxide of nitrogen.
The binoxide of nitrogen is converted into nitrous acid, which

combines with the ammonia, forming again nitrite of ammonia.
The quadribasic nitrite of lead is decomposed by the cai'bonic
acid of the atmosphere.
Three equivalents of the oxide are precipitated as carbonate of lead, while the monobasic nitrite of lead
remains in solution. This monobasic nitrite in contact with the
metal forms again quadribasic nitrite, and by the decomposition
of water, ammonia.
Assuming, as we justly may, that decaying organic matter and
•its

products of decomposition are present in the water supplied

to our houses, that the active products of decomposition consist

ammonia and nitrous acid, and remembering the
energetic and continuous action of nitrous acid upon lead, we
have a ready and easy explanation of the rapidity with which
chiefly of

water so circumstanced acts as a powerful solvent of lead*.
The mutual reactions of the organic matter of water and lead
appear, as far as my experiments allow me to offer an opinion,
to occur in the following order.
By the action of the metal, and
partly by other influences, the nitrogen of the organic matter is
converted into ammonia.
The ammonia in contact with the metal is partially converted
into nitrous acid, which combines with another atom of ammonia
and forms nitrite of ammonia.
The nitrite of ammonia by further oxidation may be converted
into nitrate of

ammonia.

Nitrates in contact with metallic lead form quadribasic nitrite
of lead, with evolution of binoxide of nitrogen.
The binoxide of nitrogen is instantly converted into nitrous
acid.

Nitrous acid attacks the lead and forms again quadribasic niThe quadribasic nitrite is decomposed by the carbonic acid of the atmosphere, three equivalents of the oxide are
precipitated as carbonate, while monobasic nitrite of lead remains

trite of lead.

in solution.

Monobasic

nitrite of lead in contact

with metallic lead decom-

* The accidental omission of a sentence in my last paper renders my
meaninf^ liable to misconstruction. The sentence as printed stands as fol"Thus, although the quantity of nitrogenous organic matter in
lows:
water may be very small, and the nitrous acid directly resulting from the
oxidation of ammonia may be in very minute quantity, yet it will be evident from the foregoing remarks that the quantity will rapidly increase from
a process of self-manufacture which is constantly going on." After the
words " foregoing remarks that," ought to have been inserted the words
" with the daily accession of more putrescible organic matter to our cisterns" the quantity, &c.

—

Phil.

Mag.

S. 4. Vol. 15.

No. 97.

.Tan.

1858.

E
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poses water, and forms again quadribasic nitrite of lead and ammonia.
In the decomposition of the quadribasic nitrite of lead, much
of the )nonobasic nitrite is carried down with the precipitated
carbonate of lead*.
As there is a constant daily accession of
new organic matter in a state of decomposition to our cisterns,
and as similar changes to those above described are constantly
going on, and may under special circumstances be suddenly increased, it will be evident that tlie use of leaden cisterns exposes
us to the danger of having lead dissolved in our water in doses

which may sometimes rise to poisonous proportions.
Having established, as I believe by most conclusive experiments, the remarkable reaction which takes })Iacc between lead
and the organic matters contained in water, I was induced to
study more fully some singular phjenomeua I had previously
noticed, which become apparent when water remains for a few
hours in contact with a large surface of iron.
In September 1856, I was requested by the Directoi-s of the
Amsterdam Water Company to analyse several samples of water
from the city of Amsterdam. Complaints of the water had been
made by many of the inhabitants. The water possessed a peculiar
and altliough perfectly transparent and colourfish-like odour
less,and free from the slightest chalybeate taste, it was found, after
standing, to deposit a reddish-brown sediment, which coated every
vessel in which the water was allowed to remain for a few hours.
The service-pipes being of iron, the deposit was assumed to
consist of the sesquioxide, resulting cither from the decomposition of a protosalt of iron in solution, or from the attrition of the
iron pipes through which the water is conveyed.
;

I

may

here observe that

Amsterdam

is

supjdied with water

from the "Duins" (sand-hills) in the neighbourhood of Haarlem.
Trenches five miles in length have been dug on the sides of the
hills to intercept the rain-fall. The water is conveyed to a large
reservoir, whence it flows to the filter-beds at the works, and
there filtered through 4 feet of filtering medium, consisting of
pebbles, shells, and fine sand.
After filtration it is pumped up
an iron stand-pipe, 150 feet high, and conveyed thence by iron
mains to Amsterdam, a distance of eighteen miles.
Five sanqjlcs of the water were sent to mc for analysis; one
from tli(! works before the water came in contact with iron, the
other four from various stand-pipes in the city.
In the water from the works, before it came into contact with
* In investigatiiifj the nitrites iind hyponitrates of lead, I found the carbonate of lead precipitated by riirlionic acid from any of the basic salts, to
require long-continued wasiiing to remove every trace of the soluble neutral salt.

and
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quantity of iron-oxide, alumina, and phosphates (preby ammonia) amounted to 0-95 gr. per gallon. In
the four other analyses of the water, after it had passed through
twenty miles of iron pipes, the quantities were reduced in the
severa'l determinations to 009 gr., O'O? gr., 007 gr., and in the
nius, instead of taking
fourth sample to an unweighable trace,
up an additional quantity of iron-oxide from the mains, the water

iron, the

cipitated

to have lost nearly the whole of that whicli it
previously held in solution.
But notwithstanding the almost
entire precipitation of the iron actually in solution from the water
which had passed through iron pipes, this water formed the objec-

was found actually

while the water from the works
;
holding in solution nearly half a grain of iron-oxide per gallon
formed no such deposit. Therefore it was a priori to be assumed
that the red deposit could not consist of oxide of iron, and consequently it appeared necessary to examine this deposit very carefully.
The precipitate from ten gallons of water was collected
in a porcelain capsule, evaporated to dryness in a water-bath,
and heated subsequently in an air-bath to 24-8° F. (120° C.)
tionable red deposit on standing

On ignition, the precipitate
it ceased to lose weight.
charred and was almost entirely consumed, leaving only a minute
quantity of ash, consisting of silica, alumina, iron-oxide, and
The small quantity of this
carbonates of lime and magnesia.
deposit at my command did not permit rae to make a quantitative analysis thereof; but having found that the deposit consisted almost entirely of organic matter, a portion of it separated
from one gallon of water was submitted to a microscopic examination, and found to consist of the filaments of dead and decaying alga?, confervae, and other microscopic plants, in various

until

stages of decay, and varying in colour from green through pale
INIany of the
yellow, orange, red, brown, dark brown to black.
iibres retained a perfectly organized structure,
sjjores

were distinctly

visible.

Amongst

and

in

some the

these plant-remains

wvYv numerous siliceous tubes, which had probably invested the
delicate filaments of the alga;.
It a])peared important to determine the cause of the prcci])itatiou of the organic matter from the water which had been in
ccuitaet with iron ; and in the hope of elucidating this interesting

question, the Directors of the Conqjaiiy recjuested me to proAs anticipated, the
ce(;d to Amsterdam to insi)ect their works.

Duin canals were found to be choked up with atiuatic plants;
and at the sides, and wherever the current was sluggish, were
masses of dead alg;e floating on the surface. Tiic sand at
the bottom, originally very white and i)ure, was blackened to
some dc])th ijy decaying vegitaljlc matter, and when disturljcd,
numerous bubbhis of feti<l marsh -gas escaped.
larg«!
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peculiar fish-like smell of the masses of
on the surface. The stones on

intestinalis) floating

the sides of the canals, the hurdles placed to keep up the sand,
floating pieces of stick, and indeed every solid body with which
the water came in contact, was coated with a reddish- brown deposit similar to that which was found to separate from the filtered
This deposit was particularhj abundant
water in Amsterdam.
A pipe from one of the mains in
near the iron sluice-gates.
Amsterdam was examined at the same time, and found to be
coated on the inside with a thick slimy deposit of vegetable

remains, which presented under the microscope an appearance
similar to that of the deposits above alluded to.
Remembering the important fact established by Schonbein,
that copper and platinum in a finely-divided state have the property of converting ammonia into nitrous acid, and having myself
demonstrated that lead, in any form*, possesses a similar power,
it occurred to me that if the same property were possessed by
iron, it would throw a light upon the fact of the separation of
organic matters from waters which remain in contact with that
metal. Schonbein states that finely-divided copper and platinum

convert ammonia instantaneously, at the common temperature,
into nitrous acid, while " iron requires to be heated to a dull
1 have found,
redness " before it will effect a similar change.
however, that on placing several coils of iron wire in a bottle
and adding a few drops of strong ammonia, a slight elevation of
temperature takes place, and after an hour nitrous acid may be
detected by the acidulated starch-paste and iodide of potassium
test.
T tried also the action of iron which had been reduced
from the oxide by hydrogen, and found that it instantly converted
a portion of the ammonia into nitrous acid.
In order to study the action of iron upon the Amsterdam
water, I submitted to analysis a quantity of this water which
had never been in contact with iron, and at the same time I immersed several coils of iron wire in two gallons of the same water.
The water in which the iron wire was placed was perfectly bright
and free from colour, and had nothing visible in mechanical
suspension except a few of the siliceous tubes above alluded to.
The experiment was made in four open glass bottles.
A series of remarkable phaenomena wei'e observed. In five
minutes a faint white cloud was seen radiating from the coil of
In half
iron wire and descending in the form of a pai-achute.
an hour the cloud increased in density, and the water became
opalescent.
In six hours the cloud assumed a brownish colour,
and there was a brown deposit at the bottom of each of the
* Learl pjTopliorus dropped into a. bottle containing the vapour of
air, instantly ])roduces nitrite of ammonia.

monia mixed with

am-

and
bottles.

the Constituents

of Well- and River-waters.

The cloud continuing to
assumed more and more a
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increase during forty-eight

flocculent character and a
hourSj
reddish coloui', exactly like the deposit from the Amsterdam
water which had flowed through iron pipes. The water was now
filtered

and

through

fine

Swedish

a portion of the deposit

submitted to analysis,
examined under the mici'oscope.

filter-paper,

The latter consisted of the remains of algae, each separate flock
having a siliceous tube as a nucleus. The remainder of the deposit was burned, and the ash found to consist of iron-oxide,
silica, and the carbonates of lime and magnesia.
The following are the analyses of the water before and after
bein^ in contact with iron
:

II.

The same water which

Water from the
had been
Duin canals

....
....

Sulphate of lime
Chloride of sodium
Carbonate of lime

.

Carbonate of magnesia

.

.

.

.

Silica

and phosphates.
Matter volatile on ignition
Iron, alumina

.

in contact with

iron for forty-eight hours.

3*70
4' 10

5-60
3'97
0-16
0*95
2-10

20-58

3'68 grs. per
4-01
„
3-20
1-30
„

gal.

trace
trace
trace

1219

By these analyses, it is seen that the 2*10 grs. of organic
matter originally contained in the water ivas decomposed or
thrown down by contact ivith iron. The water thus purified no
longer possessed the unpleasant fish-like taste and odour which
had marked its previous contamination.
A portion of the water which had been in contact with iron
wire was rendered slightly alkaline by pure alcoholic potassa,
evaporated to dryness, and the residue tested for nitrous acid.
The paper became instantly blue. In the residue of the water
which had not been in contact with iron, and still containing its
organic matter, no indications of nitrous acid could be obtained.
Thus it appears that iron possesses the property of jjroducing
nitrous acid from the nitrogen of organic matter, or from the
ammonia existing in the water. This nitrous acid, as appears
from experiments subsequently to be detailed, seems to act the
part of a scaveiujer in the water, oxidizing every ])article of putrescent or putrescible matter which may be contained therein.
The water of the Thames, and indeed that of nearly all other
rivers, contains a large quantity of decaying organic matter
derived from the plants and animals abounding in the streams.
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from the surface-drainage of richly manured and highly cultivated
lands, and, more objectionable still, from the sewage and refuse
of towns.
The complex organic matters derived from these
several sources are by certain influences, and in course of time,
resolved into more simple compounds which are comparatively
ThaTnes water, as is well known, if allowed to stand
innocuous.
in an open vessel for a few days in warm weather, acquires a
very offensive odour, arising from the decomposition of the
animal and vegetable matter held in solution. This water, notwithstanding, is considered by maritime authorities to be the

On board-ship the
very best for the use of ships^ companies.
water is stored in wooden casks, which are stowed low down
During the first week or fortnight, according to
in the hold.
the temperature of the atmosphere, the water undergoes a kind
of fermentation, evolves a quantity of gas possessing a most
i>ffeusive odour, and deposits a co]nous brown sediment.
The
water gradually ceases to smell offensively, becomes bright and
sparkling, and will then keep fresh and sweet for an indefinite
length of time.
In other words, it loses by a natural process of
decay, the whole of its putrescent impurities. In our vessels of war
and most of our large steamers, tanks of iron have been substituted
for casks of wood for storing the water necessary for the use of the
])asscngers and ships' company. I am informed that in iron tanks
Thames water evolves no offensive gases, but becomes pure much
quicker than when stored in wood, and deposits a more copious
brown sediment which turns red on exposure to the air. The
gases produced in the tightly-bunged wooden casks are said
to be slightly luminous in the dark, and to explode when a
lighted candle is incautiously placed near the bung-hole when
the bung is removed.
The gases arising from the decomposition of the organic matter contained in Thames water, possess an odour /«?• more offensive
than even that of sulphuretted hydrogen, of phosphuretted hydrogen, or of sulphide of ammonium.
The well-known influence of the gaseous exhalations from
stagnant waters in producing malarious diseases, renders it highly
probable that the gaseous products of the decomposition of
organic matter possess poisonous qualities, and the true character and composition of which have hitherto eluded the u)ost
delicate chemical tests.
Having discovered that when the Amsterdam water was allowed
to remain in contact with a large surface of iron for forty-eight
hours, the whole of its organic matter was precipitated, together
with part of the mineral constituents, I thought it desirable to
study the action of iron upon the organic matters contained in
Thames

water, since

it

promised

to furnish a

means of removing

and

the Cunstituents

fFell-

of
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and River-waters.

the one great objection to this water for domestic purposes,

namely
lu

its

organic impurities.

my previous paper,

ah'eady referred to, I pointed out, that,

from the united influence of heat and contact with the copper of
the still, nitrite of ammonia was produced duriug the distillation of
Thames water. From analogy, it was assumed that iron would
possess the same power of converting the nitrogen of the organic
matter, or the

ammonia

With the view

of deciding this important question, I

parative experiments

resulting therefrom, into nitrous acid.

on the Thames water,

Grand Junction Company

to

my

made comby the
and after

as supplied

laboratory, before

being exposed to the action of a large surface of iron.
The
testing for nitrous acid was as follows
The
residue of each gallon of water was introduced into a Florenceflask furnished with a cork and funnel-tube.
In the neck of the
flask was placed a slip of bibulous paper moistened with starchpaste and iodide of potassium.
Ten cubic centimetres of water
were added to each flask to cover tbe bottom of each of the funneltubes. To each flask were now added 10 cubic centiois. of dilute
sulphuric acid (made by mixing 10 cubic centims.of pure HO,SO^
with 90 cubic centims. of water).
No indications of nitrous
acid were in either experiment obtained, since the paper in each
flask remained perfectly white*.
Six other gallons of water,
drawn at the same time, were placed in open glass bottles, and
to each gallon was added two ounces of coiled iron wire.
Each
bottle was left during forty-eight hours.
Phjenomcna were
observed similar to those noticed in the case of the Amsterdam
After filtration
water, but the deposit was of a browner colour.
the water was found to be perfectly bright, and as colourless as
distilled water. Each gallon was separately evaporated to dryness,
aud the residues tested, as above described, for nitrous acid:

method adopted of

:

—

L

Paper became blue in ten minutes, and intensely blue
one hour.
Exp. TI. Paper blued in five minutes.
Exp. III. Paper blued in four minutes.
Exp.

in

As it appeared probable that the nitrous acid liberated by the
sulphuric acid miglit remain in solution, and in consequence
not instantly affect the test-paper, in experiments with the residues of the other three gallons of the water which had been in
contact with iron, 1 used hot water and an acid of double
Ktrength.
In each experiment tlie test-paper became blue in a
few seconds.
Tiiese experiments prove,
*

I

These experiiiicnts were

believe,
iiiaile in

beyond a doubt, the pro-

very

eolil wciitlier.
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duction of nitrous acid by the action of iron upon the nitrogenous
compounds contained in the water.
The brown deposit from a gallon of Thames water was collected in a porcelain capsule, di'ied at 248° P. and weighed.
It

amounted

to 4*4352 grs.,

Organic matter

and consisted of

a7id the Constituents
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of Well- and River-waters.

2nd. A gallon of water with one ounce of iron wire for two
hours gave,
Solid residue

Including matter volatile on ignition.
3rd.

A

16'6936
1*1704

grs.

„

gallon of water with eight ounces of iron wire for two

hours gave,
Solid residue

Matter

volatile

on ignition

....

13-1824
0"9548

grs.

„

experiments were made (January

At the time these
9, 1857),
the water was somewhat discoloured ; and as it evidently varied
daily in composition, it appeared necessary, in order to ascertain
the actual effects of the iron, to determine at the same time the
solid residue and organic matter existing in the water when the
above three experiments were made.
Two separate determinations were made (one gallon for each).
I.

21-4522 grs.
Total solid residue
3-2494 „
Including matter volatile on ignition.

II.* Total solid residue

Including matter volatile on ignition.

20-3742
2-7566

„
„

20-9132
3-0020

„
„

Giving a mean of
Total solid residue

Matter

volatile

on ignition

....

From these determinations it is clearly shown that one gallon
Thames water, by contact with half an ounce of iron wire for two
hours, lost,

Mineral matter
Volatile matter

By

.

.

contact with one ounce of iron wire for two hours,

Mineral constituents
Volatile matter

.

.

By

3-5420 grs.
1*7700 „

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4-2196
1-8316

it

„

contact with eight ounces of iron wire for two hours,

Mineral matter
Volatile matter

When

.

.

.

.

.

.

7-7308
2-0472

lost

grs.

it

lost

grs.

„

on evaporating Thames water
is ignited in a ])latinum dish, I have noticed that the reniains of
the organic matter mixed with the bulk of the residue at the
bottom of the dish burn off in a few seconds, while at the sides
the residue which

is loft

* Wlicii the vvatur for this analysis was drawn, a fresh
ing the cisterii8 fruui the mains.

su])])!)'

was enter-
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frequently a black residue which

is extremely difficult to
even by very lengthened ignition.
This difficultly combustible carbonaceous matter appears to
occur only in waters which are mixed with the sewage of towns,
since in s]iring-waters I have never observed it. When the evaporated residue of urine is burned^ it leaves with the mineral
constituents a quantity of black, lustrous carbon, which requires
an intense heat, long continued, before it is entirely consumed.
As the carbonaceous matter left with the ignited residue of
Thames water bears a remarkable resemblance to that of urine,
it is probably in this common admixture with Thames water we
must seek the origin of the almost incombustible carbon which

there

is

burn

off,

remains with the ignited residue.

The residue of Thames water, when dissolved in a dilute acid,
The organic
evolves a large quantity of sulphuretted hydrogen.
matter is commonly sujiposed to I'educe the sulphates to sulphides, and these of course evolve sulphuretted hydrogen when
Having frequently noticed the
acted upon by a dilute acid.
large quantity of sulphuretted hydrogen evolved from the solid
residue of Thames water, I tested the residues of six separate
gallons of water by placing them in Florence-flasks^ and adding
to each 10 cubic centims. of water, and then, through funnelThe slips of ])aper moistened
tubes, dilute hydrochloric acid.

with acetate of lead previously ])ut into the necks of the flasks,
became instantly black, and the quantity of sulphuretted hydrogen
evolved was sufficient to taint the entire atmos))here of the laboratory.
The residues of three other gallons of water which had
been in contact with iron wire for twenty-four hours, when similarly treated, gave no indication of sulphuretted hydrogen.
The white cloud produced in Thames water, after it has been
in contact with iron for from five minutes to an hour (according
to the temperature of the day), bears a remarkable resemblance
to finely-divided sulphur ; but the quantity even from ten gallons
of water, when tested, was too small to permit me to pronounce
it to be suljihur with positive certainty, although a portion of it,
w'hen burned, evolved an odour resembling that of sulphurous
acid, and another portion, when boiled with strong alcoholic
potassa, and tested with lead, gave a dark-brown coloration.
With the view of determining whether sulphides are usually
present in Thames water, I evaporated six separate gallons,
covering each dish over with white blotting-paper, moistened
here and there with a drop of dilute solution of acetate of lead.
As soon as the water became warm, every lead spot was slightly
discoloured from the evolution of sulphuretted hydrogen or a
volatile sulphuret. Three other gallons of water were now placed
in contact with iron wire (two ounces of iron wire in each gallon).

and

the Cunstituents of Well-

and allowed

and River-ivaters.
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former experiments, the white cloud made its appearance.
At the end of two
hours, the water was filtered through fine white sand (paper
allowing the precipitate to pass through) till it became perfectly
bright.
These three gallons were afterwards evaporated in a
manner similar to the preceding, and gave not the slightest indications of sulphuretted hydrogen or a volatile sulphuret.
To each of several Winchester quarts of distilled water, was
added a cubic centimetre of strong hydrosulphuret of sulphide
of ammonium.
Several coils of iron wire, weighing two ounces,
were put into each bottle and allowed to remain.
In a few
minutes a white cloudy preci])itate formed ; at the end of
twelve hours the water was filtered through fine sand, and in
the clear filtrate no indications of the sulphide could be obtained,
the sulphide of anmionium having been entirely decomposed by
contact with iron.
By the kindness of Mr. Quick, engineer of the Southwark
and Vauxhall and Grand Junction Water Companies, I have
had an opportunity of trying the action of iron upon Thames
water on a much larger scale than is possible in a laboratory.
A brick and cement tank was constructed capable of holding
1600 gallons. In this was suspended, by means of cross-bars,
twelve pounds of iron wire.
In an hour, the water, previously
very bright, became opake and muddy, and in twenty-four
hours there was a dark-coloured flocculent precipitate, consistto

remain for two hours.

in

ing of organic mattci', oxide of iron, silica, and the carbonates
of lime and magnesia.
The water was now filtered through
three feet of the usual filtering medium (coarse and fine sand).
It came through perfectly bright and colourless.
Eight gallons
of this water were reserved for analysis, and at the same time
eight gallons of the filtered water from the stand-pipe were

An analysis of each was made under
precisely similar circumstances, with the following results.
It
taken for comparison.

may be

observed, that the residues were dried for the same
length of time, and at the same temperature (248° F.).
No I. is the water from the works filtered through sand, and
as su|)|)lied to the mains.

No.

II.

The same

for twenty-four

water, before filtration, in contact with iron
(twelve jjounds of iron wire to 1600

hours

gallons of water).
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No.

No.

I.

Not treated
with iron.

Treated
with iron.

7-280
0-634

Lime
Magnesia
Irou oxide
Chlorine
Sulphuric acid
Silica

Matter volatile on ignition
Phosphoric acid

.

....

Sodium
Potassium

Ammonia

6-173
0-543

.

.

Nitric acid

grs. per gal.

0027

trace

1-052
2-343
0-624
2*126

1-047
5-302
0-277
1-108

traces

traces

0-684
0-321

not determined

0-678

traces

Sulphuretted hydrogen
Nitrous acid

Metals

II.

distinct traces

,,

none
none

none

traces

traces

traces

Total solid residue obtained! 21>8753
by direct evaporation
J

„

18-295

.

These analyses exhibit, at first sight, comparatively little difference in the quantities of mineral constituents, but on examining
them carefully, we find that in the ordinary water there are, in
addition to a large quantity of organic residue, distinct traces of
sulphuretted hydrogen, while in the water which has been in contact with irou, no traces

of

this

poisonous gas

exist.

Moreover,

marked traces of ammonia, while in the water treated with iron, no trace of this base
remained, the ammonia having been converted into nitrous acid.
The great increase in the quantity of sulphuric acid, from 2-343
grs. to 5-302 grs. per gallon, is very remarkable, and probably

in the ordinary

is

Thames

water, there are

owing to the oxidation of sulphuretted hydrogen, or sulphurets

This, however, requires further invesexperiments I am now engaged in, will, I
In the above anah.opc, determine this question satisfactorily.
lyses, for obvious reasons, I have substituted for the indefinite
term "organic matter," the expression " matter volatile on ig-

pre-existing in the water.
tigation,

and

a series of

nition."

From the residue of one gallon of the water, 2-126 grs. were
expelled by ignition, while from the residue of one gallon of the
water which had been in contact with iron, only 1-108 gr. was
Moreover, the residue of the first water became
heated, while the residue of the second was
scarcely altered in colour, except at the edges, not-vvith standing
This loss
that it lost a little more than a grain by the ignition.
was not organic matter, as no charring was observed, but was due
volatilized.

nearly

Ijlack

when

and the Constituents of Well- and River-waters.
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in all probability to the volatilization of the chlorides of

mag-

nesium and sodium* and decomposition of nitrates.
As the spontaneous development of vegetable and animal life
in Thames water is one of the surest indications of the presence of
decaying organic matter, I allowed two separate gallons of the
water which had been treated with iron, to remain exposed to the
air and light during two months in the summer.
At the end of
that time, not the slightest signs of either vegetable or animal life
were observable; but the bottles containing two gallons of the

ordinary water, similarly exposed, were filled with a green vegewhich afforded a refuge for innumerable animalculse. This
fact appears to offer, perhaps, the best proof of the partial or
entire destruction, by iron, of the putrescible organic matter
contained in Thames water.
As the influence of iron upon the
organic matter and the sulphurets contained in water appears
to vary very considerably according to the temperature of the
atmosphere and the season of the year, I have made some additional experiments on the action of a much larger surface of iron
upon a given quantity of water. Although iron in the form of
wire exposes a less surface to the water than it would in many
other forms, I have nevertheless found it more convenient to use
the wire.
Two analyses of the Grand Junction Company's water were
made on the 20th and 21st of October, and the results of the
first analysis were,
tation,

Solid residue (dried at 248° F.)

.

Including matter volatile on ignition

In the second analysis,

20-1247
1'3456

grs. per gal.

.

.

20-2530

grs. per gal.

.

—

Solid residue (dried at 248° F.)

.

Including matter volatile on ignition

„

1-4871

„
Half a gallon of the water taken on the 20th of October was
put into a bottle containing 2~ ounces of iron wire and allowed
to remain for forty-eight hours.
A copious brown deposit was
formed. The water was filtered and evaporated down in an open
porcelain dish to about four fluid ounces.
The deposit formed
on boiling was perfectly white. It was transferred to a platinum
dish, evaporated and dried in the usual manner, and then ignited.

The

.

analysis gave,

Total solid residue

11'4391

Including matter volatile on ignition.
0-20G3
Hardness of the water by Clarke's scale, 6°-2

grs. per gal.

„

* Tlu; intense yellow colour imparted to the gas-flame during the ignition of the residue of Thames water, is a proof that the chloride of sodium
is partly volatilized.
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second quantity of water was ])Iaced in bottles with tlie
iron and allowed to remain for forty-eight

same quantity of

When filtered and evaporated, the residue, like the prehours.
ceding, was perfectly colourless, and when weighed gave,
10-1384
0'1321

Total solid residue
Including matter volatile on ignition.

„

6°

Hardness

From

grs. per gal.

these experiments,

to a Inrge surface of iron,

it

appears that by submitting water

and allowing

it

to

remain in contact

nearly every particle of organic matter,
whatever may have been its origin, is entirely removed from the
The trifling loss on ignition (0-2 gr. per gallon) is eviwater.
for a longer period,

dently due to the volatilization of those mineral constituents
which have been proved to volatilize at a red heat.
Keeping in view the facts above stated, we shall be enabled to
perceive that the

mining the

method of

analysis hitherto adopted for deter-

fitness of a water for

respects defective.

According

domestic purposes,

to the latest

is

in several

and most approved

method of analysing a water to ascertain its dietetic value, a
given quantity is evaporated in an open porcelain dish, over a
The residue is transferred to a
gas-flame, nearly to dryness.
small dish of platinum, and evaporated to perfect dryness on
It is now heated in an air-bath at a temperaa water-bath.
ture of 218° F. (120° C), to expel the last traces of moisture
and the water of hydration belonging to sulphate of lime. The
residue is weighed, and the result is recorded as the weight of
The dish containing the residue is
the " total solid residue."
now ignited over a gas-flame, to burn off the " organic matter."
The residue is moistened with a ievf drops of solution of carbonate of ammonia to replace any carbonic acid which may have
It is dried again in
been expelled from the lime by the ignition.
an air-bath at the same temperature as before, and weighed several
The loss of weight
times till the weight remains constant.
occasioned by the ignition, is assumed to represent the quantity
In the
of "organic matter" originally present in the water.
residue are determined the proportions of silica, iron, alumina
and phosphates, lime, and magnesia.
A second portion of water is evaporated in a similar manner,
and in this are determined the chlorine aiul sulphuric acid. A
third portion is evaporated, and in this arc determined the alkalies.
Finally, the acids and bases arc recorded as associated together
in the order of their respective affinities, and the analysis is considered complete.
It is obvious that this nu thod of analysis docs not determine
with certainty the auiount of putrescible organic matter originally

and

the Constiiuents
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present.
The constituents of Thames water which are supposed
to be a fertile source of disease, escape from the water even at the
common temperature, and it follows as a positive certainty, that

during the evaporation of the water in order to obtain the solid
residue, the greater part, and probably the whole of those constituents which are inducive of disease, are expelled with the steam.
The organic matter remaining with the mineral constituents of
I
the water, is small in quantity and of an inert character.
therefore regard it as unimportant, except so far as it may serve
in some measure as an index of the quantity of malarious matter
originally present in the water ; but the loss of weight experienced on igniting the residue of a gallon of Thames water is not
even a reliable index of the quantity of organic matter actually
in the residue, since other constituents present are volatile at a red

and in consequence untrustworthy results are obtained.
In selecting a water for the supply of a town, providing the
water be not what is called a decidedly hard water, tlie relative
quantities of mineral salts are of little consequence ; but the
question whether it contain putrescible organic matter, and if
so, in ivhat quantity, and of what nature, is the first to be determined, and its paramount im])ortance is universally recognized.
A water containing such matters is supposed very justly indeed
we have abundant evidence to pjromote, if it does not originate,
malarious diseases in populations condemned to drink it; such
populations, as is well known, being much more prone to certain zymotic maladies, than those who enjoy a supply of water
which is free from putrescible organic contaminations.
By allowing Thames water to remain in contact with a large
surface of iron for twenty-four or forty-eight hours, the ivhole
This reof the putrescent impurities appear to be removed.
markable action of iron ap])ear8 to be due in a great measure
to the formation of nitrous acid, which oxidizes and destroys
every particle of destructible matter which may be present in
The experiments I have made, and of which the prethe water.
ceding pages afford but an imperfect outline, have occupied me
I am now engaged in making an
more than twelve months.
extensive series of experiments on large quantities of Thames
water, in the hope of contributing to the elucidation of the malarious gas(;s which escape spontaneously, and which are, in consequence of their volatile, character, expelled with the steam in
The results of these expei-ithe ordinary methods of analysis.
ments, which are approaching completion, I hope shortly to
communicate.
heat,

—

—

[
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]

By Frederick Guthrie*.

THE

following form of spirator will be found useful in establishing a current of air for an indefinite length of time,
by means of a continuous current of water. It may be employed
either as aspirator in drawing, or as expirator in forcing air

through an apparatus. Its action will be readily understood by
referring to the accompanying diagram.

A is a wide-mouthed 12-ounce bottle, whose bottom is covered
with a few millimetres of mercury, m.
Through its well-fitting
Into the first of these, the wide
cork C, four holes arc bored.
*

Communicated by the Author.
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tube open at both ends, (/ is fitted, so tliat its lower end is a
The ui)])er end of ff is provided with
little above the mercuiy, vi.
In the second
a cork, through which the siphon-tube / passes.
its lower
hole of C the bent tube h is fixed, in such a manner that
beneath the surface of the mercury, m. Through the

end dips

office
third hole of the cork C a straight tube c is passed, whose
the lower end of c is a little
is to convey water into the bottle
above the mercury, m. Through the fourth hole in C a narrow
tube e is fastened, whose longer exterior limb dips under the

A

:

B is a small test-tube,
surface of the mercury 7i in the tube B.
widened at the bottom in three directions, and containing a few
It is fastened with sealingmillimetres in depth of mercury, n.
wax to A, and is provided with a cork, the one orifice of which
admits the tube e; through the other passes the bent tube d.
The lower extremity of the tube /being placed far down a
sink and a gradual stream of water being allowed to enter by c,
driven
as indicated by (1), the water in A rises (2), the air is
out of A (3), bubbles througli the mercury n, and passes by d (4)
through the apparatus employed. During this filling of A mt\i
water, the mercury m prevents the retrograde flux of water
through h. After A is filled, the water rises in the tubes/ and
siphon (5'),
e until it reaches the top of/, when this tube acts as a
and being wider than the ingress-tube c, gradually empties the

A (G). To supply the place of this water the air must
eater by h (7'), and may thus be drawn through the apparatus
in use, while the mercury m in B prevents the regression of the

bottle

air

through

e.

of course a simpler form when required
to act only as an aspirator, for then the tube B and its appendages may be dispensed with.
When an increased resistance has to be overcome (the instru-

The instrument has

ment being used either as aspirator
is drawn further out of the tube (/.

or as expirator), the

This form of spirator I have found to be certain in

its

tube/

action

which
for with a continuous stream of water, the volume of air
passes througli is in definite proportion to the volume of water
and, indeed, the slower the stream of water the more
;
nearly equal arc these volumes, for in this case the amount of
water passing through c during the action of the siphon /is in-

employed

considerable.

Phil. Mar/. S. 4. Vol. 15.

No. 97. Jan. 1858.
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A

New

Books.

Handbook of Chemical Manipulation. By C. Greville "Williams.
London John Van Voorst. Post 8vo. Pp. 580.
:

THE

importance of skilful manipulation in several of the branches
of natural science, and e^jecially in chemistry, can perhaps
3'et we have sometimes noticed in students a
scarcely be overrated
tendency to cultivate it to the neglect of those mental powers, without
a due exercise of which mere manipulatory skill becomes little better
than a pleasing accomplishment. Like mathematics to science, manipulation should be to chemistry a skilful handmaid, whose mechanical aid, although of great value, must not be allowed to supersede
or degrade those higher powers of induction which stand in need of
her assistance.
It is well known that Dalton was one of the clumhis operations were performed in the crudest
siest of manipulators
manner, and his experimental results were, for the most part, far from
falling within that narrow circle around perfect accuracy which we
But
usually assign as the boundary of the errors of experiment.
although the great results achieved by the almost unaided intellect
of Dalton may serve to point out the true place of manipulation, yet
it cannot be doubted that those results would have been still more
brilliant, had that intellect been associated with manipulatory skill.
welcome, therefore, Mr. Williams's book as a valuable contribution to a department of chemical literature which has long been
neglected Faraday's admirable work on chemical maniijulation, the
only one that ever appeared in our language, having been long out
of print.
It is singular, but perhaps not wholly inexplicable, that
whilst the study of other departments of this science has of late years
been much facilitated by numerous treatises, this important branch
should have received so little aid from the same quarter. The truth
is, that the clear and successful description of the manipulatory portion of any science is much more difficult than is commonly imagined.
To write a really useful book on chemical manipulation, an author
must unite with lucidity of style, an extensive personal experience in
a wide range of chemical operations, qualifications which are not
often met with in the same individual.
Mr. Williams's book is written in a terse and intelligible manner,
and his descriptions, even of complicated apparatus and operations,
conseare for the most part remarkably clear and comprehensible
quently the student, v.ho has not the advantage of a teacher's guidance in his manipulations, will especially find this Handbook an
whilst even those who enjoy regular instrucinvaluable companion
tion may frequently consult it with advantage in devising the arrangement of apparatus for jiarticular processes. The illustrations inserted
some of them are from phoin the text are numerous and excellent
tographs, an apj)lication of photography which we are glad to see
Illustrations thus made have many of
gradually coming into use.
the advantages of drawings executed to scale, and can be at once
;

;

We

;

;

'

;

;

'
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placed in the hands of an intelligent workman, when the constrnction
of any complicated apparatus is required.
The book opens with a chapter on the arrangement of an experimental laboratory, full of information, most valuable not only to those
who have to improvise their work-room in a dwelling-house or other
previously-erected building, but also to the more fortunate chemist
who can build a laboratory specially adapted to the purposes of chemical research. Then follow chapters on furnaces, lamps, blowpipe
apparatus, baths, heat-measurers, the balance, specific gravity, soluall containing in a condensed form much
tion, precipitation, &c.,
useful matter which could only otherwise be found scattered over

—

the pages of numerous bulky volumes.
very important feature in the Handbook' is the devotion of considerable space to the description of certain classes of operations
emploji^ed in chemical research.
The prosecution of investigations,
especially in the organic department of the science, has of late

A

'

years developed certain experimental methods, which from their
convenience and wide application have become of paramount importIn this branch of his subject Mr. Williams
ance to the investigator.
has given excellent chapters on "Volumetric manipulation," " Gas
manipulation," and " Pressure-tube operations." Under the firstnamed title, the manipulatory methods necessary to the performance
of the volumetrical operations devised by Riohr, Bunsfen, Liebig and
others are described
whilst the chapter on gas manipulation contains descriptions of the apparatus employed in gaseous research by
Bunsen, Regnault and Frankland. This chapter is full of most useful information respecting a department of chemical inquiry which is
we could have wished, however,
daily becoming more important
that the author had devoted more space to the description of the
;

:

methods of the lirst-named chemist, to whom this branch of manipulation is so deeply indebted, and whose processes, from the simplicity of the apparatus required, and the ease with which the experimenter may construct it for himself, are more likely to be employed by the student than the more expensive instruments of Regnault and Frankland, which, although aiFording considerable advantages to the exi)erienced operator, are not so well adapted for the beginner in gas manipulations.
In the chapter on pressure-tube operations we conceive that the
He has clearly
author has slightly erred in the opposite direction.
and fully described all the simpler forms of apparatus used in these
important operations, but he has altogether omitted to mention the
more convenient though expensive contrivances, which have recently
Into use among those chemists who have extensively employed
these processes in their researches.
With these slight defects, to which we only direct attention in
order that they may be remedied in a future edition, we most coi-dially recommend the book as an invaluable companion In the labo-

come

ratory.
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commnnication was read
"On the i)art which tiie Silicates of the Alkalies may play in
By T. Sterry Hnnt, Esq., of the
the Metan-.orphism of Rocks."
Geological Survey of Canada.
In my last communication to the Royal Society on the Metamovphic Siliuian Strata of Canada, I endeavoured to show, from the
results of nnnlyses of the altered and unaltered reeks, that it is the
reaction hciwc-cn the siliceous m.atters and the carbonates of lime,
magnesia, and iron of the sedimentary deposits, which has given rise
to the serijcntines, talcs, pyroxenitcs, chlorites, and garnet rocks of
I then cited the observation of Bischof that silica,
t!ie formation.
even in tlie form of pulverized qtiartz, slowly decomposes these carfollowins;

:

bonates at a temperature of 2 2° F., with evolution of carbonic acid
the same author mentions that a solution of carbonate of soda has
Desiring
the power of dissolving quartz under similar conditions".
to vorifv these observations, I have since mads the following experi1

;

ments.
Colourless crystalline quartz was ignited, finely pulverized, and
then boiled for an h.our with a solution of its weight of perfectly
pure carbonate of soda j the amount of silica thus dissolved was 1-5
per cent, of the quartz, but on rcj)eating the treatment of the same
quartz with a second portion of the carbonate, only -3') percent, was
The object of tliis process was to remove any soluble
dissolved.
silica, and the quartz thus purified was employed for the following
experiments, which were performed in a vessel of platinum.
I. 1000 parts of quartz and 200 of carbonate of soda were boiled
with water for ten hours, and the mixture was several times evaporated to dryness, and exposed for a few minutes to a temperature of
The amount of silica taken into solution was 12
about 300° F.
parts.
II.

A

hydrocarbonate of magnesia was prepared by mingling

boiling solutions of suljjhate of magnesia and carbonate of potash,
the latter in excess the precijutate was washed by boiling with
1000 ])arts of quartz were mixed with
successive portions of water.
about as much of this magnesian carbonate and boiled as above for
;

excess of hydrochloric acid was then added, the
to dryness, and the magnesian salt washed out with
The residue was then boiled for a few minutes with cardilute acid.
bonate of soda, and gave 33 parts of soluble silica.

ten hours.

An

whole eva[)oratcd

III. A mixture of 1000 parts of quartz, 200 of carbonate of soda
with water, and an excess of carbonate of magnesia was boiled for
ten hours, and the residue, treated as in the last experiment, gave 148
The alkaline liquid contained a little magparts of soluble silica.
* Bischofs Chcra. and Phys. Geology,

Enp;. Edition, vol.

i.

p. 7.
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That the sokible silica was really
combined with magnesia was shown by boiling the insoluble mixture
nesia but no silica in solatlon.

with sal-ammoniac, which, dissolving the carbonate, left a large
amount of magnesia with the silica. This silicate was readily decomposed by hydrochloric aciJ, t'.ie greater part of the silica separating
in a pulverulent form.
The third experiment was suggested by some observations on the
Kuhlniann has
reactions of silicate of soda T.ith earthy carbonates.

remarked the power of carbonate of lime to abstract the silica from
a boiling solution of soluble glass*, and it is known that alumina
exerts a similar action.
I have found that when artificial carbonate
of magnesia in excess is boiled with a solution of silicate of sodn, the
latter is completely decomposed with the formation of carbonate of
and I
soda, and a silicate of magnesia which gelatinizes M'ith acids
have long since described this reaction in the evaporation of alkaline
mineral watersf
This mutual decomposition of carbonate of magnesia and silicate of soda, conjoined with the power of carbonate of
;

.

If we boil for some^
soda to dissolve silica, leads to a curiou? result.
hours a mixture of ignited silica, obtained from the decomposition of
a sihcate by an acid (and consequently readily soluble in an alkaline
carbonate), with a small portion of carbonate of soda and an excess of
hydrocarbonate of magnesia, we obtain a dense powder which contains
ail the silica united with magncjia, and may be boiled with carbonate
of soda and sal-ammoniac without decomposition. It is obvious from
the above experiments that similar results may be obtained with
it would doubtless be
quartz, although the process is much slower
accelerated under pressure at a somewhat elevated temperature,
;

which would enhance the solvent power of the alkaline carbonate.
Silicates of potash and soda arc everywhere jnxsent in sedimentary
rocks, where decomposing felspathic materials are seldom wanting,
and these salts in the presence of a mixture of quartz and earthy
carbonates, aided by a gentle heat, will serve to effect a union of the

A small
quartz witli the earthy bases, eliminating carbonic acid.
amount of alkali may "thus, like a leaven, continue its operation indefinitely and change the character of a great mass of sedimentary
Such a process is not only a possible but a ijecessary result
rock.
under the circuniotanccs supposed, and we cannot, I think, dnnbt
that alkaline silicates play a very important part in the metamor])hism
of sedimentary rocks, which arc composed for the most part of earthy
carbonates, with siliceous, aluminous, and felspathic materials^.
Tiie direct action between the carbonates and silica nuist necessarily be limited by their mutual insolubility, and by the j)rotecting
influence of the first-formed portions of earthy silicate ; but with the
solvent action of a small ])ortion of alkali which

is

changed from

* Coiiiptcs Rcmlus dc I'Acail. dcs Sciences, Dec. Srd nml Dec. lOtli, 1855,
will he. found many important observations on the alkaline silicates.
t Reports of the Ge(d. Survey of Canada, 18.'>l-53-51.
seldom or never wantini;
t It is well known that small portions of alkalies arc
in the earthy silicates, buch as serpcMtiiic, talc, pyroxene, asbestus, cpidote, idoerase, and even beryl and corundiun. See tlic memoir of Kuhlmann already cited.
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and then back again to silicate, the only limit to
the process would be the satisfying of the mutual affinities of the
silica and the basic oxides present.

silicate to carbonate,

May 14.— General
The

Sabine, R.A., Treas. and V.P., in the Chair.

following communications were read

"On

:

By Albany Han-

the Organization of the Brachiopoda."

cock, Esq.

" On the Placenta of the Elephant."

By

Professor Richard

Owen,

F.R.S. &c.

May

28.

—The Lord Wrottesley, President,

in the Chair.

following communication was read
" On the Cause of the Rhythmic Motion of the Heart," being
By James Paget, Esq., F.R.S.
the Croonian Lecture.
The author draws the following conclusions as to the most probable explanation of the rhythmic action of the heart
1. In the Vertebrata it is due to the time-regulated discharges of
nerve-force in certain of the ganglia in and near the substance of the

The

:

:

heart,

by which discharges the muscular walls are excited

to con-

traction.
2. Li Invevtebrata, the corresponding pulsatile movements of
hearts or vessels are probably independent of nerve-force.
3. Tlie time-regulated rhythmic action, whether of the nervous
centres or of the independent contractile Malls, is due to their nutrition being rhythmic, i. e. to their being, in certain periods, by nutritive changes of composition, raised, with regulated progress, to a

state of instability of composition, in their decline

from which they

discharge nerve-force, or change their shape, contracting.
4. The muscular substance of the heart in the Vertebrata, governed
in its rhythmic action by appropriate nervous centres, has a
rhythmic nutrition of its own, corresponding and coordinate with
theirs ; the impairments of its structure during action being repaired
in repose.
5. Rhythmic nutrition is a process in accordance with the general
laws of organic life, very many organic processes being composed of
timely-regulated alternate action and inaction, or alternate opposite
actions, i. e. being rhythmical, with larger or shorter units of time
and all organic j)rocesses being chronomctric, i. e. ordered according
to laws of time as exact, and only as much influenced by external
conditions, as are those relating to weight, size, shape, and com-

position.

June

18.

—The Lord Wrottesley, President,

The
'*

following communication was read
On a new Mode of forming Triethylamine."

in the Chair.

:

By A. W. Hofmann,

LL.D., F.R.S.
Researches on the constitution of the nitrogenous organic bases,
I zealously prosecuted some years ago, and the result of

which

Hofmann on

Dr.

a new

Mode

of forming Triethylamine.
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the Royal Society, have been, by
Nearly all the observacircumstances, interrupted for some time.
tions recorded in my communications refer to the primary or amidogen-bases, i. e. the compound ammonias, in which I equivalent of
hydrogen is replaced by an organic molecule. Of the secondary and
tertiary bases (imidogen- and nitrile-bases), i. e. the ammonias in
which 2 or 3 equivalents of hydrogen are replaced, and of the fixed
ammonium-bases, little more is knowni at present than their mode of

which were communicated

to

formation and their composition.
On again taking up this subject lately, it appeared of paramount
importance to search for new and, if possible, simpler methods of
forming the secondary and tertiary bases.
Of the several experiments made for this purpose, on which I
intend to report at another opportunity, I may be allowed even
now to quote a result which appears to be capable of a more general
application.

One

of the

common methods

of preparing the amidogen-bases,

consists in treating cyanic ether with hydrate of potassa, a reaction

which was
ethyle,

first

when

observed bj-Wurtz.

To take a

special case, cyanate of

treated ^ith hydrate of potassa, assimilates 2 equivalents

of water and splits into ethylamine, which is set free, and carbonic
An appropriate modification
acid, which is fixed by the alkali.
of this reaction appeared to afford a means of passing directly
from cyanate of etliyle to triethylamine. For this purpose it was
only necessary to offer to the cyanate of ethyle 2 equivalents of oxide
The action of cyanate
of ethyle instead of 2 equivalents of water.
of ethyle upon ethylic potassa appeared to involve the conditions
necessary for accomplishing this result.
Experiment has fully confirmed this anticipation.
On digesting for several hours at a moderate temperature a mixture of pure cyanate of ethyle with pure ethylic })0tassa or soda (that
is, absolute alcohol as far as possible, saturated with potassium or
sodium), and distilling subsequently upon a sand-bath, a strongly
Saturated with
alkaline liquid containing alcohol is obtained.
hydrochloric acid, this liquid furnishes on evaporation to dryness a
residue from which a considerable quantity of trietlujlamine is expelled on addition of potassa.
The analogy of the two processes, of the formation of ethylamine
and triethylamine, is obvious on glancing at the following equations.

CoENO.,

-f

2(K0, IIO)

= N^

II

-f-

2KCO3

In
Hydrate of

Cyanate of ethyle.

Carbonate of

Ethylamine.

potassium.

potassa.

CoENO,
Cyanate of

etliyle.

+

2(K0,E0)

= N

-^

E

+

2KCO3

Ethylic

Triothyl-

Carbonate of

potassa.

amine.

potassium.
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Tlicrc could

bono doubt regarding the

pounds thus formed with triethylamine.

—
identity of the basic

com-

The

base floating on the
surface of the satnratcd aqueous solution, possessed in a marked
manner the characteristic odour of triethylamine. In order to exclude tlie possibility of a mistake, the hydrochloric solution of the
compound was mixed with a solution of bichloride of platinum.
Only after protracted standing of th.e highly concentrated solution,
deep orange-coloured, well-formed crystals of the platinum -salt
were deposited, the physical characters of which were still fresh in

my

memory.
The determination

of platinum furnished results closely agreeing

with the formula

N-^E
IE

HCI,

PtCI,

have already applied this reaction in various directions, and
communicate the results which I have obtained at a future
period.
On considering how frequently, in the action of hydrated
potassa upon organic substances, the hydrogen of the water of
liydration is assimilated by the products of dccomjiosition, the substitution of cthylic potassa for the hydrate appears in many cases to
promise valual)le results from this mode of ethylation. The facility,
however, with which ethylic potassa decomposes at a comparatively
low temperature, must always be a serious obstacle to an extensive
I

shall

use of this reaction.
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The following communications were read
"

:

—

On

the Correlation of the Triassic and Permian Rocks of the
Odenwald in the Vicinity of Heidelberg, and those of Central England."
By E. Hull, Esq., B.A., F.G.S.
The author first referred to the memoir by Murchison and Morris,
in the eleventh volume of the Society's Journal, on the PalBcozoic
Rocks of the Thiiringcrwald and the Harz, for the special description
of the Permian formation in that jnirt of Germany
and, as these
deposits a])pear to be comjiarable, almost stratum for stratum, with
those of England, Mr. Hull sought for a similar correlation at Heidelberg when on a visit there this autumn. He referred to Dr. Leonhard's Geognostische Skizze von Baden,' 1846, for descriptive details
of the geology of this locality.
1.

;

'

Immediately overlying the granite at Heidelberg

is

a red breccia

of porphyry and granite, ujnvards of 200 feet thick, which is the
" Uotlic-todt-Liegende" of the Odenwald, l)eing similar to that rock
in Thuringia

and other parts of Germany, and com])arable with the

On

the Tr'assic

and Permian Rocks of
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the Odenwald.

trappoid breccia of Worcestershire. It is of local origin the parent
rock-masses being still seen in the neighbourhood. Beneath the
Worcestershire breccia, however, is a series of red marls and sandstones, not occurring in the Odenwald, but probably present in the
Thiiringerwald. The origin of this breccia is in Germany associated
with volcanic phaenomena and, according to Prof. Ramsay, it is of
;

;

glacial origin in

England.

See Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.

vol. xi.

p. 187.

Over the Heidelberg breccia lies a great mass of Bunter sandupwards of 14(5o feet in thickness. It is throughout of a
nearly uniform composition; and, except that it contains but comstone,

paratively few pebbles, it is much like the conglomerate-beds of
Lancashire and Cheshire. The author considers, that, from its uniformity of composition, and consequent indivisibility into subdivisions, and from its resemblance to the above-mentioned member of
the New lied Sandstone of England, this red sandstone of Heidelberg
belongs wholly to the Upper Bunter (Bimter-Sandstein), of Triassic

and that none of it is referable to the Lower Bunter (Bunterwhich Murchison and Morris have shown to belong to the
Permian series.
In England the Bunter is divisible into three groups, viz. 1.
Upper variegated sandstone; 2. Conglomerate-beds; 3. Lower
Whilst the Bunter of the Odenwald would
variegated sandstone.
seem to be in this respect imperfect, as compared with that of England, yet the author thinks that the two districts in question present but one contemporaneous formation.
Mr. Hull treated of the Muschelkalk, next overlying the Bunter,
Of the succeeding forin a few words, it being absent in England.
mation, or Keuper, tlie author stated that a true parallelism may be
age

;

Schiefer),

traced in the order of succession of the beds of this formation in

England and around the flanks of the Odenwald. First, or lowest,
are grits and shales, about 100 feet thick, with a calcareous breccia,
of local origin, in which a fragment of Bunter-sandstone has been
met with. These beds are parallel with the " Waterstones" and
Keuper-breccia of AVorcestershire, Staifordshire, and Clieshire, and
form the "Lower Kcuper-sandstone." Evidences of unconformity
between the Waterstones and the Bunter in England are not wanting, though not so strong as those of the unconformity of the Lower
Keuper and the Bunter of the Odenwald.
A series of gypseous sludes and marls, about 150 feet thick, sej)arate tlie Lower from the Upper Kcu])er-sandstonc. The last, about
10 feet thick, contain plant-remains, and arc similar to the so-called
" Kcuper-sandstone,"' with Posidoiiomya

ininula, of

siderable tluckness of variegated shales, with

England.

gypsum and

A

con-

haematite,

covers the Uj)per-saiidstonc.
In conclusion, the author dwelt upon the quasi-triassic aspect of
the Permian formation, with its two argillo-arenaccous groujjs and
intermediate calcareous band, as pointed out already by Sir Roderick
Murchison, and as shown in a synoptical table by wiiich the paper

was

illustrated.
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2. " On the Extinct Volcanos of
R. Brough Smyth, Esq., C.E., F.G.S.

—

Victoria,

Australia."

By

The district in Southern Australia in which lavas, hasalts, and
other evidences of recent igneous action are found extends from the
River Plenty (a tributary of the Yarra), on the east, to Mount GamIts most northern point is Macneil's Creek (a
bier on the west.
tributary of the Loddon), in 37° S. Lat., and its most southern point
Its extreme length is 250 miles, and
is Belfast, in 38° 21' S. Lat.
its extreme breadth about 90 miles.
The following were enumerated and described as the most
distinctly marked crateriform volcanic hills
1. A hill near the source of the Merri Creek, on the Dividing
Range, about 25 miles north of Melbourne, and already described
by Mr. Selwyn, the Government Geologist. 2. I\Iount Atkin, about
1500 feet above the sea-level. 3. Mount Boniuyong, adjacent to
4. Larnebaramul or Mount Franklyn.
the Baliarat Gold-fields.
6. Several crateriform hills around Lake Korau5. Mount Rouse.
7.
gamite, and the often conical hills known as the Stony Rises.
Tower Hill, between the towns of Warnambool and Belfast, and
In the last-mentioned instance the scorise have
close to the coast.
been found by well-sinkers to overlie, at the depth of Go feet, the
original surface of the ground, covered with coarse grass, such as
that now found growing, and amongst this dry, but not scorched,
:

grass the workmen are said to have found some living frogs.
Over nearly the whole extent of Victoria there are masses of
intrusive basalt, in some places columnar, breaking through both
the granite and the palseozoic strata, and occasionally through the
Extensive denudation has
overlying Tertiary (Miocene) beds also.
destroyed the probably overlying j)ortions of these old basaltic
A newer series
outbursts, both before and after the tertiary period.
of eruptive trap-rocks, sometimes as dense and hard as the older
more frequently vesicular and amygdaloidal, pierce the
old tertiary and also the post-tertiary beds, or the later quartzose and
These newer basalts and lavas were probably
auriferous drifts.

basalts, but

erupted at a period when considerable areas, both north and south
and the lavas cooled
of the main coast-range, were submerged
rapidly and not under very great pressure. These eruptions do not
appear to have disturbed the Tertiary beds, which are usually found
;

After these newer basaltic lavas were erupted
and denuded, and after the deposition of the overlying pleistocene
drift, some of the volcanos were still acting, though not so energetic
and at a still later
as previously, emitting porous lavas and pumice
period volcanic ash and scoriae, such as that wbich rests on the
ancient humus at Tower Hill, and that of Mount Leura and the
Koraugamite district, were thrown out when the igneous force was
almost exhausted. Mr. R. B. Smyth pointed out the interest attached

nearly horizontal.

;

to the extinct volcanos of Victoria as connected with the great volcanic chain extending from the Aleutian Islands to New Zealand
and concluded with some observations on the recent occurrence of

earthquake-movements in Southern Australia, and on the evident
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uprise of the coast-line, as having reference to the probably not yet

exhausted force of the volcanic

November

The

IS, 1S57.

—

foci of that region.

Col. Portlock, R.E., President, in the Chair.

following communications were read

:

—

"On

Estuary Strata in Shotover Hill, near Oxford." By
John Phillips, LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S., Reader in Geology in the
University of Oxford.
The author presented, in the first place, an historical notice of the
facts and opinions published in regard to the sandy strata which in
From the time of
this detached hill rest upon the Portland series.
HoUoway (1722), to that of Smith (1800-1815), these deposits,
with their ochres and variously-coloured sands, were always classified
with the ferruginous sands, with ochre and fuller's earth, of Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire, and received the general title of " Iron
1.

Sand." Conybeare (1822) uses the same title, traces tliem along
At
the vale of Aylesbury, and refers them to the Hastings Sands.
this time, however, the Lower Greensand was not perfectly discriminated from the Hastings group.
In 1827 Dr. Fitton appears to have ascertained the occurrence of
Purbeck deposits at Whitchurch in Buckinghamshire. About 1832
the Rev. H. Jelly discovered Paludiniform shells in the sands of
Shotover; and in 1833, and again in 1836, Mr. H. E. Strickland
communicated notices of this discovery to the Geological Society and
to Dr. Fitton, in whose great Memoir " On the Strata below the
Chalk" the information was published. From that time to the present no further notice has appeared; but, previous to 1854, Mr,
Strickland, by his own researches, added a distinct U?iio to the shells
and since 1854 the author of the present notice
already collected
has been enabled to augment the list of fossils, and to ascertain precisely the main facts regarding their geological position.
The Portland rocks (70 feet thick), consisting of green sand, enclosing one band of clay and two or three layers of large subcalcareous concretions, are rich in fossils, and some of these (Pecien,
Perna, &c.) can be traced through the whole deposits to near the very
top. This group is suddenly covered by sands, white, yellow, brown,
reddish, or black, but not green ; banded somewhat regularly by
white or cream-coluured clays, and marked by imperfect ramifying
chert-masses also occur. The
layers of deep-brown peroxide of iron
stratification, where most regular, as in the white sands and clays, is
often undulated, but there isverylittlc traceof obliqueordrift-bedding.
Ochre occurs in several parts of the section, and has been much
worked in the upi)cr ])art. The whole scries is about 80 feet thick.
In all the lower half of the series, but only in the hard ferruginous
layers and geodic masses, and there not abundantly, we find conifeThe bivalves are
rous wood, small sj)iral shells, and bivalve shells.
one comi)iuable in size to Unto Valdensis, but
of the ;>enus Unio
different in general figure, and in the ciiaracters about the fulcrum,
The other is of smaller and more
ligament, and posterior slope.
;

;

—
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delicate type, like U. siibiruncatus

specimens collected by Mr. Jelly.

.

A

—

Cyclas or Cyrena occurs in the
spiral shells are partly Palu-

The

—

two or pcrlmj)s three species, one approaching in size to
and jiartly
ordinary examples of P. fluviorum, the others smaller,
One is striated parallel to the volutions, like a
of other genera.
Another resembles somewhat the cast of a Nalica. No
Littorina.
Regarding two
Cyprides have yet been recognized with certainty.
of the species of molluscs above alluded to, as possibly belonging to
salt-water, but nil the others as due to the influence of river-action,
the author concludes that through a considerable part of the thickness of these sands there is evidence now obtained of the estuarine, but
not lacustrine, origin of the sediments. The ujiper parts of the
series have been carefully explored to the summit, especially about
the ochre-bands, but to this date they have yielded no fossils, and
the author desires to leave it for further inquiry whether these
crowning sandstones are of the same estuary character, or belong to
a detached part of the Lower Greensand strata, which undoubtedly
exist to the south-M'cst and north-east.
Founding his inferences on Shotover, but confirming them by reference to ]5oints in the neighbourhood, vvbere Purbeck strata are
seen below these " Iron Sands," the author expresses his opinion that
in these sands we have a northern equivalent of the Hastings Sands,
that the river to which they m.ay be ascribed was probably not
that of the typical Wealden, but a different stream, nourishing different Unionidcc,
and that its effects will be traced much farther to
the north-eastward, along the country now under survey by the
Government Geologis^ts, to whom is committed th.e very important
task of tracing the difficult boundaries of the Lower Cretaceous and
dina, of

—

—

—

Upper
2.

"

Oolitic deposits.

On

the Mineralogical and Palseontological characters of the
New York." By J. J. Bigsby. M.D.,

Palaeozoic Strata of the State of

F.G.S.
In this communication the autiior presented a remmt of the chief
geological points characteristic of the pala;ozoic basin of New York,

which may thereby be compared with other districts of jialreozoic
'liicse points of character and comparison were arranged
rocks,
under the following heads
" mineral character," " mode of transition from group to group of strata," " place," " position or dip,"
" thickness," "fossils in general," "typical fossils," "fossils occurrent in Europe," and " fossils recurrent in New York."
The evidences used in this synopsis are based upon a series of
elaborate tables constructed by Dr. Bigsby from the writings of
James Hall, Vanuxem, Conrad, De Verneuil, Murchison, Sliarpe,
Sowerby, Portlcck, Salter, M'Coy, Morris, and others. I'he author
:

commenced with

—

a sketch of the geographical features of the region

under consideration, illustrated by the great geological map of middle
North-east America j)repared by himself.

The

characters of the several members of the pala;ozoic basin of
were then concisely described in succession, under the

New York

Br. Bigsby on the Palceozoic Strata of the State of

New

York.
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heads above referred to, the following being the order of classification used by the author.
A. Lower Silurian
1. Potsdam sandstone
2. Calcifcrous sandstone
3. Chazy limestone; 4. Bird's-eye limestone; 5. Trenton
limestone; 6. Utica slate; 7. Hudson's River rocks.
B. Middle
Silurian, or Transitional group
9. Medina
8. Oneida conglomerate
sandstone; 10. Clinton rocks.
C. Upper Silurian: 11. Niagara
shales and limestone
12. Coralline limestone
13. Onondaga salt
rocks; 14. Waterrae rocks; 15. Lower Pentamerus limestone;
16. Deithyris shaly limestone; 17. Upper Pentamerus limestone.
D. Lower Devonian 1. Oriskany sandstone 2. Cauda-gaili grit
3. Schoharie grit; 3. Onondaga limestone
4. Corniferous limestone.
E. Middle Devonian: 5. Marcellus shale 6. Hamilton rocks; 7.
TuUy limestone; 8. Genessee slate; 9. Portage sandstone; 10.
Chemung rocks. F. Upper Devonian: 11. Catskill or Old Red
Sandstone.
:

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

From

the consideration of the

many members

of this great palseo-

North America, severally and
author drew numerous inferences, and offered them
zoic series of Central

collectively, the

to the notice of
the Society, not as all being new or unassailable, but as affording
many points of interest both for geologists in general, and the
student of the American rocks and fossils in j)articular.
The following are some of the principal inferences
That the
Silurian and Devonian Systems of New York belong to one connected period being the products of successive and varying Neptunian agencies, operating in viaters which deepened westward from
the Atlantic side, and southward from the Laurentine chain on the
north.
'I'hese palaeozoic groups pass one into the other by gradual
mineral and zoological changes there being a neaily perfect conformability and a considerable community of fossils.
The chief break is
at the Oriskany sandstone, there being no break of like importance at
the period of the local Oneida conglomerate.
division of the
Silurian and Devonian systems, each into three stages, is based on
change of sediment and the fossil contents. The Middle Silurian
stage is a period of especial transition
from the coarseness of some
of its sediments, from their alternations, and from the organic poverty
prevailing.
The New York Basin exhibits few uplifts it consists of
a number of comparatively thin undulating sheets of sediments (about
13,300 feet thick altogether) dipping slightly to the south-west, here
and there pierced by a peak of crystalline rock, and along three lines
raised into broad low domes of great length.
The strata have experienced two kinds of disturbance, from plutonic agency 1. secular
or slow oscillation during deposition
2. i)aroxysmal uplifting subsequent to their formation, and probably of j)ost-carboniferous date.
The form and di.-jction of the live great Canadian Lakes follow the
outcrops of the local sedimentary rocks and the contour of the
valley of the St. Lawrence is also due to the relative positions of these
palaeozoic strata.
Some of the groups of strata, during and after
dejjosition, were subaiirial, presenting the conditions of dry land
and shallow waters, for long and varying periods. In New York, as
:

—

;

;

A

;

;

:

;

;
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elsewhere, there is intimate connexion between the fossils and their
sediment or habitat. Tlie iron-ore frequently accompanj^ing invertebrate remains had access to them after their death and sepulture.
Every serial group of strata marks a distinct centre of life ; a separate realm or community of animated beings, which may be called
epochal, so marked are the differences.
The majority of these existences alwaj's perished at the end of the group, because (among
other reasons) the new sediment with its new flora was only able to
nourish a few, if any, of the old molluscs. All the individual existences were perfect at once from the earliest dawn of life, and all bear
evidence of being created on one and the same idea or plan. There
is no evidence of multiplication of species by transmutation.
The
geographic life-centres are also well marked and numerous, forming
separate provinces, linked together by a few forms in common, as
seen also in other zoological groups, whether of palaeozoic, secondary, tertiar)-, or recent date.
The mollusc having the greatest vertical range has the greatest horizontal extension, being found in the
most distant regions. The principles among fossils of recurrence,
succession, increment, and relative abundance are the same in New
York, Wales, and elsewhere modified by local circumstances. Recurrence, or reappearance, in difl^erent strata, is, at the same time, the
measure of viability in the fossil, and of connexion in the groups.
It may partly be due to migration.
It is not so common in New York
as in Wales
in other words, the vertical range of fossils is longer
in Wales
because in the latter area there has been a more universal
dissemination of calcareous matter throughout the strata; and because
in New York there are three great separate masses of sediment destitute of lime, each more than 1000 feet thick
which were therefore
unfavourable for the passage of marine life.
remarkable feature in
the uppermost four groups of New York Siluria (the Lower Helderberg series) is the substitution in them of limestone for the arenaceous mud of the Ludlow rocks, their contemporaries.
It has given
tliem a Wenlock character
but it is to be remembered that the
Ludlow and Wenlock Groups of Wales are in close zoological connexion 74 out of 311 species of organic remains being common to
both or nearly one quarter. Many Silurian brachiopods and some
other molluscs occur also in the Devonian
and some may even be
found in the Carboniferous system.
;

;

—

;

;

A

;

—

;

;

XI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

NOTE ON THE DECOMPOSITION OF CERTAIN SALTS, PARTICULARLY LEAD-SALTS, BY THE ACTION OF THE VOLTAIC CURRENT.
BY M.

TN

C.

DESPRETZ.

an experiment made with the view of determining the propor-- tion in which copper and lead
are deposited on the negative pole,
when a solution of a mixture of acetate of copper and lead is traversed by a voltaic current, the author found that the metals, instead

Intelligence
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of combining, as he expected, at the negative pole, separated, the
lead being deposited in the form of oxide upon the positive, and the
copper in a metallic state on the negative plate.
The decomposition was eflected by two of Buusen's elements ; the
acetates of copper and lead were mixed in atomic proportions and
dissolved in seven to eight parts of water.
As soon as the circuit
is closed, the positive (charcoal) platinum plate is seen to acquire

a reddish-brown tint.
In eight or ten hours the positive plate is
covered with a coat resembling a black varnish, and if the experiment
be continued still longer, the deposit becomes detached from certain
points and falls to the bottom of the vessel, or rises to the surface
by means of the adherent gas.
The deposit on the negative pole is red copper mixed with traces
of lead.
This copper dissolves rapidly at the ordinary temperature
in pure nitric acid of spec. grav. r329, or diluted with water.
The
black deposit of the positive pole only dissolves in small quantity in
such nitric acid at a boiling heat, even by several days of contact.
On the addition of muriatic acid the action is brisk, and the black
substance is changed into white chloride of lead.
This chloride,
treated with an excess of nitric acid, is converted into nitrate.
The black substance heated by the spirit-lamp in a glass tube,
acquires the red colour of bichromate of potash without losing its
lamellar form.
In this state it gives a brick-red powder, which,
treated with nitric acid, is partially dissolved
the residue is black.
Some other experiments lead to the belief that the black matter is
binoxide of lead.
From some experiments made to determine whether the presence
of copper in the mixture is necessary for the formation of this black
coat, it appears that nitrate of lead, and the jjure or commercial
acetate, furnish the same black matter at the positive pole and
metallic lead at the negative pole, and that with a mixture of the
acetates of lead and cadmium, the same black substance is always
found at the positive pole, and lead mixed with cadmium at
the negative.
Protacetate of manganese gave no deposit on the
negative pole, and deposited a black, oxidized compound on the
positive pole.
The absence of deposit at the negative pole is probably due to the metal being dissolved by the free acid as fast as it
is deposited.
The black deposit on the positive pole is not manganese, or protoxide of manganese, or manganic acid
it is unalterable in aiirated water and insoluble in nitric acid.
At the ordinary
temperature it dissolves in dilute sulphuric acid. The solution is
;

;

red.

In tartrate of potash and antimony the negative plate is covered
with crystalline metallic antimony, and the positive plate with a
yellowish-red coat.
In the course of a few days the yellow predominates.
After immersion for eight days in distilled water, it is
perfectly yellow.
It is probably aniiydrous antiiuonic acid.
The
author proposes making experiments with other metals to see whether
a similar separation takes place in them.
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In the meantime he inquires how these com'^ounds, which are
found at the positive jiole, are formed.
They did not exist in the
solution.
It can h.ardly be sujiposed that a jiortion of the metal is
carried to the positive ]5ole and then o.xidized by absorbing the
oxygen disengaged at that pole.
It is more probable that the
division takes place at the negative ])ole
that a portion of the
oxide gives up its oxygen to another portion, which, thus acquiring
acid properties, passes to tiie positive pole. If this be exactly the case,
in the decomposition of the lead salts, one half of the lead would be
deposited at the positive pole in the form of binoxide of lead, or
plumbic acid, and the other lialf at the negative pole in the metallic
In this way the law of chemical decompositions would not
state.
be altered by the division in question.
As regards the dei)endcnce of this pheenomenon upon the intensity
of the current, a solution of nitrate or acetate of lead submitted to
the action of 1, 2, 3, 20, or 100 Bunsen's elements disposed in a tension series, gives the black substance at the positive pole almost instantaneously, and on the negative pole, lead iu narrow, brilliant,
crystalline laminae, with this sole difference, that the black product
of 20 or 100 elements is not smooth at the surface like that of two
elements
it is dull, not compact, &c.
With a single element the
experiment has a peculiar character, no gas is evolved from either
pole.
This is in favour of the opinion that a portion of the oxide
;

;

yields

its

—

oxygen

to the

undecomposed

portion,

which becomes sur-

charged with oxygen, without the decomposition of water.
Nitrate of bismuth also gives a reddish -brown colour to the
positive plate.— Co»z;;;es Rendus, Oct. 5, 1S57, p. 449.

ON THE COERCIVE POWER OF PURE IRON.
BY A. MATTIIIESSEN, PH.D.
Having jirepared some galvanoplastic iron both out of a solution
of pure protochloride and protosulphate of iron, in order to ascertain
whether galvanoplastic metals, precipitated from different solutions
and under different circumstances from the same solution, take the
same place in the thermo-electric series, or in other words, give no
thermo-electric currents with each other (which, however, they
appear to do), I found that iron thus preci])itated possesses great
coercive powers, and retains its magnetism undiminished for a length
of time.
It is very brittle, and its hardness is equal to that of tempered

steel.

ON THE rORMATION OF ISATINE BY OZONE.
BY PROF. O. L. ERUMANN.
The author has found that pure indigo-blue, made into
'

witii

water,

fur Praht.

is

readily converted into isatinc by ozonized

Cliemic, Ixx. p. 209.

air.
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On Gravitation and the Conservation of Force. By Eknst
Brucke, Member of the Academy of Vienna, and Professor of

XII.

Physiology in the University*.

ON

the 27tli of February of the present year (1857) Faraday
gave a lecture in the Royal Institution f, i'l which he
sought to prove that our usual conception of the iorce of gravity
is not in harmony with the principle of the conservation of
In accordance with this conception, he defined gravity
force.
as " a simple attractive force exerted between any two or all the
particles or masses of matter, at every sensible distance, but with
He
a strength varying inversely as the square of the distance."
draws attention to the circamstance that this definition presupposes an actio in distans, a point which Newton himself found a
source of difficulty, and on which, in his third letter to Bentley,
he expresses himself in the following manner
" That gravity should be innate, inherent and essential to matter, so that one body may act upon another at a distance, through
a vacuum, without the mediation of anything else, by and through
which their action and force may be conveyed from one to the
other, is to me so great an absurdity that I believe no man who
has in philosophical matters a competent faculty of thinking can
Gravity must be caused by an agent acting conever fall into it.
stantly according to certain laws; but whether this agent be material or immaterial I have left to the consideration of my readers."
Faraday shows, further, that as two particles are separated
from each other, their mutual attraction diminishes. This means
nothing else than that force is destroyed. Wlien two particles
arc brouglit more closely together, their mutual attraction aug:
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ments, and this can only mean that force is generated. Both
results are inconsistent with the law of the Conservation of Force.
If we imagine a particle isolated and without gravitating force,
and afterwards introduce another, an attractive force is supposed
to be set up on both sides, and thus again, according to the
usual conception, we should have a creation of force.
Further, if we conceive the particle B to be separated from
the particle A for an infinite distance, the attractive force is
thereby infinitely diminished ; it is, in fact, as if B in resj^ect to
A were actually annihilated. The same reasoning may be applied to several particles. When a body approaches another by
gravitating motion, in virtue of the vis inertia' a quantity of mechanical force is accumulated, and still the vis attractionis has
not diminished but augmented.
If, however, by the application
of an external force the body be removed in the opposite direction, there is no force stored up by the act, but, on the contrary,
the ris attractionis is, in consequence of the greater distance,
diminished.
Hence Faraday considers that our present notions
as to the cause of gravity cannot be in harmony with the law of
the conservation of force, as long as it is not shown whence the
force generated is derived, and whither the force lost has disappeared.
He does not doubt the general applicability of the
principle of conservation, but he believes that in our definition of
gravity wc only describe one exercise of that power, and that this
gives an incomplete idea of the nature of the force as a whole.
It is a long time since such a far-reaching physical question
has been touched upon wholly without the aid of mathematical
apparatus without the assistance of those wonder-working symbols whose brief rhetoric speaks more convincingly to the mind
than the tongue of Cicero or Demosthenes. When, however,
when Faraday opens
the first natural philosopher in the world
the discussion thus, it is assuredly a sign that the time has come
when the question may be so treated.
If I ventui'c to take part in this discussion, it is not because
I feel myself competent to meet that great man upon his own
field, but because the subject to which I devote myself, that is,
physiology, causes me perhaps to pay attention to things which
may have been further from the course of thought of the English
philosopher.
Habitually compelled to direct my eye upon the
inner man, I may i)crhaps be able to make some remarks on the
connexion between natural things and our way of representing
them to our minds, which will cause the relation between the law
of gravitation and that of the conservation of force to appear in

—

—

a different light.

What is it in physics that we denote by the name Force ? Man
stands before the external world as a camera obscura, on the screen
of which Nature perpetually casts her images

;

we cannot under-

the Conservation of Force.
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stand these images in themselves, nor the objects from which
they proceed j but we see that under the same circumstances the
same images always appeal*, and this regularity of their appearWe construct
ance permits us to determine them beforehand.
formulae, either verbal or in mathematical symbols, and name the
principles from which these are deduced Laws of Nature.
have motion incessantly before us, partly as the motion
of masses, and partly as the motion of the ultimate particles of
matter among themselves, in the form of heat ; or when the rays
of this heat excite our organs of vision, in the form of light.
We have so studied the circumstances under which these motions
vary and succeed each other, that we can predict their mode of
appearance, their intensity and their direction; and we have
found that the formulae which serve for this purpose assume
their simplest form, when we ascribe to the ultimate particles of
matter attributes which we name forces, the magnitude of which
we make dependent on mass and distance. No one can prove
that these attributes have a real existence, in the strict sense of
the word, that they exist in the things themselves, and beyond
the domain of human thought.
From the experience of the
senses, we know no other real source of motion than other motion, and so on, till the links of the chain disappear from our
sight
but we help ourselves by assuming causes which we name
forces, with which we deal, and as experience proves, with good
They exist actually in the domain of thought, and have
effect.
there their full justification whether they would also have an
existence supposing no thinking being were to have had an existence, is a question which man cannot decide, because, beyond
the sphere of his thought, knowledge has for him no existence.
The upshot of all natural investigations is to seize upon that
which comes immediately within the sphere of our perceptions,
and to unfold that which, on account of its magnitude as regards
either time or space, is withdrawn from immediate perception, by
instruments, by experiments, or by induction, and finally to discover a connexion between the collective phsenomena which shall
From this point of
be in harmony with our laws of thought.
view, and only from this, Newton's doubt as to the force of attracHe has
tion acting at a distance is, I believe, to be regarded.
shown by his acts how deeply he felt the necessity of giving to
his law tlie form which he has given to it, because in this way alone
could it appear as the immediate expression of the facts; but he
went further, and wished to form a conception of the forces which
were the results of iiis own logical abstraction, and here he encountered difficulties. We represent to ourselves with perfect clearness
things and motions which lie without the domain of our senses,
and we need only the constructive understanding, to foi'ux and
build up the conception.
We figure to ourselvca the motion of

We

:

:
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the particles of air in sound, and of the particles of retlicr in light,
without any essential difficulty the material for this is at hand.
we know their
are acquainted with masses great and small
motions ; it is only necessary, by an act of thought, to bring the
latter into the proper form, abstracting from their relations of
time and space, and all is in order. But it is otherwise with
forces.
know forces only as mental abstractions, as abstractions from the changes which our ego perpetually suffers from
We possess therefore no sensuous material
the external world.
from which w^e can form an image of them. All attempts that
we make in this direction only end in our substituting in a somewhat offhand manner, things for forces which are utterly differrepresent them by weights which pull and
ent from them.
springs which push, because in particular cases these produce
the same effects as the forces in question ; or we picture them as
lines, because the changes of the latter in magnitude and direction are suited to represent the corresponding changes of the
forces.
It is simply because forces cannot be pictured before
the mind, that Newton found it impossible to form a conception
of an attractive force, inherent in bodies and capable of acting
through a vacuum on other bodies ; and he to whose glance the
heavens Avere more penetrable than his inner self, confounded
Nothing, however, is further
this impossibility with absurdity.
removed from absurdity than the notion of an attractive force
In the case of the abstractions of natural
acting at a distance.
science, the aphorism is perhaps truer than elsewhere, "By
their fruits ye shall know them."
And as Faraday himself
remarks, Newton's law has been found valid "to an extent that
could hardly have been within the conception of New ton himself
when he gave utterance to the law."
Its validity has thus been proved without our ever having
given up the notion of the actio in cUstans ; nay, the very idea of
an attractive force includes that of an action at a distance ; for
the only phsenomenon which immediately and necessarily leads
to the assumption of an attractive force, is the approximation of
two masses to each other without external impulse, and without
As the bodies are supposed to apthe action of other masses.
proach each other, they could not of course have been already
in contact, and as the action of all other particles is excluded, the
force which causes them to approach must act across the vacuum
We shall also, if I mistake not, find that
between both masses.
the law of gravitation, as it has been hitherto expressed, is by
no means in contradiction with the principle of the conservation
of force. I will here ask permission to proceed from Faraday's
own example. Let the mass A be separated from the mass B
by an external force; while this separation takes place, the
attraction diminishes, the attractive forces being in the inverse
:

We

:

We

We
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Where abides the force
here destroyed ?
The reply is
If the mass A be left
to itself, it moves back towards B, and when it has arrived at its
original position, it will be attracted by B with the same force
as before ; besides this it has attained a velocity, half the square
of which, multiplied by the mass of A, is exactly equal to the
work which was formerly expended in removing it from B.
There is therefore no force destroyed by the change which the
external cause has wrought; but just as much force appears at
the end as was expended in producing the change. Let us look
a little more closely into the matter with which we have here to
deal.
What is our measure of the force of attraction ? It is
the augmentation of velocity which a body experiences in the
unit of time by the action of the force.
In virtue of inertia,
the impulses of gravity are accumulated in the body, the velocity augments in the same proportion, and the quantity stored
up in the unit of time serves as a measure for the magnitude of
the attractive force.
This is the only true and direct measure
of a force ; for as the very notion of a force has been derived
ratio of the squares of the distances.

which

:

is

—

from the concrete phaiuomena of motion, the measure of a force
must also be derived from the same thing.
It is this augmentation of velocity which follows the law of
the inverse square of the distance, and this stands in no contradiction, but in the most complete harmony with the principle
This principle affirms, that in every
system which is abandoned to itself the sum of the tensions
added to the sum of the vires viva:, gives at all times the same
quantity.
In other words, that in every such system the quantity which is obtained when the moving masses arc multiplied
by half the squares of their velocities has a maximum, which is
given once for all, which cannot be overstepped, and of which
moreover nothing can be lost. j\Iotion can never be destroyed
so as to be incapable of regeneration, because motion disappears
only in consequence of a change of place of the masses, which
change in due time again appears as a cause of motion, and on
the return of the masses to their original position, reproduces the
motion which was consumed during the change. It is here of
course assumed that the measure of the motion is always the
product obtained by the multiplication of the single masses with
the half-squares of their velocities.
Let us take the simplest
system of all, the vibrating pendulum.
The maximum above
referred to is the vis viva obtained when the mass is multiplied
by the half-square of the velocity with which the ])cndulum
passes its position of equilibrium; at every other point the vis
of the conservation of force.

viva

is less,

and

at the turniMg-])oiiits

it is

zero.

points the whole force, as a cause of motion,

when the pendulum again

is

But

at these

stored up

;

and

attains its position of equilibrium, the
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be reproduced. In this latter position no
other cause of motion acts upon the pendulum than its own moment of inertia. When the pendulum moves away from its position of equilibrium, and then loses velocity, but at the same time
generates a cause of motion, wc express it by saying that vis viva
is transformed into tension* («c/?iff/ energy into iJotential ci\CY^y\).
original motion will

When the pendulum again approaches its position of equilibrium,
and from the cause of motion, motion itself follows, then wc say
tension is transformed into vis viva [potential energy into actual
energy).
An analogous state of things is observed throughout
nature, from the motion of the heavenly bodies to the motion of
the flame which flickers in our chimney, and in which the atoms
are freed from that mysterious state of tension into which they
have been forced by years of action of the solar rays.
But let us return to the example of Faraday. Let us first fix
our attention on the mass A, which is removed from the mass B.
Let us suppose B to be the earth, and A a stone which is cast from
the earth upwards.
Let the earth be supposed to be at rest, and
let the influence of the atmosphere and the heavenly bodies be
disregarded.
After the velocity of the stone has sunk to zero
it will fall back, and on reaching the earth will have attained a
final velocity, the half-square of which, multiplied by the mass,
gives a quantity of force, which, if exerted upwards, would be
exactly sufficient to carry the stone to the height from which it
has fallen.
This is a known fact, and generally the first example
with which the law of the conservation of foixe is illustrated. If
I imagine the stone to be cast higher and higher from the earth,
nothing is thereby changed, except that in the more distant portions of its path the velocity is more slowly consumed, and on
returning is more slowly generated, than in the nearer portions
the final result is always the same, only a longer time passes
before it arrives.
Let us regard the stone at the moment when
:

its velocity is zero,

that

is,

when it

is

at its greatest distance

from

the earth.
Has then the moving force, that is, the cause of
motion, diminished at the moment in question in the system
formed of Ihe stone and the earth ? By no means. It is true
that the stone, by an external force, may now be more easily removed from the earth, and that it commences to fall with a
slower acceleration of its motion than woidd be the case if it
started from a point nearer to the earth ; but there is in the stone
a store of force accumulated, in virtue of which it attains a greater
final velocity the further it has been removed from the earth.
The terms 'living force,^ 'tension force,' 'moving force,' as they
* See Helinholtz
p.

"Oa

the Conservation of Force," Sclent.

Mem.

1853.

124.— Ed.

t Rankine's "Outlines of the Science of Energetics," Edinb. Phil. Jomu.
July 1855.— Ed.
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are

commonly made use of

in the nomenclature of science, are

calculated to convey the idea that these are three diflferent forms of

one and the same thing ; but we must not suffer ourselves to fall
we must always remember that they are three
;
totally different things. We call the siim of the motion actually
existing vis viva. We denote it as force, as cause of motion,
because it not only continues to act in accordance with the law
of inertia, but because it can be communicated to other bodies, inasmuch as motionless bodies can be set in motion by moving ones.
Tension is the term applied to the cause of motion still to be
disposed of, which itself is not motion, wholly regardless of the
time in which it can generate or produce motion. Accelerating
force is the term applied to the increase of velocity attained by
a mass, or which it can attain, in an infinitely short time, divided
by the length of the length of this infinitely small interval. The
accelerating force in a system is therefore dependent at any moment, first on the masses which ai-e, or are to be, set in motion,
and the velocities which they may have already attained ; and
secondly, on the velocity with which tension is, or may be, transformed into vis viva. If the accelerating force is to remain coninto this delusion

stant for every single molecule, it is necessary that the velocity
with which the molecule transforms tension into vis viva, or vis
viva into tension, when divided by the product of its mass and
velocity, should give a constant quotient.
Keeping this always in view, it will appear plain that the
accelerating force may increase or diminish, without at all interfering with the principle that the sum of the tensions, added to
the sum of the vires viva, always gives the same quantity ; and
we see that by the removal of two molecules from each other no
portion of the force is destroyed, the indestructibility of which is
affirmed by the principle of the conservation of force.
Let us suppose a portion of the masses which gravitate towards
each other to be destroyed ; then certainly not only accelerating
force, but also, according to circumstances, a portion of the tenbut this
sion or of the vis viva, or of both, would be destroyed
The law of
only confirms us in our way of viewing the subject.
the indestructibility of matter has been proved as universally
That the destruction
valid as that of the conservation of force.
of the one should involve that of the other, only shows us that
both stand in intimate connexion with each other, and proves
that we arc right in placing the cause of the notion of gravity
in the masses themselves, and not in the space between them.
Thus in all that has been hitherto said, so far as my consciousness reaches, so far as I am capable of distinguishing true from
false, and like from unlike, all known facts are brought into
complete liarmony with our laws of thought when wc suppose
forces, as the causes of phsenoraena, to reside in the masses, the
-.
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spaces between these masses being traversed by the forces.
If
the forces could be imagined as existing in spaccj it must also be

conceivable that matter may be annihilated without changing the
sum of the forces, and this, at least by me, is not conceivable.
One more point remains to be considered, which I believe is

We

essential to the doubts i-aised by Taraday.
say the attraction diminishes with increasing distance, and moreover that the
attracting forces are to each other in the ratio of the inverse

squares of the distances.

In Faraday's process of thought, this
a change of the cause of motion
which actually resides in the masses. I do not know whether
understood as

is

we assumed

if

this is a pi-evalent notion.

It is difficult to obtain

information

on the point, for an investigator may write memoirs all his life
long and never once express his convictions upon the subject.
I believe, however, it cannot be doubted that Faraday is right in
opposing this notion, and in assuming with Newton the existence
of a constantly active cause for g';avitation.

be shown that

I believe also it

may

assumption of Faraday's contradicts neither
the facts themselves, nor the usual mode of interpreting them.
this

We

say that the attracting forces vary inversely as the squares
of the distances ; we also say that the intensity of light varies
inversely as the squares of the distances, but are thereby far from
affirming anything regarding the intensity of the source of light

We

itself.
speak solely of the effects upon surfaces exposed to
the radiation, and know very well that the intensity of the luminous source will not be in the least affected by the proximity or
the distance of the illuminated objects.
When the rays of light
were regarded not only as mathematical lines, but as the paths
of the light parlicles, it was said the intensity of the light diminishes inversely as the squares of the distances, because the areas
on which an equal number of rays fall, augment directly as the
squares of the distances.
Now that we deduce the action of
light from wave-motions, we know that the intensity must obey
the law of inverse squares, because during the propagation the
same sum of vis viva is incessantly transferred to new masses,
which augment directly as the squares of the distances. The
change as the inverse square of the distance, appears to us now
as a simple application of the law of the conservation of force.
regard the attractive force residing in a mass as proceeding in straight lines from it in all directions, just as light sends
its rays on all sides ; and as we perceive the light when the
retina, or a body seen by us, falls in the domain of the rays, so
in like manner we perceive the action of the attractive forces
when a body comes in their Vt'ay *. When, therefore, we say, the

We

*

it

The

independent of the presence of the second body,
Docs not the conception of force carry with
that of two material masses at least? If so, when one mass vauisbes,

but

is

force

raj's

of

I'glit

exist

this ihe case with force ?

becomes a nonentity.

Ed.
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diminishes inversely as the squares of the direfer this to the source of attraction
we must rather assume that the latter is constant, and that also
the sum of the effects neither diminishes nor increases with the
effect of attraction

stances,

we can hy no means

An example will make this clear.
Let a molecule be imagined with the space around it filled
with molecules which are scattered at equal distances from each
For the sake of simplicity, let the latter be regarded as
other.
of equal mass, and the mass of each of them as a vanishing
quantity in comparison with that of the first molecule, which I
will call the central molecule.
The central molecule will attract
distance.

all

the others, and the action

upon each

inverse squares of the distances.

of

them

will vary as the

Let us suppose that around the

central molecule we have a spherical shell of definite thickness,
the sum of the actions proceeding from the central molecule will
always be the same within this shell, however great the distance
at which it is placed from the central molecule.
For the action
on the single molecules diminishes as the square of the distance
increases, but the number of the molecules which make up such
a shell, augments directly as the square of the distance.
When, therefore, we say that the attracting forces are inversely
to each other as the squares of the distances, we wish to say
nothing else than that the attracting force which belongs to every
mass is constant, and spreads its actions, undiminished in their
They act the more feebly on the sepatotality, in all directions.
rate parts the greater the space over which they are spread.
are not hereby forced to assume a propagation in the ordinary
sense of the term, that is, a process which requires time for its
For the law of the change of densities (or intentransmission.
sities) inversely as the squares of the distances, is totally indepenIt is true of a system of an infinite numdent of this assumption.
ber of straight lines which issue from a point, as well as for a wavemotion which propagates itself on all sides round the same point.

We

[The idea of gravity was originally suggested by the attraction of
iron by a magnet.
magnetic pole and a mass of soft iron will, if

A

move, mutually ajjjjroach each other, in virtue of some quality
resident in each, which quality we call, or may call, the force of
magnetism.
In the case of the soft iron this is a variable quality,
for the induced magnetism of the latter augments as it approaches
the steel magnet.
It would he no illegitimate use of language to say
thpc in the casie of tl-e soft iron the force of magnetism varies, while
in the steel it rcma'ns constant.
Regarding, in the same way, the

free to

force of gravivy as

a ([uabty resident in the gravitating masses,
believed by Prof. Briicke, be constant, it would
cer.ainly be a contradiction in terms to say that it varied inversely
as the squy.rc of the distance.
and the difI5ut this is not asserted
ference between Mr. Faraday and his commentators we believe to be
ir ihis

quality,

r.s

;
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mainly a difference of definition, while some influence is to be ascribed
to that daring hopefulness in investigation to which the world is so
deeply indebted, and which causes its possessor to see possibilities
Ed.]
of scientific conquest where others see none.

XIII. On the Nature of Flame, and on the Condition of the Sun's
By John W. Draper, M.D., Professor (f CheSurface.
mistry and Physiology in the University of New lorA:*.
recent publications on photo-chemistry, there
AMONGbytheProfessor
Mag.
Light
Dove on the
is

one

Electric

(Phil.

Nov. 1857), which will doubtless attract the attention of those
interested in that branch of science. Examination by the prism,
and by absorbing and reflecting coloured bodies, leads him to
the conclusion that it is necessary to consider the luminous
]st, the ignition or
appearance as having two distinct sources
:

—

incandescence of the material particles bodily passing in the
course of the discharge ; 2ndly, the proper electrical light itself.
As respects the first, he illustrates its method of increase from
low to high temperatures, by supposing a screen to be withdrawn from the red end of the spectrum through the coloured
spaces successively towards the violet ; and that of the latter from
the bluish brush to the bright Lcyden sparks, by a like screen

drawn from the violet towards the red.
The true electric light exhibits properties resembling those
observed in actual combustions, as though there was an oxidation of a portion of the translated matter when the spark is
taken in air. The order of evolution of rays in this instance
happens to be the same as in the second illustration of Professor
Dove, that is, from the violet to the red. There are certain facts

connected with these appearances of colour which are not generally known, and deserve to be pointed out.
In the Philosophical Magazine (Feb. 1848), I showed experimentally that there is a relation between the colour of a iiamc
and the energy with which the combustion giving rise to it is
going on. The more vigorous and complete the combustion, the
higher the refrangibility of the light. A flame bm-ning in its
most tardy and restricted way, emits rays that are red ; but
burning in its most complete and effective manner, rays that are
In intermediate states of combustion, the intermediate
violet.
colours are evolved in their proper order of refrangibility.
The flame of a candle or lamp consists of a series of concenThese
tric luminous shells, surrounding a central dark core.
shells shine with different colours, the innermost one immediately in contact with the dark core being red, and having a
Upon this, in their proper order of
temperature of 977° P.
* Communicated by the Author.
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refrangibilityj are shells tte liglit of Nvhich is orange^ yellow,

green, blue, indigo, violet.
When we look upon such a flame,
the rays issuing froui all the coloured strata are received by the
eye at once, and impress us with the sensation of white liglit.
The differently coloured shells of which a flame thus consists,
may be easily parted out from one another, and demonstrated by
a prism.
Their cause is the slower rate at which combustion
occurs at points more and more towards the interior.
On the
outside, which we may say is iu contact with the air, the combustion is most vigorous and complete, and hence the light there
emitted is violet ; but in the most interior portion of the shining
shell, resting upon the dark combustible matter, the atmospheric
air can hardly penetrate, or rather its oxygen is exhausted and
consumed. Between the exterior and interior surface, the burning is going on with an activity constantly declining, because the
interpenetratiou or supply of oxygen is gradually less and less.
But besides this collection of coloured shells, constituting
what may be termed the actual flame, there is another region
exterior thereto, and to be distinguished both in its chemical
nature and in its optical relations.
Chemically, it consists of the
products of combustion and of the unburnt residues of the air,
that is to say, carbonic acid, steam, and nitrogen.
These are
all the time escaping out of the true flame, and envelope it as an
exterior cone or cloak.
Optically, this portion differs from the
true flame in the circumstance, that it is shining as an incandescent, ignited, but not a burning body. For physiological reasons,
into the detail of which it is not necessary here to go, the tint
of this exterior cloak seems to be a monochromatic yellow.
That, however, is to a considerable degree a deception, prismatic
examination proving that all the other colours are present, and
that the yellow merely exceeds the rest in force or intensity.
flame thus far maybe considered as offering three regions
1st, a central nucleus, which is not luminous, and consists of
combustible vapour ; 2ndly, an intermediate portion, the true
flame, arising from the reaction of the air and the combustible
vapour, and being composed of a succession of superposed shells,
the interior being red, the exterior violet, and the intervening
ones coloured in the proper order of refrangibility ; the cause of
this difference of colour being the declining activity with which
the combustion goes on deeper and deeper in the flame.
As to
temperature, the inner red shell cannot be less than 977° F., and
the exterior violet one probably more than 2500° V.
3rdly,
an envelope consisting of the products of combustion, exterior to
the true flame, shining simply as an incandescent body, and its
light for the most part overpowered by the brighter portion

—

A

:

within.

By

the aid of the facts thus presented, wc can easily explain
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nature of the other regional divisions distinguishable in such
a flame.
There must be a blue portion below j blue^ because it
consists of the most refrangible rays, which issue forth in abundance, for there the exterior air is most copiously and perfectly
applied.
At the upper end of the flame, particularly if the wick
be long and the supply of combustible matter abundant, the
light emitted is red, for the products of combustion ascending
past that part, make it difiicult for the exterior air to get access.
tlie

Upon these principles we may also predict what colour a
flame will have when we vary the circumstances of its burning.
Tallow or wax at temperatures greatly beneath their usually understood point of combustion, oxidize with a pale violet phosphorescent light, quite perceptible nevertheless in a dark room;
and here the light is violet, for the supply of combustible matter
is small, and that of the air abundant.
The oxidation is therefore thorough and prompt.
Eor a like reason, sulphur, as we
commonly see, burns blue; but if a piece thereof is thrown into
nitrate of potash ignited in a crucible, the light yielded is of
intolerable brilliancy, and absolutely white.
Its whiteness does
not depend upon the physiological fact, that any colour, if it be
intensely brilliant, will seem white to the eye ; but it is optically
white, as is proved by prismatic examination, when all the
colours are perceptible.
And the reason of this is, that at the
high temperature to which the sulphur is exposed, it volatilizes
faster than the nitrate of potash and air together can oxidize it,
and ofi'ers every intermediate rate of combustion, and emits rays
of every refrangibility.
In like manner it may be shown that carbonic oxide must
burn with a blue flame, and cyanogen with a red. We can also
foresee what must be the optical result of resorting to unusual
methods of combustion, as when we throw into the interior of a
flame a jet of air from a blowpipe.
In this case we destroy the
red and orange strata, replacing them by bluer colours. Examining such a blowpipe cone by the prism, we have a beautiful
demonstration that such has actually taken place.
There is one of these special cases which deserves attentive
consideration in connexion with the appearance of the electric
light,
it is the production of Fraunhoferian lines when things
have been arranged in such a way that an incombustible material
is present in the substance to be burnt.
This state is perfectly
represented in the case of cyanogen, which contains more than
half its weight of incombustible nitrogen.
When the peachcoloured nucleus of the cyanogen flame is properly examined, it
yields a series of dark lines and spaces exceeding in number and
strength those of the sunlight itself.
These fixed lines are the
representatives of dark shells, supei-posed among the shining
ones with definite periodicity.
la such 51 cyanpgeji flame they

—
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burning of the carbon, but to the disenbear no
gagement of the nitrogen they must be attributed.
In other cases dark lines are replaced by bright ones, as in
the well-known instance of the electric spark between metallic
The occurrence of lines, whether bright or dark, is
surfaces.
hence connected with the chemical nature of the substance producing the flame. For this reason they merit a much more
critical examination than has been yet given to them, for by
relation to the

we may be able to ascertain points of great interest in
Thus if we are ever able to acquire
other departments of science.
certain knowledge I'especting the physical state of the sun and
other stars, it will be by an examination of the light they emit.
Even at present, by the aid of the few facts before us, we can
see our way pretty clearly to certain conclusions respecting the
sun.
For since substances which are incandescent, or in the

their aid

ignited state through the accumulation of heat in them, show no
fixed lines, their prismatic spectrum being uninterrupted from
end to end, it would appear to follow that the luminous condition
of our sun, whose light contains fixed lines, cannot be referred

At various times those who
to such incandescence or ignition.
have studied this subject have offered different hypotheses one
regarding the sun as a solid or perhaps liquid mass in a condition of ignition ; another considering the light to be electrical
a third supposing him to be the seat of a fierce combustion.
Of such hypotheses we have given reason for declining the first.
Prismatic analysis, which demonstrates no resemblance between
the light of the sun and that of any form of electric discharges
with which we are familiar, enables us in like manner to reject
the second; and upon the whole, facts seem most strongly to
prepossess us in favour of the third, in artificial combustions
If sach is to be regarded
similar fixed lines being observed.
as the physical condition of the sun, we can no longer contemplate him as an immense mass slowly and tranquilly cooling in
:

the lapse of countless centuries by radiation into space, as so
many considerations drawn from other branches of science have
hitherto led us to suppose, but he must be regarded as the seat
of chemical changes going on upon a prodigious scale, and with
inconceivable energy.
If the law designated above, that the more energetical the
chemical action in combustion the more refrangible the emitted

be translated into the conceptions of the uudulatory theory,
not only puts us in possession of a distinct idea of the manner
in which the combustive union of bodies is accomplished, the
quickness of vibration increasing with the chemical energy, but
it also enables us to transfer for the use of chemistry some of the
most interesting numerical determinations of optics.
light,
it
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of Electricity in Electrolytes.
R. Clausius*.

TN a former memoir f I considered
A current within a conductor of the

tlie effects

of a galvanic

one which
conducts without electrolysis), without taking into account the
manner in which the currenfwas produced. It was there found
that the laws regulating the pi'oduction of heat in such conductors follow immediately from Ohm's law, and from the principle
In a similar manner, if we
of the equivalence of heat and work.
consider a conductor of the second class, that is to say, one which
conducts by electrolysis, without any reference to the other parts
of the circuit, we may deduce conclusions, some strictly accurate,
and others at least probable, which appear to possess some inIn the following pages I will endeavour to develope some
terest.
first class {i. e.

of these deductions.
2. With respect to the laws of the production of heat, if we
admit the applicability of Ohm's law to conductors of the second
class, the conclusions of my former memoir may also be extended,
without any modification, to the case under consideration ; as
before, however, we shall assume that the current is stationary,
and that it neither exerts nor suffers any inducing actions of an

electro-magnetic or electro-dynamic kind.
In order to maintain the electricity in motion, notwithstanding
the resistance offered by the conductor, a force must be present
in every point of the latter, tending to move the electricity concentrated in the same in a definite direction ; or, assuming two
electricities, to drive the positive electricity in one direction, and
This
the negative with equal energy in the opposite direction.
force proceeds from free electricity, which, as

Kirchhoff has
proved, may exist on the surface of the conductor or on the surface separating two different conductors^ but not in the interior
of the same. With respect to the interior of a homogeneous conductor, no matter whether the same belong to the first or to the

second

class, if we

admit the hypothesis of two

in opposite directions,

we must assume

electricities

moving

that equal quantities of

both kinds of electricity are always present in every measurable
space within the conductor ; and if we admit only one kind of
electricity, we must suppose the normal quantity of electricity
to be always present within a given space, in consequence of
which that space appears unelectric.
In our present case the ivork done by the moving force can be
*

From

PoggentlorfF's Annalen, vol.

p. 338.
generated in the Conductor of a
Stationary CuiTent," PoggendorfF's Annalen, vol. Ixxxvii. p. 416 ; and
Scientific Memoirs, New iSeries, p. 200,

t "

On

tlie

ci.
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determined in exactly the same manner as in
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my former memoir,

without here enterConceive any portion, bounded by a closed
surface, of the interior of a conductor to be selected for consideration ; let dco represent any element of this enclosing surface, V the value, at this clement, of the potential function of
the free electricity,
the normal to the element, considered positive outside the enclosed portion, and lastly, k the conductibility of the mass ; the work
performed in this portion of the
conductor during the unit of time will then be determined by
the equation
so that

it

will suffice to give the final result

ing into particulars.

N

W

-I^S
wherein the integration

to be extended over the whole surface
enclosing the portion of the conductor undei" consideration.
3. At first sight it might perhaps appear that, with respect to
the determination of the heat generated by the current, a diff'erence should exist between conductors of the first and those of
the second class.
In conductors of the first class the molecular
masses remain unchanged in position, and the electricity alone
moves; whereas in conductors of the second class the constituents
of these molecules are also set in motion, and decompositions
is

and recombinations take

place, during which, without doubt, a
developed by the molecular forces with
which the constituents act i^pon each other. On closer examination, however, it is easily seen that in determining the generated heat, it is not necessary to take into consideration the
quantities of work done by these molecular forces, however great
the same may be individually, inasmuch as they mutually and
completely cancel each other.
If, during the passage of a stationary current through the
conductor, we examine, at the commencement and at the close of
a unit of time, the portion before separated and enclosed by a surface, we shall find that during the interval the condition of this
portion has suffered no material change.
Of course the electropositive constituents of many molecules will have separated
themselves from the electro-negative ones with which they were
hitherto united ; but to compensate this, they have united themselves again with other perfectly equal constituents, and the work
perfoi'med by the molecular forces during such a combination is
undoubtedly just as great as that which they suffer or perform negatively during such a separation. Similarly, the particles leaving
the enclosed space on the one side are re])laced by an equal
number entering on the other, so that at the end of the time

considerable activity

is

under consideration the whole mass

in this space has the

same
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same coustitutiou, and tlie same arrangement of
HencC; although
molecules as it had at the commencement.
ignorant of the quantities of work done in the several processes
by the molecular forces, we may safely di-aw the conclusion that
the algebraical sum of all such quantities of work is zero. Consequently there remains only the work performed by the moving
density, the

when overcoming resistance to conduction,, which
work, having produced no permanent change in the conductor,
must have been converted into vis viva, and the latter, inasmuch
electric force

no other vis viva is present, into heat.
Accordingly, if
represent the heat generated in the above
space during the unit of time, and A be the equivalent of heat
for the unit of work, we may deduce from the foregoing equation
the following:
as

H

1 have already shown in my former memoir that this equation
includes, as a particular case, the empirical laws established for a

linear conductor, according to

which the heat generated is proand to the square of the

portional to the resistance to conduction
intensity of the current.
4.

We

now

will

to be formed of the

more into the details of the conception
manner in which the conduction of electricity

enter

takes place within an electrolyte.
The molecules of the electrolyte are resolved by the current
into two constituents, which may either be simple atoms, or

themselves consist of several atoms combined into molecules.
For example, in sulphate of copper the one constituent, Cu, is
These constituents, whether
simple, the other, SO*, compound.
simple or compound, I will call partial molecules, should it be
necessary to distinguish them from a complete molecule of the
electrolyte.

From

the connexion between the decomposition of an electroand the conduction of electricity, we arc led to the conclusion
that the two partial molecules forming a complete molecule are
in opposite electric conditions^ which conditions remain even
On the hypothesis of two electric fluids, thereafter separation.
fore, we must assume that the one partial molecule has an excess
of positive, and the other an equal excess of negative electricity
under the hypothesis of one electric fluid, we must assume, how-

lyte

ever, that the

one partial molecule possesses more, whilst the

other possesses less electricity than

is

necessary for the neutral

condition.

two molecules of different natures
assume such opposite electric con-

It is readily conceivable that

may, during

their coutactj
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to conceive that these couditioaa
may be retained, even after separation, provided we also assume
that no accumulation of positive or negative partial molecules
in other words,
alone takes place in any part of the conductor
ditions.

Neithei'

is it difficult

—

that both kinds of partial molecules are everywhere so uniformly distributed, that in any given space there are an equal

number

For in
and negative

of each kind.

actions of positive

this case,

owing to the opposite

partial molecules, the forces ex-

erted by the electricities of the surrounding partial molecules
electricity adhering to any one cannot occasion any

upon the

strong resultant having a tendency to move the latter electricity
and thus to separate it from its molecule should the motion of that molecule be impeded.
On the other hand, however, if a large number of molecules
charged with the same kind of electricity were congregated in
in any definite direction,

any space, the electricity of any one of them would be repelled
by the electricities of all the rest ; and unless the molecule in
question happened to be in the middle of the mass, these repelling forces, by combining, might occasion a considerable resultant force acting from within outwards.
IMoreover, inasmuch as
the electricities clinging to all other molecules would be subjected
to exactly similar actions, each being forced outwards by the
total action of all the others, a certain tension would necessarily
prevail in the electric condition of the whole mass, which tension
could only sustain itself unchanged in the case of this mass being
absolutely non-conducting.
In other cases the free electricity of
all molecules would, according to the conductibility of the mass,
flow more or less quickly, first towards its surface, and thence,
unless this mass was perfectly insulated, into surrounding space.
if we consider the actual process of decompowhich occurs in the liquid serving as electrolyte or containing the electrolytes in solution, we must, at any rate, grant
in the first place, that the partial molecules set free at one
electrode do not move through the liquid to the other electrode,
but that decompositions and recombinations occur everywhere
throughout the whole mass of liquid between the two electrodes,
so that the ])ositive partial molecules which in the unit of time
reach the cathode correspond in number to, but are not identical
with, those which leave the anode and similarly with respect to
the negative partial molecules which arrive at the anode.
The mutual dependence between the decompositions occurring
in the several liquid strata, however, requires to be established
more accurately, and there is one opinion, particularly, which,
being decidedly erroneous although apparently ])lausiblc, must
once for all be rejected.
In fact, one might possibly conceive that the decomposition
Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 15. No. 98. Feb. 1858.

5.

Further,

sition

;

H
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started from one electrode^

e.

g. the anode, that the negative

decomposed complete molecules were

partial molecules of the

here retained, whilst the positive ones proceeded to the next
stratum of liquid, and there determined a new decomposition by
combining with the negative partial molecules of that stratum,
and liberating the positive ones ; that the latter again withdrew
to the following stratum, and there once more occasioned the
same effects, and so on. According to this, the decomposition
of one stratum would cause that of the next following, and the
action of the moving force in the conductor would be limited,
first, to moving the liberated partial molecules of the first stra-

tum

and secondly, to

to the following one,

position

by

facilitating the

decom-

also pressing forwards the positive partial molecules

of this latter stratum.
The falsity of this view is at once proved by the fact that,
according to it, an excess of positive partial molecules, and consequently of positive electricitj^, would always exist within the
liquid during the current

— according

;

as already mentioned, this hypothesis

to the laws of the distribution of electricity

—

is

just

as inadmissible in the case of a stationary current as in that of a

In the same manner, if we were to assume
method of propagation of the decomposition took place in a contrary direction, from the cathode to
the anode, we should obtain an excess of negative partial molecules within the liquid, which would of course be equally unstate of equilibrium.

that the above-described

tenable.

As a basis for all further considerations, we must adhere to
the principle, that every measurable portion of the liquid contains
an eqiial number of positive and negative partial molecules, no
matter whether the same are combined in pairs to form complete
molecules, or whether some are distributed in an uncombined
state, amongst these complete molecules.
From this it follows, that in an electrolytic liquid in its natural
state, wherein neither kind of partial molecules preponderates,
such decompositions and I'ccombinations as are necessary to the
conduction of electricity may take place under the sole influence
of the force which serves to overcome the resistance to conduction.
The explanation of this fact presents a peculiar difficulty,
which, it ap])ears to me, can only be surmounted by assuming a
deportment of liquids altogether different from that ordinarily
In the following paragraphs I will endeavour to eluaccepted.
cidate this.

Let us conceive a given liquid consisting either entirely or
and let us in the first place
assume that during the natural state of the liquid these molecules have arranged themselves in some definite order, in which
6.

partially of electrolytic molecules,
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they will remain as long as no foreign force acts on them, so that
the several molecules, although capable of oscillating about their
positions of equilibrium, are not able to quit the same entirely
further, in accordance with the assumption which such an arrange-

ment
cules

necessitates, let the attraction between two partial molecombined into one complete molecule (and consequently in

close proximity to each other)

be greater than the attraction
between the positive partial molecule of one complete molecule
and the negative one of another. If within this mass an electric
force, whose tendency is to drive the positively electrified partial
molecules in one direction, and the negatively electrified ones in
the opposite direction, begins to act, the question arises, what
same exert upon the deportment of the mo-

influence will the
lecules.

The molecules being supposed capable
first effect would clearly be to

point, the

of turning round a
give

them

all

a like

two oppositely electric constituents of each
complete molecule would turn towards the sides to which they
are solicited by the acting force.
The force would further strive to separate the constituents of
each complete molecule and cause them to move in opposite
direction, so that the

directions, so that the positive constituent of each complete mole-

would encounter and combine with the negative constituent
of the next following molecule.
But in order to separate the
already combined partial molecules, the attraction which they
cule

exert

upon each other must be overcome,

certain intensity

is

necessary; hence

we

for which a force of a
are led to the conclusion,

that so long as the force acting within the conductor does not posthis requisite intensitij, no decomposition whatever can take
place ; but that, on the other hand, as soon as the force has attained
sess

a great many molecules must be simultaneously decomposed, inasmuch as all are exposed to the influence of the same
this intensity,

force,

and have almost the same

relative positions to each other.
that the conductor conducts only in virtue of electrolysis, then with reference to the electric current, this conclusion may be thus expressed:
So long as the moving force acting

If

we assume

within the conductor
ivhatever

current

;

is

is

so soon as

below a certain

it

limit, it causes no current
attains this limit, however, a very strong

suddenly produced.

This conclusion, however, is in direct contradiction to experiment. The smallest possible force* gives rise to a current
I must once more expressly state, that here and elsewhere, throughout
whole of this memoir, I do not refer to the forces which act at the
electrodes, where the results of decomi)osition arc separated and jjolarization must be overcome, but solely to the force which acts within the electrolyte itself, where each partial molecule, separated from the one previ*
^

*

tlie

H2
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accompanied by alternate decompositions and recombinations,
and the intensity of tliis cuvrent increases in proportion to the

Ohm's law.
hypothesis, therefore, according to which the partial molecules of an electrolyte are combined in a definite manner to form complete molecules, which latter also possess a

force, according to

The above

must be incorrect. This result
be still more generally expressed thus
Every hypothesis
is contradictory to Ohm's law which involves the assumptions
that the natural state of an electrolytic liquid is one of equilibrium, wherein each positive partial molecule is combined in a
fixed manner with a negative one ; and, further, that a force of
determinate intensity acting on these molecules is necessary in
order to transform this state of equilibrium into another essentially similar to the former,
differing, in fact, from the same only
in so far that a number of positive partial molecules, instead of
certain regular arrangement,

may

:

—

—

being combined with the same negative ones as before, are combined with others.
I am consequently of opinion that the following hypothesis,
which does not involve this contradiction, and which, it appears
to me, is also in harmony with other known facts, deserves some
consideration.

In my memoir " On the Nature of the Motion which we
Heat " *, I have expressed the opinion that in liquids the molecules have not determinate positions of equilibrium around
which they merely oscillate, but that their movements are so
active that they are thereby translated into quite ditferent, and
even new positions towards each other, and that they move irregularly amongst each other.
Conceive now,in the first place, a single, e.ff. an electro- positive,
partial molecule of an electrolytic liquid, and let us assume that
its electric state is as yet exactly the same as at the moment of
its separation from a complete molecule.
I can imagine that in
moving about between the complete molecules, amongst the
many positions which this partial molecule may assume, there
exist some wherein it will attract the negative partial molecule
of some complete molecule with a force greater than that which
the partial molecules
whose relative position, too, is not quite
unchangeable of this complete molecule exert upon one another.
As soon as it attains such a position it will combine with this
negative partial molecule, and the positive one before combined
with the same will be set free.
The latter will now also wander
7.

call

—

—

ously combined witli it, recombiues immediately with another partial molecule of the same kind as the latter, so tbat essentially the mass remains
unchanged, and the resistance to conduction has alone to be overcome.
* PoggendorfF's Annalen, vol. c. p. 353; Phil. Mag. vol. xiv. p. 113.
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about alone, and after some time decompose another complete
molecule in the same manner, and so on ; and all these motions
and decompositions will take place just as irregularly as do the
motions of heat, to which they owe their origin.
Further, with respect to the de])ortment of the complete molecules towards one another, I am inclined to think that here, too,
it may sometimes happen that the positive partial molecule of
some complete molecule may assume towards the negative one
of some other a position more favourable than that enjoyed at
the moment by either of these two partial molecules with reference to the other partial molecule of its own complete molecule.
In such a case the two first partial molecules, which were before
estranged, will combine to form a complete molecule, and the
two others thereby set free i. e. the negative constituent of the
first, and the positive of the second complete molecule
M'ill at
the same time either combine with each other, or, should the
motion of heat prevent their so doing, mix with the other complete molecules, and there produce decompositions such as we
before described with reference to a single partial molecule.
The frequency of such mutual decompositions in a given liquid
will depend, in the first place, upon the nature of that liquid, with
respect to the greater or less intimate connexion between the
constituents of the several complete molecules; and secondly,
upon the activity of the molecular motion, or, in other words,
upon the temperature.
8. If now, upon a liquid whose molecules already move about
amongst each other in such a manner as to occasion an irregular
exchange amongst their partial molecules, an electric force acts
so as to cause a tendency in all positive partial molecules to
move in one direction, and in all negative ones to move in the
opposite direction, the difi'erence which must thereby be originated in the nature of the molecular motion is easily con-

—

ceivable.

A

no longer follow altogether the
and variable directions in which it was solicited by the
motions of heat, but it will change its course in obedience to the
acting force ; so that amongst the still very irregular directions
followed by the free, positive, partial molecules, some determinate
one will predominate, and at the same time the negative partial
molecules will, for the most part, move in a direction opposite to
the last.
Further, in the action of a partial molecule upon a
complete one, as well as in the mutual action of two complete
molecules, all decompositions which at the same time permit the
partial molecules to move in obedience to the electric force will
be facilitated, and consequently will occur more frequently than
they could do in the absence of such a force ; for even in cases
free partial molecule will

irregular
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where the position of the molecules

is

not yet sufficiently favour-

able to cause spontaneous decomposition, the cooperation of the
On the contrary, all deelectric force may hasten the same.

compositions which necessitate a motion of the partial molecules
opposed to the electric force will be retarded by the latter, and
thereby rendered less frequent.
Let us consider a superficial element within this liquid perpendicular to the direction of the electric force acting at the
moment ; in the unit of time there are more positive partial molecules passing through this element of surface in the j)ositive than in
the negative direction,

and more negative partial molecules in the
But as for each kind of

negative than in the positive direction.

two oppositely-directed passages nuitually deand as it is only the residual excess of
passages in one direction which demands consideration, the foregoing may be more simply expressed thus
a certain number of
partial molecules,

stroy each other's action,

:

positive partial molecules traverse the element of surface in the
positive direction, and a certain number of negative partial molecules traverse

it

in the negative direction.

The magnitudes of

these two numbers need not be equal, since they depend not
only upon the moving force, which is the same for both, but also
upon the degree of mobility, which, for many reasons, may be
different for different kinds of partial molecules.

These opposite motions of the two kinds of partial molecules
In order to
determine the intensity of this current, it is not necessary to
know how many positive partial molecules traverse the element
of surface in the positive, and how many negative ones in the
negative direction ; it will suffice if merely the sum of these
two numbers is known. For, no matter whether w-e start from
the hypothesis of two electricities, and assume that a negative
constitute the galvanic current within the liquid.

partial molecule possesses a certain quantity of free negative

or from the hypothesis of one electric fluid, and
conceive a negative partial molecule to possess less electricity
than is necessary for the neutral condition, in both cases we
must assume that a galvanic current is intensified just as much
electricity,

by the motion of an

electro-positive partial molecule in the direc-

it is by that of an equally charged electronegative partial molecule in the opposite direction.
Consequently if, in the case of a molecular motion where an excess in
one direction exists for positive partial molecules alone, we represent by Q, .n the intensity of the current corresponding to
tbe passage of n ])ositive partial molecules in the positive direction through the element of surface in tlie unit of time, then,

tion of the current, as

in a similar manner,

the current

C

(n-f-n')

will represent the strength of

when simultaneously n

positive

partial

inolccules
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negative ones respectively traverse the element of surface
and in the negative direction.
9. In this conception of the condition of the liquid, the abovementioned difficulty disappears. It is at once seen that the in-

aud

?i'

in the positive^

by the electric force upon the already existing,
though irregular molecular decompositions and motions commences at once in the manner above described, and increases
fluence exerted

with the intensity of the force instead of remaining ineffective
The
until the force has reached a certain limit of intensity.
whole process, therefore, agrees very well with Ohm's law.
Why the electric conductibility, which depends upon the facility with which the molecular decompositions take place within
the liquid, should be so different in different liquids ; why, for
example, these decompositions take place so much more readily
in the molecules of hydrated sulphuric acid than in those of
water ; and why the dilution of sulphuric acid should have so
remarkable an effect on its conductibility, are questions which
Neverthecertainly have not yet received satisfactory ausv/ers.
less, I see nothing therein which can be regarded as contradic-

—

tory to the foregoing theory.

On

the other hand, the increased conductibility in conductors
upon an increase of temperature, is

of the second class attendant

explained very naturally by this theory ; for greater activity in
molecular motion will evidently tend to facilitate the mutual

decomposition of these molecules.
By comparing the present theory with the former one of
Grotthuss, the principal difference will be found to consist in
the circumstance, that in the latter the molecular motions are
assumed to be originated by the electric force, and to take place
in two definite directions only, the decompositions progressing
regularly from molecule to molecule; whereas in the present
theory the motions which already exist arc merely modified, not
so as to become perfectly regular, but merely to such an extent
that in the great variety of motions which still exist the two defiuite directions predominate.
10. After I had committed to paper the foregoing view of the
deportment of electrolytic liquids, I learned from a conversation
with a cliemist, that similar views respecting the deportment of
compound liquid aud gaseous bodies had been already expressed
by "Williamson in a memoir on the Theory of the Formation of
iEthcr*.
In this memoir we readf, "We are tluis forced to
admit, that, in an aggregate of molecules of any compound,
there is an exchange constantly going on between the elements
which are contained in it. For instance, a drop of hydrochloric
acid being supposed to be made up of a great number of mole* Phil.

Mag. November 1850,

p. ;350.

t

Ibid. p. 355.
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culcs of the composition CI H, the proposition at which we have
just arrived would lead lis to believe that each atom of hydrogen

docs not remain quietly in juxtaposition with the atom of chlowhich it first united, but, on the contrary, is constantly
changing places with other atoms of hydrogen, or, what is the

rine with

same thing, changing chlorine."
According to this, Williamson appears

to

assume even a

greater mutability in the grouping of the partial molecules than

necessary for the explanation of the conduction of electricity.
speaks of constant changes of place between one atom of hydrogen and other hydrogen atoms, whereas, in order to explain
is

He

conduction, it is sufficient if the impact between complete
molecules is occasionally, and perhaps, comparatively speaking,
rarely accompanied by an interchange of partial molecules.
In confirmation of his views, WilUamson adduces the deport-

electi'ic

ment

of a liquid in which two

electro-positive

and

compounds consisting of

different

diff'erent

electro-negative constituents

are

two original compounds do not
simply continue to exist, neither does another arrangement ensue
in which an electro-positive constituent is exclusively combined
with one of the two electro-negative constituents, and vice versa;
on the contrary, all the four possible combinations occur in
certain proportions, whence it happens that when one of the four
I
combinations is insoluble, the same becomes precipitated.
also think that this deportment receives a very natural explanation from the assumption, that the combinations of each pair of
partial molecules, instead of being fixed, are mutable, and that
dissolved

:

in such a case, the

a positive partial molecule may not only displace another of the
same kind, but also a positive partial molecule of a diff'erent
kind ; in the exposition of the foregoing theory, this deportment
has been kept in view. Nevertheless, here also I regard it as
unnecessary that all molecules should be subject to incessant
change; occasional mutual interchanges amongst the same appear
to me to be sufficient, for even if the number of interchanges be
small in comparison to the number of impacts, still, considered
alone, this number may be very great, and consequently it may
cause, in a short time, a considerable change in the original
mode of combination.
As I arrived at the conclusions concerning the interchanges
which take place amongst the partial molecules of a liquid in a
manner totally different from, and independent of that of Williamson, I thought it advisable, even after becoming acquainted
with his memoir, to communicate my own views of the subject
unchanged, since, by so doing, I shall best render manifest how
far these two methods of viewing the subject serve mutually to
corroborate each other.
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11.

The question has

105

been several times discussed,
whether, in conductors of the second class, besides the conduction by means of electrolysis, another kind similar to that in
conductors of the first class also takes place.
lately

From a theoretical point of view, the hypothesis of the coexistence of both kinds of conduction in one and the same body
appears to me admissible.
The determination, however, in particular cases of the quantitative relation

between the two kinds
of conduction, must, for the present at least, continue to be
referred to experimental research, in consequence of the absence
of accurately established facts whereon to base theoretical conclusions.

With

respect to the bodies hitherto examined in this respect,
their frequent application, are most
important, it has been found that conduction without electrolysis,

and which, on account of

at all exists, is at any rate very small
hence it will not
here be necessary to consider this kind of conduction, which,
indeed, would offer little essentially new in a theoretical point
if it

;

of view.
12. Lastly, there remains a phsenomenon to be mentioned
which, in many cases, accompanies electric conduction I refer
to that of the translation of the liquid in the direction of the
positive current which accompanies the passage of the latter
through a porous partition.
:

Wiedemann*
menon, and by

especially has carefully examined this phajuoso doing, has arrived at a series of laws of import-

ance in the

theory of the phsenomenon.
Towards the end
memoir, many of these laws are comprised in the fol" An electric tension which exists on both
lowing theorem
sides of a porous partition immersed in any liquid, transports
the latter from the positive to the negative side with a force
of his

first

:

equal to a hydrostatic pressure directly proportional to that
tension."

What Wiedemann here calls the electric tension, is, in mathematical language, the difference between the values of the potential function of the free electricity at the two limiting surfaces
of the porous partition ; hence if we bear in mind in what manner the electric force acting within the porous partition, and
occasioning the current, depends upon that difference, we shall
theorem may be more simply expressed tlius:
The force which drives the liquid through the porous partition is
proportional to the force which drives the electricity through the
same.
find that the above

This principle

is

so simple, that one might, perhaps, be thereby

* P.
Popgendorff's Annalen, vol. lx.\xvii, p. o21,

Also Phil. Mag. vol.

iv. p.

54G.

and

vol. xcix. p. 177.
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it a general validity, and thus to assume
conduction through electrolytes, a certain relation exists between the force which moves the electricity within
the liquid, and a second force which drives forward the liquid itself,
and hence that evei'y explanation of electric conduction wherein
this latter force is not taken into consideration, must necessarily
be incomplete. This opinion, however, would be incorrect. The
principle can only be applied to cases such as those for which it
was discovered by AYiedemann. The liquid must be in a porous
partition, and when, for comparison, many porous partitions are
employed, they must all be of the same nature. There are many
facts which would lead us to conclude, indeed recent experiments
by Breda and Logemau* have proved, that in a continuous liquid
mass the above second force is either altogether absent or vaHence the force under consideration is not
nishingly small.
generally connected with electric conduction, but acts solely
within a porous partition ; in other words, this force only acts
when, instead of forming a continuous mass, the liquid is divided

induced to ascribe to
that in

all electric

numerous very small canals.
yet we possess no successful explanation of this phenomenon the notion I have formed for myself concerning the same,
into

As
;

is still

too hypothetical to warrant

memoir

its

As

communication.

far

concerned, it will sufhce if it be admitted
that, in the foregoing considerations concerning the manner in
which electric conduction takes place within the continuous mass
of an electrolytic liquid, it was not necessary to take the above
as the present

is

phfenomenon

into consideration.
13. In one respect only do I feel induced to make the above
phseuomenou the subject of a few remarks ; that is to say, with

respect to the simultaneous production of

work and generation

of heat.
In the first place, it can scarcely be doubted that the motion
of the liquid through the partition is caused by the same free
electricity which gives rise to the current of electricity \\ithin
Further, in accordance with all known effects of
the partition.
electricity, we must assume that the force proceeding froni free
electricity, can, in return, only act upon electricity, and upon
molecular masses only in so far as they are electi'ified. AYe may
consequently affirm that the immediate effect of the force exerted

by the free electricity consists solely in the motion of electricity,
and the motion of material masses is a secondary effect connected
with this motion of electricity.
Hence the whole work performed by the electric force within
a porous partition may be determined just as simply as in other
In fact, it will be represented by the increase of
conductors.
* Biblioth. Univ. vol.jixxiii. p. l,au(l PoggendorfF's Annalen, vol.

c.

p. 149.
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the potential of the free electricity upon the electricity flowing
through the partition.
Within a porous partition the effects of this work^ as transferred to the material masses, are in some respects different from
A portion, and in most cases
those in a continuous liquid mass.
by far the greater portion of the work, will be employed in overcoming, in the ordinary manner, the resistance to conduction in
decompositions and recombinations of molecules, and in opposite
This portion of the work
motions of the partial molecules.

within the partition will be completely converted into heat.
Another portion of the work will, on the other hand, be employed in moving the whole liquid, and in reference to this
latter portion, a twofold deportment may manifest itself.
must distinguish between the cases when the liquid, in
passing through the partition, has, and has not to overcome a
counter-pressure, which latter may be considered as a hydro-

We

If the liquid encounters no counter-pressure,
static pressure.
then there is only the friction within the partition to be overcome, and the portion of the work employed in doing so will
When a counteralso be completely converted into heat.
pressure exists, however, sufficiently great to impede, but not to
prevent the translation of the liquid, then the work employed in
forcing the liquid forwards is itself smaller because there is less
liquid moved; and of this smaller quantity of work, only a part
is converted into heat, the other being consumed in overcoming
the hydrostatic pressure, or, as we may express it, annulled by

Lastly,
the negative work of the hydrostatic counter-pressure.
when the counter-pressure is so great, that the force driving the
liquid through the partition is thereby held in equilibrium, when,

consequently, no translation of the liquid occurs, then that portion of the work devoted to the same is also zero.
These different cases may be thus comprised. In the two
limiting cases, where no counter-pressure exists, and where the
latter is so great that no translation takes place, the whole work
done by the electric force is converted into heat ; on the contrary,
in the intermedi;ite cases a portion of this

work

is

employed in

overcoming the hydrostatic counter-pressure.
14. Tlie magnitude of the work employed in forcing the liquid
through the partition, and that part of the same spent in overcoming the counter-pressure, may be easily determined. If we
rejjresent by weights to the unit of surface tlie force whicli
drives the liquid through the jjartition, and which may also be
conceived to be replaced by a hydrostatic pressure, we shall obtain
the work done by the driving force in a given time, by sinqjly
multiplying the above weight by the volume of liquid driven
through the partition iu that time. In the same manner wc
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tlie negative work of the countei'-pressure by multiplying
the volume of the liquid by this pressure.
In order to obtaiu an approximate estimate of the values of
these quantities of work, we will, as an example, assume that the
driving force is sufficiently great to overcome a hydrostatic counThis force, expressed in
ter-pressure of a whole atmosphere.
kilogrammes to a square metre, is then 10333, and in order to

obtain

obtain the work, expressed in kilogramme-metres,

we must mul-

tiply the above number by the volume of the liquid driven
For
through the partition and expressed in cubic metres.
if, during a given time, a litre or O'OOl cubic metre
driven through the partition, the corrcspondong work will be

instance,

10333 0001
.

This work,

if

consequently as

metres.

converted into heat, would give

10-333
-——-—
433-55

litre of

= 10-333 kilogramme

is

much

= —1

r

p

fi
,
01 a unit 01 heat.
-

41

heat as would raise the temperature of a

water, weighing a kilogramme,

—r
or that of a

litre of

of a degree

C,

the liquid driven through

—

41

of a degree
.

c

.

C,

s

c is the specific heat, and s the specific gravity of the liquid.
This result, in which definite values have been assumed merely
Let
for the sake of simplicity, may be immediately generalized.
p represent the force with which the liquid is driven through the
partition, the same being conceived to be replaced by a hydrostatic pressure and expressed by atmospheres; then the work
done by this force in driving a given volume of the liquid through
the partition, would, if converted into heat, raise the tempera-

where

ture of the volume of liquid in question

-^—

degrees C.

41 .c.s
This work is so small, that it can form but a small portion of
the whole work done by the electric force within the porous parIn badly-conducting liquids only can it be, comparatition.
tively, more considerable, since with the same strength of current
a greater quantity of a bad than of a good conducting liquid
passes through the partition.
From the connexion which exists between the motion of electricity and that of a liquid through a porous partition, it appears

M. Gaudin
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probable, that the difference between the values of the
potential function on both sides of the partition remaining the
same, the quantity of electricity passing through the partition in the unit of time will be somewhat smaller when the
translation of the liquid is obstructed by a hydrostatic counterpressure, than

when

this is not the case; in other words, the

more obstructed, the partition
For the reasons above
can be but small in liquids which

translation of the liquid being

offers a greater resistance to conduction.

stated, however, the difference

do not conduct very badly.
Zurich, April 25, 1857.
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By
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FOR

the preparation of colourless crystals of alumina, or artificial sapphires, Gaudin* gives the following process:

A

mixture of equal parts of alum and sulphate of potash, which
have been previously ignited and powdered, is introduced into a
crucible lined with lampblack, and the crucible is then heated
for a quarter of an hour in a blast-furnace. When the crucible
is cold, a mass full of brilliant points is found in the cavity of the
charcoal.
It consists of sulphide of potassium enclosing crystals
of alumina, which are large in proportion to the size of mass
operated on.
The crystals are obtained in the form of fine sand
by treating the mass with dilute aqua regia, and subsequent
washing with water. The crystals are harder than native rubies,
quite transparent and colourless, for coloured metallic oxides are

reduced by the carbon.

Gaudin

ascribes the formation of these

crystals to the fact that sulphide of potassium is formed,
acts as a solvent for

alumina

at a

which
high temperature, and on cool-

He obtained the crystals also by
ing alumina crystallizes out.
heating together calcined alumina and sulphide of potassium in
a luted crucible.
In the course of some experiments on titanium, made with a
view of investigating its properties in the comi)act form, Woliler
and Dcvillet have found that a great affinity exists between that
mctdl and nitrogen ;
that titanium, at least at the moment of
its formation, can unite directly with the nitrogen of the atmosphere.
Nothing is more difficult than the preparation of pure
metallic titanium.
It can only be obtained so with certainty by

—

* Comptes Reiidus, April (>, 1S.'')7.
t Licbig's Anualen, August 1857.
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the action^ at a liigli temperature, of sodium on the double fluoride of titanium and potassium in an atmosphere of hydrogen.
The
It is a dark gray powder, like iron reduced by hydrogen.
substances hitherto obtained in reduction experiments, and deOf
scribed as titanium, really consist of nitride of titanium.
the two constituents of the atmosphere, oxygen is that which
offers most resistance to the preparation of elements in their
pure form ; but in the case of titanium, it is nitrogen. A crucible lined with charcoal, and filled with a mixture of titanic
acid and charcoal, is impermeable to the oxygen of the furnace,
while

it is

penetrated with ease by the nitrogen.

Deville mixed titanic acid and charcoal in the
proportion in which, by assimilation of nitrogen, they would
+ 3Ti^ N.
form the cubic titanium of the blast-furnaces, Ti C^
small charcoal tray was filled with this mixture, and heated in
a tube of dense carbon*, externally protected from combustion,
to a temperature at which platinum melts ; at the same time a
stream of pure, dry nitrogen was passed through the tube. When
the temperature had reached a certain point, and the gas passed

Wohler and

N

A

through in a rapid stream, the tray became perceptibly more incandescent than the surrounding tube ; and the nitrogen was so
rapidly absorbed, that nothing but pure carbonic oxide issued
from the other end of the apparatus. The apparatus was then
The
allowed to cool, the passage of the gas being continued.
contents of the tray were then found to be changed into a crystalline substance of metallic lustre, which had all the chemical

and physical properties of the titanium of the blast-furnaces.

When

this substance is heated in a lime-crucible to a temperature at which rhodium becomes liquid, it was found to be diminished in volume and covered with small octahedral crystals.
It would seem from this experiment, that nitrogen in its free
state has such
at

any rate

an affinity for titanium, that it can unite with it
comes in contact with it at a high temperature

if it

moment of its formation.
heating a mixture of charcoal and titanic acid in a carbon
crucible to a high temperature, a large quantity of cubic titanium was formed. It was also formed by the action of sodium
upon fluoride of titanium and potassium in a tube heated to redness, through which nitrogen was passed.
at the

On

Another instance of this unexpected property of nitrogen has
been made known by Wohler and Devillef, who, in continuing
their investigation of boron, have found that this element also
possesses the property of directly combining with nitrogen.
Amorphous boron they now prepare by an easy and expeditious
* Phil. Mag. vol. xiii.p. 124.

f Kosmos, Nov.

27, 1857.

Wohler and

Deville on some properties of Boron.
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method, which has already furnished them 500 or 600 grammes
of this substance.
100 grms. of boracic acid, fused and coarsely
powdered, are mixed with 60 grms. of sodium, and the mixture
projected into a red-hot iron crucible.
The whole is covered with
40 or 50 grms. of fused salt, the crucible closed, and when the
action is over, the contents stirred about with an iron red.
The
mass, which contains boron swimming in a flux of boracic acid,
borate of soda, and chloride of sodium, is poured, while still hot,
into water acidulated with hydrochloric acid, then washed on a
filter, first with acidulated water until free from boracic acid, and
finally with distilled water.
The boron remains on the filter and
is dried in the air on porous tiles.
AMien amorphous boron is heated in a current of ammonia, it
appears to take fire, incandescence ensues, and the ammonia is
decomposed, the nitrogen combining with the boron to form
nitride of boron, and the hydrogen escaping.
Boron, or a mixture of boracic acid and charcoal strongly heated in a current of
pure nitrogen, is entirely converted into nitride of boron. Boron
caimot therefore be heated in crucibles in ordinary furnaces
without being changed into nitride.
Amorphous boron may be
readily converted into crystallized boron by lining a crucible
with amorphous boron, and placing in the cavity a piece of aluminium. At an elevated temperature the aluminium becomes
charged with boron, which crystallizes out on cooling, and may
be obtained by dissolving the aluminium either in soda or in
hydrochloric acid.
To prevent the boron from absorbing nitrogen, the crucible containing it is placed inside another ci'ucible, lined with a mixture of titanic acid and charcoal, which
stops both the nitrogen and the oxygen.
At a full red heat boron decomposes the vapour of water, with
the production of hydrogen and boracic acid. Part of the boracic
acid volatilizes with the vapour of water, and crystallizes at some
distance from the point at which the tube in which the experiment was made is heated.
When heated in sulphuretted hydrogen, boron combines with
the sulphur, hydrogen being liberated, and the sulphide of boron
volatilizes in the excess of sulphuretted hydrogen, just as boracic
acid in the vapour of water; and the sulphide of boron is obtained crystallized at some distance from the point at which it is
formed.

At a very moderate temperature hydrochloric acid gas is decomposed by boron, with evolution of light and formation of
chloride of boron
and bromide of boron is similarly obtained.
The chloride and bromide of boron are not gases, as generally
staled, but liquids, of which the first boils at 17° and the latter
at 00" C.
;
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Ainorplions boron possesses properties as a reducing agent
Its affinity for chlorine is so great,
it near carbon.
that the chlorides of lead, mercnry and silver, are reduced at a
high temperature with formation of chloride of boron. Galena
is also reduced by boron, lead and sulphide of boron being the

which place

products.

Brunner* obtained metallic manganese by the process by
aluminium is obtained the reduction of its ilaoride by
means of sodium. He brings two parts of fluoride of manganese and one of sodium in alternate thin layers into a crucible,
presses the two well, covers them with a layer of dry chloride
of sodium, and then with a layer of small pieces of fluor-spar
The crucible with a cover is placed in a
to prevent spurting.
wind-furnace and gently heated till the first action is over, which
is perceived by a hissing in the crucible, and the issuing from it

—

Avhich

of a yellow flame ; the crucible is then raised to a bright red heat
and maintained in this state for a quarter of an hour, after which
all the openings of the furnace are closed to allow the crucible
The manganese is then found melted at the
to cool gradually.

bottom of the crucible. If it is not fused together, it is again
melted beneath a cover of chloride of sodium to which one-tenth
of saltpetre has been added.
The manganese thus obtained has the colour of cast iron ; it
is very brittle, and so hard that it scratches even the best hardIt is capable of a
ened steel, and cuts glass like a diamond.
high polish ; does not change at the ordinary temperature in
moist air heated on platinum-foil it tarnishes with the same
succession of colours as steel, and by continued heating becomes
It is not attracted by
covered with a coating of brown oxide.
It has
the magnet, and does not attract the magnetic needle.
:

Ey the action of strong
the specific gravity 7-138 to 7'20G.
sulphuric acid in the cold a little hydrogen is disengaged heated
with the same acid, it dissolves with evolution of sulphurous
Dilute sulphuric, nitric, hydrochloric, and acetic acids disacid.
solve it with facility.
:

metallic chromium and manganese by the
on their respective chlorides. He caused the
vapour of sodium carried in a stream of hydrogen to act upon

Fremyt prepared

action of sodium

the metallic chlorides, heated in a porcelain tube to a bright red
In both cases the metal separates out in a crystalline
heat.
Frcmy only describes the chromium. Freed from chloform.
ride of sodium by washing, it has the form of brilliant crystals
* Liebig's Annalen, June 1857.
Poggendorff' s Annalen, June 1857.
t Comptes Rendus, March 23, 1857. Liebig's Annalen, Jime 1857.
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whicli belong to the cubic system.

They

are very hard,

and

the action of aqua regia.
Many alloys of chromium
with other metals possess the hardness of the former, and, like
it, resist the strongest acids.
An alloy of chromium and iron
was obtained by reducing chrome iron ore with charcoal, and
also by the action of iron upon oxide of chromium.
This alloy
often crystallizes in long needles. It resembles cast iron; it
scratches the hardest bodies, even steel.
Green oxide of chroresist

mium

melts in a blast-furnace, and then forms a black crystalit scratches quartz and steel with ease.
;

mass

line

St.-ClaireDeville*,adverting to his previous researchesf on this
by the method of Brunner the presence
of impurities is not excluded.
Most sodium contains carbon,
and being porous, encloses much rock-oil in its pores. Silicon
would also infallibly be reduced from the substance of the Hessian crucible by means of sodium.
That the manganese presubject, points out that

pared by Brunner is more fusible, and decomposes water less
readily than that of Deville, may be hence explained.
At a red heat sodium attacks porcelain energetically, setting
silicon free ; and metals prepared in vessels of porcelain would
always be likely to contain silicon.
Fremy's chromium may
therefore have contained silicon, and this might explain the differences between this chromium and that prepared by Deville
by reduction from the oxide in lime-crucibles. The latter, as
well as that which Bunsen prepared by electrolysis, dissolve easily
in hydrochloric acid, while that of Fremy resists the action of

aqua

regia.

Deville discusses the conditions of preparing metals free from
impurities, and points out the advantages presented by the mode
of reducing the oxide mixed with an insufBcient quantity of
In this case the lime absorbs the
charcoal in a lime-crucible.
Debray and himself have found that platinum
excess of oxide.

prepared in small lime-crucibles has quite a different appearance
it has been deprived of the osmium
and the silicon which the latter always contains.
The application of sodium in preparing the metals is advantageous in cases in which it is wished to obtain the metals in the
crystalline form.
to the ordinary metal, because

If, according to Pauli J, pentasulphide of phosphorus intimately
mixed with an excess of sal-ammoniac be heated in a retort over
the gas-lamj), hydrochloric and hydrosulphuric acids are disengaged, togetlier with sal-ammoniac, and after some time yellow

sulphide of

ammonium

distils over.

* Comptes Rendus, March 30, 1857.
X Liebig's Annalen, January 1857.

Phil.

Mag.

B. 4. Vol. 15.

When
f

the evolution of gas

Phil.

No. 98. feh. 1858.
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vol. xiii. p. 124.
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has ceased, the residue is taken out of the retort and again heated,
the process being repeated as long as sal-ammoniac distils off.
The residue presents then the form of a powder, light like
magnesia. It is insoluble in water and in fuming nitric acid
fused with caustic potash, it disengages ammonia, and at a red
heat is completely decomposed by sulphuretted hydrogen into sulphide of phosphorus and ammonia. Fused with zinc, it is decomIt therefore contains hydrogen.
posed, ammonia being liberated.
The analytical data gave niimbers which agree with the theory
of its being a mixture of phosphuret of nitrogen, PN'"', and phosphamide, PN^ H. The formation of the latter would be thus
expressed

:

3NH4C1 + PS5=PN2H4-4HS + 3HC1 + NH4S.
Rose ascribed to phosphuret of nitrogen prepared by the action
ammonia on terchloride of phosphorus, and which has the
same properties as Pauh's compound, the formula PN^. But
his analyses gave a small constant quantity of hydrogen, which
he however neglected. Gerhardt's analyses led to the formula
PN'^ H ; and a recent qualitative analysis of a specimen of this
compound, which had been prepared by Liebig and AYohler, was
found by Schiflf* to contain hydrogen.
of

Freseniusf has observed the occurrence, in the water of the mineral spring at AVeilbach, of traces of formic and propionic acids
and Kraut J found in a spring water, butyric and caproic acids.
The water was taken from a brook which arose in a marshy neighbourhood ; it contained the usual mineral constituents, and an

A

special experialmost equal quantity of organic substances.
that the fresh water contained merely traces of
caproic and butyric acids, and that the greater or perhaps entire
part was formed by the decomposition of the organic substances.

ment showed

According to Wohlcr §, molybdic acid may be at once obtained
pure and sublimed by heating native sulphide of molybdenum in
pieces in a glass tube through which a stream of atmospheric air
is

passed until the

A

new mode

molybdenum

St. -Claire Deville||

and

its alloys.

is

oxidized.

of forming silicon has been

made known by

and Caron in a communication on

It consists in

silicon

taking advantage of the solubility

of silicon in zinc.
An earthen crucible

is made red-hot, and a carefully prepared
mixture of three parts of silico-fluoride of potassium, one part of

* Liebig's Annalev, March 1857.
t Jourualfur Prakiische Chemie, January 1857.
§ Ibid. December 1856.
X Liebig's Annalen, July 1857.
Comptes Rendtts, August 3, 1857.
II
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and one part of sodium, is projected into it. The reduction of the siheon is accompanied by a very feeble action, which
is not enough to produce complete fusion of the substances ; and
it is necessary to heat the crucible to redness, and to maintain
zinc,

it

in this state until the contents are completely fused.
The heat must not be so high that the zinc would volatilize

the crucible is allowed to cool, and when broken is found to contain a regulus of zinc saturated in its whole mass, but especially
To extract
at its upper surface, with fine long needles of silicon.

them,

it is

merely necessary to dissolve the excess of zinc in hy-

drochloric acid.

In

and

this

manner large

crystals of silicon are obtained with ease,

in greater quantity than

sible that zinc,

from

its

by any other method.

many

useful qualities,

It is pos-

may become

a

most valuable agent in the preparation of elements by metallic
solution.

If the zinc-silicon be heated, the zinc is gradually volatilized,
but a very high temperatm'c is necessary for this. Pure silicon
may be melted and cast in moulds. Copper and silicon unite in
A very hard, brittle, and white alloy, convarious proportions.
taining 12 per cent, siheon, is obtained by melting together three
parts silico-fluoride of potassium, one part sodium, and one part
of copper, at such a temperature that the fused mass remains
The copper takes up the whole
covered with a very liquid scoria.
of the silicon, and remains as a white substance less fusible than
An alloy with
silicon, which may serve as basis for other alloys.
5 per cent, silicon has a beautiful bronze colour, and will probably receive important applications.
Silicon and iron combine to form an alloy which is a sort of
The silifusible steel, in which carbon is replaced by silicon.
ciurets are all of them quite homogeneous, and are not capable
of being separated by liquation.

A new

determination of the atomic weights of cobalt and of
made by R. Schneider*. The numbers hitherto
adopted, 29-55 for cobalt, and 29-49 for nickel, rest upon the
determinations of Rothoff; and Berzelius considered that the
small difi'erence arose from an error of observation, and that the
two metals have the same atomic weight. Rothoft's method consisted in converting a weighed quantity of pure oxide into the
chloride by solution in liydrochloric acid, and then evaporating
the excess of hydrochloric acid, and determining the chlorine in
the pure chloride as chloride of silver.
]}ut the method cannot be considered very reliable; for
although chlorine determinations are accurate, the preparation
nickel has been

* Poggcndorff's

Annakn, July 1857.
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of a normal cliloridc is very difficult; and thirty-nine years ago,
when these determinations were made, the methods of preparing
pure cobalt and nickel compounds were very imperfect.
Schneider's determination was made with the oxalates of
nickel and of cobalt, which have the advantage that they are
very insoluble in water and dilute acids, and also that the determination of the carbon and the metal may be made with great
accuracy.
The
Great care was taken to obtain the oxalates quite pure.
oxalate of nickel was prepared by adding to a feebly acid solution
of perfectly pure chloride of nickel, a cold saturated solution of
oxalic acid, washing the resulting oxalate with water until it was
perfectly neutral and free from all trace of acid, and then con-

When dry, it forms a sandy
tinuing the washing some time.
powder, which under the microscope has a crystalline granular
appearance.
The oxalate of cobalt was obtained by digesting pure carbonate
of cobalt with oxalic acid, and then washing out the oxalate,
When dry, the
at first by decantation, and then on a filter.
salt is a loose woolly powder, which, like sulphur, becomes electrical by rubbing in a mortar.
For the analysis, the salts were heated to 110° C. in a stream
Tlie neutral oxalates contain for two equivalents of
of di'y air.
carbon, one equivalent of metal ; and hence, from the quantitative relation between the carbon and the metal, the equivalent of
the latter may be determined, and with the greater certainty from
Schneider's
the equivalent of carbon being accurately known.
method consisted in the determination of this relation. It was
necessary that the oxalate should be perfectly neutral, and that
the salt used in each carbon and metal determination should
have the same degree of dryness.
The determination of the carbon was made by an elementary
The metal was
analysis, the usual precautious beiug observed.
determined by heating the oxalate in a bulb tube, in a stream of
atmospheric air, care being taken to prevent loss by spirting &c.
After the decomposition was over, the residue was heated in
a current of oxygen until every trace of carbon was burnt ; and
when this was effected, the oxide was reduced by hydrogen at as
low a temperature as possible, but the heat at length raised so that
By this means the
the metal was superficially caked together.
metal bad completely lost the property of absorbing oxygen.
The hydrogen was then expelled by atmospheric air and the tube
The mean of the
weighed, the usual precautions being taken.
determination of nickel gave as its equivalent 29'025 ; and of
The equivalents are hence simple multiples of
cobalt, 30'003.
the equivalent of hydrogen ; the small difierence may be ascribed
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equivalents differ also by one, and
are not equally great, as has hitherto been generally assumed.

to errors of observation.

The

describes* the preparation of iodide of aluminium.
aluminium in filings is placed in a sealed tube, and
The tube is then sealed
ten or eleven parts of dry iodine added.
Combination takes place
at the other end and gently heated.
with sti'oug evolution of light and heat the granules of aluminium burn with a splendid violet light. On cooling, the iodide
appears as a solid mass coloured brown by excess of iodine ; by

Weber
One part

of

;

using a slight excess of metal, and resubliming the iodide once
It forms then brilliant white cryor twice, it is obtained pure.
stalline laminse, which melt to a very mobile liquid ; on further
application of heat this boils readily, and sublimes in delicate
snow-white laminse in the colder part of the tube. Exposed to
Heated in
the air, it fumes strongly, and readily deliquesces.
The formula
the air it decomposes with the liberation of iodine.
Iodide
of the iodide is AV^ P, quite analogous to the chloride.
of aluminium forms with water a compound which is probably a
hydrate.
It also forms with iodide of potassium a double compound. This is a waxy, transparent, crystalline mass, which readily
melts, but sublimes with difficulty. It has the formula Al'' P Kl.
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Formation of Indigo-blue. Part
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By Edward Schunck,

[Continued from

p. 45.]

Indifidvine.

THIS substance

obtained, on the evaporation of its alcoholic
form of a deep reddish-yellow, transparent,
which when dry is brittle, and may easily be
is

solution, in the

amorphous

resin,

reduced to powder.

It is perfectly insoluble in caustic alkalies,

may be

once distinguished from indioutward appearance. Even
when grape-sugar or protochloride of tin is added to the alkaline
liquids, not a trace of it dissolves even on boiling, and in this
respect it differs widely from indirubine. When it is treated
with strong caustic soda-lye, only a trace of ammonia is given
off, but on heating the dry substance with soda-lime, there is a
very perceptible evolution of ammonia. When heated on platinum it melts and then burns with a briglit flame, leaving much
On being lieated in
charcoal which burns away with difficulty.
a tube, it melts and gives off fumes having a strong smell, resemThese fumes condense
bling that of crude indigo when heated.
on the colder parts of the tube to a brown oil, which on cooling

a property by which
retine,

which

it

it

at

i-esemblcs in its

Poggcndorff' 8 Annalen, July 1857.
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JIS

becomes almost
stalline.

solid

without exhibiting a trace of anything cry-

It dissolves in concentrated sulphuric acid in the cold,

forming a solution of a greenish-brown Colour, which when
It is
heated becomes black and disengages sulphurous acid.
not much affected by nitric acid of ordinary strength even on
boiling, but fuming nitric acid dissolves it readily, even in the
cold, giving a dark reddish-yellow solution, which on the addiIf the solution in
tion of water deposits orange-coloured flocks.
fuming nitric acid be boiled, it gives off nitrous acid, and on evaporation it leaves a reddish-yellow resinous mass, the greatest

part of which, on being treated with boiling water, remains undissolved in the shape of a yellowish-red resin, resembling indifulvine itself in appearance, but differing from it in being easily
soluble in alkaline liquids, and soluble with difficulty in boiling
alcohol.

The watery

liquid filtered

from

this resin yields

on

evaporation white needle-shaped crystals, which are not oxalic
acid.
boiling solution of bichromate of potash to which sulphuric acid is added decomposes indifulvine very slowly, the
solution becoming green from the reduction of the chromic acid.
Chlorine converts indifulvine, when suspended in water, into a
body which does not much differ from it in appearance, but is
Indifulvine is not precipitated from its alcosoluble in alkalies.
holic solution by acetate of lead, even on the addition of ammonia,
as indeed might be inferred from its method of preparation.
Notwithstanding that I worked with tolerable large quantities
of the mixed products of decomposition of indican, I obtained
only on two occasions a sufficient quantity of pure indifulvine
The composition on these two occasions was not
for analysis.
the same ; so that if the substance was in each case pure, there
are, strictly speaking, two bodies having the general properties
of indifulvine. Nevertheless the formulae of the two bodies stand
in a definite relation to one another and to that of indican, so
that in cither case the formation of the substance may easily

A

be explained.
I. 0-3695 grm., dried at 100° C, gave 0-994.5 grm. carbonic
acid and 0-1795 water.
0-3605 grm. gave 0-4665 grm. chloride of platinum and am-

monium.
These numbers lead to the following composition

:
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The second
II.

analysis afforded the following data
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:

0-3125 grm. gave 0-8975 grm. carbonic acid and 0-1635

water.

0-3400 grm. gave 0-4635 grm. chloride of platinum and am-

monium.
Hence may be deduced the following composition
Eqs.

Carbon

.

Calculated.

:

Found.
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The insoluble residue, consisting of indibumine, was
when the following numbers were obtained

analysed,

:

0-3065 gnn., dried at 100° C, gave 07065 grm. carbonic
and 0-1300 water.
0-3285 grm. gave 0'3765 grm. chloride of platinum and am-

acid

monium.

From
is as

these

follows

:

numbers

it

may be

inferred that the composition
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phurous acid. A boiling solution of bichromate of potash, to
which sulphuric acid is added, dissolves and decomposes it
rapidly with an evolution of gas, the chromic acid being reduced
to oxide of chromium.
On being treated with boiling dilute
nitric acid, indifuscine is decomposed with a disengagement of
nitrous acid, giving a yellow liquid, which on evaporation yields
crystals of oxalic acid.
The mother-liquor of these crystals, on
being neutralized with carbonate of potash and evaporated, gives
brownish-yellow crystals, which detonate when heated, and give
with acetate of lead, nitrate of silver, and sulphate of iron, reactions showing them to consist of picrate of potash. When finelypowdered indifuscine is suspended in water and subjected to the
action of chlorine,

it is converted into a yellow flocculent substance containing chlorine, which is insoluble in boiling water,
but dissolves easily in boiling alcohol, forming a brown solution,

which on spontaneous evaporation leaves a
phous residue.

light

brown amor-

When the indican submitted to decomposition with acids has
not been purified, the quantity of indifuscine formed far exceeds
that of the other products of decomposition, which, with the
exception of indigo-bhie, are always produced in comparatively
small quantities.
In this case a great part of the indifuscine
owes its origin to the action of the acid on a body formed by the
influence of water and oxygen on indican.
Nevertheless, even
when perfectly pure indican is employed, a certain quantity of
indifuscine is always produced, especially if the quantity of material used is considerable.
When submitted to analysis, indifuscine prepared on difi'erent
found to exhibit considerable variation in its comof which I am about to give,
were made with specimens derived from difi^erent sources, which,
notwithstanding the diflFerence in their composition, showed no
occasions

position.

is

The analyses, the results

difference in their properties.
I. 0'3135 grm. indifuscine, obtained from the deposit formed
on mixing a watery solution of indican with sulphuric acid and
allowing the mixture to stand in the cold, dried at 100° C. and
burnt with oxide of copper and chlorate of potash, gave 0'6830
grm. carbonic acid and 0-1305 water.
II. 0"3930 grm., obtained by adding sulphuric acid to a

watery solution of indican, allowing the mixture to stand for
some time in the cold, filtering, and then employing the deposit
produced on heating the filtered liquid, gave 0*8720 grm. carbonic acid and 0*1G25 water.
0-5G75 grm. gave 0*5230 grm. chloride of platinum and am-

monium.
III. 0-31'35 grm., derived

from the deposit formed on mixing
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a decoction of woad leaves with muriatic acid and boiling, gave
0'7635 grm. carbonic acid and 0'1510 water.
0^1550 grm. gave 0"4!365 grm. chloride of platinum and am-

monium.
IV. 0"3675 grm.j obtained by extracting finely-chopped woad
warm water^ adding sugar of lead to the extract, filtering from the green precipitate, removing the excess of lead
mth sulphuric acid, filtering, adding more acid, and treating the
flocculcut deposit which was formed in the usual manner, gave
08950 grm. carbonic acid and 01635 water.
0'5715 grm. gave 0*5855 grm. chloride of platinum and amleaves with

monium.
V. 0'3640 grm., prepared in a similar manner to the last,
gave 09020 grm. carbonic acid and 0"1640 water.
0"4J.<70 grm. gave 0'5070 grm. chloride of platinum and am-

monium.
These numbers correspond in 100 parts to
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indifuscone might not be inappropriate for the body whose composition is expressed by the second formula, C^^H^°NO^. Though
this is the only way in which I am able to explain these discrepancies, still I failed in all my efforts to separate any specimen

of the substance having an intermediate composition into two
distinct constituents, as every such specimen behaved towards
By treating,
all reagents as if it were one single substance.
however, a specimen of this kind with a boiling solution of
caustic soda for a length of time, the per-centagc of carbon was
increased by about 2-5, showing that the body whose formula is

Q24 jjio NQS^ has a tendency to loss carbonic .acid and be converted into the one whose composition is expressed by the formula C^"^ H'" NO^. The substance used in this experiment was
It was dissolved in
that employed for the analysis No. III.
caustic soda ; the solution was boiled for some time, and then
mixed with an excess of muriatic acid. The precipitate produced
by the acid was dissolved in alcohol and ammonia, and the solution having been mixed with an excess of acid, deposited a brown
powder, which after being collected on a filter, washed and dried,
was analysed, when it was found to contain 63-23 per cent, of

carbon.
Indirefine.

This body, the most striking properties of which have been
already mentioned in the first part of this paper, appears on evaporation of its alcoholic solution in the form of a dark brown,
It
shining resin, which is transparent only in very thin layers.
resembles iudifulvine in appearance, but is distinguished from
the latter by its being easily soluble in all alkaline liquids. When
heated on platinum-foil it melts, swells up very much, and burns
with a yellow smoky flame, leaving some charcoal which slowly
burns away. When heated in a tube, it swells up and gives
strong-smelling fumes, together with an oily sublimate resembling that obtained from iudifulvine, which when cool becomes
Concentrated sulphuric acid dissolves it in the cold,
half solid.
forming a brown solution, which when boiled becomes black,
and disengages sulphurous acid. Boiling nitric acid decomposes
yellow solution,
it with an evolution of nitrous acid, giving a
which on evaporation leaves a brown residue consisting of a resinous substance insoluble in water and a little picric acid.
only a trace of
it is treated with boiling caustic soda-lye
ammonia is given off, but when heated with soda-lime there is a
boiling solution of bimuch stronger evolution of ammonia.
chromate of ])0tash, to which sulphuric acid has been added, slowly

When

A

decomposes
green.

it

The

with an evolution of gas, while the liquid becomes
ammonia is brown, and gives browu

solution in
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precipitates with the chlorides of

barium and calcium and with
becomes colourless.

nitrate of silver, while the liquid in each case

The

alcoholic solution gives with acetate of lead a brown preciwhich dissolves entirely on the addition of acetic acid

pitate,

and with acetate of copper it gives a slight brown precipitate, the
filtered liquid being still dark brown.
In the first part of this paper I have given for indiretine the
formula C^^ H^'^ NO^^. The analyses which I have made Avith
fresh preparations of this body lead to the formula C^ H^^ N0'°,
as will be seen from the following details.
I. 0-3955 grm., dried at 100'^ C. and burnt with oxide of copper and chlorate of potash, gave 0-9565 grm. carbonic acid and
0-1995 water.
0-5315 grm., burnt with soda-lime, gave 0-1400 grm. platinum.
II. 0-4250 grm. of the same preparation, heated to 190° C.
and then kept for several hours at 100° C, gave 1-0300 grm.
carbonic acid and 0-2090 water.
0-5065 grm. gave 0-1370 grm. platinum.
III. 0-4210 grm. of a different preparation gave 1-0200 grm.
carbonic acid and 0-2140 water.
The theoretical composition, as compared with that derived
from these numbers, is as follows
:
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of carbonate of lead, and the liquid having been filtered,
sulphuretted hydrogen was passed through it in order to precipitate a little lead contained in it, and after being again filtered,
appait was evaporated by means of a current of air in the sanie
ratus as that employed in the evaporation of solutions of indican.
After the evaporation was completed, there was left a light brown
syrup, which on being treated with alcohol was usually entirely

meaug

dissolved.

The

alcoholic solution

was

filtered if necessary,

and

then mixed with about twice its volume of ^ther, which immediately turned it milky and produced a deposit consisting of a
brown syrup. This syrup was allowed to settle, and the whole
was left to stand for twenty-four hours. The surface of the
syrup and the sides of the glass vessel were then found to be
These
covered with a quantity of small, almost white crystals.
crystals are the same as those referred to above as being obtained
in the preparation of indican, when sether is added to the alcoI was at first inclined to suppose
holic solution of the latter.
that they consisted of a substance which was contained as such
in the plant, but I soon discovered that they were a product
of decomposition of indican, as they were also obtained from perfectly pure indican, which had been prepared by successive solu-

and aether, in the last of which the crystals
Indeed no product of decomposition of indican
are insoluble.
seems to be so easily formed as this. By shaking the liquid from
which they were deposited, the crystals were easily detached from
the sides of the vessel and the surface of the syrup. They were

tion in alcohol, water

on a filter, washed with sether, and then pressed between
folds of blotting-paper, in order to absorb any of the syrup which
might be mixed with them. They were then dissolved in boilcollected

ing water, and the solution having been decolorized with animal

was filtered and evaporated, when it left a crystalline
mass, which was again pressed between blotting-paper, and disThe alcoholic
solved in a small quantity of boiling alcohol.
solution on cooling deposited a mass of small crystals, which had
the properties and composition of
charcoal,

Leucine.

from the alcoholic solution in small flat tables
having a pearly lustre, which repelled cold water like a fatty
It was insoluble
acid, but were readily soluble in boiling water.
"When heated in a tube, it was completely volatilized
in aithcr.
without melting, forming a sublimate on the colder parts of the
It was easily
tube in the form of a light mass like cotton.
soluble, even in the cold, in sulphuric, muriatic and nitric acids.
The solution in nitric acid gave ofi" no nitrous fumes on being
boiled, and left on evaporation a colourless syrup, which on
It crystallized

1^^
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The solution in
standing was changed into a crystalline mass.
It was
muriatic acid left on evaporation a crystalline residue.
easily soluble in caustic soda, and the solution evolved no ammonia on being boiled, but when the dry substance was heated
with soda-lime, it gave off a strong smell of ammonia accompanied by a peculiar penetrating odour. The watery solution

was neutral to test-papei', and had no perceptible taste. When
mixed witli freshly precipitated oxide of copper and boiled, the
watery solution became sky-blue; the filtered liquid gave no
precipitate with caustic soda, and on being evaporated left a

The watery solution
residue consisting of bright blue crystals.
gave no precipitate with nitrate of silver, but on the addition of
a little ammonia, there was deposited almost immediately a quanwhich blackened slightly on exposure to the light, and were not easily soluble in an excess of
ammonia. The watery solution gave no precipitate with acetate
of lead, and even on adding ammonia there was only a slight
precipitate ; but on allowing the ammoniacal liquid to stand for
some hours, there was formed a crystalline mass of a pearly lustre,
tity of small crystalline scales,

consisting of needles arranged in star-shaped masses.
The analysis of the substance gave the following results
0-34!30 grm., dried at 100°C. and burnt with chromate of lead,
:

gave 0'68.20 grm. carbonic acid and 0'3125 water.
0-3550 grm. gave 0-4125 grm. chloride of platinum and

ammonium.
The composition

in 100 parts agrees tolerably well with that
required by the formula of leucine, C'^H^^NO'*, as will be seen
from the following comparison of the calculated composition with
that found by experiment
:

Eqs.

Carbon
Hydrogen.
Nitrogen

Oxygen

.

.

.

.

.

.

Calculated.

Found.

13

.

However strange the fact of leucine, a substance hitherto supposed to be a product of decomposition peculiar to animal matters, being obtained from the decomposition of a vegetable substance may have ajipearcd at a former period, it will no longer
excite surprise at the present time,

when

so

many

different

bodies have been found to be common to both classes of organIt is a fact, however^ which seems to imply some conisms.
nexion, hitherto unsuspected, between leucine and indigo-blue.
The brown syrup precipitated together with leucine by the
addition of tether to the alcoholic solution, consisted chiefly of
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the peculiar kind of sugar produced by the decomposition of indicaUj and to which, as having a composition differing from that
of most other species of sugai', I propose to give the name of
Indiglucine.

In order to purify it, the brown syrup, after the crystals of
leucine had been separated by decantation, was dissolved in
A slight
water, and acetate of lead was added to the solution.
precipitate was thereby produced, which was separated by filtration
and on adding ammonia to the liquid, a bulky yellowish
;

precipitate

fell,

consisting chiefly of the lead

compound

of indi-

This was filtered off, completely washed with water,
The filtered
and decomposed with sulphuretted hydrogen.
liquid was agitated with animal charcoal until it had quite lost
the yellowish tinge which it showed at first, and until a portion
of it, on being mixed with acetate of lead and ammonia, gave a
perfectly white precipitate.
It was then filtered again, and evaporated either in the apparatus above described by means of a
The syrup left after evacurrent of air, or over sulphuric acid.
poration was dissolved in alcohol, and the solution was mixed
with twice its volume of sether, when the indiglucine was precipitated as a pale yellow syrup, having a sweetish taste.
To the description formerly given of this substance I have
only a few particulars to add. Baryta-water gives no precipitate
in the watery solution, but on adding alcohol a slight flocculent
The watery solution, after being
yellow precipitate is produced.
mixed with milk of lime and filtered, is found to have become
strongly alkaline, and on being boiled becomes quite thick in
consequence of the separation of a bulky yellow mass of flocks,
which on the liquid cooling is completely redissolved, forming a
clear yellow solution as before, an experiment which may be
repeated any number of times.
The solution of the lime compound, when mixed with an excess of alcohol, gives a bulky yellowish precipitate, after which the liquid appears almost colourless.
When treated with boiling nitric acid, indiglucine is decomposed and yields oxalic acid. When a watery solution of
indiglucine is mixed with yeast and left to stand in a warm
place, no disengagement of gas is observed, nor is any sign of
fermentation taking place manifested.
After some days, however, the solution begins to acquire a strongly acid taste and reaction, showing that it has entered into a state of acetous fermentation witliout having passed through the intermediate stage
glucine.

of the alcoholic fermentation.

The new analyses which I have made of the lead compound,
confirm the conclusion at which I arrived at an early period of
the investigation, viz. that when in combination with oxide of
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lead the composition of Indiglucine is expressed by the formula
C'^H^O", and that hence its formula, when in an uncombined
state, is probably C'^ H^o O'^.
An analysis of the lead compound, prepared by adding acetate
of lead and ammonia to a watery solution of indiglucine, filtering,
washing and drying in vacuo, gave the following results
OoGiO grra., burnt with chromate of lead, gave 0"24^30 grm.
carbonic acid and 0'0845 water.
0-2495 grm. gave 0-2445 grm. sulphate of lead.
These numbers lead, like those of the former analyses, to the
formula C^'^IPO^^ + 4PbO, as \\\\\ be seen by comparing the
numbers required by theory with those deduced from the ana:

lysis.

])r.
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by calculation 75'11 paits

of oxide of lead.

The

liquid

poured

from these crystals was mixed with an

off

excess of sulphuric acid, filtered from the sulphate of lead and
distilled.
The distilled liquid was boiled with peroxide of mer-

cury, in order to decompose any formic acid which

it might conand filtered, and after sulphuretted hydrogen had been
passed through it, it was again filtered from the precipitated sulphuret of mercury. The excess of sulphuretted hydrogen was
removed by agitation with carbonate of lead, and the filtered liquid
was mixed with an excess of sulphuric acid, filtered again from
The distillation was repeated,
the sulphate of lead and distilled.
and the distillate was then boiled with carbonate of silver, filA residue was left consisting of
tered and evaporated in vacuo.
small white crystalline grains, which repelled water just as if

tain,

When a portion of this residue
they contained fatty matter.
was mixed with alcohol and sulphuric acid and the mixture was
boiled, a smell like that of butyric sether was given off.
The
quantity obtained was just sufficient for one analysis, the results
of which were as follows
0-4120 grm. gave 0-2370 grm. carbonic acid and 0-0925
:

water.

0-0990 grm. gave 0-0835 grm. chloride of
These numbers correspond in 100 parts to

Carbon
Hydrogen

Oxygen
Oxide of

silver

silver.

14-62
2-32
14-87
68-19

100-00
This composition approximates, as will be seen, to that of
acetate of silver, which consists in 100 parts of

Carbon
Hydrogen

Oxygen
Oxide of

silver

14-37
1-79
14-38
69-46

10000
amount

of carbon and hydrogen, and the
The excess
deficiency in that of the oxide of silver, show, however, that it must
in

the

have contained a small quantity of the silver salt of another acid
belonging to the same series as formic and acetic acids, a series
This acid was probably
having the general formula C" H" O**.
propionic acid, an acid the formation of which must indeed be
assumed in order to explain how one of the other products of deThe quantity of this acid,
composition of indican takes its rise.
K
rial. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 15. No. 98. Feb. 18.-)8.
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however, contained in the silver salt, the analysis of which has
just been given, was very small, since, as may be inferred from
the composition of the salt, it was to that of the acetic acid in
the proportion of 1 equivalent of the former to 23 equivalents
of the latter.
Having described all the products to which the decomposition
of indican with acids gives rise, it will now be possible to give
an account of the manner in which these various products are
formed, and of the relation in which they stand to one another.
The decomposition of indican, after taking up several equivalents of water, into 1 equivalent of indigo-blue or indirubine and
3 equivalents of indiglucine, will be evident at once from a comparison of the formulae of these bodies.
The formation of leucine will also be easily understood when
it is considered that indigo-blue and 10 equivalents of water
contain the elements of 1 equivalent of leucine, 1 equivalent of
formic acid, and 2 equivalents of carbonic acid, as the following
equation will show
1
TV.! ri6U5 ivrna ^
f C'^HiSNO'* leq. leucine.
O'o} ^ ^' ^'' Oneq'.form.cacul.
lUeqs.^ater
U_J
04 2eqs.carb. acid.
^^
:

=

Hn

lOeXaSr

1

Such a decomposition as this can of course only take place
before the elements of indican have arranged themselves in such
a manner as to form indigo-blue, which is a body of far too
stable a nature to undergo any decomposition by the action of
dilute acids.

In order to explain the formation of indifulvine, it is necessary
to take into consideration the simultaneous formation of formic
Indican

acid.

may be

supposed, after taking up 5 equivalents

of water, to split up into 1 equivalent of «-indifulvine, 2 equivalents of indiglucine, and 3 equivalents of formic acid, as will be

seen from the following equation
Jnsa uqnvTr\s4-^
leq.mdicanC^^H^'NOn
1

•

5eqs.water

H^

0^ J

^

f
J

1

:

C^-H'^'NO^

1 eq.ffl-indifulvine.

c^^w- 0^^ 2
0^^ 3
c« H«

eqs. indiglucine.
eqs. formic acid.

The following equation shows how the other modification
indifulvine

may be supposed

to take its rise

of

:

rc44 H'^N^O^leq.i-indifulvine.

2eqs.indicanCi'>4H«2N2068\_J C^ H'*"
07 /~iC'"H'"
H^
7eqs.water
Qio4jj69]y2Q7&

I^C^

O^^^eqs. indiglucine.

O^^S eqs. formic

0* 2eqs.

C104H6'9N2O75

acid.

carb.acid.
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equivalent of indicari, after
taking up 4 equivalents of water, is decomposed into 1 equivalent of indihumine, 3 equivalents of indiglucine, 1 equivalent of
propionic acid, and 2 equivalents of carbonic acid, as follows
1

:

rc20H9 N0«

^o^\ J
__H4_0^/1

leq.indicanC^^Hsi
4eqs. water

^52 jj35]\jQ38

1 eq.

indihumine.

C^^ H^o

0'-^'^

2 eqs. indiglucine.

C« H^

O'*

1 eq. propionic acid.

0^

2

\_Q^

cqs. carbouic acid.

C.52H35N038

The formation of indifuscone is quite analogous to that of indihumine, the propionic acid in the preceding equation being
simply replaced by acetic acid, for
rC22 Hio
indican C^^ h^i
3 eqs. water
H^
1 eq.

C52

NO^^ J C^^ h^o
0^ /I C* H^
H*i NO^''
L^^
-)

NO^

1 eq. indifuscone.

q^* 2 eqs. indiglucine.

0^

1 eq. acetic acid.

0^

2 eqs.carbonic acid.

The manner in which indifuscine takes its rise from indican
needs no explanation, since a comparison of its formula C^'^H'^NO^
with that of indifuscone shows that its composition differs from
that of the latter by containing in addition the elements of 2
equivalents of carbonic acid.
In its conversion into indiretine,
indican splits up into 1 equivalent of the latter body, 1 equivalent of indiglucine, and 4 equivalents of carbonic acid.
Here,
however, the anomaly presents itself of a copulated body like
indican losing water instead of taking it up during its decomposition into simpler compounds, as will be seen from the following equation
:

rC36Hi7NO»oieq.
1 eq.
^

indican C^^ H^^

NO^ = i ^f
L^
t.

indiretine.

^'°

'^^ i'^^'Sl""'^^-.
ns'
,
U° ]
4 eqs. carbonic acid.

H**

0'^

4

eqs. water.

It will be observed that when indican is converted into indigoblue or indirubine, it yields at the same time 3 equivalents of
indiglucine, whereas the formation of the other products of decomposition is accompanied by the elimination of no more than
1 or 2 equivalents of that substance.
Hence it may be inferred
that the appearance of these other products is due to a part of
the indiglucine undergoing a further decomposition from the
action of tlie acid, its elements, together with the residual por-

tion of the indican, affording the materials out of which the other
liroducts are formed.
In fact, we may easily suj)posc indiglucine, or perhaps more strictly speaking the group of atoms con-

K2
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Formation of hidigo-blue.

tained in indican which goes to form indighicine, to split up
into 1 equivalent of propionic acid, 1 equivalent of acetic acid,
and 2 equivalents of carbonic acidj for

Qi2Hiooi2 = C6H6 0'* + C4H4 0'' + 2C02.
of these subordinate groups of atoms, or any two of them,
then be supposed to enter into combination with that por-

Each

may

form indigo-blue or indirubine,
and which may be called its central nucleus. When, for instance,
indihumine is formed, 2 equivalents of indiglucine are produced
from the indican, whereas the third equivalent splits up into
The two latter
acetic acid, propionic acid, and carbonic acid.
are set at liberty, and may be found among the volatile products
tion of the indican which goes to

of decomposition, but the elements of the acetic acid unite with
the indigo-blue group of atoms, yielding by the combination indihumine.
In the case of indifuscone, the acetic and carbonic
acids derived from the third equivalent of indiglucine are set at
liberty, whereas the propionic acid combines with the indigoludifuscine again may
blue molecule constituting indifuscone.

be supposed to consist of indigo-blue, propionic acid and carIn
bonic acid, acetic acid alone being in this case disengaged.
the process of decomposition which leads to the formation of indiretine, only 1 equivalent of indiglucine is eliminated, and 4
equivalents of carbonic acid are disengaged, while the 2 equivalents of propionic acid, as well as the 2 equivalents of acetic acid
derived from the other two equivalents of indiglucine, unite with
the indigo-blue nucleus to produce indiretine. When o-indifulvine is formed, it must be assumed that 1 equivalent of indiglucine, after taking uj) 2 equivalents of water, splits up into 3 equivalents of formic acid, and a body represented by the formula

C6H6 02,

as follows

:—

C12 Hio 012 + 2HO

Now^ the

= 3C2H2 04 + C6 11^02.

the formula belonging to the aldehyde of propionic acid, and by adding to this formula that of indigo-blue,
the sum will represent the composition of a-indifulvine.
The
more complicated formula given above for Z»-indifulvine, viz.
Q44 JJ19 ]\f2 03^ represents a compound of 2 equivalents of indigolast is

body whose formula is C^^H'^O^, and which is
homologous with propylic aldehyde, its origin being
due to 2 equivalents of indiglucine, being decomposed in such a
manner as to give rise to formic acid and carbonic acid in accordblue, with a

therefore

ance with the following equation

:

2C'^H"'Oi2 + 2HO = 5CMl2

0'»

+ 2C02 + C'2H'2 02.

It will be observed in all these cases, with one exception, viz.
that of indihumine, that in the assumed combination of the elements of indigo-blue with those of these various acids, &c., one
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more equivalents of water must be supposed to be eliminated,
as will be seen by a glance at the following equations
or

:

Indihumine.

Indigo-blue.

C20H9 NO"'

= C'«H^N02 +

Indifuscone.

Indigo-blue.

H22H10N05

C22H10NO3

-f

=

C'^^H^NO^

-f

=

O^-HO

C« H"

04-f2C02-HO

C^ H6

Propylic aldebyde.

Indigo-blue.

6-Indifulvine.

H^ 0"

Propionic acid.

Indigo-blue.

«-Indifulvine.

C

Pro])ionic acid.

= C'^H^NO^

Indifuscine.

C24H10NO9

Acetic acid.

Ci«H^N02 +

02-HO

C^ H«

Indigo-blue.

C44Hi9N2 03=2C'6H5N02

+

Indigo-blue.

Indiretine.

C'^ H^^

O'^-SHO

Acetic acid. Propionic acid.

C36Hi7NOio= C'^H^NO^ +3C4 H4 0^-^2C^Y{.^0^-^\iO
must not for a moment be supposed that these bodies
compounds of indigo-blue, or that the latter is in any
shape contained in them or may be obtained by their decompoIt

really are

Indeed

my

experiments lead to the conclusion that
manner very different from what
might be inferred from the above equations. If the nitrogenous
substances formed from indican, together with indigo-blue, were
copulated bodies containmg the latter, it would be possible to
obtain from them either indigo-blue itself, or its products of
decomposition.
With the small quantities of these substances
which were at my disposal, I was unable to make many experiments to decide this point. A tolerably large quantity of indifuscise was, however, subjected to the action of a strong caustic
soda-lye, the liquid being boiled until it left a thick mass, which
was heated still further until a small portion of it no longer dissolved in water with a dark brown colour.
I was unable, however, to discover among the products of decomposition a trace of
anthranilic acid, which would probably have been present if indifuscine contained the elements of indigo-blue.
Some advantage may nevertheless arise from looking at these
compounds from the point of view just presented, as their relation to one another, to indigo-blue and to indican is thereby
more vividly impressed on the memory. This method of consition.

all

the elements are arranged in a

sidering

them may

produced

also serve to

show that these compounds are

expense of indigo-blue, that the elements
contained in indican which have formed a certain portion of indifulvine, indihumine, &c., might, under certain unknown circunistances, have produced equivalent quantities of indigo-blue,
and that the latter cannot therefore be said in any sense to preall

at the

exist in indican.

fTo be continued.
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XVII. On some new Forms of British Sphenes,
By Dr. Heddle*.
forms
sphene were found by Mr. Dudgeon
THEandfollowing
New Abbey
mile west
myself
glen about
of

in a

Kirkcudbriolitshire

a

of

:

ync; yncr; yncx; yncxr; yncxw; yncxwz.

V

in
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The frequent occurrence
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of crystals in which the planes n are
may explain

short, as in the adjoining figure,

statements as to zircon being found at this
such crystals having much resemblance to the terminal planes of a prism of
zircon
no crystal of that mineral has at least
been found either by jNIr. Dudgeon, or by the

locality;

:

Copland of Blackwood, who had pre-

late JNIr.

viously carefully surveyed

The form ycrnv

(rig.

all

5)

s

the Criffel district.

was found with

in quartz at Ci'aig Cailleach in Perthshire

;

rutile

and

chlorite

the crystals were of

a straw-yellow colour.

have followed

Dana

in giving to the figures of these crystals
the base of the fundamental prism, and
r is the prismatic plane; a consideration of the Perthshire and
St. Gothra'd crystals seems to indicate this to be the natural
position
the cleavage of the New Abbey crystals appeared to be
parallel to r and /, but very indistinct.
I

a position in

which y

is

:

XVIII. On
meter.

tary to

the Adjustments

of the Needle of a Tangent-galvanoG. Johnstone Stoney, A.M., M.R.I. A., Secrethe Queen's University in Ireland*.

By

MBRAVAIS

has already publishedf the corrections arising from the length of the needle of a tangent-galvanometer, so constructed that the magnetic centre of the needle is
at any given point of the axis of a circular current placed in the
Herr Bosscha, adopting the
plane of the magnetic mei'idian.
ordinary form of galvanometer, in which the centre of the needle
coincides with the centre of the current, has added J the correc•

tion to be applied for the breadth of the metal band, which is
often used in these instruments instead of a wire as the guide to
Since, however, the magnetic centre of a needle
the current.
seldom coincides with its point of suspension, and as the usual
mode of sup])orting it by fibres of silk forces us to depend for
the accuracy of the position of its point of suspension on adjustments to be made each time the instrument is used, it was found

necessary to inquire also into the effects of the kinds of derangement to be apprehended from either of these causes ; and as
others may have felt the same want as the author, it may perhaps prove useful to publish the following results.

Conceive the circular current to be placed in the plane of the
* Communicated by the Author.
t Coinptes Ren (/us, vol. xxxvi. ]).
+

Pofrjfcnilorft's

Annnlen,

19.'<.

vol. ci. p. ^I'JJ
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uiaguetic meridian, and draw through

gular coordinates,

X

its

perpendicular to

its

centre three rectanplane through the

magnetic east, Y and Z in its plane, Z tovvards the zenith and Y
Imagine now
towards the magnetic north point of the horizon.
a moveable axis Y' to be drawn through the centre of the circle
and the projection of the north pole of the needle on the plane
of the circle, then taking the radius of the circular current as
the unit of length, and dividing its circumference into elements
d^, commencing from its intersection with Y', we find by Aml)ere's theory for the components of the cun-ent's action on the
north pole of the needle,

1—y' coscf)

X = 2p.i I

dcj)

.

{l+a;'^

+ y'^—2y' cos (f)y

c

X cos

=2/j,i\

d<f>
(

in

which

i

is

I

+ x^ +

?/''^

</)

— 2?/'cos 6)

the intensity of the current,

/j,

'^

a constant,

Y=^

and

We have

X, y, z, y' coordinates of the north pole of the needle.
also for the force northwards,

Y'-

y

and

for the

moment to turn

the needle round

its

magnetic centre,

Xcos^.X-Xsin^.Y;
interval between the poles of the needle, and 6 its
Hence this moment, which
deviation from the magnetic north.
arises from the action of the current on the north pole,

2\ being the

1- xy tan 6 +
y
•^

= VXcos^.

#

i

^•0

y'^
•

.

cos
-3-

{\+x^+y''^—2y'

•
•

(1)

eos(}))^

Assuming now that the magnetic centre of the needle is meant
to be at the distance a from the origin along the axis of the current, but that through want of adjustment it deviates from this
position so that its coordinates arc «

+ «,

/8,

7,

we

find that

x=fl + a + Xsin^
y = /3 + Xcos 9
,/2

= y2 +

^-2.

llcuce

i+x^ + y'^ = A^^2h,

y

writing

A2

for 1

+ a' + 2fl« + X^ + u' /3H 7^
-j-

and

B

for

Xffsin^ + X,(«sin(?

+ /8c()s^).

'

(^)
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Substituting this value for 14*^ + ?/'^ in equation (1), and expanding the denominator, we lind that the moment from the
current's action on the north pole

=2^,^ \-^

.

(l

- S^»^+J^

.

cos

^)

x|l-f-;J^.(B-ycos*) + i^-i.{B-y'cos«'-!ic.|.
In multiplying

tiiis

out, all

odd powers of cos

j>

may be

rejected,

After integrating the other terms
since! .cl(j> .cos.-"' (j> = 0.
Jo
and reducing, the expression for the moment becomes
^

;>/..Xcos^7r.[-i-g+^-i^-{2B^ + y^-Gr^tan^ + /^)

x(^A2-2b)|+&c.],
into

and

which X enters implicitly through the values (2) of A, B, x, y
Now by simply changing the sign of \ throughout and

y'.

then the sign of the entire expression, we obtain the moment
from the current's action on the south pole ; so that as the sum
of the moments from the current's action on the north and south
poles of the needle is equal to the sum of the moments from the
for the horizontal
earth's action, we have at once, by putting
intensity of the earth's magnetism, the equation*

M

2/iM\sin6'

= 4;^iXcos6'7r.[-^3 +

^ ;^

•

[2W+y"-{xyi^xie+y''')

(|a2-2b)} + &c.],

(3)

on the understanding that all terms containing odd powers of \
are to be omitted in expanding the quantity under the bracket.
It only remains to invert the equation thus found in order to
have the value of i in terms of 6, which is the ultimate object
of our rcsearcli.

we regard X as a small quan7 as small quantities of the
higher powers, we shall findf

In effecting these operations,
tity

of the

first

order,

and X^

second order, and reject

*

From

this equation tlie

term

«,

if

/3,

— '—

lias

been

left out, since it

changes

Hign with X.

t

If

the second j)o\vers of the disphicements », fi, y had been retained
we shouhl have had under the bracket in equation (4) the

as well as of X,
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M.(l+«^r /,

|-lf^-(2«

3

l-4a^

+ ^tan^)|,

(4)

which becomes Bravais' formula by erasing the terms containing
« and /3.
In this formula the error occasioned by a separation between
the ])oint of suspension and the point midway between the poles
of the needle is mixed up with other errors
it may, however, be
distinguished from them by calling this interval of separation h,
and writing « + S sin ^ instead of «, and/3 + S cos 6 instead of /3;
a and ^ will thus become the displacements of the point of suspension, and not, as heretofore, those of the magnetic centre of
the needle.
By this substitution equation (4) becomes
;

g-_-^.^l-5-^j-^,.X .(l-5sm

e=tan^.

+ |.j-^2.(2a+/Stan^ +

6)

...

38sin^)|,

(5)

in which the effect of a faulty position of the needle in

its cradle
separated from that arising from a defect in the adjustment of
its point of suspension.

is

Two

cases only need to be examined in detail
that in which
which is the ordinary form of tangent-galvanometer, and
that in which fl = ^, which is Gaugain's arrangement*.
1. In the first case, since « = 0, equation (5) becomes

a

:

= 0,

i=tan^.|^- |l-|x^(l-5sin^^)l>

.

.

(6)

which

=Ktan6'(l-f^X2sin2^^^

K being

a constant so long as the

either of these formulae a table

same needle

may be once

for

is
all

used.

From

computed of

the corrections to be applied in consequence of the length of the

additional terms

+ \ l-0f- ^-"'^ -^'- ^'^-"^ '^'' ^^ + i (iW

•

^-""^^ *"

^^''

of which the first part vanishes in Gaiigain's arrangement of tlie galvanoNeither these, however, nor
meter, and the second in the ordinary form.
the other terms of the fourth order containing aK- and ^X", couhl become
sensible with any probable error of adjustment.
* Comptes Rcndus, vol. xxxvi. p. 191.
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needle; and the absence from them of u, /3, 7 and h, teaches us
that in the ordinary form of tangent-galvanometer, a slight derangement of the position of the needle in its cradle or in the
position of its point of suspension will not cause sensible error.
2. In Gaugain's galvanometer a
|, and therefore from equa-

=

tion (5),

z=tan^.^-^-<ri + |.(2« + /Stan6' + 3Ssin^)\

(7)

.

galvanometer we get rid of the
Hence
trouble of applying a correction for the length of the needle
but it becomes necessary to attend carefully to the position of
the needle in its cradle, and to the horizontal adjustments of the
point of suspension, lest errors should creep in of which it would
be impossible to make any exact estimate. Accuracy of adjustin this description of

ment

in a vertical direction is of less importance, since 7 enters
only in the second and higher powers.
To convey a clearer idea of the amount of error which may be
expected to arise in using Gaugain's galvanometer, let u, /3, 7,
and 8 be supposed each to have attained the magnitude 001 *.
Using this value in equation (7), we find that when the needle
deviates 20°, the error of the observation would rise to more
than jj)th. of the whole amount, at 32° to above -^'oth, and at
51° to above y^jth. No doubt these numbers are higher than
need be pi'ovided against by any careful manipulator ; but they
suffice to show distinctly that the errors arising in this way cannot be safely disregarded, and that in conducting investigations
in which accuracy is a point of much importance, the ordinary
form of tangent-galvanometer is to be preferredf.
* This

is

equivalent to assuming that a millimetre and a half

is

an

amount which each displacement could be su])posed to attain in a galvanometer whose current-circle has a diameter of three decimetres; or in British

measure, displacements of about a sixteenth of an inch

in

galvanome-

magnetism has been conceived

as collected

ters a foot across.

t

In this investigation the

In general, however, the magthe distance from the centre of the
needle ; whence using 21 for the length of the needle, it is easy to see that
the only change we need make is to write in equations (4), (5), and {(')),
into

two points, the poles of the needle.

netic intensity

is

some function

-^ of u,

u-^{u)du

\

"
.

.

instead of X-.

This expression

is

obviously of the second

and rejecting higlier orders, becomes 5 P if we assume the magnetic
distribution to be that of a linear magnet, in which i\r{u) is ap|)roximutely

order,

equal to A^(e«"— e-«").

(Sec Biot's Physique, vol.

iii.

p.

77 .)
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New

Books.

By Robert Galloway,

Esq.,

Churchill, London.

8vo. Pp. 197.

in the study of chemistry are

much indebted

to

Mr. Galloway for the great pains lie has taken, in the book
before us and in his First Step in Chemistry,' to remove from the
path of the student the many difficulties and obstacles which hinder
These difficulties, so puzzling and discouraging
his early progress.
to the pupil, are too often forgotten or neglected by the compi'

lers of

such text-books but our author has evidently devoted conand especial attention to them, and we think he has been
;

siderable

most materially facilitating the acquisition of sound
knowledge in the first stages of chemical study.
The book is written in a very clear and intelligible style; in fact
the author has perhaps sometimes committed the pardonable fault of
The second
repetition, in order to avoid any possible ambiguity.
edition has also been considerably improved and enlarged, several
new and useful chapters having been added. A most important
feature of the system pursued consists in contrasting the chief properties of the individual members of each group of substances, by
placing a description of these properties in parallel columns thus
successful in

;

the student, after experimentally demonstrating their behaviour with
reagents, is enabled to devise for himself methods for the separation
and individual detection of the different members of the group before
cannot but greatly admire this plan of teaching chemical
him.
analysis, which, whilst it calls into exercise the powers of observa-

We

same time appeals to the judgement and reasoning faculThe adoption of methods of study like
the experimenter.
this, cannot fail still further to increase the value of the natural
can consciences as instruments of intellectual discipline.
fidently recommend Mr. Galloway's work as a valuable text-book,
both to the regular laboratorjr student, and to the beginner who has
not the advantage of professional instruction.
tion, at the
ties of

We
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"^HE following communications were read:

1

Contribution towards the History of Thialdiue."

By A. W.

Hofmanu, LL.D., F.K.S.
Researches into the behaviour of several organic bases with bisulphide of carbon, which I intend to lay before the Society at a
later period, have led to some experiments with thialdine, the
results of which I may be allowed briefly to state, since they are
but loosely connected with tlie principal object of the inquiry.

Royal
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Society.

into the constitution
It ap])eared of interest to gain some insight
which is the ]irototype of an important class of alka-

of thialdine,
To what group of bases does this body
loids containing sulphur.
favourite
belong ? Is it a primary, a secondary, or a tertiary base ? The
method of questioning bases by means of iodide of methyle promised to furnish some elucidation of this subject.
Thialdine, dissolved in iodide of methyle, to which conveniently
own bulk of ether has been added, furnishes after twelve hours a
its

mass, which may be readily freed from adhering
by washing with ether and recrystalUzing from alcohol.
The crystalline compound produced iii this manner is the iodide
the union
ef a methylated base, generated, as proved by analysis, by
of equal equivalents of the two constituents.

solid crystalline

thialdine

C12H13NS4
Thialdine.

-h

-

C2H3I

C14II16NS4I
Iodide of
methylthialdine.

Iodide of
methyle.

The deportment of the new iodide resembles that of iodide of
tetramethylammonium, and the analogous iodides, which I have
Insoluble in ether, soluble in alcohol,
described some years ago.
state,
and precipitated from this solution by ether in the crystalline
from it again,
soluble in water with an acid reaction, and separated
general
unchanged by potassa in the cold, this substance exhibits m
the iodides of tlie so-called
all the characters which distinguish
ammonium-bases.
The great mobility of the elements in thialdine, and especially
.

afforded but little
the large amount of sulphur which it contains,
experiment
hope of successfully submitting the new iodide to the
ammoniumwith oxide of silver, which is so characteristic for the
On adding oxide of silver to the aqueous solution of this
bases.
possesses an acid rel)ody, which, as has been remarked already,
assumes at once a
action, iodide of silver is formed, and the liquid
formation
marked alkaline reaction ; but since the almost simultaneous
of aldehyde, snttiof sulphide of silver, and a powerful evolution
compound, and since
cientlv indicate the perfect destruction of the

it is imexperiment denotes the presence of ammonia in the liquid,
observed after depossible to decide whether the alkaline reaction
ammonmm-base,
composition is due to the liberation of an ephemeral
or to its product of decomposition.
1
r
My experiments appear nevertheless to establish that tliialdme
nitrile-base.
is
a
it
that
bases,—
belongs to the tertiary
•

1

Ammonia N
Thialdine

N

fH
H
IH

<

{ C,._j Hi..,

S4.

the faculty
To the complex molecule, 0,2111384, we must ascribe
hydrogen in the ammonia. In
..f replacing the 3 equivalents of
this complex
«lnil niunner, liowever, the elements are grouped

m
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molecule, whether we have here to assume a very unstable tribasic
radical, or whether special molecules are inserted for each of the
hydrogen-equivalents in the ammonia ;
to decide these points further

—

experiments are required.
Liebig and Wohler, in their memoir on thialdine, state that the
whole of the nitrogen of this base is eliminated in the form of
ammonia, if the compound be decomposed by nitrate of silver.
This deportment appeared to furnish an easy mode of controUing
the formula of methylthialdine after the decomposition of this body
by nitrate of silver, I expected to find the whole of the nitrogen in
the residuar}^ liquid in the form of methylamine.
On performing
the experiment, it was found that the liquid contained considerable
quantities of ammonia, but together with the latter alkali a fixed
This unexpected deportment reminded me of experiments
base.
published several years ago *, on the action of oxide of silver on
thialdine, which is said to be thus converted into leucine.
The
question presented itself, were the phenomeua observed in the present case of an analogous character
had the above experiment given
rise to the formation of methylated leucine ?
Experiment proved that the decomposition of iodide of methylthialdine by oxide of silver gives rise to the formation of ammonia
and of the oxide of tetramethylammonium
;

'!

NO, HO,
-'2

which was satisfactorily
platinum-compound

The

-"3

J

identified

by the analysis of the gold- and

following equation represents this change

4C,4Hi6NS,I

:

+ 20AgO + 2HO=4AgI+16AgS+12C4H4O.,
Aldehyde,

Iodide of methylthialdine.

-I-3H3N

+ C8Hi2NO,HO
Hydrate of the oxide of
tetramethylammonium.

The absence of any leucine-like compound among the pi'oducts of
decomposition of iodide of metbylthialdine induced me to repeat the
experiment on the actioia of oxide of silver upon thialdine itself.
The transformation of thialdine into leucine, announced several
years ago, and apparently very intelligible by the analogy of the
formulae of the two bodies
Thialdine

C12 Hjg

NS^

Leucine

Cjg Hj.^

NO^,

I wonder how
has not failed to rivet the attention of chemists.
such an error could have crept into science for I have convinced
;

* Goessmann, Chem. Gaz.

vol. xii. p.

325.
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myself, by a series of careful experiments, that this assertion is without the slightest foundation.
Thialdine, when treated with oxide of silver, as might have been
expected, undergoes the same decomposition which Liebig and

Wcihler had effected by means of nitrate of silver.
It furnishes in
this process aldehyde, acetic acid, and ammonia, but no leucine.
In conclusion, a remark which refers to a question connected with
this alleged formation of leucine
Soon after the statement regarding this subject had been made, Wagner* observed that the action of
bisulphide of carbon upon amylamine gives rise to the formation
This compound was not analysed, but
of a crystalline compound.
Wagner suggested that possibly it might be thialdine,
:

—

CioHi3N + 2CS2=Ci2H,3NS„
Amylamine.

and that

Thialdine.

in case this assumption proved to be correct, the action

of bisulphide of carbon upon the homologues of ammonia might
lead to the artificial formation, not only of leucine, but of glycocine,
alanine, &c.

During my experiments on the deportment of bisulphide of
carbon with organic bases, I have also had occasion to study the
compound of amylamine with bisulphide of carbon.
It is only
necessary superficially to compare this substance with thialdine,
in order to perceive at once that they are two absolutely different
compounds and if there is still a chance of producing leucine from
amylamine, it is because the action of bisulphide of carbon does
not give rise to the formation of thialdine.
;

"On the Action of Sulphuric Acid upon Anisic and Salicylic
Acids."
By A. W. Hofmann, LL.D., F.R.S.
In a paper read before the Royal Society f, we have, Mr. Buckton
and myself, directed attention to the general occurrence of the
disulpho-acids, of which only few and scattered examples were known
at that time.

M. Louis Zervas has
in

my

since continued the study of this subject

and has arrived at the following results.
treated with Nordhausen sulphuric acid,

laboratory,

Anisic acid,
at a temperature of 100'^, assimilates the elements of 2 equivs. of sulphuric
acid, and is converted into a crystalline acid, containing

2HS0,= C,« Hg S^ O,^ + 2aq.
Ci, Hg 0„
of this acid, which M. Zervas calls sulphanisic acid,
was controlled by the analysis of a crystalline lead-salt and a barium
compound, which were found to contain respectively

+

The formula

Lead-salt ....
Barium-salt
.

.

Ci^ (11^ Pb^) O,^
Cj^; (II^Ba,,)

+ 2aq.

Oj2 + 2aq.

If the mixture of anisic and fuming sulphuric acid be submitted
to higher temperatures than that of boiling-water, a lively evolution

of carbonic acid takes place, containing,

if

the temperature be main-

* Journal fiir Praktisclie Chemic,
t See Phil. Mag. vol. xiii. p. 270.

Ixi. ."iOS.

1
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tained within the proper Umits, scarcely a trace of sulphurous acid.
After several hours' digestion, the solution contaius no longer anisic
or sulphanisic acid, hut a new acid, which has the composition

C14H8S4O14.
which could not he obtained in a state
was fixed by the analysis of a barium-salt, which was

The formula of
fit

for analysis,

this acid,

found to contain

C,,(HeBa2)S,Oi,+2aq.
be considered as formed by the association of 1
equivalent of aiiisol (the product of the action -of alkaline earths
upon anisic acid at a high temperature) with 4 equivalents of anJ\I. Zervas has, in fact, experimentally
hydrous sulphuric acid.
proved, that his acid may be obtained directly by treating anisol
with fuming sulphuric acid, and he accordingly proposes to designate
this compound by the name of disulphanisolic acid.
From the preceding experiments it is obvious that the action of
sulphuric acid upon organic acids with (5 equivalents of oxygen, is
])erfectly similar to that which this agent exerts upon acids with

This acid

may

4 equivalents of oxygen.
Acetic acid.
1

St

Stage

.

2nd Stage.

O4 + 211804= C4 H^ S., Oj^ + 2II0.
C^ H4 04+4HS04=C3 H4S;Oi._, + 4IIO + 2C0o.

C

.

.

,

II4

Anisic acid.

1st Stage

C16

2nd Stage Cjc

H8 06 + 2HS04=Ci6HaS.,0^.,-f 2H0.
H8 0fi + 4HS04=Ci4HgS4 0i4 + 4HO + 2CO,.

There can be no doubt that salicylic acid, so closely allied to anisic
acid, in fact, its homologue, a step lower in the system, must exhibit
Mr. Baldwin Duppa has been occupied with
a similar deportment.
this subject in my laboratory, and has already obtained the first term,
the sulpho-salicyl ic acid,

^14-^6 ^2^12'

which forms extremely beautiful compounds.

On

submitting salicylic acid to the action of an excess of sul-

phuric acid, at a temperature of 180°, the same phenomena present
themselves which are noticed in the case of salicylic acid, a powerful
evolution of carbonic acid ensues, and the solution now contains a
new sulphur-acid, which is crystalline. As yet Mr. Duppa has
not succeeded in obtaining this acid in a state of sufficient purity
for analysis, but it may be assumed, without much hesitation, that
it will be found to be

Disulphophenic acid .... Cjj

11^,

S4 0,4.

"On

the Separation of Iodine, Bromine, and Chlorine, and the
comparative degree of Affinity of these Elements for Silver with
;

some Analyses of

their

Combinations with that Metal occurring in

Chih." By Frederic Field, Esq.
Although both bromide and iodide of siher are deconij)osed by

On

the Separation

145

of Chlorine, Iodine and Bromine.

the action of chlorine at an elevated temperature, yet chloride of
silver is completely decomposed by bromide of potassium, and both

Even
the bromide and chloride of silver by iodide of potassium.
the action of hot strong hydrochloric acid has but little influence
upon the iodide of silver ; many days of continuous boiling
are necessary for its entire decomposition.
I believe that it has
been the opinion of chemists that chlorine possesses an affinity for
silver superior to all other elementary bodies, and we are told in
Gmelin's Handbook that all salts of silver, even the insoluble ones,
From
are converted into chloride by solutions of metallic chlorides.
the following experiments it appears to me that bromine has a
greater affinity for silver than chlorine, and iodine a still greater
affinity

than bromine.

When

a mixed solution of bromide of potassium and chloride of
added gradually to a solution of nitrate of silver, not in
excess, no trace of chloride of silver is precipitated, as long as any

sodium

is

bromide remains in solution.

and bromide of potassium and chlosodium be added, iodide of silver and nitrate of potassa are
formed, the bromide of potassium and chloride of sodium remaining
undecomposcd.
When bromide of potassium is poured upon chloride of silver, an
entire decomposition ensues, bromide of silver and chloride of potassium being produced.
When iodide of potassium is added to chloride of silver, iodide of
silver and chloride of potassium are formed; and when iodide of
potassium is added to bromide of silver, there is a similar decomIf to a similar solution, iodide

ride of

position, the iodine replacing the bromine.

When

chloride of silver in excess

is

agitated with a solution of

some hours, no trace of iodine
can be detected in the solution
when however chloride of sodium is
poured upon iodide of silver, no decomposition occurs, neither is
and
there any action upon bromide of silver with the same salt
iodide of potassium and

warmed

for

:

:

of potassium is added to iodide of silver, there is no
alteration in the union of the elements.
From a number of experiments made in illustration of the preceding statements, I deemed it possible that the separation of chlo-

when bromide

bromine and iodine could be accomplished by this reaction.
After weighing
I have devised is simply this
three equal portions of the salts to be analysed, they are placed in
three flasks with ground-glass stoppers, and about an ounce of water
is added to each
nitrate of silver being then added, slightly in excess, to the three, the stoppers are replaced, and each flask agitated
violently.
The precipitates subside in a few minutes, leaving the
supernatant liquid perfectly clear.
They are then fdtered through
separate funnels, and washed with hot water.
No. 1 is dried and
weighed.
No. 2 is digested in bromide of potassium, dried and
weighed and No.
in iodide of potassium, dried and weighed.
To test the method, a mixture was made of fj grains of iodide of
potassium, .0 grains of bromide of potassium, and 5 grains of chloL
Phil. May. S. 4. Vol. 15, No. 08. Feb, 1858.
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;

;
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ride of sodium.

The

and experimental

results

following

is

—

a comparison of the theoretical

:

EXPERIMENT.

THEORY.

Iodine

3-69

3-81

Bromine

3-51

Chlorine

2-92

3-34
3-02

I have availed myself of this method in analysing several silver
ores containing chloride, bromide and iodide of silver found in Chili,
the formulae of which I subjoin
;

Chloride of silver
Chlorobromide of silver
Chlorobromide of silver
Chlorobromide of silver
Bromide of silver
Iodide of silver

Ag CI.
2Ag CI, Ag Br.
3Ag CI, 2Ag Br.
Ag CI, 3Ag Br.

Ag Br.
Ag I.

"Note on the Density of Ozone." By Thomas Andrews, M.D.,
F.R.S., Vice-President of Queen's College, Belfast, and P. G. Tait,
M.A., Fellow of St. Peter's College, Cambridge, and Professor of
Mathematics in Queen's College, Belfast.
It is known that ozone can only be obtained mixed with a large
In a former communication by one of the authors
excess of oxygen.
of this note, it was shown that in the electrolysis of a mixture of 8
parts of water and 1 of sulphuric acid, the mean quantity of ozone
does not exceed "0041 gramme in a litre of oxygen, or xto*^^ part.
using a mixture of equal volumes of acid and water, the relative
quantity of ozone may be doubled ; but even with the ozone in this
more concentrated state, the ordinary methods of determining the
The difficulty of the prodensity of a gas are plainly inapplicable.
blem was farther increased by the rapid action of ozone on mercury,
which rendered it impossible to collect or measure the gas over that
metal
and the tension of aqueous vapour, as well as the gradual
destruction of ozone by water, prevented the use of the latter.
After
numerous trials, the method finally employed was to measure the
change of volume which occurs in exposing a gaseous mixture conThe volume
taining ozone to a temperature of 230° C, or upwards.
of the gas after this treatment was invariably found to have increased ;
and by eliminating the effects of altei-ation of temperature and pressure during the course of the experiment, by the aid of a similar vessel
to that containing the ozone, the authors succeeded in estimating the
change of volume which took place, to an extremely small fraction
of the entire amount.
The vessels employed in different experiments varied in capacity
from 200 CC. to GOO CC, and terminated in tubes of about 2 millimetres in diameter, bent in a U-form and containing sulphuric acid.
The amount of ozone was ascertained by passing a stream of the gas
through two other vessels, one placed on each side of the vessel to
be heated, and afterwards analysing their contents by the method

By

;
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described in the commnnication already referred to.

It was easy to
measure with certainty a change of pressure amounting to g^th
of the wliole ; but on account of the ordinary fluctuations of atmospheric pressure between two consecutive observations of the primary
and auxiliary vessels, it was rarely possible to work to this degree of

accuracy.
The experimental data have not yet been completely reduced, and
some slight corrections have yet to be investigated but the general
result of the inquirj', which has been a very protracted one, gives
on the assumption that ozone is oxygen in an allotropic condition
for its density as compared with that of oxygen, nearly the ratio of
;

4 to

1.

The

following approximate formulae were employed in the reducThey are sufficiently exact for the purpose
of calculation on account of the smallness of the quantities observed.
I. To reduce the change of level observed in the auxiliary vessel
during the interval of the experiment to the equivalent quantity for
the primary vessel
tion of the experiments.

(!4)-=(^fl>II.

To deduce from

the corrected change of level in the primary

vessel the relative density of

e-1

ozone and oxygen

/2

.

IN.

In these formulae
a

the barometric pressure in terms of the sulphuric acid in
the U-tubcs.
II, the length of a tube of the same diameter as the U-tube of
the primary vessel, and whose capacity is equal to that of the
same vessel measured to the mean level of the acid in the
U-tube.
II,, the same quantity for the auxiliary vessel.
cXf, one-half of the change in the difference of levels in the
U-tube of auxiliary vessel.
hx, the corresponding quantity for the primary vessel.
Ixii, half the observed change in the primary vessel corrected
by the quantity dx.
m, the ratio of the weights of oxygen and ozone in the gaseous
mixture.
e, the relative density of ozone and oxygen.
is

" Contributions towards the History of the Phosphorus-, Arsenic-,
and Antimony-Bases."
By A. W. Ilofmann, Ph.D., LL.I)., F.R.S.
The facility with which the j)hosphorus-bascs can be obtained by
the action of zincctbyle u])on terchloride of f)liospborus, has induced
me to study the action of this agent upon the terchloridea of arseuic

14^

Royal Society :-^

aiitininny.
I have found that triethylarsine and triethylstibine,
hitherto obtainahle only with difficulty, by submitting the alloys of
potassium with arsenic and antimony to the action of iodide of ethyle,
may be procured by this process as readily and as abundantly as the

and

phosphorus-bases.
In attempting to identify the substances obtained by the new process with those prepared by the old one, by the analysis of platinumand gold-salts, I have been led to the discovery of a series of compounds of remarkable beauty.
Since the study of these bodies, and especially of their derivatives,
•which are particularly numerous and interesting, will involve considerable time, I beg leave to submit to the Royal Society, before
the session closes, a brief sketch of those substances, the composition
of which I have already established by analysis.
On adding a solution of bichloride of platinum to an alcoholic
solution of triethyl])hosphine, of triethylarsine or triethylstibine as
long as the colour of the platinum solution entirely disappears, the
liquid deposits after a few moments magnificent slightly yellow or
colourless crystals.
The three salts thus formed may be considered
as the chlorides of three compound ammoniums containing platinum
Rnd ethyle, united respectively with phosphorus, arsenic and antimou}-.
They have the following composition
:

Chloride of riatophosidiethylium...]^

I

P CI.

eJ
PO
Cliloride of riatarscthylium

^

I

As

CI.

Sb

CI.

eJ
Chloride of riatostibethylium

|

I

eJ
On

substituting for the bichloride of platinum a solution of terchloridc of gold, perfectly similar phenomena present themselves.
The gold solution is entirely decolorized, and the colourless liquids

deposit three gold compounds, which, remarkably enough, are of a
dazzling white colour and silvery lustre.
Analysis has proved these salts to correspond to the platinumsalts just mentioned, the platinum being replaced by an equivalent

quantity of gold.
The formulae of these substances are

Chloride of Auro-phosphethylium

.

.

p

>-P CI.
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I

>As

CI.

E J
Au^
Chloride of x\uro-:tlbethylium

-p

I

-p,

>&b

CI.

The complementary products formed in these reactions remain in
the mother-liquors of the several salts, from which they separate in
the form of oily compounds which gradually solidify into crystalline
masses.
These I have not yet examined.
glance at the above formulae shows that the new compounds
which form the subject of this note correspond to the chloride of

A

platammonium,
Pt]

IJVnci.

It

remains to be ascertained whether the chloride of plato-dia^n-

monium,

H

Pti

iOnJJ
II

Inci.

H
is

likewise represented in the phosphorus-, arsenic-, and antimony-

series.

"

On

a

New

Analogues."

Series of

derived from Ammonia and
Fraukland, Ph.D., F.R.S.

Compounds

By Edward

its

Although zincethyle and its homologues are now well known to he
capable of replacing electro-negative elements by ethyle, &c., yet it
could scarcely have been anticipated, that substitutions of an almost
nevertheopposite character would be effected by the same reagent
less I find that zincethyle is capable of removing one of the atoms of
hydrogen in ammonia and its analogues, and of replacing it by zinc,
thus forming a series of bodies which strongly remind us of the
amide and nitride of potassium. The general nature of this reaction
;

by wliich the compounds described below are produced, may be
ex])ressed

tluis

:

When dry ammoniacal gas is passed through an ethereal solution
of zincethyle, it is rapidly aljsorbed, and soon afterwards torrents of a
.\fter the
combustible gas free from nitrogen begin to be evolved,
current has been continued for more than an hour, the absorption
altogether ceases, and the ethereal liquid deposits a copious white
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amorphous

precipitate,

:

—

which yielded ou analysis numbers leading

to the formula

j-H

N< H
[Zn.

The

analysis of the combustible gas proved that

1

vol.

consumed

3"43 vols, oxygen, and generated I'Oo vol. carbonic acid; numbers
almost identical with those yielded by hydride of ethyle, with which
These results prove that
the gas is also identical in specific gravity.
zincethyle acts upon ammouiacal gas in the following manner
:

product of the reaction, for which I propose the name
a white amorphous bodj'^ insoluble in ether, and instantly
decomposed by water and alcohol, with evolution of great heat, and
Thus with water the
in such a manner as to regenerate ammonia.
following equation expresses the reaction

The

solid

zincamide,

is

:

n{|+S}o,=n{||+|"}o,.
Heated with iodide of ethyle in a sealed tube at 145° C, zincamide
and iodide of diethylammonium

gives iodide of zinc

N Ih +2^4^5
[

Zn

N(C4Hg)2H2 1 + ZnI.

1
-*

Nitride of Zinc.
Zincamide can bear a temperature of 200° C. without decomposition, but at a low red heat it is decomposed into nitride of zinc and

ammonia

:

fH

rzn
Zn

rii

3N^H=2N^ H + N^
[

Zn

n

[

[

Zn.

a grey pulverulent body, which is neither fused,
decomposed, nor volatilized at a red heat out of contact with air. It
is decomposed by water with great violence ; in fact, if the nitride be
Several analyses
merely moistened with water, it becomes red-hot.
prove that the formula of nitride of zinc is

Nitride of zinc

is

N

rzn
Zn

^

[Zn.
of the products of its decomposition by water shows
that the reaction may be thus expressed

The study

:

rZn

N \ Zn+GHO = N
|zn

(II
\

J

Il-f 3„"
II

H

,

i
J

0^
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Zincphenylimide.

C12H5
,

Zn.
produced by the action of zincethyle upon anhydrous
The reaction is so violent that it requires to be moderated
anihne.
by diluting the zincethyle ^Yith ether. Heat is evolved, and a large

This body

is

quantity of a combustible gas is rapidly generated.
At length the
becomes a white, semisolid, opake mass. Analysis proved the
gas to be pure hydride of ethyle, whilst the solid body regenerated
anihne in contact with water. The production of zincphenylimide
may therefore be thus expressed :
liquid

Zincphenylimide is a white amorphous body very similar to zincamide.
Like the latter body, it is instantly decomposed by water,
aniline being regenerated
:

f

^12

NJH

H^

TT

r

1

H5

C12

y

.

+g-}0,.

+g}0,=NJH
Diethylzincamine.

[Zn,
This body is produced by the action of zincethyle upon diethylamine. The reaction requires to be aided by heat. Pure hydride of
ethyle is evolved, and the following equation expresses the reaction
:

Its

reactions

arc

quite similar to those

of the

bodies a buve

described.

Zincoximide.

N^

II

Dry oxamidc and pure zincethyle are without any action upon each
other at ordinary temperatures, but the heat of a water-bath is sufficient to establish a violent reaction, torrents of pure hydride of ethyle
are evolved, and zincoximide combined with zincethyle remains in
The following ecpiation expresses the reaction
the retort.
:

rC„0..

fC.,0,

NJII

-h2(ZnC,lI,)

= N|n

'

„

1

r-

Tf

1

+ ^';„J+^'J^}.
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Zincacetimide.

[Zn.
AcetamiJe and zincethyle act upon

a
eacli other very violently
of gas is evolved, wliich nnalysis proves to be hydride
of ctliyle. Zincacetinude is contained in the residue as a white, amorphous, pulverulent solid, which is reconverted into acetaraide by
contact with water.
These reactions establish the fact, that by the action of zincethyle
one of the atoms of hydrogen, in ammonia and analogous nitrogen
compounds, combines with ethyle and becomes replaced by zinc. It
will be interesting to extend this reaction to the nitrjdes, especially
such as contain electro-negative radicals of the othyle familj'^, since we
maj' thus expect to obtain a new series of double radicals, amongst
which the ketones will perhaps find a home. 1 hope soon to lay the
results of this extension of the investigation before the Royal Society.
;
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following communication was read

On some

in the Chair.

:

peculiarities in the Microscopical Structure of Crystals,

Aqueous or Igneous Origin of
By H. C. Sorby, Esq., F.R.S., F.G.S.
Minerals and Rocks."
In this paper the author showed, that, when artificial crystals are
examined with the microscope, it is seen that they have often caught
up and enclosed within their solid substance portions of the material surrounding them at the time when they were being formed.
Thus, if they are produced by sublimation, small portions of air or
vapour are caught up, so as to foi^m apparently empty cavities
or, if they are deposited from solution in water, small quantities of
water are enclosed, so as to ioxm fluid-cavities. In a similar manner,
if crystals are formed from a state of igneous fusion, crystallizing out
from a fused- stone solvent, portions of this fused stone become
entangled, which, on cooling, remain in a glassy condition, or
become stony, so as to produce what may be called glass- or stonecavities. All these kinds of cavities can readily be seen with suitable
magnifying powers, and distinguished from eaph other by various
applicable to the determination of the

definite peculiarities.

From
duced
1.

these and other facts, the following conclusions were de-

:

Crystals containing only cavities with water were formed from

solution.
2. Crystals containing only stone- or glass-cavities were formed
from a state of igneous fusion.
3. Crystals containing both water- and stone- or glass-cavities

Mr. Sorby on
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were formed, under great pressure, by the combined influence of
highly heated water and naelted rock.
4. That the relative amount of water present in the cavities may,
in some cases, be empbyed to deduce the temperature at which the
crystals were formed, since the accompanying vacuity is due to the
contraction of the fluid on cooling.
5. Crystals containing only empty cavities were formed by sublimation, unless the cavities are fluid-cavities that have lost their
bubbles of gas given off from a substance which was
fused.
fluid, or are

6. Crystals containing few cavities were formed slowly, in comparison with those of the same material that contain many.
7. Crystals that contain no cavities were formed very slowly, or by
the cooling from fusion of a pure, homogeneous substance.
Applying these general principles to the study of natural crystalline minerals and rocks, it was shown that the fluid-cavities in rocksalt,
in the calcareous spar of modern tufaceous deposits, of veins,
and of ordinary limestone,— and in the gypsum of gypseous marls,
indicate that these minerals were formed by deposition from solution
in water at a temperature not materially different from the ordinary.
The same conclusions apply to a number of other minerals in veins
in various rocks, and to many zeolites. The constituent minerals of
mica-schist and the associated rocks contain many fluid- cavities, indicating that they were metamorphosed by the action of heated
water, and not by mere dry heat and partial fusion.
The structure of the minerals in erupted lava proves that they
were deposited from a mass in the state of igneous fusion, like the
crystals in the slags of furnaces; but, in some of those found
in
blocks ejected from volcanos (for example, in nepheline and meionite),
there are, besides stone- and glass-cavities, many containing water,
the relative amount of which indicates that they were formed, under
great pressure, at a dull red heat, when both liquid water and'melted
rock vvere present. The fluid-cavities in these aqueo-igneous minerals
very generally contain minute crystals, as if they had been deposited
on cooling from solution in the highly heated water. The minerals
in trappeau rocks have also such a structure as proves them to be
of
_

—

genuine igneous origin, but they have been much altered by the subsequent action of water, and many minerals formed in the minute
cavities by deposition from solution in water.
The quartz of quartz-veins has a structure proving that it has been
rapidly deposited from solution in water
and in some instances the
relative amount of water in the fluid-cavities indicates that
the heat
was considerable. In one good case the temperature thus deduced
was 1G5° C. (.329° F.); and apparently, when the heat was still
;

mica and tinstone were deposited, and in some cases probably even felspar.
'I'here is, then, as has been argued by M. Elie
de Beaumont, a gradual passage from quartz-veins to tliose of granite,

greater,

and to granite itself; and there is no such distinct line of division
between them as might be expected if one was a deposit from water,
and tiie other a rock that had been in such a state of jjure igneous
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fusion as the slags of our furnaces or the erupted lavas. When the
constituent minerals of solid granite, far from contact with the stratified rocks, are examined, it is seen that they also contain fluidThis is especially the case with the quartz of coarsecavities.
grained, highly quartzose granites, in which there are so many, that
the proportion of a thousand millions in a cubic inch is not at all un-

and the enclosed water constitutes from one to two per cent,
usual
However, besides these fluid-cavities,
of the volume of the quartz.
the felspar and quartz contain excellent stone-cavities, precisely analogous to those in the crystals of slag, or erupted lavas and thus
the characteristic structure of granite is seen to be the same as that
of those minerals formed underaqueo-igneous conditions in the blocks
which are ejected from modern volcanos; and the very common
;

;

occiurence of minute crystals inside the fluid-cavities still further
strengthens this analogy.
The conclusion to which these facts appear to lead, is that granite
is not a simple igneous rock, like a furnace- slag, or erupted lava, but
is rather an aqueo-igneous rock, produced by the combined influence
of liquid water and igneous fusion, under similar physical conditions
to those existing far below the surface at the base of modern volcanos.
These deductions of the author, therefore, strongly confirm the
views of Scrope, Scheerer, and EKe de Beaumont and he agrees
with them in considering it probable that the presence of the water
during the consolidation of the granite was an instrumental, if not the
actual cause of the difference between granite and erupted trachytic
;

rocks.

December

16,

1857.— L. Horner,

Esq., V.P.G.S., in the Chair.

following communications were read
" On the Boiing through the Chalk at Harwich." By Joseph
Prestwich, Esq., F.R.S.,F.G.S.
In this boring, which is made near the Pier at Harwich, the folEarth, 10 ft. Red
lowing succession of strata has been met with
Gravel, loft.; London Clay, 23ft.; Coarse dark Gravel, 10ft.;
Green and
Plastic Clay, 7 ft. ; Bluish Clay with Greensand, 3^ ft.
Chalk with flints,
Red Sand intermixed, 5 ft. Blue Clay, 3 ft.

The

:

:

—

;

;

;

;

690 ft. Chalk without flints, 160 ft.; Rocky Chalk in thin layers,
38 ft. Greensand and Gault, 22 ft, Gault with sand, 39 ft. Dark
Grey Slaty Rock, 44^ ft. Total 1070 feet. From this section it is
evident that the Tertiaries, Chalk, Upper Greensand, and the Gault
were met with in the usual order, though the last had less than the
usual thickness and that at a depth of 1025 feet an anomalous clayThis rock is without fossils, and is intersected with
slate occurred.
lines of joints or cleavage and of bedding, at considerable angles to
the vertical axis of the bore-hole. This result of the boring at Harwich has necessarily an important bearing on the evidence furnished
by the Kentish Town Well (Quart. Journ. Geol, Soc. vol. xii. p. 6)
and, combined with the fact of coal-rocks having been found by the
deep boring at Calais, tends to prove Mr. Godwin-Austen's view of the
existence of a westward extension of a ridge of the crystalline and
;

;

;

;

;

;
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palaeozoic rocks of the Franco-Belgian area beneath portions of the
cretaceous deposits of the South-east of England. Mr. Austen considers that this palaeozoic ridge may be partly composed of some of the
coal-bearing strata, and that these may be covered in some parts of the
South-east of England by little more than the cretaceous deposits; the
Lower Greensand having been probably at some points the littoral or
Mr. Prestwich
shoal deposits of the chalk-sea along this old ridge.
expressed his belief that the usual uniform extension of the Lower
Greensand was certainly interrupted beneath London, and therefore
presented a difficulty in the way of obtaining everywhere the supply of
water from this formation which he had once anticipated; still however he thought the interruption in the deposit was but local, as the
outcrop of the Lower Greensand to the north, west, and south of
London was very uniform in its features.

" On a Granitic Boulder out of the Chalk of Croydon, and on the
Extraneous Rock-fragments found in the Chalk."
By R. GodwinAusten, Esq., F.R.S., F.G.S.
The boulder which, together with some associated fragments and
sand, formed the subject of this communication, was found by the
workmen in a chalk-pit at Purley, about two miles south of Croydon.
Mr. Symonds drew the attention of Dr. Forbes Young to this interesting discovery, and the latter gentleman secured what remained of
the boulder after it had been much broken up, and presented it to the
The largest remaining fragment is apparently one end of
Society.
an irregularly oval well-rounded boulder, originally about 3 feet long.
The boulder was accompanied by some decomposing fragments of a
felspathic trap-rock, and with a compact mass of siliceous sand,
which Mr. Godwin-Austen carefully exposed on a visit to the chalkpit.
This collocated mass of rock-fragments and sand the author
regarded as being truly Avater-worn beach-material, derived from
some old coast-line of crystalline rocks. Other smaller specimens of
crystalline rocks, quartzites, &c. have been found in the Chalk of the
South-east of England. These are all water-worn some are quite
rounded and many of them bear the remains of attached shells and
zoophytes but they are nearly always isolated in position, except
at Houghton (Sussex), where they were met with scattered over a
uniform level.
The author proceeded to describe the conditions of the " marginal
sea-belt,"
where pebbles are found in existing seas, and where also
certain molluscs and zoophytes having habits of attachment occur.
From such a marginal zone floating sea-weed might have borne the
majority of the extraneous pebbles now found in the Ciialk. Of this
formation, the author observed that the " White Chalk" ranged as
far nortii as a line reaching from the North of Ireland to Riga, on
the Baltic, and extended in a broad zone over North Germany. In
North Europe tiie conditions of the deposit were very uniform over
the Anglo-French area, where 80(J feet is its average thickness, and
where it is of deep-water origin. Its fauna, however, is somewhat
anomalous
much of it has drifted from shallower zones of the
:

;

:

—

;
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marginal shingles of the lower cretaceous
sea-bed.
that of the Lower Greensand is seen
series He towards the west
that of the Gault in the Halden Sands.
in the Farringdon Gravels
The Chalk proper filled up the deeper and subsiding sea-l)ed at a
period synchronous with the deposition of some of these littoral
beds, and at the time of the greatest extension of the area of the
Cretaceous Ocean, the littoral beds of which are recognizable in
the South of Norway and Sweden, in Westphalia and Rhenish
Prussia, &c., and the area of which probably may be regarded as
reaching from the Rocky Mountains at the head of the Missouri,
over Texas, Florida, the eastern side of the Alleghanles, the "West
Indies, and a broad belt of the Atlantic, to North Africa, Central and
Northern Europe, with bold extensions into Western, Central, and
even Eastern Asia. Central Europe then presented the aspect of
a huge archipelago from its many extensive islands, of which one
of the largest was an area comprising the chief part of France,
the north-east of Britain, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Lapland, and
together with a part of
what are now the separating channels
From the northern part of the
the Atlantic to the west and south.
old land-area the author believes that the granitic boulder of Croydon
was derived. And, as it is, in his opinion, too massive to have been
transported by floating trees, as Mr. C.Darwin describes an Isolated
rock-fragment to have been conveyed to the coral-islands of the
Keeling group, or by sea-weeds (the floating-powers of which the
Mr. Godwin-Austen
author has studied in the English Channel),
refers to an ice-floe as the agent by which such a block could alone
have been lifted from the coast and conveyed far out to sea. The
possible occurrence of rare and isolated boulders in the chalk-sea
under such conditions was analogous, in Mr. Austen's opinion, to the
occasionally extended voyage of icebergs at the present day to the
coast of Ireland, the Azores, and even to the Madeira Islands.
littoral or

;

;

;

—
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THE TELESTEREOSCOPE.
To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.
11 Rose Street, Edinburgh,

Gentlemen,

ALLOW

me

to

Jan. 12, 1858.
call

your attention to the

fact

that Professor

Helmholtz's Telestereoscope, described in your last Number,
is essentially the same as the Pseudoscope (the exaggerating form
of it), my description of which appeared in your Number for June
1853. This is no doubt another instance of what so frequently
two persons independently studying the same subject
happens

—

arriving at the same result.
Professor Helmholtz's instrument being designed for viewing
distant objects, he gives a very cursory statement of its effects
when directed to near ones, and, if I understand it aright, not

—
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quite a correct statement.

says that

if
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the large mirrors are

kept parallel to the small ones, the " right " or natural relations
may be maintained between the dimensions of the object in the direction of the depth of the field of view and those on the surface.
Now this is not ^possible with any arrangement of the mirrors for
the two retinal images being formed by visual rays which enter the
instrument at points considerably wider apart than the distance
between the eyes, must always have their difference so exaggerated
as to produce an exaggerated relief.
It is true that when, in uniting the two images, the optic axes are made to converge to a
distance considerably nearer than the object, the binocular image
appears reduced in size but this kind of reduction does not restore
the natural relation between the two dimensions, although an optical
reduction produced by concave glasses does.
Perhaps it is the use
of concave glasses in his instrument that has led the Professor into
this mistake.
But the fact is, that the reduction in size produced
by increased convergence of the eyes is not proportional in the nearer
;

;

and more distant j^arts of the same object; and hence, besides elongation in depth, there is a distortion in figure ; thus a sphere always
appears through the instrument as an egg ivith its smallest end towards
the observer, whatever be the degree of optic convergence at which
its two images are united.
The idea of combining my pseudoscope with the opera-glass so
as to correct the flatness of the binocular images given by the latter,
occurred to me very soon after my description of the pseudoscope
was published in 1853; and I now send you a rough sketch of a
stereoscopic opera-glass which I designed in November of the
same year. You will observe that it is just Professor Helmholtz's
Telestereoscope, with the object-glasses placed outside the large
mirrors ; the only other difference being, that I proposed to substitute reflecting prisms with concave refracting surfaces for the small
mirrors and concave lenses.
This sketch I sent with a note to
Mr. Adie, optician here, but he could not see a suSicient advantage the instrument would have over the common opera-glass, to
warrant him in undertaking its manufacture as I suggested.
returned the drawing, and it has lain by me ever since.
I

He

am. Gentlemen,

Your obedient Servant,
Walter Haudie,

[We have not considered it necessary to reproduce the sketch
forwarded by our correspondent, the difference being sufficiently
pointed out in the text.
En.]
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ON THE RELATIONS EXISTING BETWEEN CERTAIN GROUPS OF
CRYSTALLINE FORMS BELONGING TO DIFFERENT SYSTEMS.
BY C, MARIGNAC.
It has long since been remarked that in each system the different
forms arc not distributed by chance. They seem, on the contrary,
to be combined in such a way as to form a certain number of groups.
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from one another, and which
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number of forms pretty distant
some day become types of

will perhaps

genera.

would be interesting to discover the common cause which
determines the analogy of form in the different substances of the
same group. If it may be explained sometimes with Mitscherlich,
by analogy of atomic constitution, and sometimes also perhaps by a
relation between the atomic volumes, most frequently the cause of
this analogy cannot be suspected.
The rhombohedric system contains one of these groups which is
Bromate of potash, besides the cubic fonn of
very remarkable.
which M. Rammelsberg has recently expressed some doubts, cryThis form causes it to enter
talHzes in rhombohedra of 86° 18'.
into a very numerous group, including very various simple and compound bodies, which, however, nearly all present a common and
curious character, namely that by their nature, or by the analogy
of their constitution with that of other compounds, one would be
led to suppose that they had a cubic crystallization, but for the
power of determining their forms.
The following are the bodies composing this group
their quality of simple
Arsenic, tellurium, antimony, bismuth
bodies, and, especially as regards two of them, of simple metals,
rendered it probable that they would have a form belonging to the
regular system
Peroxide of iron, oxide of chrome, alumina and glucina, corresponding in constitution with oxide of antimony and arsenious acid
Bromate of potash the corresponding iodate is cubic.
The preceding substances particularly affect rhombohedric forms,
and are all derived from rhombohedra of which the angle is comprised
between 85° 4' and 87° 4'. The following crystallize rather in hexagonal forms, but are naturally derived from rhombohedra of which
the angle would be between 83° and 86°
Oxide of zinc, sulphurets of cadmium and nickel, magnetic pyrites,
iodide of silver, fluosilicate of soda, and bromate of didymium with
Now we find in the regular system, magnesia
6 equivs. of water.
It

:

:

;

;

:

—

and cobalt, chloride and bromide of
of potash and ammonia, and the bromates of

(periclase), sulphurets of zinc
silver,

the fluosilicates

magnesia, zinc and cobalt with 6 equivs. of water.
Besides these sixteen substances, the relations of which with
bodies belonging to the regular system cannot be overlooked, there
are ten others of which the forms are included in the same group,
but for which we do not clearly perceive similar relations, although
These are,
it is not impossible that they may exist.
Arseniuret and antimoniuret of nickel, osmiuret of iridium,
stannate of soda, suljihate of lithia, the hyposulphates of strontia
and lead, aldehydate of ammonia, nepheline and Cancrinite.
At the first glance this curious relation might seem to be explained
by the ordinary theory of isomorphism, the substances above mentioned being forms very nearly allied to the cube, and consequently

—

isomorphous with the cube.
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were the cause which unites all these substances in
forms ought to arrange themselves uniformly around
This is not
that of the cube, regarded as a rhombohedron of 90°.
The angle of the primitive rhombohedron for all these
the case.
twenty-six bodies, varies between 83° and 87° 40' its average value
From 88° to 94°, or between the most extended
is about 85° 30'.

But

If this

this group, their

;

limits

comprising the angle of 90°, there are only ten substances,

amongst which only one, the chloroplatinate of rethylamine, is related in its nature to the compounds belonging to the cubic system.
The author therefore considers that this hypothesis must be abandoned, but does not propose another.
In the square prismatic system there is also a tolerably numerous
group of substances of which the forms may be derived from square
octahedra very near to the regular octahedron. This group, however,
presents less interest than the preceding one. Of thirty substances
of which it is composed, there are only eight or ten which offer, in
these are,
their constitution, some relations to the cubic system
chlorate and bromate of silver, iodate of ammonia, iodide and cyanide
On the
of mercury, braunite, and iodide of tetramethylammonium.
other hand, 'the forms of these substances group themselves with
tolerable uniformity around that of the regular octahedron, which
they approach closely, so that there would be no difficulty in regarding them as really isomorphous with the bodies to which they
approach in constitution, and which crystallize in the regular
Comptes Rendus, Oct. 26, 1857, p. 650.
system.
;

ON THE COMPOSITION OF EPIDOTES, VESUVIANS AND GARNETS.
BY R. HERMANN.

—

The old opinion that these minerals are similar in
1. Epidotes.
R^O^ SiOcomposition, so that their proportions of oxygen are
1:2:3 (which composition is still admitted by Rammelsberg), is
Nor does Scherer's opinion, tliat in epirejected by the author.
and the alumina and oxide of iron SiO' are
dotes water
polymerically isomorjjhous, so that their formula is (RO)^ (SiO^)*,
agree with the author's analyses of epidotes in which he determined
tlie protoxide of iron.
may
Hermann rather supposes that in epidotes 3 atoms
displace 1 atom R^ O^, and that the fundamental mixture of all
minerals crystallizing in the form of epidotc consists of the molecule

RO

:

:

=

:

RO

:

RO

(RO,

R'2 O^)''

may combine with
composed accessory molecules without

This fundamental molecule

SiO-.

various quantities of diversely
injury to its form.

In the ci)idotes, in the restricted sense, the accessory molecule
in the orthitcs, of HO.
UO,
The general formula of the epidotes in the restricted sense is there-

consists of

HO

;

IGO

Iiitelli(jence

and Miscellaneous

= (RO, R2 03)2Si03 + nRO,
= (R0. R-^03)2Si02 + nHO.
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HO, and

that of the orthitea

In all epidotes, properly so called, therefore, the sum of the atoms
R'^ 0^) must be equal to the sum of the atoms of
of oxygen of (RO
oxygen of (SiO-'+ HO) in all orthites, on the contrary, the sum of
R-0') will be equal to the atoms of
the atoms of oxygen of (RO
oxygen of SiO'-, to which various quantities of water may then be

+

;

+

added.
2. The vesuvians were formerly regarded as minerals possessing a
similar constitution to the garnets, the projjortions of oxygen in
R- 03 SiO'^ being in the relation of 1 1 2. The author, how-

RO

:

:

ever,

:

:

found another proportion, which has been confirmed by Schercr

and Rammelsberg.
Rammelsberg supposes that the vesuvians are constituted accordScherer, on the
ing to the proportions 3(RO)5 SiO^ + 2R'- O' SiO^
contrary, gives them the constitution (RO)^ (SiO^)*.
Here also the author supposes that the bases RO and R'^ O' are
mutually displaced. Their fundamental molecule must be expressed,
just like that of the epidotes and garnets, by (RO, R^O^)-, SiO*.
This fundamental molecule in the vesuvians also includes small and
;

In the vesuvians, therefore, the sum
+R- O^ will be equal to the number
of the atoms of oxygen of
of atoms of oxygen of the silicic acid combined therewith, to which
The general formula
also various quantities of water may be added.
variable quantities of water.

RO

would consequently be (RO, R* 03)biO''-|-nHO.
garnets contain RO, R'^ O^ and SiO-, usually in a proportion in which the oxygen corresponds with the numbers 1:1:2.
R- O^ SiOIn the garnets, indeed, the proportion of oxygen of
In all cases, however, the sum of the atoms
is subject to variation.
of oxygen of
-f R- O^ is equal to the atoms of oxygen of SiO^.
The garnets consequently have the same fundamental molecule as
the epidotes and vesuvians, namely (RO, II" O^) SiO^, and are therefore, as they also contain the same chemical constituents as those
minerals, polymorphic with them. In individual cases the variations
of
R' 0^ go so far that R- O^ is completely displaced. The
minerals which, according to the author, belong here are the fol-

of the vesuvians
3.

The

RO

:

:

RO

RO

lowing

:

:

Garnet group
1.

Garnet

2.

Sodalite

3.

Hauyne

4.

Nosean

5. Ittncrite
6.

Helvine

=
=
=
=

=
=

= (RO,

(RO,
6(R0,
3(R0,
6(R0,
(RO,

R^

R2

O^)"-

SiO^.

Qs)'^ SiO"-.

R^O^)"- SiO'^-fNaCl.
R* Os)^ SiO^ + CaO SO^.
R^O^)"- SiO' + NaO SO^.
R'^ O')"- SiO'2

3(110*) SiO«

+ n(NaO SO^).

+ Mn.

—Journ.filr Prakt. Chemie,

vol. Ixx, p.

321.
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Chapter

By M. Poinsot*.

I.

Theory of the centres of percussion, and of spontaneous rotation, as ivell
as of other new centres possessing remarkable properties with respect
to the motion of bodies.
I.

T

On the

centre of percussion.

ET

us consider a free body of any form wliateVer, and
let us suppose it to receive a sudden impulse in virtue
of the action of a single force P, the direction of which passes
at an arbitrary distance from its centre of gravity G.
From
this centre G let fall a perpendicular G C upon the direction of
1.

Li

the force P.

The

foot

C

of this

perpendicular, where the impulse

P may

be supposed to be immewhich

diately applied, is the point
I shall call the centre

of percussion.

The body which has received this impulse being
itself, if we consider the individual forces with which its
2,

left

to

several

molecules are animated at any period whatever during its motion,
shall find that all these forces are reducible to a single one,
identical with the original impulse P which set the body in motion.
This conclusion evidently results from the general principle of the conservation of forces and moments.

we

* The researches of Poinsot are too well known to all mathematicians to
render necessary any indication of their merits. Mathematicians at this day,
too, are so well acquaiiiteil with the current mathematical htcrature of our
continental nei};hhours, that for them even an announcement of the jmblication, in lAouville's Journal for September 1H57, of Poiusot's most recent
r/iil.

May.

S. 4. Vol. 15.

No. 09. March 1858.
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Hence at the same distance from its centre of gravity G,
there will always exist a centre of percussion C in the body;
that is to say, a point to which, if the body were at rest, a single
force might be applied which would be capable of producing the
motion which actually exists, and hence there will always be a
point by means of which the movement of the body may be
arrested, either by there applying a single force equal and contrary to the original impulse, or by there presenting an obstacle
or fixed point for the body to strike against.
3. But although a body whose motion is due to a single impulse preserves a centre of percussion throughout its subsequent
motion, we cannot affirm that there is always a centre of percussion in a moving body ; for its motion may have arisen from the
action of forces incapable of reduction to a single one, in which
case no single force can exist capable of giving to the body the
precise motion it possesses, and consequently there can be no
centre of percussion in the body.
In another place we shall examine the motion of a body animated by any forces whatever
here we shall merely consider the particular case where the body
in question has been set in motion by a single impulse P, and
we shall, moreover, assume the direction of this impulse to be
contained in a plane passing through the centre of gravity G,
and perpendicular to one (G Z) of the three principal axes of the
body.
4. Let
always represent the mass of the body, and MK^ its

M

memoir

is

superfluous

;

for their use,

au English version of this memoir

is

certainly not called for.

Nevertheless, the works of the able author of the Theorie nouvelle de la
rotation des corps are far from being so familiar to Englishmen generally

Even apart from the results they contain, and solely
as they deserve to be.
in virtue of the method they manifest, Poinsot's memoirs, attentively
studied, have a peculiar value, especially to a student whose own method of
working has not yet become habitual.
Nowhere do we meet with greater clearness in the treatment of the subject, nowhere with closer reasoning on the problem in hand, or a happier
combination of veritable analysis and synthesis. Calculus, that general
servant whose convenient readiness is often abused is always at hand to
assist and confirm, but never to direct.
Poinsot may be said alwaj's to
work with, but never to entrust work to, this his servant he knows too
well, indeed, how invaluable, for a full grasp of the whole question, is that
insight which is alone the reward of hard, close, and attentive reasoning.
The translation of the following memoir, with the consent of the author
and with the advantage of occasional suggestions from him, has been an
easy, and certainly a pleasant task.
The original research, it may be well
to state, was virtually completed no less than twenty years ago, although it
has been published but a few months a knowledge of this fact may explain some things, and will certainly not diminish the value of the whole.
With respect to the occasional notes and references which will be found
throughout the memoir, it is only fair to add that none of them appear in

—

—

;

;

the original,— T. A. Hibst.

M.
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moment of inertia, that

is

sum of the products of all its
respective distances from the axis

to say, the

particles by the squares of their
Z under consideration. It will be at once seen that the square,

G

whose side

is

the line

K,

merely the mean of the squares of the

is

distances of all the equal particles of the body from the priiicipal
axis of rotation, GZ.
For each body it is a given, constant quantity,

dependent solely upon the figure formed by the different

points composing that body.
This being understood, let h be the distance C G from the
centre of gravity G to the centre of percussion C, and let us see
to what the whole movement of the body, caused by the application of this unique impulse P, resolves
II.

On

itself.

the spontaneous centre of rotation.

C may be replaced by another equal,
and like-directed force P', applied at G, and by a couple
(P, — P), applied to the arm QG=h, and having the moment
Vh.
The force P' = P, applied at the centre of gi-avity C, imparts
5.

The

force applied at

parallel,

a

common

\|elocity v

the couple whose
lis

principal axis

P
=^
to

moment

GZ

is

all

the particles of the body; and

Vh, causes the body to turn around

with an angular velocity ^

= ,,PA„g *.

In consequence of this double movement, a point 0, situated
CG beyond the centre of gravity
and at the distance OG fl from the same, would be endued at
one and the same time with two contrary velocities, the one
in the production of the line

=

»

P
=—

,

the other

fl^

the production of

aVh
= ^.„y

CG,

Consequently, in order to find, upon

that point

which these two contrary

of the body with respect to

velocities are equal,

we have merely

to

set

P

_

aVh

M ~MK2'
from which equation we immediately deduce

and consequently,

for the distance a

of

tlsc

point

from the

centre of gravity G, the value

*
art.

TMorie nouvclle de

la rotation des corps,

IG.

M2

par

M.

Poii sot,
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6. Thus upon the line drawn from the centre of percussion
through the centre of gravity, and on the opposite side of this
latter centre, there is always a point
of the body which, during
the first instant, remains at rest, or in other words, receives no
motion whatever from the percussion appHed at C. The same
parmay be n$^ of all points of the line 01, drawn through
allel to

the principal axis GZ.

For an

instant, therefore, the

solves itself into a simple rotation

whole motion of the body rearound this line 01, just as if

the same were fixed ; this line 01 is called the spontaneous axis
of rotation, since it might be said that at the first instant the
body itself makes choice of the same. But as the only point of
this spontaneous axis which will here enter into consideration is
the point
in line with the centres of gravity and percussion,
we shall refer to
as the spontaneous centre of rotation.
7. The point of the body which constitutes the spontaneous
centre of rotation has, therefore, a velocity equal to zero, and
during the instant under consideration the body turns around
this point.

Since the centre of gravity has a velocity expressed by «^*,
since a is the distance of G from 0, it follows that the body
has the same angular velocity 6 around the spontaneous axis
that it has around the centre of gravity G during the translation

and

of this centre through space.

Hence any point whatever at the distance y from the spontaneous centre
has the velocity yd ; for instance, the centre of
percussion C, at the distance a + h
l, has the velocity 16.
It will be observed that the spontaneous centre
is not, like
the centre of gravity G, a point which remains always the same
in the interior of the body
it changes every instant, or rather,
it is a new point of the body which, every successive instant,
becomes the spontaneous centre, just as it is a new point which
becomes the centre of percussion. In fact, since these two centres C and 0, together with the centre G, must necessarily be
situated on a right line perpendicular to the path described by
the centre of gravity, and at the constant distances h and a,
respectively, from this centre G, it is clear that during the movement of the body C and
describe, as it were, two circumferences of circles around the centre of gravity whose radii are h
and a respectively, or, to speak more accurately, the several
points of these circumferences become, successively, the centres
of percussion and of spontaneous rotation.

=

:

p

V

V

ah

n

ah

~
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Corollaries.
8.

The equation

from the centre of grawhich gives the distance of the point
vity G, shows that the position of the spontaneous centre depends
of the body, nor upon the intensity P
neither upon the mass
of the impulse apphed at the centre of percussion C, but solely
upon the distance h between this point C and the centre of graThe product ah having always the same value, it follows
vity G.
that a increases in the same proportion as h decreases ; thus the

M

nearer the centre of percussion approaches the centre of gravity,
the more the spontaneous centre on the other side recedes from
the same, and vice versa.
cc
Hence one might say
9. If we suppose /i
0, we find a
that when the centre of percussion coincides with the centre of
but, strictly
gravity, the spontaneous centre is infinitely distant
speaking, there is then no spontaneous centre of rotation; for,
since the body, in this case, receives a shock at its centre of

=

=

.

:

gravity, the only effect will be a simple translation in space.
(X> , we find a
10. On the other hand, if we suppose h

= 0;

=

that

is

to say, the spontaneous centre coincides with the centre

But, strictly speaking, there is no longer a centre of
percussion in this case ; for if the body turns around its own centre of gravity, which remains fixed in space, the percussion P,
which set it in motion, no matter at what point we suppose the
same to be applied, must necessarily be zero, otherwise the centre
of gravity.

—

—

of gravity would not be motionless, but would have a finite velocity

P
=rj.

Thus there

is

no simple and

finite

percussion

P

which can

give rise to a spontaneous centre coincident with the body^s
centre of gravity.

All that can be said is, that if the centre of percussion is infrom the centre of gravity, the spontaneous centre
is infinitely near to the same ; but in dynamics it does not follow from this that these two points of the body can ever coincide,

finitely distant

for the

one

G

will

have the

finite velocity

P
^,

whilst the velocity

is from its very nature zero.
In one way only can we imagine the centre of gravity and the
spontaneous centre strictly to coincide ; it is by supposing P = 0,
/t = x , and the product or moment Vh equal to a finite quantity.
Under this mathematical hypothesis, the body would turn around
its centre in virtue of the finite moment P/t, and this centre
would remain at rest in consequence of P 0. It must be confessed, however, that a percussion zero applied at an infinite

of the point

=
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distance furnishes to the

mind no

of Bodies.

distinct conception^

and that

we

perceive neitlier percussion nor centre of percussion.
explain this pecuhar case, therefore, it will be necessary to

therebjr

To

Pe7'cttssion

It is evident that if the body turns around its
it apart.
centre of gravity, it does so because the impulse which it has
received proceeded, not from the application of a single force,

consider

Here, therefore, we have to do, not
but from that of a couple.
with a percussion zero, but with a percussion of a different
nature, where there is neither centre nor determinate arm to
consider; for it is a couple which enters into the question, and
this couple may be changed at will into innumerable others
having an equivalent effect.
III.

Reciprocal properties of the centre op percussion and of
THE spontaneous CBNTRE.

11.

The same equation
ah

= K^,

which expresses the relation between the distances h and a of the
centre of percussion, and of the spontaneous centre from the
centre of gravity, also shows that these two centres are, to a
certain extent, reciprocal; that is to say, if the body were to
receive an impulse at the point 0, which would then become the
centre of percussion, rotation would take place around the point
C, which would become the spontaneous centre.
12. If the distance a-\-h between these two reciprocal centres
be represented by I, then since «A = K^, we shall have indifferently

K2
l=a-\

-ov
a

,
i

=

,

li-\

—K^

T.
a

13. This distance / between the two reciprocal centres may be
The
greater than any given line, but it can never become zero.
is the least value it can have; for, on seeking the miniline

2K

=

~

K, and consequently h K, whence 2K
/, we find a
the distance between the two reciprocal points of a given body
which are nearest each other.

mum value of
is

IV".

On the centre

of maximum percussion.

14. According to Avhat has been above demonstrated, if the
body under consideration actually turns around a point O, situ-

ated at the distance a from its centre of gravity G, the whole
of the body may be attributed to the action of a

movement

single force applied to the point C, at the distance l=a-\

K2

from

and hence all the different forces with
;
the centre of rotation
which the several molecules of the body are at this moment animated, are reducible to a single one, passing through the point

M.
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C, in a direction perpendicular to the line OGr.
If, therefore, an
equal and contrary force were opposed at this point C, or if a
fixed obstacle were there presented to the body, all its motion
would be destroyed.

From this it would appear as if this point C were that by
means of which the body, turning around the point 0, would
strike any obstacle or fixed point it might encounter with the
greatest possible force

;

hitherto, in fact, this point or centre of

percussion has

been regarded as that corresponding to the
greatest percussion which the body is capable of producing
against an obstacle, and it is precisely by this property of maximum percussion that authors most frequently define this point,
as may be seen in the Encyclopedie, and in most treatises on
Mechanics*.
It will be seen, however, that the point by means of which
the body strikes with the greatest force is not the above-mentioned ordinary centre of percussion, but a new point T, situated
between the same and the centre of gravity G, to which it will
be convenient to give a particular name. Oi", should it be

deemed advisable

to avoid

new

terms, then, since the point

C

is

more than the centre of the unique impulse
with which the body is animated, we might call it the centre of
impulsion, and reserve the name centre of percussion for the new
in reality nothing

point

T

to

which

it is

really appropriate, since

T

is

the point of

change
denominations already accepted, I shall simply refer to the point

greatest percussion of the body.

T

as the centre of

maximum

But

in order not to

percussion.

With

precise position in the body,

we

the centre of rotation

the geometrical

is

respect to its

from

shall find that its distance

mean between the

* la the Encyclopedie ou dictionnaire raisonnee des Sciences, 1765,
compiled imder the direction of d'Alembert, we find the centre of percussion thus defined: "C'est le point dans lequel le choc ou I'impulsion d'un
ou
corps qui en frappe un autre est la jdus grande qu'il est possible
bien, le point dans lequel toute la force de percussion du corps est supposee
ramassee."
In the Dictionnaire des sciences mathematiques pures et appliquees, par
une society iV anciens eleves de I'Ecole Polytechnique, 1840, we find, added
" C'est le point autour duquel, I'eian
to the above definition, the following
des parties (du corps) est balance de chaque cote, de maniere a etre arrete
par un obstacle iminuable a ce point, et a y rester sans agir sur le centre
de suspension." We will add, that Bjirlow, in his article on Mechanics in
the ' Encyclopaidia Mctropolitana,' defines the centre of percussion by this
It is only as a " partial deduction " that he afterwards
last property solely.
adds (on p. 139), "When a j)endulum, vibrating with a given angular
velocity, strikes an obstacle, the effect of the impact will be greatest if it
be made at the centre of jiercussion ; for, in this case, the obstacle receives
the whole revolving motion of the pendulum ; whereas, if the blow be
struck in any other point, a part of the motion of the pendulum will be
employed in endeavouring to continue the rotation."
.

:

.

.

.

M.
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distances of the centre of gravity, and of the ordinary centre of
percussion from the same point O.
But to arrive at this theorem, let us first seek the percussion

which the rotating body would produce at a fixed point C, situAfterwards
ated at any distance x from the ceiitre of gravity G.
we shall see what value of x w'ould render this percussion a

maximum.
15. At the moment of impact we may regard the body as if,
after having been previously in a state of repose, it was suddenly
We
acted upon by a single force P applied at the point C.

may always

conceive this force P, too, to be decomposed into two
other parallel forces ; the one, Q, being applied at the point C,
;
that is to say, at
and the other, p, at 0', the reciprocal of
the point which would correspond, as spontaneous centre of rotation, to the point
considered as a centre of percussion.
The
point
being at the distance x from G, the point 0' is on the

C

C

C

—

other side at the distance

nents
h-\

Q
:

and p,

distance between the

x-\

;

that between

Q

is

for the

C, the value

applied at

for the other

compo-

P and p

hence by the theory of parallel forces* we have,

component

and

therefore,

The

.

'\%

component p applied
J9

= P,

at 0', the value

x^—hx
K2 + A-2'

Now

of these two components, the latter p which strikes at 0'
can produce no percussion at the fixed point C, since this point
is the spontaneous centre with respect to the point 0' where
The only force which remains to strike
the force jt» is applied.
the obstacle C, therefore, is the component Q, which is directly
applied to that point; whence it follows that the percussion
produced by the body against the fixed point C, placed at the
distance x from the centre of gravity, is exactly expressed by the

C

function

^_p
'*'

Poiusot's

K^ + lix

EMments de

Statique, art. 28.

M.
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being the impulse with which the body is moved, and h the
CG of this impulse from the centre of gravity.
16. We may remark, enjiassant, that if wc suppose

P

distance

C

be presented at the spontaneous
is to say, if the obstacle
becomes zero, as it ought to do.
centre 0, the percussion
17. If we suppose .r=0, that is, if we place the obstacle before
is equal to the force P
the centre of gravity, the percussion

that

Q

Q

itself.

we suppose x=h,

If

in

which case the obstacle

C

is

applied

Q

is again equal to P.
at the point C, the percussion
Thus with its centre of percussion the body does not strike
more forcibly than with its centre of gravity. There is this dif-

ference between the two cases, however when the body strikes
with its centre of percussion, its whole motion is entirely arrested
whereas when it strikes with its centre of gravity, it loses its
motion of translation merely and, after the impact, preserves its
:

former rotation d around the centre of gravity G.
18. It will also be seen that when x is negative and greater

than

—

or

«,— in which case the

obstacle

C

is

placed on the same

side of the centre of gravity as the spontaneous centre 0, and
becomes negative or contrary
the percussion

beyond the same,

—

Q

in direction to the impulse
at all, the obstacle

P

;

so that, to be struck

C must then

by the body

be presented on the other

side,

or in the rear of the

body with respect

to its translation in space.

But the question

at present before

us

X

of the point

19.

To

T where

the percussion

find this remarkable point,

entiate the preceding expression

P

.

is,

Q

to find the distance

maximum.
we have merely to
is

a

diflfer-

l^eing thereby reY.i-^<i, *

garded as the sole variable, and to equate the resulting expression
for -y^ to zero

or,

smce -^

:

this gives us the quadratic equation

= a,

^, ^ 3^^

- K^ = 0,

whence we deduce

x=-a± ^K^ + a^,
the required distance of the point
(sec figure, art. 15).

T from

the centre of gravity

G

M.
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If we wish to consider the distance X between the point T and
the spontaneous centre 0, then since this distance is x + a, the
above equation gives

whence results the following theoi-em
" Tlie distance X of the centre of maximum percussion from
of rotation of the body is the geomethe spontaneous centre
trical mean between the distances of the centre of gravitj^ and
of the ordinary centre of percussion from the same point 0."
:

20. We may here observe that this theorem is susceptible of
For since MK'^ represents the moment of
another enunciation.
inertia of the body with respect to the principal axis which passes
through its centre of gravity, and since a represents the distance
and this centre G, M(K- + «^) will, as we
between the point
know, be the moment of inertia of the body with respect to the
parallel axis 01 passing through the spontaneous centre O*.
Hence K'^ + a^ is the mean of the squares of the distances of
Considerthe several molecules of the body from this axis 01.
ing, therefore, the preceding expression

we may

body actually turns around a spontathe distance from the same to the centre of maximum
percussion is equal to the side of the square which is a mean
between the squares of the distances of the several molecules of
the body from the axis in question, or in simpler tei'ms, is equal
neous

say that "if the

axis,

to the arm-\ of inertia with respect to this axis.^'

+

with which this distance X is affected,
two points of the same nature at equal
distances to the right and to the left of the spontaneous centre 0.
The first T falls between the centre of gravity G and the centre

The double

21.

sign

indicates that there are

of ordinary percussion

C

;

the second T'

falls

on the other

side,

beyond the point O.

The

percussions to which both correspond are maxima, but
The first T is the centre of a maximum
percussion greater than the impulse P, but having the same
The second T' also corresponds to a maximum perdirection.
opposite in direction.

cussion ; but this is always less than the impulse P, and opposed
to it in direction.
Thus there is a point T with which the body strikes in front,
not only more forcibly than with the centre of percussion C itself,
but also more forcibly than with any other point; and at the
same time there is a second centre T' with which the body also
* TMorie nouveUe de la rotation des corjos,

t

Ibid. 2^= partie, art. 2.

fe

partie, art. 77.

M.

Btrikes with the greatest possible force,

of

its

own

We
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but

it

does so in the rear

translation through space.

see, further, that these

two centres

T and

T' are mutually

For the equation

reciprocal.

which gives their distances from the centre of gravity, shows
that the product of these distances is equal to the last and conConsequently, if one of these points were
K^.
stant term
considered as an ordinary centre of percussion, the other would
be the corresponding spontaneous centre of rotation.

—

Corollaries.

=

in the foregoing expressions, we have
22. If rve suppose h
the particular case of a body subject to the sole action of an imThe percussion
pulse P passing through its centre of gravity.
which the body is capable of giving at the distance x from this

Q

centre

is

then expressed by

and the point T, where this percussion is a maximum, is at the
distance x = 0, in other words, at the centre of gravity.
Thus when a body possesses only a translatory motion through
space, the centre of maximum percussion is unique, and coincides
a conclusion which is almost selfwith the centre of gravity,

—

evident.

= 0,

the distance of the centre of maxi-

23. If we suppose fl
percussion will be

mum

x=±K.

In this particular case the body is acted upon by a couple
merely, and consequently has no other motion than that of a
Since in this
simple rotation around one of its principal axes.

and gravity coincide, the centre of
no longer an absolutely determhied point;

case the centres of rotation

maximum -percussion

K

is

is alone determined, so
the circumference of a circle
described around the centre of gravity with the radius K.
be
This particular case may be treated directly thus let

its

distance

that

it

from the centre of gravity

may be taken anywhere on

:

N

_Q

Q
the

moment

of the couple tending to turn the

body around the

M.
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this couple

GZ, and conceive

principal axis

valent one (Q,

— Q)

having, for

any point

C

whence

follows, as before, that

changed to an equi-

arm, the line x-]

its

joining

which we wish to consider with its reciprocal 0'.
The force with which the rotating body will strike at C', i. e. at
the distance x from G, will be

K^ + or^'

^~0'C'
it

x=±K
corresponds to the maximum of Q.
Thus when a free body, whose moment of inertia with respect
to one of its three principal axes is represented by MK^, turns
from the same, and in
around this axis, it is at the distance
the plane of the other two axes that the rotating body will be
able to strike an obstacle or a fixed point with the greatest pos-

K

sible force.

24. For example, if the body is a straight, homogeneous, prismatic bar whose length is 2L, we know that, with respect to an
axis through the bar's centre of gravity and perpendicular to its
length,

hence when the bar rotates around this
it

will strike

with the greatest force

axis,

is at

the point with which

the distance

—=
wo

from

centre of gravity.

its

For a homogeneous sphere with radius R, we have

K=E\/|
and

it is

strikes

at this distance

most

from

its

centre that the rotating sphere

forcibly.

General Remark.

We

have thus established the existence, in all bodies, of
25.
new centres enjoying very remarkable properties ; centres whose
positions, like that of the ordinary centre of percussion, depend
neither upon the mass, nor upon the quantity of motion of the
body, but solely upon the position of the point around which
spontaneous rotation takes place so that if the body turns on
:

its

own

centre of gravity, the centres of percussion in question

depend purely upon its form.
The difference between the old and the present theory

will

be

M.
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at once remarked, as will also the accordance between the latter
and the precise notion of percussion which we ought to possess.
Take, for instance, the case of a body turning around its own
centre of gravity ; if we were to seek, according to the old theory,
the particular point known as the centre of percussion, we should
find it to be situated at an infinite distance from the centre of
gravity, and that the force of percussion altogether vanishes.
From this one might conclude that a rotating body, whose centre
of gravity is at rest, is not capable of striking an obstacle or of
communicating motion to any material point which is presented
to it, a conclusion as opposed to experience as it is to our theory.
In fact, we find that if a body turns around its own centre of
gravity with an angular velocity 0, or, in other words, if the
body is animated by a couple whose measure is MK^. 6, it is
capable of striking at a distance x from its centre of gravity with

a force

that the

r

maximum

percussion takes place at the distance x

and that the intensity of the same
quantity of motion

precisely,

is

= K.

measured by the

so that the body strikes with this centre just as if the half of its
were there concentrated.
mass
In the same manner we find that the reciprocal point on the
other side of G, at the distance a; = — K, is also capable of striking
in an opposite direction, as if the other half of the body's mass
were there concentrated ; hence we see that during the motion
of the body its whole mass is, as it were, appropriated in equal
In the next article,
shares by these two reciprocal centres.
however, we shall show that this last property is merely a particular case of a general one which all pairs of reciprocal points

M

possess.

V.

New

properties of any

two mutually reciprocal centres

IN A BODY.

26. It has been already shown (art. 15), that when animated
by an impulse P passing at the distance h from its centre of
gravity, the body strikes at C, whose distance from G is x, with
a force Q expressed by

hx+K\

and

at the point 0', reciprocal to

C, with

a force

M.
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these expressions

value Mff^,

we

we

replace h

by

its

value

—

and

,

P by its

a

shall have
(«

+

.

K2

^ = («-t)^-^ a^2 + K2^

C

now a+ar being

from the spontathe distance of the point
neous centre of rotation of the body, {a-^x)6 is the actual velocity of this point
is

C

;

Q

at this point
hence, since the percussion
its velocity into a mass

measured by the product of

we may

say that the point

would do were

C

strikes with the

this fractional part of the

same

force as

whole mass

it

M there

concentrated.

-\9 in the second expression being

Similarly, the factor (a

the velocity of the point 0',
the first, strikes as

if it

we

see that this point, reciprocal to

were charged with the mass n

in other words, with the

same

= M-^5

force as that with which

strike if this other fractional part of the

mass

M

it

=yg,

would

were there con-

centrated.

m

M

But
and

once manifest from the above values of the masses
that their sum m + n constitutes the whole mass
of the body, and secondly, that they are to each other in the
it is

at

n, first,

ratio

that is to say, they are inversely proportional to the distances of
the two points
and 0' from the centre of gravity G of the
body.
Considering, therefore, any two centres, reciprocal to one
another, and the respective percussions they are capable of producing, we may say that two such points strike exactly as if the
whole mass of the body were divided between them in shares
inversely proportional to their distances from its centre of gravity.
27.
may, consequently, conceive the body to be replaced
by the right line CO', considered as an inflexible rod without
mass, but loaded at its extremities with the two material points
and n in question. This rod would be gifted, not only at its
two extremities, but also at every other point of its direction,

C

We

m

M.
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with the same capability of percussion as the body Itself. For
the rod would, as we have just seen, not only have the same
mass and the same centre of gravity, but it would also have the
same moment of inertia with respect to this centre G. In fact,
the moment of inertia of the two massive points m and n is

mx^ + n

.

replacing, however, the first term
factor tiK^ of the second

term by

—

5-

its equal nK^, and the
equal mx'^, this expression

mx^ by
its

becomes

«K2 + 7nx^
that

is

to say, the

K2
=
^

.

moment

(m + n) K2

= MK^

of inertia in question

is

equal to that

of the body.

Our ideal rod, therefore, under the influence of the same impulse P, would have the same spontaneous centre and the same
angular velocity; it would consequently be capable, at each of
its points, of the same force of percussion as is the body at each
of the corresponding points.
Corollary.

On the centre of oscillation of a heavy body.
Hereby we may see why a heavy body suspended from

a point

would a simple pendulum of the length OC
to its reciprocal C in the
equal to the distance from the point
body ; for we may conceive the body to be replaced by an immaterial rod CO, loaded at its two ends with the portions m and n
of the body's mass, and in virtue of the same applied force P,
the movement of this rod will be exactly the same as that of the
body itself. But since the force P is here equal to the weight
of the body, its direction passes through the centre of gravity G,
which is at the same time that of the massive points m and n
whence it follows that the force P may be resolved into two, p
and q, applied at these points, and proportional to their respectbecomes fixed, therefore, the
ive masses m and n. If the point
movement of the point 7n is destroyed, and the point w at C
remains abandoned to the simple force q which is its natural
oscillates exactly as

weight.

Remark.
28. Since,
distance
as

if

C

taken at the
point
centre of gravity strikes with the same force

when the body moves, the

x from

its

the fraction -o

—^,

of the

M

mass

were there collected,

x-'+lS.''

and

since

a?=0

is

the only value of

x

wliich can render

tliia

M.
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fraction equal to unity, it follows that the centre of gravity is the
only point with respect to which it can be affirmed that the body
strikes as if its wiJole mass were concentrated in the point of
The quantity of this percussion is Ma9.
impact.
29. If we consider the centre of percussion C, corresponding
to a:
h, we shall find for the force of percussion at this point,

=

the- expression

whence we sec that this centre C strikes as would a free point
moving with the same velocity W, and charged with the fraction

y of the

mass of the body.

this percussion

is

also

we consider

If

Ma6,

that

is

to say,

its

quantity merely,

it is

the same as that
diifers from the

which appertains to the centre of gravity

;

it

however, in being the percussion of a less mass moving
with a greater velocity.
If the obstacle is an absolutely fixed
point, these two percussions may be regarded as perfectly equivalent, since in both cases the same quantity of motion is destroyed.
But if the obstacle is a free massive point opposed to
the movement of the body, the two 'percussions in question can
no longer be regarded as identical. For it is evident that the
body, by striking with its centre of percussion C, would impart
to the massive point /j, the velocity
latter,

v=—

+ Mj
-ii/r

f^

«

J

whereas by striking with its centre of gravity
part to the point the velocity

it

would only im-

_ Mad
which

is

less

greater than

than the foregoing in consequence of

I

being

a.

We

sec, then, that by striking with its centre of percusbody imparts more motion to a free point /m, previously
at rest, than if it had struck the same with its centre of gravity.
But the centre C of percussion is not on this account the point
by means of which the body could communicate the greatest

30.

sion, a

/x ; neither does the centre T of
percussion possess this property, but another new
point, whose distance from the centre of gravity depends upon
and //,. In fact let V be the
the ratio between the masses
strikes
velocity imparted to the massive point fj, when the body
the same with a point at the distance x from the centre of gra-

possible velocity to the point

maximum

M

M

M.
vity

Gj

then, according to the

mass

bodies, a point having the
velocity [a
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+ oi:)9,

will

ordinary laws of collision of

M -^

tTsj aiid

moving with the

impart to a massive point

fi,

at rest, a

velocity

v=
i\T_

And

setting

in order to find the point

communicated

velocity V,

a;2

which corresponds to the maximum of
we shall have

+ 2a^_^l+M^K2=0;
A*/

whence we deduce,

for the distance of this point

from the spon-

taneous centre of rotation, the value

« + «=±\/«^ + K2('l+— ),
which evidently depends upon the

ratio

M
—

.

This centre of

H'

communicated

greatest

new point which
of ordinary percussion only when

velocity, therefore, is a

coincides with the centre

C

'M:

fjL

= l:a,

and which cannot coincide with the centre

T

of

maximum

per-

cussion unless

/A

which

equivalent to the supposition that the point jx has an
infinitely great mass, or in other words, that it is & fixed point.
It is scai-cely necessary to remark, that this result accords peris

fectly with wliat has

been above established as to the maximum
body is capable of producing against a

of percussion which a
fixed obstacle.

In another place we shall consider these new questions relabody against a free point ; at present,
however, we shall continue to suppose that the body strikes
tive to the percussion of a

against a fixed point, or in other words, against a free point

whose mass
Phil.

/i is

Mug.

supposed to be infinitely great.
No. 99. March 1858.

S. 4. Vol. 15.

N
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On certain new and remarkable

VI.

centres in moving

BODIES.

31. Let us suppose that the body really comes into collision
with an obstacle or fixed point
at the distance x from the

C

centre of gravity G ; the component
will be destroyed, and
the body will remain under the sole influence of the component
p applied at 0'. This force ^j will act upon the body just as if
the latter were free ; for the point C, where the obstacle was
presented, being the spontaneous centre with respect to the point

Q

0', considered as a centre of percussion, it is evident that the
obstacle cannot in any way alter the effect of the force p.
Thus the body which, before collision, was animated by the
force P applied at the distance h from the centre of gravity G,
will, after

the shock,

move under the

influence of a

new

force,

_P£-P^

^~
applied at the distance

The

is^

+ K^

from the same centre G.

original velocity of the centre of gravity,

which was

P
will therefore

be changed to another

u',

where

u'

or replacing

PA by MK^^,
,

"

and the

will

original rotation,

ux'^—'K?6x

,,.

= -^Mle^'

^^^

which was

be changed to

xMY^^~

^2

+ K2

'

'

'

\'^)

82. This being established, several simple and easily answered
questions suggest themselves.
In the first place we may inquire at what distance x, that is
to say, at what point
must the obstacle be presented in order
that, after impact, the centre of gravity of the body may move
in an opposite direction
in fact rebound
or may proceed onward with the greatest possible velocity or, if we please, with
any given velocity whatever.
In the second place we may ask at what point the obstacle

C

—

—

M.
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must be presented

in order that, after the shock, the

body may

its own centre of gravity in a direction eitlier contrary to, or the same as its present rotation 0, and that with the
greatest possible or, if we please, with a given angular velocity.

turn around

Here, tlien, are new and remarkable points in the body presented for consideration, points which it will be convenient to
distinguish by particular names.

The first may be called centres of reflexion or j^rogression
according as the centre of gravity of the body is reflected, or
continues its forward motion with the new velocity in question.
The term centres of reflexion, however, may be applied to both,
provided we admit that this reflexion may be positive or nega-

when

the body actually rebounds, and negative
course with the new velocity it has acquired.
In a similar manner the second points may be called centres
of conversion ; this conversion being regarded as negative when
the body, instead of changing the direction of its actual rotation
6, continues to turn on itself in the same direction as before.

tive; positive

when

it

pursues

its

On the

centre of ^^aximum reflexion.

33. In order, then, to find the point against which, if the
body strikes, it will be reflected with the greatest possible velocity,

we have merely

to

so doing, the distance
quadratic equation

make «'=

x

of this centre will be found

ex'^

*

du'

a maximum, or'-j-=0.

By

from the

+ 2ux-eY^^-0;

whence, replacing u by ad, we deduce

x=z—a± Va'^+K^=-a±\,
an expression identical with that found in
of the centre of

maximum

art.

19 for the distance

percussion.

Thus the centre of greatest reflexion is the same as that of
greatest percussion ; a result which might have been immediately
seen,

smce the equation

du'
-—
=0,

responding to the maximum of

— =0;

but the latter

is itself

which gives the value of x cor-

u', is

the same as the equation

the same as

^ =0, which

responds to the maximum of Q.
34. Of the above two values of x, the first,
positive and less then h, gives for u' the value

cor-

\ — a, which

Is

i/=_ {\-a)e
2
which

is

'

negative, or in other words, has a sign unlike that of

N2
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u=a9:
.

so that this

first

after the shock, the

On

actual motion u.

centre

that of real reflexion, where,

is

body moves

in a direction opposite to its

the contrary, the second root

«=— (X + «),
which

negative, gives for

is

the value

u'

u"

=

+ a)9

{\

2

'

or of the same sign as m ; so that the other
centre of maximum reflexion is in reality a centre oi progi-ession,
that is to say, a point by striking against which in the rear of
its translatory motion, the body is precipitated forward with the

which

is positive,

greatest possible velocity.
35. When ^=0, that is to say,

when

the body has merely a

=

0;
translatory motion through space, the above equation gives ,r
whence we see that the centre of maximum reflexion then coinrenders
cides with the centre of gravity of the bodyj but

x=0

the reflexion

body

des^i'oyed, as

is

36. "\Mien w

on

itself,

we

= 0,

is

to say,

when the body merely

rotates

find

Thus for a body
is

movement of the

evidently should be.

it

that

.r

flexion

that in this case the

m' zero, so

= 4-Tf
+K

turning on

at the distance

and1

u''

= -K^
+

itself, the

Kfrom

-jr-.

centre of

maximum

the axis of rotation

:

hence

reit is

must be presented in order that
the centre of gravity of the body, at present at rest, may be suddenly animated with the greatest possible velocity; this velocity
at this distance that the obstacle

expressed by -^

will

be the half of that which the striking

point of the body possesses.
[To be continued.]

XXIII. On Pseudomorphic Tremolite encrusted with Carbonate of
Lime and Magnesia, being apparently the inineral described by
Dufrenoy under the name of Miascite. By Alphonse Gages,
Esq., Curator of the

Museum of Irish

Industry^.

supplementary part of his Traitede Mineralogie
IN p.the770,
1837), M. Dufrenoy has described, under the
(vol.

iii.

edit.

The
Miascite (Miaskite), two very distinct substances.
a grayish felspathic rock, composed chiefly of felspar,
uniaxal mica, and elaeolite ; it was first described by G. Rose in
the account of the journey of Humboldt, Ehrenberg and G. Kose,

name of
first is

* Communicated by th« Author.

encrusted with Carbonate of Lime and Magnesia.
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The name

of Miaskite was given to this
rock from its occurrence in the hills in the neighbourhood of
to the Ural Mountains.

Miask in Siberia.
The second substance described under the name Miaskite was
also derived from the locality just named, whence it was sent to
Mr. Adam. JM, Dufrenoy examined it and considered it to be
dolomite.

In examining the collection of minerals in the Museum of
Industiy, I found a specimen labelled Miaskite, and
answering perfectly to the description given by M. Dufrenoy of
the substance examined by him.
The remarkable structure of this mineral, formed, as it were,
of a series of ci'ystalline fibres arranged parallel to one another,
may be compared to a bundle of. flax or of thread completely encrusted with saline matter, the crystals of which have disposed
Irish

This peculiar structure
themselves in the direction of the fibres.
gives it the aspect, at first sight, of fossil wood ; but a close examination led me to suspect that it was the result of pseudomorphic action. Having removed a fragment of the external
part of the specimen by splitting it in the direction of the fibres,
I introduced it into very weak hydrochloric acid ; the result obtained, after some days of contact with the acid, confirmed my
supposition.
The acid dissolved a quantity of lime and magnesia, and left an asbestos-like skeleton.
Having submitted another portion to analysis, the following
numbers were obtained as the result
:

Carbonate of lime
Carbonate of magnesia
Sesquioxide of iron and alumina
Water and organized matter
Asbestiform skeleton

....
.

.

.

....

57-483
40' 5 10

0'375
0"239
1"595

100-202
If

we deduct the

iron, water

and

skeleton, &c.,

and calculate

the relative proportions of carbonate of lime and of carbonate of
magnesia in 100 parts of the mixed carbonates, we obtain the
following results
:

Carbonate of lime
Carbonate of magnesia

....

58*660
41-339
99-999

True dolomite, or

CaO CO^ + MgO CO^, would

lowing composition in 100 parts

Carbonate of lime
Carbonate of magnesia

give the fol-

:

....

54-201
45-798

99-999
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Pseudomorphic Tremolite.

The mineral analysed may therefore be considered as a mixture
of dolomite and calcite in the following proportions
:

CaOC02 + MgOC02

....

90-26.2

9738

CaO C02

100-000

The insoluble skeleton^ when dried, had the appearance of an
asbestiform tremolite, and its analysis gave the following results

:

68-181
28-909

Silica

Magnesia
Alumina with

traces of iron

.

2-181

.

99-271
It is probable therefore that the skeleton was tremolite, from
which watei-j impregnated with carbonic acid, had removed the
whole of the lime. Thus if we deduct the per-ccntage of lime
and calculate the remaining numbers in 100 parts, in the analysis of a specimen of tremolite from Wermland made by Bonsdorff, and compare the results with the preceding analysis of the
skeleton, wx shall get the following numbers
:

Tremolite from

Wermland auaIj'sed

Silica

.

.

.

.

Magnesia

.

.

.

Tremolite, supposing
whole of the

by BonsdorfF.

59-75

1411

Lime
Protoxide of iron
Pluorine
.
.

.

Water

.

.

.

.

.

25-00
0-50
0-94

010
100-40

The water which

100-464

mineral evidently belongs to the
skeleton ; but as its quantity could not be absolutely determined,
owing to the presence of organic matter, I have not attempted to
calculate a formula for the asbestiform skeleton.
Another explanation of the origin of the skeleton suggests
itself, namely that the mineral was not hornblendic, but augitic j
for example, like the asbestiform diopside from Zillerthal, examined by Meitzendorff. When augitic minerals are acted upon
by water containing carbonic acid in solution, the lime is removed
and nearly the whole of the magnesia is left behind, of which the
Numerous other examples
Rensselserite of Beck is an example.
of this kind have been given by Beudant, Svanberg, &c.
Whatever may have been the original mineral, it must have
been considerably modified before the encrustations began. The
proportions which the skeleton bears to the whole mass of the
exists in the
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is so small, that some of the original
must have been wholly removed before the re-

present form

fibrous mineral

mainder began

to be encrustatcd.

The organic matter noted
been derived from

in the analysis appeared to have

and followed the direction
of the fibres. When a fragment of the mineral was heated in a
small glass tube, the junction of the fibres was well marked by
black lines from the charred matter.

The

infiltrated watei",

peculiar character of the pseudomorph, especially if

assume that

it

was tremolite, which

is

so frequently

calcareous rocks, suggests the idea that
varieties of dolomite

may have been formed

many

we

found in

of the fibrous

in a similar way.

It

would be worth while to examine some specimens of these dolomites from this point of view.

—

XXIV. On the Formation of Indigo-blue. Part
By Edward Schunck, Ph.D., F.R.S.
[Concluded from

II,

p. 133.]

Action of Alkalies on Indican.
the
part
IN terms
the
first

efi"ect

now proceed

of this paper I have described in general

produced on indican by

to give a

more

alkalies.

I shall

detailed account of this process of

decomposition, and of the products to which it gives rise.
When a watery solution of indican is mixed with caustic soda
it turns of a dark yellow colour, but no further apparent change
If, however, after the mixture has been left to
takes place.
stand for several days, a portion of it be mixed with an excess of
sulphuric acid and boiled, it deposits dark flocks, which after
being collected on a filter and washed, are found to contain no
The
indigo-blue, and to be entirely soluble in boiling alcohol.
alcoholic solution has a fine purple colour, and gives only a
Hence it follows, that
slight precipitate with acetate of lead.
by the action of the alkali indican is converted into a body which
by decomposition with acids yields indirubine. This body may
watery solution of inbe prepared in the follov>iug manner.
dican having been mixed with baryta-water is left to stand until
a portion of it, on being boiled with an excess of muriatic acid,
no longer yields indigo-blue, but only indirubine. The baryta
is then precipitated with sulphuric acid, the excess of the latter
is removed by means of carbonate of lead, the liquid is filtered,
and after sulphuretted hydrogen has been passed through it, it
is filtered again from the precipitated sulphuret of lead and then
evaporated by means of a current of air in the apparatus above
The dark yellow syrup left after evaporation is
described.

A
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treated with alcohol, in which a great part dissolves, and the
alcoholic solution is then mixed with twice its volume of tether,

which causes a milkiness and produces a syrupy deposit consisting chiefly of indiglucine.
The liquid, after it has become
clear, is evaporated spontaneously, when it leaves a yellow transparent glutinous residue, having a bitter taste, which cannot be
This
distinguished in outward appearance from indican itself.
residue, when dissolved in water and treated with acid, still gives
indirubine in a state of tolerable purity.
On attempting, however, to prepare this substance on a somewhat larger scale, I found it difficult to arrest the process at this
stage.
As soon as the solution ceased to give indigo-blue with
acids, it began to yield with acids a mixture of indirubine and
indiretine, and at length it gave indiretine only, after which no
further change took place.
By allowing a watery solution of indican mixed with baryta-water to stand until the decomposition
had arrived at its last stage, and then treating the solution in the
way just described, a substance resembling the preceding was
obtained in the form of a brown syrup, to which I propose to
give the name of

Ltdicanine.

This substance has the following properties.
Its taste is
bitter like that of indican.
When heated on platinum it swells
up very much and burns, leaving a bulky carbonaceous residue.
When heated in a tube it gives fumes, condensing to a brown
liquid, which after some time becomes filled with a quantity of
white crystalline needles.
It is perfectly soluble in alcohol and
Bether.
The alcoholic solution gives with an alcoholic solution
of acetate of lead a bright sulphur-yellow precipitate, which dissolves when more acetate of lead is added and the liquid is boiled,
forming a yellow solution, in which ammonia again produces a
yellow precipitate like the first.
The watery solution gives only
a slight precipitate with acetate of lead, but the filtered liquid
yields a copious yellow precipitate on the addition of ammonia.
When the watery solution is mixed with sulphuric acid and boiled,
it slowly deposits a quantity of brown resinous particles, which are
entirely soluble in caustic soda, and consist of indiretine and a
little indifuscine.
On adding caustic soda to a watery solution
of indicanine it becomes dark yellow, and on being boiled disengages ammonia, but exhibits no further change.
The analysis
of the lead compound, prepared by adding acetate of lead to the
alcoholic solution, filtering and washing with alcohol, yielded the

following results
0*7840 grm., dried first in vacuo and then at 100° C, burnt
with oxide of copper and chlorate of potash, gave 0"6115 grm.
Carbonic acid and 01480 water.
:

'

J) r.
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1-0350 grm. gave 0-3225 grm. chloride of platinum and ammoniuni.
0-3785 grm. gave 0-3010 grm. sulphate of lead.
Hence was deduced the following composition
:

""
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animal charcoal until

it

had

lost the yellowish tint

which

it

pos-

The liquid having been again filtered was mixed
sessed at first.
with acetate of lead and ammonia, which produced a milk-white
precipitate.

This precipitate, after being filtered

off,

was

redis-

solved in a mixture of alcohol and acetic acid, and by the addition
again
of a small quantity of ammonia a white precipitate was

produced, which was filtered off and washed with alcohol.
1-0230 grm. of this precipitate, dried in vacuo, gave 0-4780

grm. carbonic acid and 0-1510 water,
0-6095 grm. gave 0-5780 grm. sulphate of
In 100 parts it contained, therefore,

lead.

12*74
1'64
15*85
69-77

Carbon
Hydrogen

Oxygen
Oxide of lead

100-00
If the oxide of lead, the amount of which stands in no simple
relation to that of the other constituents, be deducted, the com-

body combined with it will be represented by the
formula C'^H^'O", which is that of anhydrous indiglucine, as
will be seen from the following calculation

position of the

:

Eqs.

...
Hydi-ogen.
Oxygen ...

Carbon

.

.

12
9
11

Calculated.

Found.

42-60

^

52-08

42-14
5*42
52*44

169

10000

10000

72
9

5*32

in which indiretine and indifuscine are formed
from indicanine needs no explanation, since the composition of
the latter differs from that of indican merely by the elements of

The manner

It is, however, difficult to explain
1 equivalent of indiglucine.
indicanine, by decomposition with acids, should yield only
these products, and no indigo-blue, indirubine or indifulvine,
which might,, as far as their composition is concerned, be produced at the same time, and I am quite unable to assign any
It seems to me very probable
cause for this phsenomenon.

why

that the indiretine and indifuscine which are formed when pure
indican in large quantities is decomposed with acids, owe their
origin to the conversion of a portion of the indican into indicanine before the acid has had time to effect the more complete
decomposition of this portion into indigo-blue, or indirubine and
indiglucine.

Indican is decomposed, when its \vatery solution is heated for
a length of time, in exactly the same manner as by means of
After the solution has been heated for some time, it
alkalies.

Pr. Schunek on the Formation of Indigo-blue.
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no longer gives any indigo-blue when a portion of it is boiled
with sulphuric acid.
If it be now evaporated in the same apparatus as that used for evaporation of solutions of indican, it
leaves a brown syrup, a great part of which dissolves in alcohol.
On adding aether to the alcoholic solution, a syrupy deposit of
indiglucine is produced, followed by the separation of crystals of
leucine.
If the liquid be filtered and evaporated, it leaves a
brown glutinous residue, having the properties of indicanine.
The lead compound, which was obtained in the form of a sulphuryellow precipitate by adding acetate of lead to the alcoholic solution, was, after being filtered off and washed with alcohol, submitted to analysis, when it gave the following results
1'2580 grm., dried first in vacuo and then in the water-bath,
gave 0"8320 grm. carbonic acid and 0"2040 water.
1*5655 grm. gave 0*2740 grm. chloride of platinum and am:

monium.
0*7620 grm. gave 0*6610 grm. sulphate of
These numbers correspond in 100 parts to

18*03
1*80
1*09
15*26
63*82

Carbon

Hydrogen
Nitrogen

Oxygen

•

.

lead.

Oxide of lead

100*00
of lead being deducted, the substance combined
was found to have a composition agreeing with the formula C^° H^'* NO^^, as will be seen by a comparison of the calculated composition with that found by experiment

The oxide

with

it

:

Calculated.

Found.

240
24
14
200

50*20
5*02
2*92
41*86

49*85
4*98

478

100*00

100*00

Eqs.

Carbon

...

Hydro-en

.

.

Nitrogen

.

.

Oxygen

When

...

40
24
1

25

a watery solution of indican or indicanine

3*01

42*16

is

evaporated

in contact with the air, cither spontaneously or with the assistance of heat, a portion of it is always converted into a substance

That
is insoluble not only in ajther but also in alcohol.
the formation of this substance is due to the action of oxygen
on indicanine is proved by analysis. Its formation, moreover,
is promoted by heating the solution of indicanine with peroxide
of lead, the filtered liquid, after the dissolved lead has been
which
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removed with sulphuretted hydrogen, leaving on evaporation a
It differs, however, in
residue which is insoluble in alcohol.
composition, according as the solution of indican has been evaThe body
porated spontaneously or with the assistance of heat.
which is formed when a watery solution of indican is spontaneously evaporated in contact with' the

air, I

propose to

call

Oxindicanine.

So much of

this

body

is

produced during the preparation of

indican, that I found it unnecessary to prepare it purposely.
"When the residue left after the evaporation of the watery solution of indican by means of a current of air, as described above,
oxindicais treated with cold alcohol, the greatest part of the
It may
nine formed during the process remains undissolved.
be purified simply by dissolving it in a little water and precipiIts appearance is
tating again with a large quantity of alcohol.
that of a brown glutinous substance, which on being left to stand
over sulphuric acid becomes almost dry, and assumes the appearIt is insoluble in absolute alcohol, and only
ance of gum.
slightly soluble in dilute alcohol. When heated on platinum it
swells up very much and burns, leaving a considerable carbonIt yields, when heated in a tube, strong-smellaceous residue.
Its
in"- fumes, but only a slight trace of crystalline sublimate.
Its watery solution gives with
taste is naxiseous, but not bitter.

acetate of lead a copious, dirty-yellow precipitate, and the filtered
liquid gives a pale, primrose-yellow precipitate on the addition
of ammonia, or of a large excess of alcohol. When the watery
solution is mixed with sulphuric acid and boiled, it slowly deposits brovra flocks, which have the properties of indifuscine,
For the purpose of dewhile the liquid contains iudiglucine.
termining its composition I employed the lead compound, pre-

pared by adding acetate of lead to the watery solution, filtering,
and washing with water.
in vacuo and
I, 0-8515 grm. of this precipitate, dried fii-st
then at 100° C, gave 0-7310 grm. carbonic acid and 0-1735
water.

1*1640 grm. gave 0-2575 grm. chloride of platinum and am-

monium.
0-5185 grm. gave 0-3460 grm. sulphate of lead.
1*0495 gi*m.
II. 1-2640 grm. of another preparation gave
carbonic acid and 0-2430 water.
1*5500 grm. gave 0*2505 grm. chloride of platinum and am-

monium.
0-7730 grm. gave 0-5250 grm. sulphate of lead.
Hence the composition in 100 parts was as follows

:
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II.

I.

23-41
2-26
1-38
23-85
49-10

22-64
2-13

100-00

100-00

Carbon
Hydrogen
Nitrogen

Oxygen
Oxide of lead

....

I'Ol

24-25
49-97

After deducting the oxide of lead, the first analysis gives a
composition agreeing with the formula C^H^^NO^i, whereas
the second leads to the formula C" H^^ NO^^, as is shown by a
comparison of the calculated numbers with those deduced from
the above analyses.

..1

I.

Eqs.

45-99

240
23

45-02

45-25

444

40
23

4-31

425

2-71

1

14

2-62
48-05

2-01

Calculated.

Eqa.

Carbon'.... 40
Hvdroffen.. 22
Nitrogen
Oxygen .... 31

240
22
14

248

45-80
4-19
2-6/
47-34

32

46-86

524 100-00 100-00

Calculated.

256

II.

J8;49
633 10000 10000

If the second formula be adopted as the correct one, it follows
that indicanine is simply converted into oxindicanine by taking
up 8 equivalents of oxygen. The formation of indifuscine from
oxindicanine takes place in consequence of the separation from

the latter of 1 equivalent of indiglucine, 4 equivalents of carbonic acid, and 3 equivalents of water, in accordance with the
following equation
rC24HioN09 leq. Indifuscine.
Ci^H'o 012 leq. Indiglucine.
,.
^
^dr.TTo<,ATr^<,9
J
leq.OxmdicanmeC^0H23NO32
qs 4eqs.Cai-bonicacid.
^ ^,
:

.

•

=

L

H3

03 3 eqs. Water.

The acetic acid which is produced when indifuscine is formed
from indicanine does not make its appearance in this case.
Indeed the 8 equivalents of oxygen which indicanine absorbs in
its conversion into oxindicanine are just sufficient, when added to
the oxygen already contained in 1 equivalent of acetic acid, to
convert the carbon and hydrogen of the latter into carbonic acid
and water.
"VVhcn a solution of indican is evaporated in contact with the
with the assistance of heat, and the residue which remains is
treated with strong alcohol, there is left undissolved a brown
glutinous suljstance, wliich has the properties of oxindicanine,
The lead compound of this subbut a different composition.
air

stance was prepared by dissolving the latter in water, adding
acetate of lead, decomposing the precipitate with sulphuretted
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hydrogen, adding a

little

acetate of lead to the filtered liquid,

and precipitating completely with sugar of lead.
The precipitate, which was of a dirty-yellow colour, was filtered
off, and washed first with water and then with alcohol.
I. 1'3345 grm., dried first .w vacuo and. then at 100° C, gave
0'9875 grm. carbonic acid and 0*2370 water.
1"5825 grm. gave 0'4305 grm. chloride of platinum and amfiltering again,

monium.

08960 grm.

gave 0'6630 grm. sulphate of lead.
1'3675 grm. of another preparation gave 1' 0485 grm. carbonic acid and 0'2470 water.
1'5955 grm. gave 0*4325 grm. chloride of platinum and amII.

monium.
0'8895 grm. gave 06485 grm. sulphate of lead.
These numbers lead to the following composition

:—
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of oxindica-

added to the liquid filtered from the lead compound
really exists.
sine, seem to countenance the idea that such a body
being completely
I, 0-9705 grm. of this precipitate, after
washed with alcohol and then dried, at first in vacuo and then
0-1645 water.
at 100° C, gave 0-5740 grm. carbonic acid and
1-2145 grm. gave 0-1210 grm. platinum.
0-6325 grm. gave 0-5420 grm. sulphate of lead.
0-7795 grm.
II. 1-3280 grm. of another preparation gave
carbonic acid and 0*2145 water.
1-5600 grm. gave 0-1435 grm. platinum.
0-8965 grm. gave 07715 grm. sulphate of lead.
Hence was deduced the following composition
:

Calculated.

Eqs.

Carbon
Hydrogen

.

.

.

Nitrogen

.

28
20
1

23
Oxideoflead 6

Oxygen

.

.

670-2

15-90
1-89
1-32
17-44
63-45

1056-2

100-00

168
20
14
184

100-00

in 100
After deducting the oxide of lead, the composition
is as folcomposition,
theoretical
the
with
compared
parts, as

lows:

,

Calculated.

Eqs.

Carbon

.

28
20

.

Hydrogen

.

Nitrogen

.

1

.

23

Oxygfn

,,

^
I.

J^-

168
20
14
184

43-52
5-18
3-62

43-65
5-08

JT^eS

^7:46

43-63
4-88
8'54
47-96

386

100-00

100-00

10000

3-81

Now if the formula of this substance be doubled, and the
will be the
formula of oxindicasine be deducted, the remainder
formula C2«IP''N0^^3, since
C56 H40

N2 O''^ = C28 H»^ N023 + C28 H'^^ N023.

of
The body represented by the last formula and 1 equivalent
indicanine and
indiglucinc contain together the elements of
water, for

C29 H24

N023 + C>2 RIO O'^ssC'"' H23 N02'» + IIHO.
which theory would assign
and the substance represented by the formula

It has therefore the composition

to indicasinc,

C28 1^20

jyjo^'^ is

probably a mixture in equal proportions of indi-

the lead compound
casinc and oxindicasine. By decomposition of
the filtered liquid,
with sulphuretted hydrogen and evaporation of
brown syx-up, which
this substance ia obtained in the form of a
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cannot be distinguished in appearance or properties from oxindicanine or oxindicasine.
I did not enter into a

more minute examination of these

bodies, since their formation from indican

is

the only point of

interest in their history.

XXV. On

the direct Magnetic Influence of a distant Luminary
upon the Diurnal Variations of the Magnetic Force at the
Earth's Surface. By the Rev. H. Lloyd, D.D., D.C.L. ^,-c.*

has been usual to ascribe the ordinary diurnal variations of
the terrestrial magnetic force to solar heat, either operating
directly upon the magnetism of the earth, or generating thermoThe credit of these hypotheses
electric currents in its crust.
has been somewhat weakened by the discovery of a variation
which is certainly independent of any such cause, namely, the
lunar variation of the three magnetic elements; while at the
same time new law^s of the solar diurnal change have been established, which are deemed to be incompatible with the suppoThere has been, accordingly, a tensition of a thermic agency.
dency of late to recur to the hypothesis that the sun and moon
are themselves endued with magnetism, Avh ether inherent or induced ; and it is therefore of some importance to determine the
effects which such bodies would produce at the earth^s surface,
and to compare them with those actually observed.
I have endeavoured, in what follows, to solve this question, on
the assumption that the supposed magnetism of these luminaries
The result will show the insufficiency of the hypois inherent.
thesis to explain the phsenomena ; and will therefore bring us
one step nearer to their explanation, by the removal of one of

IT

their supposed causes.
Let X, y, z be the coordinates of

any point of a

fixed

magnet,

referred to three rectangular axes passing through its middle
point; a, h, c those of a distant magnetic element m; and e

mutual distance. Then, if yu. denote the quantity of free
magnetism contained in the element ds of the magnet at the
point [x, y, z), the force exerted by /* on m is_
their

mfjuds

and

its

resolved portions in the directions of the three axes of

coordinates are

m{a—x)iMds

m[b—y)ixds

* Commimicatecl

m{c~z)/xds

by the Author.
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Let the magnitudes of the lines connecting the points {a, b, c)
and {x, y, z), respectively, with the origin be denoted by u and s,
and let the angle contained by their directions be w. Then
e^'

and

if s

— — 2ms cos + s^
ii^

o)

be so small in comparison with u that the squares and
v,

higher powers of

— may

7 denote

if a, /S,

35

^=.u-'^l\-\

e

Again,

be neglected,
cos

oj ).

the angles contained

magnet with the three axes

of'

axis of the

z=sco%y.

y=5cos/3,

x=-sco?,u,

by the

coordinates,

Substituting these values in the expressions for the components
of the force above given, integrating, and observing that

we

^/jids

= 0,

have, for the components of the total force exerted by the

magnet on the magnetic element.

Mm
a
\
—vy /o- cos — cos «
/'
\ u
5-

(o

I

I

Mm(J}

\

Mm/

\

^(^3-cosa)-cos^j,
c

-^(^3-cosa,-cos7J;
in
ft)

M=

which we have put, for abridgement,
connected with a, /3, 7 by the relation

^/Msds.

The angle

is

u cos

Now

let

ft)= « cos

the point

{a, b, c)

a + b cos

+ c cos y.

/8

be on the

eai'th's surface,

and

let

us suppose, for simplicity, that the acting magnet is in the plane
of the equator.
Let that plane be taken as the plane of {x, y),
and the line connecting the centre of the magnet and that of the
earth as the axis of x.
Then, if the distance of the acting magnet be considerable, relatively to the earth's radius, b and c are
small in comparison with a, and we may neglect the small quan^2
titles

a'-

cos

ft)

be

c^

of the second order, -o, -5,
its value^

a^

-3-.

Wherefore, substituting for

a^

the components of the acting force become

Mm/„
—^1

3 cos « H

Mm/

,,

^

36
cos

pH

Zb

\

3c

\

\

3c
cos

7

1,

_(^-cos^+-cos«j,
M?rt/

-^(^-cosy+-cosaJ.
Phil.

Mag.

S. 4. Vol. 15.

No. 99. March 1858.

O
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D denote the distance of the centre of the magnet from
the centre of the earth, r the earth's radius, X the latitude of the
point {a, b, c) on its surface, and 6 the angle contained by the
meridian passing through it with that containing the acting

Now,

if

magnet,

a=D — ?'COsA,cos^,

= rcosXsin6, c = ?'sin\.
T
be
values of -, — are equal to and if we
b

.

Hence the maximum

a

:

^

a

a

disregard the terms containing them in comparison with the rest,
the preceding values are reduced to
_

Mm

Mm
-^

2^3- cos «,
Now,
number
netic

in place of a single

distributed in any

body

and

;

let

Mm

^

-^3-0037.

cos/3,

magnet,

let

there be an indefinite

manner throughout the

entire

mag-

us make, for abridgement,
'

S(Mcos/S) = Q,

S(Mcos«)=P,

S(Mcos7) = R.

the radius of this body be small in comparison with its
we may neglect the variations of D, and we shall have
for the three components of the acting forces,

Then,

if

distance,

y_ 2mP ^_ — niQ

^

_ — »iR

In order to determine the effect of these forces upon a freely
suspended horizontal magnet at the earth's surface, we must
resolve X and Y in the direction of the tangent and of the radius
of the parallel of latitude.

The

Xsin^ + Ycos^,

resolved forces are, respectively,

Xcos^— Ysin^.

—

X

Again, resolving the forces Z and
cos Q
X sin Q in the direction of tlie tangent to the meridian, and in the direction of the
radius of the earth, we have finally the three components, viz.

X sin ^ + Y cos Q,
Z

cos

horizontal,

X + (X cos ^ — Y sin

and directed eastward
and directed
northward

Q) sin X, horizontal,

— Z sin X+ (X cos — Y sin 6) cos X,
Of
the

these, the latter has

moment

no

effect

vertical,

towards centre.

.

upon the horizontal magnet

of the two former to turn

it is

(Xsin ^ + Ycos^)cos8— {Z cosX + (Xcos^— Ysin^)sinX}
S denoting the magnetic declination

;

or, substituting for

sin 8,

X, Y, Z

their values,

^

{ cos S(2P sin

0- Q cos &) - sin S(2P cos ^ -H Q sin 6) sin \

— R cos Xsin 8 1
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But the moment of the

earth's

magnetism, opposed to

this, is

UAS sin 1',
in which

U

magnetic

force.

denotes the horizontal component of the earth's

AS = -^qTT
D-^U

Wherefore

•

—

Til sin

sm

1' L

^(2PcosS — QsinXsinS)'

— cos d{2V sin X sin 8 + Q cos 8) + R cos X sin S
At the equator,

AS= ^..J
D'^V

.

sm

-,,

1'

[

reduced to

this is

f cos

8(2P

sin

e- Qcos ^) +R sin B\.
J

t

the effect of the magnetic body upon the horizontal component of the earth's magnetic force, we must resolve
Ycos^,
the horizontal parts of the disturbing forces, viz. X sin ^
Ysin ^) sinX, acting
acting eastward, and Z cosX + (Xcos ^

To determine

+

—

northward, in the direction of the magnetic meridian.
thus

We

have

AU=
(Xsin^ + Ycos^) sinS

+ {ZcosX + (Xcos^ — Ysin^)sinX}cosS

= YT^j sin 6{2V sin S Q sin X cos h) + cos ^(2P sin X cos S
— Qsin S) — RcosXcos Si
-f

and

at the equator,

AU=^|sin6(3Psin^-Qcos^)-RcosSJ.
Lastly,

if V"

denote the vertical component of the earth's force,

we have

AV= — Z sin X+ (X cos O-Y sin 6) cos X
=

xpj

(2P cos ^ +

Q sin ^)cos X + R sin xl

a result which, as might have been anticipated,
of the magnetic declination.

At the

is

independent

equator,

'AV=^3(2Pcos6' + Qsin^)..
From
1.

the foregoing

That the

we

learn

:

effect of a distant

magnetic body on each of the

three elements of the earth's magnetic force consists of two parts,
one of which is constant throughout the day, while the other
varies with the hour-unyle of the luminary.
2. Each of these parts varies inversely as the cube of the

distance of the magnetic body.

02
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The

variable part will give rise to

having one niaximum and one

minimum

a diurnal inequality,

in the day,

and subject

to the condition

The third of these laws does not hold, with respect either to
the solar- or to the lunar-diurnal variation.
Thus, in the solardiurnal variation of the declination, the changes of position of
the magnet throughout the night are comparatively small, and
do not correspond, with change of sign only (as requii-ed by the
foregoing law), to those which take place at the homonymous
hours of the day. The phsenomena of the lunar-diurnal variation are even more opposed to the foregoing law, the variation
having two maxima and two minima of nearly equal magnitude
in the twenty-four lunar hours, and its values at homonymous
hours having for the most part the same sign.
Hence the phse-

nomena

of the diurnal variation are not caused by the direct
magnetic action of the sun and moon.
It is true that if we proceed another step in the approximation,
and include in the values of the disturbing forces the terms con-

taining the

powers of

first

b c
-, -,

the formerwill produce in the re-

sulting values of AS, AU,and AV, terms containing sin 26, cos2^,
and giving rise therefore to a semidiurnal inequality.
But the
3;'

coefficient

^, by

which these terms are multiplied, amounts in

the case of the sun only to -^-q-qq, while in that of the moon it is
about y'^; and the magnitude of the semidiurnal inequality
should bear to that of the diurnal the ratios designated by these
small fractions.
The facts are altogether opposed to this result.
The coefficient of the solar diurnal inequality of the declination
at Dublin, in the mean of the entire year, is 3''52, while that
of the semidiurnal is 2'" 13,
nearly two-thirds of the former.
In the case of the lunar-diurnal variation, the semidiurnal inequality is greater than the diurnal.

—

XXVI. On

Memoir.

THE

Acid on Glycerine.
'
Dr. H. Debus*.

the Action of Nitric

By

constitution of glycerine

may

—

First

be considered, according

Luca and
Wurtz, to be analogous to that of alcohol. If the atomic group
Q3 jj[5^ replaces three atoms of hydrogen in thi'ee atoms of
water, a formula is obtained which expresses the composition of
to the

excellent investigations of Berthelot,

* Communicated by the Author.
t C=12, 11=1, 0=16.
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The propylic alcohol stands to glycerine most prothe same relation as common alcohol stands to glycol,

glycerine.

bably in

Qi

JJ6 Q2_
Many facts are in accordance with this view, viz.
the formation of propionic acid from glycerine during fermentation.
The action of nitric acid on common alcohol produces a
substance for which I proposed the name of glyoxylic acid.
It
appeared probable, according to the above theoretical considera-

tions, that, under similar conditions, an acid might be formed
from glycerine homologous with glyoxylic acid. The experiments which I undertook have realized this expectation.
One part of glycerine is mixed with a little more than its bulk
of water, and the mixture placed in a long and narrow bottle.
By means of a glass tube drawn out to a point at one end, one
part and a quarter of red fuming nitric acid is allowed to collect
under the mixture of glycerine and water in such a way that two
distinct layers, the one of acid and the other of diluted glycerine,
arc formed.
The bottle thus charged is put into a place where
it can remain without being disturbed for six or eight days.
The
temperature should be about 20° C. The nitric acid gradually
mixes with the glycerine, the liquid assumes a blue colour, and a
brisk evolution of gas takes place which lasts for several days.
As soon as the generation of gas ceases and the liquid has become colourless, the reaction may be considered to be at an end
but generally I allowed a few days more before 1 proceeded with

the following operations.
In order to get rid of the excess of nitric acid and other volatile compounds, the contents of the bottle were evaporated in
small portions on the water-bath till the liquid assumed the
consistency of a strong syrup.
The latter was dissolved in water,
neutralized with chalk, and the lime-salts produced were precipitated with strong alcohol.
pasty precipitate was obtained. The

A

which still contained one or two substances which do not
crystallize, was carefully poured oflf and placed aside. The precipitate was treated with boiling water, and the solution filtered off
from the undissolved carbonate and oxalate of lime. To the clear
filtrate was added slaked lime till it became distinctly alkaline.
The slaked lime removes a syrupy substance which interferes
with the crystallization of the body desired. The precipitate was
filtered off, the excess of lime thrown down from the solution by
carbonic acid, and the filtrate from the carbonate of lime concentrated by evaporation.
On allowing it to stand, a large
quantity of beautiful crystals was obtained.
These crystals are
the lime-salt of a substance for which I propose the name of
glyceric acid.
They may be easily purified by rccrystallization.
Of the other bodies produced by the action of nitric acid ou glycerine, I shall treat on another occasion.
liquid,

Dr. Debus
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the Action of Nitric

Acid on Glycerine.

Glyceric Acid.

substance, a quantity of glycerate
of lime is dissolved in water and tbe lime precipitated by its
If the exact quantity of the latter, as
equivalent of oxalic acid.
required by calculation, be taken, no oxalic acid or lime can be
discovered'in the liquid. With this agrees the following experi-

In order to prepare

ment

tliis

:

6-001 grms. of glycerate of lime were precipitated with 2'643
grms. oxalic acid. The precipitate gave in the usual way 2*095
Consequently from 100 parts of glygrms. carbonate of lime.
cerate of lime 13-96 'parts of calcium were precipitated in the
shape of oxalate. The salt contains 13-98 parts of calcium.
The filtrate from the oxalate of lime which contained the glyceric acid was evaporated on the water-bath until it assumed
the consistency of syrup, and then placed over sulphuric acid for
No crystals could be obtained. Some of the syrupy
a few days.
acid was dried at temperatures commencing with 100° C. and
In this manner a substance of a
rising gradually to 140'^ C.
light brownish colour, and of the appearance of gum-arabic, was
obtained.

A

few
Glyceric acid thus prepared is highly hygroscopic.
grains exposed in a platinum crucible to the atmosphere for some
Heated on a piece of platinum-foil
hours, became quite liquid.
it melts, gives off acid fumes, and burns after a short time with
The solution of glyceric acid in water has a very
a bright flame.
pleasant acid taste, similar to tartaric acid ; it decomposes the
From
carbonates, coagulates milk, and dissolves zinc and iron.
the iron solution, caustic potash does not completely precipitate
the metallic oxide.
solution of sulphate of copper added to glyceric acid along
with caustic potash does not produce a precipitate, provided the

A

On boiling, a strong brown precipitate
potash is in excess.
The analytical results obtained with a substance of
is formed.
such physical properties as glyceric acid cannot be expected to
be very exact. Before I attempted an analysis, it appeared necessary to obtain further information with regard to its purity.
Although made from perfectly pure materials, it had assumed
during its preparation a brownish colour. Were the acid still
what it was supposed to be, it ought to yield, on neutralization
with carbonate of lime, the well-crystallizing glycerate of lime.
Some solid glyceric acid, dried at 140° C, was dissolved in water
and saturated carefully m ith lime. On partly evaporating the
liquid, a crop of beautiful crystals, with all the properties of
The dish containing them and
placed under a bell-glass over evil"

glycerate of lime, was obtained.

the mother-liquor was

now
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After a few days the mother-liquor was evapobut the
;
crystals were covered with a very thin coating of the appearThe quantity of the latter was very small, but
ance of varnish.
it showed that a little of the glyceric acid had suffered a change
during its preparation. The dry acid could not be converted
into powder.
A little capsule of platinum-foil contained the

phuric acid.
rated.

Tlie dry residue consisted of glycerate of lime

It was weighed
substance, dried for ten hours at 105° C.
within a closed glass tube, placed in the combustion-tube, and

well surrounded Viith chromate of lead.
I. 0'144< grm. gave 0"210 grni. carbonic acid

and 0068 grm.

water.
II. O'l

10 grm. gave 0-162 grm. carbonic acid and 0*053 grm.

water.

In 100 parts

:—
II.

I.

40-16

39-77
5-24

Carbon
Hydrogen

5-35

Oxygen
The formula C^

H''

Oxygen

0^ agrees

...
...

Carbon
Hydrogen

.

.

best with these

3

4
3

numbers

36
4
48

40-90
4-54
54-56

88

100-00

Pyroracemic acid has the formula C^ H'' 0^.
acid mixed with sulphate of iron turns red
acid does not
also

diflPer

show

:

A

:

salt of this

a salt of glyceric

The compounds of the latter
and properties so much from those of

this reaction.

in composition

pyroracemic acid, as to clearly establish them as distinct subAlthough glyceric acid is but little fitted for analystances.
tical operations, its compounds answer this purpose well.
Those
which I have examined crystallize well, and may easily be obThe general formula of the
tained in a state of perfect purity.
glycerates is C^ H''' MO'', and the corresponding hydrogen compound, C''H''0'*. Therefore, if the formula for glyceric acid,
as deduced from the analyses described above, be correct, it
must lose one atom of water at 105° C, and be able to take it
up again on coming in contact with bases.
Biglyccrate of Potash, C^

A

H^ KO" + C^ H« 0".

acid was divided into two
equal parts ; one was neutralized with carbonate of potash and
On evaporating this liquid, first
then added to the other part.
on the water-bath, and afterwards in vacuo over sulphuric acid,
certain quantity of glyceric

pmall white

crystals

were formed.

These

crystals,

separate^
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from the motlicr-liquor by means of filteving-papcr, were dried
0-377 grni.
over sulphuric acid at the ordinary temperature.
gave 0*114 grm. chloride of potassium.

In 100 parts

;—
Found.

Calculated.

C^IPKO^+C^HOO'.
Potassium

158

.

.

15-8

If this substance be really biglycerate of potash, it ought to
decompose one equivalent of carbonate of lime, and give rise,
for each equivalent of potassium

it

contains, to the formation

of one equivalent of glycerate of lime.
0-584 grm. of the supposed biglycerate of potash vi^as dissolved, and the acid solution neutralized with pure carbonate of

After boiling it for some time and then filtering it from
the undecomposed carbonate, the dissolved lime was precipitated
from the filtrate with oxalate of ammonia and converted by the
Thus 0-119 grm. of
usual method into carbonate of lime.
the latter, corresponding to 0-047 grm. calcium, was obtained.
Since, according to theory, 250 parts of C^ H^ KO* + C^ lis 0"
ought to dissolve a quantity of carbonate of lime containing 20
parts calcium, therefore the above 0-584 grm. substance taken
should dissolve 0*046 grm. calcium in the shape of carbonate.
lime.

Calcium

.

.

.

Found.

Calculated.

0-047

0046

From these determinations it follows that the compound in
question is biglycerate of potash, and the formula expressing
C^ H^ KO'' + C^ H^ 0". 0-408 grm. of the
its composition
same was kept for two hours at a temperature of 105° C. ; it
melted to a clear, transparent, colourless liquid, and lost in
weight only 0-005 grm. The same quantity of substance ex-

=

posed for two hours to 135° C. lost 0-028 grm. The salt had
assumed after this treatment a brown colour, and was partly
decomposed. The compound C^ H^ KO^* + C^ H^ 0^ seems therefore not to contain water of crystallization.
Glycerate of Lime, C^ H'^

CaO* -f H^ 0.

This compound crystallizes in small shining crystals, which
But if
frequently resemble lactate of lime in appearance.
both are viewed by means of a microscope, a striking differGlycerate of lime consists apparently oi
ence is recognized.
rhombic plates, and lactate of lime of needles. The crystals of
dissolve easily in hot and cold water, but
C^ H^ CaO"* -f- H^
not in alcohol. Between 130° and 140° C. they melt, and lose
quickly one atom of water ; on dissolving the substance after
this

treatment in water, the original

salt,

C^H.-^CaO'*-f

H^O,
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all its properties, can be obtained again.
The solution of
glyeerate of lime docs not change the colour of litmus or turmeric paper, and yields no precipitates with the nitrates of silver
and lead, and the chlorides of copper and iron. Boiled with

with

nitrate of silver, a black precipitate

is produced, and the addicauses the sides of the vessel to become
covered with a bright coating of silver.
Glyeerate of lime, when heated on a piece of platinum foil,
increases much in volume, like glycolate of lime, smells like
burning sugar, and is converted into carbonate of lime. Ex-

tion of a little

ammonia

posed to a high temperature in a
liquid like acetone distil

off,

little retort, a yellow oil and a
whilst a black residue remains.

I. 0'279 grm., dried at the ordinary temperature over sulphuric acid and burnt with chromate of lead, gave 0"258 grm.
carbonic acid and 0*129 grm. water.
0'225 grm. of the same substance, dissolved in water and
precipitated with oxalate of ammonia, gaveO"079 grm. carbonate

of lime.
II. 0'337 grm. from another preparation, dried and burnt in
the same way as the substance under I., furnished 0"311 grm.
carbonic acid and 0'154 grm. water.

0'348 grm. gave 0'123 grm. carbonate of lime.
A small quantity heated strougly with potassium gave a
residue which did not contain cyanide of potassium; another
specimen burnt with a mixture of hydrated lime and oxide of
potassium did not evolve ammonia.
According to these experiments, glyeerate of lime contains
no nitrogen.
In 100 parts :—
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Consequently 100 parts contain

grm. water.

I.

12-12

Water

Theoiy.

II.

12-18

125

anhydrous compound = C^ H^ CaO*.
In order to ascertain if more than one atom of water could be
expelled from glycerate of lime, a certain quantity of it, dried
at the ordinary temperature, was kept for a few hours at about
175° C.
In consequence of this high temperature the substance increased considerably in bulk, perhaps twenty times more
The
than its original volume, and was partly decomposed.
loss in weight was scarcely 2 per cent, more than corresponds to
one atom of water. Consequently no more water can be expelled
Glycerate of lime
by application of heat from C^ H^ CaO''.
which has been heated just to the point at which decomposition
Some of it thrown into
takes place, is extremely hygroscopic.
a beaker containing only a few drops of water, disappeared as by
After the latter had
magic, forming a brown syrupy solution.
been standing for a few days it had become one solid mass of
crystals, the shape and properties of which were the same as
From these experiments it appears
those of C^ H^ CaO'*+ H^O.
one exthat glycerate of lime can exist in two modifications
tremely hygroscopic, and soluble in very little water, the other
I have made similar observations with the
less soluble in water.

and the formula

for the

:

zinc-salt.

From 3'622
Biglycerate of lime does not appear to exist.
grms. of glycerate of lime, half the lime was precipitated by
0-798 grm. of oxalic acid, and the filtrate from the precipitate
evaporated to the consistency of strong syrup and allowed to
The crystals formed were
stand in the exsiccator for some days.
placed on filtering-paper and dried in vacuo.
0-370 grm. lost at 140° C. 0-042 grm. water.
0-692 grm., dissolved in water and precipitated with oxalate
of ammonia, gave 0"238 grm. carbonate of lime.
In 100 parts

:

Found.
•

Theoi'v.

O'H'CaO^ + irO.

Water

.

.

.

Calcium

.

.

.

11-35
13-7

12-5

13-98

These numbers correspond without doubt to the neutral salt.
acid mother-liquor did not yield any crystals after standing

The

many

days.

Glycerate of Ammonia, C^

H^ (NH") 0^

This substance was obtained by precipitating glycerate of
Jime with its equivalent quantity of oxalate of ammonia, an^
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Concentrating the filtrate from the oxalate of lime by evaporation
in the water-bath.
little ammonia escapes with the steam,
and therefore it is necessary to add a few drops of this reagent
to the liquid ia order to render it neutral again.
It is then
placed along with some sulphuric acid under a bell-glass and
left to crystallize.
In this way beautiful prismatic crystals of
the desired substance are obtained.
0"355 grm., dried in vacuo and burnt with chromate of lead,
gave 0'388 grm. carbonic acid and 0'21-8 grm. water.

A

For 100 parts

:—
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0-341 grm. of the same substance lost at 140° C. 0-022 grm.
Consequently 100 parts would lose 6-4 parts of water.
If we assume that one atom of water II-O escapes from the
compound 2 (C^H5ZnO'*) + H20, the loss ought to be 6-1 per

water.

cent.

0-214 grm. dried at 140° C, furnished 0-206 carbonic acid and
0-075 grm. water.
0-4075 grm. of the same substance furnished 0-121 grm.
oxide of zinc.
100 parts contain, according to these determinations,

....

Carbon
Hydrogen.

.

.

Zinc

.

26-23
3-89
23-83

The formula C^ H^ ZuO^ corresponds to
Carbon
3
36
5
5
Hydrogen

...
.

Zinc

.

....

Oxygen

...

1

4

32-6

26-16
3-63
23-69

64
137-6

The

substance, the analysis of which has just been

communi-

thau 140° C.
0-341 grm., dried in vacuo, was kept for some time at 140° C,
The gly cerate of
and subsequently for one hour at 170° C.
zinc thus treated had lost 0-059 grm. in weight, and was partly
decomposed. On its then being treated with boiling water it
The fildid not dissolve completely, but left a brown residue.
trate from the latter could be evaporated to the consistency of
syrup without yielding crystals. When evaporated to dryness
in vacuo, a mass, consisting evidently of two substances, was
Consequently the formula of the anhydrous zinc-salt
obtained.

cated,

was now exposed

to a higher temperature

isCSH^ZnO".
Glycerate of Lead,

Q^W'VhO\

—

To a diluted
may be obtained easily by the following method
and warm solution of glyceric acid pure oxide of lead is gradually
:

added in small portions, till the acid reaction of the liquid is
nearly destroyed, and the filtered solution concentrated by evaIf it be now allowed to stand in a
poration on the water-bath.
cold place for some time, a hard crystalline crust of the above
If the
substance is formed on the sides of the evaporating basin.
glyceric acid employed be too concenti-ated, the lead compound
separates immediately after the addition of the oxide, as a white
crystalline powder.

Glycerate of lead dissolves with difficulty in cold, but pretty
hot water: the solution does not alter blue litmus-

easily in
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Some of the solid compound^ well dried; was placed
with some iodide of a;thyle in a sealed glass tube and kept for
Only a very small portion of the
seventy hours at 110° C.
In a second experiment the
glycerate of lead was decomposed.
temperature was raised to 145° C, and in a third to 170° C.
Although in the two last cases the
without better success.
heating was continued for two days, the residue which was
left after the excess of the iodide of sethyle had been distilled
off was inconsiderable, and of a brown unpromising appearance.
It was not advisable to employ higher temperatures because the
lead-salt decomposes at about 170° C.
0'535 grm., dried at the ordinary temperature over sulphuric
acid, furnished 0'331 grm. carbonic acid and 0"119 grm. water.
0'53 grm. of the same substance gave 0*277 grm. oxide of lead.
100 parts contain
paper.

:

16-87
2-47
49*44

Carbon
Hydrogen
Lead
Calculated according to C^

Carbon

.

.

Hydi-ogen.

.

Lead
Oxygen

.

...
.

H^ PbO^ :—
3
5
1

4

17*24
2*39
49*71

36
5
103*7

64
208*7

The glycerate of lead could be heated to 140° C. without
losing in weight or altering in colour; but at 165° C. it turned
brown and was decomposed. After having been kept an hour and
a half at this temperature, the loss in weight did not amount to
Consequently the formula of
two-thirds of an atom of water.

A

scries of expei'iments unthe anhydrous salt is C^ IP PbO"*.
dertaken for the purpose of obtaining the sethyle compound of

this acid

have not yet been successful.

How

the lead-salt com-

ports itself with iodide of sethyle has already been mentioned.
The silver-salt could be prepared, but was found so very changeable as to be unlit for further experiments.
glyceric

acid dissolved in absolute alcohol,

Some anhydrous
and hydrochloric

acid gas passed through the solution, did not yield, either at the

Nor
ordinary temperature or at 100° C, the desired substance.
did the distillation of C^ H'' CaO'' and Ac.K.O, SO^ give any satisfactory results.

The compounds of glyceric acid are represented by the formula C^ IP MC, or, according to the atomic weights used by
many chemists, C^ 11^ MO^. The corresponding hydrogen compound is C^ H^ 0"* or C® H^ 0**. If glycerine be regarded as a
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Mr.

S.

Tebay on

the

Law

of Bode

body analogous to tlae alcohols, the formation of glyceric acid
may be compared to that of acetic acid from common alcohol.
C2 H« + 02 = C2 H'» 02 + H^O.
Alcohol.

Acetic acid.

C3 H8 03 + 02
Glycerine.

Water.

= C3 H« 0* + H^O.
Glyceric

Water,

acid.

Glyoxylic and glyceric acids and their compounds are homoFurther experiments are required to determine whether

logous.

glyceric acid

Queenwood

is

XXVII. On
I

mono- or

bibasic.

College, near Stockbridge, Hants.

the

Law

o/Bode, with a remarkable coincidence in

reference to the Satellite System of Jupiter ; and on the RotaBy Mr. Septimus Tebay, B.A.,
tion of a Heavenly Body.

Head Master of Queen Elisabeth's Grammar

School, Rivington,

Lancashire^.

THEknown

actual distances of the planets from the sun were not

known with

to the ancients, but their relative distances were
considerable accuracy.
It was from the relative

distances that Kepler established his third law.
This distinguished geometer had noticed the regular increase in the distances of the planets proceeding outwards from the sun, and
predicted from analogy that a planet would hereafter be discovered in the enormous space between the orbits of Mars and
Jupiter, no planet at that time being known to occupy this
interval.

The discovery of Uranus by Sir William Herschel in 1781,
gave additional weight to the prediction of Kepler ; the distance
of Uranus being nearly double the distance of Saturn from the
The remarkable law of Bode, which was about this time
sun.
discovered, caused astronomers to scrutinize more minutely the
space between Mars and Jupiter, in hopes of detecting the unknown world which had hitherto eluded observation ; and early
in the present century four small planets were actually discoAt
vered, thus completing the chain of interplanetary spaces.
the present time not fewer than fifty-one of these small planets,
They are supposed by many
or asteroids, have been observed.
persons to be the fragments of a large planet, which from some
unknown cause has burst. Their mean distances are all nearly
equal, and (with sufficient accuracy) the same as that pointed
By this law, if the mean distance of the
out by Bode's law.
earth be denoted by unity, the mean distances of the other planets are approximately as follows
:

• Communicated by the Author.
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+ '4=

'4

•3-(_.4=:

-7

+ -4=

1-0
1-6
2*8
5*2

•0

.

Earth

-6

Mars
Asteroids
Jupiter

....

Saturn

Uranus
Neptune

....

1-2 4- -4=
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2-4 + -4=
4-8 + -4=
9-6 + •4=10-0
19-2 + -4=19-6
38-4 + •4 38-8

=

we compare these numbers with the actual distances as set
down in the following Table, we shall see that there is a very
close agreement, with one exception, viz. that of Neptune
If

:

Mercury
Venus

....

Earth

Mars
Ceres
Jupiter
Saturn

.....

Uranus
Neptune

....

Mean^ distance.

Mass.

-387
-723
1-000
1-523

0-12
0-88
1-00
0-13

2-767
5-202
9-538
19-183
30-2

338-45
101-03
14-78
24*57

Here the continuity
distances of

all

in the law of Bode, which assigns the
the other planets with such remarkable exactness,

ceases. Still, when we consider the infinite wisdom displayed by
the great Creator of the universe in the mechanism of our planetary system
since it has been ascertained beyond doubt that

—

a system of wonderful stability and equilibrium, and that
there does not exist a single inequahty of any considerable
amount that the masses of the planets seem to follow no law
whatever, but that the mean distances do follow a very remarkit is

—

able

progression— is

it not probable tliat there may yet be a law
not entirely, independent of the masses themselves, by
which the planets are linked together, and of which the law of
Eode is only an approximation ? The problem which I long ago
proposed to myself, is the following :— The limits of the solar
system being given, is it possible to assign the orbits of the intermediate i)lanets so that at any time they shall be least disturbed ? To take a more simple case suppose there were only
three planets, Mercury, Venus, and the Earth ; and supposing
Mercury and the Earth to move in elliptic orbits ; to assign the

almost,

if

:

Venus so that at any time she shall be least disturbed.
Since an undisturbed ])lanet describes an ellipse, it would seem
that Venus will be least disturbed wlien the path described
is
orbit of

most nearly

elliptical.
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I have not succeeded in obtaining a satisfactory solution of
this problem^ so long as the third planet is taken into account
but on considering the motion of a planet disturbed by an interior

one, I have fallen (in my lucubrations) on a rather singular coincidence, which I now proceed to describe.
Let a be the semi-major axis of the elliptic orbit of a disturbed
planet {m), «' the semi-major axis of the elliptic orbit of the dis-

turbing planet

(»i')

.

Then, neglecting the

Br=

77

6

m'a^

—da

1-

excentricities,

we have

&c.,

where

Now

it is

„3rfA»>

remarkable that the expression

-^{Mm'^iim--'-}.

da
admits of a

minimum

value, viz.

when

<mh^-Q^my +

&c.=l.

Perhaps the readiest way of determining - from this equation,
is

by the

Let m„ be the general term of

rule of double position.

a

the series; then putting

M„+,

have

a

_27l-f3/2n+_l_l^^^)2.

2«-l

u„
/.

-=«, we

L2(?i-M).

= log Ua + 2 log 2n -f 1 -f log 2n + 3
-2 log M^ - log 2n-l -2 log 2

log ii„+

1

+ 21og(«).
Suppose a =|.

Then

«i = T6^

log Ml

= 1-2730013

J

and the other terms are calculated from the formula
logM«+i

= logM„ + 21og2w4-l + log2« + 3
-21ogra4-l-log2n-l-41og2.

and on
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find

= l -273001 3,

log

M,

log

M2= 1-1200339,

logH; =4-7178693,

logwg =4-1762574,

logW3=2-7275880,

log?/y

=5-6373125,

log

W4=2-2648165,

log «,„= 5-0723701,

log

W5= 3- 7675362,

logM,i

= 6-5128775,

log Mi2= 7-9495712.

log M6= 3-2495999,

Hence we have

So that the supposition a = i is too small. The above numbers
conveniently employed in calculating the values of m'i,
For
w'2, &c. corresponding to any other value of a..

may be

logM'„=logM„ + 2nlog
Suppose

«=

4 ="625
.-.

and we

logM'„=logM„ + nx -19382;

shall find, as before,

Therefore the supposition a

Suppose

«=

= -625

is

too great.

-621,
.-.

We

(2a).

;

logw'„=logM„+rax -1882432.
same way,

shall find in the

1_1

.sQy (-621)2-3 .5(i-^)'(-621)4-&c.= -0025.

Hence the true value

of

rule of double position

—a

we

lies

between -621 and -625.

By the

find

—a = •6213,
a!

which is very near the true value. If the excentricities of the
two orbits be taken into account, we shall have

o

da

+ a'e^ + /3'eV + y'ee''^ + S'e'^ + &c.,
where
If

&c. arc functions of a, d, &c.
be regarded as independent variables, we have

a, /9,

c, ff

= 2«e + ySe' + Sa'e^ +
+ ^e'^ + &c.,
= 27e' + /9e + SSV* + 27'ee' + ^'e'^ + &c.
2/3'<?e'
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These equations are

satisfied

the

of Bode

>'=0.

e=0,

We

Law

by
The mean motions in
mean distances

therefore have this curious result.

the elhptic and disturbed orbits being equal, the
will be

most nearly equal when

—

= •6213, and at the same time

the elliptic orbits of the disturbed and disturbing planets have
no exeentricities independent of perturbation.
If n, n' be the mean motions, we have, neglecting the masses.

^ = {:6k}"=^-»*2;
or the periodic time of the second planet
double that of the first.

is

a

little

more than

Our attention is next directed to the satellite system of Jupiter;
we know that the orbits of the first three satellites have no

for

exeentricities independent of perturbation, at least the exeentri-

and the periodic time of the second satel;
more than double that of the first, and the periodic
the third a little more than double that of the second.

cities are
lite is

a

time of

very small

little

The mean

distances of the

3-03,

three are

first

4-81,

7-68,

and

^3_.g
-

^'^'

4-81

A

i:81_.62
^'^'
7-68

~

agreement could scarcely be expected. I do not wish
any law of mechanical cosmogony; if, however, the time be regarded as indefiit

closer

to be understood that this has reference to

nitely great, the disturbed planet will be out of its elliptic place

by the

least possible

amount when the above conditions

are
the only approach which I
have been able to make towards a verification of the law of Bode,
out of twelve years' application.
Even in this case there is a
pretty tolerable agreement in some instances, as will be seen
from the following Table, where the number opposite each pair
satisfied.

of planets

This

is

is

curious,

and

the ratio of their

it

is

mean

Mercury and Venus
Venus and Earth
Earth and Mars
Mars and Ceres
Cei'cs and Jupiter
Jupiter and Saturn
Saturn and Uranus
Uranus and Neptune
.

.

.

distances.

•534
•732
•656
•550
•531
•545
•500
•635

and on

the Rotation

of a Heavenly Body.
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Note on the Rotation of a Heavenly Body.

When

body is attracted by a central force^ the resultant attraction does not in general pass through the centre of
gravity of the attracted body, but produces an angular acceleration about an axis passing through this point.
For instance,
let the attracted body be a uniform straight rod, whose dimensions are small in comparison with its distance from the central
force; and suppose the centre of gravity of the rod to move in a
a distant

about the centime of attraction with a uniform angular
motion {?i). Suppose, for simplicity, that the rod is situated in
the plane of motion, and that <f) is its inclination to a line drawn
through the centre of the circle. If t be the time v/hich has
elapsed since the centre of the rod was in the initial line, the
equation of angular motion is
circle

^=

u^sm2{nt-cl>),

where a is a small constant quantity. The equation of motion
the same for any solid body whatever.
If the equation be written in the form

is

-^l(^=,Hin2{nt-4>),
it

immediately admits of integration
d{nt

—

J

({))

=+

;

»/ c^-\-ct^ cos 2{nt

— ^),

being an arbitrary constant. In order that the motion may
be real for all values of t, it appears that c must not be less than a.
When cz=ci., the equation can be completely integrated. In
c

this case

we have
^^

-±oi\^2 COS
1

d<f)_

If

/

{nt-4>)
1

+ sin

2a\^2

be increased indefinitely, this becomes
d<b

P2

{ni

—

cji)
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is, the motion of rotation is ultimately equal to the angular
motion in the orbit, and takes place in the same direction. This
is analogous to the moon's motion.
If a sphere be covered, or partially covered, with water, and
made to revolve about a central force, but not necessarily about
an axis within itself, the water will be disturbed and since it

that

;

does not attain its greatest elevation instantaneously, the central
The motion will be
force will tend to give it a rotatory motion.
similar to that investigated above, but much more complicated.
The motion of a body nearly spherical, and having a large mouutain on its surface, will also be similar.
Rivington, February 8, 1858.

XXVIII. On

the Evidence of a Graduated Difference betioeen the
Thermometers of Air and of Mercurtj below TOO" C. derived
from M. Regnault's observations on the Tension of Aqueous
By J. J. Waterston, Esq.
Vapour.

[With a

Plate.]

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemen,
and
thermometers
comparison between
THE
which an account
cury made by M. Regnault, and
the

of air

of mer-

given
seem, from the eminent character of the observer, to justify the withdrawal of our
confidence from the results of MM. Dulong and Pctit's previous
inquiry on the same subject [Ann. de Chim. 1817): nevertheless,
before yielding to this conclusion, there is certain evidence in
of

in the

Ann. de Chim.

vol. v.

3rd

series,

is

may

favour of the accuracy of MM. Dulong and Petit's deductions,
which appears to me to merit attention, inasmuch as it is derived
from the observations of M. Regnault himself in another field of
Hoping that you may consider the subject of suffiresearch.
cient importance, I have drawn up the following paper for the
Philosophical Magazine, giving an account of this evidence, and
an explanation of the processes of computation by means of
which it was obtained. The graphical projection into which the
results are cast (fig. 2) enables the proofs of the graduated
difference in question to appeal to the eye with but little demand
on the attention of the reader. Nevertheless, all the details
necessary to enable him fully to check those results will, I trust,
be found set forth distinctly and without reserve or bias.
§ 1. In M. Rcgnaiilt's Etudes sur I'hygrometrie [Ann. de Chim.
vol. XV.) we are pi'csented with observations on the tensions of
the vapour given by six mixtures of sulphuric acid and water in
different proportions, at temperatures ranging between 4° and

of Air- and Mercury-Thermometers.
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Each of these observations I subjected to the following
process of computation.
Adding 274 to the temperaturej I
divided the corresponding tension by the sum, and extracted
the sixth root of the quotient.
This was laid off by convenient
scale as ordinate to the temperature.
The points thus obtained
52°.

ranged distinctly

;
each mixture presenting a
These gradients were found all to converge
to one point, which was situated on the base-line upon which the
temperatures were marked off, and from which the ordinates were
measured {i. e. the axis of temperature).
The position of this
77°.
central point corresponded to the temperature
M. Eegnault's observations on the tension of the vapour of
pure water below 100° being treated in the same way, presented
also^a straight line directed to the same point. [See Appendix, I.]
The same system of projection was applied to observations on
the vapours of other liquids collected fi'om scientific journals and
publications. In all cases they seemed to range in straight lines,
some of which were parallel to others, and some converged
towards a point in the axis of temperature, e. g. the gradients of
sulphuric aether, cyanogen, and ammonia vapour, show parallelism
to that of water.
Alcohol radiates from the same point on the

in

straight lines

gradient of density.

—

axis as water.

§ 2. The chart containing the observations thus projected was
submitted to the Royal Society in 1852.
It will not be necessary to reproduce that chart here, as I shall show independently
how exactly M. Regnault's observations on steam conform to the
straight line ; and the further proof of what has been stated with
respect to the vapours of the mixtures of sulphuric acid and
water, may be obtained by inspecting the Table of comparative
tensions given by M. Regnault at pp. 179, 180, 181, vol. xv.
Ann. de Chim. The convergence of gradients of density obviously implies a constancy in the ratios of tension at the same
temperature [see Appendix, II.], and in the above-mentioned
Table we have columns in which this ratio has been computed
for each degree.
Beginning with the last mixture, in which there are 18 equivalents of water, the ratio, it will be remarked, varies irregularly
between "828 and '84], and the greatest divergence from the
mean value is equal to an error of j-^oth of an inch of the column
of mercury. In the next, the ratio varies between "077 and "701
and the implied maximum error, about ^^oth of an inch. The
same slight divergence characterizes them all; and although the
first and second show a considerable diminution of the ratio at
the higher temperature, yet the observed tensions are so small,
that an error of not more than yg^th of an inch of mercury

would accouiit

for the diflfcrcnce.
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§ 3. The chart above referred to as being in the archives of
the Royal Societ^y, contains observations on the density of the
vapour of alcohol, sulphuric aether, and sulphuret of carbon,
They were made in sealed graduated
carried up to about 200°.
tubes, so that the results should be uninfluenced by a deviation
from Mariotte's law, which must in some degree affect all denIn projecting
sities derived from measurements of tension.
these, the temperatures were reduced to the standard of the air-

thermometer by a formula derived from MM. Dulong and Petit^s
observations on the expansion of mercury and glass from 0° to
300°. [See Appendix, III.] These represent mercury in glass to
be 3° in advance of the air-thermometer at 200°, and I felt certain that with such corrections the points conformed more nearly
M. Regnault
to a straight line than if they were uncorrected.
does not admit of any correction being required up to 200°, and
further, that at about 50° the air- thermometer is behind the
mercury.
If the expansibility of

mercury increases with the temperature,

must be behind the air-thermometer at temperatures between 100° and 0°, unless there is compensation from
glass diminishing in its expansibility to the same amount as
mercury increases in its rate of expansion. But M. Regnault
and M. Pierre both agree with MM. Dulong and Petit, as to glass
it is

plain that

it

experiencing an augmentation in its coefficient of dilatation.
Hence, if there is continuity in the law of expansion of mercury,
the conclusion is inevitable that the mercury is behind the air
between the fixed points of the scale. The amount computed
by the formula is 0°-513 at 50°, 0-481 at 60°, 0-413 at 70°,
0-31 at 80°, and 0-171 at 90°.
§ 4. Let us first proceed on the hypothesis that the thermometer employed by M. Regnault in his researches on the tension
of aqueous vapour from 100° to 50°, corresponded with the formula, and was actually behind a perfect air-thermometer exactly
the amount specified at the respective temperatures. Let us also,
for the present, assume that the gradient of density with the
The protemperatures thus corrected is exactly a straight line.
jection of M. Regnault^s observations with the temperatures uncoirected will not range exactly in a straight line, but in an arch
Thus, e. g. 50° by the
concave towards the axis of temperature.
mercury indicates 50°-51 by the air: we have therefore, by dis-

regarding the correction, applied to abscissa 50° the ordinate of
density that belongs to 50~-51 ; to abscissa 60° the ordinate of
density that belongs to 60°-47 ; to abscissa 70° the ordinate that
belongs to 70°-42, &c.
Suppose the scales of projection on the chart to be so arranged
that the line that approximately represents M. Regnault's

315
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observations

inclined at an angle of 45° to the axis of tem-

is

perature, the distance of the points above the straight line
measured in the vertical is equal to 0'51 at 50°, to 0*48 at 60°,
to

0-42 at 70°, &c.

flection

on the

may

made

It is hardly possible to recognize this de-

however

the scale employed, but it
by projecting the points
orthogi'aphically with the distances extremely foreshortened in
the direction of the gradient.
The points computed from M. Regnault's observations with
temperatures uncorrected being laid down as before described on
a plane surface ; suppose we look along the line of these points
with the eye close to the plane on which they are marked, we
shall see inequalities of position under a highly exaggerated
aspect, in consequence of the extreme foreshortening of the longitudinal intervals between them.
Suppose the same observations with M. Regnault's temperatures corrected by the formula
are ako projected in this way ; we obtain the means of eifectively
comparing their positions, and thus of testing the value of the
assumptions made with respect to the correction of the thermo-

be

chart,

lai-ge

quite apparent to the eye

meter and the gradient of density.
§ 5. Let S (Plate I. fig. 1) be the standard point on the chart
corresponding to the density of steam at 100°, and m the point
corresponding to density at 50°. Join Sm (in the figure, to save
confusion, the lines joining the several points and S are not
drawn), and draw mG parallel to the axis, and SG perpendicular to
it. In mG, take ma equal to the assumed correction of the mercury

thermometer
clination of

We

at 50°, viz. 0°-512.

mS

have

-757^

= cotangent in-

...
^7^ = cotangent inchnation
aG

to axis;

of aS to axis

our

;

and ma = diflference of cotangents x SG. In the same way we
have nb = difference of cotangents of inclination of nS andbS to
axis X SK = the assumed correction of the mercm-y thermometer
at 60^, and so on for the other points.
Let the orthographical projection be made in the direction Sa
inclined to the plane of the paper about 1°. The effect will be to
reduce distances in the direction aS to one-sixtieth, and mainthus SB to SA (fig. 2)
tain them in the same relative proportion
(100°-G0''-481)to(100°-50°-512).
is equal to bK to aG (fig. 1)
The differences ma, nb &c. (fig. 1) are reduced in the ratio of
:

=

V^,
as to

the scales of the chart being supposed to be adjusted so

make SaG = 45°.

Also

ma

(fig. 1)

becomes

M

MA

(fig. 2),

from S upon SA
nearly perpendicular to AS ; the abscissa of
being 50, while SA 48'488, and the ordinates are the difference

=

of cotangents.

The following Tabic contains

in

column 3 the cotangents of
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the inclination of the straight lines that connect the standard
point 100° with the points corresponding to the respective denIn
sities at the temperatures 50°, 60°, 70°, 75°, 80°, and 90°.
column 4 are given the cotangents for the same densities computed with the temperatures corrected by the formula. [AppenThe mode of computing the values of (//) the cotandix, TIL]
The equation is
gents is explained in Appendix, III.

k=

hzil

t is the temperature reckoned from the zero of gaseous
tension (found by adding 273"' 89 to the temperature by thermometer), e the tension in millimetres. The tabular numbers
are the numbers resulting from computing the above formula
The letters refer to fig. 2, and the columns
divided by 100.
(6, 7) of differences show the differences between the cotangent

in which

at

A, and the others respectivelj^
Tensions.
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Sn intersects NB in NS which
M. Regnault's observations at 60°, and So
is

the point corresponding to
intersects

CO

in 0,

the point of the same for 70°, &c.
N P R S represent M. Rcgnault's observa§ 6. Thus
E F S the
tions with temperatures uncorrected, and A B C
same with temperatures corrected by the formula. If this latter
coincided with the straight line AS, we should have the desired

which

is

M

Q

D

proof at once of the tbermometric formula, of the law of density,
and of the extreme accuracy of M. Reguault's observations.
With reference to the shght apparent deviation, we must keep
in view that the tensions employed are, strictly speaking, not
those actually observed, but those given in the Table at the end
of M. Regnault's memoir computed from the empirical formula,
log e= a 4- hoL^—c^\ the constants of which were determined from
the graphically equalized observations at 0°, 25°, 50°, 75°, and
100°.
There is abundant evidence in the memoir of the remarkable efficiency of this formula to represent the observations within
It does not profess to represent the true
their limits of error.

but it must coincide with it at the five points, and at intermediate temperatures cannot be more than a small fraction of a
degree removed from it.
The line A B C D E P S thus represents the formula of interpolation, and its relation to the straight line A S, it will be remarked, is precisely what might be expected to subsist between
an empirical and a true curve of tension. It intersects, and
intersection, not contact, is the character of such formulag, as
proved by the differences between the computed and observed

line,

quantities being alternately of different signs.
If we suppose the point B shifted to k, C to

I, &c., and the
same respective amounts, these points,
N, 0, P, &c., trace out the curved line i\I w w w, which conforms
There is little doubt that this curve
nearly to a circular arc.
represents the true equalized densities observed by M. Regnault,
while M, N, 0, &c. represents the densities by the empirical
We have thus a semi-arch and semi-chord defining
formula.
the graduated difference between the air- and mercury-thermo-

points

N, 0, P

shifted the

meters below 100°.
§ 7. The only evidence of real discrepancy

D, which ought

and

to coincide with j.

DS = TT ^^>

^^^^^

"^^

^^

If

we

is

to be

take

^ straight line.

found at

Aa = y-r

Thus the

AM

diflfer-

cnce JD, which does not amount to more than y^n*^ ^^ ^ degree,
may indicate that the formula gives the correction j'jjth in
excess throughout.

Otherwise

it

may be

caused by

fectly represcuting the curve of expansion of

it

not

jjcr-

mercury in glass
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Otherwise M. Regnault's graphical
curve of equalized observations may thus far be removed from
perfect accuracy, or it may be caused by the deviation from
Mariotte's law aftecting the air- thermometer. (See § 18.)
That so small an adjustment should bring M. Regnault's
observations into perfect harmony both with the law of density
and with the thermometric formula constructed upon MM. Dulong and Petit^'s data, cannot be viewed as otherwise than remarkCan such a coincidence be accidental ? Is it illusory ?
able.
§ 8. The coefficient of the expansion of mercury in glass must
change with the quality of tlie glass. M. Pierre found the coefficient of glass between 0° and 100° to vary from '0026 to
•0019*, which is from about ^th to ygth the coefficient of
mercury ; hence the absolute expansion of mercury in glass may
vary to the extent of oVnd part.
How this may influence the comparison of thermometers, we
may perhaps most easily understand by means of a diagram
such as fig. 3. Let
represent the curve of expansion of
mercury in glass with the greater coefficient, and A C the same

between 50° and 100°.

AD

with the lesser

coefficient.

A C were flatter
B D, there could be

If the arch
of

BC

to

D C = ^ D B, and A B = 100°.
than the arch A D in the proportion
Let

no

diff'erence

between the thermo-

meters, and the formula of correction for one would apply to the
other.
The subtense of the arch of expansion represents the
uniform rate of the air-thermometer, and its extension beyond
100° is situated below the curve of expansion, showing the airthermometer to be behind the mercury. If the absolute amount

of this difi"erence in the two thermometers continued to have the
same ratio C B to C
above 100° as below, the relative amount
would be the same, and thermometers of diiferent kinds of glass
would keep pace with each other.
§ 9. The evidence on this point is rather conflicting.
M. Regnault states {Ann. de Chim. vol. v. p. 102) that the
different kinds of glass not only have coefficients of dilatation
absolutely different, but they all follow different laws in the dilatation.
The glasses which have the smallest coefficient appear
to experience a less rapid augmentation of dilatation with the
temperature.
This is precisely what is required to admit of
thermometers constructed of different kinds of glass keeping pace
On the other hand, M. Pierre states [Ann. de
with each other.
Chim. vol. v. p. 438) that the thermometer with crystal reservoir is constantly in advance upon the thermometer with common glass reservoir, and the difference increasing generally with

D

* Ann, de Chim, vol. xv. p. 335.
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the temperature, may extend to several degrees while the two
are being heated to 250° or 300°.
Another adverse statement

advanced by M. Pierre,

same

is

that exactly the

glass apparatus

same

coefficient of di-

not always found, although
the circumstances are apparently identical.
If such uncertainty
is the normal state of thermometric measurement, how are we to
account for the results shown in fig. 2?
In the face of them, it
seems impossible to accept the comparative thermometric obserlatation for the

vations of jMI\I. Pierre

is

and Reguault

as conclusive.

§ 10. Besides the difference in the march of the air- and mercury-thermometers, there must be a difference in the value of
the individual degrees marked on the two thermometers.
Employing the formula [Appendix, III.] to obtain an approximate
value of the mercury degrees in terms of the degrees of the airthermometer, we find that at 0° the value of a degree, or y^yth
of the distance between the freezing and boiling temperatures,
At the lower part of the scale, the
is fyds the value at 100°.
value exceeds the mean by :f gtli part, and at the higher point it
This inequality may at times
is ^'ijth part less than the mean.
have a sensible effect on the quantitative determinations of physiThus the mechanical equivalent of heat is, according to
cists.
Mr. Joule, 772 for 1° P., at temperature about 60° F. If this
were reduced to the standard value of a degree of the air-thermometer, we should have to reduce it by g^jth part, viz. to 759.
§ 11. There is another point referred to by JI. Regnault as
a source of uncertainty in measurements by the air-thermometer.
The deviation from the primary laws of elastic fluids which he
discovered must have some effect in disturbing that ratio of
equality between the increments of volume and temperature, or
of pressure and temperature, upon which the value of the instrument depends.
The air-thermometer may indicate temperature by change of
volume under constant pressure, or by change of pressure with
volume constant. M. Ilegnault's observations make the proportionate change of volume slightly larger than the change of
pressure between the standard points of the thermometer; the
difference being perhaps within the limits of error.
AVith increased densities these proportionate changes sensibly

augment

1

at the rate of about

——r per atmosphere, and Messrs.

Joule and Thomson's experiments with plugs, indicate a deviation from the law of Mariotte of about

jr-^j^

per atmosphere at

<w7'W

ordinary temperatures, and a probability that this amount in[See paper on
Deviation from the Primary Laws of Elastic Fluids, Phil. Mag.,
creases in descending the scale of temperature.
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deviation consists in the elastic force being

than the inverse of the density by

less

in the

-^

per atmosphere at

How the measurement of temperature
be affected by these, we may perhaps appreciate most
distinctly by means of a diagram (fig. 5).
§ 12. Let CQ represent the interval of temperature between
ordinary temperatures.

is likely to

and boiling of water, CD and QP the correair under constant pressure at those temJoin PD, and extend it to meet CQ produced in A.
peratures.
We have (PQ-CD) CD CQ CA, or according to Regnault,
100° 272°-44.
0-36706 1-00000
Suppose the temperature to descend from C to B, the corresponding volume would be BF if the primary laws of gases
were entire. But the deviation, although as yet not perfectly
known in a case such as this, points to a lesser volume BE as
that which the thermometer would actually exhibit under the
influence of the augmented density and diminished temperature,
both of which unite in affecting the relation between tension and
freezing

the

sponding volumes of

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

density,

E is unknown, but it must be
and P are to be found in it ; and its curconvex upwards, showing that between any two points

The

§ 13.

locus of the point

curvilinear, as both

vature

is

D

P

D

the air-thermometer is in advance of true temperature.
of this difference depends on the degree of curvature, it may be worth while to inquire as to its probable
maximum between 0° and 100°. Certainty is of course not to
be expected, but I think it can be shown that the complete solution of the question is possible by employing the mode of expe-

and

As the amount

riment with plugs, suggested by Professor Thomson, and carried
out to a certain extent by that gentleman and Mr. Joule under
the auspices of the Royal Society.
§ 14. Suppose the air that occupies the volume DC is compressed into half the space [dC] ; we know, if it passed through a
plug and were allowed to expand from the greater to the lesser
density without performing work, that a thermal depression will be
exhibited which indicates that the pressure at the double density
is less

than two atmospheres by about ^-^. (See paper in Philo-

sophical

volume
1

Magazine above referred to.) If dC represents the
two atmospheres, we should have the point d situated

at

DC

_^

X "Tj- below

now

to suppose the air represented by
an atmosphere tension,

into air of half

the middle point between

D

and C.

DC to pass
i. e.

"We have

through a plug
volume

to have its
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changed
that

is,

to

CDi

exceeds twice

twice

X CD; and CD„ exceeds

orixCD.

Put/3

^

CD by

way CD2 exceeds

the same

^

CDj. The absolute amount of the deviation

twice

x CD,, or

CD, by

^
"

^

272

is

^x

g^,

x CD.

In

^ ^^-'

"'"

x CD„,
CD„_, by g„
^ ^^^

= ^andCD = l,

wehave

CD, = 3+p,

CD2=2CDi + p = 4 + 3p,
CD3=8 + 7p,
CD„=2" + p(2''-l) = (l+p)2",
when n

is indefinitely great.

If

we now return from CD„ with

a gas that strictly conforms to the law of Mariotte, and suppose
the volume to be diminished until the tension of one atmosphere
instead of
is regained, it is evident that at this point the volume,

CD = 1, is CS = (l+p) = l+ 3j^; and
pressure m atmospheres at this temperature,
=^, and
deviation to deviation volumes is

generally for any

being

—

the ratio of non-

the absolute value

of the difference of these volumes in terms of

one atmosphere
§ 15.

we

Thus

is

far,

volume unity

at

,r^, a constant absolute magnitude*.
while confining our view to one temperature,

make no assumption in advance of the results
derived from Messrs. Thomson and Joule's experiments,

require to

strictly

but the influence of a change of temperature has not as yet been
distinctly

made

out.

In passing carbonic acid through plugs at temperatures up to
nearly 100°, the thermal effect seemed to vary in the inverse
ratio of the square of

1854,

p. 336.)

G

(AQ) the

temperature.

t

If this is the case with

one gas,

it is

applicable at least approximately to

all.

(Phil. Trans.

probably a general law
Assuming it to apply

* This result is dependent on the assumption that the thermal effect is,
pressures.
at constant temperature, proportional to the difference of
Thil.
This law is indicated hy Prof. Thomson's equation at p. 337,

t

This
Trans. 1864, which is constructed on a formula of Mr. Rankme.
Thomson's computed
is palpably erroneous, nevertheless Prof.
See paper ou Deviation referred to
results agree exactly with, experiment

formula

!

iD§

11.
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it is easy to compute Qtt, and thence the asymptote ttSH,
and the equation of the curve ED P.
The degree of curvature assigned to it by this law of temperature, and the consequent aberration of the air- thermometer,
The inquiry may thus serve
are probably in excess of the truth.

to air,

to

mark the extreme

limit of the disturbing influence of the de-

from the primary laws of elastic fluids on the air-thermoBy an extension of the experiments with plugs, there is
meter.
little doubt that sufficient data could be obtained for computing
it exactly between 0^ and 100°.
that the
§ 16. In the paper above referred to, I have shown
deviation from Mariotte's law follows a ratio compounded of the
thermal effect directly, and the G temperature inversely ; hence
the thermal effect being assumed to vary inversely as the square
of the G temperature, the deviation must follow the inverse cube
viation

of the

G

temperature thus,

8D 7rP_

J

1_

CDTQ-CD^-PQ^'
or
i.U

:

ttP-

1
^p J__J
PQ2
:

^,^3

:

L___i
- ^^^

L_

^^2

qjj2

1
neaiiy.

We

Next, by joining tt and 8
thus obtain the position of tt.
and producing to meet the axis of temperature in H, we determine the non-deviation zero of gaseous tension, which thus computed is l°-80 below A, the deviation zero derived from the expansion of air between 0° and 100°.
We thus fix the ratio HC to AC, and the equation of the curve
is found by assuming E^S to follow the ratio of the temperature
given above,
curve

EDP,

viz.

(

^j^

)

.

The equation

thus determined

for the locus of E, the

is

HC2

HC2

1
(E^)=.=8D.^ = ^^.-^,
s^T^

which y is the temperature reckoned from the non-deviation
H, and x the portion of the ordinate to y intercepted between the asymptote Htt and the curve.
§ 17. We have now obtained the means of computing the
versed sine of arch DP, and thence the correction required upon

in

zero

the air-thermometer at 50°.

The value of M^ thus computed is
The mean between DS and Ptt is

.

The
which

is

difference

.

.

-000227

is

the versed sine at 50°.

-002594
-002821

Comparing

this with -36706,
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which represents 100°, we deduce 0°-0618, or about y»^th as the
fraction of a degree which the air-thermometer is in advance of
true temperature at 50°.
At 200°, by a similar computation, it is |th of a degree behind
the true temperature.
§ 18. It will be remarked that the differences are of contrary
signs to the differences between the mercmy- and air-thermometers, and that between 0° and 200° ; a reduction of ^th in the
correction of the mercury-thermometers derived from the formula
[Appendix, III.] would compensate almost exactly for this slight

aberration from uniform expansion.

Appendix.

This expressed by symbols
the tension and

t

the

is

—

I.

\/^ [=AE,

fig.

4], in

which

reckoned from [C] the zero of gaseous tension.
The ranging of the points in a straight line or gradient

by the quotient of the
being constant: thus

e is

temperature [=CE], by air-thermometer
is

by difference of

difference of ordinates

[g^] = _^^LZL_ =

A

shown

abscissae

=

a con-

VrrVT

= cotangent of the inclination of the gradient to the axis
of temperature
=—
4

stant ratio

•,

The

value of

^o

fig.

when e=0

.

is

thus

to=ti—h^/

J=^=

the tem-

perature of the zero of tension of aqueous vapour [=CG].
These constants, h and g, may thus be obtained from two observations of tension, and the general equation for the tension in terms of

the temperature

Assuming

AS

is

(fig.

2) to be the true gradient of steam,

we have

logL2-1962446r'"^'^'=^°^^^^"'"^^'
r.«r,oif,^i
{
logA=2-7281741
1

v
J

English measures.
'='

This gradient coincides nearly with the observations of Dr. lire
and the American Institute at high pressures, but it is too high for
also for those of M. Regnault above
those of the French Academy
100°.
These last were taken by a process different from that employed for the observations below 100°. On examining them mi;

nutely

I

find that they are not continuous

;

there

is

a dislocation at
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100°, which can only be accounted for by some fault in tlie observaTake the tension at 111°"74, as given by M. Regnault, and

tions.

The cotangent is T 65406 (see
its projection on fig. 2.
Table, ante), and the difference •OS'iSo.
This gives Tas the position
R S T as the line of M. Rcgnault's obof this point (fig. 2), and P
servations.
It will be remarked that the law of continuity is manifestly broken at S, the critical point at which the mode of observation underwent a change.
Compare
with QRS, or
with E F S also the angle p
S with s S R.
compute

Q

RST

FSH

R

;

II.

When

the gradients radiate from the same point,

in the general equation

e=

—

<

Hence comparing the

>

t,

evident that

it is

the value of g

is

the same

two vapours thus related,
it is obvious that at the same temperature they must vary inversely
as the sixth power of h
also the tensions must be in this proportion.
Thus between pure alcohol and aqueous vapour the ratio at the same
for all.

densities of

:

temperature will be found to be

2' 3

192.

When

two gradients are parallel, the value of g differs by a constant amount, and h is the same for both
hence on comparing the
densities of two vapours thus related, we find equal densities not at
the same temperatures, but at the same constant interval of tempe;

— g').

As an example, the vapour of sulphuric aether taken
below the temperature at which the density of the vapour
of water may happen to have been observed, will be found at all
parts of the scale to have 4i times its specific gravity, being the relarature {g

at 69°-55

tive proportion of their chemical equivalents.

This applies to Dal-

ton's observations only.

This formula

in

which

III.
is

f^

jg

temperature by air-thermometer,

tm temperature by mercury-thermometer,

6=3-7145723
logA=4539°-617

log

logD=0-7S587
log 0^

= 6-43303.

The data upon which it is constructed are taken from the original
memoir of MM. Dulong and Petit, " On the Expansion of Mercury
and Standard of Temperature " {Ann. de Chim.

They

are as follows

vol. vii. 1817, p. 136).

:

Between 0° and 100° the

rate of expansion of

mercury

Between 0° and 200° (by air-thermometer) the
Between 0° and 300° (by air-thermometer) the

rate

rate

is

is

is

.
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The denominators

of these coefficients being in arithmetical pro-

gression, indicates that the curve of exjiansion approximates closely

asymhy drawing that curve through the
100°, and 200°, that it will be found also to

to a hyperbola, with the axes of coordinates parallel to the

We

ptotes.

find, accordingly,

coordinate points at 0°,
pass within j-^th of a degree of the point at 300°.
The data as to the expansion of mercury in glass are as follows

Between 0° and 100° the rate of expansion
Between 0° and 200°

„

Between 0° and 300°

From

these

we

„

is

_

.„„

o4o0

„

-^.

„

-1-.

6378
6318

obtain the following volumes of glass

0°

:

:

1-000000
i-002586
1-005508
1-009120

100°
200°
300°

By

considering the volume to increase, partly as the temperature
as the cube of the temperature, we may represent the
curve of expansion exactly by an equation of the form

and partly

By combining this with the equation for the hyperbola in which
mercury expands, the above formula for t,n in terms of ta was constructed.

The

original equation for the hyperbola

is

a—t^v—b^ =c2,
in wliich the constants a,
vations.

When

a\—b^ = c-.

Let

t

= 0,
m

b,

and

&^ are

determined from three obser-

we have v=\, and

=: absolute increase of

v—m=l, v — b=l +m — b,

and c-=a—t{].

+ m—b),

c2— 1— 6'(a —
a

—
— b,

In the formula, B represents \
The numerical values of B and
with ^„at 100",

and

l^^t
a—t

t

A

the equation becomes
volume from 0°; then

and

A

represents a.

are fixed, because tm coincides

The expansibility of the glass corresponds with the maximum
The miniobserved by M. Pierre {Ann. de Chhn. vol. xv. p. 335).
mum is about three-fourths the maximum. If we adjust the formula
to the minimum expansion of glass, and compute the value of the
correction at 50°, we shall find that it does not sensibly differ from the
correction with thermometer glass of maximum expansion, the
amount of diiference being less than y'yjth of a degree.
The alteration of the formula to conform to a change in the quality of the glass requires a change in the first term, which contains
Phil. May. S. 4. Vol. 15. No. 'J'J. March 1858.
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the part due to the expansion of mercury, as well as the two last
terms, which contain the part due to the expansion of glass.
the ratio in which the coefficient of glass has to be reLet r
duced, and X the ratio of the change that has to be made simultaneously in the first term.
have at 100°, tm =ta and by division,

=

We

Bx

;

/lOOOO

,

1 \

,

„

hence

«=^{'-(T"-r)}
The

coefficient of glass

M.

being taken at

Pierre's

minimum,

fixes

>'=|, and log.r=9'9S41437, and the formula becomes

BU

ft.^

L\

If we now compute the difference between this thermometer and the
former, we shall find that it is j J-^th of a degree behind at 50°, and
l°-52 in advance at 300°.
This seems to prove that the influence of a difference in the quality
of the glass of which thermometers are composed can have no sensible effect on the graduated difference brought out by the projection
(fig. 2).

In conformity with what M. Regnault remarks as to glasses with
the lesser coefficient experiencing a less rapid augmentation of dilatation with the temperature, it is probable that the term involving
the cube should be changed to a lower power of the temperature

when

the coefficient

—

is

diminished.

22 London Street, Edinburgh,
January 7, 1858.
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—The Lord Wrottesley, President,

in the Chair.

following communications were read
" Remarks on a New Class of Alcohols." (Second Note.)
Hofmann, LL.D., F.R.S., and Augustc Cahours, F.C.S.
:

By

In a former communication (Phil. Mag. Oct. 1856, p. 309), we
endeavoured to delineate the characters of a new alcohol the AUylic
alcohol, which is the prototype of a new class of alcohols. We have
since continued these researches in order to complete the history of
this remarkable compound.
In submitting to the Royal Society the full account of our experiments upon the subject, we beg leave to mention in this abstract
briefly some additional compounds which we have examined since
o\ir last communication.

—

Dr.

Hofmann and M. Cahours on

a

New

Class of Alcohols.
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Sulphide of Alhjle (Garlic Oil), Cj2 Hjq S^.
When iodide of
allyle is allowed to fall drop by drop into a couceutrated alcoholic
solution of protosulphide of potassium, a very energetic action ensues,
the liquid becomes very hot, and an abundant crystalline deposit
takes place of Iodide of potassium.
It is important that the iodide
of allyle should only be added gradually to avoid spirting, by which a
part of the product would be lost.
As soon as the action ceases,
the liquid Is mixed with a slight excess of sulphide of potassium ;
addition of water now separates a light yellowish limpid oil possessing a strong smell of garlic.
When rectified, this liquid becomes
colourless. It bolls at 140° C, and gives with nitrate of silver a crystalline precipitate soluble In a boiling mixture of alcohol and water,
and separating from this solvent In the form of beautiful white
needles, absolutely Identical with those which the natural essence of
garlic produces. Sulphide of allyle also comports Itself with corrosive
sublimate and with bichloride of platinum exactly like the natural
garlic oil.

AUijIe-Mercaptan, Cg
ration of the preceding

Hg 83.

—When

In the process for the prepa-

compound the protosulphide of potassium

Is

by the hydrosulphate of sulphide of potassium, a volatile
product is obtained, having a similar but more ethereal odour. This
substance acts with energy upon protoxide of mercury, with which it
forms a compound, dissolving in boiling alcohol, and separating from
replaced

on cooling In the form of pearly scales of remarkable brilliancy,
which present the greatest resemblance to the mercaptlde of mercury.

it

The

liquid obtained in the above-mentioned reaction bolls at 90°,

and possesses a composition and an aggregate of properties which
closely resemble those of the mercaptan of the ethyle-s?rles, being, in
fact, the allyllc mercaptan, Cg Hg Sj.
Alhjlumine, Cgll^N.
By boiling cyanate of allyle (Cg Hj NO2)

—

with a concentrated solution of caustic potassa until the oily layer
entirely disappears, a complete decomposition ensues, and the residue
contains only a mixture of carbonate of potassium with an excess of
the alkaline hydrate the volatile products condensed In hydrochloric
acid furnish a saline mass which may be obtained crystalline on
evaporation.
This substance is always a mixture, tha constituents of
which vary both in nature and properties. The action of potassa on
it not only separates a base, which Is readily soluble in water, but
also InsoIul)le basic oils, the boiling-point of which rises to 180° C.
Simple distillation of the liberated bases appears to give rise to decompositions, and thus to Induce further complication.
We have
not succeeded in ascertaining with perfect precision the nature of
this mixture, but we have found that It Invariably contains a considerable quantity of a base which bears the same relation to allylic
alcohol that Is observed between ethylamlne and ordinary alcohol.
The formation of this substance, which we propose to designate
nllylaniine, Cg II7 N, is perfectly analogous to the production of
etliylamine by means of cyanate of ethyle.
Dialhjlaminc, C,., II,jN.
Im])urc allylaminc, obtained by the
action of potassa on the cyanate, when digested with a second quau;

—

Q2
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changed into a mass of hydriodates
of new compounds.' This crystalhne mass evidently contains a considerable quantity of the hydriodate of diallylamine, but to succeed
in separatins; it from this very complicated mixture would have required a more corisiderable quantity of substance than we had at our

tity of iodide of allyl is rapidly

disposal.

Hj^ N.

Triallylaimiip, Cj^

—The

oxide of tetrallylammonium, to

shall presently allude, submitted to the action of heat, is
decomposed, with liberation of a basic oil. The perfect analogy of

which we

the oxide of tetrallylammonium with the corresponding ethyl-compound, leaves no doubt respecting tlie nature of this basic substance.
When saturated with hydrochloric
It is obviously triallylamine.
acid and mixed with bichloride of platinum, it deposits a yellow platinum-salt, the analysis of which leads to the formula

CfiH^l N, HCl, PtCI,.

CeHj

—

Oxide ofTetralhjlammonhm, C04 H^o NO, HO. The chief product
of the action of ammonia upon iodide of allyl is a magnificent crystalline compound, which is deposited from the solution resulting from
Iodide of allyl is rapidly attacked even by an aqueous
the reaction.

By a few days'
solution of ammonia at the common temperature.
contact, a large quantity of the iodide dissolves, and the solution becomes a solid mass. If no deposition of crystals take place from
the solution, it is only necessary to add a concentrated solution of
caustic potassa,

which causes the separation of an oily layer that
The crystals thus formed are the iodide of te-

speedily solidifies.

trallylammonium, which, like the corresponding compound of the
It is obethyl-series, is but slightly soluble in solution of potassa.
tained pure by exposing it to the air until the potassa is converted
into carbonate, and then reerystallizing it from absolute alcoliol.
The iodide, by treatment with oxide of silver, is immediately transformed into the oxide. This forms an alkaline solution, which possesses all the properties of the oxide of tetrethylammouium.

The

iodide contains

C«H, LNI.

taking a rctropective glance at the results obtained in this
it is obvious that propylene, a homologue of olefiant gas, is
susceptible of furnishing a mono-acid alcohol, which bears to it the
same relation that is observed between methyl-alcohol and marshgas, or between benzoic alcohol and toluol, the analogue of marshThe hydrocarbons
gas among the derivatives of the aromatic acids.
homologous and analogous to marsh- gas, the homologues of olefiant
gas, and indeed probably a very considerable number of other hydrof
carbons, may be regarded as starting-points for the productiou

On

inquiry,

Dr.

Hofmann and M. Cahours on a New

mono-acid alcohols and of
are formed

Class of Alcohols.

all their derivatives.
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All these alcohols

two equivalents of oxygen, which oxidation, however, cannot be effected directlj^, but is accomplished by

by the

fixation of

a series of substitution-processes.

Methylic alcohol.

Marsli-gas.

^14 Hg-f O2

=

Ci4

Hg

O2,

Toluol.

Benzoylic alcohol.

Propylene.

Allylic alcohol.

and its homologues are capable of furnishing
mono-acid alcohols by another reaction, which has not yet been
In fact,
applied to the series of bodies homologous to marsh-gas.
we have learnt by the beautiful researches of i\I. Berthelot that olefiant gas and its homologues are capable of being transformed into
alcohols by the absorption of two equivalents of water defiant gas
furnishes by this reaction ordinary alcohol, and propylene, propylic

But

olefiaut gas

;

alcohol

;

thus

C4H,-f2HO=C4HeO,,
Olefiant gas.

Propylene.

Olefiant gas, then, and

all its

Ethylic alcohol.

Propylic alcohol.

homologues are capable of furnish-

ing two mono-acid alcohols, exhibiting slightly diflerent features, but
presenting in all their principal characters the most obvious analogy.
The alcohols formed by fixation of water, such as ethylic alcohol,
have long been well known ; in fact, the detailed study which has
been made during the last quarter of a century of most of their
derivatives, has exercised the most beneficial influence upon the
development of organic chemistry.
The same remark does not apply to the alcohols produced from
The history of
these same hydrocarbons by fixation of oxygen.
allylic alcohol, which we have endeavoured to trace in the preceding
pages, and to which of late important contributions have been furBerthelot and De Luca and by M. Zinin,
nished, moreover, by
begins to throw light also upon this second group of alcohols.
For
this reason the discovery of allylic alcoliol appears to claim the
attention of chemists, even if it had not assisted in fixing, in the
system of organic compounds, the exact position of several very interesting natural products, viz. the sulphuretted oils furnished by
the bulbs of the garlic (^Allium satimwi) and the seeds of the black
mustard {Sinupis myra), which it had not been possible up to the

MM.

present time to group around a similar centre.
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" Photocliemical Researches." By Prof. Bunsen and Henry E.
"The Optical and
3rd Communication.
Roscoe, B.A., Ph.D.
Chemical Extinction of the Chemical Rays."
In order to determine whether the act of photochemical combination necessitates the production of a certain amount of mechanical
effect, for which an equivalent quantity of hght is expended, or
whether this phenomenon is dependent upon a restoration of equilibrium effected without any corresponding equivalent loss of light, we
must now study the phenomena occurring at the bounding surfaces,
and in the interior of a medium exposed to the chemically active
rays.

amount of light entering a medium, and I the
issuing from the medium, we have al,|=l, when a represents the fraction of the original amount of hght which passes through
the medium, on the supposition that the light extinguished is proIf

If)

represents the

amount

The first series of
portional to the original intensity of the light.
experiments was made with the view of determining this point. The
intensity of the chemical rays proceeding from a constant source of
light was measured before and after passage through a cylinder with
The amount'of transmitted
plate-glass ends, filled with dry chlorine.
was determined for various intensities of incident light, I,^, and

light, I,

the fraction

- was found

to

remain constant, proving that the absorp-

tion of the chemical rays varies directly as the'intensity of the light.
From this result, the general law of the extinction of the optical and
For, as it has
chemical rays in transparent media may be deduced.

been shown that the amount of light transmitted through a medium
proportional to the intensity of the incident light,
that this same relation will hold good for an infiAccording to this supposition, the relation benitely thin medium.
tween the transmitted light, I, and the thickness of the medium, is

of

it

finite

thickness

is

may be assumed

represented by the equation I=I(,.10"'''"anda=^log
transmission,
lo represents the light before

I,

{jj,

in

which

that after transmission

through a layer of h thickness, and - the thickness of absorbing

medium by passing through which the amount of light has diminished
tO-jlyth.

The

between the incident and transmitted light, i. e. that
through the medium, is made up (I) of a portion reand (2) of a portion absorbed or extinguished. We hare ex-

difference

lost in passing
flected,

perimentally determined the values of the coefficient of reflexion ^,
and the coefficient of extinction a, for the glass plates used in our
found that 4-8G per cent, of the chemical rays, from
cylinders.
a flame of coal-gas, which fall perpendicularly on a surface of crown
and that the amount of light
glass, are lost by the first reflexion
absorbed in our plates was so small as to fall within the limits of
The value of p for]the plates of glass employed
observational errors.
When the coeflScient of reflexion for
was found to be 0'0509.
glass p is known, the amount of light a transmitted by n plates is

We

;

Bunsen and Dr. Roscoe^s Photochemical

Prof.

,~^,.

found from the formula

,

,

=a

.
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Hence the amount of light

We

have confirmed the accuracy of
transmitted by two plates is 0-823.
the calculated result by direct experiment, and obtained a value 0*800,
or a mean of O'Sll as the coefficient of transmission of our plates.
If all the transparent media have not the same coefficient of reflexion, the order in which the media are placed will affect the amount
have given an example of the mode in
of transmitted light.
which the calculation must in this case be made, in the determination
found that the amount
of the coefficient of extinction of water.
of light absorbed by a column of water 80 millimetres thick was inAccording to the method here adopted, it is possible
appreciable.
to determine the coefficient of reflexion of all transparent fluids for
have only determined the coefficient of rethe chemical rays.
for the chemical rays of a coal-gag flame
flexion for American mica
From the coefficient of reflexjQn, the
p was found to be =0-1017.

We

We

We

;

refractive index (i) can be calculated

or

i=

^-^^^,-.

l+Vp
p= 0-0509

The

from the equation

refractive index for

p=^—

crown glass thus calculated

is found to be i= 1-583; the refractive index for
has been optically determined to be between
Fraunhofer's line
1-54G6 and 1-5794 (Buff's Physik).
Another important element in the investigation of photochemical
extinction is the law according to which the optical coefficient of
A series
extinction varies with the density of the absorbing medium.
of experiments proved that the amount of chemical rays transmitted
through a medium varies proportionally with the density of the ab-

from

H

sorbing medium.
may now proceed to the investigation of the original question
in the combination of chlorine and hydrogen effected
proposed, viz.
by the light, are the chemical rays expended in a relation proportional
The first point to be
to the quantity of hydrochloric acid formed?
determined, in order to answer this question, is the coefficient of extinction of pure chlorine for the chemical rays of a coal-gas flame.
The amount of light was measured before and after transmission
through cylinders filled with chlorine. The loss of light by reflexion
a=0-811 must be deducted from the incident light, and then the

We

—

coefficient of extinction for chlorine is calculated.

det^inations, the value of -,

i.

e.

From

a series of

the depth of chlorine at 0°C. and

O-7G pressure, through which the light must pass in order to be
reduced to y'^, is found to be, as a mean of five experiments, 171-7
mm. Another series of determinations were made with chlorine diluted with air, in order to prove experimentally that the absorbed

The
light varies in the case of chlorine directly as the density.
quantity of chlorine contained was determined in each instance by a
An average of six experiments gave a value for
volumetric analysis.

1=174-3 mm.

As a mean of

these two series of experiments

we

a

have a value of 173-3.
If the light

is

not consumed in the act of photochemical change.
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the coefficient just found must remain unaltered when the chlorine
and hydrogen mixture is employed if on the contrary light is not
only lost by the optical extinction, b)it an amount of light vanishes
proportional to tlic chemical action, experiment must give a larger
;

value for tiie coefficient.
In order to determine this important question we employed au
apparatus (fully described in the Paper), by means of which we
could expose columns of the sensitive gas of various lengths, to
By determining the amount of action
a constant source of light.
effected in these columns of varying length, we are able to obtain the
value of the coefficient of extinction for the sensitive mixture.
series of experiments showed that when the light had passed through

A

234 millimetres of the sensitive mixture of chlorine and hydrogen at
If,
0° and 076, it was reduced to -^ of its original intensity.
instead of hydrogen, we had diluted the chlorine with some other
transparent but chemically inactive gas, the depth to which the rays
in order to be reduced to -^ is according to the exHence it is seen
periments with pure chlorine, 34G millimetres.
that for a given amount of chemical action effected in the mixture of
chlorine and hydrogen, an equivalent quantity of light is absorbed.
For we find that in the case of the standard chlorine and hydrogen
mixture, where, together with the optical absorption, a chemical action
of the hght occurs, the value of the coefficient of extinction is
0-00-127 r whereas in the chlorine mixture of similar dilution, where
the chemical action was absent, the coefficient is found to be 0-00289,

must penetrate

or very

much

smaller.

appeared of great interest to repeat these experiments with rays
from other luminous sources. For this purpose we employed the
diffuse light of morning reflected from the zenith of a cloudless
It

The experiments gave

sky.

That

is,

diffuse

morning

light

a value of

g

was reduced

of 4.5-6
to y\,

mm.

for chlorine.

by passing through

45-6 millimetres of chlorine. A series of experiments made with
our apparatus and the standard mixture gave a depth of 73-5 milli-jL.
metres of chlorine and hydrogen before the light was reduced to

From

this

it

is

seen that morning zenith light

Hence

absorbed by chlorine than lamp-light.

is

much more

it

easily

was conjectured

that the diffuse solar light might differ in its properties in this respect
with the time of day or year. Experiment fully confirmed this supObservations made with evening light proved that a depth
position.
of
of 19-7 mm. of chlorine was sufficient to reduce the light to
its original amount, and that 57*4 mm. of the standard mixture was

^

required to effect the same end
The conclusion which we draw from all our observations is, that
the coefficients of extinction of pure chlorine for chemical rays from
The depth to which
various sources of light are very different.
such light must penetrate chlorine at 0° and 0-76, in order to be

reduced to -^ of
(1

.)

its

original intensity,

is

For a flame of coal-gas

(2.) Reflected zenith light,

1

morning

(3.^ Reflected zenith light, evening

73-3
45-6
19-7

mm.
mm.
mm.
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seen that the chemical rays reflected at different times
and hours not only possess quantitative but also qualitative differences, similar to the various coloured rays of the visible spectrum.
Had nature endowed us with the power of discriminating the chemical rays, as we do the visible ones, by impressions of varying colour,
we should see the rosy tints of morning pass in the course of the

Hence

it is

all the gradations of colour until the warm evening
ones at length succeed.
long and continued series of observations must be made before
we are able to appreciate the influence which these qualitative differences in the chemical rays exert upon the photochemical phenoThat this influence must be of the greatest
mena of vegetation.
importance is evident from the varying effects produced in other

day through

A

photochemical processes by differences in the solar light. We need
only mention in proof of this assertion, the fact, well known to all
photographers, that the amount of light, photometrically speaking,
gives no measure for the time in which a given photochemical
effect is produced, and that a less intense morning light is always
preferred for the preparation of pictures to a bright evening light.
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following communications were read
By Charles
1. " On the Evolution of Ammonia from Volcanos."
Daubeny, M.D., F.R.S., F.G.S., &c.
The author referred to the existence of a chemical compound of
titanium with nitrogen, known from the researches of Wohler and
Rose and pointed out in this paper its bearing on one part of the
theory of Volcanos, namely, the evolution of ammonia, and the consequent presence of ammoniacal salts amongst the products of their
operations. Dr. Daubeny first commented on the hypotheses already
suggested by Bischoff' and Bunsen, to account for the volcanic pi-oduction of ammonia: viz. 1st, the decomposition of carbonaceous
2ndly, the conversion, by the hot lava
or other organic substances
overflowing the herbage, of the nitrogenized matter present in the
latter into ammonia, and the combination of this with the muriatic
To
acid in the lava giving rise to the sublimation of sal-ammoniac.
both of these hypotheses the author pointed out serious objections.
He had himself proposed to account for the presence of ammonia in
volcanic outbursts by assuming that the gaseous hydrogen, although
incapable of combining with nitrogen under ordinary pressures, might
unite with it under that exercised upon it in the interior of the
and he still believes this idea to be worthy of consideration,
earth
though perhaps it is impracticable to secure by experiment the conditions necessary for the chemical union of these two gases.
The affinity, however, which certain metals possess for nitrogen
seems to afford more solid grounds on which to build a theory respecting the production of ammonia.
Titanium has been found,
by
Wolilcr and St. Claire Devillc, to absorb nitrogen from the
:

;

;

:
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and the union of heated

titanic acid

with nitrogen (forming a

nitride of the metal) takes place, indeed, with so much energj'^ as
and thus constitutes a genuine case of
to generate light and heat
;

combustion, in which nitrogen, and not oxygen, acts as the supporter.

Although titanium is evidently present to some extent in most
volcanos, the author is not disposed to think that it abounds sufficiently to account for the large quantities of sal ammoniac that are
known to occur but, rather, he argues by analogy that ])robably
not only titanium but other metals, such as iron, and probably even
hydrogen, may combine directly with nitrogen in the interior of
;

the globe, under conditions of great pressure and other circumstances
of those reactions which take place

likely to modify the nature

under our eyes.
In a postscript the author adverted to the recently discovered fact,
that boron, like titanium, has the property of combining directly
with the nitrogen of the air, and that the compound which it forms
with it also possesses the property of evolving ammonia under the
influence of the alkaline hydrates.
2. "On the Granites of Ireland: Part II. The Granite of the
North-east of Ireland." By the Rev. Prof. S. Haughton, F.G.S.
This communication was a continuation of the details of the
Part I. v.as pubauthor's researches in the granites of Ireland.
lished in the r2th volume of the Journal. In this paper Mr. Haughton first treated of the potash-granites giving their analyses and
atomic quotients and, secondly, described the soda-granites in like
manner drawing the following conclusions from the examination
1st, that both in Leinster and the County Down, the potashgranites are more constant in composition, both mineralogical and
Sndty, that the
chemical, than the corresponding soda-granites
potash-granites appear to be the standard tyj)e of granite, from
which other granites and crystalline rocks are formed (as more or less
for
overlying and superficial coatings) by the addition of bases
example, the anorthite-syenite of Carlingford, the soda-granites of
Newry, and in Leinster the outlying patches of granite between the
;

;

:

;

—

;

;

main chain and the sea; Srdly, that the potash- granite of Leinster
more persistent in external character than the potash-granites of
Newry, although the latter are equally constant in chemical comis

position.

"On

the Classification of the Palreozoic Strata of the State of
By Dr. J. J. Bigsby, F.G.S.
In the synoptical view of the strata and fossils of the palaeozoic
basin of New York, read before the Society Nov. 18, 1857, the author
desired to arrange tl:e vast stores of information contained in the
Official Reports of the State Geologists of New York in a methodi3.

New

York."

and accessible form and in the present communication he treats
succinctly of the stratigraphical arrangements hitherto used, and
This was printed in the
the classification now adopted by himself.
cal

;

abstract of the author's former paper (Phil.
but little modified from that proposed

it is

Mag. Jan. 1858, p. 76)
by De Verneuil and is
:

;
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mainly characterized by the union of certain sections of the series
into natural groups. A, B, C, &c., and by the establishment of a distinct middle Silurian stage, and an equally distant middle Devonian

The

stage.

lithological

and

iialaeontological characters of the several

their resemgroups of strata are then treated of in succession
blances and differences, in these respects, being carefully noted.
From the consideration of the stratigraphical details contained in
this and the preceding paper. Dr. Bigsby deduces two main conclusions, namely, 1. That from the Potsdam sandstone to the summit of
the Carboniferous rocks, these strata were laid down in comparative
;

subject to occasional, vertical, variable, secular oscillations,
2. That their elevato considerable superficial changes.
tion, foldings, fractures, and metamorphism were effected after the
deposition of the whole, and in a single prolonged transaction, prin-

quiet

;

which led

N.E. and N.W. direction, along the present Appalachian
ridges and their continuation from Labrador to near the Gulf of
Mexico. The evidences on which these two propositions rest were
next detailed and the views of the Professors Rogers on these
cipally in a

;

points,

and the author's objections, were stated in

XXX.
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ON THE INFLUENCE OF MUSICAL SOUNDS ON THE FLAME OF A
BY JOHN LECONTE, M.D.
JET OF COAL-GAS.

A SHORT

time after reading Prof. John Tyndall's excellent article
the Sounds produced by the Combustion of Gases in
Tubes*," I happened to be one of a party of eight persons assembled
after tea for the j)urpose of enjoying a private musical entertainment.
Three instruments were employed in the performance of several of the
grand trios of Beethoven, namely, the piano, violin, and violoncello.
Two 'fish-tail gas-burners projected from the brick wall near the

"

On

'

Both of them burnt with remarkable steadiness, the windows
being closed and the air of the room being very calm. Nevertheless
it was evident that one of them was under a pressure nearly suffipiano.

cient to

make

\tjlare.

music commenced, I observed that the flame of the
last-mentioned burner exhibited pulsations in height which were
This phsenomenon was
exactly synchronous with the audible beats.
very striking to every one in the room, and especially so when the
It was exceedingly interstrong notes of the violoncello came in.
esting to observe how perfectly even the trills of this instrument
were reflected on the sheet of flame. A deaf man might have seen
As the evening advanced, and the diminished conthe harmony.
Buraption of gas in the ctiy increased the pressure, the phenomenon
became mere conspicuous. The jumping of the flame gradually in-

Soon

after the

creased, became somewhat irregular, and finally it began to flare
continuously, emitting the characteristic sound indicating tlie escape
I then
of a greater amount of gas than could be properly consumed.
ascertained by experiment, that the phaenomenon did not take place
* Phil.

Mag.

S. 4. vol.

-xiii.

p.

473, 1857.
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unless the discharge of gas was so regulated that the flame approximated the condition of flaring. I likewise determined hy experiment, that the effects ioere not produced by jarring or shaking the
floor and walls of the room by means of repeated concussions.
Hence it is obvious that the pulsations of the flame ivere not owing
to indirect vibrations propagated through the medium of the walls
of tlie room to the burning apparatus, but must have been produced
by the direct influence of the aerial sonorous pulses on the burning jet.
In the experiments of M. Schaffgotsch and Prof. J. Tyndall, it is
evident that "the shaking of the singing flame within the glass tube,"
produced by the voice or the syrene, was a phtenomenon perfectly
analogous to what took place under my observation without the interIn my case, the discharge of gas was so regulated
vention of a tube.
that there was a tendency in the flame to flare, or to emit a "singing
Under these circumstances, strong aerial pulsations occursound."
ring at regular intervals were sufficient to develope synchronous
It is probable that the
fluctuations in the height of the flame.
effects would be more striking when the tones of the musical instrument are nearly in unison with the sounds which would be produced
by the flame under the slight increase in the rapidity of discharge of
gas required to manifest the phenomenon of flaring. This point
might be submitted to an experimental test.
As in Prof. Tyndall's experiments on the jet of gas burning within
a tube, clapping of the hands, shouting, &c. were ineffectual in converting the " silent" into the " singing flame," so in the case under
consideration, irregular sounds did not produce any perceptible inIt seems to be necessary that the impulses should accumufluence.
late in order to exercise an appreciable effect.
With regard to the mode in which the sounds are produced by the
combustion of gases in tubes, it is universally admitted that the explanation given by Prof. Faraday in 1818 is essentiLdly correct.
It
is well known that he referred these sounds to the successive explosions produced by the periodic combination of the atmospheric oxygen
with the issuing jet of gas. While reading Prof. J. Plateau's admirable researches (third series) on the " Theory of the modifications
experienced by Jets of Liquid issuing from circular orifices when
exposed to the influence of Vibratory Motions*," the idea flashed
across my mind that the phfenomenon which had fallen under my
observation was nothing more than a particular case of the effects of
Subsequent reflection has only
sounds on all kinds of fluid jets.
served to fortify this first impression.
The beautiful investigations of Felix Savart on the influence of
sounds on jets of water, afford results presenting so many points of
analogy with their effects on the jet of burning gas, that it may be
well to inquire whether both of them may be referred to a common
In order to place this in a striking light, I shall subjoin some
cause.
of the results of Savart's experiments. Vertically descending jets of
water receive the following modifications under the influence of
vibrations

:

* Phil.

Mag.

S, 4. vol. xiv. p. 1 et seq., July 1857.
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The continuous

portions become shortened; the vein resolves
itself into separate drops nearer the orifice than when not under the
influence of vibrations.
2. Each of the masses, as they detach themselves from the extremity of the continuous part, becomes flattened alternately in a vertical and horizontal direction, presenting to the eye, under the influence of their translatory motion, regularly disposed series of maxima
and minima of thickness, or ventral segments and nodes.
3. The foregoing modifications become much moi;e developed and
regular when a note, in unison with that which would be produced
1.

by the shock of the discontinuous part of the jet against a stretched
membrane, is sounded in its neighbourhood. The continuous part
becomes considerably shortened, and the ventral segments are enlarged,
4. When the note of the instrument is almost in unison, the continuous part of the jet is alternately lengthened and shortened, and
the beats which coincide with these variations in length can he recog*
nized hy the ear,
5. Other tones act with less energy on the jet, and some produce

no

sensible effect.

When

a jet is made to ascend obliquely, so that the discontinuous
part appears scattered into a kind of sheaf in the same vertical plane,
M. Savart found,
a. That under the influence of vibrations of a determinate period,
this sheaf

may form

itself into

two distinct

jets,

each possessing re-

sometimes, with a
gularly disposed ventral segments and nodes
different note, the sheaf becomes replaced by three jets.
b. The note which produces the greatest shortening of the continuous part, always reduces the whole to a single jet, presenting a
perfectly regular system of ventral segments and nodes.
;

—

In the last memoir of M. Savart
a posthumous one, presented to
Academy of Sciences of Paris by M. Arago in 1853*, 'Several
remarkable acoustic phsenomena are noticed in relation to the musical tones produced by the efflux of liquids through short tubes.
When certain precautions and conditions are observed (which are
minutely detailed by this able experimentalist), the discharge of the
liquid gives rise to a succession of musical tones of great intensity
and of a peculiar quality, somewhat analogous to that of the human
voice.
That these notes were not produced by the descending drops
of the liquid vein, was proved by permitting it to discharge itself into
a vessel of water, while the orifice was below the surface of the latter.
In this case the jet of liquid must have been continuous, but neverThese unexpected results liave
theless the notes were produced.
been entirely confirmed by tlie more recent experiments of Prof.

—

the

Tyndallt.
According to the researches of

M. Plateau, all the phenomena
of the influence of vibrations on jets of liquid arc referable to the
conflict between the vibrations and the forces of figure (^"forces
* Comptes

Rendus

for

Aucust 1853.

p. 186, 1854.

t

Phil.

Mag.

S. 4. vol.

viii.

p. 74, 1854.
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and it seems to be
If the physical fact is admitted
that a liquid cylinder attains a limit of stability when
indisputable
the proportion between its length and its diameter is in the ratio of
22 to 7, it is almost a physical necessity that the jet should assume
It likethe constitution indicated by the observations of Savart.
wise seems highly probable that a liquid jet, while in a transition
stage to discontinuous drops, should be exceedingly sensitive to the

figtiratrices").

—

influence of

all

kinds of vibrations.

It

must be confessed, however,

that Plateau's beautiful and coherent theory does not appear to embrace Savart's last experiment, in which the musical tones were produced by a jet of water issuing under the surface of the same liquid.
It is rather difficult to imagine what agency the "forces of figure"

could have, under such circumstances, in the production of the phtC-

nomenon. This curious experiment tends to corroborate Savart's original idea, that the vibrations which produce the sounds must take
place in the glass reservoir itself, and that the cause must he inherent in the phrenomenon of the flow.

To

apply the principles of Plateau's theory to gaseous jets, "we
abandon the idea of the non-existence of molecular
But is there not abundant evidence to show that
cohesion does exist among the particles of gaseous masses ? Does
not the deviation from rigorous accuracy, both in the law of Mariotte
and of Gay-Lussac, especially in the case of condensable gases, as
shown by the admirable experiments of M. Ilegnault, clearly prove
that the hypothesis of the non-existence of cohesion in aeriform bodies
is fallacious ? Do not the expanding rings which ascend when a bubble of phosphuretted hydrogen takes fire in the air, indicate the existence of some cohesive force in the gaseous product of combustion
(aqueous vapour), whose outlines are marked by the opake phosphoric acid ?
In short, does not the very form of the flame of a
"fish-tail" burner demonstrate that cohesion myst exist among the
It is well known, that in this burner
particles of the issuing gas ?
the single jet which issues is formed by the union of two oblique Jets
immediately before the gas is emitted. The result is a perpendicular
sheet offlame. How is such a result produced by the mutual action of
two jets, unless the force of cohesion is brought into play ? Is it not
» obvious that such a fan-like flame must be produced by the same
causes as those varied and beautiful forms of aqueous sheets developed by the mutual action of jets of water, so strikingly exhibited
in the experiments of Savart and of Magnus ?
If it be granted that gases possess molecular cohesion, it seems
to be physically certain that jets of gas must be subject to the same
laws as those of liquid. Vibratory movements excited in the neighbourhood, ought therefore to produce modifications in them analogous to those recorded by M. Savart in relation to jets of water.
Flame or incandescent gas presents gaseous matter in a visible form
admirably adapted for experimental investigation; and ivhen produced
by a jet, should be amenable to the principles of Phiteau's theory.
According to this view, the pulsations or beats which I observed in
the gas-flame when under the influence of musical sounds, are produced by the conflict between the aerial vibrations and the " forces
are compelled to
cohesion in gases.

—

—
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of figure " (as Plateau calls them), giving origin to periodical fluctuations of intensity, depending on the sonorous pulses.
If this view is correct, will it not be necessary for us to modify
our ideas in rekition to the agency of tubes in developing musical
sounds by means of burning jets of gas ? Must we not look upon
all burning jets,
as in the case of water-jets,
as musically inclined
and that the use of tubes merely places them in a condition favourable for developing the tones r
It is well known that burning jets
frequently emit a singing sound when they are perfectly /yee.
Are
these sounds produced by successive explosions analogous to those
which take place in glass tubes ? It is very certain, that under the
influence of molecular forces, any cause which tends to elongate the
flame, without aff'ecting the velocity of discharge, must tend to render it discontinuous, and thus bring about that mixture of gas and
air which is essential to the production of the explosions.
The influence of tubes, as well as of aerial vibrations, in establishing this
condition of things is sufficiently obvious.
Was not the " beaded

—

—

;

line" with its succession of "luminous stars," which Prof. Tyndall
observed when a flame of olefiant gas burning in a tube was examined by means of a moving mirror, an indication that the flame
became discontinuous, precisely as the continuous part of a jet of
water becomes shortened, and resolved into isolated drops, under the
influence of sonorous pulsations ? But I forbear enlarging on this very
interesting subject, inasmuch as the accomplished physicist last
named has promised to examine it at a future period. In the hands
of so sagacious a philosopher, we may anticipate a most searching investigation of the phenomena in all their relations.
In the
mean time, I wish to call the attention of men of science to the view
presented in this article, in so far as it groups together several classes
of phsenomena under one head, and may be considered a partial
generalization.
From Silliman's American Journalfor January 1858.

ON A NEW SOURCE OF ELECTRICAL EXCITATION,
BY MRS. ELISHA FOOTE.
expansion of
I have ascertained that the compression or the
So far as I am
atmospheric air produces an electrical excitation.
aware, this has not been before observed, and it seems to me to
have an important bearing on the explanation of several atmospheric
and electrical phaanomena.
The apparatus used was an ordinary air-pump of rather feeble
power, and adapted either to compress or exhaust the air. Its receiver was a glass tube about 22 inches in height and 3 in diameter,
with its ends closed by brass caps cemented to it. At the bottom
was a stopcock and a screw l)y which it was attached to tlie airpump. To the top were soldered two copper wires, one hanging
down within tlie tube, terminating in one or more points, and extending to within about G inches of the bottom, the other extending
from the ujjper side of tlic cap to an ordin;u-y electrical condenser.
In experimenting after compressing or exhausting the air within
the receiver, the wire reaching to the condenser was disconnected
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its place by its glass
condition tested by a gold-leaf electrometer.
I have found it convenient first to compress the air and close the
stopcock, when the condenser would be found to be charged with
then after discharging all traces of it both from
positive electricitj'
the condenser and the wire leading to it, the air was allowed to
escape, and the condenser would become recharged to an equal
extent.
experiments with this apparatus have extended over about
eight months, and I have found the action to bear a strong analogy
to that of the electrical machine.
In damp or warm weather little
or no effect would be produced, whilst at other times, particularly in
clear cold weather, the action would be so strong as to diverge the
In warm weather,
leaves of the electrometer to their utmost extent.
when no action would be produced, I have attained the result by
cooling the air artificially.
A sudden expansion or contraction
always increases the effect.
The results with oxygen gas were similar, but I was not successful with either hydrogen or carbonic acid gases.
It is believed that the results which have been obtained on a small
scale in my experiments may be traced in the great operations of
The fluctuations of our atmosphere produce compressions
nature.
and expansions sufficient to cause great electrical disturbances. Particularly should this be observed in the dry cold regions of our atmosphere above the effects of moisture and vapours and it was established by the experiments of Becquerel as well as those of GayLussac and Biot, that the electricity of the atmosphere increases in
strength with the altitude.
A manifest relation, moreover, between the electricity of the atmosphere and the oscillations of the barometer has frequently been
observed.
Humboldt, treating upon the subject in his Cosmos,' remarks, among other things, that the electricity of the atmosphere,
whether considered in the lower or the upper strata of the clouds in
its silent problematical diurnal course, or in the explosion of the
lightning and thunder of the tempest, appears to stand in a manifold relation to the pressure of the atmosphere and its disturbances.
The tidal movements of our atmosphere produce regular systematic compressions twice in twenty-four hours.
These occur with so
much regularity within the tropics, as observed by Humboldt, that
the time of day is indicated within fifteen or twenty minutes by
the state of the barometer.
And Saussure observed a diurnal change
in the electricity of the atmosphere corresponding with the diurnal
changes of the barometer. The electricity of the atmosphere, he
observes, has therefore a daily period like the sea, increasing and
decreasing twice in twenty-four hours.
It, generally speaking,
reaches its maximum intensity a few hours after sunrise and sunset,
and descends again to its minimum before the rising and setting of
that luminary.
Other phsenomena, which it is believed may be traced to the same
cause, willbe the subject of anothercommunication.
From Silliman's
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the Philosophical Magazine for July 1857, will be found
-1a paper " On the Cirrous Form of Cloud,^^ in which I
attempted to show, from a simple experiment, that cirri are produced by the interfiltration of bodies of moist air, merely differing
1.

Simple differences of specific gravity, and
in temperature.
motions thence resulting, might, however, be said to be the actual
Having since followed out the same mode
cause of the cirrus.
of investigation into more complicated and perhaps more interesting cases, I have now to publish the results to which I have
been led concerning the cumulus, the cumulostratus, and the
nimbus or thunder-cloud. It will be well, however, first of all,
to state distinctly the nature of the evidence and arguments
which I shall adduce.
2. Now the means by which I take the first step to explain
the form of a cloud, is to produce experimentally with liquids a
miniature representation of it, under conditions in which the immediate causes can be certainly known.
If it is found that given
portions of liquids of ascertained specific gravities, when placed
together or variously set in motion upon eacli other, produce
peculiar appearances which exactly resemble in form some of the
more distinct kinds of clouds, I assume with complete confidence

and differences of specific gravity have operated in the production of the atmospheric clouds in question.
It must be distinctly understood, that in this first step we are
that similar motions

dealing only with dynamical causes, that

is,

with simple force

* Communiciited by the Author.
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Liquids are in many respects very unlike gases, the
being chieily distinguished by the property of elasticity ;
but in the atmosphere this property cannot be directly productive
of force or motion, or even the modification of force and motion,
because the air, being only confined by the superincumbent air,
is always at perfect freedom to assume the density and elastic

and motion.

latter

due to the pressure of that air. Elasticity is, as it were,
always self-adjusting, and never called into play, so that free air
will resemble in its motions a very rare liquid, and any part of
the atmosphere will be subject to the same hydrodynamical laws
as the interior of a body of liquid.
3. But assuming that we understand the mere motions which
take place in the production of a cloud, it is quite another thing
to show whence the forces which produced those motions are
derived.
In our miniature experiments such conditions are
known beforehand, because we have prepared our liquids of difforce

by dissolving various weighed quantities
some heavy soluble substance in water and we can project
the solutions thus prepared into each other with any desirable
velocity or direction by the aid of a simple apparatus to be preBut to explain, according to the known comsently described.
ferent specific gravities

of

;

plex properties of the atmosphere, the origin of those differences
of specific gravity and of those motions which we have established
to exist in the formation of a cloud, is a distinct and more difficult part of the subject.
4. It is necessar}^, so to speak, to translate the conditions of
our liquid experiments into the language of air, water and heat,
which are the only elements actively concerned in the production
of meteorological phsenomena. In fact, every complicated change
which heat, itself only a mode or disguised form of force, may

occasion in air or water, and every disturbing effect which air
and water, the latter in no less than three distinct forms, the
may mutually have upon each other,
solid, liquid, and gaseous,

—

—

have to be taken into account before we can lay down the
vera causa of an atmospheric cloud as distinctly as we can announce the conditions of our miniature one.
My experimental arrangements and results may be briefly
explained and easily understood, and my readers must judge for
themselves whether the representation which they afford of the
But even if so, it
internal motions of clouds be satisfactory.
will still be open to them to accept or dispute the suggestions,
founded upon less simple principles, which I shall offer concerning the causes of those motions.
will

The Section-glass.
5.

The apparatus which

I

employ may be conveniently termed
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contains a thin section of liquid which
is supposed to represent a section of the atmosphere.
It consists of two sheets of plate-glass (about 18 inches by
14), which
being let into two plain wooden frames, can be so screwed
together, face to face, as to form a water-tight vessel with an
it

internal space of the uniform width of about one-third of an inch.
This being: filled with water, we have a thin layer or section of
liquid, of v/hich the minutest motions or changes can be conveniently detected and observed either by means of the small par-

sediment floating in it, or by the production of a precipitate of chloride of silver, of which the component parts, silver
ticles of

and

chlorine, are contained in distinct portions of the liquid.
or more glass tubes may be introduced in any desirable

One

positions into the section-glass through grooves cut in the opposite faces of the wooden frame, and numerous currents of liquid,
varying in velocity, volume, or quantity, direction, temperature,
density, &c., may thus be introduced, so that their complex motions and reactions may be observed in the most convenient

manner. It is very easy to render the whole water-tight, if a
thin continued band of common glazier's putty be laid round
between the level surfaces of the wooden frames before they are
screwed together, the tubes required for the experiment in preparation being likewise imbedded in the same.
One of the
glass plates has been faintly engraved,
acid, with

two

by means of hydrofluoric

series of rectangular lines at the

uniform distance
of one inch ; these afford in every part a fixed line of reference
to detect the slightest movements of the enclosed liquid, as well
as to measure the rate or extent of that movement if required.
The accessory apparatus, such as tubes, funnels, stopcocks,
&c., will at once be understood

the instrument
_

from Plate

II. fig. 1, in

which

arranged as it is chiefly employed.
6. The liquids used consist of the following dilute solutions,
is

viz.

"Water containing 1 part in 5000 of common salt.
Water containing 1 part in 5000 of nitrate of silver.
(3) An aqueous solution containing one-tenth of its weight of
ordinary white sugar.
The first two have about the same specific gravity, but produce, when they mix, a white precipitate of chloride of silver,
which, though perfectly distinct, is so thin and impalpable as to
remain a long time suspended in the water, the motions of which
its weight docs not perceptibly influence.
Known quantities of
the third solution are, however, added to the two former, with
the object of producing such differences of specific gravity as
form the required conditions of the experiment.
(1)
(2)

7.

A

little reflection will

show that the whole

R2

.

variety of phse-
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nomena which may be produced by the experimental arrangements described above,

result

from only two

essential variable

conditions.
1st. Original impressed momentum.
2nd. Gravity, which is called into play whenever we use two
liquids differing, however slightly, in specific gravity, but which
does not in the least affect the internal motions of a peifectly
homogeneous fluid.
Though we employ certain chemical salts and also liquids differing in temperature, it will easily be seen, and must be borne
in mind, that these are merely devices for rendering the motions

of the liquids visible, or for altering their specific gravities.
8. In the use of the section-glass, many curious facts have
been observed concerning the movements of jets and streams in
the interior of a body of liquid, which this is not the place to
describe, although the great variety of gracefully curved lines,

and

of curious and complicated forms which are presented, give
a lively interest to the experiments.
In a few of the more distinct cases, I hope to show that they lead us to the understanding of analogous atmospheric movements on a much grander

and more important

scale.

Cumulus.

The general nature and principles of the cumulus have
been understood for some time past but as the explanations
which are given of it in meteorological works are, I believe, more
or less erroneous, and always incomplete, I must here state what
occurs to me concerning it, before proceeding to the more com9.

;

plex cases of the cumulostratus and nimbus.
10. The pure cumulus is a simple, roundish, or hemispherical
heap of cloud matter, extending itself upwards from a horizontal
base, and appearing mysteriously suspended quite apart from all

other clouds at a moderate distance from the surface of the earth.
In this pure form it occurs only during the day ; and this fact
leads to the supposition, well supported by the observation of its
general form, and the curious internal motions which it often
exhibits, that it is occasioned by upward currents of warm and
moist air originating at the surface of the earth.
11. ^Vlien a body of air rises in the atmosphere, the continual
diminution of the superincumbent pressure allows it to expand,
and to decrease in density at about the same rate as obtains in
Expansion occasions the
every other part of the atmosphere.
increase of the capacity for heat, and there is consequently an
The rising air must therefore sink
absorption of sensible heat.
in temperature as it swells in volume ; but because a correspond-

ing expansion of volume and diminution of density takes place
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in every other part of the atmosphere, a uniform corresponding

of temperatm'e must also be everywhere found, supposing no
extraneous disturbing influences to exist.
Thus the walls of air
which sm-round the ascending column, and were cold with regard
to it at the surface, must suffer in every part of its course an
equal diminution of temperature proportional to the height at
which we test it. In fact, however high the column of air ascend,
it will fall continuously in temperature, but still remain warm
with respect to the surrounding air on the same level.
Its
motion, supposing it not to become broken up and dispersed,
might thus be perpetuated up to the limiting surface of the
atmosphere but for unforeseen causes, or perhaps for the interference of the contained aqueous vapour.
12. It is evident that the aqueous vapour, which is always
entangled in greater or less quantity with the ascending air, must
experience exactly corresponding changes of volume and density.
In proportion as the air expands, therefore must the aqueous
vapour diminish in actual elastic force.
\^\iq actual elastic force
is a term used in distinction from the possible elastic force, by
which is meant the greatest tension, according to the usual
tables, that can be supported at any given temperature.]
But
since the temperature of a rising body of air falls at some uniform rate, or at all events proportionally to the expansion, while
the possible elastic force of vapour decreases in some ratio much
more rapid than the temperature, it follows that the possible will
always, sooner or later, overtake the actual elastic force of the
contained aqueous vapour.
If the upward motion of the air be
continued ever so little above the point at which this takes place,
the actual elastic force can be no longer maintained, but condensation must ensue and a cloud be produced.
13. It now becomes interesting to inquire whether or not the
ascending current will be continued to any considerable height
above that " j)lane of precipitation" at which, as just explained,
condensation of aqueous vapour commences.
As yet we have
found no reason (11) why the motion should not be continued
up to the surface of the atmosphere, while it is commonly stated
that the large amount of latent heat given out in condensation
tends even to increase the buoyancy and " perpetuate " the upward movement (Graham^s 'Elements,' p. 328).
Yet it is evident that the uprising column of air is actually
terminated, for the reason that the cumulus, as continually occurring in the atmosphere, is always of a moderate elevation, and
terminates in a sharply defined spherical head.
To judge solely
from the ap])earance of the cloud itself, we should at once say that
just above that level where condensation of vapour commences, the
rising column is suddenly checked, flows over in a fountain-like
fall
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head, and then sinks on every side beneath the level of precipitation, all watery particles then evaporating.
14. The general form and internal motions of the cumulus
may, indeed, be illustrated with some approach to accuracy by a
simple experiment in the section-glass ; by producing, in short,
a fountain-like jet of liquid, of which the gravity is reduced to
an exceedingly small amount relatively to the surrounding liquid.
Experiment 1. Fill the section-glass with water containing
only a trace of common salt (1 part in 5000), and when it has
come to rest, introduce from the centre of the lower side a slow
vertical current of distilled water, of the same (ordinary) temperature, and containing a trace of nitrate of silver, together with
1 part in 5000 of its weight of sugar in solution.
The specific gravity of the injected liquid is very slightly
greater than that of the remainder ; and by the effect of gravity
acting against momentum, is produced the regular and extremely
graceful fountain-like form shown in fig. 2.
15. Either by considering the hemispherical form of the

natural cumulus, or the analogy which this experiment presents,
surely evident that a rising column of air, instead of being
perpetuated, is completely checked a short height above the plane
It is not necessary to the further progress of
of precipitation.
my theory, that I should point out the whole cause of this. I
notice here only one point which seems to have been overlooked
by meteorologists, viz. that the weight of the precipitated watery
particles must increase the specific gravity of a cloud as a whole.
In condensation, a certain portion of gaseous vapour, which
possesses only six-tenths the specific gravity of common air, is
It
reduced to liquid water, which is 815 times as dense as air.
is true that this water is in the form of minute suspended parit is

which are not at rest but must always tend to
subside; yet it does not follow that their weight must not be
added to the weight of the air to obtain the total weight, and
Indeed it follows
thence the specific gravity of the whole mass.
from the almost self-evident proposition, that the weight of a
body will not be affected by motions merely internal and relative, that the suspended particles of water in a cloud must inticles or vesicles,

crease

its total specific gravity.

16. While, therefore, the heat given out in the precipitation

of watery particles tends to expand the air and diminish its density, a counter effect is to some extent produced by the weight
It is not possible to determine whether preof those particles.
cipitation will really increase or decrease the density of the
cloudy air, and accelerate or arrest its upward motion, except
by exactly calculating out the amounts of the two opposite effects,

and thus discovering in which

direction the resultant tends.

A
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have made leads to the conclusion

that the effect of the latent heat considerably overbalances that
of the heavy watery particles ; but from the difficulty of obtaining satisfactory data as to latent and specific heats, I cannot
here pretend to determine the point.
It is sufficient if the fol-

—

lowing be distinctly understood and allowed*:
1st, That in the formation of a cumulose cloud, some came
exists to check the rising column of air, and sooner or later to
cause it to descend below the plane of precipitation.
2nd. That the weight of the precipitated watery particles must
contribute in some degree to produce this effect.
Cumulost'atus.

The cumulostratus, which

I have seen aptly described as
the anvil-shaped cloud, possesses a peculiar and distinctive form.
It is a cumulus of which the higher jjarts or the summit extend
horizontally into stratose projections, and is said to be the inter-

17.

mediate or transition form between the cumulus and the nimbus
or storm-cloud.
18.

The following

are the conditions under

which

it

was found

that a miniature cloud, bearing a striking resemblance to the
natural cumulostratus, could be produced in the section-glass
(see figs.

Exp.

3 and

4).

2. Place in the section-glass a

common

stratum of water con-

and then gradually introduce below it a second stratum containing the same trace of common salt, together with 2 parts in 1000 of sugar. The latter
taining only a trace of

salt,

stratum, possessing the greatest specific gravity, will lie tranfirst.
Lastly, project up slowly from the lower
side of the apparatus, a jet of water containing a trace of nitrate
of silver, together with about 1 part in 1000 of sugar.
19. The last-mentioned liquid is of a specific gravity intermediate to the other two, and will ascend through the lower stratum and up to a certain elevation in the higher stratum. There
quilly below the

its

superior gravity will overcome

its

momentum, and

it

will

* The following pliseuomenon w liicli I uotieed a few days since, presents
such a rare and remarkable coufirniation of what is advanced above, that I
During a severe hot wind (December 24, 1857, tempedescribe it liere
rature of air 104° to 108° F.), a large column of smoke (probably from a
bush fire) was seen rising into the atmos])here in the neighbourhood of
Sydney. After attaining a certain elevation, this was sharply terminated
by a nearly level plane, beneath which the smoke seemed to spread out on
Uut in several places small cumuli projected up above this plane,
all sides.
remaining in contact \vith it and a])pcaring as if supported upon it. Here
we have, in all ])robabihty, the j)lane of ))rccii)itati<)n distinctly marked,
and a ])roof that the ascending column of air- could not permanently rise
above it.
:

—
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But here
redescend, as in the cumulus, into the lower stratum.
its downward motion will be again checked, so that in fact it
cannot attain equilibrium except by spreading out in the form
of a distinct layer or stratose extension intermediate to the other
two strata. A cloud of chloride of silver is thus produced of
which two of the varieties of form are shown in figs. 3 and 4,
being drawn from photographs of the actual experiments.
20. Assuming that the resemblance of the miniature and real
atmospheric cloud is sufficient ground, I can at once announce,
from the conditions of the experiment, that the cumulostratus is
a cumnlus in which the tendency to redescend beneath the plane
On the contrary, the aii", after
of precipitation does not exist.
ascending and becoming cloudy, finds itself in equilibrium with
the surrounding air, and spreads out in more or less elevated and
horizontal projections.
But I must remark, that the miniature
cloud having once suggested the conditions of the real cloud,
ceases to be the sole ground on which we accept these conditions
as true.
The mind having once received a clear and salient idea
as to a probable cause of the cumulostratus, will apply it to every
This cominstance of that cloud which meets the eye in nature.
parison is the test of the theory, and must be the main gi'ound
on which my readers may judge of the truth of my conclusions.
21. Having established the simple dynamical conditions of
the cumulostratus, it yet remains, as before explained, to trans-

and to show the ultimate physical causes
simple and apparently reasonable supposition
is sufficient, viz. that a partial subsidence or separation of the
watery cloud-particles takes place. The evident effect of this is
to diminish the specific gravity of the remaining cloudy air.
The latter was, in the first place, warmer than the surrounding
air when it ascended, and became furtlier warmed by the heat
Its buoyancy, however, was destroyed,
evolved in condensation.
and its upward motion arrested above the plane of precipitation,
by some causes to which the weight of the watery particles unBut when
doubtedly contributed in a greater or less degree.
the watery particles fall away from the air, a part at least of this
counteracting tendency is removed; the VLwhtcovae.^ permanently
warmer and permanently lighter than bcibre, and will not have
the same tendency to redescend beneath the plane of precipitaStill retaining a part of the cloudy
tion, as in the cumulus.
particles in suspension, it will seek a certain elevation at which
it is in equilibrium with the surrounding air, and will thei'e
spread out in those stratiform projections which characterize the
cumulostratus.
22. The separated watery particles may fall as rain ; but this
is not a necessary supposition, since many appearances indicate.

late these conditions,

of the cloud.
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may go on

in the
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body of a cloud

without their ac/grer/ation into vain-drops of sufficient size to deThus
scend rapidly through the air to the surface of the earth.
may be explained, I suspect, the cirrose appearance which
Howard {' Climate of London,' vol. i. p. Ixix) detected in the
interior of quickly evaporating cumuli.
I continually notice,
too, that peculiar bag-like projections or " droplets " form at the

under surface of a dense sheet of cirrostratus towards the latter
part of the day, evidently caused by the weight of subsiding
cloud-particles.

The Nimbus, Rain-cloud, or Thunder-cloud.
23. The nimbus or cumulo-cirrostratus is au organized combination of the simple forms, and is described by Howard as " a
horizontal sheet, above which the cirrus spreads, while the
cumulus enters it laterally and from beneath."
The more
distinct forms of thunder-cloud to which I now alone refer, more
resemble a cumulostratus with a crest of cirrus spreading from
the summit ; and it occurred to me that it was only necessary to

combine the conditions of the experiment (see Phil. Mag. for
July 1857) by which the miniature cirrus was produced, with
the conditions of the miniature cumulostratus, in order to produce an actual representation of the form of a thunder-cloud.

—

The experiment is conducted as follows
2-1. Exp. 3. Pour into the section-glass a stratum of water
which contains about 2 parts in 1000 of sugar, with a trace of
:

common

salt, and the temperature of which has been raised to
about 100° P. Then carefully introduce beneath it a second
stratum at the ordinary temperature (about 60°), and containing
the same trace of common salt, together with about 2i parts of
sugar in 1000.
Lastly, project upwards from the lower edge of
the apparatus a jet of distilled water at the ordinary temperature,
containing merely a trace of nitrate of silver in solution.
25. The jet of the last-named liquid forces its way rapidly up
through the lowest cold and dense stratum, by virtue both of its
momentum and its considerable buoyancy. The heated upper
stratum, however, although containing sugar, is of less specific
gravity than pure water at the temperature of 60°, and therefore,
on entering this stratum, the upward progress of the jet is
checked, and a cumulostratose form, similar to that of the last
experiment, is the first result.
But the heat of the uppermost
stratum is rapidly communicated to the liquid with which it is
in contact ; and wherever there are two portions of liquid of the
same temperature, and of which the up])er contains sugar, while
the lower is free from it, it is evident that these must change
place from the mere effect of gravity.
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Thus the injected liquidj instead of gradually subsiding into a
longitudinal stratum^ as its intermediate specific gravitj^ causes
it to do in the case of the cumulostratus^ becomes by degrees of
least specific gravity, and ascends through the superincumbent
In my prestratum in the form of small streams or threads.
vious paper I attempted to show that these liquid threads are
analogous to, and produced by the same simple cause as those
In the present exatmospheric threads which are termed cirri.
periment, then, we have succeeded in producing a cumulostratus
of which the higher parts acquire a tendency to expand them-

upward as a cirrose crest.
The form of the miniature thunder-cloud thus obtained, under
favourable circumstances, is shown in fig. 5, but for obvious
selves

reasons the cloud is always in a state of change, and does not
endure for many minutes.
26. It will very probably be impossible for many of my readers
to recognize in the peculiar resiilt of the last experiment any
resemblance whatever to the ordinary conception of a thunderDuring the continuance of a storm, nothing of course is
cloud.
visible to a spectator beneath except one black unbroken mass of
cloud.
It is only to a very distant observer that the true shape
and elevation of this cloud would be presented, and he probably
Hence very
sees nothing in it to merit his particular attention.
few persons will be able, I think, to describe what the form of a
thunder-cloud is.
Moreover, under varying circumstances, a
hundred thunder-clouds may be produced which will appear to
a superficial observer to differ completely in form and nature, but
in which closer examination may detect, in greater or less degree,
all the essential characteristics of the perfect or typical thunder-

To obtain, indeed, the type or single clear conception of
a thunder-cloud, it is necessary for the mind to carry on a process
of abstraction upon all thunder-clouds which meet the eye, and
the result of such will be, I think, a form resembling in all
essential pai'ticulars that produced in the third experiment.
The essential parts of a thunder-cloud appear to be three, viz.
1st, the cumulus, which is the centre and source of all ; 2nd, stratus, or portions of cloud which extend themselves outwards and
lie in equilibrium with the surrounding air ; and 3rd, cirrus,
which consists only of small quantities of moist air and cloud
forcing their way upwards, by virtue of their buoyancy to higher
cloud.

elevations.

be seen, are exactly represented by the motions
liquid in the experiment just described.
27. There is one thing that it is so essential to understand
with regard to this miniature thunder -cloud, that I repeat here
what I before stated (7). It is produced by the simplest dynaThese,

it

will

and forms of the injected
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namely, the momentum which we communicate in
the fii'st ph\ce to the injected liquid, and the motions which
afterwards arise from differences of specific gravity purposely
occasioned.
Supposing the analogy of this experimental cloud
to the real atmospheric cloud to hold good, it follows that the
latter is a subject to be treated on the simplest dynamical
principles, while the conditions of our experiment actually
indicating the proximate causes of the atmospheric phsenoniical causes,

menon, afford us a new and safe giiide to its ultioiate causes.
Leaving others, however, to subject the miniature thunder-cloud,
or rather (see 20) the idea which is evolved in this, to a comparison with the actual phsenomenon, and assuming on my own
part that it will be favourable, I proceed to offer a suggestion as
to the conversion of the experimental conditions into those of
the atmosphere.

28. Having shown (in 20) how the subsidence or aggregation
and rapid fall of wateiy particles within a cloud may cause the
remaining air (still partially cloudy) to become permanently
warmer and specifically lightei', so as to seek a definite elevation
above the plane of precipitation, and there to spread out gradually in horizontal stratiform projections,

let

us suppose this

action to have gone on to a certain extent within a cloud so as to

produce the cumulostratus. The latter will consist of two parts,
the active cumulose cvntre, and the tranquil bodies of cloud
which are derived from and surround it. But if we now suppose
subsidence and the formation of rain to continue throughout
the cloud, it is evident that the specific gravity of the stratose or
tranquil parts of the cloud will be still further decreased, but
gradually decreased.
Having assumed a given elevation, because
there alone their specific gravity was equal to that of the surrounding air, the equilibrium of these stratose parts can now no

longer be maintained. As they gradually decrease in sj^ecific gravity, the uppermost layers of air, which are most free from watery
particles, must tend to ascend to greater elevations, and here we
meet precisely the conditions in which, as shown in my previous
paper, an upward cirrose filtration will take place. Small streams
and threads of warm and moist air will ascend from the upper
part of the cloud, and forcing their way into the superior strata,
also moist, but of less temperature, renewed precipitation will
undoubtedly take ])lacc according to the mixture theory of Dr.
Hutton, and the cliaractcristic crest of cirrus will be produced.
29. It is not ))ossible within the narrow limits of this paper to
answer any probable or apparent objections to this theory, nor to
offer the many su])porting arguments and instances which may
I cannot resist noticing, however, that the meoccur to me.
teorologist Howard, iu speaking of the nimbus or cumulo-cin'O-
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'Climate of Loudon/ i. p. xlix, says, "The c'lvvi veffetate,
It
were, in proportion to the quantity of rain falling."
would be impossible to express more accurately the relation of
the subsiding cloud-particles and falling rain to the ascending
" vegetating."
cirri, than to speak of the latter as
I leave it for the reader to consider how various winds and
many different meteorological conditions will alter the general
shape and proportions of the thunder-cloud, and how the cirrose
crest will generally be swept away by a lofty cm-rent of air so as
to assume the form of a thin sheet or cirrose veil, often of an
arched form, and preceding the main body of the storm-cloud.
Lastly, in proposing, as I think, a fresh and original theory
stratus,

as

it

of the thunder-cloud, I am not unaware of its crudeucss. Whether
others or myself, a quantitative estimation must be made

by

and velocities upon which it so entirely depends
having suggested that the form of the thunder-cloud is a simple
mechanical phjenomenon, it will remain a mere suggestion until
theorem. The simit is presented as a rigorous mathematical
of the forces

however, of the principles involved, naturally inspires
confidence that this may be achieved.

plicity,

much

Electrical Theory of the Thunder-cloud.

30. It may have caused some surprise that I have offered a
theoi7 of the thunder-cloud in which the principle, electricity, is

not even referred

to.

are indeed the most striking phsenothe thunder-cloud presents, and partly on account
of this, and partly from a propensity to form electrical theories
which seems almost universal, it has always been usual to consider that electricity must be, in some way or other, the cause of
It is treated, in short, as the fourth element of meteorostorms.
logy, of whichi the first three are air, water, and the agent heat.
31. If, without assuming that the theories above propounded
are exactly true, we only admit that they lie in the right direction, and appear to rest upon some sound basis, we can pretty
plainly draw the inference that this supposed electric agency is a
mere illusion. All the more distinct forms of clouds, cirrus,
stratus, cumulus, cumulostratus, and thunder-cloud, have long

Thunder and lightning

mena which

been known, or have been shown according to my own theory, to
be the simple mechanical effects of differences of specific gravity
Electricity
occasioned in air and water by the action of heat.
incapable of cooperais a force of quite a different nature, and
ting with these in producing the class of mechanical effects in
To introduce it is gratuitous and unnecessary.
question.
Though it is always usual in meteorological works to refer all
difficult points concerning clouds to that delusive agent, no one
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ventures definitely to state

how

electricity
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can produce or modify

them.

When we have a prospect of assigning other simpler forces as
the true causes of the forms of clouds, it is unphilosophical even
to mention electricity in conjunction with these.
32. But, surely, meteorologists have strangely mistaken the
true functions of electricity in ever proposing it as a cause.
Sir J. Herschel expi-esses himself to this effect (Essays, &c.,
" Here also we have to deal with electricity as a third
p. 245)
element, but we strongly incline to the opinion, that its agency
as a meteorological cause, is exceedingly limited, indeed, that it
may be altogether left out of the account as productive of any
meteorological effects of importance on the great scale.''
Electricity has no place among the principles of meteorology
it is but an accidental or secondary effect, by which I mean one,
as it were, of a different order from its cause, and which does not
produce any appreciable reaction.
:

—

One example

will illustrate this position.

It is always stated

common domestic
smartly rubbed, crackling sparks of electricity will be
emitted.
Friction is undoubtedly the cause, in this case, of the
electricity; but would any one be foolish enough to suppose that
electrical attraction was in any way the cause of your hand being
brought near the cat's back and rubbed upon it ?
The sparks are a secondary effect of the force expended in
rubbing ; and although they may be said to contain a minute
amount of force under a very peculiar form, they can have no
appreciable reaction.
Similarly, the atmospheric sparks are a
secondary effect of the friction of curi'ents of air, but the mechanical force manifested in the whole discharges of a large thundercloud must be almost infinitely small compared with the force
required to raise thousands of tons of water to the elevation of
the clouds, and to stir up the winds till their pressure amounts,
perhaps, to 10 lbs. on each square foot of opposing surface.
33. Yet it may be well if I can offer any suggestion to reconcile the secondary effect in question, with the simple and fundamental causes whch I believe to operate in clouds. Possessing,
as I assume, a clear idea of the motions and changes which constitute a cumulus, and therefore the thunder-cloud, which is
essentially a cumulus with a derivative and, as it were, organized
system of cirrus and stratus, I see no difficulty iu offering an explanation which is at least plausible.
My only fear is that it is
not original.
Atmos))heric air almost always possesses a faint charge of electricity diffused through it, as the electric excitation is diffused
over the surface of the glass cylinder of the electrical machine.
in electrical treatises, that
cat is

when the back

of a
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It is so perfectly insulated by the non-conducting property of
gases, that only a single particle can be discharged at once. Now
when this air rises into the body of a cumulose cloud, the preci-

pitated watery particles being good conductors, will rapidly colupon their surfaces all the electricity of the air in which

lect

they are immersed.
34. But it is characteristic of a rain- or storm-cloud that the
watery particles become separated from the air ; they sink, subside and coalesce, while the air, freed from their weight, rises into
Surely this air will also be deprived of its whole
higher strata.
electric chai'ge, which will collect upon the cloud as the electric
fluid of the glass plate

upon the

metallic conductor.

Now

as

the particles of the cloud gradually coalesce into large spherical drops, the total superficial conducting surface is vastly
diminished, and the tension of the electricity is raised to such a
pitch, that it must finally overcome the resistance of the nonconducting atmosphere and discharge itself with the earth which

And so long as a current
in the opposite electric condition.
of moist electrified air enters the cloud from beneath and passes
out at the summit deprived of moisture and electricity, must the

is

continually renewed tension of the electricity be relieved
repeated flashes of lightning.
at

by

35. It does not escape me that many apparent objections may
once be urged against this theory ; for instance, the fact that

is not always accompanied by lightning, and that in a
thunder- storm capricious changes in the kind or sign of electriWith regard to these I will only remark, that
city often occur.
though this theory does not include them, it does not, as far as
there is nothing apparently irrecouI can see, exclude them
I have attempted to show how the cumulose
cileable in them.
precipitation of rain may be accompanied by the concentration
of electric force, but into the modifying conditions of the latter

rain

:

I

do not now enter.
36. I conclude by subjoining, in as

bi'ief terms as possible, a
statement of the conclusions arrived at in this paper, or the previous one of July 1857.
1. The cirrus is produced by the interfiltration of two moist
bodies of air, of which the lowest possesses the highest tempera-

ture and the least specific gravity.
2. In the acknowledged mode of production of the cumulus
by an ascending current of warm moist air, it has been usual to

overlook some cause which operates to check the upward motion
soon after precipitation has commenced ; of this effect the weight
of the precipitated watery particles forms at least partially the
cause.
3.

When partial subsidence

or separation of the watery cloud-
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not be so
niucli checked, and having lost its tendency to redescend, as in
the cumulus, will spread out in stratiform projections, and produce the cumulostratose form.
4. If subsidence and aggregation of the cloud-particles into
rain continue and increase, the air throughout the cloud will be
gradually relieved from the weight of the water, yet retaining
the latent heat evolved in its condensation, will decrease in specific gravity.
It will, therefore, commencing with the upmost
parts, tend to ascend through the superincumbent strata, producing (1) the cirrose crest which is characteristic of the
particles takes place, the ascending

air will

nimbus.
5. The electricity of a thunder-cloud is continuously derived
from the weak charge previously existing in the ascending curThe precipitated watery parrent which supplies the moisture.

which, as they gradually aggregate

ticles collect this electricity,

into drops of rain,

becomes

intensified to

an indefinite extent.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE
Figs. 3

Fig. 1. Section-glass.
Fig. 2. Cumulus.

The

and

II.

4.

Cumulostratus.

Fig. 5. Tiiunder-cloud.

letters in the figures

denote

:

L. Liquid of less or least specific gravity compared with the other portions of liquid with which it is in contact.
G. Liquid of greater or greatest specific gravity.
I. Liquid intermediate in specific gravity to two other portions of liquid.
Incr. Liquid of which the specific gravity is increasing.
Deer. Liquid of which the specific gravity is decreasing.

N.B.

Figs. 2, 3, 4,

and 5 are engraved from photographs of the actual

experiments.

Royal Mint, Sydnev, New Soutli "Wales,
January "9, 1858.
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Description of a Contact Breaker superior to any hitherto
made, and of certain Effects of a Condenser on the Action of
By the Rev. N. J. Callan,
various kinds of Contact Breakers.
D.D., Professor of Natural Philosophy in Maynooth College'^.

XXXII.

IN

1837 I constructed a contact breaker in which the contact
was made and broken by a copper wire which was caused

to vibrate very rapidly, so that its opposite ends which were amaldescription of this
gamated dip])cd alternately into mercury.

A

instrument was published in Sturgeon's 'Annals of Electricity,^
It was the first contact breaker ever made;
&c., in Aj)ril 1837.
When the mercury is covered with oil, it
it was not self-acting.
is

superior to

all

other non-self-acting contact breakers.
Cominunicated by the Author.
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About two years ago M. Foucault described in tlie Comptes
Rendus a contact breaker, in which the contact was made and
broken by a platina point caused to dip into mercury and rise
from it by means of an electro-magnet the mercury was covered
Soon after I had seen the description of this inwith alcohol.
;

strument, I made one which acted very well as long as I used
only one voltaic cell ; but when three cells were employed, the
I mentioned this circumstance to M. Foucault
alcohol took fire.
He said
at the meeting of the British Association in Dublin.
that he used thirty cells without inflaming the alcohol ; that in
bis contact breaker the alcohol over the mercury was about 2 inches
deep, and that in mine the depth of the alcohol must have been
too small.
It was only about half an inch.
In an instrument of this kind, I have lately used platina,
copper, amalgamated copper, silvered copper, tin, and iron for
making and breaking contact by dipping into mercury and rising
from it. The mercury was covered with oil, alcohol, or turpentine.
The same battery and electro-magnet were employed
The amalgamated
to make these various metals vibrate rapidly.
copper acted with far greater effect than platina or any of the
other metals, but the contact was not made and broken so
rapidly as when any of the other metals was used, because a
small portion of mercury adhered to the amalgamated copper
Hence, in order
after it rose above the surface of the mercury.
to break contact, it was necessary to make the amalgamated copper and the armature of the electro-magnet vibrate through a
greater distance than that through which the other metals reAVhen the amalgamated copper was used, it
quired to move.
was necessary to allow the armature to recede nearly -ik of an
Hence the contact
inch from the poles of the electro-magnet.
was not made and broken with great rapidity. This defect
I have remedied by the use of a lever, the two arms of which
are at right angles to each other, and one of which is about
The short
half an inch and the other 6 or 7 inches long.
ai'm is attached to the armature by means of a double-jointed
rod of brass or iron ; and the long arm, which must be horizontal,
The electro-magnet is
to the amalgamated piece of copper.
fixed to a frame in a horizontal position ; the armature is screwed
to a board moveable on a hinge, and standing nearly at right
It is brought by means of a screw to the
angles to the horizon.
distance from the poles of the electro-magnet which is found to
answer best. It is also pressed by a spring, or two springs, with
a force just sufficient to prevent the attraction of the electromagnet from drawing it to the magnet, and thus breaking connexion with the battery before the magnet and core of the induction coil receive the full magnetic power which the battery is
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superior to any hitherto made.

If the armature be drawn to the
capable of giving to them.
poles of the electro-magnet through the g^^th of an inch, the
amalgamated piece of copper, being at 6 inches from the centre
of motion, will ascend ^th of an inch, and will be raised out of

the mercury even when the armature does not vibrate through
The vibrations
a distance greater than the y^-^th of an inch.
through so small a distance are very rapid, and consequently the
connexion of the coil of the magnet, and of the primary wire
of the induction cod, with the battery is made and broken with
great rapidity.
I have used for the long arm of the lever a piece of thick

A

sheet brass about 6 or 7 inches long and an inch broad.
piece ith of an inch broad and about 4 inches long may be cut
out of the middle of the long arm, so that a thin plate of amalga-

mated copper, of platina, or of any other metal may be attached
to the lever by a small screw and nut, at any distance we wish
from the centre of motion. I have attached the amalgamated
copper at distances varying from 3 to 10 inches from the centre
of motion, and have found that it acts as well at 3 or 4 as at 10
It is useless to make the length of the
inches from the centre.
I have found that the use
long arm greater than 6 or 7 inches.
of the lever just described is a great improvement to the contact
breaker, not only when amalgamated copper and mercury are
used, but also when the contact is made by platina or any other
metal and mercury, or by the pressure of two solid metala
against each other.

In the mercm-ial contact breaker, I have used

oil,

alcohol

and

I think the oil acts as well as either of the others,

turpentine.

and has one advantage over both of them, that it does not evaThe others require to be renewed every day.
The magnetic power of the electro-magnet in the mercurial
contact breaker, and the shock given by the secondary current of
its helix, are much greater when amalgamated copper is used

porate.

is employed, or than when the connexion with
made and broken by two solid metals. Hence
the contact breaker I have described, in which contact is made
and broken by means of mercury and amalgamated copper, is
The reason is that amalsuperior to all other contact breakers.
gamated copper makes better contact with mercury than platina
does, or than any two solid metals make with each other.

than when platina
the battery

A

is

piece of

copper.

The

tin plate acts as well as amalgamated
part of the tin or copper which dips into the mer-

amalgamated

cury need not exceed ^th of an inch in breadth.
The mercurial contact breaker requires much less magnetic
power to work it than other contact breakers ; because, in order
to make perfect contact between mercury and amalgamated cop«
S
Fhil. May. S. 4. Vol. 15. No. 100. April 1858.
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I have found that for working
magnetism of one pole of the core of an in-

not necessary.

this instrument; the

abundantly sufficient. When only one pole of
presented to the armature, a piece of soft iron should
be fixed near the end of the armature opposite to that on which
the core acts.
It will be useful to divide the induction coil and its core into
two or more parts, and to fix one end of each part of the core to
a frame, so as to be about ^'^th or ^^th of an inch from the
duction
the core

coil is
is

The ends of the core presented to the armature
armature.
should be alternately north and south, and then the opposite ends
of the parts of the core will be also alternately north and south,
and may be connected with each other by a plate of iron, so that
all the parts w^ill act on the armature as one electro-magnet. The
various parts of the core should project at least an inch beyond
each extremity of the parts of the primary coil which surround
them. Both ends of each part of the core should be filed flat.
By connecting the ends of the parts of the core which are not
presented to the armature by a plate of iron, the magnetic
power of the core and its attraction for the armature, and consequently the action of the contact breaker, is increased ; but the
sudden magnetization and demagnetization of the core is renI have used with the mercurial contact
dered more difficult.
breaker, a small coil divided into two equal parts, and have found
that the connexion of the ends with each other by an iron plate,
produced scarcely any change in the length of the sparks given
by the secondary coil. The sparks from the coil were longer
when the contact breaker was used, than any I was able to get
by making and breaking contact with the hand. The division
of the induction coil and its core into two or Jiiore parts will be
useful in long coils, because it diminishes the length of the wires
The parts into which the core is divided need not
in the core.

be equal to each other in length.
When the ends of the coil of an electro-magnet by which a
contact breaker is worked, are connected with a condenser, the
armature is, if the battery be small, instantly made to vibrate
more rapidly, and to strike against the poles of the magnet with
increased force, unless the contact be made and broken by mercury
and amalgamated copper, or some other amalgamated metal.
Such are the effects which I have found to be produced by the
condenser on the action of contact breakers in which the contact was made and broken by means of mercury and platina, or
any unamalgamated metal, or by the pressure of two solid metals
But these effects were sensible only when
against each other.
When a powerful battery was
the battery employed was small.
used, the condenser gave no sensible increase of power to the

supet-ior to

any hitlm'to made.
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even when the battery was small,
produce any sensible improvement in the action of the contact
breaker if the connexion with the battery was made and broken
by mercury and an amalgamated metal. This is an additional
proof of the superiority of the contact breaker in which mercury
and amalgamated copper are employed for making and breaking
contact.
For, the only reason we can conceive why the condenser should produce a sensible improvement in all contact
breakers except the one in which mercury and an amalgamated
metal are used, is, that in this, the amalgamated metal makes
more perfect contact with mercury than platina does, or than two
solid metals make with each other, and therefore produces greater
magnetic power in the electro-magnet.
The increased action produced by the condenser in various
contact breakers is a confirmation of the truth of the explanation
of the action of the condenser which is given in the paper I read
at the last meeting of the British Association, and which was
published in the Philosophical Magazine for last November.
In
that paper I showed that the effects of the condenser are,
1st, to
accelerate the motion of the electricity flowing in the primary
coil at the moment its connexion with the battery is broken,
and thereby increase the magnetic power of the core; and
2ndly, to destroy more suddenly the magnetism of the core
by the electrical current which rushes from the positive to the
negative plate of the condenser, as soon as the former receives
all the electricity flowing in the primary coil at the moment its
connexion with the battery is broken. These are precisely the
effects which I have found the condenser to produce on the electro-magnet of the contact breaker.
I may mention here, that I have found by experiment that iron
wire coiled round the primary wire of an induction coil resists
the force with which electricity is attracted to the positive plate
of the condenser after the connexion between the primary wire
and battery is broken, and consequently that the immense quantity of iron wire wound round the conducting wire of the Atlantic cable must give great resistance to the electric current by
Hence, if
which messages are to be sent across the Atlantic.
any other means can be employed to protect and strengthen the
conducting wire, it should be adopted in the part of the cable
which is not yet made, and the use of iron wire should be abanelectro-magnet

;

nor did

it,

—

doned.

Maynooth College,
Feb. 27, 1858.
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Lakes and Rivers of Damascus.
of Cork, M.R.I.A., F.G.S.

By Francis M. Jennings
To

the Editors

of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemen,

THE

following remarks Mill, I trust, be considered as sugand as offering to travellers what is most required

gestive,

—

a statein making preparations for a journey to foreign lands,
ment of the points of interest in distant countries in connexion

with questions of physical geography, geology, natural history,
&c., showing what are still undecided, and what most require
further research and examination.
The Rev. J. L. Porter, author of ' Five Years in Damascus,'
was the first to give an accurate map of the vicinity of that
famous city, and the rivers flowing through it, the Barada,
showing that
ancient Abana, and the Awaj, ancient Pharpar,
they enter into two distinct and separate lakes, flooding a considerable district in winter, and diminishing again in the dry
season.
Now these lakes appear to have no outlet for the
excess of waters, or if there be an outlet or outlets, they have
Further
escaped observation, and yet their waters are fresh.
examination may possibly prove that a subterranean passage
carries off a portion of the waters, or that they escape by watercourses into the Hauran.
If, however, such means of escape for
the excess of water do not exist, these lakes must be considered
as exceptional, and an analysis of the Avater remote from the
streams flowing into them would be of much interest.
The city of Damascus is about 2200 feet above the level of
the sea, which gives facility for an escape of water not afforded
by the Caspian, Sea of Aral, or Dead Sea.
The fauna of the rivers is also worthy of notice, as in last
August and September I saw in the Barada, below Damascus,
large numbers of crabs, exactly similar in appearance to the
shore crabs of Great Britain, and resembling them in colour;
the bodies of many are about 6 inches long ; the species are no
doubt different from those inhabiting our coasts.
In the river Litany, which runs in the valley between the two
Lebanons, similar Crustacea are also abundant, and univalve
shells of a marine type.
The banks of the two rivers running through Damascus, have
for many thousand years maintained an immense population,
which, probably, as at present, has received its principal supply of
salt from the Mediterranean ; this in the aggregate must be considerable, and should not be overlooked in an examination of
the waters of the lakes before alluded to.

—
—
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from Syria have
I am awave that the Crustacea and Mollusca
travellers, but
not escaped the notice and observations of former
from the number of the Crustacea, I think it has more importance
in a geological bearing than as yet it has received.
I

am, Gentlemen,
Yours truly,

Francis M. Jennings.

XXXIV. Experiments on some Sonorous Flames.
By Prof. \\. B. Rogers, Boston, U.S.
To

the Editors

and Journal.
of the Philosophical Magazine
Clapham Common,

^--^ H'

Gentlemen,

1858.

from a letter I have this day received
ENCLOSE
from Professor W. B. Rogers of Boston, U.S., describing
some interesting experiments made by him on sonorous flames.
You may probably consider them of sufficient interest for mseran extract

I

tion in the Philosophical Magazine.
Believe me.

Yours

truly,

John

P. Gassiot.

1 Temple Place, Boston,
Febmarj^ 15, 1858.
Sir,
In my former hurried note I alluded to some experiments I
was making on sonorous flames. I have since ascertained that

My

dear

vibration.
the presence of a wick does not prevent the musical
inserted
In a tapering jet-pipe, one-tenth of au inch in diameter, I
project some
as
to
so
asbestos,
of
or
twine
cotton
loose
of
a wick
burned at
distance into the flame of common illuminating gas
of the
the extremity, and I found it easy, by a proper adjustment
note.
musical
clear
a
obtain
to
tube,
glass
enclosing
and
flame
After various attempts to secure the same result with alcohol
and other combustible liquids burned directly from wicks, I have
that by using hollow circular loicks, and tubes but shghtly

found

exceeding them in diameter, we can readily produce the musical
and the mixture
effect with the flames of sulphuric fcther, alcohol,
is
of the latter with spirits of turpentine, which in this country
known as burning fluid.
As the effect in these experiments depends on the access to
the flame of a current of air of definite amount and velocity and
of the
in proper directions, it is necessary to adjust the diameter
wick and size of the flame to the dimensions of the tube cmployed, and to hold the tube with its lower edge a little lower
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The flame

than that of the wick.

and

to lose

much

which, with a

of

its

little care,

will then

brilliancy,

and

be seen to contract

will give forth a tone

can be rendered quite smooth and con-

tinuous.

These results are readily obtained with the flame of a small
circular-wicked lamp, now used in the United States for burning
In this lamp the wickthe mixture of alcohol and turpentine.
tubes rise about 2 inches above the reservoir, and an extei-nal
moveable tube is provided, which, being raised or lowered, serves
to vary the depth of the wick and to adjust the flame with great
The body of the lamp should be removed from its
nicety.
pedestal and placed on a ring-support, to secure a free current

upward through the wick-tube.
These results add but little to the beautiful experiments by
which Faraday, forty years ago, demonstrated the cause of these
musical vibrations ; but as they present some of the effects in a
more satisfactory form, they may give additional force to the
conclusion, that under proper conditions flames of every kind are

of air

capable of exciting sonorous vibrations.
I may here add, that my attention has lately been called to a
very striking effect of this kind, observed by Mr. W. F. Shaw,
an ingenious gas-fitter of Boston, while experimenting with the
On invertwire-gauze burners which he uses in his gas-stoves.

ing one of these burners over the jet so as to bring the perforated
cylinder below, and the continuous metal tube above, the diaphragm of gauze (as seen in fig. 3), he found that the flame,
when duly adjusted, gave rise to a very powerful continuous
musical sound, which could be changed in pitch and loudness

by the addition of other pipes above.
In this arrangement the gas becomes mingled throughout
with so large a proportion of air as probably to form a thoroughly
explosive mixture on the top of the wire-gauze, thereby favouring the fullest development of the sonorous effect.
In all these experiments the conditions are just such as are
suited to produce the succession of explosions which Professor
Faraday has shown to be the immediate cause of these musical
As regards the mechanical agency which renders the
sounds.
explosions successive and not continuous, I think it is to be traced
to those vibrations which Savart has shown to belong to jets of
air, as well as of water and other liquids.
That you may sec at a glance the conditions under which my
experiments have been made, I enclose a figure of my apparatus
for the sethcr-flame (fig. 1), one of the circular wick-lamps above
referred to (fig. 2), and also a figure of Shaw's burner in the
position in Mhich it gives the sonorous effect (fig. 3).
The two former have been already described. The sether-

M.
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candle is formed of a glass tube about 8 inches long and |- of
an inch in diameter, open below and drawn to a small pointed

lllllll!lil!lli!liil!:i'ilii'»S

Some loose cotton-twine or asbestos is introaperture at top.
duced so as to reach very near to the opening ; the tube is then
half-filled with sulphuric aether, and the larger end closed with a
cork, after which we may place it vertically in the centre of a
wooden block. On applying a light to the apex, the vapour
burns in a steady bluish jet, which with proper tubes enables us
to repeat all the experiments on the singing and the silent flame.
This simple apparatus acts freely at ordinary temperatures, and
may be used from time to time for several days without replenishing.

With

best regards.

Yours

truly,

William

XXXV. On

the Percussion of Bodies.

[Continued from

On the
37.
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we seek the

points by

striking an obstacle,

we have merely

to

Poinsot.

p. 180.]

points by means of which the body
a given reflexion.

velocity V,

is

capable of

means of which the body, on

may be

make

«'=-V.

Wc

By M.

B. Rogers.

thus obtain the quadratic equation

reflected with a given
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by means of which the unknown distances of these centres are
determined. The two roots of this equation will be real, provided

and, as

may be

both roots are positive, and

easily seen,

less

than

—a

h or

Hence, provided

V

satisfies

the inequality

there are two centres in the body corresponding to the given
On examining this inequality we find it to be
reflexion V.
equivalent to

{\-a)d
and consequently that it expresses the self-evident condition that
the given value V of u' must not exceed the maximum of u'.
by nw, n being any number whatever,
38. If we represent
and subsequently replace u by ad, the foregoing inequality

V

becomes

K
2 Vn^ + n
hence the theorem
distance a between
rotation
of
''

is less

:

its

If the movement of the body be such that the
and the spontaneous centre

centre of gravity

than ^

—

,

^Vn^ + n

then between the

,

centres of

gravity and percussion there will always be two points or centres,
such that if an obstacle be presented to the one or the other, the
body will be reflected with a velocity V, n times greater than that

which

it

39.

possesses.

If,

as a particular case,

K2^2=4(V2 + Vh),
will be equal, and the
two centres in question will coincide with the point whose distance from the centre of gravity is

tlie

two roots of the preceding equation

But, solving the corresponding equation
4,V2
for

+ 4Vm=K2^

V, we find

{\-a)d
'

2
that

is

to say, the given value of

V

is

in this case equal to the

M.
maximum

of

Heuce the value

u',

40

It is

of

\

K-?i?

2(V + MJ

\—a

the distance
easy to verify that

resolve itself into
reflexion.
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it

,v

oueht
now to
°

of the centre oi

does

maximum

so.

Tf

K2^2^4(V2h-Vm),
both roots will be imaginary, and no centre corresponding to
the given reflexion V can be found.
41. We may remark that when ^=0, this condition for imaginary roots is always fulfilledj whatever value V may have
hence, when the body is simply translated through space, there is
no point by means of which it can be reflected: wherever the
obstacle may be presented, the centre of gravity, after the shock,
will continue to move in the same direction as before, and that
always with diminished velocity.
42. When u
0, that is to say, when the body merely posaround its own centre of gravity, there are
sesses a rotation
always two centres corresponding to a given reflexion V, provided

—

V

is less

-^

than

the

is

This accords with the result in

-^r-.

maximum

gravity of a rotating

body by presenting

or fixed point so as to oppooc

43. If
lysis,

we

we

36, since

to the latter

an obstacle

its rotation.

—V

throughout the preceding anaV by
have the case of a negative reflexion, in other

replace

shall

art.

velocity that can be given to the centre of

words, of a ^progression of the centre of gravity in the same direction as before.
Hence to determine these centres of a given
progression, or these points by means of which the body, after
striking an obstacle, continues to move in the same direction as
before with a given velocity, we shall have the equation
(m

- V)a;2 _ K2^^ _ VK2 r= 0,

the roots of which are real, equal, or imaginary, according as

K^^-4(V2-Vm) >0, =0,
The discussion

of this equation

or

<0,

&c.

would be analogous

to the fore-

going.

Corollary.

On

the centres of perfect reflexion.
44. If we wished to consider in particular those points or
centres by means of which the body would be reflected with the
same velocity as it possesses, and thus deport itself as a perfectly
clastic body, we should merely have to make

m'=
or to set

Y=u

— m,

in the formulae of art. 37.

By

so doing

we
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should have the equation

or putting a6 and

/*

in place of

pler equation

—

u and

K^

h

,

respectively, the sim-

^

whence we deduce the roots
0!=
which are always

h

±
,

-r

4

real, positive,

-v/A2_8K2
,

4
and

less

than

h,

when

/i2-8K2>0,
or,

—

putting

in place of h,

when

K
It follows, therefore, that if the
the distance a,

G,

is

movement of the body

from its spontaneous centre

is

to its centre

such that

of gravity

than the line -k—j^, there are always two points or

less

centres of perfect reflexion ; that is to say, two points such that if
the body strike an obstacle with either, its centre of gravity will be
reflected with a velocity exactly equal to that which it possesses.

Examples.
45. Suppose, by way of example,

K

-^

is

evidently fulfilled,

thata=^K:

and we have

for

x

the condition
the two posi-

2\/2
tive values

Xj='K and

The two

points on the line

x,i=^'K..

CG, joining the

and percussion, which correspond

centres of gravity

to these distances, are there-

fore centres of perfect reflexion; so that by presenting an obstacle
to either of them, the centre of gravity of the body would be

were perfectly clastic.
Although the centre of gravity will move in the same direction
and with the same velocity, no matter whether the body strikes

reflected as if the latter

first or with the second of these points, it will easily be
seen that the rotation 6' which the body preserves after the shock
In fact, substituting, successively,
is not the same in both eases.
these values of a- in the expression for 6' (art. 31), we find that

with the

the rotation

6'

9
becomes ^ in the

first case,

20
and -^in the second.

M.
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we suppose

j^

the two roots of the equation will be equal and have the value
cv

= ih.

In this particular case of the movement of the body, therefore,
there is only one point which can be a centre of perfect reflexion,
and its distance from the centre of gravity is one-fourth of that
of the latter from the centre of percussion.

Centres of no ueflexion.
47. To find the points by means of which the body suffers no
reflexion after the shock, we have only to set

u'=0,
and therefore

or, substituting

a6

for

ii,

and k

for

—

whence we deduce

x=0 and w=h,
two values which correspond respectively to the centre of gravity
and centre of percussion. It is evident, in fact, that if an
obstacle be presented at either of these centres, the velocity of
The only difference between the
translation will be destroyed.
two cases is, that in the first the velocity of translation u is alone
being altered, whereas in
destroyed, without that of rotation
the second case both u and 6 are destroyed.
48. In order to find the point where an obstacle must be presented in order that the velocity of translation may suffer no
alteration,

we should merely have

to

make m'=u, which would

lead us to the value

x= —a,
corresponding to the spontaneous centre

of rotation.

since this point of the body is at rest each instant, it
that it cannot strike an obstacle there presented, and

In fact
is

clear

on that

account the motion yf the body can suffer no alteration.

General Remark.

We may

here remark that the theory of the centres of
reflexion is, in reality, the same as that of the centres of percussion ; for the relation
49.

Q+i^=P,
between the two components Q and p, and the
original force V, shows at once that the same point which is the

which

exists

M.
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centre of a given percussion Q,

^

lost, is

i.

e. if

we

please, of a velocity

also the centre of a given reflexion or velocity

^.

These two centres, therefore, coincide with one and the same
point, which is considered from two different points of view, but
Nevertheless, the consideradetermined in the same manner.
tion of these centres with reference to the reflexion which the
body sufi'ers when an obstacle is there presented merited the
space we have devoted to the same, as well on account of the
new^ dynamical questions thus presented, as on account of the
curious similarity thereby established between hard and elastic
In fact, it is well worthy of notice that a perfectly hard
bodies.
body, in virtue purely of the motion it possesses, may be gifted
with a certain kind of elasticity at its several points, so that by
collision with an obstacle the centre of gravity of the body may
be reflected in the rear of its former motion, or precipitated forward
with a new velocity, just as if some elastic spring had been interIt is also not less remarkable, that
not only be equal to the incident
velocity of the centre of gravity, as in the case of perfectly
elastic bodies, but may even surpass the same, and become as
great as we please, provided the rotation of the body on itself be

posed at the point of impact.
this velocity of reflexion

may

sufficiently rapid.

50. This increase of velocity, which the centre of gravity of a
body may acquire by the mere presence of a fixed point which
It seems
the body encounters, appears somewhat paradoxical.
as if the quantity of movement which exists in a body, and
which is always estimated by the product of the mass into the
velocity of the centre of gravity, could never be augmented
otherwise than by the accession of some new active force applied
But here we see only a fixed point capable of deto the body.
stroying, but not of producing motion, and still it is a fact that
on encountering this fixed point, a moving body, far from losing
any portion of its velocity, may suddenly become endued with a
velocity at once greater than, and in the same direction as, that

Here, therefore, in apparent contraof its original projection.
diction to the general principles of dynamics, we have, in some
measure, a creation, instead of a pure loss of motion as one

would have anticipated.
We must observe, however, that

in nature there is

no such

fixed point ; that a point considered by us as fixed, is
in reality a free point, which we assume to be charged with a
mass extremely great, infinite indeed, in comparison to the mass
of the body iinder consideration ; consequently, that if, by the

thing as

2i

action of a finite force applied to it, this material point receives
infinitely small velocity, and thus appears to us to

merely an

M.
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remain motionless^ we must nevertheless assume that it has received a finite quantity of motion, which has been entirely transferred there ; and hence that the force applied has not been destroyed, but still subsists without the least alteration.
Whenever, therefore, on encountering some fixed point, a body
is seen to become animated with a velocity greater than it formerly possessed, we must, if we vv'ish to know the quantity of
motion which exists after the shock, not only consider the quantity which the body possesses, but also that which it has imparted, in a contrary direction, to the fixed point in question.
And if we take the difference between these two quantities of
motion, as we ought to do in this case, we shall find precisely

the same quantity as existed before the shock ; so that the geIt
neral principle of the conservation of force remains intact.
may easily be shown, too, that the principle of the conservation
of areas is likewise observed, provided the movement of the fixed
point
or rather of the free point, with an infinitely great mass
Thus, as soon as we take cognibe taken into consideration.

—

—

zance, not of the moveable body alone, but of the system composed of that body and of the material point in question, all
paradox disappears.
51. But to return to the peculiar motion of the body irrespective of that of the fixed point, which is insensible, it may be well
to make, or rather to recall, one more important remark, although
This capability
the reader will probably have ah-eady done so.
of being reflected on encountering an obstacle, or of being projected forwards with a greater velocity than before, proceeds,
essentially, from the rotation of the body around its own centre
of gravity.
For if the body be endued with a simple movement
of translation alone, it will neither be capable of any reflexion by
means of any of its points, nor of any progression with a veloBy the presentation of an obstacle, the
city superior to its own.
motion of the centre of gravity of the body must, necessarily, be
retarded, and it will be altogether arrested if the obstacle be
presented in a direction passing through the centre of gravity.
But when the body turns on itself, it becomes, so to speak, endued with a kind of elasticity, such as we have already described,
and it may then present those curious effects which we observe
whenever a body in motion encounters an obstacle, or a series of
obstacles successively presented to

But

to complete our theory,

it.

we must now consider the

points

of the Ijody from a second point of view, relative to the conversion

or

new

rotation which

On
52.

point

We
is

it

assumes on encountering a fixed point.

the centre of maximum conversion.

have seen (art. 31) that when the obstacle or fixed
presented to the movement of the body in a direction

M.
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x from its centre of gravity, the rotation
changed to another 6', such that

passing at the distance

6 of the body

is

which cori-esponds to a maximum of 6\
maximum conversion, we have merely

Hence

to find the point

that

to say, the centre of

to

is

make
dx

we thus obtain

'

the quadratic equation

ux'^-2Y^Wx-uK?==0,
whence, on replacing

?<

by

value a9 or -j-d}

its

we deduce

x = h± \/rf+K^;
both these roots are

real,

one being positive and the other

negative.
arc always two centres of maximum conversion
situated to the right of the centre of gravity, on the
same side as the centre of percussion ; the other lies to the left,
on the same side as the spontaneous centre.

Thus there

the one

is

If we wish to consider the distance S between the centre of
percussion C and the points in question, then, since this distance
is evidently x—h, the foregoing expression gives

8= a//?+K2=

Vhi;

is to say, the distance from the centre of percussion C to either
of the two centres of maximum conversion is the geometric mean
between the distance h of the centre of gravity, and the distance 1
of the spontaneous centre from the same point C.
This theorem is precisely similar to that respecting the centres
of maximum percussion and reflexion (art. 19). Whence we see
that, in all bodies, the centres of conversion are the points which
would become centres of reflexion, if the motion of the body were
changed so that the centre of percussion became the spontaneous

that

and

centre,

53.

If,

vice versa.

in the expression for

i9',

we

substitute for

x the

first

positive root

we

find
at

^thus

6'

a

".

^2h{h + B)'

has a negative value, in other words,

that of 6.

The

first

centre of

maximim

its

sign

is

unlike

conversion, therefore,

is
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a point by means of which we impart to the body a
rotation in an opposite direction to its original rotation
If for X we substitute the second value

maximum
6.

x — h — B,
which

is

negative,

we

find

since ^>h, & has a positive value like 6.
This second
centre of conversion, therefore, is a point by means of which a

and

maximum
6, is

rotation, in the same direction as the original rotation
given to the body.

Particular cases of the motion of the body.
54.

When

the motion of translation u

= 0and^' =

.T

is zero,

we

find

6',

is to say, the centre of maximum conversion then coincides
with the centre of gravity, and the original rotation of the body
is not altered.
55. When the rotatoiy motion 6 is zero, we have

that

a;=±Kand^'=+^.
Corollary

On

I.

the points or centres of a given conversion.

56. To find the points or centres
must make

of a given conversion

0, we

^'=-0;
when,

to determine the distances

x of these

points,

we shall have

the quadratic equation

0a?2-Ma; + K2(^ +
the roots of which will be

real,

0)=O,

provided

M2or«2^-2>4K2(02 4-^0).
This condition being fulfilled, therefore, there are always two
On examining
centres corresponding to the given conversion 0.
the condition, it will be found equivalent to

©<y

.

-rrr- or

U

2h{S + hy

must not have
a greater value than that which corresponds to the maximum of 6'.
n^, n being any given number; the foregoing
57. Let
equation becomes

that

is

to say, to the self-evident condition that

=

nx'^-ax+{n + l)K'^=0,

M.
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whence
2n
and both roots are

real

and

positive, provided

«2_4K2(tt2 + „)>0.

Hence when the' spontaneous centre of rotation is sufficiently
from the centre of gravity to make
a

distant

> 2K Vn^ + n,

there are always two points of the body, on the same side of its
centre of gravity as the centre of percussion, such that if either
becomes the point of impact the body will suddenly commence rotating in an opposite direction loith a velocity
that which it possessed before the shock.

When = 2K\/n^ + w,

n times greater than

both these centres coincide with one

fl

and the same

point situated at the distance

of gravity.
58. If we

now suppose n

when

5- from the centre

to be negative,

it is

evident that

the inequality

a>2KVn^~n
is satisfied, there are tivo points such that, if the body strikes an
obstacle ivith either, it loill also commence a rotation n times greater

than

it

had before

If, further,

the shock, but in the

same

direction as the latter.

= 2K \/n- — n, these two centres will coincide
the distance — g— from the centre of gravity.

a

with a point at

Corollary

II.

Centres of perfect conversion.
59. To find the points by means of which the body might be
made to assume a rotation equal and opposite to tliat which it
possesses, we have merely to make

^'=-^orn = l
in the expressions of art. 57.

In this manner we find

a+ V-«2-8K2
2
both of which values are real and

positive, provided

a2-8K2>0.
60. If

we were

to

make

= ^or n=-l,
^2^^^,_o
^'

we should

find

M.
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whence
a;

=

or

a?=— a;

it is, in fact, evident that if we were to present the obstacle
either at the centre of gravity or at the spontaneous centre of
rotation, the new rotation which the body would assume would

be the same as that which it possesses, in other words, the original rotation of the body would suffer no alteration, &c.

Remark.
61. It

is

enumera-

useless, however, to continue the further

tion of these centres of a given conversion

;

their research is

analogous to that of the centres of reflexion, and presents no
We must remark, however, that all points,
difficulty whatever.
such as the above, which have reference to certain given arbitrary quantities, are not veritable centres such as those first considered ; in other words, they are not unique points of the body
determined solely by the movement under consideration. Their
number is, in fact, infinite for example, the points by means of
which a body in motion is capable of striking with a given force,
are not i-estricted to the two above determined ; on the contrary,
there are innumerable others which possess the same property,
and, as we shall afterwards see, all such points of equal percussion
are situated on the circumference of a certain ellipse within the
body. But the points of maximum percussion, maximum reflexion,
&c. are unique ; they are, properly speaking, the only ones to
which the term centre is applicable, and which, as such, desei've
to be particularly noticed.
The position of, and mutual dependence between these several
centres in any body may be rendered clear and, as it wei'e, visible
by means of an extremely simple geometrical figure; in this
manner, too, the theorems may be very easily remembered.
:

Geometrical expression of the principal results of the
foregoing memoir.
62. Let G be the centre of gravity, and C the centre of percussion of the body, that

impulse which

it

is

to say, the centre of the original

has received.

Join

C and

G

G, and at

erect a

^A-

O

T'

perpendicular to
Phil.

Mag.

S'

G

T C

C G, making its length G A

equal to
S. 4. Vol. 15. No. 100. April 1858.

8

K the
T

arm
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of inertia of the body.
scribed so that

its

If,

centre

is

upon C

A

as chord, a circle be de-

in the direction of

C

G, this line pro-

duced will cut the circumference in a point 0, which will be the
spontaneous centre of rotation.
And, conversely, starting from the point 0, as given, we may
find the corresponding centre of percussion C by joining O and
A, and upon O A as chord describing a circle, whose diameter
shall coincide with
G ; O G produced will cut the circumfe-

C required.
C and O, therefore, between which
situated, may be considered as the two

rence of this circle in the point

The two

reciprocal centres

the centre of gravity

is

whose ordinate G A, corresponding to the point G, represents the line K which determines the moment of inertia of the body.
63. If now from
as centre, and with radius
A, a circle be
drawn cutting the direction of the diameter in the points T and
T', we shall obtain the two centres of greatest percussion ; that
is to say, T will be the centre of greatest percussion in the direction of the translation of the body, and T' that of greatest percussion in the opposite direction, in other words, when the body
strikes in the rear of its motion through space.
64. These points T and T' will be at the same time the two
centres oi greatest reflexion ; the first T will be that of a veritable
reflexion of the centre of gravity, whilst the second T' will be
extremities of the diameter of a circle

that of a negative reflexion, in other words, of a progression of
the centre of gravity in the same direction as it at present
moves.
65. In the second place, the circle described around C as
centre, with the radius C A, cuts the diameter in two points S
and S', which will be the two centres of greatest conversion the
first S, which is in the production of the diameter, is the centre
of maximum positive conversion ; that is to say, the point by
which, if an obstacle be there presented, the body will be made
to rotate, after the shock, in a direction contrary to that of its
present rotation, and with the greatest possible velocity; the
other centre S' is that of maximum negative conversion, or the
point by means of which, after the shock, the greatest possible
rotation will be given to the body in the same direction as it at
present turns.
66. Thus the simple and well-known figure of a right-angled
triangle, with the perpendicular let fall from the right angle
upon the hypothenuse, supplies everything with respect to the
position of, and mutual dependence between the several centres
we have considered in a body which turns around one of its
principal axes at the same time that its centre of gravity is translated through space in a direction perpendicular to this axis.
:
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The figure clearly shows, too, what takes place when the body
is endued with only one of these two motions.
For
First.

If the impulse

which the body has received is due, solely,
through the centre of gravity, the cen-

to a simple force passing

tre C of percussion will coincide with the point G, the side CA
with the perpendicular GA
K, and the other side
of the
right-angled triangle with the line through A parallel to the
hypothenuse.
The centre T of greatest positive percussion,

=

AO

—

now coincides as it clearly should do— with the point
G, and the other centre T' of greatest negative percussion is at
an infinite distance ; lastly, the two centres S and S' of greatest
conversion are situated at the distance CA
from
the same centre G.
Secondly. If the body has received the impulse of a couple
merely, the spontaneous centre O will coincide with the centre
of gravity, the side OA with the perpendicular GA, and the side
AC mth the parallel through A to the hypothenuse. The two
centres T and T' of maximum percussion are now at the distance
from the centre G; and of the two centres S and S'
of greatest conversion, the first S is infinitely distant, and the
second S' coincides with the same centre G.
67. Lastly, in order to have a clear idea of the force or action at
any point x of the body taken arbitrarily on the hypothenuse CO,
we have only to join x with the vertex
A of the right angle of the triangle and
A
therefore,

= GA=+K

0A= +K

,

determme the
mass

.

.

fraction

AG2
^=2 of the

Kx

^

^

whole

M of the body. We may then

say

that the point x acts as would a free
point charged with this fraction of the

q

whole mass M.
We see, too, that the point O reciprocal to x
would act as a free point charged with the remainder of this
mass ; so that these two reciprocal points x and
divide the
mass of the body into two parts reciprocally proportional to xk^

and

OA

—

—

what amounts to the same thing into two parts
, or
inversely proportional to their distances
and xG: from the
centre of gravity
of the body.

OG

G

68. It appears to us that truths so evident, and so easy of expression as the above, are as new elements added to science, and

cannot fail to contribute to its advancement.
For we must
admit that the human understanding advances but little, otherwise than by the aid of such simpler ideas or more convenient
instruments which it invents and, so to speak, handles with
greater facility.
These new questions, therefore, appear to us
not unworthy of the attention of geometricians, and

T2

tlieir

novelty
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we think, all
we have given in the fore-

as well as their possible use in mechanics justify,

the details and

all

the developments

going memoir.

But these elegant propositions
more general ones,

laries of other

are themselves merely corolwe shall see in the follow-

as

ing chapter.

Chapter

II.

§1Hitherto we have supposed the direction of the actual impulse animating the body to be in the plane of its two principal
and GY, so that spontaneous rotation took place
axes
around an axis parallel to the third principal axis G Z.
We will now consider the case where the impvdse P is given
in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the two axes G
1.

GX

X

G Y,

and

any point C
plane, which point we

in this

and

at

t

shall call the centre of impul-

Such an impulse gives

sion.

we shall show, to a _
spontaneous axis in the plane
containing these two principal
axes the point 0, where the
line C G produced meets this
S, will be referred to as the spontaneous
spontaneous axis
centre corresponding to the centre C.
As will be seen, these
two centres are always reciprocal; that is to say, if the impulse were given at 0, a spontaneous centre would be formed
at C, and the spontaneous axis C T would be parallel to the
rise, as

;

O

first

S.

The question

to be first solved therefore

Problem

is

the following

:

I.

Given, in the plane of two principal axes of a body, the centre
impulse P perpendicular to this plane, to determine the

C of an

corresponding spontaneous axis O S.
Solution.
Let x and y be the coordinates of the point C, where

—

the impulse

GY

is

two principal axes G X
be the mass of the body,
moments of inertia around the axes G X and

applied, with respect to the

under consideration;

and
and

ma.^, mjS^ its

GY

respectively.

let

m

C

transported parallel to itself from C to
on the axis
being the foot of the ordinate y of the point C (see foregoing figure), we shall have in the first place a couple, with the
moment Py, tending to produce rotation around the axis G X
If

P be

G X, C
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with an angular velocity

_

Py

in the next place, we shall have a force equal and parallel to
the given force P, but applied at C, whose distance from the
centre of gravity G is x.
have seen that this force causes a
spontaneous rotation around a certain axis 0' Y' parallel to G Y,

and

We

and situated on the other

side of the centre

G

at a distance

X
the angular velocity around this axis

?=

is

P^
^/Q2-

In virtue of the impulse given at C, therefore, the body tends
at one and the same time to turn around 0' X with the angular
velocity

and around 0' Y' with the angular

velocity

Yx

9= ^mHence, according to the principle of the composition of rotabody tends to turn around the diagonal of the rectangle constructed on the two lines O'jo and O'g' which represent
tions*, the

the rotations p and q. The given force P, therefore, gives rise to
a spontaneous axis of rotation which cuts the axis of x at the
distance

X
from the origin G, and
tangent

whose

inclined to this axis at an angle

is

is

q

_

a?x

~p-~Wy'
80 that,

t

and u being the current coordinates of

axis O'S, its equation will

or,

this spontaneous

be

more simply,
Such, then,
*

is

the equation, between the coordinates

TMorie nouvelle de

la rotation des corps,

1"

t

and

partic, art. 5.

u,
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of the spontaneous axis corresponding to a centre of impulsion
whose coordinates are x and y. Other equally simple solutions
might be given, but it is not necessary to do so here.
2. Considering t and u now as the coordinates of the sponta-

neous centre 0, which

is

CG

in the line

produced, we have the

relation
t

:

u

=x

:

y,

which, combined with the preceding equation, gives

ci\v^

The coordinates

+ ^y'"

of the spontaneous centre

O

are thus expressed

by means of those of the centre of impulsion C, or vice versa
for it will be observed that in these two expressions, as in the
symmetrical equations whence they are deduced, we may interchange / and X, and u and y in other words, the two centres C
are always reciprocal.
and
;

3. If

H

C from the

be the distance

\'^x'^

+ y^

of the centre of impulsion

centre of gravity G,

A the distance v/^^ + ij? of
from
the spontaneous centre
the same point G, we shall
have, by putting for t and u
their values in x and y, and
forming the product
of the
and

AH

distances in question,

AH=:« p

(2?

2

2

"1" Xj
,

^2

2*

Now, since the numerator and denominator here are each homogeneous functions of the second degree in x and y, we may
replace the latter by any other two lines proportional to them.
If, therefore, we agree that x and y shall now represent the coordinates of the point D where the line C G cuts the ellipse
whose equation is
and which we

second term of our
be reduced to x^ + y^ simply but x^-\-y'^
now represents the square 8^ of the semi-diameter GD determined in the central ellipse by the given direction of CG hence
between the distances A and H of the two reciprocal centres O
will call the central ellipse, the

preceding equation

will

;

;
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and C from the centre of gravity G, we have the remarkable
equation
S being the length of that semi-diameter of the central ellipse

whose direction passes through the two points in question.
The diameter 28 is inclined to the axis of x at an angle whose
tangent

is

-

X

;

the direction of

an angle whose tangent
these two tangents
tral ellipse

is

is

o^-

— -^:

whose equation

OS

— ax

is

inclined to the

(art. 1),

same

axis at

and the product of

consequently, considering the cen-

is

that the spontaneous axis OS is always parallel to
the diameter 28', which is conjugate to the diameter 28, whose
direction passes through the centre C of the impulse given to

we may say

the body*.
4. The form of the equation of our ellipse shows that /3 is the
length of its semi-axis in the direction of the axis of x, and «
that of its semi-axis in the direction of the coordinate axis of
y ; a. and /8 being the arms of inertia of the body with respect to
and GY. But by forming the rectangle
its principal axes

GX

a/3= const. = R^

we

have, evidently,

« = -^

and^=

—

it will be seen that the two axes of the central ellipse are
not directly, but inversely proportional to the arms of inertia of
the body around the same axes. It is further manifest, from the
well-known formula which gives the moment of inertia around
any axis whatever, that this property of the two axes of the central ellipse extends to all diameters of the same ; that is to say,
the arm of inertia of the body around any diameter is inversely
proportional to the length of this diameter f.
be the arm of inertia with respect to the
5. If, therefore,

by which

K

* Salmon's 'Conic Sections,' art. 174.
t By the formula here alluded to (see TMorie nouvelle de la rotation
des corps, V" partie, art. 74), the arm of inertia with respect to any line
GD making an angle -^ with the axes of x is 'Z a?co%^^-\-^^%m''^. But,
8 being the semi-diameter of the central ellipse whose direction coincides
with GD, 8 cos -^ and 8 sin ^ are the coordinates of its extremity, and as

such fulfil the equation of thecurve. Mcnccb-^oi-cm'^^-^- ^'^sm-^)=a?(i'^=^*

Rand the arm of

inertia in question has the value -r-.
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diameter 8' which
shall have

is

the Percussion of Bodies.

spontaneous axis OS, we

parallel to the

8'

~

8'

but in the

ellipse

where
hence

the angle between the conjugate diameters 8 and

«y8
is

(j)

= SS'

K=S
is

the value of the

and

to 8,

it is

arm

sin

(f>,

8'

sin <^

of inertia around the diameter conjugate

also the distance of the extremity of the latter dia-

meter from its conjugate
The above equation,

8'.

becomes

therefore,

A sin

<f).

H sin (^ = K^,

and shows that the distances A sin ^ and H sin
of the reciprocal centres C and
from the diameter GD', parallel to OS,
are such that their product is equal to the square of the arm of
This proposition
inertia of the body around this diameter GD',
cf)

is

exactly similar to the one demonstrated in the

(art. 5)

tains

it

it

;

is,

however, more general than the

first

latter,

chapter

and con-

as a particular case.

Corollary

We

I.

and j/ are the coordinates of
any point C, considered as a centre of impulsion, the equation of
6.

have just seen that

if a;

the spontaneous axis corresponding to this centre
cc^xt

C

will

be

+ /3hju + u^f3^ = 0,

where t and u are the current coordinates. It is manifest that if
and y vary, in other words, if we suppose C to change its place,
It might be asked,
the line OS will change its position also.
therefore, what relation ought to be established between x and
y in order that the spontaneous axis OS may always pass through
one and the same point 0, having the coordinates t' and u'. To
a;

it is evidently sufficient to regard the preceding
«'
/',«
equation as being always satisfied for the coordinates /
the required relation between x and y,
of the given point
;

find this relation

=

=

therefore, is

which we
axis

CT

at once recognize to be the equation of a spontaneous
considered as a ceuti'e of
corresponding to the point

impulsion.

Thus, in order that the several centres of inq)ulsion C, C, C",
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&c. may give rise to diflferent spontaneous axes intersecting in
one and the same point 0, the former must be situated upon the
line CT which corresponds, as spontaneous axis, to the given
considered as a centre of impulsion or percussion.
point

Remark.
Since, during the first instant, all the points of a spontaneous axis OS remain motionless, we see that a shock at the
centre C causes no percussion either at the reciprocal centre
7.

O

or at any other point of the spontaneous axis OS.
no percussion is caused at any
Similarly, by striking at

point of the parallel axis CT.

Corollary

II.

remark and the preceding corollary we may dewhata shock at any point
duce this remarkable theorem
ever in the line CT causes no percussion at the spontaneous
centre 0, for the spontaneous axis O'S', which corresponds
to C, always passes though the point 0.
8.

From

this

:

—

C

Simdarly, at whatever point of the spontaneous axis

OS

the

body may be struck, no percussion will be caused at the centre C.

Corollary

III.

their corresponding axes,
various other questions, analogous to the foregoing one, may be
proposed and solved with equal facility.
For instance, upon what curve ought the centres of percussion
to be situated in order that the corresponding spontaneous axes
9.

may

With respect

all

to these centres

touch a given curve

and

?

Let

u=f(t)
be the equation of the given curve, and

that of the spontaneous axis corresponding to the centre C,

coordinates are

The contact

x and

whose

y.

of this curve

differential coefficients -^,

and right

line requires that the

two

deduced from the above equations,

have the same value at the point of contact; hence we
deduce the equation

shall

u^x^^y.f{t) = Q.

by means of two of these equations, we eliminate t and u from
the third, we shall obtain an equation between x and y which
If,

will give

As

the rcfjuircd locus of the centres C.
suppose the given curve u=f{t) to

a particular case, let us

M.
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be a parabola having its vertex at G, GY as axis, and a parameter
Our three equations will then be
equal to A.

A»^x + /3^y.2t = 0;
whence, eliminating i and
situated on the parabola

we

u,

find that the centres

C must

be

having the same axis and vertex as the given parabola, but a
parameter A'

= -t—

g.

Hence, when the centres of percussion are situated on this
parabola, all the corresponding spontaneous axes will be tangents
to the other given parabola.

Provided

A

were equal to

——

,

then A' and

A

would be equal

to one another, and the two parabolse would coincide

so that the
;
the spontaneous axes
would be tangents to the other branch of the same parabola.

centres being taken

upon one branch,

all

Corollary IV.
would lead us to the solution of this
given the curve which forms the locus of the
centres of percussion, to find the curve formed by the successive
intersections of the spontaneous axes, in other words, the curve
to which all such axes are tangents.
For, X and y being still the coordinates of any one of the centres C, the corresponding spontaneous axis has the equation
10.

The same

inverse problem

analysis

:

u^xt

Now

+ /3^yu + u^^^ =

an infinitesimal variation be given to x and
being regarded as constant, we shall have
if

u^t

+ ^u/£=0,

(1)
y, t

and u

(2)

and these two equations between u and t are satisfied only at the
point of intersection of the two spontaneous axes corresponding
But, by hypoto the two centres infinitely close to each other.
thesis, the locus of these centres is given, so that between x
and y we shall have a given equation
whence we may deduce

l=/'w-
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These two values being substituted in the preceding equations
(1) and (2) and x subsequently eliminated, there will result, between t and u, an equation

which

will give the required curve

formed by the successive inand to which these axes are

tersections of the spontaneous axes,

tangents.
11. For example,

if

the given locus of the centres be a para-

bola
the required curve will be found to be

which

is

also a parabola

tional to the parameter

equal to 2

—

,

whose parameter

A

of the

first

;

is

inversely propor-

so that if

A

were given

the two parabolse would form but one,

—

a result

ot,

in pei-fect accordance with

what we have seen in the preceding

corollary.

12. If the centres were taken along the contour of the central ellipse

whose equation

is

the curve enveloped by the corresponding spontaneous axes
would be found to be

or the

same

ellipse

;

in fact since,

by hypothesis, each centre

is

at the extremity of a diameter, the corresponding spontaneous
axis is

nothing more than the tangent at the other extremity.

13. If the locus of the centres were the circumference of a
circle

given by the equation
x''

+

y''

= ^\

the equation of the required curve would be found to be

which

is

that of an ellipse having the semi-axes

respectively, along the axes

/3,

a of the central

-5-,

-^ directed,

ellipse,

but pro-

portional in length to the squares of these axes.

Corollary V.
Questions relating to the mutual positions of the centres C and O of percussion and spontaneous rotation arc still
simpler, and more easily solved than the preceding ones ; for x
14.
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and y being, as usual, the coordinates of the point C, and / and
u those of the reciprocal centre 0, we have, between the coordinates of these two points, the equations

y=If, therefore, the centres
given by the equation

C

being taken on any curve whatever

y—f(^\

the locus of the corresponding centres O be required, it is only
necessary to substitute, for x and y, the preceding values in order
to obtain immediately, between t and u, the equation of the
required locus of the centres 0.
And conversely, given the locus of the spontaneous centres,
that of the centres C would be found by means of the expressions reciprocal to the foregoing.
15. Let the centres C be situated in any given right line; the
latter may always be represented by an equation of the form

o?ax + ^by-\-u^^=0,
provided we
a and b, and

two arbitrary coefficients
express x and y in terms of
t and u, we shall have, for the locus of the corresponding spontaneous centres 0, the equation
give suitable values to the
if

in this equation

uH'^

This

is

an

we

+ /8V _ a?at-^%u = 0.

ellipse similar

and similarly placed to the central
whose coordinates

ellipse; its centre, however, is at the point I,

are

^ ^^d

s?

and

its

circumference passes through the origin G.

M.
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hue C T, having been represented by the equation

may, manifestly, be regarded, as the spontaneous axis correspondwhose coordinates are a and b. The centre I
ing to a centre
of our eUipse, therefore, is the middle point of the line G O
and the ellipse itself is constructed upon G
as diameter homologous to the like-directed diameter in the central ellipse.
16. Hence, regarding the given line
as a spontaneous axis
corresponding to a centre 0, we may say that if the several points
of this line be taken as centres of percussion, the corresponding
spontaneous centres will be all situated on an ellipse similar to the
as diameter homocentral ellipse, and described upon the line G
determines in the central
logous to that which the direction of
ellipse.
And conversely, if the points of this ellipse were taken
as centres of percussion, the spontaneous centres would be all
situated along the line C T.
On account of the reciprocity between the centres C and O,
it is evident that if the centres of percussion were the points of
the line
S, parallel to C T, the corresponding spontaneous
centres would be on an ellipse similar to the first, but described
G.
on C G as diameter homologous to
17. As a second example, let the centres C be taken on the
parabola represented by the equation

CY

GO

y''=Kx;
putting in place of
equation

x and y

their values in

KuH^ + k^%H + «2y8

t

V=

and

u,

we

find the

0,

corwhich gives the required locus of the spontaneous centres
responding to the centres C.
Solved with respect to the ordinate u, this equation gives

-A/3

''=^W-a '-\-Kt'
a, /3, and A are positive, we see that this curve of
the third order has only real ordinates u on the side of the negaAa;), the curve has
tive abscissjE t ; that, like the parabola {y^
two equal branches which stretch to infinity above and below the

whence, since

=

but that these two branches cannot recede from
;
the ordinate axis to a distance greater than
abscissa axis

^

A'

so that a line drawn parallel to the ordinate axis, and at a distance from the same equal to /', is an asymptote to both branches
of the curve in question.

M.
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other questions of the same kind might be proposed
these examples, however, will suffice, and we will proceed to a

Many

more important problem from which numerous consequences

may

be deduced.

§11.

Problem

II.

18. Let P, as before, be the force of impulsion given to the
body in a direction perpendicular to the plane of two of its prinrequired the magnitude
;
and
of the percuscipal axes

GX

GY

Q

would produce against an obstacle or fixed
point suddenly presented at any point D in the plane of these same
sion which the body
axes.

Solution.

— Let C be the point

in this plane

where the impul-

applied join C T), and
upon the production of this line
to be so chosen
suppose a point
that, by striking at 0, no percussion would be caused at the
sion

P

is

:

It is evident that if wi
point D.
the force P be resolved into two
applied at D, and the other p applied
other parallel forces, one
at 0, the required percussion at the point D will be exactly repreimmediately applied thereto ; for, by
sented by the component
hypothesis, the other component jo which strikes at O causes no
Hence, in virtue solely of the
percussion upon the point D.
principle of the composition of parallel forces, the required percussion
at the point D in question will be expressed by

Q

Q

Q

Q=P CO
DO"
To solve the
the position of
Now, in the
point C, X and
point O, then,

problem, therefore, we have merely to determine

O

by means of the two points C and D.
and b be the coordinates of the
y those of the point D, and t and u those of the
since
is on the line which passes through C
and D, we have the equation
the point
first

place, if a

._b-y
y=
Xt-x)
In the second place, in order that D may suffer no percussion
is struck at 0, the spontaneous axis corresponding to the latter point must pass through the former hence this
second equation.

when the body

:
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of obtaining the
vie\
;quations with a view
Combining these two equations
oi x,
X, y, a and b, we find
ctions of
values of t and u as functions
i

t

=

u^ax+^by-u^x^-^ya.'

i

same manner, without calculation, and by simply
changing X and y, a and b, a and /3, we have
in the

"

_
~

^
"^

^Hy-b)+x{ay-bx)
+ ^by - ct^x' -jB^y^

inter-

'

u^ax

Either of these two expressions, however, will here suffice
since

Q-P
^~

;

for

^

DO'

is the same as that
and D
two lines C
of their projections upon either of the two coordinate axes, we
have, by projecting upon the abscissa axis, the simple expression

and the

ratio of the

x—t
Substituting for t its value in x and y, as above given,
after necessary reductions, the elegant formula

we

find,

is the expression for the force Q with which a body,
animated by an impulse P perpendicular to one of its principal
planes, is able to strike an obstacle presented at any point D in

This, then,

the same plane.

Corollary
is

I.

19. In the first place, it will be seen that this percussion
zero at all points for which

is to say, at all points of the spontaneous axis
sponding to the centre of impulsion C.
In the next place, it is clear that this percussion

S corre-

that

equal to the force

P
«

whence

it

itself

V+

Q

Q

will

be

when

^y'^

follows that the

= c^'^ax + ^by

body

strikes with the

same

force P,

not only at its centre of impulsion C, and at its centre of gravity
G, but also at all points of the circumference of the ellipse described upon the line C G, with two axes parallel and proportional to the axes a. and /3 of the central ellipse of the body.

the Percussion
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Corollary

On the
To

20.

of Bodies.

II.

centre of maximum percussion.

x and y of the point D where the
we have merely to form the two

find the coordinates

Q

percussion
equations

is

a maximum,

^=0, ^=0,
dy
dx

'

which give
u''a[oL''x''

/S'b («

+ ^y"" + «'/3') - 2u^x{o?ax + ^by + u^jS") = 0,

V + ^y2 +

«'2^)

_ 2/3^2/ [oc^ax + ^by + u^^^) = 0,

whence we immediately deduce the proportion

X

-.y^^a

-.b.

D

lies in
This shows, in the first place, that the required point
the direction of the line C G joining the centres of impulsion
and gravity. Substituting, therefore, in either of the preceding

equations, for y

^y, we

its

—x, and

value

shall have, for

subsequently for x

its

value

determining x or y separately, the qua-

dratic equations
(a^flS

(a2«2

+ ^2^,2)^2 ^ 2oL^^ax - cc^fi^a^ = 0,
+ ^2^,2)^2 ^ 2c,^/3''by - u^l3^^ =

;

these equations are exactly similar ; the first resolves itself into
the second by simply changing x and a into y and b, and vice
versa.

D

let

is on the given line C G,
21. But, since the required point
between the required point
us make the distance i;

= DG

and the centre of gravity

G

our

CG=
we

unknown term

;

by making

+ b^ = ll,

\/a^

shall have the proportions

V

:

H=;r a=y
:

:

b,

whence

x=

a
Y^v,

b

,

a.ndy= jfV.
we

have,

being the distance between the spontaneous centre

O and

Substituting these values in the preceding equations,
to determine v, the equation

^ +''^"
but,

A

«V

-1-/3262

•«

^

ci^a^

+

/3^/j''

'
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we have
«^/3^

_A

for, by art. 2, the first term expresses the ratio of the abscissae
or ordinates of the two reciprocal points C and O^ and this ratio
is evidently the same as that of the two lines
and A.

H

Employing this simpler
ning V becomes

expression, the equation for determi-

«;H3Av-AH = 0,
and gives

v=-k±
There

\/A2 + AH.

two centres oi maximum percussion, one to
the right, and the other to the left of the centre of gravity G.
In order to refer these two points to the spontaneous centre of
rotation 0, we have only to make
are, therefore,

in order at once to deduce

X= ±
where

for brevity

a/AL,

L represents the line OC = A + H. We

led to the following theorem

are thus

:

The centre of maximum jjercussioii is upon the line passing
through the body's centres of impulsion and gravity, audits distance

Xfrom

the spontaneous ceritre of rotation is the geometric mean
between the distances of the centre of gravity and of the centre of
impulsion from the same spontaneous centre.
This theorem is
precisely similar to the one before found in the particular case
where spontaneous rotation takes place around an axis parallel
to one of the principal axes of the body.
22. As to the value (Q) of the maximum percussion, it is expressed by

15

(Q)=P.

^,

Q

as will be easily found from the general expression for
by
there substituting, in the first place, for x and y their values in
V, and afterwards for v the value

r=-A+

i/A2 + AH,

which corresponds to the maximum.
The first value (Q), which is positive, corresponds to the centre
D situated between C and G ; it gives a percussion in the same
direction as, and always greater than the impulsion P.
Phil.

Mag.

S. 4. Vol. 15.

No. 100. April 1858.
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The second value

the

(Q), which

Amount of Electricity
is

developed

negative, corresponds to the

second centre D' of maximum percussion ; it is situated on the
other side of, and at the same distance from, the spontaneous
it gives a percussion opposite in direction to the imcentre
pulsion P which animates the body, and always less than the
:

[To be continued.]

XXXVI. On

the Difference in the Amount of Electricity developed
by equal surfaces of Cylinder and Plate Electrical Machines.
By Jonathan N. Hearder, Mechanician, Plymouth"^.

IT

is

a fact

worthy of

notice, that, whilst there has

tinual succession of important

improvements

been a con-

in the

modes

of developing electricity by chemical or voltaic action, as well as
in the apparatus for applying the electricity thus obtained to

the machuies for exciting Franklinian or
have remained, so far as the principles of
their construction are concerned, just in statu quo dm-ing the
last half century. It is true that machines have been constructed
of greater magnitude than formerly, but no attempt has been
made to examine the conditions upon which electrical excitation
depends, or the I'esults arising out of modifications of these conditions.
The electrical machines of the present day do not develope more electricity from the friction of a given amount of
surface than those constructed fifty years ago; and indeed, from
occasional allusions made to the power of certain electrical machines in the various valuable scientific papers which I have
lately met with, I question much if the electrical machines of
the present day are at all equal to some constructed by Nairne,
Cuthbertson, Adams, and others.
The rationale of the action
of the amalgam still remains unexplained ; and indeed so little
appears to have been done with regard to the investigation of
the action of the electrical machine, that I never remember to
have heard any notice taken of the extraordinary difference in
the amount of electricity obtained from the friction of equal surfaces on cylinder and plate electrical machines, the superiority
of the former being greater than as 4 to 1.
I noticed this extraordinary difference about twenty-six years since, when I had
frequent opportunities of contrasting one of my cylinder machines
of IQi inches in diameter with an excellent 3-feet plate machine
contrived by Sir W. S. Harris, and described in the Electrical
Number of Weale's Series, Transactions of the Plymouth InstiAlthough I did not then enter into any
tution, and elsewhere.
very accurate examination of their relative powers, I was neverpractical purposes,

frictional electricity

*

Communicated by the Author Laving been read at the Plymouth Inand Devon and Cornwall Natural History Society, March 1, 1 858.

stitution

;

by equal surfaces of Cylinder and Plate Electrical Machines.

29

and having subsequently constructed
machines of various kinds and sizes, the supeof cylinder over plate machines was continually forcing

theless satisfied of the fact,

many
riority

electrical

upon my attention. About sixteen years since, I fitted
up a small cylinder machine for the purpose of examining some
of the phsenomena of electrical excitation.
As the experiments

itself

were undertaken principally for my own practical guidance, I
did not publish them, but during some recent investigations with
my new induction coils, my attention has been frequently again
directed to the subject, and I have thought that some account of the
experiments might not be altogether unacceptable to electricians.
My object in the present paper is to point out some of the
phsenomena attendant on the action of the electrical machine,
together with some circumstances by which they are modified.
To ensure accuracy, I have lately repeated the experiments with
several machines, and amongst them the lOi-inch cylinder before
alluded to, and with corroborative results.
The standard which I have employed for comparing these results, has been a discharge of a given length from a Ley den jar,
using the same jar in all experiments that were compared with
each other.
I once attempted to establish a common unit-measure which would be accessible to all, and which would afford a
means by which electricians could compare their own results with
those of others, but did not succeed to my satisfaction.
Leyden
jars, although they might contain a given amount of coated surface, did not seem adapted to the purpose, as their variable thickness would modify considerably the quantity of electricity requisite to produce a discharge of a given length ; thus two jars of
equal size, in the hands of two different individuals, would give
I therefore thought of employing coated
very different results.
plates of glass, whose thickness might be always ascertained by
their weight per square foot, but found, to my disappointment,
that their retentiveness of residual charge was so considerable,
that it was perfectly impossible to ensure accuracy of result, even
in a consecutive series of experiments with the same plate.
As
much as 10 or even 20 per cent, of the original charge sometimes
remained as a residue, which would furnish ten or a dozen minute
discharges over a period of more than half an hour.
This disadvantage, which appears peculiar to crown and plate-glass, since I
find it to exist in Leyden jars made of the same material, induced
me to abandon the use of the plates, and content myself with
using the Leyden jar and a graduated discharging electrometer.
Ttic number of turns of the machine requisite to produce a discharge of a given length being multiplied by the area of glass
rubbed at a single revolution, gave the amount of surface required
to be submitted to friction to produce a given effect.
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Great care was necessary to avoid discrepancies which would
otherwise arise from variations in the quaUty of the amalgam;
and when different amalgams were used^ their relative value was
always previously ascertained by having recourse to a given
standard of measm-ement, and all subsequent experiments were
reduced to this standard. The discharging interval was always
kept as small as was consistent with the character of the experiment, since, with high charges, the conductor, partaking of the intensity of the jar, takes up less and less of the electricity from
the cylinder as the charge increases, and consequently much of the
electricitythus excited passes roundupon the surface of the cylinder
to the rubber again, and the results are therefore inaccurate.
Although my experiments will serve to show the superiority
of cylinders over plates, with regard to the quantity of electricity
excited by equal rubbed surfaces, I do not pretend to offer a
correct solution of the problem, as I am not at all sure of the
The experiments
real cause of the extraordinary difference.
were undertaken more with a view of analysing the actions of
each class of machines under different modifications, than of

comparing them with each other.

The first experiments were made with a view to ascertain the
connexion between the length of the rubber and the quantity of
electricity developed.

A

cylinder machine was therefore fitted

with four separate rubbers, whose lengths were respectively
Each rubber was fur1 inch, 2 inches, 4 inches, and 8 inches.
nished with a silk flap, which reached half round the cylinder to
the conductor on the other side, and of a width corresponding to
the rubber to which it belonged, the smallest being 1 inch wide,
and the largest 8 inches. The collecting points of the conductor
were also made moveable, so that just so many might be used as
would be suited to the width of the end of the silk flap near to
which they were applied. The discharging interval of the coated
glass was varied in different sets of experiments, but in all cases
it was observed that the quantity of electricity developed was in,
as near as possible, an exact ratio with the length of rubber.
The length of rubber being multiplied by the circumference of
cylinder, and this again by the number of turns, gave the actual
amount of surface submitted to friction ; and it thus appeared
that the length of the silk flap being the same, the quantity of
electricity developed was just in proportion to the length of the
rubber or the surface rubbed.
The next point which it appeared interesting to examine was
the part which the silk flap plays in the excitation of the machine.
Much more depends upon this than is usually supposed, and
accordingly the same cylinder exhibits very different results
with silk flaps of different kinds. Without going into detail of
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experiments with flaps of various materials^ including single and
double silk, plain and varnished with shell-lac, oil, caoutchouc,
and other materials, it will be sufficient to state the kind which
After more than thirty years' experigives the greatest effect.
ence with some scores of machines, I have found that the thin yellow oiled silk makes the best flap for an electrical machine, when
This material is best varproperly prepared for the purpose.
nished on one side only, the unvarnished side being applied to the
If the oiled silk be varglass, and requiring no preparation.
nished on both sides, it adheres so closely to the glass as to render it impossible to turn the machine, and it therefore requires
to be prepared by giving it two or three coats of shell-lac varnish
side to be applied to the glass, which will effectually preA new flap of this kind improves
vent the too strong adhesion.
much in action after the machine has been excited three or four
times, evidently showing the gradual attainment of qualities not
possessed at first, and moreover proving that the flap itself is a
necessary element in the excitation.
The arrangement of the rubber also is a matter of no small
importance.
It is absolutely necessary that there shall be a perfect contact of the cylinder with the rubber and silk flap, from
the face upon which the amalgam is spread to the end where the
prime conductor receives the electricity; hence the superiority of
oiled silk, the thinness of which enables it to adapt itself to the

on the

irregularities of the cylinder.

As

a proof of the foregoing remarks,

it is

merely necessary to

try the following experiment.

When the machine is in tolerable action, pass under the silk flap
a piece of silk cord, in a direction parallel to the rubber, and at
an inch above it, and hold it by the ends so as to touch the
The

cylinder.

silk flap will

thus be kept from touching the

cylinder in the part where the silk cord is strained across, and this
slight separation will be found considerably to impair the action
of the machine.

The

stouter the cord,

to the rubber, the greater

is

its

and the nearer

it is

influence, the loss of

held

power

amounting to one-half or three- fourths of the whole; hence
the practice of sewing the silk flap on to the upper edge of the
rubber

is

most objectionable.

The best plan is to attach it to the lower edge of the rubber,
and allow it to pass up between the rubber and cylinder. In
order to prevent the injury which would accrue to the flap from
repeatedly spreading the amalgam upon the surface which covers
the rubber, a second piece of silk, which is better not oiled, is
attached to the lower edge of the rubber, and turned up over its
face, so as to receive the amalgam. When torn, it can be replaced

by another

piece.
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Although any separation of the silk flap from the cylinder in
a direction across its length and parallel to the rubber is injuriousj yet the folds which form in the silk in the direction of its
length, from the rubber to the conductor, do not, unless they
ai'c very large, materially interfere with the action of the machine ; in order to avoid these, however, the silk flap may be slit
in one or more places, longitudinally through its whole length
necessary, thus forming it into several long and narrow flaps,
whose edges will occasionally overlap ; the flap will thus lie much
If, howsmoother, and will improve the action of the machine.
if

ever, the irregularity of the cylinder be such as to cause these
it would be
3 or 4 inches
overlap each other half an inch or

edges to recede from each other during
better to put the silk

fla])

on

wide, allowing their sides to

its

rotation,

in separate strips of

more. The great desideratum
with the cylinder.

is

close

proximity of the flap

To ascertain the influence of the flap over the excitation, a
cylinder was fitted, having a flap so contrived as to allow of its
being shortened to any extent without interfering with the
foregoing conditions. The conductor was mounted with a sliding
curved arm, which carried the collecting points, and allowed of
their being placed just in advance of the termination of the silk
flap.

The Leyden jar and discharger were attached to the conand the striking interval was adjusted to the desired

ductor,

length ; the circumference of the cylinder was 23-5 inches, and
the length of the rubber 7| inches, the surface rubbed at each
The efitcts of the
revolution thus being 17G'25 square inches.
diff'erent lengths of silk flap were as follow
:

Length of silk flap
from upper edge

Number

of turns

Amount

of surface
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to do with the
however, showed that the flap had something
increasing the distance ot
excitatiou of the electricity, either by
thereby preventing the
the collecting points from the rubber, and
sparks to
conductor
the
from
electricity
of
too ready return
the actual excitathe rubber, or by becoming itself an agent

m

m

tion.

^

1

silk flap had its own
good action, the
peculiar function, for when the machine was in
with the
rubber could be withdrawn altogether from contact
alter
dimmish
gradually
only
would
excitation
the
and
cylinder,
the
that
appear
would
it
hence
turns;
a considerable number of
prolongs.
rubber commences an excitation which the silk flap
making the
The fact that there is no advantage gained by
,,

1

-i.

Further experiments showed that the

circumference
extend over more than one-fourth of the
machine of double
of the cylinder, has enabled me to contrive a
terminate on the
power; for if the ordinary silk flap be cut so as to
the
introduced
be
may
rubber
second
a
top of the cylinder,
having its silk
place usually occupied by the prime conductor,
the cylinder, and terflap passing under the lower quadrant of
silk flap

m

The prime
minating opposite to the edge of the upper flap.
placed opposite
conductor in this case must be branched and
vertical direction,
the end of the cylinder with its two arms in a
cylinder; the
the
below
other
the
and
above,
one
extending
cylinder
framework of the stand which supports that end of the
placed at a
being made of a transverse bar and two uprights,
the influence ot
sufficient distance from each other to be beyond
the insulation
however,
If,
conductor.
the lower branch of the
arrangement is
of the additional rubber be not required, the
rubber
more simple, all that is necessary being to connect the
one of the
with the machine by a curved spring reaching from
round the front of the cylinder to the other; in which
unrights

support the rubber, is
of the
dispensed with, the conductor may still stand in front
one
machine, with its vertical branches embracing the cylinder,
In this case the ends of the branches
above and the other below.
must be fitted with transverse portions, of a length sufficient to
A machine thus fitted will excite
take the collecting points.
single
twice as much electricity at each turn as one fitted with a
sparks
zigzag
long
that
the
being,
disadvantage
only
the
rubber,
consequence
will be rather shorter than with the single rubber, in
and the
of the greater ])roximity of the rubbers to the conductor,
greater facility of discharge thus afforded from the latter to the

case, as the pillar, otherwise required to

former; but even this disadvantage

is

much

diminished when

very large cylinders are used.
AVith cylinders above 12 inches diameter, the advantage of the
foregoing arraugemcut is very great; for with the single rubber,
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the useless length of silk flap increases the adhesion and friction
to such a degree, as not only to render it exceedingly laborious
to turn the machine, but also to hazard the fracture of the glass
necks of the cylinder, all of which is avoided by the short silk
flaps.

The experiments

detailed in the present paper have been con-

fined to machines with only one rubber.
Having determined the conditions necessary to produce the
strongest electrical excitation in the cylinder machine before

mentioned, I was desirous of comparing cylinders of different
sizes with each other, and I accordingly adopted the same standard of comparison, viz. a uniform length of discharge from the
same Leyden jar. In this way I have compared the action of
machines varying from 6 inches to 12 inches diameter, and
have found that when they arc all constructed with the same
care, and the same conditions are as nearly as practicable maintained in all, they afford, within moderate limits, the same quantity of electricity for equal surfaces rubbed; but any considerable
inequality in the surface of the glass which shall prevent the
rubber from fitting nicely, or the silk flap from lying smoothly,
will produce a considerable deterioration in power, amounting to
10 or even 20 per cent., as compared with true and smooth
cylinders; thus I have a 12-ineh cylinder which has an irregular
surface, which excites very little more electricity than a 9^ inch
cylinder the surface of which is remarkably true and smooth,
although either cylinder is fitted to work in the same frame, and
with the same rubber and flap, and both are mounted with equal
care.

In experiments of this kind, it is absolutely necessary that
the same amalgam should be used, and that those experiments
which are to be compared with each other should be performed
within moderately short intervals, as the quality of amalgam undergoes remarkable changes in the course of a few months.
I
have frequently set by a sample as weak and useless, which in
the course of a few months has become remarkably energetic,
and vice versa, a choice sample has often during the same
period become almost useless ; indeed it often happens that in
making amalgam, two samples will vary as much as 50 per
cent, in their qualities, although made at the same time and with
every possible provision to make them exactly alike; hence experiments made at different times, and with different samples of
amalgam, cannot fairly be compared with each other.
The amalgam which I usually employ, consists of 9 parts of
mercury, 5 of zinc, and 3 of tin, the two latter being fused in an
This
iron ladle, and the mercury then added and well stirred.
mixture is then put into a wooden box and shaken for half an
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hour, or until reduced to a fine black powder, and preserved for
When used, it is ground up very fine with a
use in this form.
small quantity of fresh lard, and laid upon the rubber as smoothly
With this amalgam, a well-constructed machine,
as possible.
having a cylinder of 32 inches in circumference, and a rubber
9 inches in length, with a prime conductor 4 or 5 inches diameter and 20 inches long, should, without the necessity of
warming the cylinder, give from four to six straight dense sparks
of 3 to 3|^ inches in length, for every revolution of the cylinder.
2-inch ball inserted into the conductor should throw off
spontaneously rapid brushes of electricity into the aii', and furnish zigzag sparks of 9 inches or more in length.
It should
also charge a Leyden jar of ordinary thickness containing 4
square feet of internal surface, so as to discharge at 0'5 of an

A

inch with 48 or 50 turns.
Whatever the size of the machine, excepting perhaps those of
very small dimensions, it may be generally assumed that the
friction of about 24 square feet should be sufficient to charge a
square foot of coated glass to the intensity of 0*5 of an inch.
On comparing these effects with those obtained from a plate
machine, we observe an extraordinary difference in relation to
the quantity of surface submitted to friction, since the plate machine scarcely yields with four rubbers as much electricity as it
might be expected to develope with one. I have been at some
pains to analyse the action of the plate machine, and I find, that,
with an exceedingly small allowance for the effect of a silk flap
without a rubber, the power of the machine is, as nearly as possible, equal to the sum of the effects of the rubbers singly, and
that it is immaterial, when both surfaces of the plate are rubbed,
whether the conductor collect the electricity from both surfaces
or only from one.
When a single rubber, however, is applied,
there is a slight advantage in collecting the electricity from the
excited side of the plate in the proportion of 19 to 18, though
the quantity developed from a single rubber is only about onefourth of that produced by the friction of an equal surface on a
That the conductor should continue to collect eleccylinder.
tricity from the surface of the plate which is not rubbed, without
accumulating a charge on the rubbed surface, is an anomaly
which I am unable to explain, except on the assumption that
electrified surfaces conduct electricity, and that it passes round
from one side to the other.
liy a

comparison which I have made of the power of plate
machines from the diameter of 18 inches, to that of

electrical
tlic

large jilatc inachine at the Polytechnic Institution, I find

when in good excitation, they are pretty nearly alike as to
the quantity of electricity developed by the friction of equal surthat,
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their construction, their effects are equivalent

In proof of this I may
quote the following.
An excellent double 24-inch plate machine
with eight rubbers, each 5^ inches long, and rubbing at each
revolution rather less than 18^ feet, requires, when in good excitation, five turns, or 91 square feet to produce a given disto the

number

of rubbers employed.

charge.

An

excellent 3-feet plate machine, the property of Sir

W.

S.

10 inches long, rubs about
24< square feet at each revolution, and when in good condition
requires the friction of 90 square feet to produce the same effect.
I have at various times compared these machines with each
other, and with smaller machines, all excited with the same
amalgam, and find a remarkable uniformity of result.
Harris, fitted with four rubbers, each

now remains to com])are plates with cylinder machines.
one occasion I compared a 7^-inch cylinder, rubbing 176'25
square inches at each revolution, with Sir W. S. Harris's 3-feet
])late machine; both were in excellent condition, but not excited
with the same amalgSm.
A standard jar was employed with a
Lane's discharger, and a striking interval of 0"5 of an inch. The
quantity of surface rubbed by the cylinder to produce the discharge was about fifteen turns, or 18'33 square feet, whilst the
plate machine required 3| tvu-ns to produce the same effect. As
a single rubber rubbed about 6 square feet, the whole surface
would be 6x4x3| 90 square feet, or about five times the
surface rubbed by the cylinder.
Again, the same cylinder was compared with a double 24-inch
plate machine in my own possession, every care being taken to
In
use the same amalgam and maintain the same conditions.
this case the quantity of surface rubbed upon the plate was
rather more than four times as much as that on the cylinder.
Thirdly, a 9f -inch cylinder with an 8-inch rubber, rubbing
244 square inches at each turn, produced a given discharge with
a friction of 41 '36 feet, whilst the double plate machine used at
the same time and excited with the same amalgam, required 165
feet to produce the same effect.
It thus appears that cylinder machines have a great superiority in their exciting power over plate machines, and for ordinary expenmental purposes are much more convenient. A
cylinder of 12 inches diameter, having a single ru,bber of 9 inches
in length, will be just equal to a 24-inch plate machine having
four rubbers, each 5i inches long; or if the cylinder be fitted with
two rubbers as befox'e described, it will be equal to a double plate
machine which possesses the disadvantage of having eight rubIn very large plate machines, where a
bers to keep in order.
single pail" of rubbers only is used, the sacrifice of power in proIt
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portion to the size of the machine must be very considerable;
and the only advantage which they appear to possess as a compensation for this loss, is that of affording very long sparks from
a large conductor.
The cause of this difference in the exciting power of plates
and cylinders is not to me perfectly clear. It is possible that

the difference in the chemical composition of plate- and flint-glass,
as well as the difference in the mechanical character of their surground
faces, the latter being a surface of fusion and the former a
and polished surface, may have some influence over their electric
capabilities.

There

is

also another peculiarity to

which

I

have

before alluded in connexion with plate- and crown-glass, viz. their
retentiveness of the electric charge, which may operate as prejusurface, as
dicially to the free action of electricity excited on its

does to the free action of a charge communicated by metal
when used in the form of a Ley den jar or coated plate.
cylinder owes
I am more inclined, however, to believe that the
excitation of the inits superiority to the fac£ that the electrical
terior consequent on the friction of the exterior, is incapable of
exercising any controlling inductive action internally, every portion of this inner surface being diametrically opposed to another

it

coatings

portion similarly electrified.
The whole of the action

is

surface, as is the case with

an

thus determined to the external
electrified hollow metal cylinder
or sphere, which exhibits scarcely any electrical effects in the
This
interior, though its outer surface appears highly charged.
not the case with the plate, both of whose surfaces are freely
induced upon by surrounding objects.
Any amount of electrical excitation therefore on one side of
the plate will require, for the full development of its free action,
an equal amount of excitation of the same kind on the other
is

order to compensate for the controlling action of vicinal
Since, however, this will only account for the
inducing bodies.
loss of one-half of the power, there' remains still another source
of equal loss to be discovered; for, admitting upon this principle
of compensation that two rubbers are necessary in order to
obtain the full ffect of one, we still by no means account for the
fact that the cjuantity actually developed by one pair of rubbers,
is only half of what it should be as compared with a cylinder.
side, in

(
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stands to hydride of salicyle,
Q4^ i,i tij(. same relation as does cinnamic acid,
I3oth acids expc0", to hydride of bcnzoylc, C" IP' 0^.
acid, C'^

Q*',
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rience an analogous decomposition under the influence of fused
potash.
By the action of chloride of acetyle on hydride of benExpecting to obtain
zoyle, Bertagnini* obtained cinnamic acid.
coumaric acid by a similar decomposition, Cahours t tried the
action of chloride of acetyle on hydride of salicyle,

C14 ^SQij^QA H3 09C1
Chloride of
Hydride of

= C'8 IP 0« + HCl.
Coumaric
acid.

acetyle.

salicyle.

When

brought together, these substances act very energetically,
hydrochloric acid is evolved, and there is obtained a beautifully
crystallized substance, which is, however, not coumaric acid, for
It does not dissolve in dilute potash or
it is perfectly neutral.
ammonia, and solid potash and baryta are without action upon
it ; it may even be passed over red-hot baryta without undergoing any change. It is insoluble in water, soluble in boiling
alcohol, from which it crystallizes on cooling in long needles.
Chlorine, bromine, and iodine act upon it, forming crystalline
substitution products.
It is isomeric with coumaric acid, and has the formula
Q\% PJ8 Qii
Cahours names it Acetosalicyle.
Benzoic acid yields, when treated with chloride of acetyle,
another isomeric body the anhydrous aceto-benzoic acid,

—

C»4H«04 4-C4H3 02C1=^4
Benzoic

Chloride of

acid.

acetyle.

H303r +

^^^^'

-^

Cahours had some time ago shown, that by the action of chloride of benzoyle on hydride of salicyle a similar crystallizable
compound is obtained. It was known as parasalicyle. Chlorides
of cumyle, anisyle, and succ'nylc act similarly on hydride of salicyle, forming bodies which Cahours names Curnosalicyle, Anisosalicyle, and Succinosalicyle.
In the same communication, Cahours has described certain
iodides of organic radicals of the fatty acid series.

formed by

distilling iodide of

They

are

phosphorus with carefully dried
Strongly fuming
which are decolorized

acetate, butyrate, or valerianate of potash.

liquids of a brownish colour are obtained,

by

distillation over

mercury.

Iodide of acetyle boils between 104*^ and 105°, is heavier than
water, which decomposes it into acetic and hydriodic acids. With
Iodide of hutyryle and iodide of
alcohol it forms acetic sether.
valeryle are perfectly similar to iodide of acetyle
boils at

146° to 148° C, the

latter at

108° C.

* Phil. Mag. vol. xiii. p. 183.
t Compies Rendus, vol. xliv. p. 1252.

:
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Schiiler on Acetosalicyle.

considerations,
Independently of Cabours, but led by the same
acid by tbis reacSchuler* attempted the formation of coumaric
those of Cahours. He
tion, but arrived at results differing from
of acetyle,that
found on mixing hydride of salicyle with chloride
a large
heated,
became
mixture
the
np,
'set
a brisk action was
and the contents
quantity of hydrochloric acid was disengaged,
crystalline mass which on
of the tube on cooling soliditied to a
ihese
white crystals,
brilliant
in
obtained
was
recrystallization
to the tormula
crystals gave on analysis numbers corresponding

body is inexplicable on the suppobchulev
the two substances,
between
sition of a simple action
its true torraitla
thought the substance not quite pure, and that

The formation

of such a

would be CIS H6 04,
C14

H6 0-* + C^ H3 0^ Cl= HCl + 2H0

+ C^^ H^ 0^

gave
but the substance on being carefully purified
results to analysis.

still

the same
,

.

quantity ot the suDSchuler endeavoured to prepare a larger
products of decomposition,
stance with the view of studying its
employed in the reand took great care to purify the substances
entirely
But he found that pure chloride of acetyle was
action.
The substances
without action on hydride of salicyle in the cold.
in the water- bath.
were then heated together in a sealed tube
acid was given oh,
hydrochloric
of
On opening the tube a stream
a brown viscous
and the contents were found to be changed into
Howextracted.
be
could
crystalline
nothing
which
mass from
result
the
varied,
was
materials
pure
the
ever the experiment with
was the same.
,
,
v.^^
and^ chloOn adding to a mixture of pure hydi-ide of salicyle
a very
phosphorus,
of
terchloride
of
drops
few
ride of acetyle, a
acid was given ott, and
energetic action was set up, hydrochloric
the first experiments.
crystalline substance obtained as in
-,

.

pit

the

Phosphorous acid

acts in a

similar

manner

to terchloride ot

The crystals
slower.
phosphorus, except that the action is far
several close y-agi^emg
obtained were analysed; the mean of
U,
the formula L
analyses gave results which are expressed by
this
to
according
place
take
may
action
The
or C^^ H^* 0^.
equation

H

:

2(C'*

H« OHC" IP 02 CI)

+ 3HO +

+PCP=PCF 02-I-2HC1

C3«Hi4 08.

denote its origin, and
Schuler names the body acetosalicyle to
doubt that he and
from his description of it there can be no
body.
same
the
obtained
Cahours have
* Journal fur Prakt. Chemie, vol. IxxLi. p. 258.
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Schiscbkoff on Nitroform.

Alcoonly attacked witli great difficulty by reagents.
it, but it is again precipitated on the adsulphuric acid dissolves it, the odour of hydride
dition of water
of salicyle becoming perceptible ; chloride of zinc has the same
action.
By nitric and by chromic acids it is converted into picric
acid, and by hydrochloric acid and chlorate of potash into a yellow substance resembling chlorinated chinone.
The author was proceeding with an investigation of the action
of terchloride of phosphorus on hydride of salicyle and on chloride of acetyle, when he became acquainted with Cahours' results.
He proposes to follow the subject in this direction.
It is

holic potash dissolves
:

By the action of water on trinitroacetonitrile*, Schischkoff
obtained t a new crystallizable body which has the formula
C'2(N04)3, NH":—
C4 (N0'')3

N +4HO = 3C02 + C2 {^O'^f ^R\

trinitromethylammonium, or it may be viewed as a
compound of trinitromethyle hydrogen with ammonia,

This body

is

C^ (NO")^ H, NH^.

When
amm6nia

this

body

talses

is

treated with potash, copious evolution of

place; treated with concentrated sulphuric acid,

an acid substance is liberated, which, when brought in contact
This new
with ammonia, regenerates the original substance.
body has the formula C^ (NO"*)^ H it is trinitromethyle hydrogen
or nitroform.
It belongs to the type chloroform, C^ CP H, and
is in fact marsh-gas, C"^ H'*, in which three atoms of hydrogen
are replaced by 3(N0i).
Nitroform is a colourless body, solid below 15° C, crystallizing
in cubes, easily soluble in water, to which it imparts a dark yellow colour.
It is very combustible and explosive, has an unIt cannot be distilled at the
pleasant smell and a bitter taste.
It forms crystalordinary pressure it decomposes at 100° C.
line salts of a beautiful yellow colour, which are explosive, and
which sometimes decompose spontaneously.
;

:

Chloroform is decomposed by potash into formiate of potash
and chloride of potassium, and it has been- generally assumed
that iodoform cx])eriences a similar change by the same treatment. BriiningJ has shown that this is not the case. Alcoholic
solution of potash and iodoform are boiled together for some
time in a flask, so connected with a condenser that the vapours
On afterwards distilling
condense and How back into the flask.
* Phil. Mag. August 1857.
t Liebig's Annalen, February and September 1857.
t Ibid. November 1857.
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off about one-half, a distillate is obtained which becomes milky on
the addition of water.
On standing some time, a reddishcoloured oily layer settles to the bottom of the flask, which was
washed with watei-, dried over chloride of calcium and analysed.
Numbers were obtained which led to the formula
it
is iodoform, C'
H, in which one equivalent of iodine is replaced
by oxygen, C^ (P 0) H. Its boiling-point is 181° to 182°, and
it crystallizes at —6° C.
Its spcciflc gravity is 3"345, the highest of kuown organic bodies.
Like mercury, it does not adhere

C^POH

:

P

AVhen freshly pi-cpared it is colourless, but soon
becomes brown from separation of iodine. It volatilizes with
the vapour of water.
Heated in a scaled tube with potash, it is
resolved into iodide of potassium and formiate of potash.

to glass.

XXXVIII. On the Elasticity of Carbonic Acid Gas. By W. J.
Macquorn Rankine, LL.D., F.R.SS.L. ^' E., Regius Professor of Civil Engineering

and Mechanics

in the University

of

Glasgow.

To

the Editors

of the Philosojihical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemen,
a paper by Mr. Waterston in the Philosophical Magazine
IN for
this month (March 1858), page 221, 1 find a formula of

mine for the elasticity of carbonic acid characterized as "palpably erroneous."
That formula is one of a class of formulae for the elasticity of
gases, first proposed by me in a paper which was presented to
the Royal Society of Edinburgh in December 1849, read in
February 1850, and published partly in the twentieth volume of
and partly in the Philosophical Magazine for
Having from time to time revised the empirical constants contained in those formuhe, so as to adapt them
to the advance of experimental knowledge, and having especially

their Transactions,

December 1851.

my

estimate of the absolute temperature of melting ice
I communicated a revised formula
for carbonic acid gas to the Royal Society of Edinburgh in a
paper which was read in February 1855. An abstract of that
])aper, containing the formula with its constants, has appeared in
the ' Proceedings' of that Society
but the paper containing the

altered

from 274°-G C. to 274° C,

:

detailed comparison of the formula with experiment is still in the
possessionof the Society, unpublished; and I therefore beg leave
to send you, annexed, the formula itself, extracted from the Pro-

ceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh for 1854-55, pages
280 and 290, together with the comparison between some of its
results and those of M. llegnault's experiments, taken from some
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With respect to the employpapers which arc still in my hands.
ment of my formula by Ur. Joule and Dr. Thomson in their paper
" On the tiiermal Effects of Currents of Elastic Fluids " (Phil.
Trans. 1854)^ I have to state, that in May 1854, while my own
paper was unfinished, I communicated to those gentlemen a formula for carbonic acid gas in which the value of a certain coefficient, denoted by PoVq, was stated at about y^^oth part less than
that which I afterwards found to be its correct value ; but that
difference is of no practically appreciable importance in computing the results of such experiments as those to which Dr. Joule
and Dr. Thomson applied the formula.
I have the honour to be. Gentlemen,
Your most obedient Servant,
Glasgow, March 1858,
W. J. Macquorn Rankine.

General Formula and Constants for Carbonic Acid Gas.

ZL_l_f.

Jo

P, pressure in lb. per square foot") at the absolute
temperature t.
V, volume of one lb. in cubic feet J
(t= degrees above melting ice +274° C.

To= 274° C).

Pq=
Vq=

one atmosphere =2116'4 lbs. per square foot.
8'15725 cubic feet (volume which one lb. of carbonic acid would occupy at one atmosphere and
0° C. if it were a perfect gas.
The actual volume
is 8-101 cubic feet).

VoVq= 17264
(PV

a=

for 0°

foot-pounds.

and one atmosphere, actually

=

17145

foot-

pounds).
1'9 for the Centiarade scale.

M. Regnault's experiments on the increase of
pressure at constant volume between 0° and 100° Centigrade.

Comparison with

Let
Let

v'

P'=
P=

pressure at 100° C.
pressure at 0° C.

On

the Intensity of Light during the Recent Solar Eclipse.

Comparison

ivith

M. Regnault's

experiments on expansion at
and 100 C.

constant pressure between 0°

Pressures in
atmospheres.
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and myself to be of considerably greater intenthan that procured during the eclipse, was obtained in two

in photography,
sity

seconds.

The

luminous influence, as measured by the camera,
But the average exposed
area during the five minutes preceding the central effect, compared
with that of the entire disc, will be nearly as 1 to 24.
I thereratio of

was therefore

at the greatest 1 to 150.

fore infer that the circumference of the sun's disc gives out a

very weak luminous radiation (at least as measured by a sensitive
This observation is
quite in accordance with the experience of Mr. Dancer, who

plate) in compai'ison with the central part.

photography of the sun, the central part is
rapidlv depicted than the circumference; so
that he finds it impossible to obtain in the same image

finds that in the

always

much

much more

so,

a satisfactory delineation of both parts.

On the eclipse becoming central, the darkness became suddenly increased, remained for a few seconds apparently constant,
and then as, or even more, suddenly cleared up. The light at
the darkest was evidently enormously greater than that of the
full moon, but from my experience in photogi'aphy, I have no
doubt that with it, two hours at the very least would have been
necessary to produce an effect equal to that attainable by one
second's exposure had the sun been vmeclipsed.
I remain, Gentlemen,
Yours

respectfully,

James P. Joule.
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—The Lord Wrottesley, President,

I'^HE following communications were read
"On a (/lass of Dynamical Problems."

in the Ciiair.

:

By Arthur

Cayley,

Esq., F.R.S.

There are a class of dynamical problems which, so far as I am
aware, have not been considered in a general manner. The problems
referred to (which might be designated as continuous-impact problems) are those in which the system is continually taking into connexion with itself particles of infinitesimal mass {i. e. of a mass
containing the increment of time dt as a factor), so as not itself to
undergo any abrupt change of velocity, but to subject to abrupt
changes of velocity the particles so taken into connexion. For
instance, a problem of the sort arises when a portion of a heavy chain
hangs over the edge of a table, the remainder of the chain being
the part banging
coiled or heaped up close to the edge of the table
over constitutes the moving system, and in each element of time dt,
;
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the system takes into connexion with itself, and sets in motion with
in fact, if v
a finite velocity an infinitesimal length ds of the chain
be the velocity of the part which hangs over, then the length vdf is
The general equation of
set in motion with the finite velocity v.
dynamics applied to the case in hand will be
;

S

dt

where the

requires no explanation, in the second line ^ ??, ^
are the coordinates at the time t of the particle rf/i which then comes
into connexion with the system; Au, Ac, Aio are the finite increments
first "line

of velocity

the particle is originally at rest, then the finite
du the instant that it has come into connexion with the system ; h^, ht], c'C are the virtual velocities of the
same particle djx considered as having come into connexion with and
forming part of the system. The summation extends to the several
particles or to the system of particles dfx which come into connexion
with the system at the time t ; of course, if there is only a single
particle d^i, the summatory sign S is to be omitted.
The values of
(or,

if

velocities) of the particle

Am,

At>,

Aw

are

——
dt

m,

——v,

~

dt

dt

—w,

if

by
^

—
dt

,

— we under—
dt dt
,

stand the velocities of d^ parallel to the axes, after it has come into
connexion with the system but it is to be observed, that considering
s, ri, 4 as the coordinates of the particle dj-i, which is continually
coming into connexion with the system, then if the problem were
solved and ^, r), 4 given as functions of t (and, when there is more
than one particle d^, of the constant parameters which determine
d^
the particular particle), -^, &c., in the sense just explained, cannot
;

be obtained by simple differentiation from such values of l, &c. in
fact, £, r], C so given as functions of t, belong at the time t to one
particle, and at the time t + dt to the next particle, but what is
wanted is the increment in the interval dt of the coordinates ^, -q, ^
of one and the same particle.
Suppose as usual that x, y, z, and in like manner that ^, j/, ^ are
functions of a certain number of independent variables 0, 0, &c., and
of the constant j)arameters which determine the particular particle
dm or dyi, of which x, y, z, or I, rj, '( are the coordinates, parameters, that is, which vary from one particle to another, but which
are constant during the motion for one and the same particle.
The
:

summations are

in fact of the nature of definite integrations in
regard to these constant parameters, which therefore disappear altogether from the final results.
The first line,

may

be reduced in the usual manner to the form

eJ9 + 4>o0-t-

X3

—
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where, writiusr
° as usual

0', (t>\

&c, for

—

-^, &c.,

,

at at

—+—
dd'
d dT — dT dY
^
—+—
$==
dt

g= — '^-—

we have

dt

d&

dd

.

,

-

d<p'

(this supposes that
is

d<p

,

&c.,

df

Xdx-\-Ydy + Zdz

is an exact differential); only it
problems in hand, the mass of the system
the same thing, the variables d, f, &c. are introthrough the limiting conditions of the summa-

to be observed that in the

is variable,

or

duced into

T

what is
and V

V

T

in
and
tion or definite integration, besides entering directly into
the ordinary manner. And in forming the differential coefficients

^,

—,

&c.,
variables Q,
-,
—,
&c., it is necessary
^ to consider the
'
dt do' dd dd'
in so far as they enter through the limiting conditions as exempt
from differentiation, so that the expressions just given for 0, *, &c.,
are, in the case in hand, rather conventional representations than
this will be made clearer in the sequel by
actual analytical values
the consideration of the before-mentioned particular problem.
Considering next the second hue, or
<{>,

;

we have here

2^

=a

Zd

+ bl<p +

.

dt]=a'hd + b'd(t>+..

dC=a"^d + b'd(p + ..,
&c., and of
&c. are functions of the variables 6,
the constant parameters which determine the particular particle d^i.
The virtual velocities or increments cd, ^<j), &c., are absohitely arbitrary, and if we replace them hy dO, d<p, &c., the actual increments of
&c., in the interval dt during the motion, then h^, Br], B^ will
0,

where

a, b, a',

f,

become

—

dt,

dt
dt)

(j),

—
dt

dt,

~ dt,

in the sense before attributed to

—t
dt

dt

d^

li'di'
dt as a factor, and the other factor
may be, products of differentials of the constant parameters which determine the particular
"We have thus the means of expressing the second line
particle d^.
arid if we write
in the proper form

The

particle

c/ft

will contain

will contain the differentials, or as the case

;

S

{a"

+ a'' + a"^) dn=Adt

^lb-+b'' + b"-)dix=Bdt

Z{ab + a'b' + a"b") d^i=Ildt
S (au-^a'v + a"tv) rZ^= Vdt
S (bu + b'v+b"iv) dft^ — Qdt,
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then the required expression of the second Hne will be

+P) cd+ (H0' + Bf + Q)S^ +
we put
K=i(A0'=+B./,'H.. +2I-I0y + .. +2P9' + 2Q0' + ..).
(A0' + H^'.

which,

.

.

.

.

.

.

if

=x(A,B,..H,..P,Q,..p',0',...,l)\
may

be more simply represented by

Only it

is

to

he remarked that A, B,
will in general
H,
P, Q,
but also the differential coefficients fl'
6,
,
.

contain not only
(j)',

.

.

,

and that

_
the quantities

<j>,

in

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

forming the

differential coefficients

'

—

;,

(Id'
.

~,

&c.,

df'

they enter into K, not explicitl}^,
but through the coefficients A, &c., must be considered as exetiq^t
from differentiation, so that the preceding expression for the second
Hne by means of the function
is rather a conventional representation than an actual analytical value.
Uniting the two lines, and equating to zero, the coefficients of
IQ, cip, &c., we obtain finally the equations of motion in the form
0',

(p',

.

.

,

in so far as

K

^^_
dtd&
d dT
dt

^

<7y

dK_

dd

dd

dd'~^'

dK_
~
df

_dT ^(N

dcp

d(j>

d<f,

'

to he taken in the significations before

where the several symbols are

explained.
In the particular problem, let z be measured vertically downwards
from the plane of the table, then Z=ff, and repeating for the particular case the investigation ab initio, the general equation of motion

is

dm + 'I^H^da=0.
^

KS=-)^

dt

dt

be the length in motion, or, what is the same thing, the z coordinate of the lower extremity and suppose also that the mass of a

Let

s

;

unit of length

dm=dz, and
5r=0

(

is

?s,

-^

—

=
is

from

whence

—g\czdm=

\dt-

which

=

the summation or integration with respect to z

to z'^s,

2 -4

taken equal to unity, we have cz

is

^J

-— —a] s2s;

{-,-„— (/\^s I,dz=

(

\di-

\dt'

''

^y

of the form

it'll
\dt

-<^^^1\

dsf

Is,

ds J

ds

if

i=y-.'s, \=-ffss,
where the bar
ultimately s

is

is

used to denote exemption from differentiation, but

to be replaced

by

s.

Considering

now

the second
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term here ^=0, but
s'dt,

and thence

dK

.f

H=cs, and

finally the

—

thence -^

second term

=

is s'-,

s'.

Moreover, d^

which

is

=

of the form

K=is'.s'"-,

dl''

the bar having the same signification as before, but after the
The resulting equation is
entiation «'=«'.

\dt-

''

differ-

\dt)

J

which may be written in the form
ds J ( ds\
d\ ss—

«

I

dt

and the

\

therefore

first intes'ral is

V

-v/fi'-a'

where a
motion.

,

I

3

the length hanging over at the
If a=:0, then the equation is

is

V

-/«

and integrating from ^=0,
that the motion

is

3

^

2\^s=\/ -^t,

the same

as

commencement of the

or finally s

that of a body

influence of a constant force -ff.

It is

=

falling

--fft-,

so

under the

perhaps worth noticing that

—We

have, in
the differential equation may be obtained as follows
the first instance, a mass s moving with a velocity «', and after the
particle ds (=s'df) has been set in motion, a mass s-\-s'di monng
ls', whence neglecting for the moment the
say with a velocity s'
effect of gravity on the mass s, the momentum of the mass in motion
will be constant, or we shall have
:

+

ss'

=(s + s'df)

and therefore 52*'=— s'y/^

(«'

+ cs') = ss' + s'-dt + sis',

Hence, adding on the right-hand side
d's

the term ffsdt arising from gravity, and substituting -—, dt for h',

we have the equation
^

«

—^^ns—
^

dt-

(

—]

as before.

\dtj

"On the Causes and Phsenomena of the Repulsion of Water from
By George
the Feathers of Water-Fowl and the Leaves of Plants."
Buist, D.C.L., of Bombay, F.R.S.
" Experimental Researches on the Conductive Powers of various
Substances, with the application of the Results to the Problem of
Terrestrial Temperature." By WiUiam Ho])kins, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.
The author remarks, that in giving ;ui account of these experi1
mental researches, it is first necessary to define strictly the manner in
.
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which the conductivity or conducting poicer of a substance with
reference to heat, is accurately measured. For this purpose, conceive
the conducting substance to be bounded by two parallel plane surfaces of indefinite extent, the distance between them being h.
Suppose one of these bounding surfaces (which, for convenience,
may be called the loiver one) to be kept at a uniform and constant
let the temperature of the upper surface be also
temperature t,
and let r denote the tempeconstant and uniform, and equal to t^
rature of the free space into which the heat radiates from the %tpper
Then, if we denote the conducting power of the substance
surface.
by k, and the radiating power of its upper surface by^, we obtain
by mathematical investigation,
;

;

p

t^

—

t^.

here supposed that k is independent of the temperature of the
substance, and that p is equally independent of that of the surface
from which the radiation takes place. It may also be remarked,
that the quantity of heat which radiates from a unit of area in a unit
of time, is measured by the product of p, and the difference of the
temperatures, f., and t, of the radiating surface and surrounding
It is

medium.

It is the ratio (

-j which the conducting bears to the

radiating power, which has more frequently been determined in
researches of this kind ; but this would not have sufficed for the

author's object, which has been the determination of the values of ^
The radiating power (j)) probably varies
for different substances as much as the conductive power (A), but all
consideration of the former power will be avoided if we suppose the
radiating surface of the substance to be covered with a thin layer of
some given substance which shall take the temperature of the upper
surface of the substance itself, and from which the radiation shall
always take place, whatever be the nature of the substance experimented on. Thus if c denote the radiating power of the superimposed thin layer (which was mercury in these experiments), we shall
for different substances.

have
c

t^-t,

'

a formula which (c being always the same) enables us to compare
the conducting powers for different substances, or to determine their
absolute numerical values when that of c is once determined.
In
the actual cxijerimcuts some error was necessarily superinduced by
the necessity of working with portions of the different substances of
comparatively small instead of indefinitely large horizontal extent,

such as strict mathematical accuracy would require. This error,
however, was undoubtedly small, and, moreover, can have had extremely little effect on the relative values of /c, since it must have
been nearly the same for all the substances on which the experiments
were made.
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The heat
use of was sufficiently simple.
which could be elevated,
very shallow pan
depressed, or eutirel}- withdrawn at pleasure.
of mercury was placed over the stove, the fire being so regulated as
to preserve the merciuy at any constant required temperature.
cylindrical block of any substance, the conductive power of which
was to be determined, was so placed as to rest with its base just in
contact with this mercury, from which it derived its temperature (^,).
Its upper end was also covered with sufficient mercury just to cover
The temperature of this latter
the small bulb of a thermometer.
mercury gave t„. Careful arrangements were made for observing
these temperatures, as well as that of the air into which the heat
Precautions were also taken to
radiated from the upper mercury.
prevent the lateral transference of heat through the sides of the
block, and any influence of radiation from the heated stove which
might affect the results of the experiments. When the temperature
{t.^ of the upper mercury became stationary, the experiment was
completed, and the substitution of this stationary value of f^, together
with the values of #, and r in the above formula, gave the numerical

The apparatus made

was derived from a

stove, the fire within

A

A

results required.
2.

The

following were some of the results obtained for conductive
A'

powers as measured by the

ratio

-

:

Chalk
Clay
Sand
Sand and clay ....

-056
-07
-15
'11.

These substances were all in the state of verij dnj powder.
last case the sand and clay were in equal quantities.

In the

Substances in the state of rock-masses,
Calcareous roclcs.
Chalk (same block from a dry state to a state
of saturation with water) from
....
Oolites from Ancaster (dry to saturated)
Hard compact limestones
(2) Argillaceous substances.
Clay, very dry to very moist

(1)

1 7 to '30
-30 to "40
'50 to 'bo

'

'23 to '37

(3) Siliceous rocks.

New

red sandstone (same block dry to satu-

rated)

"

Freestone

Hard compact sandstones (j\Iillstone-grit).
(4) Hard, compact, old sedimentary rocks
(5) Igneous rocks

.

.

-25 to -(30
-33 to -45
'51 to '76

-50 to -61
-53 to TOO

Effect of Pressure.
3. This effect was not appreciable for a pressure of 7500 lbs. per
Nor
square inch iu such substances as bees' -wax and spermaceti.
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was there any sensible effect with chalk between a pressure of
4300 lbs. and 7500 lbs. per square inch.
Clay which when iuconipressed had a conducting power ='2(», had
when compressed with 7500 lbs. per inch, a power ='33; and the
conducting power of a mixture of sand and clay in equal quantities
rose from -SG to "378 by an increase of pressure from 4300 lbs. to
7500 lbs. per inch.
Generally the effect of jiressure is much less than might have
been anticipated.
Effect of Biscontinuity.

When

the conducting mass consists of a number of strata
superimposed on each other, the mathematical problem presented to
us requires a distinct investigation, wliich is here given under a very
general form, together with the experiments necessary to determine
the effect of this kind of discontinuity.
The result is that if a mass
of sandstone consisted of a number of strata, the conducting powers
of which should be about '5, the mean conductivity of the whole
would not be diminished by more than about -v\,th part, supposing the
average thickness of strata to be 1 foot ; or by about Yijth, if that
average thickness should be 6 inches.
This effect is much less than
might possibly have been anticipated.
4.

Effect of Moisture.

This effect was very considerable in those rocks which are great
absorbents of water.
The maximum effect appears to be produced
by a quantity of moisture which falls considerably short of producing
complete saturation. The conducting power of a piece of dried
chalk was =• 1 9, but became ='30 when the substance was very
moist. That of a well-dried piece of new red sandstone was ="25,
but became as much as '60 when saturated. Both these substances
absorbed a large quantity of water. Ancaster oolites absorbed considerably less, and their conductivity was affected in a smaller degree.
For a block of dry clay the conductive jjower was "23, and became
•37 when well moistened.
Close indurated sandstone, palaeozoic
rocks of close texture, and igneous rocks are bad absorbents, and are
very little affected in their conductive powers by moisture.
5.

Comparison of Deductions from Theories of Terrestrial Temperature
ivith the Results of Observation.
G. It has long been established by mathematical investigation, that
a large globe like the Earth be heated in any manner and in any
degree, its temperature at points not too remote from its surface, and
after a sufficient lapse of time, will necessarily become such that the
increase of temperature in descending along a vertical line will be
proportional to the increase of depth.
In this enunciation, liowcver,
it is assumed that tlie conductive power throughout the mass, or at
least throughout its more external portion, is uniform.
Tiic difference of conductive power between the unstratified and sedimentary
if
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portion of the earth's crust, or that between one sedimentary portion
and another, has not hitherto been taken into account*. The author
has investigated the problem assuming the crust of the globe to consist
of any number of strata of different conductive powers and bounded
by parallel surfaces, the problem being much simplified by considerThen, assuming the
ing their surfaces as plane instead of spherical.
temperature of the crust of the globe to be due entirely to the transference of heat from its central portions to its surface, it is shown
that the increase of temperature in descending vertically through
any two strata, ought to be in the inverse ratio of the conductive
powers of those strata, whether the two strata belong to the same
group of stratified beds, or to two different groups in different localities.
Such at least must be the result unless we introduce very
arbitrary and, as the author conceives, entirely inadmissible hypotheses into the problem.
For the purpose of testing this theory in its application to our
own globe, four or five cases of Artesian wells and vertical shafts are
especially referred to, in which the temperature has been carefully
observed at greater depths than at any other places in Western
Europe, or probably in any other part of the globef. The cases
spoken of are the following
Depth=225 metres ; increase
(1) An Artesian well near Geneva.
of depth for 1° (F.)
55 feet.
(2) An Artesian well at Mondorff in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.
Depth=730 metres increase of depth for 1° (F.) 57 feet.
Depth
(3) An Artesian well at New-Saltzwerk in Westphalia.
:

—

=

—

=

;

= 644"5

—

=

54 feet.
metres; increase of depth for 1° (F.)
(4) The Puis de Grenelle at Paris.— Depth=546 metres increase
of depth for 1° (F.)
60 feet.
Depth=1400
(5) A coal shaft at Duckenfield, near Manchester.
feet
increase of depth for 1° (F.)=G5 feet.
Depth about 1700 or 1800
coal shaft at Monkwearmouth.
(6)
feet; increase of depth for 1° (F.) about
GO feet.
The general rate of increase of temperature in our own deeper
coal-muies is that of about 1° (F.) for GO feet in depth; and the
same result has been obtained for many parts of the chalk in Northern France.
These cases present a remarkable approximation to uniformity,
whereas the conductive powers of the strata which have been penetrated are very different.
Cases (4) and (j>) present the best means
The Puis de Grenelle passes through nearly 500
of comparison.
metres of chalk, the conducting power of which is estimated by the
author at somewhat more than '25, while the mean conducting
power of the rocks through which the coal shaft at Duckenfield
passes, is estimated, by means of experiments performed on specimens of these rocks, at rather more than '5. This is about twice as
;

=

;

A

—

—

=

* Except in the case in which Poisson investigates the state of temperature of
a sphere surrounded by a single concentric spherical shell of different conductivity.
t In a great majority of instances observations of this kind have not been
made with sufficient care to be relied on.
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whereas the depths corresponding to the
as 65 to 60, instead of being
tlie
in the ratio of about 65 to 35, as they ought to be according to
In all the other cases the conductive powers
theory here considered.
of the masses penetrated are doubtless greater than that of the chalk
increase
at Paris, though, for the most part, they present a more rapid

much

as in the former case,

same increase of temperature are only

of temperature in descending, instead of a less rapid increase (as this
theory would prescribe) than the Puis de Grenelle.
Within the region comprising the cases above cited, there are
many local variations as to the rate of increase of terrestrial temperature in descending below the earth's surface. The author conceives

phenomena cannot be accounted for according to this
theoiy without the introduction of arbitrary hypotheses.
Upon the whole, he beheves that in the present state of our
knowledge of terrestrial temperature, it is impossible to account for
simply of heat,
its phenomena by regarding them as the consequence
not generated in, but transmitted through the crust of the globe
from some deep-seated central source.
The discrepancy between the actual terrestrial temperatures and
those which would be assigned by the theory here discussed, may be
point
illustrated perhaps by placing the subject in a rather different
It is assumed in the theoretical investigation, that the isoof view.
thermal surfaces at depths sufficiently great (as 50 or 100 miles for
example) are approximately concentric with the earth's external
parallel
surface, or, speaking with reference to areas not too large,
isothermal surto that surface, in which case it is proved that the
that of the
faces at comparatively smnll depths (not much exceeding
For
sedimentary beds) cannot be parallel to the external surface.
example, the depth of an isothermal surface of given temperature
which should be some 3000 feet at the Puis de Grenelle, ought to be
and at other places
nearly 6000 feet at the coal shaft at Duckenfield
conductive power of
it ought to be very nearly proportional to the
the terrestrial mass lying above it. But the observations above cited
demonstrate that, independently of local irregularities, such an isothermal surface is nearly at equal depths throughout the whole region

that these

;

of Western Europe.
No theory of terrestrial temperature, then, can meet the requirements of observation which does not account for isothermal surfaces
approximately parallel (with local variations) to the earth's external
Moreover, it is
surface at comparatively small depths beneath it.
easily shown that the quantity of heat transmitted from such a surface
to the external sui J'lce, must'be proportional to the conductive power
of the sui)erincumbent mass through which the transmission takes
place (in the previous case the quantity of transmitted heat is
independent of that power). Consequently, whatever may be the
cause supplying the heat at depths not much exceeding the general
aggregate depth of the sedimentary l)eds, it must furnish a quantity
quantity proof heat projiortional to the vertical flow of heat, i. e. a
portional to the conductive power of the superincumbent mass.

Thus

the energy of the producing cause must have distinct relations
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not, then, the cause itself be at least

The author is convinced
partly superficial, and not entirely central ?
He does not profess, in this paper, to
that such must be the case.
carry his speculations further.
It should be remarked that the argument derived from the above
investigations is not directly against the theory of a pi-imitive heat,
but only against the manifestation of the remains of such heat as the
sole cause of existing terrestrial temperatures in the superficial crust
of the globe, at depths beyond the sensible effect of the direct solar
Whatever may be the weight of the argument in favour of
heat.
the earth's original fluidity (and therefore of its primitive heat),
founded on the oblateness of its form, for example, the cogency of
such argument remains unaltered. At the same time, all the collateral arguments in favour of primitive heat, founded on the existing
temperature of the earth's crust, or the climatal changes which are
believed to have taken place on its surface, are deprived, the
Moreover, admitting
author conceives, of nearly all their weight.
only a part of the existing terrestrial heat to be due to superficial
causes, the flow of heat from the earth's central portions must be less
by that amount than if the whole flow were due to central heat.
Consequently the rate of increase of terrestrial temperature due to
the flow of central heat must be proportionally diminished, and the
depth at which we should arrive at the temperature of fusion proThe conclusion, therefore, that the earth's
portionally increased.
solid crust is as thin as some geologists have supposed it to be, as
whether of volcanic
well as all theories based on that conclusion
must
action, or of elevation and depression of the earth's surface
be deprived of nearly all their force.
The remainder of this paper contains details of experiments, and
descriptions of the apparatus used in making them.

—

—

"On the Perihelia and Nodes of the Planets." By Edward J.
Cooper, Esq., F.R.S.
Early in the year 185.5 I had the honour to transmit to the Eoyal
Society a paper on the distribution of the perihelia and ascending
nodes of the then discovered planets, which was read at the meeting
In that
of the Society held on the 8th of March in that year.
paper I called attention to my first notice of the phenomena in the
Preface to my little work on Cometic Orbits.
Ten asteroids having been since added to the number, I requested
my

first assistant, Mr. Graham, to include them in a new distribution
of the perihelia and nodes, and he has just reported to me the results.
Instead, however, of following precisely the same semicircles which
I adopted, be referred in the first instance to the larger planets, with
a view to ascertain whether or not in the small planets there were
an apparent preference for the heliocentric semicircles in which the
perihelia and nodes of the majority of the larger planets are found.

Thus,—
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and Nodes of the Planets.

Fo}- large Planets.

Longitude of Perihelion, 1856-0.
1' to 168° 19'
7 from 12°
1

at

333° 24'

Longitude of ascending Nodes.

I

7 from 46° 36' to 130°

12'

elsewhere

I

Middle point of Arc containing greatest number,
88° 24'
90° 10'

89° 17'
Mean of these
and
numbers=90°,
Takmg this in round

dividing the asteroids

into three groups in the order of their discovery, we have
Ascending Nodes.
Perihelia.
0° to 180".

180°

10

0° to 180°.

360^

180° to 360°.

10

6

14
14
15

7

3
4
8

29

14

43

28

15

7

1

/

7

14
14
15

10
10
9

4
4

43
Large 8

11

15
35
50
15
36
51
greater
In the case of the perihelia no other two semicircles give a
The semicircle 355° to 175°
disproportion between the numbers.
contains 37 of the nodes, the opposite one 13.
But in addition to this development of my original plan regardmg
Graham
the heliocentric longitudes of the perihelia and nodes, Mr.
numbers
has found a remarkable coincidence between the foregoing

and the periods of the discovery of the small

planets.

It appears

equithat 28 have been detected between the vernal and autumnal
noxes, and only 1 3 in the other half-year.
He states that this circumstance, which at a first glance might
seem to throw some light upon the facts, proves, after a moment's
consideration, the exact opposite to what might have been expected,
at least in its bearing

on the periheha, for
180° to 360°.

Longitudes of Aphelia
Longitudes of descending Nodes
Point of Ecliptic in opposition at
date of discovery

,

.

1

29
28
..q

0° to 100°.

14
15
,

c

j

"If, then," Mr. Graham adds, "there be any connexion between
these results, it is not easy to imagine why discoveries should be more
and it is quite contradictory that
frequent near the desccndimj node
there should be a greater facility of finding the planets in the more
Upon these facts I abstain from
remote parts of their orl)its,"
making any comment, excepting tbat the present data tend to
strengthen the conviction that some physical cause, as yet unap[)lied
Ajjpendcd to tlie paper
to these jdienomena, may be in operation,
are two diagrams, bringing before the eye more clearly than niiinbers,
the heliocentric places of the perihelia and nodes which are the sub;

jects of this notice.
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was read

:

On

a remarkable fossil Specimen belonging to the Genus Neuropteris, from the Coal-measures of Lancashire, and Remarks on that
Genus." By C.J. F. Bunbury, Esq., F.R.S.. F.G.S.
The author begins by noticing the comparative rarity, in a fossil
state, of theyoung half-expanded fronds of Ferns, showing the characand he remarks that the specimens ia that
teristic circinate vernation
He then
state, hitherto figured, belong to the genus Pecopteris.
describes a well-characterized specimen of Neuropteris in this circinate condition it appears to belong to N. gigantea, or a variety of
This specimen
it, and was procured from Oldham in Lancashire.
affords a strong confirmation of the opinion, that the fossil Neuropterides were really Ferns, which some have been tempted to doubt, in
This specimen
the absence of any knowledge of their fructification.
shows that they had the characteristic vernation of Ferns in particular, it shows a striking agreement in structure with the young
It is thus clear, at any rate, that
fronds of Aspidinm exaltatum.
Neuropteris did not belong to the Coniferous Order, in which there
never is any approach to the circinate vernation even in Salisburia,
the leaves of which have, in their form and veining, so much the
appearance of a Fern, their arrangement in the young state is quite
different.
The only flowering plants which can be compared with
Ferns in this respect are the Cycadere and in the absence of fructification it is not easy to prove positively that Neuropteris may not
have belonged to tliat family. It is most probable, however, from
the composition of the frond, the veining, texture, and all the characters together, that these fossil plants were true Ferns. To determine their nearest affinities in that family is hardly in our power, as
there seems to be no constant relation between the vernation or
;

;

;

;

;

other external characters and the fructification.
The genus Neuropteris is chiefly characteristic of the Coal-meaThe author has scarcely seen a genuine species of it from
sures.
any formation later than the Trias, unless we except the enigmatical
Anthracitic beds of the Alps, which afford several species apparently
identical with those of the Coal.

The

Oolitic species referred to this

genus by Lindley and Hutton do not agree with its characters. Two
species, Neuropteris Loshii and N. tenuifoUa, appear to be common
to the Carboniferous and Permian systems.
The author then points out, that, owing to the variations in different parts of the

same frond

many recent Ferns),
too much multiplied
9.

kvf of them.

(variations corresponding to those in
the described species of Neuropteris have been
and he concludes with critical observations on
;
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—Major-General Portlock, LL.D., President,
in the Cliair.

The following communications were read
1.

"On

:

By

Cephalaspis and Pteraspis."

Prof.

Huxley, F.R.S.,

F.G.S.

Of the four species originally included by Prof. Agassiz in the genus
Cephalaspis, two, C. Lloydii and C. Leioisii, are so different from the
others that the possibility of their proving genei-ically distinct is
hinted at in the llecherches sur les Poissoas Fossiles.'
Subsequently M. Kner endeavoured to prove that these two species
are not fish-remains at all, but are the internal shells of a Cephalopod, for which he proposed the generic name of Pteraspis.
Rocmer has still more recently expressed the opinion that the
Pteraspides are Crustacea.
These conflicting opinions clearly indicate the necessity of revising and comparing anew the characters
And a still
of the different species of Cephalaspis and Pteraspis.
greater interest is lent to the inquiry into the true nature of Pte'

raspis,

from the fact that species of

this

genus are now known to

occur in undoubtedly Upper Silurian rocks. As the evidence stands
at present, they are, if fish, among the oldest (and nearly the very
oldest) representatives of their class.

In undertaking this inquiry, the author of the present paper conit desirable, in the first place, to determine with precision the
microscopical characters of the shield of Cephalaspis. This shield is
exceedingly thin, nowhere exceeding ^th of an inch in thickness on
the dorsal surface, and on the ventral suddenly thinning off a little
way from the margin into a mere membrane.
The subjacent cranium appears to have been wholly composed of
for the " layer of fibrous bone,"
cartilaginous or soft fibrous tissue
which has been said to exist immediately beneath the shield, is in
reality nothing more than the matrix, which in these fossils, as in
others, is stained of a deep reddish-brown colour in the immediate
neighbourhood of the animal substance ; the " fibres " of the supposed
bone are casts of the radiating semi-canals or grooves on the under
sidered

;

surface of the shield.
The shield consists of three principal layers

;

the outermost

is

and contains numerous osseous lacunte, whose
long axes are disposed at a considerable angle to one another in the
Tlie lamella; and lacunae
successive layers, as in Mcgalichthys.
The latter is arranged in
disapjiear in the middle and outer layers.
distinctly laminated,

irregular tubercles, consisting of a substance very similar to the
" Kosmine " of Prof. Williamson. The inner openings of numerous

vascular canals are seen as ]Joints scattered over the inner surface of
These canals traverse the inner layer obliquely, and
the shield.
then ramify in the middle layer in a very peculiar manner, described
at length in the paper.
It i.s from tiie disposition of these vascular ramifications that the
appearance of distinct ossicles or scales, interlocking by sutures,

which has been described,

arises.

The

entire absence of

any such
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appearance of sutures on the inner surface of the shield is, indeed,
alone sufficient to prove that it is not composed of distinct scales.
In the shield of Pteraspis three principal layers are similarlythe outer,
the inner is very distinctly laminated
discoverable
almost wholly constituted by the characteristic " enamel- ridges,"
Vascular canals pass from the inner surface,
consists of Kosmine.
and ramify in the middle layer, terminating in cseca in the outer layer,
;

:

as in CephaJasjjis.

But there are no osseous lacunae and the vascular canals communicate with large polygonal cells (which were either empty, or
more or less occupied by membranous substance in the recent state)
situated in the inner part of the middle layer.
Specimens were exhibited in which these cellular cavities were
empty but ordinarily they are filled with the matrix, which then
assumes the form of polygonal prisms separated by the thin walls
It is these prisms which have been mistaken for part
of the cells.
;

;

of the

On

bony structure itself.
examining a thin section of one of M. Kner's specimens (for

which the author is indebted to the liberality of Sir P. Egerton), the
structure, though much altered, showed sufficient similarity to that
of the specimens of C. Lloydii in the Museum of the Society to leave
no doubt as to the generic identity of the two.
The microscopic examination of Pteraspis demonstrates its unquestionably piscine nature and shows that, while in many respects
similar to Cephalaspis, the species included under Pteraspis are rightly
The leading distinctive characters of
separated from the others.
the cellular character
the former are the absence of osseous lacuuce,
;

—

—

and the ridged and not tuberculated enamel.
of the middle layer,
In conclusion, tlie author inquired into the evidence of the Ganoid
nature of the Cephalaspidce, and into the value of the relative and
absolute development of the endo- and exo-skeletons in fishes, considered as indications of the perfection of their general organization.

with Remarks on the
2. " On a New Species of Plesiosaurvs
Structure of the Atlas and Axis, and of the Cranium in that genus."
By Prof. Huxleyj F.R.S., F.G.S.
The specimen which is the subject of the present paper was procured at Street, near Glastonbury. It is now in the Collection of
the Museum of Practical Geology, Jermyn Street, and it will be described at length in the Decades of the Geological Survey.
It approaches most nearly to P. Hawkinsii; but the head is
smaller in proportion to the body and neck, and the number of the
cervical and dorsal vertebrae is dift'erent, there being altogether fiftywhile in
three cervico-dorsal vertebrae, of which thirty are cervical
P. Hawkinsii the cervical vertebrae are thirty-one, and the dorsal
For this species, characterized by fiftyat least twenty-three.
three cervico-dorsal vertebrae,
by a cranium at most not more than
and by having the anterior thirty
•jLth of the length of the body,
vertebrae full)', or more than, equal to four lengths of tlie cranium,
the name of P. Etheridgii is proposed. Its dimensions are nearly the
same as those of P. Hawkinsii, its length being between 7 and 8 feet.
;

;

—

—
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a happy accident the only displacement in the whole length of
the vertebral column of this specimen has taken place between the
head and the atlas and axis, on the one hand, and between the
latter and the third cervical vertebra on the other.
By a little
careful clearing away of the surrounding parts, it has thus been
possible to expose the atlas and axis very easily.
They are, as
Prof.

Owen

losed

;

has stated to be their character in this genus, anchybut their structure is totally different from what is seen in the
Ichthyosaurus, and closely resembles that of the corresponding parts
in the Crocodile.
An os odontoideum, very similar to that in the
Crocodile, represents, as Rathke long since demonstrated in other
Reptilia, the central portion of the body of the atlas
while its
cortical inferior portion and its neural arches form an anterior articular cup for the occipital condyle, as in the Crocodile.
The author next adverts to the many points of structural correspondence observable between Plesiosaurus and Teleosaurus, not only
as regards the atlas and axis, but as respects the cranium.
The existence of a distinct jugal and squamosal, and of a union
between the latter and the post-frontal, and the consequent subdivision of the temporal fossa, as in the Crocodile, are indicated.
The extension of the exoccipitals and of the pterygoids to the
OS quadratum is adverted to
and the very backward position of the
posterior nares ascribed to Plesiosaurus is questioned.
Teleologically, such an arrangement appears not very comprehensible
and,
on morphological grounds, it is unlikely for the posterior nares are
more forward on the base of the skull in Gavialis than in Crocodilus,
and far more forward in Teleosaurus than in Gavialis. It seems more
probable that the so-called posterior nares of P/e5«oso!wrM5 correspond
with the deep fossae on either side of a prominent median ridge
visible on the under surface of the basi sphenoid of Teleosaurus.
The petrosal bone, completely covered externally by the quadratum in Crocodilus, is partially exposed in Gavialis, and completely so in Teleosaurus and in Plesiosaurus.
Similar comparisons were pursued with respect to other parts
and it is shown that in many respects the Teleosauria bridge over the
gap between the long-necked Enaliosauria and the existing Crocodilia,
a conclusion not without interest, when the relations in time
of the two orders are consideied.
;

;

:

;

;

—

3,

"

On

the Coal found south of Concepcion, in Southern Chdi."

By Dr, C. Forbes, R.N. (In a letter to the President.)
The coal is found in seams alternating with shales and overlaid by
calcareous sandstone fire-clay underlies the whole. The shales con;

tain fine impressions of dicotyledonous leaves and some of the sandstones above the coal abound with casts of a Mactra-like bivalve ; and
;

others with Turritellse.
believes that tiie coal
be tertiary.
4.

Bay,"

"

On

From
is

this association of fossils. Dr. C. Forbes
decidedly not of paheozoic age, and may

a quantity of Crabs thrown up on the beach in Payta
C. Forbes, R.N. (In a letter to Prof. Ansted, F.G.S.)

By Dr.

Phil.

May.

S.

1..
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No. 100. April
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For some time previous to the occurrence of a severe earthquakeshock, on or about the 30th August 1857, the Bay of Payta swarmed
with crabs, of a kind not generally observed, and ten days after the
earthquake they were thrown up on the beach, in a raised wall-like
4 feet wide, and to the height of about 3 feet, along the
whole extent of the bay.'and above highwater-mark.
At the same time as the upheaval of the crabs took place, the
water of the bay became changed, from a clear blue, to a dirty

line, 3 to

blackish-green colour, much resembling that off the Island of Chiloe,
Concepcion, and the southern parts of Chili. Ten days afterwards.
Dr. C. Forbes found that living specimens of the crabs M'ere still
numerous in the bay, but all appeared to be sickly, and numbers
came ashore to die.
There were no appearances of any alteration of the relative
position of sea and land in the yicinit)% nor had any ebullition of
gases been observed
although probably to both these causes combined the phsenomenon described was due.
;

February

The

3,

1858.

—Major-Gen. Portlock, President,

following communication was read

in the Chair.

;

" On the Succession of Rocks in the Northern Highlands, from
the oldest Gneiss, through Strata of Cambrian and Lower Silurian
age, to the Old Red Sandstone inclusive." By Sir R. I. Murchison,
F.R.S., V.P.G.S.
This memoir comprised a general sketch of the succession of the
stratified rock- masses occupying the northernmost counties of Scotland (Sutherland, Caithness, and Ross), as determined by former
observations of Prof. Sedgwick and the author, and of MaccuUoch,
Jameson, Cunningham, Miller, and Nicol, and by the recent discoveries of Mr. Peach.
In the commencement, Sir Roderick, having
referred to the long-held opinion that the great mountainous masses
of red conglomerate and sandstone of the west coast were detached
portions of the Old Red Sandstone, alluded to Mr. C. Peach's
discovery (in 1854) of organic remains in the limestone of Durness,
which led the author to revisit the Highlands (accompanied by
Prof. Nicol), when having found still more fossils, he expressed his
conviction (at the British Association, Glasgow Meeting, 1854)
that the quartzites of Sutherland and their subordinate limestones
were of Lower Silurian age and was strengthened in the opinion
(which he had already published) that large portions of the crystalline rocks of the Highlands would prove to be the equivalents
In 1856
of Lower Silurian deposits in the South of Scotland.
Colonel James and Prof. Nicol separately observed the unconformable overlap of the great conglomei'ates by the quurtzite series
and the latter geologist greatly extended all previous observations,
and communicated to the Society a memoir, showing that the old
gneiss and its superposed conglomerate, as seen along a very extensive region of the Western Coast, formed the buttresses upon which
all the crystalline (puutz-rock and limestone of the western parts of
;

On
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of Rocks in the Northern Highlands.

Ross-shire PvHcI Sutherlandshire reposed. At the same time Prof.
Nicol hypothetically suggested, that, until the evidence of fossils was
more complete, the quartzite and limestone might be considered as
the equivalent of the Carboniferous series of the South of Scotland.
Another hypothesis, which had been pro])ounded by the late Mr.
Hugh Miller, regarded the quartz-rocks and hard limestones of
Sutherland merely as the metamorphosed representatives of the Old
Red and Caithness series of the Eastern Coast.
Both of these hypotheses, however, seemed to the author to be
quite incompatible with the physical order of the rock-masses in
question
for, according to the observations made long ago by Prof.
Sedgwick and himself, the above-mentioned crystalline rocks, in the
lower part of which the Durness fossils have recently been found,
are the inferior members of the great undulating mass of micaceous
and schistose rocks, which, rolling over to Caithness on the east,
there constitute the basis out of which the bottom strata of the Old
Red Sandstone are chiefly formed.
Of late, Mr. Peach has, by his untiring perseverance, obtained a
still larger collection of fossils from Durness, and in better ])reservation than those found in 1854, and Mr. Salter finds that this collection of well-defined forms comprises genera belongingonly to the Lower
Silurian of North America.
Hence all doubt is now dispelled and
the author, following up the suggestions which he offered at the
Glasgow Meeting of the British Association, describes in the present
paper these rocks and their fossils defining the great unfossiliferous
conglomerate-masses of Sutherland as of Cambrian age the quartzites and limestones as Lower Silurian
and the overlying micaceous
and gneissose schists and flagstones as also of Silurian age.
In the body of the memoir. Sir Roderick, after a brief notice of the
" fundamental gneiss," described the " Cambrian red sandstone and
conglomerate," alluding to the faithful descriptions by Hugh Miller
and Nicol. He also detailed certain subsequent observations of
Colonel James and Mr. Peach on the unconformity of these rocks to
the overlying quartzites, and on the great dislocations exhibited in
these masses
and he also noticed the discovery of a porphyry between the gneiss and the conglomerate by the latter observer.
The " Lower Silurian rocks, in the form of quartz-rock, ciystalline limestone, chloritic and micaceous schists, and younger gneiss,"
were then described. The fossils from the quartz-rock consist of
small annelide tubes now named SerpuUtcs MaccuUochii, and traces
of fucoids.
These fossils were long ago noticed, but of late they
have been traced in beds for great distances by Mr. Peach. The
strong band of limestone between two quartz-rocks is estimated by
Colonel .lames to lie about 800 feet above the base of the series,
and is of great e.\tent. The fossils detected in it have been determined hy Mr. Salter to be Maclurca Petic/iii, spec. nov. (and its
curious twisted opcrcuhun), Ophiletu compacla, well known in Canada,
Oncoceras, spec, and Orthoarus, a smooth species with a compressed
sij)hunclc.
Tliey all closely resemble fossils of the Lower Silurian
rocks of North America, which range from the Calcifcrous rock up
;

;

;

;

;

;
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to the Trenton limestone, both inclusive
a group especially to be
found in the limestones of the Ottawa River in Canada.
Passing across Ross-shire in a more southern parallel, from Loch
Duich in Kintail, on the west, to the frontier of the Old Red
Sandstone on the east, the general succession of rocks was described to be much the same as that in North-west Sutherlandshire,
though there are considerable changes of lithological character when
the same rocks are followed southwards or south- south-west upon
their strike
and the author stated his belief, that not only may the
regularly bedded limestones which are intercalated in the chloritic
and quartzose rocks of Dumbartonshire be classed with some of the
oldest of those stratified masses which, like the limestones of Sutherland, are unquestionably of Lower Silurian age, but that the vast and
evidently overljnng masses of mica-schist and quartzose-gneissic flagrocks of the Breadalbane district may be some day found to be simply
the prolongations of the micaceous flagstones of the North-western
Highlands above alluded to, as overlying the quartz-rock and fossiliferous limestone
further, that in the still higher limestones and
schists seen on the banks of Loch Tay, we may speculate on the
existence of the equivalents of younger and higher strata than any
which are observed In the Northern Counties.
After some observations on the truly stratified condition of these
micaceous and gneissose schists (younger gneiss) of the Highlands,
Sir Roderick proceeded to the consideration of the " Old Red Sandstone of the North-east of Scotland " defining the tripartite division
of this great series, and demonstrating that the beds with Cephalaspis
Lyellii and Pterygotus Anglicus of Forfarshire really lie at the base
of the series, and are certainly of greater antiquity than the bituminous fossil-bearing schists of Caithness. This division is in accordance with the relations of the deposits of the Devonian period, as
seen In Devonshire and Germany though the lowest member of the
Old Red of Scotland has no representative in the Devonian rocks of
Russia.
The Caithness flagstones were described as being In the
middle of the series whilst the underlying conglomerates and sandstones were shown to be the true equivalents of the Cephalaspis-beds
of Forfarshire, and of the lower cornstone-strata of Herefordshire,
which there graduate downwards, through the tllestones, Into the
uppermost Silurian rocks of Ludlow.
The Old Red rocks of the North Highlands were described in more
or less detail by the author, who showed that the group, as seen in
1st, lower red
Caithness and the Orkney Islands, is composed of
conglomerate and sandstones
2nd, grey and dark-coloured flagstones and schists, both bituminous and calcareous (this portion
being in Elginshire and Murrayshire represented by Cornstones)
and 3rd, upper red sandstones. The North Scottish Old Red contains one great Inferior portion which has no representative In the
Devonian rocks of some foreign countries, though It Is completely
represented in all its parts in other tracts both of Britain and the
;

;

:

;

;

;

—

;

;

Continent.

Having next described the conditions under which many of the
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fossil in Caithness and
opecies of fish (at least twentv-one) found
Devonian
Cromarty occur in Russia commingled with the middle
having
moUusks of Devon, the Boulonnais, and the Rhine and
series, with its
pointed out that the lowest member of the Devonian
insisted on the
Cephalaspides, is wanting in Russia, Sir Roderick
scale of formations, and
the
in
series
Devonian
the
of
importance
schists, and
on the fact that the Old Red conglomerates, ichthyohtic
Scotland and Herecornstones, with the overlying sandstones, of
of the South of
fordshire fully represent in time the Devonian rocks
and marine
England and the Continent, so full of corals, crinoids,
moUusks.
f,
r u
iir
West
Some brief observations on the Newer Red Sandstone ot the
of the North
Coast of Ross-shire, and the Lias and Oolitic deposits
this paper.
of Scotland and the Western Isles, concluded
;

1

February 24, 1858.— Prof. Phillips, President,

The

following communications were read

(.

in the Chair.

:

" On the Gradual Elevation of a part of the Coast of Sicily,
1
Signor Gaetano
from the Mouth of the Simeto to the Onobola." By
Communicated by Sir C. Lyell, F.G.S.
Georc-io Gemmellaro.
the physical evidences,
In this paper the author described in detail
coast of Sicily,
observed by him along a great part of the eastern
Simeto to the Onobola
the
of
shores
the
from
that
1st,
prove—
which
sea in the recent
undeniable characters of the former levels of the
2ndly, that great blocks
traceable from place to place.

period are

corroded on the surface,
of lava, with blunted angles, and rolled and
marine breccia, which are
a calcareo-siliceous shelly deposit, and a
sea-level, are the efFects
seen at different heights above the present
waves of the sea at successive
of the continued and daily action of the
holes of the
3rdly, that the existence and disposition of the
levels.
shelly deposit,
Modiola lithophaga, Lamarck, in the calcareo-siliceous
Lamelhbranand the local presence of shells, both Gasteropods and
of a slow and grachiates in their normal positions, support the view
4thly and lastly, that the lithodomous
dual elevation of the coast.
the Cyclopean
molluscs and the calc- siliceous deposit being found on
metres, and large
Islands (Faraglioni) up to the height of almost 13
being also found there to
rolled blocks of lava, invested with Serpulce
metres and 5 decim. is
the height of 14 metres, a mean height of 13
undeniable gradual
established as the greatest extent of the now
during the present
Sicily
of
coast
the
of
portion
this
of
elevation
period.

Boulders at
2. " On the occurrence of transported Pebbles and
In letters
high levels in Aberdeenshire." By T. F. Jamieson, Esq.
to°Sir R. I. Murchison, V.P.G.S.
The author stated that he had found indications of the district
430
having been submerged beneath the sea to the height of about
Tertiary period.
or 450 feet for a considerable time during the later
Extensive ridges or hillocks of water-worn gravelly debris, bearing
.

.
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Beneath
large boulders on their surfaces, occur in Aberdeenshire.
the gravel of these mounds, the author lias found beds of sand and
clay containing marine shells, generally broken, such ?LsNucula tenuis,
Leda pygmcca, Lucina ferruginosa, Cyprina Islandica, Mactra, Pecten and Mangelia.
At higher levels, to the elevation of 800 feet at least, Mr. Jamieson
has found striated pebbles and boulders, but unaccompanied by depoThe last change of level in Aberdeenshire
sits similar to the above.
seems to have been one of depression, indicated by beds of peat passing below the sea at various places between Aberdeen and the Morav
Firth.

Mr. Kennedy Macnab, of Inverness, communicated, in a letter
the Secretaries, the fact of flint arrow-heads and whelk-shells
having been found at the depth of about 3 ft. 6 in. beneath the surface of a moss, covered with wood, in the parish of Abernethy
3.

to

(Inverness and Elgin).

Richard Mason, of Tenby, in a communication to the
offered a resume of the evidences, both traditionary,
1st, the probable depression at some
historical, and physical, of
pre-historic period of an extensive tract of country, covering the site
and 2ndly, of the more
of the Bristol Channel and Cardigan Bay
recent elevation of the land in the neighbourhood of Tenby, South
Wales the elevated district being apparently confined to that lying
on the carboniferous limestone. Evidence of a comparatively recent
4, iMr.

Secretaries,

—

;

;

depression of the Cardiff area was also alluded
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ON FLUOKESCENCE PRODUCED EY THE AURORA.
To John Tyndall, Esq.

I

My dear Sir,
DO not know whether
been noticed before.

Observatorv, Armagli,
March 24, 185«.

the fact mentioned in the enclosed has
perhaps j'^ou may think it worth in-

If not,

serting in the Philosophical Magazine.
V'ours ever,

T. R. Robinson.

On the 14th instant an aurora was visible here of more than the
At 11 p.m. it showed an arch extending from
average brightness.
W. to N.E. by E., which emitted a few yellow streamers; and the
sky above it was covered with diffused light, over which brighter
portions flickered like waves, extending several degi'ees beyond the
zenith.
I availed myself of the opportunity to try whether this light
was rich in those highly refrangible rays which produce fluorescence.
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discharges and
and which are so abundant in the light of electric
quinine on a porcelain
of
disulphate
of
drop
A
so.
be
to
it
I found
and crystals
faint ground
tablet seemed like a luminous patch on a
bright, that the label on the
of platinocyanide of potassium were so
lamplight could not be
tube which contained them (and which by
almost black
distinguished from the salt at a little distance) seemed
;

;

by

contrast.

i

•

^

v

*

were so strong in relation to the actual mtensity ot
evidence of the
the lio-ht, that they appear to aiford an additional
as such I hope they may
electri'c origin of this phenomenon, and
interest some of your readers.

These

eflFects

NOTE ON THE TANGENT-GALVANOMETER.
BY G. JOHNSTONE STONEY.
To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.
Queen's University, Dublin Castle,

March 15, 1858.
Robinson of Armagh has been so good as to point
Gaugain's rheometer
out to me the fact, that a modification of
the advantage of M.
has been suggested by Jacobi which combines
to those errors
Gauo-ain's arrangement with a freedom from liability
the adjustwhich I sought to determine the laws in a paper on

Gentlemen,

My

_

friend Dr.

of

February's
ments of the tangent-galvancmeter published in last
Number of the Philosophical Magazine. As Jacobi does not seem
he gave
have contemplated this advantage in the form which
to

to the instrument,

it

may

be useful to direct the attention of phy-

sicists to its existence.

equal
Gaugain's rheometer, as modified by Jacobi, consists of two
they are sepacurrent circles having a common axis, along which
The needle is
rated by an interval equal to the radius of either.
swung midway between them, and the circles are to be traversed
the same direction by currents of equal intensity.

m

I

am, Gentlemen,
Yours

faithfully,

G. Johnstone Stoney.

ON THE DAILY FALL OF THE 15AR0METER AT TORONTO.
BY THOMAS HOPKINS, ESQ.
vapour, which
In this paper the author endeavours to show that the
of the day was produced by solar heat at the surface,
of the
by its expansive power, bore that heat to the upi)er regions
gases in that situation,
air, where it was condensed by the cold of the

in tlie early part

the heat of elasticity was set at liberty to warm and expand
atniospiicnc
the ga.ses, and that it was this expansion which reduced
Proc.
pressure in tlie locality and caused a fall of the barometer.—
Rofj. Sac. Feb. I, IHJH.

when
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ON THE ACTION OF THE ELECTRIC CURRENT ON AQUEOUS SOLUBY JM. A. RICHE.
TIONS OF CHLORINE, BROMINE, AND IODINE.

On passing an electric current through a solution uf chlorine prepared in the dark with boiled distilled water, two kinds of phaenomena

The

are observed.

first

effect

of the current, like that of

and heat, is to decompose the water, whereby the oxygen
escapes, and the nascent hydrogen recombines with the excess of

light

Soon, however, the opposite
produced, that is, the nascent hydrogen escapes in the free
state, while the nascent oxygen combines with the chlorine present.
Thus with ten of Bunsen's elements, the volume of free oxygen
after the first eleven minutes was about double that of the hydrogen.
In about an hour the whole quantity of the gases liberated were
nearly equal, showing that the hydrogen was gaining on the oxygen.
In an hour and fifty minutes after the commencement, equal volumes
of hydrogen and oxygen were liberated in fifty-three and eighty-nine
minutes respectively. After four hours twenty-six minutes, the
times for the liberation of equal volumes were thirty-four minutes
for hydrogen and 182 for oxygen.
At this point the absorption of the oxygen was at its maximum
it commenced diminishing until the liberated oxygen was exactly
half that of the hydrogen.
The oxygen absorbed forms perchloric acid with the chlorine.
M. Riche explains this phsenomenon by supposing the water to be
first decomposed alone, and thereby free oxygen and hydrochloric
secondly, the so-formed hydrochloric acid to be
acid to be produced
also decomposed simultaneously with the water, so that at the negative pole hydrogen is given off, while at the positive oxygen and chloHe
rine being liberated together, combine to form perchloric acid.
supports this by showing that in chlorine water prepared twentyfour hours previously, in very old chlorine water and in distilled
water acidulated with hydrochloric acid, the oxygen is absorbed from
the commencement.
M. Riche recommends the above method for preparing perchloric
chlorine, forming hydrochloric acid.
effect is

;

acid.

Bromine, iodine, hydrobromic and hydriodic acids furnished very
analogous results, with the exception that with these the oxidation
ceases as soon as bromic and iodic acids are formed, the higher
degree of oxidation not being reached.
In the same manner, bromide of potassium gives rise to bromate
of potash.
If dry bromine and hydrogen be subjected together to the continued action of the electric spark, the two combine, and hydrobromic acid is formed.
Dry chlorine and oxygen do not combine when subjected together
but if moisture be present, the
to the action of the electric spark
Comptes Rendus de I' Acad, de
chlorine is oxidized to perchloric acid.
Scien., February 15, 1858.
;
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its
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reference to the Measure and Transfer, or communication of
Force.
By J. J, Waterston, Esq"^.

MODERN

ideas with relation to heat and the active condition of the molecular element naturally incline us to
estimate every force with regard to its work-producing capacity.

In the following paper I have considered gravitation under this
and in doing so, have been led to discuss some points
relating to dynamical sequence in the abstract.
The principle of the conservation of force may now be termed
the guiding star of physical inquiry, inasmuch as it appears to
be generally admitted as the effective antecedent of the transmutations and correlations of natural forces.
Although received
and upheld as an abstract principle in philosophy before the
time of Newton, it was distinctly rejected both by him and by
Laplace as inconsistent with natural phsenomena. Even at the
present day, mathematicians have been so long accustomed to
and brought up in the statical method of treating molecular
physics, initiated by those great leaders, that the inefficiency and
inconsistency of this mode of inquiry with the mechanical theory
of heat seems as yet not to be fully appreciated by some even of
the most zealous upholders of that theory.
With this impression, it seems desirable that every effort should be made to arrive
at a clear understanding of fundamental pionts, and of the principle of physical causation which the mechanical theory supplies.
aspect,

• Communicated by the Author.
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§1The

Integral of Gravitation

is

a function of Space.

Suppose a central homogeneous globe to augment in bulk by
the descent of similar matter from an infinite distance in radial
directions all round ; each descending element, on arriving at the
sui'face of the globe, presents itself chai'ged with a certain amount
of mechanical force equivalent to the square velocity with which
If we confine our attention to the centripetal influit impinges.
ence of the' original central globe only, the square velocity of the
descending element diminishes in the inverse ratio of the radius
of the augmenting globular mass ; for it is upon the surface of
this that impact takes place, and the matter that has been added
to the original globe is assumed not to augment the centripetal
force acting upon the descending matter.
Taking for standard unit the square velocity generated by
falling through the radius of the globe with the force of gravity
uniform as at surface, and computing the integral mechanical
efi"ect between the original surface of the globe and any other
spherical surface external to and concentric with that surface, it
is found to be equivalent to the product of the standard square
velocity by a mass of matter that would cover a surface equal to
a great circle of the outer sphere, minus a great circle of the
This
central globe, to a depth equal to the radius of the globe.
ratio is equal to the ratio of the square of the cube root of the
space between the concentric spherical surfaces, and continually
approaches the ratio of the surface of the outer sphere.
If the matter composing a planetary globe is assumed to have
originally descended from space, and to have become centrally
collocated in successive layers, it may be viewed with reference to its gravitation integral (1) as having accomplished work,
(2) as having the faculty of accomplishing work, of generating
The following are a few theorems developing the quanforce.
titative relations.
1. The work accomplished, or the mean square velocity of the
molecules of a planetary globe acquired by the centripetal precipitation of the matter of that globe from an infinite distance, is equal
the square velocity acquired by a body falling through radius
to

f

of the globe with the uniform force of gravity at

The following may

its

surface.

serve to illustrate this.

If as much matter (iron) descended to the earth from planetary space as would cover the whole surface to a uniform depth
of 2^0*^ ^^ ^^^ inch, it would, on entering the atmosphere with
the mean velocity of 20 miles per second, generate as much heat
as the whole atmosphere contains.

The

steps of the computa-

with reference

to the

Measure and

Transfer'

of Force.
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—

the motion of water moving with
tion of this are as follows
velocity of 20 miles per second, converted into heat, would raise
its temperature about one million degrees ; iron about six millions.
In about 10 feet depth of water there is as much heat
:

The quantity of heat in a
cubic foot of iron is nearly the same as in a cubic foot of water.
Iron Y^o^^^ inch in thickness, heated six million degrees, is equivalent to 10 feet heated 500°, and 500° absolute is 40° on Eahr.
scale.
The mean absolute temperature of the atmosphere is

as in the superjacent atmosphere.

250° when temperature at base is 40° F.
2. Comparing the loork accomplished, or molecular square velocity
in globes of different radii and composed of the same kind of homogeneous matter, it is found to follow the ratio of the square of
radius.

As an example, the
this respect, supposing

with the sun in
and homogeneous.

earth

may be compared

them

of equal density

If the temperature in descending the earth's radius increases
imiformly 1° in 50 feet, the mean temperature of its whole mass
would be about 100,000°. This is also nearly the mean temperature that would result from the work accomplished, if the matter
composing the earth had the specific heat of iron, the mean
square velocity being nearly the same as the square velocity of a
projectile moving in a circular orbit round the earth grazing its
surface. The sun's radius being about 100 times that of the earth,
its mean temperature would be 100,000 x 10,000, or one thousand million degrees. The force of gravitation may thus be

viewed as the effective antecedent of the sun's heat.
3. The capacity of a globe to generate force, increases in a
ratio that continually approaches the square of the radius of the
sphere within which its force of gravity is assumed to be limited,
and the capacity of different globes follows a ratio compounded of
the mass of the globe and the square of the cube root of the space
throughout which the action is supposed to be limited.
4. The limiting sphere of the action of gravity being supposed
constant,

and

the size of the globe to vary, the capacity increases

as the surface of the globe.
5. The capacity of different globes is the same if their force of
gravity is assumed to be limited within spheres that are in the inverse ratio of the globes respectively.

§^-

The

force-generating faculty exists in space and

...

is

directed cen-

tripetally.

This

is

proved by the following considerations.

integral force-producing power of any body, however small,
subject to the law of universal gravitation, is illimitable as space.

The

Z2
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It is impossible to

tributes the

imagine an

belonging to a
energy that conand the element of matter

infinite attribute

It is therefore in space that the

finite entity.

power of gravitation

exists,

merely gives to it a centripetal direction.
This, as a consequent of the law of gravitation, seems noteworthy from it probably being applicable to molecular forces geneIt favours the idea that the function of the material ele-

rally.

ment

to give direction to a living force that pervades space.

is

This

is

further discussed in §

l-l-.

§^.

The law

.

of Gravitation with respect to the element of radial

space.

This law

is usually defined with reference to a constant element
the increment of velocity generated being proportional
to the increment of time
whatever the direction or velocity of

of time

;

—

—

the motion
and inversely as the square of the central distance.
If we view it with reference to a constant element of radial space,
we find that the increment of square velocity generated by the
force of gravitation is proportional to decrement of radial distance,
and inversely as square of central distance. This holds whatever the velocity or direction of the motion, whatever the orbit
of the projectile.
Thus each element of radial distance has associated with it a
fixed element of mechanical force, to be given to or taken

from

bodies traversing it ; whatever may be the direction of their
motion or the time taken to pass through it.
weight attached
to clockwork may take a day to descend through one foot, and
the same weight falling freely from a height may take only
j-y'jj(jth of a second to pass through the same foot, yet the mechanical force communicated in each case is the same.
all

A

§4.

The mutual
in each of

gravitation of two bodies developes mechanical force

them

inversely proportional to its mass.

Suppose two bodies to descend towards each other by their
mutual gravitation, their common centre of gravity being at rest.
At any time before they meet, their acquired velocities being examined will be found inversely as their masses, which assume as
1 to 10.
Suppose them removed to the earth's surface and
each projected up a vertical with their acquired velocities respectively
the smaller body rises 100 times the height ascended by
the larger, and thus in again descending would be able to perform ten times the work.
Although in ordinary parlance the action and reaction of these
two attracting bodies are equal according to Newton's third law,
:

with reference to the Measure and Transfer of Force.
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common

centre of gravity being at rest, so that if we
"suppose an obstacle interposed to hinder their congress"*,
that obstacle must be as much pressed on one side as the other

their

nevertheless, when after being set free to obtain motion from
the impulse of the mutual gravitation, and after a certain time
their condition is examined, we find that the lesser has gained
the power of performing the work 10, while the greater has only
obtained the power of performing the work 1.

The development

of mechanical force, during the same interval
of time, in bodies set in motion by the same pressure is inversly proportional to their mass, if the pressure acts with the
same intensity when a body is in motion as when it is at rest.

Suppose a long horizontal cylinder with its transverse section
equal to one square inch.
Let one end be stopped with a piston
weighing 15 lbs., and the other end with another piston weighing
150 lbs. Let the cylinder be now exhausted of air, and suppose
the pistons to be moveable air-tight without friction.
If they
are supposed to press on each end of a rod passing through the
axis of the cylinder, they would be
equilibrio, they would press
Take away the rod, and allow
equally in opposite directions.
them to move freely by the atmospheric pressure. At the end
of one second the 150 lb. piston acquires a velocity of 3"2 feet

m

per second, and the 15 lb. ])ound piston a velocity of 32 feet per
second.
With these velocities, suppose them to be projected up-

wards in a vertical, the lighter would ascend 16 feet and the
heavier yjpo*^*^ ^^ ^ ^"°*'*
•"•'^ descending, the lighter would thus
be enabled to exert ten times the mechanical power of the heavier.
Strictly, the pressure on the smaller piston in this example is
not quite equal to that on the larger after they have begun to
move, in consequence (if the expression may be allowed) of the
vis a tergo not being infinitely prompt,

§6.
Equal pressure does not imply equal capacity of generating
motion.

This position, inferred from the examples given in §§ 4, 5,
shows the necessity of guarding against being Jed away by the
words action (which implies states of acting or moving) and
reaction, to conceive that an equal impressed tendency to move
implies an equal capacity of generating motion.
A motive cause may act equally on two bodies at rest, but
unequally on bodies moving with unequal velocities, and the effect
may be in the proportion of these velocities respectively. .
* Principia.
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The following dynamic arrangement will serve perhaps to
convey a distinct idea of this
Let there be two perfectly elastic plates presenting the same
On
siu'face, but unequal in mass, say in the ratio of 1 to 10.
one side of each let a current of perfectly elastic particles be
supposed to impinge continually, the minuteness as well as
Whether these plates
velocity of these particles being excessive.
:

—

are at rest or

moving in a direction perpendicular to the plane of
number of particles that impinge in an element

their surface, the

must be constant so long as the velocity of the particles
incomparably greater than the velocity of the plates. If the
plates are kept at rest by an interposed obstacle, the impinging
particles are reflected without change of velocity, and no motion
is transferred from them to the plate, or from the plate to them.
If the plates move in the same direction as the particles with
velocity 1, the particles at impact lose one decrement of squai'e
velocity, and if with velocity 10, then the particles lose ten decrements of square velocity. These decrements being transferred
to the plates, become collectively increments of motion having
the character of an accelerating force.
While the plates are prevented from moving by resting on an
interposed obstacle, the current of impinging particles forms a
pressure or tendency to put the plates in motion, which is equal in
both plates, but the faculty of taking motion from the current depends on the plates being in a state of motion and increases with
their velocity.
The heavier plate, by its greater mass being confuTcd in its velocity to one-tenth, has its ability to take force from
the curi'ent reduced in this proportion.
of time
is

Gravitation as an impulse.
If the fact of the integral of gravitation as a force generator,
being a function of space, is admitted as an argument for the
existence of the force in space before it is communicated to the
falling body, it realizes the idea or impression which Newton has
expressed in the introduction to Section 11 of the first Book of
the ' Principia,' viz. " I shall therefore at present go on to treat
of the motion of bodies mutually attracting each other, considering the centripetal forces as attractions, though perhaps in a
But
physical strictness they may more truly be called impulses.
these propositions ai-e to be considered as purely mathematical, and
therefore laying aside all physical considerations, I make use of a
familiar way of speaking to make myself more easily understood."
Considered as an impulse, gi-avitation has several character*
istics,-;-statical, dynamical, and directive.
-J, It is au impulse the statical magnitude of which upon au

with reference to the Measure and Transfer of Force.
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determined by the inverse square distance
precisely as if an emanative influence had issued fi'om each as a centre and become diluted as it
became diflFiised through an augmenting spherical smface.
2. An impulse that accumulates square velocity on an element
in motion in a ratio combined of the rate at ^hich its distance
from the central element diminishes, and of the amount of statical impulse due to that distance, and to the number of elements
to which the impulse is directed.
This defines its dynamical
or force-producing magnitude.
8. An impulse operating exactly in the direction of and towards
is

of that element fi'om another

:

the distant material element.
4. An impulse cumulative to an apparently illimitable extent,
according to the number of the distant collocated elements of
matter e. g., at the earth^s surface an element of matter in passing in any direction and with any velocity
through a foot
vertical, has given to it 64 feet of square velocity. At the surface
of the Sim, a foot vertical contributes 1800 feet square velocity.
5. An impulse, that, so far as observation extends, although
dependent on matter at a distance, is uninfluenced by intervening
matter.
6. An impulse that is not diminished by the velocity with
which a body moves in the direction in which it operates.
:

—

—

Two

of these characteristics, the fifth

and

sixth, are physical

paradoxes of the same degree as the marvel in the wave theoiy
of light, that the medium or media that convey the impressions
of heat and hght, although acting and acted upon by the elements of bodies, presents no resistance to the planetary motions.
The sixth has been put to the test by Laplace while seeking to
account for the secvdar inequality of the moon.
Mr. Adams
having lately found the treatment of this subject defective, it
might be worth while to examine analytically the influence that
an infinitesimal divergence from the law of gravitation in the
case of bodies approaching or receding from each other would
have on the planetaiy motions, so as to be prepared to recognize

accumulated effects through geological periods of time. The
tendency of first diff"erentials of an elliptic orbit seems to be motion of apses in the direction of the motion of the planet ; diminution of the major axis, and the minor axis unchanged ; ellipses
thus tending towards circles with fixed diameters.
The chief
question is as to the moon's motion being so delicate a test of the
divergence as Laplace has deduced from his analysis.
its

The quantity
of

of motion in a

body

is

proportional to the square

its velocity.

Motion

as a physical entity

is

a combination of two quantitative
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When united
elements, matter, velocity, separately measurable.
Is the velocity or
the standard of measurement is not obvious.
square of the velocity to be taken as that which takes equal part
with matter in the phjenomenon Avhich results from their union ?
This question, debated since the time of Newton*, seems now to
have settled down into a tacit admission of both. This was the
opinion of Dr. Thomas Young, who considered the fact that two
bodies while freely acting on each other obtained from their mutual action velocities inversely proportional to their respective
masses, as conclusive of the simple ratio of the velocity being the
If this proposition had been stated in other
terms as above, § 4, viz. that bodies while freely acting on each
other obtained from their mutual action powers of producing
work inversely proportional to their masses, no such necessity of
adopting the simple ratio of the velocity would have been felt
only a noteworthy characteristic of centripetal action. The po-

natural standard.

sition of the centre of gyration in a revolving

body

is

clearly

on

The
the side of the scpiare velocity being the natural standard.
motion of impinging elastic bodies also requires the square
velocity.

The following

considerations as to impacts,

it

may be

useful

to keep in view as accessory to the principle of the conservation

of force.

§9Force

of

impact depends on the relative motion of the impinging

bodies.

of bodies, we may bring
impacts to the condition of perfect elasticity by inteqjosing
1. The
There are three stages in such pheenomena;
a spring.
2. The
motions before impact before the spring is acted upon.
motion at impact, or at the instant when the maximum compression of the spring has been effected by the foi'ce of impact. 3. The motions after recoil, after the spring has given out
During all three the common
again the force it had received.
centre of gravity is unaffected in its state of motion or rest, and
the force of impact, as measured by the spring's tension, is dependent, not on the absolute, but on the relative motion of the impinging bodies.

Whatever be the molecular texture

all

—

* This

is discussed in the last part of the article on virtual velocities,
It concludes as follows
Cyclopaedia.'
" But if pressure be
merely considered as the cause of motion, and called force, in that sense it
is very difficult to see why the cause, which is only known by the effect, is
Probably this discusto be measured by anything but the simple effect.
sion gave rise to the ehajiter of the Mecanique Celeste, in which Laplace
what
the
laws
of motion would have been if force had
speculates upon
been as a function of the velocity instead of as the simple velocity.
have never met with any one who could give us an intelligible account of the
meaning of this investigation."
'

Penny

:

—
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§10.
The condition

of impinging bodies demonstrates the absurdity

of assuming the motion of a

body

to

be proportional to

its

velocity.

Let us take a simple numerical example. A ball of 1 lb.
weight with velocity 9 strikes a spring interposed vipou another
ball of 3 lbs. weight which is at rest. The velocity of the centre
of gravity is 3 ; the motion of the 1 lb. ball relative to centre of
These relative motions are
gravity is 6, and of the 2 lb. ball 3.

by the recoil of the spring after impact. Thus
the absolute motion of the 1 lb. ball after impact becomes 3, and
At the instant when,
the absolute motion of the 2 lb. Imll 6.
the spring has obtained its maximum compression by the force
of the collision, the velocity of both balls is 3, the same as the
centre of gravity.
Let us now compute the quantity of motion in the system,
assuming the motion of a body to be proportional to its velocity.
exactly reversed

....

Before impact the amount is
After the spring has received the force of
compression, the amount is
After recoil, when the spring has given
out its force, the amount is
.

.

.

.

...

P''-

x 9 + 2ibs. x

(!'''•

+ 2'^^-)

= 9.

x 3 = 9.

l^^- x 3 + 2ibs. x 6 = 15.
Thus the spring has been bent, compressed, or as it wei'C,
wound up without taking any motion from the system, without
any cost of work ; and the system has actually gained motion by
The concurrence of the two bodies has nearly
the collision.
.

doubled their collective momentum.
If the motion of a body is assumed to be proportional to the
square of its velocity, the quantity of motion in the system before
pb- x 81 + 2ibs- x = 81.
impactis
After the spring has received the force
.
of compression, the amount is
After recoil, when the spring has given
out its force, the amount is
.

.

.

.

(l^^-

l^''-

+ 2^bs-)

x 9 = 27.

x 9 + 2"'s- x 36 = 8L

The collective motion before and after impact is thus the same,
and 81 — 27 = 54 is the force that is taken to compress, bend,
it is the work rendered latent
or wind up the interposed spring
It is a dynaat the instant of impact but immediately restored.
mic, not a static force, and with the same impinging bodies it is
:

proportional to the square of their relative velocity.
Thus if the
2 lb. ball with velocity 1 meets the 1 lb. ball with velocity 8,

the relative velocity is still 9, and the force of impact still 54.
This is also apparent from the general expression for the force of
impact,

VIZ. V,

—Va

{

—r

-

I
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§11.

The

condition of a system having both a rotatory and rectilinael
motion demonstrates the absurdity of assuming the motion of
a body to be proportional to its velocity.

In the 31st Query of Newton's 'Optics' (vol. iv. p. 258,
Horsley's edition), the following occurs
" From the various
composition of two motions, it is very certain that there is not
always the same quantity of motion in the world.
For if two
globes joined by a slender rod revolve about their common centre
of gravity with a uniform motion, while that centre moves on
uniformly in a right line drawn in the plane of their circular
motion, the sum of the motions of the two globes, as often as
the globes are in the right line described by their common centre
:

—

of gravity, will be bigger than the sum of their motions when
they are in a line pei'pendicular to that line. By this instance,
But by reason of
it appears that motion may be got or lost.
the tenacity of fluids and attrition of their parts, and the weakness of elasticity in solids, motion is much more apt to be lost
than got, and is always upon the decay."
This extract is remarkable as showing the obstinate influence
The alterof a preconceived notion upon a powerful intellect.
nate appearance and disappearance of motion in connected globes
did not seem to Newton inconsistent with any of the laws of
motion previously laid down in his 'Principia.' Let us view a
numerical example. The globes suppose to be equal and to move
with a circular velocity of 3, and the common centre of gravity
As often as the globes are in a
with a rectilineal velocity of 4.
line perpendicular to the line described by the centre of gravity,
the absolute velocity of one is 7, and of the other ], making
As often as the globes are in
the sum of their motions 8.
the i-ight line described by the common centre of gravity, the
absolute velocity of each is 5, making the sum of their motions
10.
From the first to the second position, the motion in one has
diminished from 7 to 5, losing 3, and the motion of the other
Hence not only has the
has increased from 1 to 5, gaining 4.
2 been transferred from the one globe to the other, but another 2
has been supplied. There is an intermittent augmentation and
diminution of motion ; and as by the second law of motion
''the alteration of motion is ever proportional to the motive
force impressed, and is made in the dii-ection of the right line in
which that force is impressed," it comes to pass, that, by giving
motion to the centre of gravity of two revolving balls in the
plane of revolution, we introduce the action of a tangential force;
but if the same rootioa is given ia a direction perpendicular to
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the plane of revolution, no force is introduced, the sum of the
motions being always 10.
If we inquire what is the function of the absolute velocity
which, being multiplied by the mass of each globe respectively,
shall give a sum that is constant, whatever may be the direction
of the motion of the common centre of gravity, we shall find
that the square velocity is the only function that answers, and
that although the absolute velocities are continually changing
through a cycle, the sum of the products of the mass of each
body by the square of its respective absolute velocity, is a con
stant quantity,

and equal

to the

sum

of the rectilineal

and

rota-

tory vis viva taken separate.

§12.
Distinction between

momentum and

motion.

In our educational treatises, up to the present time the idea
continues to be inoculated into the student of physical science,
that the natm-al standard measure of motion in the abstract is
the product of the mass of a body or system by the velocity of
The ambiguity and contradictions that
its centre of gravity.
this involves when he extends his studies, might be avoided if
such definition was confined to the word momentum, and the
word motion taken to mean the product of the mass by its square
velocity.
The following instance will serve to make this appreciable.

In the use of the Ballistic pendulum, the same velocity

is

by the stroke of a 2 lb. ball moving 100 feet
per second as by a 1 lb. ball moving 200 feet per second; the
momentum or velocity of the centre of gravity of the system composed of the bullet and pendulum being in the two cases the
same, or veiy nearly so. Suppose the 1 lb. ball to be hollow, so
as to have the same diameter as the 2 lb. ball, its penetration
into the timber of the pendulum would be found to be double
that of the 2 lb. ball, because its quantity of motion is double.
The definition of moIts working power or efficacy is double.
mentum would thus conform to the condition of inelastic impact,
where the force of impact disappears in molecular disruption or
communicated

to

it

production of heat, or both combined.
The definition of motion
confined to the natural standard of living force would conform
to the causal relation of dependent action.
§ 13.

Newton and Laplace's arguments

in favour of the simple ratio
of the velocity being the natural standard of motion.

Newton employed the word motion

to denote the velocity of
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its quantity of matter, and it is evident
word to this meaning, the correctness of the
no argument in favour of such definition applying

a body conjointly with
that, confining tlie

'Principia'

is

to the natural standard.

Newton and Laplace

may

There

believed

it

is

to

no doubt, however, that both
be the natural standard.
It

assist in setting the subject in a clear light, if

we take a

arguments they have advanced.
In Dr. Brewster's ' Life of Newton,' vol. ii. p. 379, there is
given what is stated to be Newton^s argument as opposed to
Leibnitz, who had asserted the force of falling bodies to be as
It is based on the assumption
the square of their velocities.
that fine threads of silk may be broken with less and less force
as the velocity of the body that breaks through them increases.
These threads individually may be taken to represent the resistance that gravity opposes to upward motioh through a constant
element of the vertical, as they are supposed to be arranged at
equal distances, and each requires the expenditure of an element
The retardation of the
of force, or square velocity, to rend it.
motion of a globe through such threads horizontally, is precisely similar to the retardation of the motion of a body proIn an element of time there is a loss of an
jected up a vertical.
element of velocity, or in an element of space there is the loss of
an element of square velocity. Thus the argument derived from
such an instance is not conclusive it is not, any more than the
deliberate view of the

;

laws of falling bodies, decisive of the question.
Laplace's argument is stated in the Sysihnc du Monde, p. 300
(Pond's translation), as follows
" It is observed upon the earth that a body solicited by any
force moves in the same manner, whatever be the angle which
the direction of this force makes with the direction of the
motion which is common to the body and to the part of the terthe same thing takes
restrial surface to which it corresponds
place in a vessel whose motion is uniform a moveable body submitted to the action of a spring or of gravity, or any other force,
moves relatively to the parts of the ship in the same manner,
whatever be the velocity and direction of the vessel. It may
then be established as a general law of terrestrial motions, that
if in a system of bodies carried on by a common motion, any
force be impressed on one of them, its apparent or relative motion
will be the same, whatever be the general motion of the system
and the angle which its direction makes with the impelling
:

:

:

The proportionality of force to velocity residts from this
supposed rigorously exact; for if ice suppose two bodies moving
upon one straight line with equal velocities, and that by impressing
on one of them a force, which increases the jmmitive force, its
relative velocity to the other body remains the same as if both oj
force.
laiv,
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them had been primitively in a state of repose it is evident that
the space described by the body in consequence of its primitive
force, and of that which is added to it, becomes equal to the sum
of the spaces which each of them would have caused it to describe in the same time ; which supposes the force proportional
:

to the velocity."

We may

understand, from the instance of collision given in

§ 10, that the fact of relative motion being the same whatever
the general motion of the system, is quite consistent with the
It may seem at first
proportionality of force to square velocity.
somewhat of a paradox, that on striking a billiard ball in a westerly direction at noon so as to give it a velocity of 10 feet per
second, we should actually communicate to that ball such a force

or motion as would give it a velocity of 1500 feet per second if
the earth were at rest; but the difficulty disappears when we
consider that the force of impact or shock is made up of the difference between the sum of the absolute motions before impact, and at
impact or just before recoil begins, and that this difference is proThe transference
portional to the square of the relative velocity.
of force from one body to another depends on the absolute velo^
it is physically possible to transfer any amount of
however large, by an impinging velocity, however small.
The shock of impact, and the amount of force transferred, do not
stand in the relation of cause and efi^ect. The one is not a function of the other, and the force of impact indicates nothing in
regard to the ''impressing of force'' or " ina'easing of force"
which depend on the absolute velocities, of which we cannot be
said to know anything certain.
Take the instance of a ball swinging as a pendulum within a

cities,

so that

force,

Whether the
railway carriage in the direction of its motion.
can'iage is at rest or in uniform motion at any speed, the motion
This supof the pendulum relative to the carriage is the same.
poses the mass of the carriage to be incomparably greater than
the ball. When they draw near to each other, as with a gunner's
eprouvette, the carriage sensibly reciprocates the oscillation of the
suspended cannon. Suppose between the pendulum ball and
point of suspension, a spring is interposed and the force on this
This horizontal part
spring resolved in a horizontal direction.
accumulates to a maximum in one direction at the lowest part of
the arc of oscillation, then changes the direction of strain, and
accumulates to a maximum in the opposite direction ; in one-half
of the arc pulling forwards and in the other pulling backwards.
The amount of strain is like the foi'cc of impact, a function of
the relative velocity the force transferred backwards and forwards from the carriage to the ball, and vice vei'sd, is a function
:

of the absolute velocities.
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§14.

On

the Transfusion of vis viva across a system that simultaneously revolves and progresses.

Perhaps the most

difficult

mind con-

point to realize to the

sistently with the causal relation

of dependent action,

is

the

and flowing of vis viva from and to each part
of a system endowed with a rectiUneal as well as a rotatory
movement. In the simple example of two equal globes, given in
periodical ebbing

§ 11, as often as they are in a line perpendicular to the line described by the common centre of gravity, the vis viva of one (A)
Setting out from this,
loses
is 49, and of the other (B) 1.

A

B

gains vis viva until they come to the line in which the
common centre of gravity moves, when is found reduced to 25
and B has risen to the same amount, having in the quarter revolution gained 24 parts of square velocity which has been transDuring the next quarter another 24 parts
ferred to it from A.
here ceases, and is
have passed over. The ebb of force from
succeeded in the next quarter revolution by a flow of vis viva
from B to A, which continues until the revolution is completed,
when the same circle of changes is repeated. This transference
of force from one part of a system to another being unaccom-

and

A

A

panied with any appearance of action,
as in the heading of this paragraph ;

may be termed transfusion,

it is nevertheless as real a
transference of force as what takes place on a billiard table.
How are we to present such phsenomena to our minds in
conformity with Newton's second law of motion, viz. " The

alteration of ^notion is ever proportional to the motive force imand is made in the direction of the right line in which that

j)ressed,

force

is

impressed""^

Let us take, for example, the system formed by the earth and
At full moon the absolute motion of our satellite conthe moon.
siderably exceeds the amount it contains when at the opposite
How may
point of its orbit, and in the earth it is vice versa.
we conceive this flux and reflux to take place ?
In § 6 a dynamic arrangement was suggested, which repre^
sented the peculiarity in the development of mechanical force,
specified in §§ 4 and 5, as a physical characteristic deduced from
the law of elastic impact is it possible to deduce transfusion
from the same primary mode of action ?
Let there be two perfectly elastic plates of equal surface and
mass placed opposite and parallel to each other ; on the exterior
surface of each, let a current of perfectly elastic particles be supposed to impinge continually ; the minuteness as well as veloThe eff"ect of the current
city of these particles being excessive.
:

would be

to drive the plates towards each other with

an accele?
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Let the velocity acquired at the end of nine
seconds be 9, aud in the next second 10 ; the square velocityincreases in one second from 81 to 100, the augmentation in
each being 19, or 38 in the sum of both.
Let us now suppose
the plates, before the respective currents set upon them, to have
had a uniform velocity of 20 feet in the direction AB, In nine
seconds after the currents commenced to act, the velocity of A
has become 29, and that of B 11.
In the next second, A is up
rative force (§ 6).

to

30 and B down

in

A

to 10, and in one second the square velocity
has increased from 841 to 900, and that of B decreased
from 121 to 100. The sum of both has during this second increased from 962 to 1000 ; the augmentation being 38, as before,
when the common centre of gravity was at rest. It will be remarked that the relative motion of A and B, as well as the increase of their united vis viva, is the same in this last case as in
the former ; nevertheless there has been a transfusion of force
from B to A, the amount of which is 40, being equal to twice
the velocity of the common centre of gravity.
If
had received
no greater augmentation of square velocity than in the former
case, the amount at the end of the tenth second
would be
841 + 19 860, but it is actually 900. Again, if B had received
an augmentation the same as in the previous case, the amount
at the end of the tenth second would be 121
19 140, but it
is ] 00.
Hence 40 has been transfused from B to A.
If the motion of the common centre of gravity had been
in a
direction perpendicular to AB, the relative motion and
augmentation of united vis viva would be the same, but there would
be
no transfusion ; it is only when the current acts in the direction
of or contrary to the absolute motion.
Suppose the plates A, B to revolve around their common
centre of gravity with such velocity that the centrifugal
tendency
just equilibriates the effect of the currents.
So long as the
centre of gravity is at rest, no force is given to or taken
from the
impinging currents or particles ; but when rectilineal motion
is
given to the system, transfusion takes place.
The greatest rate
at which this takes place is when
and B are in the line of
their absolute motion.
At other parts of the revolution, when
A >nd B have a position oblique to the direction of absolute
motion, the rate of transfusion is diminished in the ratio
of the
cosine of the contained angle.
During one half of a revolution
the absolute motion resolved in the direction of the
current goes
with the current upon one of the plates and against it on
the other
so that the flux and reflux of the force upon each
plate alternates
positive and negative to exactly the same amount.
It is thus that we may obtain a clear conception
of transfusion aa a necessary sequent to the mode of action of
the forces of

A

=

+

A

=
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gravity, cohesion, &c., viewed in their

forming to impulses derived from

dynamic aspect as con-

elastic impact.

§ 15.

Destruction and Reproduction of Force in Nature
not real.

is

apparent,

In the mutual action of bodies there is an apparent destrucand reproduction of force, but the more such phsenomena

tion

are investigated experimentally with respect to their quantitamore reason there is to believe that the disap-

tive elements, the

pearance and reappearance are merely transference from one
agent to another, and are as exactly regulated as the communication of force by impact in the preceding examples.
Even if we had not those proofs of the existence of a universal
medium that the undulatory theoi-y of light supplies, it would
be well to admit the existence of media to which ordinary matter may be assumed to be entirely subordinate in all their potential relations, so as to give order to our ideas in tracing out the
dynamical sequence of nature. It would be taking too narrow
a view if we limited the function of the luminiferous sether to
The atmosphere also
the conveying of physical pulses only.
conveys physical pulses, but that is the least important of its
There is nothing that
functions in the economy of natm'e.
should hinder us attributing to the media concerned in the radiation of heat and light, the higher functions of electric polarity
and gravitation. The special dynamic arrangements by which
this is effected may ever elude research, but as there is no limit
to the vis viva which such media may conserve in their minutest
parts, so there is no physical impossibility in that vis viva being
suddenly transferred to the molecules of ordinary matter in the
proportions and sequence required to carry out the order and
system of nature.
The fundamental principle of action in such media must be
in accordance with elastic impact, for upon that the dynamic
theory of heat and conservation of force rests as a foundation.
The statical and dynamical characteristics of gravitation and
transfusion of force have also been shown to conform to it, so
that all the forces that hold the molecules of bodies together
must also be in subjection to it.
Force issues from such media and becomes apparent in ordinary matter as vis viva. Force disappears from ordinary matter,
and being transferred to the media, becomes non-apparent or
When we raise a weight from the ground, we give force
latent.
(A) to the agent of gravitation; when we let fall the same weight,
we take force (B) from the agent. Directing attention to the
before it
mode of raising the weight, we inquire where was

A
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was given to the agent ; what other agent held it ? Also what
becomes of B what new agent holds it ? Suppose the weight
was raised by the action of steam^ we trace it back to the force
engendered by the chemical action of the fuel combining with
;

oxygen. The force of the chemical action is transferred to the
molecules of water and makes its appearance as molecular vis
viva. Before the chemical action, the relation of A to the molecules about to combine is similar to tlie relation of force to a body
about to fall from a height. The force about to be given is concealed in an agent, a medium, the instrument of chemical or
electric force ; is evolved from it, and returns to it again when
the products of combustion are decomposed at a future time.
Thus may every appearance in nature be viewed as the exhibition of a part of a cycle of dependent action; and we have reason
to be impressed vidth the necessity of keeping the dynamical
aspect of a phsenomenon in view, if we desire to explore its rela-

and

tions with others,
Edinbiu-gh,

March

XLIII. On

its

Law
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of Storms.

By

Prof,

James

P. Espy.

To W. Francis, Esq.
"Washington City, March

Sir,

9,

1858.

SEND

you this paper, not for the purpose of demonstrating
anything, but to induce the various learned bodies in your
country, especially those which are engaged at present in similar
investigations, to take up the subject and examine whether the
wind, as I maintain, blows in towards the centre of great storms,
hurricanes, and tornadoes, according to the evidence furnished
in my ' Fourth Report ' on Meteorology herewith sent to you.
I have now examined 170 storms as they pass over the United
States from west to east, of which 100 were given in the pre-

I

ceding Report, and more than fifty in this, from which I have
drawn more than twenty generalizations, of which the first three
are the following
The rain- and snow-storms, and even the moderate rains and
snows, travel from the west towards the east in the United
:

States.

The storms arc accompanied with a depression of the barometer near the central line of the storm, and a rise of the barometer in front and rear.
This central line of rainiumni is, in the cold months, of great
length north aud south, and travels with the storm towards the
cast, side foremost.

Phil.

May.

S. 4. Vol. 15.

No. 101.

May

1858.
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In great storms, the wind, on both sides of the line of minipressure, blows towards that line directly or obliquely.
I have examined also Redtield's, Reid's, Piddington's, and
In reading the account
Thorn's storms in the following manner
of a storm, I spread the chart on which was laid down the position of the ships in the storm, and drew arrows showing the direction of the wind at a particular moment, and I found that all
the arrows of the ships within the violence of the hurricane
pointed inwards to a central space of no great magnitude.
So of tornadoes they have been examined as they pass through
forests and cities, by Bache, Henry, Walter Johnson, Loomis,
Olmsted, Prof. Eustice and the Rev. ^Ir. Brooks ; and they all declare, without a dissenting voice, that the air blew inwards, and
threw down the trees at the sides perpendicularly towards a central line in which the tornado moved, occasionally throwing
bodies backwards by the front of the tornado, and then forwards

mum

:

—

:

by the

rear.

The inward motion below, indeed, might be inferred from the
upward motion in the middle, which was so violent as to caiTy
up all kinds of materials from the surface of the earth, and let
them fall many miles from where they were taken up, along with
a severe shower of hail, imbedding in it sand and leaves, and
limbs of trees covered with a thick coating of ice.
In storms then the air comes inwards on all sides towards the
centre.

Therefore, It goes upwards.
It

comes under

less pressure.

It expands.

growscolder about one degree for 100 yardsof ascent.
begins to condense its vapour at a certain height*.
It liberates the caloric of the condensing vapour.
It then cools only half as fast as in going up, as dry
It
It

would.
vapour enough is condensed in the cloud to make one
inch of rain, sufficient latent caloric will be evolved to hinder the
air from cooling, so much that the whole column of air containing the cloud, from the surface of the earth to the top of the
atmosphere, if the heat was equally distributed, would be 10°
warmer than the surrounding air.
The column then containing the cloud would be j-^jj hghter
than the surrounding air (the mean temperature of the air being
The air then would run in at the base of the light cozero).
lumn, and push it up with great velocity, and carry in its vapour
with it, which, on going up, would condense as before, give out
air

When

*

and

At 1000 yards if the dew-point is 10° below the temperature of the air,
1500 yards if the dew-point is 15° below the temperatui-e of the air.

at
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expand the air in the cloud, spread out on all
out above at the top of the atmosphere, making
the barometer rise on all sides round on the outside of the cloud,
at a distance from the upmoving column in proportion to the
diameter of the cloud, whilst under the cloud the barometer
would fall ; and when the barometer falls one inch, the air will
be pressed up, in case an allowance is made for friction, with a
latent caloric,

its

sides,

and

roll

240 feet per second.
If the base of such an upmoving column as this were to
remain stationary over the same region, it would throw down, in
rain or hail, in a few hours ten times as much as is contained in
velocity of

the air at any one time over the region of the rain.
If vapour enough is condensed in a cloud to make one inch
deep of rain, it is plain that the same quantity of caloric is
evolved into the air which would be required to evaporate that
inch deep of rain into the air ; and it will be found by calculation that it will require 644,700 tons of coal to be burnt to evaporate the water which would cover ten miles square one inch
deep, on the supposition that one pound of coal would evaporate
13 lbs of water; and if the specific caloric of air is one-fourth of
that of water, this amount of coal burnt in the air would heat
the whole atmosphere from top to bottom 10^; for one inch

deep of rain is ^iigih of the weight of the whole atmosphere
over ten miles square ; and it is known by experiment that if one
pound of steam is condensed in 400 pounds of water it will heat
of
it 2i°, and the specific caloric of air being only one-fourth
that of water, one pound of steam being condensed in 400 pounds
of air will heat that air 10 degrees.
I say this to excite the philosophers in your country to examine my theoiy of storms. But fortunately the leading fact,

the in-blowing of the air, can be determined without studying
the theory, and that too with but little labour.
The fact can be determined by the data furnished by exa-

mining the storms of Redfield, lleid, Piddington, and Thom.
(For the only storm of Thom which I have examined, see pp. 28
and 29 of my ' Fourth Report,' and for the others see p. 101 et
seq.)

I find also in the storm of the Black Sea of Nov. 14th, 1854,
down in the first Number of IMeteorological papers pub-

as laid

by the authority of the Board of Trade, that if arrows be
drawn representing the course of the wind at 10 o'clock, at all the
different places where the storm was violent at that hour, they will

lished

centre, nearly about the south-west
Perhaps by this time observations in
that sea may be obtained, and if so, I venture to predict that the
wind there waa from some eastern or north-eastern direction at
all

point inwards to a

common

side of the Sea of Azov.
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the same hour, according as the observations were near the
Now I most earnestly
southern or northern part of that sea.
hope, if you pubUsh these few remarks, that the subject will at
least appear worthy of examination, and that very many learned
bodies (and especially the Board of Trade) will appoint committees of men who have the confidence of these bodies, with instructions to examine whether or not the wind did blow inwards in
all the storms which I have examined of lledfield, Keid, Piddiugton, and Thorn at the time mentioned in my diagrams. I doubt
not the result.
lu all the great winter storms of the United States, their north
and south diameter is four or five times greater than their east
and west; and it is not certain that hurricanes are all round, and
if not, the wind will blow in towards a line rather than towards
a point; and even if it blows invi^ards spirally, that is not inconsistent with my theory.
In narrow storms of great length it will hardly be contended
that there could be a whirl, nor in the belt of rain at the equator.
There the wind blows inwards nearly perpendicular to the
equator near the belt of rain, and yet the barometer stands below
the mean under the belt, which shows that the air runs out
above, and keeps the barometer above the mean at the outer
borders of the trade- winds, just as it does both in front and in the
rear of all the great storms which pass over the United States.
I think if Sir John Herschel examines this subject, he will
retract what he said nearly twenty years ago, before the British
Association, " That the leading fact of Espy^s theory could not be
true, for if the wind blew inwards towards the centre of storms,
it would make the barometer rise there above the mean."
And
if he shall find, as I think he will on examination, that the theory explains more than a hundred phajnomena never explained
before, many of which were not known before, but predicted by
the theory, he will cheerfully acknowledge that the long chain of
cause and efi"ect exhibited by my theory of storms, is a far more
magnificent specimen of inductive philosophy than Wells' theory
of dew, which he so justly praises.
I have tried every means in
my power for years to induce Sir John to examine my theory,
carefully, and then re-affirm his former statement or retx'act it.
Perhaps this eulogium of my own theory may induce him, from
its very impudence, to take up the subject.
If he does, he will
find that atmospheric waves, which seem to trouble him, arc the
very reverse of what is generally believed; the depth of the atmosphere is greater where the barometer stands low, and less
where the barometer stands high, and that in proportion to the
fall of the barometer.
Over all great storm-clouds, the air is
swelled up by the latent caloric evolved by the condensing
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vapour and the higher it is swelled up the more the barometer
under the cloud, because the higher it swells up the more
I am now nearly seventy-three yeai's of
runs off at the top.
;

falls

age, and it would gratify me much to see my theory universally
received before I die; but my gratification is a small matter
compared with the interest of all mankind in adopting the true,
It is painful to me to see the whole
instead of a false system.
meteorological world groping in the dark, for more than twenty
years after the true system has been developed.
Again I most earnestly entreat that the subject be taken up

by many of the numerous learned
Ireland.

Very

societies in

Great Britain and

respectfully, &c.,

James

P. Espy.

some copies of my 'Fourth Report' at the
Smithsonian Institution, at Washington City, to be sent to any
Society that will promise to investigate the subject carefully and
J. P. E.
repoi't upon it.
P.S. I have

left

—

XLIV. On

the Percussion of Bodies,

By M.

Poinsot.

[Continued from p. 290.]

On the

points at

cokollary iii.
which the body is capable of producing
the same percussion.

^T^O

23.

JL

find the points at

force nP,

which the body

we have merely

to

strikes with a given

make

Q=nP
By so doing, the equation of
the locus of these points will be found to be
in the general expression for Q.

By

transforming to parallel coordinate axes of

origin

or, in

X

and

Y

whose

x= ^, y= ^, this equation becomes
4«2(«2X2 + /S'^Y^) = «2«^ + /3%^-4a^^%n^-n),

is

at the point

a simpler form.

When the second part of this equation is positive, the curve
evidently an ellipse similai', and similarly placed to the central
ellipse, but having its centre at the point whose abscissa is
is

x=

7Z-,

%n

and whose ordinate

is

y=Tr-.
An

M.
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If the expression on the right of the last equation

is zero, the
curve becomes reduced to a single point, and we may remark
that this point is preciseljr that which constitutes the centre of
maximum percussion ; for to make

is

equivalent to giving to the

number n one

of the ralues

1±\/]
3

and consequently

to the supposition that the given percussion

nP

has one of the values

but these are precisely the values of the two maxima percussions;
the positive one corresponding to the greatest of all percussions
in the same direction as the impulsion P, and the negative one
all tlic percussions in the opposite direction.
the second part of our equation were negative, the
ellipse would be imaginary, and there would be no centres of the
given percussion nV.
Hence the curve of the centres of equal percussion nV is an

to the greatest of

Lastly,

if

ellipse similar to the central ellipse, or a point, or

an imaginary

curve, according as

H-4A(ft--n)

> 0,

or

=0,

or

<0.

easy to see why, in the last case, there is no point
capable of producing the given percussion nV.
For to suppose
that
24. It

is

H-4A(«2_m)
is

negative,

is

number n has

to suppose, in the case of n positive, that this

a value greater than

^

+ -\/ 1 +

—r-,

and thus

that the centre of a positive percussion greater than the greatest
of all such percussions is demanded.
And similarly, in the case
of n negative, the above supposition is equivalent to giving to n
TT
1
/
1
an absolute value greater than
'^"^ ^'^'^'^ ^^
1
„ +

—

i«

^\/
V +

1*

X'
A.

demanding the centre of a negative percussion greater than the
greatest of

all

negative percussions.
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Corollary IV.
Particular cases of the foregoing theorems.
25.

If,

in the general expression

^~

aV^+/Sy^-«^/3^and b = 0, we have the particular
case where the impulsion P passes through the centre of gravity
G of the body, and consequently where the body is animated
only by a translatory motion in the direction of its principal
axis GZ.
In this particular case, therefore^ the percussion which the
body is capable of producing at any point of the principal plane
(see art. 18),

we suppose « =

XYis

„2^2

the maximum of which corresponds to ,r=0 and ?/=0; so that
the centre of maximum percussion then coincides
as it clearly
should with the centre of gravity itself.
26. The curve formed by the points of equal given percussion
nP will now be represented by the equation

—

—

«V-*

whence we

+ /3y=«^/3^(i-l),

on an ellipse similar
around the same centre as the
latter, and placed in a similar manner.
The magnitude of this
ellipse will depend upon the constant value nV given to Q, which
value, however, must not be assumed greater than P, since P is
now the greatest force of percussion that the body can produce.
If, for example, we suppose
see that these points are situated

to the central ellipse, described

we

shall

have

the equation of the central ellipse ; whence we conclude that the
contour of this ellipse is the locus of the points at or with which
the body strikes with a force equal to half that of the impulse
by which it is animated.

On the

Corollary V.
particular case where the body is animated solely by
the impulsion of a couple.

27. Let us give to the general expression for

Q=P«-

""

aV + ySV + «^/32'

Q

the form

M.
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us assume that P,

ive limits 0, 00

,

CO

,

a, b

approach, indefinitely, the respect-

but in such a manner that the ratio - remains

unaltered, and that the products or moments Pa and Vb always
maintain the same finite values as if P, a, and b had not changed
we shall then have ultimately the particular case where tlie body
P) applied
is animated solely by the impulsion of a couple (P,

—

to the lever

arm

CG=

Va^ + b'^

To express the percussion which the body is capable of producing at any point whose coordinates are x and y, we shall
then have the formula

__c^ax+^by__
This result

may

easily be verified

by seeking,

directly, the per-

cussion which the body is capable of producing when it is animated solely by the impulsion of the couple in question.
Without allowing P, a, and b thus to approach the particular
values 0, oo , and oo , the conception of which is always somewhat obscure, we may deduce the same result from the expression (A), art. 18, in a very simple manner.

28. In fact, since

^ax+^by+^

expresses the percussion due to a single force
whose coordinates are a and b,

and opposite
is

applied at C,

—P

equal, parallel
due to a single force
whose coordinates are a' and
consequently the percussion due to the combined forces, that
to say, to the couple (P, — P), will be expressed by

will express the percussion

b'

P

to P, but applied at

C

;

^~

cc^a-a>)x + /3%h-b')y

«v+/3-y+«2yS2

^

'

a' and b' are each zero, this expression coinand confirms the one previously given, for it then
corresponds to the percussion of the couple whose lever arm CC
coincides with CG.
29. Since a couple may always be transported anywhere in its
own plane, or in any plane parallel thereto, and transformed
into innumerable other couples, having the same moment, without its effect upon the body being thereby changed*, it is evident
that the percussion Q ought to remain the same in whatever ad-

In the case where
cides with,

* Elements de Statique,

art.

49

et seq.
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missible manner the couple to which it is due may have been
In fact, the preceding expression (B)
represented in the figure.
does not
shows this ; for by it, it is clear that the value of
depend upon the five particular values of P, a, b, a' and li', but
6'),
ft') and P(6
solely upon the values of the two products P(«
which are the respective moments of the proposed couple relative

Q

—

—

On this account we shall find it more
to the axes of y and of x.
convenient to preserve these moments, solely, in the formula (B),
and

to represent

them by the simple

letters

L and M, which

once the magnitude and the posiThe expression
tion of the given couple under consideration.
(B) is thus replaced by the more concise one
latter will suffice to define at

^~u^x^ + l3Y + »^l3^'

•

•

•

•

^"^

which nothing, beyond the necessary data of the question,

in

is

visible.

Before proceeding further, a brief remark

remains to be

still

made.

28 we have seen how, from the formula (A.) relaimpulsion of a single force, the formula (B) relative
Now it may be
to the impulsion of a couple may be deduced.
shown that, conversely, from the latter, supposed to be known
and it would be easy to demonstrate it directly we may also
deduce the former. In fact, let it be required to find the percussion Q which the body is capable of producing at any point
D, whose coordinates are x and y, in virtue of a single impulse
80. In

art.

tive to the

—

—

the body has received at the point C, whose coordinates
and b. We may consider the simple force applied at C to
be decomposed into an equal, parallel and like-directed force
P) applied to the arm CD.
applied at D, and into a couple (P,

P which
are a

—

D

Now

will evidently there cause
the force applied at the point
a percussion equal to P ; and according to the formula (B), the
couple, on its part, will cause a percussion at the same point

D

equal to

^

»\a-x)x + l^{b-y)y

The

required percussion Q, therefore, being the

two,

is

this is precisely the formula (A)

sum

of these

which was demonstrated

at the

commencement.
Let UK now return to the case where the body
a couple only.

is

animated by

M.
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On the
31.

centre of maximum percussion.

The percussion due

whose two moments with
and /3 arc L and M, being

to a couple,

respect to the two principal axes a

expressed by

and the coordinates x and y of the centre J), where the percussion is a maximum, satisfying the equations

dQ ^
-^ =0,

.dQ

and

we

^
=0,

-r-

dy

dx

easily find

from which we immediately deduce

x:y = L:M,
u^x^

+ l3^y^ = u^^.

centre of maximum percussion, therefore, is at once upon
the central ellipse and upon the intersection of a plane through
Consequently
the origin G, parallel to the plane of the couple.
each extremity of the diameter 3S determined by the plane of
the couple is such a centre.
If we represent by (Q) the value of this maximum percussion,
the preceding equations give

The

^^)=

'

2^

or, since

6

-X +y -

the simpler expression

(^^which

is

^2L2^^2|^2

>

^____
^L^ + M^
'

28

nothing more than the

moment

of the couple of impul-

sion divided by the length of the diameter parallel to its plane.
Hence when a body is animated solely by the impulse of a
couple perpendicular to one of its three principal planes, or, in
other words, when a body actually turns around a diameter 2S'
of the central ellipse described in this plane, the point where it
strikes with the greatest violence is at one of the extremities of

M.
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the diameter 28 conjugate to 28'*; at the other extremity of 2S
the body strikes with the same force, but in an opposite direction.
The magnitude of this percussion is measured by that of the
couple divided by the diameter 28 which the plane of the couple
determines in the central ellipse.
32.
close relation, too, may be established between this
theorem and that in art. 20, so as to include both in one enunciation.
For without distinguishing the two kinds of impulsion
which the body may have received, and regarding merely the
motion it possesses, it is evident that in both cases we have to
consider a body which actually turns around a spontaneous axis
OS situated in one of its principal planes. Now in art. 20 we
found the centre of maximum percussion
to be situated in the
direction GO of the diameter 28 conjugate to the direction of
the spontaneous axis, and its distance \ from the point
to be

A

D

X=±
or, since

AH = 8^

\/A2+AH;

(see art. 3),

\= ± Vlf^^,
A

represents the distance GO.
But, ^ being the inclination of the diameter 8 to the spontaneous axis OS or to its parallel, the conjugate diameter 8', 8 sin ^
will be the arm of inertia of the body around 8', and consequently

where the

letter

'/8-sin2</)

the arm of inertia around

K,

OS

;

sin

<^

+ A2sin2</,
hence representing this line by

as usual,

\ sin </)=
Hence we may

\/A2 + 82=K.

body is actually animated
by a motion of rotation around a spontaneous axis situated anywhere in one of its three principal planes, the two points of this
plane at which the body strikes with the greatest possible force
*

The couple

L

say, in general, if a

tends to

make

with an angular velocity equal to

the body rotate around the axis of

y

— oj, and the couple M, alone, would pro-

duce a rotation around the axis of x whose velocity would be

—M

5.

By the

composition of rotations, therefore, the axis 28', around which the body
will actually rotate, makes an angle with the axis of x whose tangent is

M

L

m^

'

ma^

"

«'
1*

L
'

M

M

tangent

is -jj

^^^ diameter 28, parallel to the intersection

'

of the jjlane of the couple,

is

inclined to the axis of

x

at

an angle whose
«2

;

hence, the product of both tangents being

are conjugate diameters (sec art. 3).

— -m, 28 and 28'
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and left of this spontaneous axis, and at a distance
from the same precisely equal to the arm K of inertia of
This property, together with
the body with respect to this axis.
that of being situated in the diameter of the central ellipse conjugate to the direction of the spontaneous axis, completely determine the positions of these centres of maximum percussion.
are to the right

X sin

This theorem, therefore, applies to all possible positions of the
spontaneous axis in the principal plane under consideration.
When this axis passes through the body's centre of gravity, as
was the case in the preceding article, we have A 0, and the
distance \ sin <^ =
reduces itself to + 8 sin <^, as already found
in art. 31.

=

K

Corollary VI.

On

a

Q with which each point
endued in virtue of the rotation of the body.

new expression for the force
is

33. In art. 18 we found that when a and b represent the
coordinates of the point C where the body received the impulse
P to which it owes its motion, and x and y the coordinates of
with which the body strikes an obstacle
any point D, the force

Q

presented at

D

may be

expressed by

<fax+^by + a^

^

If from the point D, whose coordinates are x and y, we let fall
a perpendicular upon the spontaneous axis whose equation is

u^at
its

length

tt will

+ /3^bu + u^/3'^=0,

be found to be

_ ^ax+^y + u^J^
and the above expression

Q=P

for

Q

will take the

form

^''"'"''^

but, in virtue of the preceding expressions.

CG=H=

Va^ + b^,

aV + ^2^2'
and of the

relation

A.Ii = S^
the radical which enters into the expression of

Q

will

have the

M.
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value

'v/aV + yS*^*^^

A

where 28' is the diameter parallel to the spontaneous axis OS,
and 28 its conjugate diameter. By substitution, therefore, we
deduce the simpler expression

Further, let 6 be the angular velocity with which the body
around the spontaneous axis OS, and <^ the inclination
of
to OS or, what is the same, of S to S'; it is evident that
rotates

OG
OG

=

A

sin
sin ^ is the velocity of the centre of gravity G
^
of the body, and consequently that the impulse P which set the:
body in motion has the value

^

.

.

.

P = ni6 A sin
.

m

(/>,

being the mass of the body.

we substitute
we shall find

in place of P, in the above formula

If,

value,

and remember that

^~

8S' sin

(f)

= x/3,

this its

aV + ySy + a^^^-

The

factor Ott in this expression represents the velocity of the
point D, whose coordinates are a; and y, and the other factor is

m

a part of the whole mass

of the body expressed by the fraction

«V+/3y + «2/32-5
hence we

may

say that, in the

in question strikes with the

movement of the body, the point

same

force as it would do if this
mass were there concentrated.
Similarly, if D' were any other point having the coordinates x
and 7/', tt' its shortest distance from the spontaneous axis, and

fraction of the

Q' the percussion wliich

it

is

capable of producing,

we should

find

nr_/j^f

If

'mc^^____^

wc suppose D' to be the reciprocal of the point D, then, by
wc shall have, between the coordinates of these two points,

art. 2,

the relations

these values of a' and

ij,

being substituted in the

last expression.
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give

also the first factor Ott' is the velocity of the point D',

Here

the other factor

is

and

the fraction

of the body's whole mass ?n ; but this and the preceding fraction
together amount to unity, and by the foregoing relations their ratio
«^/3^ {ot^x'^ + jQV^) is the same as that of x' to x or y' to y, and con:

sequently also of x^a/^ + y'^^ to \^x^ + y^; in short, the ratio in
question is the inverse of that of the distances u and u' of the
and D' from the centre of gravity G.
two points
AVe may say, therefore, that during the movement of the body
and D' divide, as it were, the whole
the two reciprocal points
mass m into two parts //. and fu!, inversely proportional to their
distances from the centre of gravity G ; and, further, that the
and Q', which these two points are capable of propercussions

D

D

Q

ducing, are the same as if these portions of the whole mass were
respectively concentrated therein.
the semi-diameter of the central ellipse upon
If we call

A

whose direction the two points

and the two portions

/j,

and

u,=m

D

and D'

fJ of the

i

fall,

we

shall

have

mass m, which are

and uJ=m,

——
;

;,

may be expressed by
and mso that the percussions

Q

and Q'

will

have the simpler expres-

sions

A2

V+

A'-^'

These expressions are quite similar to those which we should
obtain in the case of a rigid immaterial rod DD', loaded at its
extremities by thfi two massive points /j, and fjJ, and, like the
body itself, animated with the same rotation 6 around the same
spontaneous axis OS.
At the moment of the shock, therefore, we may imagine the
body to be replaced by this rigid rod DD', or indeed by any
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other having the same centre G, the same mass m, and
the same
arm of inertia A. For not only at its two extremities^ but at
every other point of its direction,— considered as an

inflexible

hne,— such a rod would be capable of striking an obstacle with
the same force
as the body itself at its corresponding point.
It is true that this rod, by moving with the same
angular ve-

Q

an opposite direction to the body, would not, on encountering the latter, be able to ]n-oduce equilibrium and destroy
all
the body's motion ; nevertheless, it would reduce to a state of
rest all points along its own direction, so that the body
would be
able to preserve only a motion of rotation around this line.
But
locity in

a body which rotates around a line is incapable of producing any
percussion at any point of that line ; hence, if we regard merely
the percussion which the body is capable of producing at any

pomt

of the line DD', this percussion is exactly the same as that
of the rod ; it is in this sense only that, at the moment of the
shock, the rod may be substituted for the body*.

Note. Mr. Hayward of University College, Durham, has kindly
drawn my attention to the following oversight
At the end of the second paragraph of art. 21, Chap. I., instead
:

of the words. " but this is always less than the impulse P," read
'• but
this is greater than, equal to, or less than the impulse P
according as K^ is greater than, equal to, or less than Sa^."
correction
of a similar kind is also necessary at the end of the last
paragraph
f
a f
of art. 22, Chap. II.—T. A. H.

A

XLV. On

the Solar Spots

and

the Variable Stars.

By Daniel VAuoHANf.

TF

the chemical pheenomena of the heavens can be traced to determinate causes, we may confidently hope for a considerable
extension of our knowledge respecting the fixed stars. It seems
unreasonable to regard the development of light on these distant
J-

dependent on operations wholly different
are permitted to examine on our own globe.

orbs, as

from any which

we

A careful study

many years has led me to conclude,
space-pervading medium is the essential element of suns.
of the subject for

that the

As this

an adequate density by their powerful attraction, it
undergoes a continual chemical action above their surfaces, and
fluid attains

serves to dispense floods of heat and light to surrounding worlds.
la the brief exposition of
views, which was sent to the last

my

*

M.

tion of

Poiiisot has announced, but has not yet
Ills

memoir.

t Communicated by the

Autiior.

pubhshed, the continua-
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meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of
Science, I alluded to the influence of large planets in altering
amount of luciferous tether supplied to suns, and thus causing

the

a periodical occurrence of spots on our own luminary, and far
more decided changes in the hrilliancy of many of the stars. On
comparing my theoretical conclusions with the results of observations on the variable stars, the coincidence appears so satisfactory that I again venture to call attention to the subject.
The action of gravity must cause the fether of space to increase
its density, not only on the surfaces of suns and planets, but
also along the regions through which they have taken their rapid
To prove this, it is only necessary to investigate the
course.
movements of an immense number of bodies not larger than
cannon-balls ; if they were scattered over an extensive tract of
space, and were travelling in parallel paths with the same velo-

they came within the range of the sun's attraction.
which each of
these bodies are urged by the solar power, must have a common
intersection in a line coinciding with the direction of their primitive motion.
If our sun should travel through a region
occupied by a similar assemblage of bodies which had previously
been at rest, he would compel each of them to describe hyperbolic oi'bits, all intersecting the line of his progressive motion
and the space along this line would be most densely populated
by the transient masses. Now the influence of elasticity would
prevent the particles of the interplanetary medium from describing similar orbits ; but it could not change the planes of their
The
motion, nor prevent all from intersecting the same line.
region from which the sun departs will accordingly be the focus
to which the sether must press from all surrounding space; and
here it will be concentrated in the greatest quantity, having its
density much augmented by the conflict of opposing currents of
enormous extent, and moving with an immense velocity.
Nor must it be supposed that the great elasticity of the
setherial particles will render the augmentation of density inconThe pressure of an atmosphei'ie column, about 40
siderable.
miles high, makes the air we breathe several thousand times
more dense than it would be if the height of the atmosphere
were only one thousand feet above the level of the sea. Though
the modulus of elasticity should be many million times as great
in the luciferous sether as in our common air, we must recollect
that it has to contend with the weight and inertia of a far more
The pressure of a column,
extensive mass of the rare fluid.
whose height is commensurate with the range of solar attraction,
city, until

It will be readily seen, that the several planes in

must

increase to a considerable extent the density of the rether

while the repulsion of

its particles

would require years

to restore
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from which it was withdrawn.
In like manner,
power of concentrating the jetherial medium in the regions over which they move; especially when their
orbits are so wide, and the movement of the system so rapid,
that their tracks in space deviate little from a straight line.
it

to the regions

large planets have the

Had

the planets

moved

in planes coincident with the line of

columns of dense fether which the larger ones
leave behind them, would alternately pass over the sun and cause
a perceptible augmentation of his brilliancy.
In many of the
distant systems, the track of the central body has so small an
inclination to the planes in which its attendants revolve, that
solar motion, the

each of these bodies takes some part in maintaining the great
by which they are warmed and illuminated. The stars
X Cygni and Mira exhibit, in their change of magnitude, the
peculiar phjenomena which might be expected to result from
such an arrangement. The mean time which the former star
occupies in its course of variation has been estimated at 406
days ; but it sometimes differs several days from this amount
and in its maximum brightness it varies from the fourth to the
seventh magnitude.
It appears, however, that these irregufire

most decided after a lapse of 8^ and 100 periods of
and Argelander shows that its changes may be calculated with tolerable accuracy by a formula similar to those used
larities are

variation

;

for the determination of planetary pertui-bations.

The

variable

splendour of this distant sun must be ascribed to the influence
of three planets; one revolviiig around it in 406 days, another
in 3451 days, and the third in 40,600 days; and being confined
to planes which pass close to the line of. the proper motion of
the central luminary, are enabled to affect the development of
his light.
The eftects of planets in condensing the fetherial conis also indicated by the fluctuating brilliancy of
though there are great inequalities in the time and

tents of space,

Mira

;

for

its variation, they are periodical in their occurrence,
be regulated by determinate laws.

the degree of

and seem

to

Of the other variable stars, the greater part are in like manner characterized by such irregularities as might be expected to
arise from the action of a plurality of worlds which attend them.
In considering the conditions which planetary atti-action requires
to produce such effects, it would seem that the members of other
systems, like those of our own, have the planes of their orbits
confined to a limited range.
There is, indeed, a great regularity
in the decline and return of brightness in some stars of short
periods of variability; but in these cases the effect nmst be
mainly dependent on the presence of a large jilanet which revolves in a small orbit, and alters, in a sensible degree, the
attraction of the central sphere.
Though this alteration might
Phil. May. S. 4. Vol. 15. No. 101. May 1858.
2 B
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diminish weight and pressure only

the Solar Spots.

in certain localities, yet,

from

the conditions of equilibrium in gases, it must reduce the density
of all parts of the sun's luciferous atmosphere, and lead to a corresponding diminution of his lustre. Accordingly, when large planets describe orbits of small size and great eccentricity, they must
on the illuminating power of the cen-

exert a considerable influence

retarding the great conflagration when they are near, and
it to proceed with more vigour when they are most distant.
In condensing in the regions over which suns and worlds have
passed, the fether must be withdrawn from more distant localities, and be there compelled to assume a more rarefled condition.
Accordingly planets, whose planes deviate much from the direction of their sun's progressive motion, only curtail the supplies

tral orb,

allowing

and diminish the amount of heat and light
which he di0"uses around him. It is only in this way that the
members of our own system can influence the production of light
in our central luminary ; and the slight efl"ects which they occaof his etherial fuel,

sion are exhibited in the periodicity of the solar spots.

In con-

sequence of the great mass of Jupiter, his effects on the vast
illumination must preponderate over that of the other planets
and it may be observed, the period of his revolution does not
differ very much from the interval between the times at which
the spots appear in the greatest numbers.
Modern observations prove that the sun's spots are not only
deficient in light, but also that they have a lower temperature
If, therefore, they are caused
than other parts of his surface.
by exhalations from the solar mass, we may reasonably conclude
that the gas which rises from his internal regions, only serves to
If they are to be
interrupt his heating and illuminating action.
regarded as indications of a dark atmosphere beneath the luminous one, the mere situation of this dark envelope would be an
evidence that it was derived from the sun himself, and would inIndeed,
validate the opinion that he emits combustible gases.
if his heat and light were maintained by gases expelled from him
by the high external temperature, the fuel must be supplied in
the greatest abundance when the fire is most violent ; and the
great conflagration should steadily increase until the solar mass
entirely consumed, or continually decline until it sunk to
Supported by the medium which pervades
perpetual darkness.
all space and burns in accordance with fixed laws, the brightness
of suns can only fluctuate in obedience to the influence of attendant worlds ; and future observations on the variable stars with
better photometric instruments than we can now command, may
yet enable astronomers to trace the movements of planets, in sy-

was

stems far too distant to be even explored with the telescope.
Cincinnati, Ohio, March 30, 1858.
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XLVI. On

]

the Cubic Transformation of an Elliptic Function.

By Arthur Cayley, Esq.*

LET
_

(«', b', e',

d'Xx,

ayx,

(a, b, c,

If

1)^

be any cubic fraction whatever of x, then
find quartic functions of z,

x

it is

always possible to

respectively, such that

dx

«fe

^(a,b,c,d,e][5,l)4

~

^(A, B, C, D, EJ^,

This depends upon the following theorem,

viz.

1)4'

putting for short-

ness,

U=

(fl,

b, c,

djx, yf,

V<={a<,b<,(^,d'X^,yf,

and representing by the notation
disct.

or

more

(aU'-«'U,

6U'-A'U,

cU'-e'U,

</U'-rf'U)

shortly by
disct. (flU'-fl'U, ...),

the discriminant in regard to the facients (X,
function

(aU'-a'U,
or what

is

cU'-c'U,

bV'-b'\],

of the cubic

/u.)

dV - d'\]J\,

ixf

the same thing, the cubic function

dy\,

[a, b, c,

—

(«', b', c',

fjbf

d'yx,

.

{a', b', c',

fjbf

.

d'Jx, y)^

(a, b, c, d'J^x,

y^;

and by J(U, U') the functional determinant or Jacobian of the
two cubics U, U', the theorem is that the discriminant contains
as a factor the square of the Jacobian, or that M'e
disct.

(aU'-a'U,

.

.)

= {J(U,

have

U')}2(A, B, C, D,

^Jx, y)\

For assuming this to be the case, then disregarding a mere numerical factor, we have

U</U'-U'rfU = J(U, \}'){ydx-xdy),
and the two equations give

ydx-xdy

U</U'-U'rfU

i/di8Ct.{flU'-a'U,..)~ v/(A;B7c7n^E][a;,
*

Communicated by the Author.

2 W'X

y)-*'
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the Cubic Traiisformation of

whence writing z for U'
have
dz

:

disct. {az

—

ol,

is

.

.

.),

^(A,B,C,D,

we

EJa?, 1)^'

or at full length,

{az—a', bz—b', cz

disct.

to unity,

dx

i/disct.(fl^-a',..)

where

an Elliptic Function.

U, and putting y equal

—

c',

dz

— d'),

a given quartic function of z,

= (a,

b, c, d, ej^z, 1)"*

suppose, which proves the theorem of transformation.
The assumed subsidiary theorem may be thus proved
pose that the parameter 6 is determined so that the cubic

:

sup-

V + dV
may have

may

a square factor, the cubic
(a

be written

+ 0a', b + eb' c + dc', d+ed'Jx,

and the requisite condition

yf,

is

disct. (a

+

^fl',

.

.

)

= 0.

There are consequently four roots; and calling these
we have identically
disct.

or

what

is

ia+ea',

.

6y^,6c^,6^,6^,

.)=\v{e-e,){e-e^){e-d^){d-e^),

the same thing,

+ ^iU')lU + ^2U')(U + ^,U')(U+^4U').
of U or U' (that is the linear factor which

disct.(flU'-fl'U,..)=K(U

Now

any double factor

enters twice into

have J(U, U')

U

or U')

is

a simple factor of J(U, U'), and

we

= J(U, U + ^U'), and consequently
J(U, U') = J(U, U + ^,U') = &c.;

hence the double factors of each of the expressions U + ^jU',
U + ^gU', U + ^gU', U + ^JJ' are simple factors of J(U, U'),
or what is the same thing, J(U, U') is the product of four linear
factoi's, which are respectively double factors of the product

(u

+ ^lU') (U + d^\]') (u

d^V) (u

+ ^^u'),

or this product contains the factor {J(U, U')}^, which proves

the theorem.
2 Stone Buildings,

March

5, 1858.

W.C,
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XLVII. On

the Structure and Motion of Glaciers. By John TynDALL, F.R.S., Professor of Natural Philosophy, Royal Institution; and Thomas H. Hfxley, F.R.S., Fullerian Professor
of Physiology, Royal Institution*.

§1.
a lecture given at the Royal Institution on the 6th of June,
IN1856,
by Mr. Tyndall, certain views regarding
origin of

the

were brought forward, and afterwards reported in
the ' Philosophical Magazine ' for July.
A short time subsequently the attention of the lecturer was drawn by Mr. HuxlejT
to the observations of Professor J. D. Forbes on the veined or laminar structure of glacier ice, and the surmise was expressed, that
the same explanation might apply to it as to slaty cleavage.
On
slaty cleavage

consulting the observations referred to, the probability of the
surmise seemed apparent, and the result was a mutual aiTangement to visit some of the Swiss glaciers, for the purpose of observing the structure of the ice.
This arrangement was carried out,
the field of observation comprising the glaciers of Grindelwald,
the Aar, and the Rhone.
After returning to England, the one

whose department it more immediately lay, followed up the
inquiry, which gradually expanded, until at length it touched
the main divisions of the problem of glacier structure and motion.
An account of the experiments and observations, and our joint
in

on them, are embodied in the memoir now submitted
Royal Society.

reflections

to the

§ 2.

A

On

the Viscous Theory of Glaciers.

a mass of ice which, connected at its upper extremity with the snow which fills vast mountain-basins, thrusts its
glacier

is

lower extremity into the warm air which lies below the snow-line.
glacier moves.
It yields in conformity with the sinuosities
of its walls, and otherwise accommodates itself to the inequalities
of the valley which it fills.
It is not therefore surprising that
the glacier should have been regarded as an ice-river by those
who dwelt in its vicinity, or that tliis notion should have found
a place in the s])eculations of writers U])on the subject.
The
statements of M. Rendu in connexion with this point are parti-

The

:—" There are," he writes, "a multitude of facts
to necessitate the belief that the substance of glaciers enjoys a kind of ductility which permits it to remodel itself
cularly distinct

which seem

ou the locality which it occupies, to become thin and narrow,
and to elongate itself like a soft pastef," But this observer put
forward his speculations with great caution, and often in the
From the Pliilosophiral Transactions, Part II. for 18,57; having been
received and read ])y the Royal Society January 1.'), IHFiJ.
t 'I'h^oTie <hf (llnnorn (h In Hiivoii\ p. HI.
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form of questions which he confessed his inabihty to answer.
" M. Rendu," says Professor Forbes, " has the candour not to
treat his ingenious speculations as leading to any certain result,
My
not being founded on experiments worthy of confidence.
.

.

.

A

glacier is an imperfect
theory of glacial motion, then, is this
fluid or viscous body, which is urged down slopes of a certain inclination by the mutual pressure of its parts."
" The sort of consistency to which we refer," proceeds Professor Forbes, " may be illustrated by that of moderately thick
mortar, or the contents of a tar-barrel poured into a sloping
:

channel." Treacle and honey are also referred to as illustrative
The author of the theory endeaof the consistency of a glacier.
vours, with much ability, to show that the notion of semifluidity
as applied to ice, is not an absurdity, but on the contrary, that
the motion of a glacier exactly resembles that of a viscous body.
Like the latter, he urges, it accommodates itself to the twistings
Like a viscous
of valleys, and moves through narrow gorges.
mass, it moves quickest at its centre, the body there being

most

free

from the retai-ding influence of the

lateral walls.

He

"Dirt-Bands" upon the surface of the glacier,
and shows that they resemble what would be formed on the

refers

to the

Li short, the analogies are put
and so persistently, that it is not sur-

surface of a sluggish river.
forth so clearly, so ably,

prising that this theory stands at pi-esent without a competitor.

The phsenomena,

indeed, are really such as to render

to abstain from forming

some such opinion

it diflicult

as to their cause.

of many glaciers to " a pail of thickish mortar
poured out ;" the gradual changing of a straight line transverse
to the glacier into a curve, in consequence of the swifter motion
the disposiof the centre ; the bent grooves upon the surface
tion of the dirt, the contortions of the ice, a specimen of which.

The resemblance

;

Fig.

upon the Lower Griudelwald
and of which other striking examples

as sketched near the Heisscplattc
glacier, is given in iig. 1,

1.

and Motion of
have been adduced by

—

M. Escher

Glaciers.
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in proof of the plasticity of the

calculated to establish the conviction, that
the mass must be either viscous, or endowed iviih some other pi'OThe question then
perty mechanically equivalent to viscosity.

substance,

are

all

Does any property
is the viscosity real or apparent ?
equivalent to viscosity exist, in virtue of which ice can move
and mould itself in the manner indicated, and which is still in
harmony with our experience of the non-viscous character of the
substance ? If such a property can be shown to exist, the choice

occurs,

will rest between a quality which ice is proved to possess, and
one which, in opposition to general experience, it is assumed to
possess, in accounting for a series of phsenomena which either
the real or the hypothetical property might be sufficient to proIn the next section, the existence of a true cause will be
duce.
pointed out, which reconciles the properties of ice, exhibited even

by hand specimens, with the apparent evidences of viscosity
already referred to, and which, though it has been overlooked
hitherto, must play a part of the highest importance in the phsenomena of the glacier world,
§ 3.

On

the Regelation

of Ice, and its application
Phenomena.

to Glacial

In a lecture given by Mr. Faraday at the Royal Institution on
the 7th of June, 1850, and briefly reported in the 'Athenaeum'
and ' Literary Gazette ' for the same month, it was shown that

when two pieces of ice, at 32° F., with moistened surfaces, were
placed in contact, they became cemented together by the freezing
of the film of water between them. When the ice was below 32°,
and therefore dry, no adhesion took place between the pieces.
Mr. Faraday referred, in illustration of this point, to the wellknown experiment of making a snowball. In frosty weather the
dry particles of ice will scarcely cohere, but when the snow is in
a thawing condition, it may be squeezed into a hard compact
On one of the warmest days of last July, when the thermass.
mometer stood at upwards of 80*^ F. in the shade, and above 100^
in the sun, a pile of ice-blocks was observed by one of us in a
shoj)

window, and he thought

it

interesting to examine whether

Laying hold
the pieces were united at their places of contact.
of the topmost block, the whole heap, consisting of several large
lumps, was lifted bodily out of its vessel. Even at this high
temperature the pieces were frozen together at the places of contact,

though the

ice all

leaving the lumps in

round these

some

jjlaces

had been melted away,

cases united by slender cylinders of

A similar experiment may be made in water as
the substance.
hot as the hands can bear ; two pieces of ice will freeze together,
and sometimes continue so frozen

in the hot water, luitil, as in
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the case above mentioned, the melting of the ice around the
points of contact leaves the pieces united by slender columns of
the substance.
Acquainted with these facts, the thought arose of examining
how far, in virtue of the property referred to, the form of ice
It
could be changed without final prejudice to its continuity.
was supposed that though crushed by great pressure, new attachments would be formed by the cementing, through regelation,
of the severed surfaces
and that a resemblance to an eflPect due
To test this conjecture the folto viscosity might be produced.
Two pieces of seasoned boxlowing experiments were made
;

:

A

—

inches square and 2 deep, had two
cavities hollowed out, so that when one was placed upon the
other, a lenticular space, shown in section at C, was enclosed

wood,

and B,

fig. 2,

4

Fig. 2.

between them. A sphere of compact, transparent ice, of a volume
rather more than sufficient to fill the cavity, was placed between
the pieces of wood, and subjected to the pressure of a small
The ice broke, as was expected, but it soon
hydraulic press.
reattached itself; the pressure was continued, and in a few
to a transparent lens of the shape
of the mould in ivhich it had been formed.
This lens was placed in a cylindrical cavity, 2 inches wide and
\ an inch deep, hollowed out in a piece of boxwood, C, fig. 3,
as before ; a flat plate, D, of the wood being placed over the
The lens broke as the
lens, it was submitted to pressure.
sphere did, but the fragments attached themselves in accordance
with their new conditions, and in less than half a minute the mass

seconds the sphere ivas reduced

and

size

was taken from the moidd a transparent cake of ice.
The substance was subjected to a still severer test. A hemispherical cavity was hollowed out in a block of boxwood, and a
protuberant hemisphere was turned upon a second slab of the
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wood, so

that,

when the protuberance and

centric, a distance of a quarter of

the cavity were conan inch separated the convex

Fiff. 3.

surface of the former from the concave surface of the latter.

shows the arrangement in section. The pins of brass, ab,
the slab AB, and entering suitable apertures in the
mould CD, served to keep the two surfaces concentric. A lump
of clear ice was placed in the cavity, the protuberance was
brought down upon it, and the mould submitted to hydraulic
pressure.
After a short interval it was taken from the press, and
when the upper slab was removed, a smooth concave surface of
By tapping the conical plug ^j, this ice was
ice was exposed.
lifted from the cavity, the lump having been converted by pressure
into a hard transparent cup of ice.
The application of the results here obtained to the " viscous
Fig.

-i

fixed in

flow'' of glaciers will perhaps be facilitated

by the following

additional experiments.

A block of boxwood

(A, fig. 5), 4 inches
and 3 deep, had its upjier
surface slightly curved, and a longitudinal
groove (shown in dots in the figure), an
inch wide and an inch deep, worked into
it.
A slab of the wood was prepared, the
under surface of which was that of a convex cylinder, curved to the same degree as

Fig. 5.

long, 3 wide

the concave surface of the former piece.

The arrangement

A

is

shown

in section at B.

4 inches in
inch wide, and a little more
than an inch in depth, was ])laced in the
groove, and the upper slab of boxwood was
straight prism of clear ice,

length, an

it. The mould was submitted to hydraulic pressure,as
former cases; the jirism broke as a matter of course, but

placed upon
in the
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the quantity of ice being rather more than sufficient to fill the
gi'oove, and hence projecting above its edge, the pressure brought
the fragments together and re-established the continuity of the
After a few seconds it was taken from the mould, bent as
ice.
Three other moulds similar to
if it had been a plastic mass.
the last, but of augmenting curvature, were afterwards made use
of, the same prism being passed through all of them in sucAt the conclusion of the experiments the prism came
cession.
out, bent to a transparent semi-ring

of solid ice.
In this way, by the proper application of force, all the bendings and contortions observed in glacier ice, and adduced in
Any observer,
proof of its viscosity, can be accurately imitated.
seeing a straight bar of ice converted into a continuous semiring without being aware of the quality refei'red to, and having
his attention fixed on the changes of external form alone, would
be naturally led to the conclusion that the substance is viscous.
But it is plainly not viscosity, properly so called, which enables
it to change its shape in this way, but a property which has
hitherto been entirely overlooked by writers upon glaciers.
It has been established by obsei'vation, that a vertical layer of
ice originally plane, and perpendicular to the axis of a glacier,
becomes bent, because the motion of its ends is retarded in comparison with that of its centre.
This is the fact upon which the
viscous theory principally rests.
In the experiments with the straight prism of ice, four successive moulds, gradually augmenting in curvature, were made
use of.
In passing suddenly from the shape of one to that
of the other, the ice was fractured, but the pressui'e bi'ought the
separated surfaces again into contact and caused them to freeze
The fractogether, thus restoring the continuity of the mass.
ture was in every case both audible and tangible; it could be
A series of cracks occurred in sucheard and it could be felt.
cession as the different parts of the ice-prism gave way, and
towards the conclusion of the experiment, the crackling in some
instances melted into an almost musical tone.
But if instead
of causing the change to take place by such wide steps as those
indicated ; if instead of fovir moulds, forty, or four hundred were
made use of; or better still, suppose a single mould to have the
power of gradually changing its curvature from a straight line to
a semicircle under the hydraulic press ; the change in the curvature of the ice would closely approximate to that of a truly
plastic or viscous body.
This represents the state of things in a
glacier.
A transverse plate of ice, situated between the mass in
front of

it

and the mass behind,

is

virtually squeezed in a press

of the description which has been just imagined.
ture of the ice-mould does change in the

manner

The curva-

indicated,

and
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so slowly, that the

bending closely

resembles what would take

The gradual nature of
the substance were viscous.
the change of curvature may be inferred from an experiment
made by Professor Forbes on an apparently compact portion of
He divided a distance of 90 feet transverse
the Mer de Glace.
to the axis of the glacier into spaces of 2 feet each, and observed with a theodolite the gradual passage of this straight line
The row of pins bent gradually so as to form
into a bent one.
a curve convex towards the lower extremity of the glacier ; their

place

if

deviations from a perfect curve were slight and irregular, nor
was any great dislocation to be observed throughout their whole
After six days the summit of the curve formed by
extent.
the forty-five pins was 1 inch in advance of the straight chord
which united its two ends. It is not surprising if, with this ex-

tremely gradual change, the motion should have appeared to be
It may, however, be remarked, that the
the result of viscosity.
alludes,
slight and irregular variations to which Professor Forbes
and which are such as would occur if the motion were such as
we suppose it to be, are likely to throw much light upon the proIt is also extremely probable that the motion, if effected
blem.
by
in the manner referred to, will be sometimes accompanied
an audible crackling of the mass. To this we paid but little
as
attention when on the ground ; for the significance of this
experiwell as of many other points was first suggested by the
ments made after our return. It is, however, we believe, a phenomenon of common occurrence. Professor Forbes calls the

glacier a "crackling

mass;" he speaks

of the ice "cracking

and

his
straining forwards;" and in that concluding passage of
'
Travels ' which has excited such general admiration, he says of
Other observers
the glacier, " it yields groaning to its fate."
M. Desor also speaks of the
use of similar expressions.

make

sudden change of the colour of the blue veins of the ice where a
portion of the central moraine near the Abschwung is cleared

"Au moment," says
the observation is very remarkable.
;
des bandes bleues
glace
la
decouvert,
met
k
la
"oii
on
Desor,
M.
profonest parfaitement transparente, Poeil y plonge jusqu'a une
deur de plusieurs pieds, mais cette purete ne dure qu'un instant,
d'abord superet I'on voit bientot se former des petites felures
enlever peu a
ficielles, qui se combinent en reseau de maniere a
peu 5\ la glace bleue toute sa transparency. Ces felures propagent
^galement dans les bandes blanches, et lorsqu'on approche PoreiUe

away

de la glace, on entend distinctement un leger bruit de
accompagnc au moment dcleur formation."
These facts appcarto be totfilly at variance with the idea of viscosity.
In a chapter on the " Appearance of the larger Glaciers," in an

de

la surface

crepitation qui les

interesting httlc

work by M. Mousson of Zurich,

for

which one
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of us has to tliauk the kindness of Professor Clausius, the phse"The appearnomena which they exhibit are thus described*
ance of a large glacier of the first order has been compared, not
:

—

without reason, with that of a high-swelled and suddenly
fied stream.

It

winds

itself in

a similar

solidi-

manner through the

deflected by obstacles, contracts its width
.... In short, the form is modified in the
most complete manner to suit the character and iregularities of
To this capacity to change its form, the ice of glaciers
its bed.

curving of the valley,

is

or spreads itself out.

unites another property, which reminds us of the fluid condition;
namely, the capability of joining and blending with other ice.
Thus we see separate glacier-branches perfectly uniting themglaciers formed from
and chasms closed u]), and other
These phfenomena evidently point to a
similar appearances.
slow movement of the particles of which the glacier consists,
strange as the application of such an idea to a solid brittle mass
selves

to

a

trunk

single

crushed fragments

;

;

regenerated

fissures

The solution of this
such as glacier ice may appear to be.
enigma constitutes one of the most difficult points in the explanation of glaciers.
When the appearances here enumerated are considered with
reference to the experiments on the regelation of ice above
described, the enigma referred to by the writer appears to have
received a satisfactory solution.

The

glacial valley is a

mould

through which the ice is pressed by its own gravity, and to
which it will accommodate itself, while preserving its general continuity, as the hand specimens do to the moulds made use of in
Two glacial branches unite to form a single
the experiments.
trunk, by the regelation of their pressed surfaces of junction.
Crevasses are cemented for the same reason, and the broken ice
of a cascade is reconstituted, as a heap of fragments under pressure become consolidated to a single mass. To those who occupy
themselves with the external conditions merely of a glacier, it
may appear of little consequence whether the flexures exhibited
by the ice be the result of viscosity or of the principle demonBut the natural
strated by the experiments above described.
philosopher, whose vocation it is to inquire into the inner
mechanism concerned in the production of the phsenomena, will
discern in the yielding of a glacier a case of simulated fluidity
hitherto unexplained, and perhaps without a parallel in nature.
§ 4. On the Veined Structure of Glacier Ice.
This structure has been indifferently called the " veined structure," the "banded structure," tlie "ribboned structure," and the
" laminar structure " of glacier ice. In a communication to the
*

Dip Gletscher des Jetzfzeit, by Albert Moiisson.

Zurich, 1854.
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Geological Society of France assembled at Porentruy in September
1838j M. Guyot gave the following interesting description of the
phsenomenou: "Since the word layer has escaped me, I cannot
help recording as a subject of investigation for future observers a
fact, regarding which I dare not hazard an explanation; especially

—

it more than once.
It was at the summit
of the Gries, at a height of about 7500 feet, a little below the line
of the first or high 7ieve, where the ice passes into a state of gi-anular snow
In ascending to the origin of this latter (the gla-

as I have not encountered

cier of Bettelmatten), for the

purpose of examining the formation
fissures, I saw under my
feet the surface of the glacier entirely covered with regular furrows from 1 to 2 inches in width, hollowed in a half-snowy
mass, and separated by protruding plates of an ice more hard
and transparent. It was evident that the mass of the glacier
was here composed of two sorts of ice, one that of the furrows,

and direction of the great transverse

snowy and more easily melted, the other that of the plates,
more perfect, crystalline, glassy and resistant; and that it was
to the unequal resistance which they presented to the action
of the atmosphere that was due the hollowing of the furrows,
and the protrusion of the harder plates. After having followed
them for several hundred yards, I reached the edge of a great
fissure, 20 or 30 feet wide; which cutting the plates and furrows
perpendicularly to their direction, and exposing the interior of
the glacier to a depth of 30 or 40 feet, permitted the structure
to be observed on a beautiful transverse section.
As far down
as my vision could reach I saw the mass of the glacier composed
of a multitude of layers of snowy ice, each two separated by one
of the plates of ice of which I have spoken, and forming a whole
regularly laminated in the manner of certain calcareous slates."
A description of this structure, as observed upon the glacier of
the Aar, was communicated by Professor Forbes to the Royal
Society of Edinburgh on the Gth of December 1841, and published in the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal for 1842*.
He was undoubtedly the first to give the phfeuomenon a theostill

retic significance.

While engaged in the Lower Grindelwald glacier, we separated plates of ice perpendicular to the lamination of the gla-

The appearance presented on looking through them, was
fig. 6.
The layers of transparent ice seemed
imbedded in a general milky mass; through the former the light
cier.

that sketched in

reached the eyes, while it was intercepted by the latter. Some of
the transparent portions were sharply defined, and exhibited elon-

gated oval sections, resembling that of a double convex
* This

lens,

and

communication gave rise to a discussion as to priority between
Professor Forbes and M. Agassiz, for tlie details of which we must refer to
the original pajpers on the subject.
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we

therefore called this disposition of

Fig. 6.

the veins " the lenticular structure."
In other cases, however, the sharpness
of outline did not exist, but still the
tendency to the lenticular form could

be discerned, the veins in some cases
terminating in washy streaks of blue.
This structure is probably the same
as that observed by Professor Forbes
on the Glacier des Bossons, and described in the following words
" The veins and bands .... are not
formed in this glacier by a simple
alternation of parallel layers, but the
icy bands have all the appearance of posterior infiltration, occasioned by fissures, tldnning off both ways*.
In 1842 Professor Forbes undertook the survey and examination of the Mer de Glace, and finally arrived at a theory of glacier lamination, which both in his 'Travels' and in a series of
letters, extending over a period of several years, he has expounded
and illustrated with great skill. The theory is summed up in
"The whole phsenomena in the case of any
the following words
of the semifluids I have mentioned (treacle, tar, &c.), are such
as, combined with the evidence which I have given, that the
motion of a glacier is actually such as I have described that of a
viscid fluid to be, can leave, I think no reasonable doubt, that the
crevices formed bt/ the forced separation of a half rigid mass, whose
parts are compelled to move with different velocities, becoming infiltrated with water, and frozen during winter, produce the bands
."
which we have desc7'ibedf
This theory has been opposed by Mr. Hopkins, whose excellent papers, published in the 26th volume of the Philosophical
Magazine, are replete with insti-uction as to the mechanical conOn the other hand, the theory of Professor
ditions of glaciers.
Forbes is defended in the same Journal by Dr. WhewellJ. We
will leave the points discussed in their communications for the
present untouched, and confine ourselves to stating a few of the
circumstances which appear to us to render the theory doubtful.
1 It is not certain that the colds of winter penetrate to depths
:

:

—

.

* Travels,

p.J81.

t Ibid. p. 377- M. Agassiz also seems disposed to regard the blue bands
as the result of the freezing up of fissures, which, however, are supposed
to be formed in a manner different from that assumed by Professor Forbes.
But M. Agassiz calls the attention of future observers to some of the related
phaenomena ; and gives it as his opinion, " qu'il n'est aucune phenomena
dont I'explication offre plus de difficultes." See his important work, Systeme
G/acJ^re, which, until quite recently, we had not theop))ortunity of examining.
+ Phil. Mag. S. 3. vol. xxvi.
i)p. 171. 217.
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produce the blue veins,
which, it is affirmed, are " an integral part of the inmost structure "
of the ice. Saussure was of opinion
that the frosts of winter did not
penetrate to a greater depth than
10 feet, even at the summit of Mont
Blanc, and Professor Forbes consufficient to

^\i

siders this opinion to be a just one.

But

if so, there would be some difficulty in referring to the frosts of
winter the blue veins which M.

Agassiz observed at a depth of 120
below the surface of the glacier
of the Aar.
2. It will be remembered that
M. Guyot's statement regarding
the blue veins is, that he saw the
mass of the glacier composed of a
multitude of layers of white ice,
feet

.5

r^ST,

separated, each from the other, by
plate of transparent ice.
The

a

description of Professor Forbes is
brieflythis:— "Laminae orthin plates

Q

.=

'>''-

i-B-e

of transparent blue ice, alternate in
most parts of every glacier with

laminae of
perfect,

ice,

but

not less hard and
with countless

filled

air-bubbles which give
semitransparent look."

a frothy

it

But there

another form of the blue veins,
already referred to, which consists
is

in transparent lenticular masses imbedded in the general substance of

the white ice.
Horizontal sections
of these transparent lenses were ex-

posed upon the surface of the Grindelwald glacier, and vertical sections of

them upon the perpendi-

cular sides of the water-courses, and
upon the walls of the crevasses.

The following measurements, taken
on the

spot, will give

an idea of

their varying dimensions.

Such

masses as these here figured were
distributed in considerable

numbers
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through the glacier ; they had all the appearance of flattened
and the smaller cues resembled the elongated green spots
exhibited by sections of ordinary roofing-slate cut perpendicular
Now it appears mechanically imposto the planes of cleavage.
sible that a solution of continuity, such as that supposed, could
take the form of the detached lenticular spaces above figured.
3. The fissures to which the blue veins owe their existence are
and as this motion
stated to be due to the motion of the glacier
takes place both in summer and wuiter, it is to be inferred that
Now as
the fissures are produced at both seasons of the year.
the fissures formed in winter cannot be filled with ice during
that season for want of luater, and as those formed in the ensuing
summer cannot, while summer continues, be frozen for want of
cakes,

'

;

cold,

we ought

at the e;id of

fissures in the ice.

These

each

summer

fissures,

to have a whole year's

which the ensuing winter

is,

according to the theory, to fill with blue ice, must in summer be
Wliy then are they not seen in summer ?
filled with blue water.
The fissures are such as can produce plates of ice varying "from
a small fraction of an inch to several inches in thickness," which,
according to our own observations, produce lenticular masses of
ice 2 feet long and 2 inches thick, or even (I'or we have seen
and
pieces of this description) 10 feet long and 10 inches thick
M. Desor informs us in the memoir from which we have already
quoted, that under the medial moraine of the Aar glacier, there
;

Such fissures
are bands 10 inches and even a foot in thickness.
could not escape observation if they existed ; but they never have
been observed, and hence the theory which makes their preexistence necessary to the production of the blue veins appears
to us improbable.
§ 5.

On

the Relation of

.'^laty

Cleavage to the I'eined Structure.

Within the last few years a mechanical theory of the cleavage
of slate rocks has been gradually gaining ground among those
who .have reflected upon the subject. The observations of the late
He found
Daniel Sharpe appear to have originated this theory.
that fossils contained in slate rocks were distorted in a manner
sufi'ered compression in a direction at

which proved that they had

His specimens of shells,
right angles to the planes of cleavage.
which are preserved in the Museum of Practical Geology, and
other compressed fossils in the same collection, illustrate in a

The subseremarkable manner his important observations.
quent microscopic observations of Mr. Sorby, can-ied out with

much skill and patience, sliow convincingly that the effects of
compression may be traced to the minutest constituents of the
More recently, Professor
rocks in which cleavage is developed.
llaughton has endeavoured to give numerical accuracy to this
so
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amount of the

distortion of fos-

the magnitude of the change which cleaved rocks have unBy the united testimony of these and other observers,
whose researches have been carried out in different places, the
sils,

dergone*.

association of cleavage and compression has been established in

manner and hence the question naturally
"Is the pressure sufficient to produce the cleavage?"

the most unequivocal
arises,

;

Sharpe appears to have despaired of an experimental answer to
" If," says he, " to this conclusion it should be
objected, that no similar results can be produced by experiment,
I reply, that we have never tried the experiment with a power at
all to be compared with that employed
and that this may be
one of the many cases where our attempts to imitate the operations of nature fail, owing to the feebleness of our means, and
the shortness of the period during which we can employ them."
The same opinion appears to have been entertained by Professor
Forbes
" The experiment," he says, " is one which the boldest
philosopher would be puzzled to repeat in his laboratory ; it prothis question.

;

:

—

bably requires acres for

its scope,

and years

for its accomplish-

ment."
While one of us was engaged in 1855 in examining the influence of pressure upon magnetism, he was fortunate enough to
discover that in white wax, and other bodies, a cleavage of surpassing fineness may be developed by pressure, and he afterwards
endeavoured, in a short paper f, to show the application of this
result, both to slaty cleavage and to a number of other apparently unrelated phsenomena.
The theory propounded in this
paper may be thus briefly stated. If a piece of clay, wax, marble or iron be broken, the surface of fracture will not be a plane
surface, nor will it be a surface dependent only on the form of
the body, and the strain to which it has been subjected; the
fracture will be composed of innumerable indentations, or small

The
each of which marks a surface of weak cohesion.
body has yielded, where it could yield, most easily, and in exposing these facets, in some cases crystalline, in others purely mechanical, wherever the mass is broken, it is shown to be composed
of an aggregate of irregularly shaped parts, which are separated
from each other by surfaces of weak cohesion.
Such a quality
must, in an eminent degree, have been possessed by the mud of
which slate-rocks are com|)osed, after the water with which the
mud had at first been saturated had drained away; and the
result of the application of pressure to such a mass would be, to
develope in it a lamination similar to that so perfectly produced
on a small scale in white wax. Thus one cause of cleavage may
facets,

* Philosophical

Magazine

for

t Ibid, for July, 185(;.
Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 15. No. 101.

December, 1856.

May

1858.

2

C
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be stated, in general terms, to be the conversion by pressure of
irregularly-formed surfaces of weak cohesion into parallel planes.
To produce lamination in a compact body such as wax, it is manifest,

that while

it

yields to the compression in one direction,

must have an opportunity

it

of expanding in a direction at right

angles to that in which the pressure is exerted ; a second cause
the lateral sliding of the particles which thus takes place, and
which may be very influential in producing the cleavage*.
Before attempting to show the connexion between this theory
is

under consideration, a mode of experito assist in forming a
conception of the mechanical conditions of a glacier, and which
has already been resorted to by Professor Forbes in demonstra-

and the case

at present

ment may be described which was found

tion of the viscous theory.

Owing

to the property of ice de-

scribed in § 3, the resemblance between the motion of a substance like mud and that of a glacier is so great, that considerable insight regarding the deportment of the latter may be de-

From the manner in which
subjected to mechanical strain, we may infer
the manner in which ice would be solicited to yield under the
same circumstances.
To represent then the principal accidents of a glacial valley, a
rived from a study of the former.

mud

yields

when

wooden trough, A B C D, fig. 8, of varying width and inclination, was made use of.
From A to C the trough measures 6
It is divided into five segfeet, and from A to B, 15 inches.
ments that between A B and ef is level, or nearly so, that
between ef and g h is inclined ; from gh to ik is again nearly
;

level

;

nation

from

i

is less

k to m n inclined, while from mn to CD the inclithan between i k and m n. The section of the bot-

—

* Three principal causes may ojjerate in producing cleavage
1st, the
reducing of surfaces of weak cohesion to parallel planes; 2nd, the flattening
of minute cavities; and 3rd, the weakening of cohesion by tangential action.
The third action is exemplified by the state of the rails near a station where
In this case, while the weight of the train presses
the break is applied.
vertically, its motion tends to cause longitudinal sliding of the particles of
Tangential action does not however necessarily imply a force of
the rail.
the latter kind. When a solid cylinder, an inch in height, is squeezed by
vertical pressure to a cake a quai'ter of an inch in height, it is impossible,
physically speaking, that the particles situated in the same vertical line
shall move laterally with the same velocity ; but if they do not, the coheThe pressure will ])rosion between them will be weakened or ruptured.
duce new contact, and if the new contact have a cohesive value equal to that
The relative capacities
of the old, no cleavage from this cause can arise.
of different substances for cleavage, appears to depend in a great measure
upon their different properties in this respect. In butter, for example, the
new attachments are equal, or nearly so, to the old, and the cleavage is
consequently indistinct ; in wax this does not appear to be the case, and
hence may arise in a great degree the perfection of its cleavage. The further examination of this subject promises interesting results.
:
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A

figured underneath the plan.
B E P is a
box supported at the end of the trough, and filled with a mixture

torn of the trough

is

Fig. 8.

O^i^ s::^:)
©Olo O
00\0 ^c

s:::^

CD

o

and fine pipe-clay. The front, A B, can be raised, like
and the mud permitted to fiow regularly into the trough.
While the mud is in slow motion, a coloured circle, c, is stamped
upon the white clay between A B and ef; the changes of shape
which this circle undergoes in its passage downwards will indicate the forces acting upon it.
The circle first moves on, being
of water

a sluice,

rather compressed, in the direction of the length of the trough
it reaches ef, on crossing which, and passing down the subsequent slope, it elongates as in the figure.
Between h and i k

until

ff

the figure passes through the circular form, and assumes that of
an ellipse whose shorter axis is parallel to the length of the trough.
It is manifest from this that the mud between ef and g h is in a
state of longitudinal tension, while

between

h and i k its state
i k and descending the second incline, the figui'e is again drawn out longitudinally, while between m n and C D the ellipse widens on
account of the permission given to lateral expansion by the augmented width of the trough.
is

The

c/

On crossing

that of longitudinal compression.

same figure will enable us to study the
upon the descending stream. These
circles are distorted into ellipses, whose major axes are oblique to
the direction of the trough's length. Above the line e/central fisside circles in the

influence of lateral friction

sures perpendicular to the axis of the trough cannot be formed; for
open into fissures, the flattening of the

here, instead of tending to

central circle

shows that the

mud

On the

is

longitudinally compressed.

slope below ef, the distortion of the circles into ellipses is
very pronounced ; and as the longer axis of each ellipse marks the

2C2
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line of

maximum

form a

fissure at right angles to

tension,

and

as the tendency of the

such a

line,

mass

is

to

we should have here,

the substance were not so plastic as to prevent the formation of
the state of things observed upon the corresponding
portion of the glacier; namely, central fissures perpendicular to
the longitudinal axis of the trough, and side fissures inclined to
the same axis because pointing in the direction of the shorter
Between g h and i k the longitudinal tenaxis of each ellipse.
if

fissures,

the central figure is flattened,
sion is changed to compression
In the corresponding porwhile the side ones remain stretched.
tion of the glacier we should expect the central fissures formed
between ef and g h to be squeezed together and closed up, while
This is also the case*.
the lateral ones would remain open.
Between ik and mn we have again longitudinal tension, and at
the corresponding portions of the glacier the transverse central
Below the
crevasses ought to reappear, which they actually do.
line corresponding to m n, the widening of the valley, in the case
now in our recollection, causes the ridges produced at the previous slope to break across and form prismatic blocks ; while
lower down the valley these prisms are converted by the action
These results
of sun and rain into shining minarets of ice.
appear to be in perfect accordance with those arrived at by Mr.
;

Hopkins on

We

will

strict

now

mechanical reasoningf.

seek to show the analogy of slaty cleavage to the

laminar structure of glacier

ice.

Referring to

fig. 8, it will

be

seen that in the distortion of the side circles one diameter is
elongated to form the transverse axis of the ellipse, while another

compressed to form the conjugate axis. In a substance like
as the elongation of the major axis continues, its inclination to the axis of the glacier continually changes ; but were the
is

mud,
*

The

and compression
may, perhaps, be thus rendered manifest :— Let ab, cd, be
elements of a glacier, situated near its side S I.

possibility of the coexistence of lateral crevasses

at the centre

two

linear

-d'

-I

Suppose, on passing downward, the line ab becomes shortened by longitudinal pressure to a'b', and cd to c'd', which latter has passed a'b' on account
of its greater distance from the side of the glacier. Taking the figure to
represent the true change both of dimension and position, it is plain, that
though each element has been compressed, the differential motion has been
such as to distend the line of particles joining a and
If this ratio be

a side

t

more than that which the

fissui'e will

Phil.

be formed,

Mag. 1845,

vol. xxvi.

d, in

the ratio -r?,.

extensibility of ice can permit of,
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substance one of limited extensibility like ice, fissures would be
formed when the tension had reached a sufficient amount, or in
other words, when the major axis of the ellipse had assumed a
definite inclination to the axis of the glacier.
Thus, in a glacier of the form represented by our trough, owing
to the swifter motion of the centre, we have a line of maximum
pressure oblique to the wall of the glacier, and a line of maximum
tension perpendicular to the former; crevasses are formed at
right angles to the direction of tension, and it is approximately
at right angles to the direction of pressure, as in the case of slate
of glaciei' ice is developed.

rocks, that the lamination

Under ordinary circumstances, therefore, the lamination near
the sides of the glacier would, in accordance with the theory of
It
compression, be oblique to the sides, which it actually is.
would be transverse to the crevasses wherever they occur, which
If the bed of a glacier at any place be so inclined
it actually is.
as to cause its central portions to be longitudinally compressed,
the lamination, if due to compi'ession, ought to be carried across
the glacier at such a place, being transverse to the axis of the
This relation of
glacier at its centre, which is actually the case.
the planes of lamination to the direction of pressure is constant
local obstacle which prounder a great variety of conditions.
duces a thrust and compression is also instrumental in deveIn short, so far as our observations
loping the veined structure.
reach, wherever the necessary pressure comes into play, the
veined structure is developed; being always approximately at
right angles to the direction in which the pressure is exerted.
But we will not rely in the present instance upon our own
Before he formed any theory of the strucobservations alone.
ture, and in his first letter upon the subject, Professor Forbes
remarks, that " the whole phsenomenon has a good deal the air

A

of a structure induced perpendicularly to

pressure."

His

later

testimony

is

the lines

of greatest
In

in substance the same.

his thirteenth letter, read before the Royal Society of Edinburgh
on the 3nd of December, 1846, he says that the blue veins are

formed where the pressure is most intense. In his reference to
the development of the laminar structure on the glacier of the
Brenva, the pressure is described as being " violent," the effect
being such as to produce " a true cleavage when the ice is broken
So also with regard to the
•with a hammer or cut with an axe."
glacier of Allalein*, he says "the veined structure is especially
developed in front, i. e. against the opposing side of the valley,
where the pressure is greater than laterally." In fact, the parallelism of the phfcuomeuon to that of slaty cleavage struck Prof.
Forbes himself, as is evident from the use of the term " now " in
* Tnivels, p.

'.\b2.
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" It will be understood that I do not now
the following passage
suppose that there is any parallelism between the phfenomenon
This
of rocky cleavage and the ribboned structure of the ice."
reads like the giving up of a previously held opinion ; the term
now being printed in italics by Professor Forbes himself. The
adoption of the viscous theory appears to have carried the renun:

ciation of this idea in its train.

Later

still,

and from a source wholly independent of the former,

we have received additional testimony on the point in question.
The following quotation is from a letter, dated 16th November,
1856, received by one of us from Professor Clausius of Zurich,
known in this country through his important memoirs
" I must now," writes M.
on the Mechanical Theory of Heat
I had
Clausius, " describe to you another singular coincidence.
read your paper upon the cleavage of rocks .... and it occurred
to me at the time that the blue veins of glaciers, which indeed I
had not seen, but which had been the subject of repeated conversations between Professor Studer of Berne, Professor Escher
von der Linth, and myself, might be explained in the same manner. When, therefore, I reached the Rhone glacier for the first
time, I walked along it for a considerable extent, and directed
my attention particularly to the structure. I repeated this on
I did
the other glaciers which I visited during my excursion.
not indeed pursue the subject so far into detail as to be able in
all cases to deduce the blue veins from the existing conditions
of pressure, but the correctness of the general explanation imThis was particularly
pressed itself upon me more and more.
the case in the glacier of the Khone, where I saw the blue bands
most distinctly, and where also their position harmonized with
the pressure endured by the glacier when it was forced to change
\ou can therefore imagine how
the direction of its motion.
astonished I was to learn that at the same time, and on this very
•glacier among others, you had been making the same investigations."
It ought also to be remarked, that a similar thought
occurred to Mr. Sorby, from whom after his return from Switzei'land one of us received a note, in which pressure was referred to
so well

:

—

as the possible cause of the veined structure of glacier ice.

A fine example of ice lamination is that produced by the
mutual thrust of two confluent glaciers. The junction of the
Lauter Aar and Finster Aar glaciers to form the glaciers of the
Unter Aar is a case in point, and the results obtained with a
model of this glacier were highly interesting. Fig. 9 is a sketch
The branch
of the trough in which the experiments were made.
terminating at UL is meant to represent the Lauter Aar glacier
The point at A
that ending at FN the Finster Aar branch.
represents the " Abschwiing," so often referi-cd to in the works

*\
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B and B' are two boxes with sluice fronts, from
mud flows into the trough. The object was to observe

Agassiz.

which the

Fig. 9.

the mechanical state of the mass along the line of junction of
the two streams, and along their respective centres, and compare
the result with the observations upon the glacier itselfThe
mud was first permitted to flow simultaneously from both boxes,
and after it had covered the bottom of the trough to some distance below the line ST, the end of a glass tube was dipped
into a fine mixture of the red oxide of iron and water, and the
two arms of the glacier were covered all over with small circles
similar to those between the points ah and a'h'.
The mud was
then permitted to flow, and the niechanical strains exerted on it
were inferred from the distortiou of the small circles. The figure
represents the result of tlie experiment.
The straight rows of
circles bent in the first place into curves ; at the point A both
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streams met, and by their mutual push actually squeezed the
Along this central portion in the glacier itself
circles into lines.
the great medial moraine stands, and under it and beside it, as
already stated, the lamination is most strikingly developed ; the
blue veins being pai-allel to the axis of the glacier, or, in other
words, coinciding with the direction of the central moraine.
Midway between the moraine and the sides of the glacier the
structure is very imperfectly developed, and the deportment of
our model, which shows that the circles here scarcely change
their form, tells us that this is the result which ought to be exIt may be urged, that the structure is here developed,
pected.
because of the sliding motion produced by the swifter flow of

one of the glaciers ; but some of the experiments with the model
were so arranged, that both of the branch streams flowed with
the same velocity; the distortions, however, were such as are

shown

On

The

in the flgure.

reference to the

map

of

case

M.

is

precisely the

same in nature.
'

Agazziz,

we

find a straight line

set out across the Unter Aar glacier bent in three successive
years into a curve ; but on the central moraine, which marks the
common limit of the constituent streams, we find no breach in
the continuity of the curve, which, must be the case if one glacier
slid past the other.

§ 6.

On

the

"Dirt-bands" of

Glaciers.

Wherever the veined structure of a glacier is highly developed,
the surface of the ice, owing to the action of the weather, is
grooved in accordance with the lamination underneath. These
grooves are sometimes as fine as if drawn by a pencil, and bear
in many instances a striking resemblance to those produced by
In the fui-rows
the passage of a rake over a gravelled surface.
of the ice the smaller particles of dirt principally rest ; and the
direction of the furrows, which always corresponds with that of
the blue veins, is thus rendered so manifest, that a practised
observer can at any moment pronounce upon the direction of the
lamination from the mere inspection of the surface of a glacier.
But besides these narrow grooves, larger patches of discoloration
are sometimes observed, which take the form of curves sufficient
in width to cover hundreds or thousands of the smaller ones.
To an eye placed at a sufficient height above a glacier on which
they exist, their general arrangement and direction are distinctly
To these Professor Forbes has given the name of " Dirtvisible.

bands j" and the discovery of them, leading as it did to his
theories of glacial motion, and of the veined structure of glacial
ice, is to be regarded as one of the most important of his observations.

On

the evening of the 24th of July he walked up the hill of
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Charmoz to a height of about 1000 feet above the level of the
glacier, and favoured by the peculiar light of the hour, observed
" a series of ueai'ly hyperbolic brownish bands on the glacier,
the curves pointing downwards, and the two branches mingling
indiscriminately with the moraines."
The cause of these bands
was the next point to be considered, and his examination of them
satisfied him " that the particles of earth and sand and disintegrated rock, which the winds and avalanches and water-runs
spread over the entire breadth of the ice, formed a lodgement in
those portions of the glacier where the ice was most porous, and
that, consequently, the ' dirt-bands ' were merely indices of a peculiarly j)orous veined structwe traversing the mass of the glacier
in these directions."

Professor Forbes was afterwards led to regard these intervals
growth of the glacier ; he called the
dii't-bands "annual rings*," and calculated, from their distance
apart, the yearly rate of movement.
In fine, the conclusion

as the mai'ks of the annual

which he deduces from the dirt-bands is, that a glacier throughout its entire length is formed of alternate segments of porous
and of hard ice. The dirt which falls upon the latter is washed
away, as it has no hold upon the surface; that which falls upon
the former remains, because the porous mass underneath gives
" The cause of the dazzling whiteness of the
it a lodgement.
glacier des Bossons at Chamouni is the comparative absence of
these layers of granular and compact ice the whole is nearly of
:

uniform consistence, the particles of rock scarcely find a lodgement, and the whole is washed clean by every shower f."
"It
must be owned, however," says Professor Forbes, "that there
are several difficulties which require to be removed, as to the
In his fifteenth letter upon
recurrence of these porous beds."
glaciers, and in reference to some interesting observations of
Mr. Milward's, he endeavoured to account for the difference of
structure by referring it to an annual " gush " of the ice, which
is produced by the difference of action in summer and winter.
We are ignorant of the nature of the experiments on which this
theory of the dirt-bands is founded, and would offer the following simple explanation of those which came under our own observation.

Standing at a point which commanded a view of the Rhone
both above and below the cascade, we observed that the
extensive ice-field above was discoloured by sand and debris, disAt the summit of the ice-fall the
tributed without regularity.
glacier,

* " I cannot help thinking that they are the true
glacier,
p.

which mark

408.

t Travels,

]).

406.

its

age like those of a tree."

annual rings of the
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valley narrows to a gorge,

and Huxley on

the Sb-ucture

and the slope downwards

is

for

some

In descending, the ice is greatly shattered
in fact, the glacier is broken repeatedly at the summit of the
declivity, transverse chasms being thus formed; and these, as the
ice descends, are broken up into confused ridges and peaks, with
By this
intervening spaces, where the mass is ground to pieces.
breaking up of the glacier the dirt upon its surface undergoes
fresh distribution
instead of being spread uniformly over the
slope, spaces ai'e observed quite free from dirt, and other spaces
covered with it, but there is no appearance of regularity in this
distance precipitous.

:

distribution.

At some places

and
Towards the bot-

large irregular patches appear,

at others elongated spaces covered with dirt.

tom of the cascade the aspect changes ; but still, were the eye
not instructed by what it sees lower down, the change would
have no significance. When the ice has fairly escaped from the
gorge, and has liberty to expand laterally in the valley below,
the patches of dirt are squeezed by the push behind them, and
drawn laterally into narrow stripes, which run across the glacier
and as the central portion moves more quickly than the sides,
these stripes of discoloration form curves which turn their con"
vexity downwards, constituting, we suppose, the " Dirt-bands
Professor
On
the
Grindelwald
glacier,
where
one
of
Forbes.
of
us, in his examination of the bands, was accompanied by Dr.
Hooker, this change in the distribution of the dirt, the squeezing, lateral drawing act, and bending of the dirt patches below
the bottom of the ice-fall,
was especially striking.
Such, then, appears to be the explanation of the dirt-bands in
the cases whei'e we have had an opportunity of observing them.
We have not seen those described by Professor Forbes, but the
conditions under which he has observed them appear to be
An illustration of the explanation just given is fursimilar.
nished by the dirt-bands observed below the " cascade " of the
The character of this ice-fall may be inferred from the
Talefre.
following words of Professor Forbes, and from the map which
accompanies his ' Travels.^ " The structure," he says, " assumed
by the ice of the Talefre is extirpated wholly by its precipitous
descent to the level of the Glacier de Lechand, where it reappears, or rather is reconstructed out of the broken fragments
according to a wholly different scheme."
One of the results of
this " scheme " would, it is presumed, be a redistribution of the
dirt, and the formation of bands in the manner described. Those
who consult the map will, however, see dirt-bands marked on
the Glacier du Geant also, while no cascade is sketched upon it
but at page 167 of the ' Travels,' Professor Forbes, in referring
to this glacier, says, " I am not able to state the exact number
of dirt-bands between the foot of ihe ice cascade opposite La Noire

—

—
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Here we

are not only informed

of the existence of a cascade, but are left to infer that the dirtbands begin to form at its base, as in the Glacier du Geant, and
The
in those which have come under our own observation.
clean Glacier des Bossons, also, which was referred to by Prof.
Forbes, in one of his earliest letters, as affording no lodgement
to the dirt, possesses its cascade (page 181) ; and here also we find
(page 182) " that the peculiar phfenomena of ' dirt-hands ' on a

great scale are not wanting, although from the dazzing whitemake
ness of the ice they may be very easily overlooked."

We

these remarks with due reserve, not having yet seen the glaciers
referred to.

The explanation just given has been brought to the test of
fig. 10, is a wooden trough intended
experiment.
roughly to represent the glacier of the Rhone, the space A C E F
the
being meant for the upper basin. Between E F and G
trough narrows and represents the precipitous gorge down which
the ice tumbles, while the wide space below represents the comparatively level valley below the fall, which is filled with the ice,

ABCD,

H

and constitutes the portion of the glacier seen by travellers deis a
ACL
scending from the Grimsel or the Furka pass.
box with a sluice front, which can be raised so that the fine mud
within the box shall tlow regularly into the trough, as in the

M

Fig. 10.

The disposition of the trough will be
cases already described.
manifest from the section, fig. 11. While the mud was in slow
motion downwards, a quantity of dark-coloured sand was

sifted

over the space A C E F, so as to represent the debris irregularly
scattered over the corresponding surface of the glacier ; during
the passage of the mud over the brow at E F, and down the subsequent slope, it was hacked irregularly, so as to represent the dis-

Along the slope this hacking
produced an irregular and confused distribution of the sand;
but low(;r down, the patclics of dirt and the clean spaces between
them gradually assumed grace and symmetry; tliey were squeezed

location of the ice in the glacier.
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together longitudinally and di'awn out laterally, bending with the
convexity downwards in consequence of the speedier flow of the

central portions, until finally a system of bands was established
which appeared to be an exact miniature of those exhibited by

On fig. 10 is a sketch of the bands observed upon
the glacier.
the surface of the mud, which, however, falls short of the beauty
and symmetry of the original. These experiments have been
varied in many ways, with the same general result.
In conclusion we would remark, that our joint observations
upon the glaciers of Switzerland extended over a period of a few
Guided by the experience of our predecessors, much
days only.
was seen even in this brief period bat many points of interest
first suggested themselves during the subsequent espei'imental
;

While, therefore, expressing our trust that the
substance of the foregoing memoir will be found in accordance
with future observation, we would also express our belief in the
Indeed the very introduction of
necessity of such observation.
the principle of regelation, without which it may be doubted
whether the existence of a glacier would be at all possible, opens,
This and other questions
in itself, a new field of investigation.
introduced in the foregoing pages, must, however, be discussed
with strict I'eference to the phsenomena as Nature presents them.
Much might be said even now upon these subjects, but the
known liability of the human mind to error when speculation is
substituted for observation, renders it safer to wait for more exact
knowledge, than to hazard opinions which an imperfect acquaintance with the facts must necessarily render to some extent uninvestigation.

certain.

Royal Institution, January 1857.
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certain Researches o/Euler.
By James Cockle,
M.A., F.R.A.S., F.C.P.S., Ban-ister-at-Law*.

XLVIII. On

The "formulfe employed by Euler at

p. 97 (art. 45) of his paper
Reductione/' &c. in vol. ix. of the Petersburgh Novi
Comment a7iif, will be found to give the results

De

PQ = (^^ V/t3/,
so that, substituting, as

V in art.

But

(p.

and,

A

®S

vanish,

we may without

(p.

93),

we

art.

44)

A = 5(^ + — ),

36

97,

RS =fk^,

being either

finite or zero,

if at all,

It follows that Eulei-'s later

viz.

therefore

g and

k,

PQ and RS, %^ and

simultaneously.

form

(arts.

generalization of his earlier one (arts.

De

loss of generality, 1 for

are led to

39

44

to 46), although a

to 42), does not include

Moivre's, nor, a fortiori, the result at which I have arrived J,
that

f-5¥f-5Q,y^-5Ry + ^ =
admits of finite algebraic solution when the symmetric product

P(E2-7Q2S)(QSE + Q* + S3) + (11P4S + 13P2SHS3)2

+ (QSE + Q4 + S3)2+((2Q)8-(5P)(2Q)(3S)}Q(PS)2
+ {(PQ)^ + PS2+(2Q)2S}(PE)2 + 137(PS-Q2)P4Q2S
+ 11P3{11P3Q-(2Q)3}SE+{7(5P2S)2 + P2(3S)3}QE
+ 17P3{Q4 + (3P)(2Q)P2Q-(11P3)(3S)P}Q2-S6+(11P4Q)2P
PQE{(5P)(2Q^)P3 + (8P)(2Q^)2} + {(5P)(2Q)(3S)2}FQ,
or

7r-T-5''*,

vanishes.

should be observed that tt is an element, not only of a new
criterion of solvability, but of the algebraic roots, if indeed any
It

exist,

*

of a general quintic.

Communicated by the Author.

17(i2 et 1763, Petropoli 17G4, pp. 70-98.
When either g,
m, n, or r vanish, Euler'.s T (at. ji. 97) becomes a square.
Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied
X Phil. Mag. May 1H57, j). 354
Mathematics, May 1857, ]). 144 Ladv's and Gentletnan's Diary for 1858,

t Pro annis

k,

;

;

p. 77.
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Further, the evanescence of a linear factor of the symmetric
product affords a test of the solvability of at least one class of
For, if the roots of
equations higher than quintics.
i/«

+ 2B^'»^2C/ + Di/2 + 2E?/ + F=0

.

.

.

(1)

satisfy the relation

then

equivalent to

(1) is

^f + cy + e){i/ + dij+f)=0,

(3)

where

^=B±^B2-D,
and the equation

!-\

= C±

^/C^-F,

(2) indicates that

(E-BC)2-(B2-D)(C2-F)=0,
the left of which is the symmetric product.
Again, the decomposition* of a linear factor
Let
with effect to an equation below a quintic.

r= ^ + «//
where «

then

if

is

a^z

....
may be

(4)

applied

= - ?^" + (P + «H «')--,
r'

an unreal cube root of unity, and

^=o?, we

and that when

f'

find that

and ^" vanish simultaneously, the three roots

of a cubic are equal.
76 Cambridge Terrace,

March

Hyde

Park,

24, 1858.
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New
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Investigations in the Theory of Reflected Ray-surfaces, and their relaBy the Rev. G. F. Childe, 31. A.,
tion to Plane Reflected Caustics.

Mathematical Professor in the South African College, Cape of Good
Hope. J. C. Juta, Cape Town.
^I^'HIS
-'-

is

a

work

of

much

merit.

The

investigations which

it

con-

tains are strictly confined to the consideration of ray-surfaces

generated

when

the reflector

is

situated in one plane, and capable of

reflecting rays about the normals coincident with the plane or per-

* Phil.

Mag. May 185/,

p. 360, Section III.
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But, although Mr. Childe has thus limited the

pendicular to it.
subject, he nevertheless introduces so many illustrative propositions
of a novel and interesting kind, that it cannot fail to attract the
attention of all who desire to see the higher methods of analysis
skilfully applied to the solution of optical questions. The polar equations investigated in the Appendix, although they are unusually
simple and easy of application, afford the means of resolving inverse
problems by integration, and lead to some useful diff^erential equations.
In discussing the theory of plane reflected caustics, Mr.
Childe has, very projierly, omitted the consideration, as special examples, of the cycloid, circle, logarithmic spiral and other wellknown curves. The examples which he adduces have, therefore,
with some few exceptions, a marked character of novelty.
One of the most interesting illustrations in the book is that with
After showing that if
reference to the rings of the planet Saturn.
rays of light from a luminous spheroid are reflected from a circular
ring symmetrically placed with respect to the luminous surface, the
envelope of the reflected ray- surfaces will be two right cones of
which the axes pass through the centre of the ring perpendicular to
plane, he says
" In the complex system of the planet Saturn with his attendant
rings there seems to be presented to us a physical illustration of the
If, for the sake of illustration, we should
preceding investigation.
conceive the planetary rings to be composed of a congeries of circular
rings of infinitesimal thickness, concentric with the planet, and
capable of reflecting light, a certain portion of each component
ring will reflect all the incident rays which emanate from a definable
surface of the planet. Each luminous point in this surface will generate a ray-surface containing all the rays which, issuing from that
point, have been reflected from any one of the elementary rings

its

:

and the intersection of all such ray-surfaces, reflected from that elementary ring, will be in the conical envelope which we have here

Now if we conceive these concentric reflecting circles
considered.
to be multiplied within the known limits, so as to generate the satellite rings of Saturn, the ray-surfaces reflected from each component
ring will be multiplied in like manner, generating an infinite number
The absolute thickness of any section
of conical surfaces of light.
in the stream of light (so to speak) which is thus thrown off from
the rings, is a function of the distance between the interior limit of
the inner ring and the exterior limit of the outer ring, an interval of
and it can hardly be doubted,
the known magnitude 69079 miles
that in this manner an important element in the optical ceconomy of
There will be in this system three separate
the planet is provided.
Considering the
classes of ray-surfaces generated from the rings.
rings to be circular, the rays incident directly from the sun will be
reflected from each elementary circle in a cylindrical surface determined by the equations in page 17, chapter 1. Again, from the
same elementary circle, the rays which are incident upon it after
reflexion from the planet will generate a conical surface, of whicli
In addition to
the general equation is that obtained in page G5.
;
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these ray-surfaces, there are also to be considered those which are
due to all the rays reflected from the lateral surface of the interior
ring consisting, in certain positions, of light incident directly from
the sun, but principally of rays which are incident after a first reIn the former case, the direct
flexion at the surface of the planet.
solar rays will pass off in ray-surfaces defined by the equation
;

assuming the origin at the centre of the planet, and the plane of l'(,
any moment to pass through the centre of the sun. The rays
which are incident after reflexion from the planet, will be situated
in surfaces of a similar character given by the general equation.
The surfaces which are thus generated from the interior parts of the
ring, all pass into the less enlightened atmosphere, and must contriIn virtue of these raybute in some degree to its illumination.
at

surfaces,

we may

conceive the darkness of those regions to be relieved

by a thin luminous equatorial cincture reposing on the bosom of the
sk)', which, while it may bear a faint and shadowy resemblance to
the bright arch which sheds its lustre over the more favoured hemisphere, shines with a chastened light, subdued to a character of far
and beauty.
the preceding investigations it appears that the nature of
the envelope is intrinsically the same, whether the luminous surface
In order to illustrate the
is supposed to be a sphere or a spheroid.
less resplendent magnificence

"

From

and, using the
formulse, the planet may be assumed to be spherical
elements given by Sir J. Herschel in the Outlines of Astronomy,'
;

'

page 315, we

find, for the interior limiting circle of the inner ring,

Vr^ — ^'^ =43308

'~

miles,

^

= 1-0942;

and

for the

exterior

k
limiting circle of the outer ring,

J-

11

Vr2—A'2= 78831

miles,

= 1-9917;

from these data the limiting envelope cones may be readily delineated.
•'
The fainter illumination which belongs to the external ring has
been attributed to the presence of a dense atmosphere it is possible
that this eff"ect may be also due, in part, to the greater distance of
this ring from the planet, in consequence of which, light of diminished intensity is reflected in the ray-surfaces although it is to be
remembered, that the same cause will slightly augment the illumiPp. 75-77.
nation arising from the direct rays of the sun."
trust that the important question of refracted ray-surfaces and
It would form an
caustics will not escape Mr. Childe's attention.
admirable subject for another volume.
;

;

—

We
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were read
THE" Researchescommunications
on the Phosphorus-Bases."
following

:

By

Dr.

Hofmanu

and A. Cahours.
In a note on the action of chloride of methyle upon phosphide of
calcium, communicated more than ten years ago to the Institute of
France, M. Paul Thenard pointed out the existence of a series of
bodies which correspond to the compounds of phosphorus with hydrogen, which may, in fact, be viewed as phosphoretted hydrogens,
the hydrogen of which is replaced by an equivalent quantity of
methyle.
It is now many years since M. Paul Thenard abandoned the
study of the phosphorus-compounds, for the first knowledge of
The unfinished state in which
vrhich we are indebted to him.
these researches remained, and the rich and abundant harvest collected
since that period, in all the neighbouring fields of science, necessitated
The discovery of methylamine, dimethjda revision of the subject.
amine, and trimethylamiue, and of the corresponding terms in the

and amyle-series, had shown that the hydrogen in ammonia
be replaced by binary molecules, such as methyle, ethyle, amyle
and phenyle, the newly-formed compounds retaining the basic character of the original ammonia molecule ; whilst the production of triethylestibine and triethylarsine had furnished the proof that the total
replacement of the hydrogen in the indifferent antimonietted and
ethyle-

may

commost remarkable manner, the methylated and ethylated
bodies exhibiting basic characters scarcely inferior to those of ammonia itself. It remained, therefore, to be investigated whether
phosphorus, which by its chemical tendencies stands between
It had
nitrogen and arsenic, would exhibit a similar deportment.
to be ascertained in what manner the gradual entrance of binary
molecules in the place of the hydrogen in phosphoretted hydrogen would change the character of the original compound. Again,
the discovery of the tetrethylated ammonium-bases had opened
a new field of research, in which the corresponding terms of the
It was
antimony- and arsenic-series were rapidly brought to light.
arsenietted hydrogens exalts the chemical character of these

pounds

in a

indeed possible to predict with certainty, that an appropriately
selected method would lead to the production of the analogous
The time for resuming the
derivatives of phosphoretted hydrogen.
study of the phosj)horus-bases had in lact arrived.
have been engaged for a considerable time in the investigation
of this subject, and now beg to offer to the Iloyal Society in the

We

following pages a short abstract of our results.
In the first place, we have endeavoured to obtain the bases corresponding to phosphoretted hydrogen, by a method analogous to
that followed by M. Paul Thenard, simi)ly substituting for the
chloride of methyle the iodide, and for the phosphide of calcium

Phil.

May.

S. 4. Vol. 15.

No. 101.

May
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After many unsuccessful
the more energetic phosphide of sodium.
experiments, however, we were compelled to abandon this plan,
.
which is quite uncertain, unproductive, and highly dangerous.
The question then resolved itself into the discovery of a method
which would yield us the desired substances conveniently, without
danger, in considerable quantity, and in a state of absolute purity.
It appeared that the action of terchloride of phosphorus on
zinc-methyle, zinc-ethyle, &c., the remarkable substances discovered
by Dr. Frankland some years ago, would enable us to attain the contemplated result. Experiment has fully confirmed this anticipation.
The bases Mcy P and E3 P, the products of this reaction, which
we propose to call respectively trimethjlphosphine and triethylphosjMne, remain united with chloride of zinc, and a simple dilution with an alkali is all that is necessary to liberate them.

3ZnCl, Me,P+6KO=3KCl + 3KO, ZnO + MegP
3ZnCl, E3"P-hfiKO=3KCl + 3KO, ZnO + E,P

They
strongly

We

way as volatile oils, of a peculiar and
marked odour, and possessing distinctly basic properties.

are obtained in this

limit ourselves in this abstract to giving a synoptical table

of the several compounds which have been the subject of our researches, the preparation and properties of which, together with the
analytical details, are fidly given in the complete paper which accompanies this note.
Methyle-series.

Trimethylphosphine
Platinochloride of trimethylphosphine
Binoxide of trimethylphosphine
ditto
Bisulphide of

.

ditto
Biselenide of
Iodide of phosphomethylium
Platinochloride of ditto
Aurochloride of ditto

Iodide of phosph'ethyltrimethylium
ditto
Platinochloride of
Iodide of phosph'amyltrimethylium
ditto
Platinochloride of

.

,

..
.

.

.

.

Mcg P
Mcg P, HCl, PtClg
Me3 P O,
Mcg P Sg'
Me.^ PSe^
Me^ P I
Me^ P CI, PtCl,
Me^ P CI, AUCI3
(Mcg E) P

(MegE) P

I

CI,

(Meg Ayl) P
(Mca Ayl) P

PtClg

CI,

PClg

Ethyle-series.

Triethylphosphine
Platinochloride of triethylphosphine.
ditto
Binoxide of
Bisulphide of triethylphosphine ....
.

ditto
Biselenide of
Iodide of phosphethylium
Platinochloride of ditto
Aurochloride of ditto
Iodide of phosphomethyl-triethyliurn
ditto
Platinochloride of
Iodide of phosph'amyltriethylium. .
ditto
Platinocliloride of

.

.

.

.

On

.

E3 P
E3 P, HCl, PtCla
E3 P Og
E3 PSg
E3 P Seg
E^ P
E^ P CI, PtClg
E^PCl, AuClg

(MeEg) P I
(MeEs) PCI, ViCV^
(Ayl Eg) P I
(Ayl Eg) PCI, ViQ\^

glancing at the phosphorus-compounds noticed in the pre-
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ceding abstract, a comparison of these substances with the corresponding terms of the nitrogen-, arsenic-, and antimony-series
is unavoidably forced upon us.
Whether we consider the composition, or whether we review the properties of these groups, the
most striking analogies, indeed an almost perfect parallelism, cannot
be mistaken similar formulae, similar modes of combination, similar
decompositions.
This analogy is particularly manifest in the compounds belonging
to the ammonium-type.
In these remarkable bodies, nitrogen,
phosphorus, arsenic, and antimony appear to play absolutely the
same part. It is more especially in the oxides of these compound
metals that the analogy of composition induces a perfect identity of
properties, and, indeed, of very salient ])roperties, which may be
traced in almost every direction.
If we were satisfied with the
study of the reactions of these bodies, we should never suspect, in
compounds possessing such a close similarity of properties, the
presence of elements so dissimilar as nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic,
and antimony they might, moreover, be confounded with potassa
and soda, by which they are scarcely surpassed in alkaline power.
Only the deportment of the hydratcd oxides, under the influence
of heat, distinguishes the derivatives of nitrogen from the corresponding terms of the phosphorus-, arsenic-, and antimony-series.
If we regard, on the other hand, the compounds belonging to the
ammo7na-type, we observe that the electro-positive character of the
substances gradually rises in intensity from the nitrogen- to the
antimony-compounds. Thus, trimethylamine and triethylamine are
not capable of unituig with oxygen, chlorine, bromine, and iodine
a power which the corresponding terms of the phosphorus-, arsenic-,
and antimony-series possess in a high degree.
Triethylamine unites with the acids, producing compounds of the
ammonium-type, and containing
;

;

E3N,HC1
E3N,HS04
EgN.HNOfi
The corresponding compounds
do not

in the arsenic-

and antimony-series

have not yet succeeded in preparing them. Triethylarsine and triethylstibine combine only directly
with oxygen, chlorine, sulphur, &c., producing saline bodies which
have the composition respectively,
exist

;

at all events chemists

E3ASO2

EgSbOj

EgAsCl.^
E.jAsS2

EgSbCla
E.,SbS2

In the phosphorus-series, lastly, the two classes are represented.
Triethylphosphinc not only forms compounds analogous to the salts
of triethylamine, but also the terms corresponding to the binoxides of
triethylarsine and triethylstibine.
We have in the first place the
terms

E,P,IIC1

EjlMISO^
e", p, UNO.,

2D2
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second place compounds of the formula

E,PO,

E3PCU
E3PS;
The phosphorus-compounds accordingly hold a position intermediate bet\Yeen the nitrogen-compounds on the one hand, and the
It cannot, however,
arsenic- and antimony-series on the other.
be denied that the phosphorus-bodies exhibit rather a tendency
towards the arsenic- and antimony-series, than towards the nitrogengroup.
This cannot surprise us, when we consider the close analogies
which phosphorus and arsenic present in many other directions.
Both phosphorus and arsenic form well-characterized polybasic
acids
the acids of antimony are not yet sufficiently investigated,
but the acids of nitrogen, which are better examined, are all found
to be monobasic.
The equivalent numbers, too, of phosphorus,
arsenic, and antimony, present a remarkable connexion, the difference
between those of phosphorus and arsenic, and those of arsenic and
antimony being virtually the same
;

Phosphorus

31

Arsenic

73

j

.lifference 44,

^^

difference 45,
120 }

Antimony

whilst the equivalent of nitrogen stands altogether apart from the
rest.

The same
arsenic,

relative position of the elements nitrogen,

and antimony, may

H3N HoP
Ammonia

phosphorus,

also be traced in their hydrides,

H,,As

HySb.

phosphoretted hydrogen unites
a powerful alkali
only with hydrobromic and hydriodic acids, whilst in arseuietted
and antimonietted hydrogen, the power of combining with acids has
In these hydrogen-compounds the graaltogether disappeared.
is

;

dation of properties is indeed even more marked than in their
trimethylated and triethylated derivatives.
On comparing the
terminal points of the series, ammonia and antimonietted hydrogen,
we cannot fail to be struck by the dissimilarity of properties
which at the first glance appears to limit the analogy of the two

compounds

to a

mere parallelism of composition.

In the methylated and ethylated derivatives of these compounds,
the intensity of the chemical tendencies in general is so much
raised, that the gradation is no longer perceptible to the same
extent.

" Report of Proceedings of the Astronomical Expedition to TeneBy Prof. C. Piazzi Smyth.
in 1857."
The Report, presented originally to the Admiralty, at whose expense and whose orders the Exj)edition was sent out, consists of ten
riffe,

parts, Avith their contents as follows

Part
Part

1.

:

Astronomical and Physical observations.

2. Mountain Meteorological Journal.
Parts. Reductions of above.
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Part 4. Sea-level Meteorological Journal.
Part 5. Reductions of above.
Part 6. Plans, Sections, and Astronomical illustrations.
Parts 7, 8, 9. Condensed statement of results and conclusions in
Astronomy, Physics, Meteorology, Geology, Botany, and Navigation.
Part 10. Photographs illustrating the botany and geology of three
different levels in the Island.

The

original instructions of Prof. Piazzi

Smyth had been purely

astronomical, and were to ascertain how much telescopic vision could
In
be improved by eliminating the lower third of the atmosphere.
furtherance of this view, he erected the Sheepshanks equatorial of
the Edinburgh Observatory on Mount Guajara in Teneriffe at a
height of 8903 i^^t, and "found the space-penetrating power ex-

tended from mag. 10 to mag. 14, and so great an improvement in
definition, that a magnifying power of 240 could be used with more
After
satisfaction on the mountain, than one of 60 in Edinburgh.
a month's experience of this station, he ascended to a higher one
at a height of 10,702 feet on the eastern slope of
the Alta Vista
the Peak, and there erected the large equatorial of Cooke, lent for
the occasion by Mr. Pattinson of Newcastle. The definition was here
admirable, and the telescope equal, if not superior, to all the test
A comparative hypsometric estimate
objects it was turned upon.
was not pQssible for although the observer had spent an equal
number of days to what he employed on the Peak, in trying to ascertain the capabilities of the instrument at the house of its hospitable owner, on several visits, the cloudy atmosphere of Newcastle
had always prevented any good observations being made.
An argument in favour, however, of the increase of height was

—

;

means of radiation instruments, which indicated
almost as much improvement between 10,700 and 8900 feet, as between the latter height and the sea-level. This unexpected degree
is attributed by the author to the circumstance of the highest station
being almost clear of certain dry, hazy, or dusty strata of atmosphere, which include and overtop the intermediate station, and are,
next to the clouds themselves, the greatest obstacle to good telescopic
The results with regard to the
vision of the heavenly bodies.
clouds were equally satisfactory, for ^ths of the whole were found
to be under the level of .5000 feet.
ascertained through

"On the Phenomenon of Relief of the Image formed on the
Ground Glass of the Camera Obscura." By A. Claudet, Esq., F.R.S.
The author having observed that the image formed on the
glass of tlie camera obscura appears as much in relief as
the natural object when seen with the two eyes, has endeavoured
to discover the cause of that phenomenon, and his experiments and
researches have disclosed the singular and unexpected fact, that
although only one image seems depicted on the ground glass, still
each eye perceives a different image; that in reahty there exist on
the ground glass two images, the one visible only to the right eye,
and the other visible only to the left eye. Tiiat the image seen by

ground

the right eye

is

the representation of the object refracted l)y the left
and the image seen by the left eye is the reprcscn-

bide of the lens,
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by the right side of the lens. Consequently these two images presenting two different perspectives, the
result is a stereoscopic perception, as when we look through the
stereoscope at two images of different perspectives.
It appears that all the different images refracted separately by
every part of the lens, are each only visible on the line of their
refraction when it corresponds with the optic axis, so that while we
examine the image on the ground glass, if we move the head we lose
the perception of all the rays which are not corresponding with the
optic axes, and have only the perception of those which, according to
the position of the eyes, gradually happen to coincide with the optic

tation of the object refracted

Consequently when we look on the ground glass perfectly in
the middle, the two eyes being equally distant from the centre, the
right eye sees only the rays refracted from the left of the lens, and
the left eye only those refracted from the right of the lens.
If we move the head horizontally, as soon as we have deviated
about 6° from the centre on the right or on the left, in the first
position the right eye sees no image, and the left eye sees the image
which before was seen by the right eye ; in the second position the
inverse takes place, and of course in both cases there cannot exist
axes.

any stereoscopic illusion.
When we examine on the ground glass the image of a solid produced by the whole aperture of the lens, if we have taken the focus
on the nearest point of the solid, we remark, in looking with the two
eyes, that the image is stereoscopic, and as soon as we shut one eye
the illusion of relief disappears instantly.

The stereoscopic effect is beautifully brought out by the image of
a group of trees and when experimenting in an operating room, it is
rendered quite conspicuous if we take the image of an object having
several planes very distinct, such as the focimete?; which the author
has described in a former memoir (see Phil. Mag. for June IS.il).
If without altering the focus we examine the same image with the
But if the focus has been
pseudoscope, the effect is pseudoscopic.
set on the most distant plane of the focimeter, the effect is pseudoscopic, and it becomes stereoscopic in looking with the pseudoscope.
The image loses its relief when it is produced only by the centre of
the lens. The stereoscopic and pseudoscopic effects are therefore
as much less apparent as the aperture of the lens has been more
reduced, and they are the more evident if the image is produced by
two apertures on both extremities of the horizontal diameter of the
This mode of conducting the experiments presents the most
lens.
decided manifestation of the whole phenomenon.
*
But it must be remarked, that if the image is received on a transparent paper instead of ground glass, it does not in any case present
The surface of the paper has the property
the least illusion of relief.
of preserving to both eyes the same intensity of image from whatever
direction the rays are refracted on that surface, and at whatever angle
the eyes recede from the centre to examine the image.
In fact, all
the various images refracted through every part of the lens and coinciding on the surface of the paper, are visible at whatever angle they
are examined.
;
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The

reason of this difference between the effect of the ground glass
and that of the paper is, that through the surface of the ground glass,
composed of innumerable molecules of the greatest transparency,
only deprived of their original parallelism by the operation of grinding,
but acting as lenses or prisma disposed at all kinds of augles, the rays
refracted by the various parts of the lens continue their course in
straight lines in passing through these transparent molecules, and
are visible only when they coincide with the optic axes, being in\isible in all other directions ; that, in short, they are not stopped by
the surface of the ground glass ; while the paper being perfectly
opaque, stops all the rays on their passage, by which the image of the
oljject remains fixed on the surface.
Each molecvde of the paper
becoming luminous, sends new rays in all directions and from whatever direction we look on the paper, we always perceive at pnce all the
images superposed, so that each eye seeing the two perspectives
mingled, the process of convergence according to the horizontal distances of the same points of the various planes, cannot have its play,
and no stereoscopic effect can take place, as is the case with the
ground glass, which presents to each eye an image of a different per;

spective.

The author explains that he has ascertained these facts by several
experiments, the most decisive of which consists in placing before
one of the marginal openings of the lens a blue glass, and a yellow
glass before the other.
The object of these coloured glasses is to
give on the ground glass two images, each of the colour of the glass
through which

The

it is

refracted.

two images, superposed on the ground glass, one
yellow and the other blue, forming only one image of a grey tuit,
being the mixture of yellow and blue, when we look with the two
But when shutting
eyes at an equal distance from the centre.
alternately, now the right eye and then the left eye, in the first case
the image appears yellow, and in the second it appears blue.
If while looking with the two eyes (the opening on the right of
the lens being covered with the yellow glass, and the opening on the
left with the blue glass) we move the head on the right of about 6°,
the mixture of the two colours disappears, and the image retains
only the blue colour on the other hand, if after having resumed the
middle position, which shows again the mixture of the two colours,
we move the head on the left of 6°, the mixture disappears again,
and the image retains only the yellow colour.
This proves evidently that each eye sees only the rays which, when
after having been refracted by any part of the lens, and continuing
their course in a direct line through the ground glass, coincide with
result

is

;

the optic axes, while all the other rays are invisible.
The consideration of these singular facts has led the author to
think that it would be possible to construct a new stereoscope, in
which the two eyes looking at a single image could see it in perfect
relief, such a single image being composed of two images, of different
pers|)ectives superposed, one visible only to the right eye and tlie
other to the left.
This would be easily done by refracting a stereoscopic slide on a ground glass, through two semi-lenses separated
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enough to make the right picture of the sUde coincide with the left
The whole arrangement
picture at the focus of the semi-lenses.
may be easily understood we have only to suppose that we look
;

through a ground glass placed before an ordinary stereoscope at the
distance of the focus of its semi-lenses, the slide being strongly
lighted, and the eye seeing no other light than that of the pictiu-e on
The whole being nothing more than a camera
the ground glass.
having had its lens cut in two parts, and the two halves sufficiently
separated to produce at the focus the coincidence of the two opposite
sides of the stereoscopic slide placed before the camera.
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Prof. Phillips, President, in the Chair.

l"he following communications were read
1
"On the Geology of the Gold-fields of Victoria."
Selwyn, Esq., Geologist to the Colony of Victoria.
:

.

By A.

R. C.

Colony of Victoria, from a line east
some distance west of that place, he has traced a
.succession of fossiliferous palaeozoic rocks, commencing with schists,
much cleaved and contorted, and containing -Lw?y?//£e and Graptolites,
l)assing through a series of schists and sandstones with Trilohites
and many other fossils characteristic of the lower, middle, and upper
Silurian Series of Britain, and terminating with Devonian and Carand he remarks that the younger or Oolitic (i)
boniferous rocks
coal-bearing beds on the west rest unconformably on the palaeozoic

The author

of

Melbourne

stated, that in the

to

;

rocks.

A

list

of about sixty genera of Silurian fossils, including

many new species, was appended.
The gold-bearing quartz-veins of

the Silurian rocks appear to the
author to be dependent more on their proximity to some granitic or
other plutonic mass than on the age of the rocks in which they
Quartz-veins do not apjjear to traverse the Oolitic (.'') coaloccur.
rocks, which are of newer date than the granites of this district.
The author's observations refer chiefly to Bendigo, Ballaarat, and
Steiglitz gold-fields, where Grajjtolites and Lingulce occur in the
The granites
schists, which are traversed by the gold-quartz veins.
and, though they have altered the slatehere do not contain gold
rocks at the line of junction, yet they do not appear to have affected
their general strike or di]), but appear to have themselves partaken
of the movements which have placed these Silurian rocks on their
present highly inclined and contorted positions, and given them
their very uniform meridional direction.
Mr. Selwyn recognizes gold-bearing drifts of three distinct ages.
;

contains large quantities of wood, seed-vessels, &c., at
various depths, to 280 feet, and is associated with clays, sands, and
pebbles. These are overlaid by sheets of lava. A more recent auriferous drift, containing also bones of both extinct and living marsupial quadrupeds, overlies these lavas in some places ; in others it

The lowest

Mr.

J. Phillips

on the older

oa the Gold-field of Ballaarat, Victoria.
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near Warnambool, marine or estuary beds of probably the same age are overlaid by volcanic ashes.
A third and still more recent gold-drift is found on

rests

drifts

;

and

at

Hill,

the surface, overlying indifferently any of the older deposits.
The gold is found at the base of these drifts or gravels, which are
the result of the immediate waste, by atmospheric and fluviatile
action, of older masses, and ha^'e not been far transported.
The
largest
schists.

amount of gold is found in the drifts when near the
The author believes that there is every probability

Silurian

of golddeposits existing under the greater jiortion of the lava-plains of the
region to the westward.

Mr. Selwyn

which he had discovered in the
a few miles north of Melbourne,

also described a cave

Mount Maccdcn,

basaltic lava of

in which he had found bones of manj' living species of mammals, including the " devil " of Tasmania, and the Dingo or native
dog.
The cave is about 1000 feet above the sea-level, and thirty
miles inland.

and

" Notes on the Gold-field of Ballaarat, Victoria."
By Mr.
Surveyor in the Government Service of Victoria.
All the Victorian gold-tields are near granite, and some are on it.
The granite at Ballaarat is fine and even-grained, and the schists lie
Between these rocks the junction is abrupt there is
against it.
little or no gneiss, and no porphyritic or other veins were observed.
The schists are greenish, and are occasionally chloritic, micaceous,
aluminous, and siliceous, and are traversed by quartz-veins, from
less than an inch to one foot in thickness. The schists in the upper
j)ortion are more quartzose and contain oxides of iron
lower down
they are more aluminous and contain pyrites. Their strike is rather
nearly coinciding with the true meridian, while the cleauniform
vage and quartz-veins are not regular in strike. The workings at
Ballaarat have exhibited a section of 300 feet in thickness, consisting of gravels, sands, clays, and trap-rocks.
The oldest drift or
gravel
a beach-like conglomerate
is found not in the deep section,
but on the surface of the schist-country. It is regarded as of marine
origin by the author, and is composed of quartz, and contains gold
Another drift has been deposited in gullies cut through
at its base.
the oldest drift and deep into the schists.
This also is auriferous,
and is covered by an ancient humus, which, in the deep section, is
found to contain stems of trees, and to be covered over by a traprock enclosing upright trees.
This fossil wood is usually but little
altered in its texture and ligneous qualities
its colour is changed
from that of red birch to cocoa or ligmim-vitaB. But some of it has
passed into jet
and both the charred and the uncharred woods
have much bright pyrites in them.
I'he flora of this old land-surface resembles that of the present d<ay.
This first trap is covered by green and brownish clay and sand,
which are succeeded by another trap, having a line of charred vegetable matter at its base, and also having a similar covering of clay
and sand. These clay and sand dejiosits are regarded by the author
aa being of lacustrine origin
the volcanic rocks having dammed up
2.

John

Phillips, C.E.,

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;
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the old river-courses that formed the gully-drifts, and caused the
drainage water of the region to be accumulated in lakes.
The next deposit is a coarse ochreous quartzose drift, considered

by the author to be the effect of some sweeping deluge and this is
also overlaid by a third bed of trap-rock, with the charred remains
;

This trap is covered by a mottled clay of
of a forest intervening.
pure quality, also regarded as lacustrine.
A fourth trap succeeds, covered by a superficial quartzose drift (of
diluvial origin, according to the author), and lying on one side of
the schistose hills, which are clearly denuded on the other.
In the basin of the Yarrowee, which is covered chiefly with this
gravel, the author traces the run of the " gold-leads " or old gullies,
which have only an approximative resemblance to the ramifications
These ancient gullies or leads had a very uniof the present river.
form fall, which, from the smallness of the contents of the gullies,
must have been as rapid as 16 in 1000, while the fall of the present

Yarrowee has only a fall of 8 in 1000.
Mr, Phillips urges that all the basin between the gold-leads may
be wrought by the aid of the water power of the Yarrowee a thousand horse-power being now allowed to run waste, which, by means
;

of reservoirs, could be made available.
The author adds that silver-nuggets have been reported on
authority to have been found within thirty miles of Ballaarat.

good

He

further observes, that, whilst surveying the district, oscillations of
the spirit-bubble indicated a rocking of the earth ; and that the
country in places sounds hollow, like a wooden bridge, horses even

noticing

it

in passing.

"Notes on the Gold-diggings at Creswick Creek and Ballaarat."
By Mr. W. Redaway.
Mr. Redaway noticed first the "bluestone" or concretionary
basaltic lava at Creswick Creek, which composes also the rough
3.

In the plains
bouldered surface of the country to a great extent.
formed of this volcanic rock, small lakes or water-holes, from 3 to

12 feet in diameter, are in some places frequent.
At Creswick Creek the different diggings perforate varying thickUnder this is 30 feet
nesses of the bluestone, from 17 to 20 feet.
of solid clay then darkish-coloured quartzose gravel, with abundant
remains of wood, to a depth of about 80 feet and under this the
" gutters," "leads," or " runs" of auriferous quartzose gravel or
" wash-dirt "
are met with on the surface of the slate or ou pipeThe pits vary considerably in the sections they afford.
clay;
The fragments of wood in the gravel are of all sizes, from treeand this
trunks, 3 or 4 feet in diameter, to branches and twigs
drift is throughout impregnated with woody particles, giving it a
black appearance, esjjecially towards the bottom. The cones of the
" honeysuckle," or Banksia, have been found not unfrequently in
These are very brittle, but the wood is often well prethis drift.
Thin horizontal layers of very hard rock are imbedded in
served.
;

;

—

—

;

the gravel.

Some

of the " gutters " or " leads " were traced by the author
their course beneath this drift across the present

on plans showing

Prof.
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hill to hill

;

especially the " Black
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Lead " and the

underlying Little Hill, one of them having a branch
from under Clarke's Hill, and both uniting before passing under
Slaughter Yard Hill.
At Ballaarat, Mr. Redaway observed, in a pit on Sevastopol
Hill, two layers of bluestone (the second bed about 80 feet thick)
above the gold-drift or " wash-dirt," together with stiff clays and
Here the author traced some gold-runs the
quartzose gravels.
"Frenchman's Lead," " White Horse Lead," and "Terrible Lead,"
running parallel to each other in a direction transverse to that of
Like all other " leads,"
the present gully, and from hill to hill.
these rise generally in the neighbourhood of a quartz-vein (or
"quartz-reef •"),' are shallow at first, 2 or 3 feet in depth, and gra-

"White Lead,"

—

dually get deeper.
4. " Notes on some Outline-drawings and Photographs of the
By Prof.
Skull of Zygomaturus trilobus, Macleay, from Australia."
Owen, F.R.S., F.G.S.
About a month since Prof. Owen received from SirR. Murchison
seven photographs, three of which are stereoscopic, of perhaps the
most extraordinary Mammalian fossil yet discovered in Australia.
These photographs, with a brief printed notice of their subject by
William Sharp Macleay, Esq.,F.L.S., and some MS. notes by J. D.

Macdonald, M.D., R.N., had been transmitted to SirR. Murchison
by His Excellency Governor Sir W. Denison, from Sydney, New
South Wales and by desire of Sir Roderick the Professor brought
the subject under the notice of the Geological Society of London, to
whom Sir Roderick desires to present the photographs on the part
;

W.

of His Excellency Sir
Professor Owen had

Denison.

some weeks previously received from George
Bennett, Esq., F.L.S., of Sydney, outlines of the same fossil skull,
made by him on the reception of the specimen by the authorities of
and the Professor had penned
the Australian Museum at that town
;

comparisons of these sketches before receiving the
photographs and descriptions of the fossil skull from Sir R. I. Murnotes of his
chison.

This unique and extraordinary skull of a probably extinct Mammal, together with other bones, but without its lower jaw, were
found at King's f 'reek, Darling Downs, the same locality whence
the entire skull and other remains of the Diprotodon have been ob-

—

tained.

Mr. Macleay has described the

fossil

under notice as belonging

to a marsupial animal, probably as large as an Ox, bearing a near
He has
ajjproach to, but differing generically from, Diprotodon.

named

it

Zyyomuturus

trilobus.

The

skull has transversely ridged

molars, and a long process descending from the zygomatic arch, as
in the Megatherium and Diprotodon, and exhibits an extraordinary
The skull at its broadest part,
widtli of tlie zygomatic arches.
In
acro.s8 the zygomata, is 15 inches wide, and is 18 inches long.
Diprotodon the skull is about 3 feet long by 1 foot 8 inches broad
:

80 that while the latter

must have had a

face

somewhat

like that of
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the Kangaroo, the Zygomaturns more resembled the

Wombat

in the

face and head.
Prof. Owen stated that, from the evidences afforded by the photographs, he finds the dentition of this upper jaw to consist of three
incisors and five molars on each side, of which the first appears to be

—
q

a premolar and the rest true molars,

i.

e. i.

n

Q

,

c.

Q

—— —
1

.j).

1

4

4

,m,

The moagreeing, in this formula, with Macropus and Diprotodon.
dffications of this dentition resemble those of the latter genus in the
retention of the premolar, after the last true molar has come into
its place, and in the superior size of the first, as compared vi'ith the
He then described in detail the sockets
second and third incisors.
of the incisors, and the form and conditions of the molar teeth,
which are highly chEiracteristic of the marsupiality of this huge and
most strange extinct quadruped. The cranial characters, which
were next described, equally elucidate this affinity. The peculiar
that portion in advance
facial bones were then described in detail
of the orbits forming, as it were, a short pedunculate appendage to
the rest of the skull, increasing in a remarkable manner in both vertical and lateral extent as it approaches the muzzle, but not offering
any evidence of having borne a nasal horn, as thought to be probable
The cavity of the nose is divided by a bony
by Mr. Macieay.
septum, a character which Prof. Owen has lately found to exist
;

—

also in a rare species of living

Wombat — to

a

much

greater extent

than in other known marsupials. Wholly concurring in Mr. Macleay's conclusions as to the marsupial nature of the fossil in question. Prof. Owen does not think that it exhibits evidences of a
The Professor suggested,
generic distinction from Diprotodon.
however, that probably the lower jaw, when found, may show some
peculiarities of dentition and proportions similar to those on which

he has founded the genus Notothermm.

LI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

ON SONOROUS FLAMES.
To John p.

Gassiot, Esq.

have made some pretty experiments on sonorous
flames, of which, with other related matters, I am preparing a full
account for Silliman's Journal. Among them are the following
When the flame is silent and cannot be made to sing by the
1

SINCE my

last, I

:

I find that gently vibrating the jet-pipe causes it inThis occurs as well
stantly to commence its musical performance.
when the pipe does not strike the tube as when it does, and is the
result simply of a more rapid mixing of the gas with the air, by which
it is more certainly brought to the explosive condition.

external sound,

When all other means of exciting the flame to sound have failed,
can at once cause the singing to begin by introducing a current
In many
of air, properly graduated, into the lower end of the tube.
cases the lightest breathing suffices to awaken the sound.
2.

we
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3. By making the flame revolve rapidly in a circle within the
tube, it assumes ichen silent the form, as might be expected, of a hollow cylinder with an even top, lilve the flame of an Argand burner

moment

but the

it

begins to sing, this luminous cylinder becomes

beautifully serrated above, and resolves itself into a series of vertical
columns of flame with narrow dark intervals between, thus marking
in a very striking way the intermitting nature of the explosive com-

upon which the sound depends. With a tube 6 feet long
and \\ inch in diameter, a flame of coal-gas f of an inch long gives
an effect which may be distinctly seen over a large room.
4. I find the simplest arrangement for showing the intermittence

bustion,

of the singing flame at a distance, is a blackened ivlieel having on it a
white har in a radial direction, which, when revolving near the sonorous flame, exhibits a series of white bars arranged symmetrically

around the centre.

Yours

Boston, U.S.
16, 1858.

truly,

W.

March

B. Rogers.

NOTE ON THE MODE IN WHICH THE PHOSPHATES PASS INTO
PLANTS. BY M. P. THENARD.
Phosphate of lime

is

soluble in aerated water, but the phosphates

When 50 grammes
of iron and alumina are insoluble in that fluid.
of one of the soils examined by the author (soils produced by the
decomposition of Jurassic rocks) are placed in a Seltzer water-bottle
and filled up with aerated water saturated with phosphate of lime,
corked and shaken, if the water be filtered in three or four days, the
lime is found under the form of carbonate, but not the smallest trace
of phosphate.
With artificially prepared alumina or oxide of iron in
In all the soils explace of the natural soil, the result is identical.
amined by the author, the phosphates always had a sesquioxide
(alumina or iron) for their base, and never a protoxide (lime or
magnesia). And when phosphate of lime was mixed with the soils,
the action of the rains and a few weeks of contact were sufficient to
cause the complete disappearance of the phosphate added.
In the list of natural elements to which agricultural chemists have
directed their attention, there is not one which dissolves the sesquiphosphates so that we might logically conclude that, as the sesquioxides are only contained in plants in infinitesimal quantities, the
plants ought to be almost completely destitute of phosphoric acid.
There must consequently be some special arrangement for the introduction into plants of the considerable amount of phosphoric acid
found in their ashes.
In studying the silicates, the author was led to think that certain
silicates of lime must be far more soluble than was generally supposed on treating a great excess of chloride of calcium dissolved in
a large quantity of water, with a silicate of soda as neutral as possible, the silicate of lime formed had the power of dissolving freely
in water in the proportion of 6 decigrms. per litre.
Reflecting on the insolubility of the silicates of alumina and iron
and of phosphate of lime in water, and tlie solubility of the latter in
aerated water, the author was led to suspect that it might be by
;

;
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of silicate of lime and other soluble silicates that phosphoric
set free from its compounds with iron and alumina, and this

view was confirmed by the following experiments
A solution of silicate of lime, mixed with phosphate of alumina,
pure or containing an excess of alumina, is put into one of the
common apparatus for preparing aerated water. The liquid is then
saturated, in the ordinary manner, with carbonic acid, and the
whole is left to digest for twenty-four hours, shaking it from time to
time.
If the liquid be then removed and filtered, tlie ordinary reactions demonstrate the presence of a considerable quantity of phosphate of lime.
In operating upon a soil instead of phosphate of alumina, taking
the precaution to boil it for fourteen or fifteen hours with an excess
:

of silicate of lime, the

same

result

is

obtained.

This experiment cannot furnish a means of determining the
amount of phosphates in a soil it is qualitative, and by no means
it is simply a moment of passage, but it is of this
quantitative
moment that plants appear to take advantage in order to appropriate
the phosphates they require.
Fortunately this moment is prolonged as long as there are silicates in solution, and as this is the
case in all soils in which plants grow, the latter are always furnished with a larger or smaller quantity of protophosphates.
It is
a sort of change effected at the expense of the silicates, whilst the
iron and alumina fix the unappropriated phosphoric acid, and retain
;

;

it

in the soil for the benefit of future generations of plants.

After instancing some districts in France in which the presence or
absence of phosphates or silicates in the soil directly influences the
selection of manures, the author states that it is especially to the
silicate of lime that he attributes the property of decomposing the
sesquiphosphates.
The silicate of magnesia would probably have
the same action the silicates of soda and potash act upon the compounds formed by stable manure in the soil, so as to complicate the
phsenomenon and render conclusions more doubtful. —- Comptes
Rendus, February 1, 1858, p. 212.
;

ON THE MECHANICAL EQUIVALENT OF HEAT.

BY

P. A.

FAVRE.

In the third part of my researches on hydro-electric currents*, it
was not so much my object to determine the mechanical equivalent
of heat by means of a new and, as I believe, very direct method, as
to supply new proofs of the existence of a single force, which,
though its manifestations vary, is never subjected to such modificaIn this
tions as to cause us to question its fundamental identity.
way the equivalence between the various species of manifestations
may be expressed by a number derived from any one of them.
Thus, in the researches mentioned, where my chief aim was to
study the correlation between chemical affinity and the other dynamic manifestations of matter, I showed that the amount of affinity
may be expressed in kilogrammetresf. In another series of investi* Comptes Rendus de I' Acad, de Scien., July
t One kilogramme, through one metre.

13, 1857.
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has already been shown that such affinity may be expressed in
units of heat (calories)
The determination of the mechanical equivalent of heat was one
of the consequences flowing from an investigation of the kind just
described, inasmuch as I have succeeded in expressing in kilogrammetres the work done (travail moteur) by molecular attraction (chemical affinity), in the same manner as the work done by universal
gravitation (weight) had already been exj^ressed.
it

.

Thus, as announced in my last memoir, I have checked by inverse
experiments the results I had obtained, and on which I reposed confidence.

426 kilogrammes 1 metre by means of 1000
by affinity and put into activity by the replacement of hydrogen by zinc in hydrated sulphuric acid. I have now
shown how much heat is caused by the expenditure of work due to
the motive force of a previously raised weight, and I can substitute
In fact, I raised
heat-units furnished

the action of weight for that of chemical affinity.
The experiments which I am about to describe present considerable analogy with those published by Mr. Joule, and which led him
to numerical results not very different from those since obtained
experimentally by other physicists.
In my new researches, the work done by the fall of a weight is
expended upon a break, enclosed in a mercurial calorimeter (thermometre a calories).
In none of the experiments were less than 300
heat-units produced, this corresponds to a length of about 75 millimetres of the calorimetric tube.
The arrangement of the apparatus is as follows
The capacity of the calorimeter is about 5 litres. The break is
placed in a box 12 centimetres in length and breadth, and 18 centims.
deep.
It is fastened by means of three milled-headed screws, by
which it may be raised or depressed at pleasure. This break, skilfully made by M. Santi of Marseilles, is 11 centims. wide and 16
centims. deep.
It consists essentially of two vertical uprights, carrying in their sockets a steel axle.
This axle carries a cylindrical
drum throughout its whole length, which is divided in the middle by
a disc, thus forming two reels, upon each of which a separate catgut
cord is wound.
These cords are wrapped in opposite directions.
A weight of 10-268 kilogrammes, hung at the extremity of one of
these cords, in addition to the permanent weight of 2 kilogrammes,
unwinds the cord to which it is applied, and at the same time winds
up the other cord, overcoming the tension in it, caused by another
permanent weight of 2 kilogrammes fastened to its extremity. This
tension is sufficient to ensure regularity in the unwinding.
Thus,
when one cord is unwound, an equal length of the other is wound
up, and, by taking off the extra weight and hanging it at the end
of the cord which was before being wound up, the same effect is
produced, but in an o])posite direction.
This motion of the two
weights in contrary directions is easily effected by means of two
pulleys, fastened independently of the break at a height of 3"5 metres,
each of whicli receives on its groove one of the cords as it leaves its
:
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reel.
The apparatus is so arranged as to allow the weight a fall of
4'50 metres. The friction of the different parts having been reduced as far as possible, is allowed for by Coulomb's laws.
On one end of the axle a copper disc is fastened, 8 centims. in
When one of the
diameter and 8 millims. in thickness at its edge.
cords unrolls by reason of the weight which it carries, the reel and
its axle turn and give a rotatory motion to the disc.
A split ring tending to spring open and terminating at both ends
in ears, clasps the circumference of the disc, while a rod bearing a
screw-thread works in the lower ear of the ring, thus allowing the
latter to be opened or shut at pleasure, thereby causing a frictional
This friction is made suffiresistance to the rotation of the disc.
ciently uniform by fastening, on the inner circumference of the
break-ring, five steel springs at equal distances apart, and with
their convex sides turned towards the circumference of the disc. In
this way, as long as the ring is open, the springs scarcely graze the
disc, but as the ring is closed, the springs are straightened and the
When the ring is
friction is exercised on a more extended surface.
completely screwed up, the five springs coming in contact with the
disc almost throughout their entire length, arrest its motion.
In order to avoid shocks, and to ensure greater uniformity of -motion, on the extremity of the axis opposite to the disc a toothed
wheel is fastened, which works in an endless screw turning on a verThis axis also carries a toothed wheel which works in a
tical axis.
pinion, the upj^er extremity of whose axis is provided with a ball

governor.
In order to avoid loss of heat by conduction, the key with which
the experimenter opens and shuts the break is made of ivory.
The distance of fall of the additional weight was at least 12 metres.
It fell with great regularity and withoat the least shock, its velocity
It is necessary that
being on the average 20 millims. per second.
the fall be corrected for the elongation which the cord undergoes,
under the influence of the additional weight. This correction may

be performed with great ease and precision.
The box containing the break is perfectlj'^ enclosed by means of
an obturator of cork 15 millims. thick. This obturator only allows
the ivory key to pass out, and the cords whose alternate unroUings
effect the rotation of the axle of the break.
The length of the mercurial column, equivalent to one heat-unit
on the calorimetric tube, was fixed when the break, fastened in its
place, made part of the mass of the calorimeter.
The greatest pains were taken to avoid all influences tending to
render too small the number expressing the heat produced by the
desti'uction of the motive power.
In fact, in experiments of this
kind, the tendency is always to diminish this number, consequently
to increase the mechanical equivalent of heat.
Having, therefore, adopted all possible precautions, I found by
experiments agreeing very well with one another, the number 41 3*2,
which differs very little from the number 426 which had to be
checked.— Co»i/jfes Rendus de I' Acad, de Scien., Feb. 15, 1858.
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the Opiical Properties developed in Transjmrent Bodies

by the Action of Magnetism.

Part

By M.

ViiRDET*.

Illf.

AFTER

having determined the laws according to which tlie
optical properties developed by magnetism in transparent
bodies vary with the magnitude and direction of the magnetic
forces, I undertook to investigate how these pheenomena are
influenced by the nature of the transparent body.
This I have
done by measuring the rotation of the plane of polarization,
effected by bodies of very different nature, when placed under
analogous circumstances, between the poles of an electro-magnet.
Former labours of physicists have afforded me very scanty
information on this subject.
Previous to my undertaking this
investigation, the only data which science possessed, consisted
in a small number of numerical determinations contained in the
memoirs of MM. Bertin, Edmond Becquerel and Wiedemann,
and in the much more numerous and varied experiments of
Prof. Faraday, which latter, however, were intended to show the
general nature of the phtenomena without attempting their meaFrom so small a number of facts, it was impossible
surement.
todeduce any general law with certainty; and I shall show that,
in reality, those laws which have been sought to be established
arc inexact.

In order to study the question, I have merely had to apj)ly
number of substances the methods which I dc-

to a sufficient

* Translated from tlic Annales de Chiinie et de Physique for February
1858, by Dr. V. Guthrie.
t See the two former parts of this research, Ann. de Chim. et de Phys.,
s. '.i. vol. .\li. p. '.iJ^K and vol. xliii. p. 'AJ
the ])i-iiici[)al results contained
in these memoirs will be found abridf^ed in the iiiuth volume of the present
Beries of the I'hiloisophical Ma^.iziiie, j). -ISl.
;

i'hil.

May.

S. 4. Vol. 15.

No. 103. June 1858,
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scribed in my first memoir, adopting, however, certain modifications, the efiect of which has been to cause either an increase
in the magnitude of the phsenomena to be observed, or a dimi-

nution in the duration of the experiment, without in the least
In place of the great
impairing the exactness of measurement.
armatures made use of in my former researches, I have employed
much smaller ones, consisting of iron plates 8 millims. thick,
in the form of regular hexagons whose sides are 13 millims. long*.
The effect of this has been, all other conditions being the same,
to increase considerably both the magnetic and optical actions
and even when these two actions have not been constant throughout the whole thickness of the substance placed between the ar, matures, yet such variation has not been attended by any inconFor when any two transparent bodies of the same
venience.
thickness have been placed successively in the same position
between the armatures of the electro-magnet, the several corresponding layers of both have been subjected to equal magnetic
actions, and have therefore exercised optical actions proportional

two bodies. Hence it is
sums of these elementary optical actions, that is,
observed rotations, bear the same proportion to one

to the specific optical actions of the
clear that the

the total
another as
action

if the magnetic, and consequently also the optical,
had been invariable throughout the whole magnetic field.

Now

it is clear that this proportion is the only thing with the
determination of which we are concerned.
The intensity of a current, and consequently also that of an
electro-magnet, never remains constant during a series of experiments extending over several days, or even hours; and still
greater variations are produced when the liquids of the battery
In order
are renewed, or the number of its elements altered.
that my determinations might be independent of the efiect of
In the first,
these variations, recourse was had to two methods.
every measurement of optical action was both preceded and followed by an estimation of the magnetic force midway between
the armatures of the electro-magnet; the mean of these two
values was the magnetic action with which the optical action was
compared. Experiment showed that for every substance this
relation is constant, as long as the valuations in strength of the
limits moreelectro-magnet are confined within certain limits;
over which may be much more widely apart than those bounding
the variations occurring in my actual experiments t- Hence, by a

—

* These are the hexagonal armatures attached to all RuhmkorfF's maand which are mentioned in the first part of my researches. Ann.
de Chim. et de Pkijs., ser. .3. vol. xli. p. 409.
t Thus, on passing the current, first of twenty and then of ten of Bunsen's elements, through the wire of the electro-magnet, I obtained magnetic
The corresponding
actions represented by the numbers 100'7 and 7H3.
chines,
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simple proportion, it was easy to reduce all the observed rotations
to one constant magnetic action.
This plan of correction necessitated two systems of measurement, optical and magnetic. In consequence of the great number of determinations which I had to make, it became essential
to shorten the time required for each experiment ; I soon, therefore, had recourse to a method equally exact, and much more
expeditious than that of correction ; namely, direct comparison
between the optical actions of bodies and that of distilled water.
To effect this comparison, on some occasions the measure of the
rotation produced by the transparent substance was taken between two measures of the rotation produced by an equal thickness of distilled water ; sometimes, when the battery had been
recently put together, and showed an action of almost perfect uniformity, the operation was still fm-ther abridged in the following
manner. Distilled water was first submitted to the action of the
electro-magnet, and the azimuth of the plane of polarization of the
emergent light determined. The water was then replaced by the
substance under investigation, and the azimuth of the plane of
polarization again determined. The direction of the current being
then reversed, the consequent displacement of the plane of poFinally, distilled water having been
larization was measured.
again placed between the armatures, a fourth and last azimuth
Half the difference between the two azimuths
\\^\s determined.
belonging to the water, and half the difference between the two
derived from the transparent substance, were considered as exactly expressing the corresponding rotations caused by the same
electro-magnetic force*.
rotations of the plane of polarization effected by a thickness of 20 millims.
of sulphide of carbon were 4° 16' and 3° 18'. The proportion between

the rotation (exjjressed in minutes) and the magnetic action was therefore
2'542 in the first, and 2-529 in the second case, showing that this relation
may be considered constant. Moreover, the difference between 1007 and
78'3 far exceeds the variation which the strengh of an electro-magnet can
undergo in a series of experiments extending over several days, if the
I never allowed this variation
nitric acid of the battery remain unchanged.
to attain the tenth part of the initial power of the magnet.
The empirical result just mentioned could not be deduced from the proportion between the rotation and the magnetic action the existence of which
that,
I i)roved in my first memoir, because we are not at liberty to assume
wlicn the electro-magnet varies in power, the action which it exercises at
dilFerent points of the interval between the armatures varies in the same

proportion.
* The following are the complete elements of a comparison, effected by
the second process, between water and a solution of sulphate of nickel.
Tlie two liquids were cmjdoyed in thicknesses of 40 millims. ; the chstance
between the hexagonal armatures was 50 millims., and the battery conaistcd of twenty Bunsen's elements.
Distilled water being placed in the apparatus, and the electro-magnet

2E3
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The azimuth of the plane of polarization was always determined by observing the passage-tint {teinte de passage). When
the body under examination is colourless or faintly coloured, it

known that the passage-tiut indicates the plane of polarization of the middle yellow rays ; but the case is quite different
with a strongly coloured body, and grave errors are incurred if,
to obtain the relation between the optical action of such a body

is

and that of water, we compare without correction the two deviaThis source of error was got rid of

tions of the passage-tint.
being set to work,

I

observed

tlie

following azimuths of the passage-tint

:

50 38
50 44
50 42

60^
Mean

.

.

60 41

The water being replaced by sulphate

of nickel, the azimuths

61 2«
51 23
51 20
51

Mean

.

.

2(J

61 23 45"

were obtained. On reversing the current, the
from the sulphate of nickel were,

tint

46 37

a/.lmutlis of the jiassagc-
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through a
thickness of the coloured substance under investigation, equa
The lumito that afterwards employed in acting on the light.
nous pencil which fell upon the analyzer had thus the same

by examiuing the passage-tiut from

distilled water,

The
composition as in the case of the coloured substance.
passage-tint in both experiments corresponded therefore to the
plane of polarization of the same colour of the spectrum, and the
relation of the deviations of this tint gave the relation between
the optical actions.
Finally, the particular nature of the substances which I examined, rendered another correction necessary. In order that
my experiments might be confined to perfectly definite bodies

and such as may be obtained in a state of perfect puritj^, I have
only examined liquids* ; and these of course had to be introduced
If care
into cases closed at their ends with transparent jjlates.
be taken to choose plates of glass free from Haws, and to close
the cases in such a manner that the pressure upon the plates is
sufficiently small and uniformly distributed upon their whole
circumference, then the plates, in their ordinary state, have no
action upon polarized light ; but under the influence of magnetism they exercise a sensible action, which assists the action
of the liquid, and which must therefore be taken into account.
For this purpose, before employing a case in my experiments, I
examined

it,

successively,

empty and

full of distilled water, so as

to determine the relation between the rotation produced by the
action of the plates and the total rotation produced by the simulIt is easy to undertaneous action of the plates and the water.
stand how the knowledge of this relation enables us to correct all
The above determithe observations made with the same case.
nation was, moreover, repeated as often as I had occasion to alter
the relative positions of the case and the armatures of the electromagnet. In my experiments, twice the rotation of the plane of

polarization due to the action of the glass plates varied from 30'
to 1°, according to the nature of the plates and their distances

from the armaturesf.
* Tiie only solid bodies suitid)Ie for exiierimenting ou are glasses,
bodies whose composition is too ill defined for much interest to attach to
The singly-refracting crystals which might he employed arc
th(;ir action.
80 difficult to obtain in pure and flawless pieces of any thickness, that I
have made no use of them in this part of my investigation.
t It may perhajjs excite sur|)rise that 1 have sought to measure with
any degree of accuracy such feeble rotations as these. In order to show
that this method admits of exactness, I shall give the elements of a deter-

mination made with plates enclosing a case 4-1 millims. in thickness. The
distance between the arnuitures of the electro-magnet was 51 millims., and
The current
tiie current was produced l)y twenty of Bunscn's elements.
having been made to i)ass in succession in two opposite directions round
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thickness of the liquids employed varied from 10 to

niillims.

.

The temperature

of the laboratory where the experiments were

18° C.
performed remained always between 12° and
by a given
produced
polarization
of
plane
of
the
rotation
The
magnetic
of a transparent substance subjected to a
thickness

as characteristic
action of given strength, is a physical constant
It
dispersive power.
or
index
refractive
its
as
substance
the
of
name be given to this constant:
is therefore advisable that some
to be applithe term "magneto-rotary power" seems to me
expression in the
I shall make constant use of this

cable.

Representing the magneto-rotary power of distilled
will be
water by unity, the rotary powers of other substances
I may add, in order
represented by their relations to this unit.
phajuomena observed,
to give an idea of the magnitude of the
recently fitted up
that when my electro-magnet was excited by a
miUims.
battery of twenty Bunsen's elements, a thickness of 40
were
which
armatures,
the
between
placed
water,
of distilled
5'.
50 millinis. apart, produced a rotation of about 1°
My first task was to test experimentally certain laws which

sequel.

of the passagethe electro-magnet, the following two series of azimuths
tint were observed
:

34() 31
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had been thought to follow from the observations of MM. Bertin
and Edmond Beequerel.
In his Traite tie l' Electridte, M. De la Rive, after having described the principal experiments bearing on the magnetic rotations of the plane of polarization, and having developed certain
theoretical ideas, makes use of the followiag words*
" Thus the magnetic force only acts upon the sether by the
intervention of particles, and when the sether has a certain density due to the action exerted upon it by the particles between
which it is placed ; the magnetic action being more intense according as the density of the sether is greater.
Now, inasmuch
as the density of the fether does not depend exclusively upon that
of the body, that is, upon the approximation of the particles composing it, but also upon the nature of these particles, it follows
that it is not always the denser body which is the most refraugent, and which therefore shows the greatest magneto-rotary
polarization. Experiment completely confirms this view ; and on
:

glancing at the Table (still very incomplete) of the coefficients of
magnetic polarization, we are struck with the fact that the substances in this Table follow almost the same order as in the Table
New investigations are requisite to
of theii' refractive powers.
establish fully the analogy which I have just pointed out, and
especially to determine the nature of the modifications which the
sether experiences under the influence of magnetism."
This remark of M. De la Rive attracted my notice during my
former researches, as being worthy of a more attentive investiThe simplicity of the laws governing the magnetogation.
rotary powers inclined me, for a while, to the opinion which refers
these phajnomena to the direct action of the magnetic forces
upon the sether rather than upon the ponderable matter present,
and I therefore thought it highly probable that a relation might
exist between the magneto-rotary power and the refractive index,
which latter, as we know, may be taken as a measm-e of the
It will be seen immesquare root of the density of the sether.
diately that my conjecture has not been confirmed by experiment.
In fact, I have determined the magneto-rotary powers and the
mean refractive indices of a considerable number of Liquids, consisting for the most part of more or less concentrated saline
From this preliminary examination aU magnetic
solutionsf.
liquids were omitted, which, according to the experiments of
MM. Bertin and Edmond Beequerel, seemed to be excluded
from the law enunciated by M. De la Rive. The indices of rc*

Tome

1", p. 556.
all the solutions emi)loye(l were prepared and tested under the
direction of M. Dcbniy, iu the eheuiical laboratory of the Eeole Norraale

t Almost

supt'ricurc.
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measured by Babinct's goniometer, the liquids
being enclosed in an excellent gluss prism, whose refracting angle
was 43° 41', constructed by M. Erunner.
This series of experiments showed me that there is no simple
relation between the refractive indices and the magneto-rotary
powers. This will be seen by referring to the following Table,
where the results of my experiments are given, the several
liquids being arranged according to their progressive refractive

fraction were

indices.

Table

I.

Refractive
Liquids.

Indices.

Distilled water
SoUnioii of borate of soda
cliloride of calcium

carbonate of potash

1-334
1-341
1-354

1-000

1-35.')

1-050

1000

.

1-355
1-357
1-359
1-364
1-368
1-370
1-371
1-372

.

V378

.

.

.

.

.

nitrate of lead

chloride of magnesium,
chloride of annnonium
protocliloride of fin . .
chloride of zinc
chloride of ammoninm
carbonate of potash
chloride of calcium . .
protochloride of tin .
chloride of zinc.
protochloride of tin .
.

.

.

.

.

.

1-394
1-424
1-448

'

nitrate of

ammonia

Chloride of carbon, C-

It is seen

from

CI-"

this

Magneto-rotary
Powers.

1

I'-ieO

1000
1085

1-127
1-184
1-348
1-341
1-371
1-087
1-230
1-525
1-507
2-047
0-908
1-264

Table that the order of the refractive

quite different from that of the magneto-rotary powers.
Thus, merely to adduce the most striking cases, nitrate of ammonia, whose magneto-rotary power is the most feeble of all
indices

is

those given, has one of the highest refractive indices.
Again,
chloride of carbon, which is more refractive than any of the
solutions of protochloride of tin examined, has a less magnetorotary power than the least concoitratcd of these three solutions.
The solutions again of chloride of calcium, carbonate of potash,
and of chloi'ide of ammonium, whose refractive indices arc almost
equal, have very widely different magneto-rotary powers.
The law enunciated by M. De la Hive is therefore not supported by experiment, and the magneto-rotary powers of bodies
do not appear to depend exclusively upon tlie constitution of
The question natiirally suggests
the fethcr which they contain.
itself, whether such rotary powers do not rather depend upon
the diamagnetic properties of bodies,
whether, for instance, as

—
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some

physicists have imagined, they are not greater according
as the diamagnctism of the bodies increases.
Although I have

not made any direct experiments on this point, yet it will be
seen in the sequel, that, in the prosecution of my researches, the
question has been solved indirectly and in the negative.
In the preceding Table several series of numbers are given,
belonging to different solutions of the same salt in different
states of concentration.
This gives rise to the following important observation.
If we suppose that in a solution the molecules of the water and those of the salt exert their actions upon
the polarized light independently of one another, and if, in
accordance with this hypothesis, and taking account of the composition and density of the solution, we calculate the action
exerted by the dissolved salt, wx find, for the different solutions
of the same salt, numbers proportional to the quantity of salt
contained in one unit volume of the solution.
The above hypothesis is accordingly supported by experiment, and the salt dissolved in water behaves like sugar dissolved in an active liquid.
The constant quotient obtained by dividing the rotation due to
the salt by the quantity of salt contained in a unit volume of
the solution (density of salt in solution), may receive the name
" molecular maf/ncto-rotary •power
In the following Table I
have arranged the results given by solutions of protochloride of

P

tin, chloride of zinc,

and chloride of ammonium.

Table

Salt dissoh'cJ.

II.

M.
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Hence, when a
each contributes
tion,

and

salt dissolves in water, the

its

water and the salt

own proper magneto-rotary power

the rotation produced by the solution is the

to the solu-

sum of

the

separate rotations due to the molecules of the two substances.
It is very probable that this law holds good with all solutions
of every kind, and with niLxtui'cs formed of liquids which have
no chemical action upon one another. But as yet I have not
made any experiments to confirm this. I have limited myself
to showing that the general bearings of the phsenomena are
the same; that, for instance, those salts whose aqueous solutions have a high magneto-rotary power, behave in the same
manner when dissolved in alcohol or sether. This I have shown
in the case of several metallic chlorides which are soluble in these

namely, the bichlorides of mercury and of tin, and the
and nickel, which latter two, though magnetic, behave like diamagnetic bodies.
Most salts impart to their aqueous solutions magneto-rotary
powers superior to that of water. Sometimes, however, the
reverse is the case ; the salt contained in a given volume of the
liquids,

chlorides of cobalt

solution exerting

upon polarized

light a less

amount of

action

than that effected by the water which it displaces. Thus the
solution of nitrate of ammonia given in Table I., consists of 43
parts of water and 57 of the nitrate its density being 1*2566,
it follows that a unit volume contains 0"6660 of water and
0"5906 of the nitrate. The rotation being only 0'908ths of that
of distilled water, may be regarded as the sum of a rotation
0'666 effected by the water, and one of 0'243 produced by
the nitrate the last number gives the small value 0"401 as the
molecular rotary power.
Similar phsenomena would occur on
mixing water with a liquid whose magneto-rotary power is less
strong, such as alcohol, aether, or wood-spu'it.
According to M. Bertin, solutions of the protosulphate of iron
appi'oach, in respect to their weakness in magneto-rotary power,
M. Edmond Becquerel
to solutions of nitrate of ammonia.
made a similar observation with solutions of the protochloridc
of iron, and thought himself entitled to draw the general conclusion, that the rotation of the plane of polarization pi'oduced
:

:

by the influence of magnetism

varies in inverse proportion to the

magnetic power of the body*. The experiments cited by M.
Edmond Becquerel himself do not admit of so absolute a conIn fact, from his memoir we see that, if the rotation
clusion.
of water be represented by 10, the rotation of two unequally
concentrated solutions of protochloridc of iron are represented
by 9 and 3, and that of a solution of sulphate of nickel by 13*55
in other words, among the magnetic solutions examined, two
* See Annales de Chimie et de Physique, 3 ser. vol. xxviii. p. 334.
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produce a more feeble rotation than that of water, while the
third exerts a more powerful one *.
Nevei'theless the extreme
weakness of the magneto-rotary power of concentrated solutions
of protochloride of iron, taken in conjunction with the obsei'vations of M. Bertin on the protosulphate of iron, appeared to

me

to indicate the existence of a particular

mode

of action, at

'

compounds of iron, if not with all magnetic compounds, worthy of more minute examination.
Such examination has formed the principal object of my in-

least with

which I have obtained on
examining in succession the compounds of the different magvestigation, the results being those

netic metals.

—

Iron.
When a salt of the protoxide of iron is dissolved in
water, the solution has always a magneto-rotary power weaker
than that of water, and less according as the solution is stronger.

But more than

this
if, by taking account of the density and
composition of the liquid, the rotation be calculated which would
be produced by the water alone contained in a given volume of
the solution, a number is found always greater than the obIt would therefore appear as if the salt of iron
served one.
dissolved, exercised on the polarized light an action opposite to
Thus a solution of protochloride of iron of denthat of water.
sity 1'2922, and containing 72"3 per cent, by weight of water
and 28*3 of protochloride, effects under the influence of magnetism a rotation of 0'581, if the rotation produced by water be
taken as unity. It follows from the above numbers, that one
unit volume of the solution contains a proportion of water equal
to 0-9265 of the weight unit, and that consequently if the salt
dissolved were completely passive, the rotation should have been
precisely 0'9265.
Inasmuch as it is considerably less, it is
natm-al to suppose that the salt dissolved effects a rotation
opposite to that of water, and equal in absolute value to the
difference between 0-926 and 0-58], that is, equal to 0-345.
All the salts of protoxide of iron which I have examined have
furnished me with similar results.
Taken in conjunction with
the law established above concerning non-magnetic solutions, it
is clear that salts of protoxide of iron, when subjected to magnetic influence, exert an action on polarized light contrary to
that exercised by water, sulphide of carbon, glass and most trans:

* M. Edmond IJecquercl does not appear to have considered the influence which the coloration of Uquids exerts upon the determination of tlic
passage-tint.
This influence, which is almost nothing in the case of salts
of protoxide of iron, is very great with salts of nickel,— a fact which made
me at first imagine that, by allowing for it, the salts of nickel would be
brought under the general law enunciated by M. Becquerel. This is by
no means the case ; we shall suhsecjuently see that solutions of nickel salts
have really a rotary magnetic power greater than that of water.
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In order, however, that no doubt might
remain on this point, I repeated on unequally concentrated
solutions of iron salts, the experiments which had been performed
on zinc and tin salts. For this purpose choice was made of two
the protosulphate and the ])rotochloride,
protosalts of iron,
which may readily be obtained free from all traces of peroxide.
parent substances.

—

M.

Deville furnished

phate,

mc

pKparcdwith the

with a suflicient quantity of the sulgreatest care, from

were made, the one containing 17'4 per

which two solutions
and the othei'

cent.,

10'5 per cent, of anht/drous sidphate.
The densities of these
solutions were respectively 1-1932 and 1*1135, and their mag-

On applying
neto-rotary powers 0-740 and 0-838 respectively.
the same hypothesis and the same calculations to these solutions, which were given above in the case of protochloride of tin
and chloride of zinc, two nearly equal values are obtained for
1"21
the molecular-rotary power of protosulphate of iron, viz.
and ~l-35. These values, having the opposite sign to that of
water, and being sufficiently concordant, support the hypothesis.
Experiments on the protochloride of iron led to the same result.
The solution mentioned on page 419, made by dissolving piano-

—

forte wire in pure hydrochloi'ic acid, gave the

number —0-91? as

A

dilute solution, prepared by adding
the molecular power.
pure water to the preceding one, and containing only 16 per
0-82*.
cent, of protochloride, gave the number
It is therefore proper to distinguish two kinds of action
exerted by transparent bodies subjected to magnetism upon
polarized light.
I shall call the rotary power of water and of
most other non-magnetic transparent substances, positive ; that
of protosalts of iron and of bodies whose influence is in the same
These terms are preferable to the expresdirection, negative.
sions direct and inverse, which I employed in a previous publi-

—

* The results of these experiments are worthy of consideration in another point of view.
It is seen that the oljserved i)ha2nomena were represented nimiericallj' under the supjiosition that tlie solutions of the sulphate
were formed of water and anhydrous sulphate, and hy ascribing to the
water and the salt actions contrary in direction and pro])ortional to the
If, on the contrary,
densities which the two bodies had in the solution.
the solutions are supposed to consist of water and of crystallized sulphate,
0'2 and
O'S, are found
containing 7 atoms of water, two values, viz.

—

—

which are much more discordant than those got
on the previous sujii^osition. Similarly, on the supposition that the solutions of the protochloride contain the salt crystallized with 4 atoms of
0'51 and
0'13 are found for the molecular power
water, the numbers
It hence appears
of the body: two values which are quite irrcconcileable.
to follow with some probability, that in l)()tli cases tlie salt dissolved is not
the crystallized sul])hate or chloride, but the anhydrous sulphate and anliydrous chloride.
I imagine that the same kind of experiment might be
applied to the solution of certain analogous chemical questions.
for the molecular power,

—

—
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have the advantage of reminding us of the
Water, sulphide of carbon, glass and
other bodies whose magneto-rotary power is positive, turn the
plane of polarization in the direction in which the positive current of electricity traverses the conducting wire of the electromagnet protosalts of iron and analogous bodies turn the plane
of polarization in the direction in which the negative current
It is scarcely necessary to menpasses through the same wire.
tion, that in the numerical Tables these two kinds of rotary
powers are denoted by + and
However concentrated the solutions were of the protosalts of
iron, I only observed a greater or less diminution in the rotation
cation, because they

direction of rotation.

:

—

of the plane of polarization a solution of the protochloride,
concentrated to the crystallizing point, show^ed a magneto-rotary
power absolutely nothing ; but I have not succeeded in effecting
an entire reversion of the rotation. I had hopes of succeeding
in this, and of thus directly demonstrating the negative rotary
powers of protosalts of iron, in seeking for some solid compound
rich in the protoxide of iron, and either uncrystallized or belonging to the cubic system of crystallization. Red garnet,
which may contain as much as 30 per cent, of protoxide of iron,
appeared suitable for the verification of this conjecture ; but
among numerous pieces examined, not one was found sufficiently
free from flaws for experiment.
The magneto-rotary power of salts of the peroxide of iron,
like that of the protoxide salts, is negative; but it is much
greater and more easily shown than that of the protosalts.
Perchloride of iron especially gives very remarkable results.
A
very dilute aqueous solution of this salt has a magneto-rotary
power less than that of water. According as the solution is
concentrated the rotary power diminishes, becomes nothing, and
finally changes sign
after the change of sign the power inThus, a solution
creases up to the maximum of concentration.
near the maximum, containing 40 per cent, of perchloride,
exerts an action on polarized light contrary to that of water,
and from six to seven times as great ; that is, nearly equal to
the action of pieces of Faraday's heavy glass which I have
examined.
Negative rotations may be still more readily obtained by substituting for water other solvents which, by themselves, have
less action than water on polarized light, or which dissolve a
Alcohol and retlier satisfy the first
greater quantity of the salt.
condition, and are consequently very well adapted for showing
Thus, on disthe negative rotary power of persalts of iron.
solving in 80 j)art3 of a;ther 20 ])arts of crystallized chloride
of iron, prepared by the direct action of chlorine on iron, I ob:

:
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tained a strongly coloured solution whose negative rotary power
was very well marked. With about half the quantity of salt, I
obtained a solution almost entirely destitute of action on polarBut
Alcoholic solutions gave me similar results.
ized light.

the best solvent which I have found is wood- spirit j this, by
itself, has scarcely any action on polarized light, and although it
dissolves a considerable quantity of the perchloride, yet remains
much more transparent than water, aether or alcohol containing
Thus, on dissolving 55 parts of
the same quantity of salt.
the crystallized perchloride in 45 parts of wood- spirit, a liquid
is obtained M'hich, on account of its transparence, is suitable
for exact experiments, and whose action on polarized light is
negative in sign, and equal in absolute value to almost
twice that of heavy glass, or three times that of sulphide of

carbon*.

Of all bodies hitherto examined, this solution is the one which,
under the influence of magnetism, effects the greatest deviation
In my apparatus, a thickness of
in the plane of polarization.
10 millims. placed between the hexagonal armatures, which were
27 milhms. apart, on being subjected to the action of magnetism, developed by twenty Buusen's elements, gave a rotation of
6° 31' 30" t. The greatness of this result induced me to choose
the solution of perchloride of iron in wood-spirit, in order to

determine whether the negative magneto-rotary power of iron
salts varied with the magnitude of the magnetic action according
to the same laws which occur with the positive rotary power of
For this purpose I compared the rotation
ordinary substances.
produced by a thickness of 1 centim. of the solution with that
produced by an equal thickness of sulphide of carbon; the
magnitude of these rotations being made to vary either by
varying the strength of the electro-magnet, or by altering the
*

From experiments upon these various

liquids, I obtained several values

for the molecular magneto-rotary power of perchloride of iron ; but my results were rather discordant. In fact, it is known that on treating crystallized
perchloride of iron with water, aether, alcohol, or wood-spirit, something
considerable elevation of tempemore than a simple solution takes place.

A

rature is always observed, which is sure evidence of the occurrence of some
more or less complex chemical change. With alcohol, scther and woodspirit, 51. Kuhlmann has long since shown that a definite crystallizable
compound is formed between the perchloride and its solveut. The hypothesis therefore on which the calculation of the molecular powers was
See Memoir of M. Kuhlmann, Mebased, ceases here to be admissible.
moires de la Societe des Sciences de Lille, vol. xvi. 1839.
t This number is con-ected for the influence of the glass plates closing
the ease, and for the influence of the colour of the solution ujion the posiThe rough difference between the two azimuths
tion of the passage-tint.

—

of this tint, corresponding to the two opposite directions of the current,

wa8 9°

40'.
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form or distance of the armatures.
contains the results of the experiments*

The following Table

size,

:

Table
I.

III.

The

great armatures, 140 millims. in diameter and
millims. thick, being employed.

Distance between the ai-matures 50 millims.
Battery of twenty elements.
Rotation produced by sulphide of carbon .
Rotation produced by the solution
.
Proportion between the first and second"\
.

.

4'

45".

The hexagonal armatures being employed.
Distance between the armatures 65 miUims.
Battery of twenty elements.
Rotation produced by sulphide of carbon.
Rotation produced by the solution .
.
Proportion between the two rotations .
.

.

.

III.

44'.

„ ^„
^-i'fS6.

rotations
II.

+ 0°
—2°

50

+0°
—2°

55' 15".
28' 30".

—2-83.

The hexagonal armatures being employed.
Distance between the armatures 27 millims.
Battery of ten elements.
Rotation produced by sulphide of carbon
+1° 43' 15".
Rotation produced by solution
—4° 54'.
Proportion
_2-84.
.

....

IV. The hexagonal armatures being employed.
Distance between the armatures 27 millims.
Battery of twenty elements.
Rotation produced by sulphide of carbon
Rotation produced by the solution
.

.

.

.

value of the ratios of the rotations

22' 45".
31' 30".

—2-74.

Proportion

Mean

+2°
—6°

.

— 2*82.

Hence we
tions

is

see that the value of the ratio between the two rotathe same in all the experiments.
Consequently the

negative magnetic rotation of the plane of polarization, like the
proportion to the magnetic action.
It seemed to me highly probable, by reason of this conformity,
that it also varied directly with the cosine of the angle contained
between the direction of the magnetic action and that of the ray
of light, but I have not performed any experiments on this sub-

])08itive rotation, varies in

A thickness of 1 centimetre of the solution of perchloride
of iron in wood -spirit, placed upon the apparatus described in

ject.

* Tlie numbers in this Table are corrected for the influence of colour,
tliat of the glass plates of the case.

and for
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my

second memoir*, gave rise to rotations of too feeble a kind
with a thickness of 3 or 4 centimetres the solution was not sufficiently transparent for accurate observations.
Nitrate of the peroxide of iron, subjected to the action of magnetism, exerts an action on polarized light in the same direction
as the perchloride, but of less energy.
An aqueous solution of
this salt has a less magnetic power than water
when the solution is quite concentrated, the rotary power is almost nothing,
but there is no change of sign in the rotation.
The two prussiates of potash, or double cyanides of iron and
of potassium, seemed to me to be worthy of a special study.
In
fact, we know from the experiments of Faraday f and Pliicker J,
that the yellow prussiate is diamagnetic, and the red prussiate
magnetic.
I have found that the magneto-i'otaiy power of the
yellow prussiate is positive and moderate, while that of the red
prussiate is negative and very great.
15 parts of the red prus:

85 parts of water, give a liquid whose magnetoand in absolute value nearly double
Inasmuch as it will be seen in the sequel that
there are diamagnetic compounds of magnetic metals whose
magneto-rotary power is negative, it is probable that the positive power of the yellow prussiate is not owing to the diamagnctism of this compound, but to the fact that the physical prosiate dissolved in

rotary power
that of water.

is

negative,

perties of the iron

it

contains are as completely

masked

as the

chemical ones.

Nothing is easier than to prepare an aqueous solution of perchloride of iron or red prussiate of potash, suitable for showing,
even on the lecture-table, the negative action of iron salts on
polarized light.
Nevertheless it would be advantageous for this
purpose, and interesting for other reasons, to possess solid transparent bodies having the same properties as solutions.
I must
confess that my search for such bodies has hitherto been fruitless.
Some very transparent crystals of iron-alum, 1 centim. in
thickness, given me by M. Deville, showed so high a degree of
lamellar polarization, that I could make no use of them. Several
fragments of iron-glass which I tried, were either not sufficiently
transparent, or not sufficiently free from flaws.
I hoped to be
more fortunate with the glasses of phosphate of lime, which M.
Margueritte has recently shown to he capable of taking up the
most varied metallic oxides. I\I. Margueritte was kind enough
to have several pieces made for me, containing from 5 to 20 per
But none of these pieces, even after
cent, of peroxide of iron.
a very prolonged re-annealing, were found sufficiently free from
flaws for experimenting on.
It is probable that among the
* See Annales de Chirnie
Pliil. Trans, for 18-lG.

t

et cle

Physique, 3 scr. vol. xliii. p. 3/.
J PogguudoriT's Annalen, vol, Ixxiv.
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numerous iron -based
some might be found

glasses examined by M. Matthiessen*,
of a suitable nature, but I have not been
able to obtain permission to examine them.

No

better success attended

me

in seeking to prepare

an easily

compound

of iron of sufficient transparence in the liquid
state for the study of its action on polarized light, without the
fusible

necessity of dissolving

The

it.

properties of the double chlo-

aluminium and sodium induced me to imagine that the
corresponding chloride of iron and sodium, if it existed, might be
suitable.
This compound actually exists, and may be easily prepared by heating together 33 parts of perchloride of iron and 12
parts of chloride of sodium it melts easily over an alcohol lamp,
ride of

;

but in the liquid state
Nickel.

—

is

quite opake.

All the salts of nickel which I have tried have a

positive magneto-rotary power, so that their solutions exert a

greater action on polarized light than that of the water which
they contain. This positive rotary power is sufficiently marked,

and comparable with that of zinc and tin salts. It is particularly
necessary, in determining the power of nickel, to take account
of the influence which the colour of the emergent light exerts
upon the position of the passage-tint. Thus, in light which has
passed through 40 millims. of a moderately strong solution of
chloride of nickel, the red, orange, violet, and indigo are almost
extinguished, the blue and the yellow are considerably weakened,
and the maximum intensity corresponds with the green rays.
Hence it follows that the passage-tint is much more deviated
than if the light passed without alteration through the chloride.
Cobalt.
The magneto-rotary power of salts of cobalt is positive, but weaker than that of nickel compounds, and rather difficult to be shown, because no considerable quantity of cobalt salts

—

can be dissolved in water without greatly diminishing the transparence of the liquid.
The colour of the emergent light exerts
an opposite action on the position of the passage-tint to that
which occurs in the case of nickel salts, lied being the dominant colour, the deviation of the passage-tint is diminished in
such a manner, that if the necessary correction were neglected,
the magneto-rotary power of cobalt salts would appear negative
and very weak.
Manganese.
Salts of the protoxide of manganese have an inconsiderable positive magneto-rotary power; but, as their solutions are quite colourless, the action is very easil\ recognized.
Salts of the sesquioxide of manganese have so high a colouring
power that they cannot be employed in experiment. But in the
laboratory of the College de France, I found a compound probably corresponding to these salts, namely, the double cyanide

—

* Comptes Rendus
and XXV.

Phil.

Mag.

(les

Seances de VAcademie des Sciences, vols. xxiv.

S. 4. Vol. 15.

No. 102.

.June

1858.

2 F
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K^ Mn^ Cy^, which gave me a
when dissolved in water, so dimi-

of manganese and potassium,

remarkable result.
nishes

its

This

salt,

must be regarded as
same the case with the
of the sesquioxide of manganese ? T am not prepared

rotary powei', that the salt itself

having a negative rotary power.
other salts

Is the

to answer this question decisively, but the excess of negative
power of persalts of iron over protosalts inclines me to answer

However this may be, and remaining strictly
in the afBrmative.
within experimental limits, we see that manganese occupies in
one respect an intermediate place between iron on one side, and
nickel and cobalt on the other.
That which is the rule with iron
salts appears to be the exception with those of manganese, and
vice versa.

The interesting property of the double cyanide of manganese
and of potassium induced me to examine the double cyanide of
cobalt and potassium in the hope of meeting an analogous behaviour; but it was found to have a positive magneto-rotary
power of rather feeble amount. This double cyanide is even
diamagnetic.
Chi-omium.

—The

the protoxide of chromium are so
to keep pure, that I did not
subject them to experiment.
The salts of the sesquioxide have
so great a colouring power, that it is impossible to form an
difficult to prepare,

salts of

and especially

aqueous or alcoholic solution containing a few per cent, without
But chromic acid and the chrodestroying all transparence.
mates are adapted for exact experiments. Neutral chromate of
potash, which is very soluble in water, gives clear yellow solutions whose coloration admits of all requisite experimental exactness, and only exercises a very insignificant influence on the
Bichromate of potash, although
position of the passage-tint.
less soluble in water, gives solutions of deeper colour, but still
very transparent, and requiring no correction in determining the
Chromic acid, on the contrary,
position of the passage-tint.
gives solutions of a very deep red, whose colour exerts a great
influence on the position of the tint, but which, in thicknesses of
from 1 to 2 centimetres, are sufficiently transparent.
Solutions of these three substances have given me the following results
Table IV.
:

Nature of body dissolved.
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Thus the two chromates of potash and chromic acid have a
negative magneto-rotary power, and the absolute vahie of this
power increases with the quantity of chromic acid. The negapower of the neutral chromate is feeble, but quite unmistakeable ; that of the bichromate is considerably stronger, while
that of chromic acid is comparable with the power of the protosalts of iron.
The experiment with the neutral chromate of potash is especially worthy of attention.
know, in fact, that while chromic
acid and the bichromate of potash are magnetic, the neutral
chromate is diamagnetic*, and it is rather surprising that the
tive

We

magneto-rotary power of a diamagnetic body should be negative.
We shall meet with other analogous examples in the sequel.
The five metals whose compounds I have just considered have
long been considered as magnetic by all physicists. This is not
the case with those which follow, which have only been recognized as magnetic since the investigations of Faraday, and some
It has
of which indeed I have now examined for the first time.
thei-efore been essential for me to vei'ify the magnetic character of
these bodies before studying the magneto-rotary power of their
compounds. In this verification I have followed the rule laid down
by Faraday, which consists in regarding as doubtful the magnetism of every metal whose apparent magnetism is only feeble, and
which does not give rise to any magnetic compound, especially to
no magnetic oxide. The quantity of a very magnetic metal (iron,
nickel, or cobalt), the presence of which it is necessary to admit
in order to account for the magnetism of a feebly magnetic body,
is so small as to escape all analytical test, and against which no
process of purification

is

The case is
we wish to explain

a sufficient guarantee.

quite difi^erent with a salt or an oxide

;

for if

the magnetism of such a body by the accidental presence of a
salt, or oxide of iron, or some analogous compound, we should
be obliged to assume the presence of a quantity sufficiently great
to be easily detected by analysis, because the magnetism of such
a salt or oxide is incomparably less than that of the corresponding metal.
Hence it is that we see some metals, apparently
feebly magnetic, give rise, on oxidation or solution, to diamagnetic

compounds.

—

Titanium.
Mr. Faraday classed titanium among magnetic
bodies.
I have verified his observations with some pieces of pure
titanium, with which I was furnished by J\I. Deville.
The mag-

netism of titanium appeared to me to be greater than that of
pure chromium, and too great to be attributed to impurities
which liad escaped analysis. Amongst the compounds of this
*

See meiuoir of FiinuUiy refcnuil to btfoie.

2
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metal, titanic acid

is

magnetic, and bichloride of titanium dia-

maffuetic*.

Nevevtbeless I examined the magneto-rotary power of biis, as is well known, at ordinary temIt was found to be
peratures a transparent colourless liquid.
negative, and gi'eater in absolute power than the magneto-rotary
chloride of titanium, which

power of water.

Two

In the first
points are noticeable in this experiment.
shows that the phsenomena under consideration depend
very little upon any chemical analogies which may subsist among
the several bodies.
Chemists generally consider titanium as the
analogue of tin, and especially regard the chlorides of these two
On the other
metals as bodies of entirely comparable nature.
hand, nothing is more dissimilar than the behaviour of the two

place,

it

when they are placed between the poles of an electromagnet, and examined with respect to their action on polarized
light.
In the second place, by virtue of the liquidity and transparence of the bichloride of titanium, its negative rotary power
bodies

may

be shown directly, without the intervention of a solvent;
and thus an objection, which had been made to my former expe-

riments,

is

removed.

Some persons

considered the magnetic

action of certain iron solutions to be due to the fact that the
molecules of the magnetic compound in solution, being magnetized by the electro-magnet, exercised a magnetic action contrary
that of the electro-magnet itself, upon the neighbouring
atoms of the solvent. The experiments with solvents so varied
as those which I employed, and exercising, by themselves, so in-

to

considerable an action, appeai'ed greatly to invalidate this view
while my experiments upon chloride of titanium completely I'efute

it,

by showing the existence of a diamagnetic liquid whose

rotary power

—

is

negative^.

Cerium.
The magnetism of cerium was discovered by Faraday,
and is not more difficult to confirm than that of chromium or of

manganese. As I had no metallic cerium at my disposal, I examined two perfectly pure salts of this metal, a sulphate and a
chloride, which were prepared by MM. Damour and Deville in
the course of an investigation on cerium and the metals which
accompany it in its minerals J. Both salts showed a strong
* In the note presented to the Academy of Sciences, July 8, 1857, I
declared myself unable to determine whether the bichloride of titanium
were magnetic or diamagnetic. By employing, however, the ingenious
process devised by M. Quct, for the study of the effect of magnetism on
liquids, I have been enabled to solve the question.
t The objection in question was only made to me verbally, and has never
been mentioned in any publication relating to the subject of my researches.
X MM. Damour and Deville had not determined the exact composition
of these two salts at the time when they furnished me with them. They
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magnetic action, and both in aqueous solution evinced a negaTlie sulphate gave a tolerably
tive magneto-rotary power.
transparent reddish solution, whose action on polarized light
was markedly less than that of water. However, as I did not
analyze this solution, I am only able to regard the negative character of the action which I attribute to it on polarized light as

With the chloride no doubt can exist. A
simply probable.
concentrated solution of this salt, placed between the poles of an
electro-magnet, exerts an action on polarized light almost equal
in absolute value to that of water, and contrary in direction.
The perfect limpidity of the solution makes the verification of
these phsenomena vei-y easy.
Uranium.
Mr. Faraday allows

—

some doubt to rest upon the
uranium should occupy among the magnetic or
He found, in fact, that the protoxide was
diamagnetic metals.
slightly magnetic, and the peroxide non-magnetic. The red and
the black oxides of uranium, prepared by heating at a higher or
lower temperature crystals of the nitrate purified by repeated
position which

crystallizations, are magnetic. This experiment is rendered quite
conclusive from the fact that the nitrate of uranium itself is diamagnetic.
The nitrate of uranium is the only compound of

uranium whose magneto-rotatory power I have determined ; and
An aqueous solution of
the result I obtained is remarkable.
this body, under the influence of magnetism, exerts a less action
on polarized light than the water which it contains, which leads
us to regard the magneto-rotary power of the nitrate as negative.
This conclusion is confirmed by the study of its solutions, which
may be formed with alcohol and aether. The nitrate of uranium
therefore furnishes us with a third example, to be placed by the
side of the neutral chromate of potash and the bichloride of titanium*. The absolute value which my experiments show to
belong to the negative action of the nitrate of uranium is, however, very small.

—As

am

aware, the magnetism of lanthaSome perfectly pure
examined.
carbonate of lanthanium, furnished me by M. Deville, was
This is suificicnt to show that lanthanium,
strongly magnetic.
like its analogue cerium, is to be classed among the magnetic
metals.
On treating the carbonate with pure hydrochloric acid,
I obtained a solution whose magneto-rotary power was less than

Lanthanium.

nium has not

far as

I

hitherto been

salts did not contain the slightest trace of any
other metal besides cerium.
• The existence of three diamagnetic compounds whose magneto-rotary
power is nc'<rativu, clearly demonstrates what I before asserted, namely,
that no simple relation exists between the diamagnetic capacity of bodies
and their magneto-rotary power.

were only assured that the

M.
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that of water.

power of the

It is therefore probable that the
salts of

lanthanium

is

negative

;

magneto-rotary
but as 1 did not

analj'ze the solution, this is not perfectly certain.

—

Mohjbdenum, Some metallic molybdenum which was furme by M. Debray is magnetic; and as this property also
exists in molybdic acid, purified by repeated distillations, it cannot be attributed to the presence of foreign substances. Molybdenum, therefore, must be added to the list of magnetic bodies.
The soluble molybdates which I had at my disposal the molybdates of soda and ammonia
Their magare diamagnetic.
neto-rotary power is positive, but small.
Aluminium. M. Deville has placed aluminium among the
feebly magnetic metals.
The analogy between aluminium and

nished

—

—

—

iron has caused this result

to' be regarded as very probable.
Nevertheless I have not been able to find any compound of this
metal which was not diamagnetic.
Even alumina, when quite
pure, is repelled by an electro-magnet. Having in fact obtained
some perfectly pure and strongly diamagnetic nitrate of alumina
from the Ecole Normale, I got from it, by calcination, some anhydrous alumina which was also strongly diamagnetic.
I determined, moreover, the magneto-rotary powers of alum, sulphate
of alumina, chloride of aluminium, and of the double chloride of
aluminium and sodium, and I found them positive. In the cases
of the chloride and of the double chloride, the rotary forces

were considerable.
Finally, I

means offered me by the chemical
Normale and the Faculte des Sciences,
magnetic action compounds of a certain number

made use

of the

collections of the Ecole
for subjecting to

of rare metals, which have of late years been submitted to

and profound study.

The

new

subjects of these experiments were

zirconium, glucinum, lithium and tungsten.
All the pieces of
these several metals, which were furnished me by MM. Debray,
Tr;)ost, and Riche, with the exception of a piece of glucinum,
ap]ieared sensibly attracted by the poles of an electro-magnet.
But all their pure compounds, especially their oxides and chlorides, are incontestably diamagnetic, and all their compounds,
whose liquidity or solubility allowed of an examination of their
optical properties, had a positive magneto-rotary power.
Magnesium behaved in the same manner. A piece of distilled magnesium given me by ]\I. Troost appeared magnetic; but pure
magnesia, which was prepared by calcining pure and diamagnetic
nitrate, was diamagnetic.
The magneto-rotary power of all

magnesian

salts is negative.

it seemed to me to be probable that
aluminium, zirconium, lithium, magnesium, and tungsten are
really diamagnetic.
One can scarcely understand, in fact, how

From

these experiments
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diamagnetic oxides can result from the union of magnetic metals
However, we know so Uttle as
with a magnetic gas, oxygen.
yet about the true cause of magnetism, that I do not consider

myself entitled on this account alone to speak positively.
To recapitulate. All diamagnetic substances which do not
This
contain any magnetic metal have a positive rotary power.
is not the case with substances containing magnetic metals; and
according to all the observations which have hitherto been made,
magnetic metals may be classed in three divisions, having for
their types, iron,

nickel,

and manganese

respectively.

The

magneto-rotary power of all compounds of iron is negative, with
the exception of the ferrocyanides, in which, as is known, the
The magnetoproperties of the iron are completely disguised.
rotary power of all compounds of nickel is positive. With iron
are to be placed titanium, cerium, lanthanium, and probably also
chromium and uranium. With nickel are to be placed cobalt
and molybdenum. Manganese represents an intermediate type,

the magneto-rotary powers of

its

compounds being sometimes

sometimes negative. It is possible that chromium and
uranium belong rather to the manganese group than to that of
positive,

iron.

Moreover, no relation seems to exist between the positive or
negative magneto-rotary power and any property whatever of
It is not the magnitude of the magnetic power
the metals.
which determines the separation of the magnetic metals into
the three preceding classes ; because iron and nickel, the most
strongly magnetic of all the metals, are the types of two opposite
Chemical analogy is equally unavailable as a rule. If
classes.
we see without surprise cobalt grouped with nickel, chromium
with iron, lanthanium with cerium, and manganese serving as a
transition between these two opposite classes, we must be astonished to see titanium and aluminium separated so completely

from tin and iron respectively.
Another hypothesis concerning the anomalous nature of the
phsenomena was suggested to me by the old experiments of M.
PlUcker.
It will be remembered that this physicist obtained
mixtures of magnetic and diamagnetic bodies capable of being
repelled by the poles of an electro-magnet of certain strength,
and attracted by those of a weaker one. He thence inferred
that magnetic attraction varied with the intensity of the electromagnet, according to a law different from that of diamagnetism*.
It occurred to me that something similar might occur with the
magneto-rotary power; that, for instance, the magneto-rotary
power of nickel salts might be positive with% certain strength of
M.

Pliicker .siil)sequcntly recognized

tion of his experiments.

tlic

inaccuracy of this interpreta-
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magnetic action, negative with a very different strength, and
Such might be the case
nothing for an intermediate one.
without a change of sign occurring within the Umits of ordinary
magnetic forces ; but it is highly probable that under these circumstances, and within the limits of experiment, the salts of
nickel would at least be observed to depart sensibly from the
In order to
general law of variation of magneto -rotary powers.
test this, I compared the rotation produced by a solution of sulphate of nickel with that produced by water under very various
magnetic actions; and as I found the proportion between the
two rotations absolutely constant, I was obliged to abandon my
hypothesis.

LIII. 0)1 an improved Galvanometer,
J. P. Joule, LL.D., F.R.S. ^c*

By

THE

important experiments required in carrying out the

gigantic projects of electric telegraph engineers having
rendered a delicate and portable galvanometer an essential piece
of apparatus, I am induced to hope that the following description of one recently made from my design will interest at the

A

present time.
In the figure,
A represents the frame on which
It is inserted in a semithe wire forming the coil is wound.
Another similar
circular groove cut in the block of wood B B.
block, not shown in the figure, is fastened to the first by hasps,
c c shows the section
so as to hold the coil firmly in its place,
of the graduated circle, enclosed in a box whose glass lid d is

with a glass chimney e, surmounted by a cap and roller /.
thrown the filament of silk which supports the
needle (a piece of magnetized sewing-needle a quarter of an inch

fitted

Over

this roller is

*

Communicated by the Author.
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glass index to

which the needle

is
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attached.

A

small piece of fine copper wire attached to the needle hangs
within a groove cut in the wooden block.
By means of a hole
pierced horizontally from the back of the instrument, entering
about midway down the groove, a stud can be made to press the
fine copper wire against the anterior wooden block (that not
seen in the figure).
By doing this the needle and pointer (previously let down by turning the roller so as to slacken the silk
filament) are held securely.
safely,

and the experimenter

The instrument can then

travel

saved the otherwise inevitable
trouble of suspending the needle afresh at the journey's end.
In the instrument I have got fitted for Mr. Gordon, 2798
yards of No. 40 silked copper wire are wound on a reel 4 inches
in diameter, the object being to obtain an effiect accurately measurable with a very small quantity of current.
But coils of different lengths and sizes of wire can be readily attached to the
instrument. Although the silk filament is only li inch long, and
the needle is little more than a quarter of an inch long, the torsion is so trifling that an entire twist of the filament deflects the
needle only one degree from the magnetic meridian.
The resistance presented by the air to the motion of the glass pointer,
stops the oscillations of the needle in about half a dozen seconds.

LIV. On

is

the Assaying of Coals by the Blowpipe.
By E. J.
Professor in University College, Toronto*.

Chapman,

T

IHE blowpipe had been employed with great success for
nearly a century in the examination of minerals and chemical products, with a view to distinguish these numerous bodies
from one another, and also to ascertain their general composition, when Edward Harkort of Freiberg first appHed it to the
quantitative investigation of certain silver ores and furnace products.
Plattner, who had worked with Harkort, subsequently
extended this application to the assaying of various metallic substances, and added in no small degree to the utility of the instrument, by the invention of new methods of research, and
many new appliances, published collectively in his well-known
Probirkunst mit dem Lothrohref.
No one, however, has yet
attempted to employ the blowpipe in the practical examination
* Communicated by the Author.
t This work reached in 185;:t its fourth

edition. Harkort's earlier publication (1827), of which, however, merely the first i)art was issued, bore a
similar title.
P'or all that concerns the history and general application of
the blowpipe, the reader may consult the fourth edition of the standard
work by Berzelius, as translated by Whitney. A new edition of this work,
incorporating the various tests and discoveries published since the death
of
its distinguisiied author, is much required.

.
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of coals, an application peculiarly fitted to it; since, in travelling,
and at other times when only the blowpipe apparatus can be conveniently made use of, determinations of the kind in question
Having had some experience in the use of
are often desirable.
the instrument, I have attempted to supply this deficiency ; and
thinking the subject of sufficient interest to obtain a place in the

pages of the Philosophical jMagazine, I have embodied in the
present paper the results of my investigations. The subject may
be conveniently considered under the following heads:
(1) Coal
in its different aspects; (2) Instruments and appliances; (3) Ope-

—

rations.

§ 1

Without attending
local value,

.

to

Varieties of Coal.

minor distinctions or points of merely

we may arrange

practical purposes,

all varieties

of coal, so far as regards

under the following subdivisions

:

1. Anthracites.

2. Anthracitic or

Dry

Coals.

4.

Caking or Pat Coals.
Cannel or Gas Coals.

5.

Brown Coals

3.

or Lignites.

by almost insensible transitions into one
Thus, the cannel coals are related to the lignites by
another.
the different kinds of jet, some of which are referable to the one
and some to the other subdivision. Between the caking and the
These

varieties pass

cannel coals there are also various links ; whilst the anthracitic
passing by excess of bitumen
or dry coals, on the other hand,
into the caking coals, and by a diminution of bituminous matter
serve to connect the first and third diviinto the anthi'acites
The typical or normal specimens of each of these five
sions.

—

—

varieties,

however, are sufficiently well marked.

1. Anthracites.

— The

true or normal anthracites possess a

hardness varying from
3"0 to 3*25*, and a specific gravity of at least 1'33.
A specimen from Pennsylvania gave 1'51 ; another specimen, 1"44;
one from the department of the Isere in Prance, i*56; and three
from Wales yielded respectively 1"33, 1'37, 1-34. It should be
stated, however, that many of the Welsh specimens belong
strictly to the division of anthracitic coals, rather than to that of
The normal anthracites exhibit also a
the true anthracites.
black or greyish-black streak ; and all are good conductors of
The latter character may be conveniently shown by
electricity.
brilliant sub-metallic lustre, a degree of

* Hausmann in his Handbuch der Mineralogie, gives 2"5 as the extreme
hardness of all coals ; but this is evidently erroneous, as many specimens,
not only of anthracite, but of common and cannel coals, scratch calcareous
spar.
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A

pointed out by Von Kobell.
fragment placed
in a solution of sulphate of copper (blue vitriol) in contact with
a strip of zinc will become quickly coated with a deposit of metallic copper, a phsenomenon not exhibited in the case of common
first

Deducting ash and moisture, true anthracites present, as
a mean,the following composition :— Carbon, 92|; Hydrogen, 31;
Oxygen (with trace of nitrogen), 4. All yield an amount of coke
coal.

equal to or exceeding 89 per cent.
verulent, never agglutinated.

The coke

is

frequently pul-

The comportment of anthracite before the blowpipe has not
hitherto been given in detail.
It is as follows
pe?- se, the assay
quickly loses its metallic briUiaucy.
After continued ignition,
small white specks of ash appear on its edges.
In borax it dissolves very slowly, with constant escape of bubbles.
It is not
:

attacked by salt of phosphorus ; the assay works to the top of
the bead and slowly burns away.
In carbonate of soda it effer-

and turns rapidly in the bead, and the soda
gradually absorbed.
In the bulb-tube a little water is always
given off, but without any trace of bituminous matter.
As regards their geological position, the true anthracites be-

vesces, scintillates,
is

long chiefly to the middle portion of the palaeozoic series, below
the carboniferous formation; or otherwise they constitute the
under portion of the coal-measures. Frequently also anthracites
occur in the vicinity of erupted rocks, and amongst metamorphic
strata, as manifest alterations of ordinary coal.

—

2. Anthracitic Coals.
These are often confounded with the
true anthracites, into which indeed, as already stated, they gradually merge.
Normally they differ from the true anthracites

in being non-conductors of electricity, in

and with a very evident yellow flame,

burning more

easily

in yielding a small quan-

bituminous matter when heated in a tube closed at one
amount of coke below 80 per cent.
The coke is also in general more or less agglutinated, although

tity of

end, and in furnishing an

never presents the fused, mammillated appearance of that obtained from caking coal.
The mean composition (ash and
moisture deducted) may be represented as follows:
Carbon,89i;
Hydrogen, 5; Oxygen (with traceof nitrogen), 5i: orCarbon,89;

it

—

Hydrogen, 5
3.

;

Oxygen

(with trace of nitrogen),"" 6.
are often termed technically "fat
constitute the type-series of the coals, properly

Caking Coals.

coals."

They

— These

All yield a fused and mammillated coke, varying in
amount from G5 to 70 per cent. Spec. grav. =1-27 to 1-32.
Commonly mixed with thin layers of strongly soiling "mineral
charcoal" or fibrous anthracite.
Mean composition (ash and
moisture excluded) :— Carbon, 87-9; Hydrogen, 5-1; Oxygen
(with nitrogen), 70.
80 called.
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coals, at least in

normal spe-

They give off a large
cimens, do not fuse or " cake " in the fire.
amount of volatile matter, frequently more than half their weight;
hence their popular name of " gas coals." They soil very slightly,
The coke obtained from them is sometimes fritted,
or not at all.
and partially agglutinated, but never fused into globular, mammilIt varies
lated masses, like that obtamed from the caking coals.
in amount from 30 to 60, or, in typical specimens, from 55 to 58
Carbon, 80 to
Mean composition (normal cannel)
per cent.
85 ; Hydrogen, 5-5 ; Oxygen (with nitrogen), 9 to 12-5.
:

—

—

These coals, of tertiary age, differ
5. Lignites or Brown Coals.
Some of the sogreatly from one another in external aspect.
called jets, passing into the cannel coals, are black, lustrous, and
non-soiling ; whilst other varieties are brown, and of a ligniform
or stratified structure, or, otherwise, earthy and loosely coherent.
All, however, are partially soluble in caustic potash, communicaThe coke usually of a dull
ting to it a dark brown colour.
charcoal-like aspect, or in sharp-edged fragments retaining their
Its separate fragvaries from 25 to 50 per cent.
original form
ments are rarely agglutinated, except in the case of certain
varieties (as the lignites of Cuba, and those from the freshwater

—

—

deposits of the Basses Alpes in France) which contain asphaltum.
All the typical varieties of lignite, as pointed out by Cordier,
continue to burn for some time, in the manner of " braise," or

ignited wood, after the cessation of the flame occasioned by the
combustion of their more volatile constituents; whereas with

The mean
ordinary coal, ignition ceases on the flame going out.
Carbon, 67 to 75 ;
composition of lignite may be represented by
Hydrogen, 5 ; Oxygen (with nitrogen), 20 to 30.
All the different kinds of coal enumerated above contain a
variable amount of moisture, and of inorganic matter or "ash."
The moisture rarely exceeds 3 or 4 per cent., although in some
samples of coal it is as high as 6 or 7, and even reaches 15 or
20 per cent, in certain lignites. The amount of ash is also ne-

—

In good coals it is under 5, freOn the other hand, it somequently indeed under 2 per cent.
times exceeds 8 or 10, and in bad samples even 15 or 20 per
The ash may be either argillaceous, argillo-ferruginous,
cent.
The ferruginous ashes are
calcareous, or calcareo-ferruginous.
always more or less red or tawny in coloui', from the presence of
sesquioxide of iron, derived from the iron pyrites (FeS^j originally
If much pyrites be present, the coal is not
present in the coal.
available for furnace operations, gas making, engine use, &c.,
owing to the injurious effects of the disengaged sulphur. Calcareous ashes are more common in secondary and tertiary coals

cessarily a variable element.

.

than in those of the palaeozoic age.

For methods of ascertain-
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ing the nature and amount of ash, pyrites, &c., see under § 3
below.
§ 2. Instruments

and Appliances.

The instruments, &c. employed in these examinations are
the following: a blowpipe, blowpipe-lamp, and small spirit-lamp
of the ordinary construction ; together with the usual accessory
instruments and reagents which always accompany the blowpipe.
These require no special description. The blowpipe may be of
any form ; but for the purpose of heating small platinum vessels
in these experiments, it is convenient (although not absolutely
necessary) to add to it an extra jet with an orifice rather larger

—

than usual. The blowpipe-lamp should also be furnished with a
broad wick-holder of the pattern recommended by
Plattner (fig. 1), in place of the flat wick -holders
formerly in use.
In heating crucibles it is advisable to turn the wick-holder so as to make the
upper surface slope towards the right-hand instead
of towards the left, the flame being then directed
upwards, against and around the bottom of the
crucible.
Or, to avoid the trouble of changing
the position of the wick-holder, the operator may
turn the lamp itself, placing it with its fore part away from him.
In addition to the above, the following appliances, of more

—

special use, are also needed
(1) Two platinum capsules as
thin as they can be obtained.
One about half an inch in diameter, provided with a small ear or handle; and the other of
somewhat smaller dimensions, and without any projecting ear.
:

The

smaller capsule, reversed,

fits

into the larger one, the

two

then constituting a closed vessel. Those which t employ, weigh
together less than 42 grains.
(2) A small platinum crucible
with a lid.
I make use of two small but deep platinum spoons;
one with, and the other without a handle. The latter must be
Its edges must be bent slightly inwards
the larger of the two.
so as to allow it when reversed to be fitted closely over the
smaller spoon, and thus to constitute a lid. The long handle of
the spoon crucible should be bent as shown in fig. 2.
The
object of this

is

to enable the crucible to retain

an upright ])osition when placed on the pan of
the balance. The figure shows the exact size and
form of the crucible employed by me. Its weight!
In some spoons a!
is a little under 3G grains.
slight notch must be cut in the lid to admit the
passing of the handle. (3) A pair of steel tongs
or forceps to hold the platinum vessel during ignition.
These
tongs should be so constructed as to remain closed except
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when subjected to the pressure of the fingers. I
give a figure of the kind that I employ, because it

Fig. 3.

much more convenient than the forceps commonly
put up in blowpipe cases ; or indeed, than any that
I have found described in works on the blowpipe, or
In
in the catalogues of the instrument makers.
using these tongs, the left-hand need only be employed. They open by the pressure of the forefinger

is

and thumb upon their sides. (4) A balance. The
most convenient kind of balance for use in these operations is that first contrived by Lingke of Freiberg,
for Plattner's assaying experiments.

and described

ner's Probirkunst mit deni Lothrohre.

.

It is figured

in detail in the for|.'th edition of Platt-

This balance

takes to pieces, and packs with its weights, forceps,
&c., into receptacles cut for it in a small box of pearIt can
tree wood, the size of a thin octavo volume.
be fitted up ready for use in the course of a few

minutes ; and its delicacy is very great. That which
I employ, when loaded with 3 grammes, a greater
weight than it is ever required to carry, turns readily
with less than half a milligramme, or the 0-0077th
It is convenient to have counterpoises
of a grain.
for the platinum vessels described above, as the
weights belonging to the balance only range from a
gramme downwards. A small platinum capsule forms the best
It can be trimmed down by a knife or
kind of counterpoise.
pair of scissors, until brought, after repeated trials, to the proper
In spare places in the box containing the balance that
weight.
I use, I have cut out receptacles for the two platinum vessels
and their counterpoises, and I recommend other operators to do
the same, because these platinum vessels are of frequent use in
various experiments unconnected with the present inquiry; as
in ascertaining the amount of water in minerals, and so forth.
§ 3.

Operations.

the following operations are
necessary
(1) The estimation of the water or hygrometric
moisture present in the coal ; (2) the estimation and examination of the coke yielded by the coal ; (3) the estimation and
examination of the ash or inorganic matters present in the coal
and (4) the estimation of the sulphur, chiefly contained in the

In the examination of
:

coal as

Fe

coals,

—

S^.

these might be added, the determination of the heating
powers of the coal ; but this operation, at all times one of more
or less uncertainty, cannot be performed by the blowpipe in a

To
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This, however, is really of little consemanner.
quence, as apart from the doubtful character of the experiment
even when conducted on the large scale, the relative heating
powers of different samples of coal may generally be estimated
sufficiently near for practical purposes by a comparison of the
satisfactory

of coke, ash, and moisture. The litharge test commonly
resorted to for the determination of the calorific power of coals,
when properly considered, is of very little actual value. Take,
for example, the respective results furnished by good woodThese results are closely alike, or
charcoal and ordinary coke.

amount

rather in favour of the charcoal ; and yet experience abundantly
proves the stronger heating powers of the coke. It is impossible
to raise the temperature of a furnace with charcoal to anything
like the same degree as that obtainable by the employment of
Besides which, in practice it is not, as a general rule,
coke.

the absolute calorific powers of a coal that constitute its availsuch, for instance,
ability for ordinary operations, because a coal
may possess heating powers
as a brown coal rich in bitumen
of considerable amount, but only of short duration ; and in cases
of this kind the litharge test becomes again unsatisfactory.
Thus the lignites of the department of the Basses Alpes, already
alluded to, yield with litharge from 25 to 26 of lead; whilst
many caking coals, practically of much higher heating powers,

—

yield

scarcely a greater

amount.

—

For these reasons, whilst

seeking to discover a satisfactory method of ascertaining directly
by the blowpipe the heating power of coals, I leave the subject
out of consideration in the present paper.
This operation is one of extreme
Estimation of Moisture.
Some slight care, however, is required to prevent
simplicity.
other volatile matters from being driven off during the expulsion
Seven or eight small particles,
of the hygromctric moisture.
weighing together from 100 to 150 milligrammes, are to be detached from the assay specimen by means of the cutting pliers,
and carefully weighed. They are then to be transferred to a porcelain capsule with thick bottom, and strongly heated for four
or five minutes on the support attached to the blowpipe-lamp,
the unaided flame of the lamp being alone employed for this
It is advisable to place in the capsule, at the same
purpose.
time, a small strip of filtering or white blotting-paper, the
chari-ing of which will give indications of the temperature
becoming too high. The coal, whilst still warm, is then to be
transferred to the little brass capsule in which the weighings

—

and its weight ascertained. In transferring the
coal from one vessel to the other, the larger pieces should be
removed by a pair of fine brass forceps, and the little particles
arc ])erformed,

or dust afterwards swept into the weighing capsule by

means of
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the camel's-hair pencil or small colour-bnish belonging to the
balance-case.
The weighing capsule should also be placed in
the centre of a half-sheet of glazed writing-paper, to prevent the
After the
risk of any accidental loss during the transference.
weighing, the operation must always be repeated, to ensure that
no further loss of weight occur. In place of the blowpipe-lamp,
the spirit-lamp may be employed for this operation ; but with
the former there is less danger of the heat becoming too high.
By holding a slip of glass for an instant, every now and then,
over the capsule, it will soon be seen when the moisture ceases
to be given off.
It should be remarked, that some anthracites
decrepitate slightly when thus treated, in which case the porcelain capsule must be covered with a small watch-glass.
Estimation, ^c. of Coke.
In this operation the small crucible
is employed.
Particles are detached from the assay specimen
as before, by the cutting pliers, and about 100 or 150 milligrammes taken for the experiment. The weighing is performed
in the crucible itself, this being placed in the little weighingcapsule, with its handle-support projecting over the side.
The
crucible, with its cover on, is then brought gradually before the
blowpipe to a red heat. The escaping gases will take fire and
burn for a few seconds on the outside of the vessel, and a small
amount of carbonaceous matter may be deposited upon the
cover.
This, however, rapidly burns off on the heat being continued; and as soon as it disappears, the crucible is to be withdrawn from the flame, cooled quickly, and weighed always with
its cover on.
The loss, minus the weight of moisture as ascertained in a previous experiment, gives the amount of volatile or
gaseous matter.
The residue is the coke and its contained ash.
The coke should be examined by a magnifying glass, and its
general aspect and characters noted down.
As already explained, some coals yield a swollen, semi-fused, and agglutinated coke, with a mammillated surface and metalloidal aspect.
Others produce a slightly fritted and partially agglutinated
coke ; others again, an unfused coke retaining the form of the
coal fragments subjected to the assay; others a pulverulent, or
a strongly- soiling coke, and so on.
It is sometimes desirable to
take the specific gravity of the coke.
Estimation of Ash.
The platinum capsule is employed for
The coal must be reduced to a coarse powder,
this operation.
and about 150 milligrammes weighed out for the experiment.
The weighing may be effected in the platinum capsule in which
the experiment is to be performed.
The weight ascertained, the
platinum capsule is to be fixed in an inclined position above the
spirit-lamp, and heated as strongly as possible.
If the wick of
the spirit-lamp be pulled up sufficiently, and a very thin capsule,

—

—
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as already directed, be emplo}red, a temperature sufficiently high
to
off the carbon from most coals is in this manner attain-

bum

The

the capsule must be placed above the coalis to say, until the gaseous
products be driven off, and only the uninflammable carbon and
ash remain ; as, otherwise, a portion of the powder might very
easily be lost.
Some of the anthracites also decrepitate on the
first application of the flame, although rarely perhaps when the
coal is in the form of powder ; still it is advisable in all cases to
keep the assay covered until the flame cease. During the aftercombustion, the powder or small particles must be gently stirred
and carefully turned over, and if agglutinated, broken down by
a light steel spatula, or better still, by a small spatula of plaable.

powder

lid of

until

combustion cease, that

tinun*, made by inserting a strip of stout ])latinum foil (an inch
long) into one of the ivory or wooden handles intended
pj™ 4
to hold platinum spoons.
These handles are quite
4r
useless for the latter purpose, or at least are far inferior to the steel forceps described above.

With

forceps, for example, the spoons can be taken

the

up and

disengaged in an instant, and without the intervention
of the right hand.
Whilst the spoons, also, are still
red-hot, the forceps may be laid down without the
spoons coming in contact with the table.
Figure 4
shows the form and size of the spatula that I employ.
is the ivory handle ; C the piece of stout platinum
foil fitting into a slit in A
and B the metal ring
which keeps the two together.
The platinum, it
should be remarked, must be sufficiently stoat to

A

;

bending; and its point must be kept quite
bright and smooth by occasional polishing on a smooth
part of the agate mortar which always accompanies the
blowpipe.
If by the method of procedure just described, the carbonaceous matter be not finally burnt
off, the flame of the blowpipe
using the oil-lamp, or
spirit-lamp with the wick well up
may be employed
to accelerate the process.
The operator, however, must be careful to keep the capsule inclined away from the flame, in order
to avoid the loss of any portion of the fine light ash.
Finally,
when the ash ceases to exhibit in any of its parts a black colour,
the lid of the capsule is to be cautiously replaced, and the whole
cooled and weighed *,
resist

—

Nature of the Ash.
*

—

— As already remarked, the ash

or inorganic

ash be very ferruginous, the results thus obtained, to be exact,
will require correction
the original iron pyrites of the coal being weighed
as ses(|uioxi(le of iron.
In ordinary cases, however,
in assays as distinguished from analyses,— this may be fairly neglected.
When, also, the ash is calcareous, and in considerable quantity, it should
Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 15. No. 102. June I808.
2
If tlie

:

—

G
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may be

either argillaceous

— consisting,

—

in

or calcareous
that case, esentially of a subsilicate of alumina
and in either case ferruginous also. If free from iron, the ash
will be white or pale grey ; but if iron be present, it will exhibit

a yellowish, brown, or red colour, according to
The iron is, of course,
iron contained in it.
sesquioxide, derived, except perhaps in a few
entirely from the iron pyrites or bisulphide of

the amount of
in the state of

rare instances,

iron originally

I have found, from numerous trials, that
present in the coal.
the well-known salt of phosphorus test, so useful in general
cases for the detection of siliceous compounds, cannot be safely
resorted to for the purpose of distinguishing the nature of the
This is owing to the
coal ash obtained in these experiments.
small quantity of the ash, and to the extremely fine state of
Argillaceous ashes dissolve in
division in which it is obtained.
salt of phosphorus with as much facility as those of a calcareous

nature,

and without producing the

characteristic silica skeleton,

With calcareous ashes
never sufficient to saturate even an
exceedingly minute bead of borax or salt of phosphorus, and
hence no opacity is obtained by the flaming process. The one
kind of ash may be distinguished, however, from the other, by
moistening it, and placing the moistened mass on a piece of
Calcareous ashes always contain a
reddened litmus paper.
certain amount of caustic lime, and thus restore the blue colour
These calcareous ashes also sometmies following
of the paper.
For the detection of the latter, the
contain sulphate of lime*.
well-known test may be resorted to. The ash is to be fused with
carbonate of soda and a little borax on charcoal in a reducing
flame, and the fused mass thus obtained is to be moistened and
placed on a bright silver coin, or on a piece of glazed card
when, if sulphate of lime were present in the ash, a brown or
black stain will be produced by the formation of sulphide of
In testing earthy sulphates generally by this
silver or of lead.
process, a little borax should always be added to the carbonate
of soda, in order to promote the solution of the assay, and the
more ready formation of an alkaline sulphide. If oxide of manganese be present in the ash, by fusion with carbonate of soda
and a little borax, we obtain the well known bluish-green manganate of soda technically termed a turquoise-enamel.
The method of detecting the presence
Estimation of Sulphur.
of sulphur in coal, is the same as that just pointed out for the
The actual estimation
detection of sulphate of lime in the ash.
or causing the opalization of the glass.

also, the

amount obtained

is

—

be moistened with a drop of a solution of carbonate of ammonia, and gently
re-heated previous to weighing.
• The ashes of a lignite from Grosspreisen yielded Erdmann, Carbonate of lime, .30-93; sulphate of lime, 36-42; lime, 17'22; sesquioxide of
iron, 20-67; alumina, 123; soda, 1-86; |)Otash, 1-67.

—
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A

proof the sulphur is a much more troublesome operation.
cess given by Earthier, in his Traite des Essais par la voie seche,
consists in boiling the ferruginous ash in hydrochloric acid, which
dissolves out the sesquioxide of iron, and then calculating the
sulphur from the loss. One hundred parts, for example, of sesqui-

oxide of iron correspond to 70'03 of metalhc iron ; and hence to
150-24 of iron pyrites, or to 80-21 of sulphur. But this method,
besides requiring a larger quantity of ash than can be conveniently
prepared in these blowpipe examinations, exacts that the other
a condition
portion of the ash be not attackable by the acid,
which of course does not obtain in the case of calcareous ashes.
For this reason, the process recommended by Rose and other
chemists is preferable, although somewhat beyond the i-ange of
blowpipe examinations. About 200 milligrammes of the coal
in fine powder are to be intimately mixed with 8 parts of nitrate

—

of potash, 4 of carbonate of potash, and 16 of common salt, and
the mixture fused in a platinum crucible over the spirit-lamp,
with the wick \vell pulled up, oi', better still, over a double-current or Berzelius's lamp.
The fused mass is then to be dissolved out in boiling water to which a few drops of hydrochloric
acid have been added, and the sulphuric acid thrown down by
chloride of barium.
By dividing the precipitate thus obtained
(after filtration, careful washing, and ignition) by 7-25, we get

amount of sidphur.
As the above process, although simple enough in the performance, is scarcely available when the operator is away from home, I
have attempted to hit upon a more ready method, and one more
the

properly within the legitimate pale of blowpipe experimentation,
of ascertaining approximatively the amount of sulphur in coal
samples. After various trials, I have fouiid the following process
sufficiently exact for all ordinary cases, because, as a general rule,
we merely require to know here, if the coal under examination
be slightly, moderately, or highly sulphurous. It consists essentially in comparing the intensity of the stain produced on silver
foil by an alkaline sulphide of known composition with that
formed by an alkaline sulphide obtained from the assay-coal.
For this purpose, mixtures must first be made of a coal free from
sulphur, with such proportions of iron pyrites as correspond respectively to a i)er-centage of 2, 4, G, ,8, and 10 |)arts of sulphur.

—

Coal, 9626; pyrites, 3-74
These proportions are the following:
= sulphur 2 per cent. Coal, 92-50; pyrites, 7-50 = sulphur 4
Coal, 88-76; pyrites, ir24 = sulphur 6 per cent.
per cent.
Coal, 81-27;
Coal, 85; pyrites, 15 = suli)hur 8 per cent.
pyrites, 18-73 = sulphur 10 per cent. Separate portions of each
of these mixtures are to be fused in a platinum spoon with three
j)arts of a mixture of five jjarts of carbonate of soda with one
2

G2
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part of borax (mixed beforehand, and kept for these experiments
in a receptacle of its own) ; and the fused mass is then to be
single drop
dissolved out in a measured quantity of water.
of the solution is afterwards to be placed on a piece of silver foil
(formed for example by beating out a small coin), and suflfei'ed
The silver, wiped dry, is
to remain upon it for thirty seconds.
finally to be marked on the back wdth the per-centage of sulphur

A

—

—

When

employing
under examination is to be treated in an exactly similar manner, and the
stain produced by it on a piece of clean foil, compared with the
test stains on the separate silver plates.
2, 4, &c.

this

method

contained in the prepared coal.

for the estimation of sulphur, the coal

Finally, when the iron pyrites in the coal is not in a state of
semi-decomposition, the amount of pyrites, and consequently the
amount of sulphm-, may be arrived at far more nearly than
might at first thought be supposed, by the simple process of
washing in the agate mortar. Each single part of pyrites, it
A large
will be remembered, corresponds to 0o3 of sulphur.
piece of the assay coal should be taken, and broken up into
powder, and a couple of trials should be made on separate porAbout 500 milligrammes may be taken for each
tions of this.
trial, and washed in three or four portions. In the hands of one
accustomed to the use of the mortar in reducing experiments,
the results, owing to the lightness of the coal particles, and the
consequent ease with which they are floated off, come out surIn travelling, we may dispense
prisingly near to the truth.
with the washing bottle, by employing, in its place, a piece of
This is to be
straight tubing drawn out abruptly to a point.
filled by suction, and the water expelled with the necessary force
by blowing down the tube. A tube 6 inches long and the
fourth of an inch in diameter will hold more than a sufficient
quantity of water to be used between the separate grindings. The
mortar should be very slightly inclined, and the stream of water
must not be too strong ; otherwise, and especially if the coal be
ground up too fine, portions of the iron pyrites may be lost. The
proper manipulation, however, is easily acquired by a little practice.

LV. On

the Evidence which the Observed Motions of the Solar
Spots offer for the Existence of an Atmosphere surrounding the
By \\. C. Carrington, Esq*.
Sun.

protuberances
THE
during

observed around the sun's pei-iphery
and the excess of light and heat
radiated from the centre of the disc as compared with the parts
total solar eclipses,

*

From

1858.

the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, April 9,
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near the circumference, tend so strongly to force upon us the
conviction of the existence of an atmosphere of no inconsiderable
amount, that it is of some importance to inquire whether the
motions of the spots, in passing over the disc, present any
favourable or unfavourable indications.
The inquiry presents difficulties of two sorts, arising, first,
from the little suitability of solar spots in general as data in any
matter of dehcacy, from their constant liability to change of
form; and secondly, from our entire ignorance of the law of

assumed for the supposed atmosphere
under the peculiar conditions of temperature to which it must
be subject. The first of these difficulties we must surmount as well
the second, I
as we can by selection of the spots for discussion
shall make free to eviade on the present occasion by the old
assumption of homogeneity, proposing only to inquire what sort
of result will be yielded by that hypothesis, which in the case of
the earth's atmosphere is well known to afford a close representation of the observed actual effects on a ray of light.
density, which should be

:

P Ap

be a central section of the sun's actual photosphere
earth.
Let
II C r be the corresjjonding section of the atmosphere, supposed
Let SP r; Sll r (l+h); refractive index
homogeneous.
m.
If a ray of light from the sun's actual limb reach the
earth by the path P R E, it will appear to have come from the
limb of a concentric sphere (the apparent photosphere), whose
P S ; since
section is Q B q, and whose radius Q S = 7W
sin Q R S = m sin P R S. A spot at p on the actual photosphere
will appear in the direction E r q, or will be seen at q on the
apparent ])hotosphere, under an apparent angle B8 q from the

Let

by a plane passing through E, the centre of the

=

=

=

.

.

centre of the disc, instead of
of spots will be unaffected.

A

S;j the true.

The position-angles
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= ySE;

= SE9 = m.

p'

=
Srq

sin

Srp=—

.'.

Let

=^

sin

sin

ASp — p
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.

X

1

6'

.

sin

.

sin (p

.

—
=^—

8qr

sin Srq

Spr= (1 + h)

(R)

+ p')

sin p, nearly

sin

=-

j

^

•

.

sin {p

sin ip

+ p')

+ p')

Srp = sin 8qr

p8q=prq; and ASp = p + Sr^r — S?p.

be denoted by

{p),

(p)=sin-'j^^.sin(p-}-p')-sin-'^-^.sin(p + p')If m be but little greater than unity, this expression
written with advantage in a different form.

(1)

•

may

be

= b + {m-l).b.

=

—

—

Since sin~' e
sin"' Z»
sin~' {a V'l—b^
b -/!—«-), we find,
some reductions, neglecting powers of (m 1) above the
second,

—

after

(p)

= sin-». ({m-1)

Accordingly,

if

sin

^1.

L^+l.(,„_l)2.

.

—+

t=.j

r

•

sin {p

+ p')

/

sin (p)

= (m — 1)

.

tan t + ^

(m— 1)^ .tan^

t,

very nearly.

.

(2)

The atmosphere speculated on will bear a bold assumption,
and we will accordingly assume its height h = ^ sun's radius,
and compute the values of (p) for the three following values of
TO... 1-005, 1-010, and 1-020; corresponding roughly to the
refractive index of common air, of which the density has been
increased respectively 17, 34, and 69 times.
Either of the for.

mulae above given may be used for the purpose. The first is
the more readily worked, and has been used in forming the
following Table.
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As the parallel ou which this spot was situated passed nearly
through the centre of the disc, and its latitude was small, the
differences of hcliographical longitude of the spot and the centre
of the sun^s disc were on each day nearly equal to p, and were
amenahle to sensibly the same corrections for solar refraction.
hcliographical longitudes will accordingly receive the same
and the times t the equivalents in time with opposite
Aug. 22-365 as the concluded mean, the next
signs. Taking ^

The

corrections,

=

the uncorrected discordances of t; and next,
these discordances corrected on three suppositions indicated.

Table exhibits

Disc*.

first
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sight best to select a pair not differing much in longitude, and
I find such a series recorded in
differing widely in latitude.
my books for June 22, 1854, and the five subsequent days,
after

which the southern spot underwent such a change of form

as renders the remaining positions unfit for our present purpose.
If p,, p2 be the observed distances from centre, and p^, p^
the observed position-angles, the mutual distances (f> result from
the well-known expression

cos

The

</>

= cos p,

.

cos p2

+ sin

pj

.

sin p^. cos

(Px—Pi)-

following Table gives these observed and computed angles,
uncorrected for solar refraction.
1854.
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parent centre of the disc, S a spot,
j^
d\=(p)
/

or

dX

\

•

.

sin

SM

m — l.tan
no-MT
^
CSM=
r-

.

its parallel,

t

sin 1"

—

varies nearly as —.
sin
•'

sin

CM

^

sin

;

since

CM

CS = p,
,

,

nearly
*'

p
is

constant.

p

have given the values of this ratio for convenience in the
column of Table I. for h = ^, by which it appears that they
may be considered constant in connexion with the unavoidable
I

last

errors of observation,

and absolutely vary very slowly

for

most

values of p.
If a pair of
are compelled to recur again to longitudes.
well-defined spots could be found differing little in latitude and
about 30^ in longitude, which had twice crossed the disc together under favourable circumstances of observation, I should
select them for our next discussion ; but the conditions are such
as are not satisfied by any series I have yet succeeded in ob-

We

taining.

Accordingly, that the conclusions of this paper may not rest
series of observations, although satisfactory in them selves, I will, lastly, take another series of deduced longitudes
for examination, which were obtained at nearly the same time
During its first passage, the spot exin the same year, 1854.
hibited a circular and well-defined nucleus, which appeared to
attain its greatest actual expansion about the time it first passed

on a single

the centre.
At its reappearance, all trace of penumbra was
gone, the nucleus was much reduced, and was an exceedingly
sharp object for observation.
After Sept. 1 it was no longer
to

be seen.
1854.
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The period

25'^"240 for the sun's sidereal rotation satisfies
best the above longitudes, and has been used, as in the first
example, in computing the dates t.
In the first column of the
next Table are given the quantities (p) ; in the second the corrections to / on hypothesis
1-010, computed by a fresh
reduction with the same elements used before; in the third,

m=

the uncorrected discordances of

(P-)

t

;

in the remainder as indicated.

On
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we apply corrections to the angles p
portional to the time,
differing little from half of those in the first column of our
Table I. ; that their evidence is on the whole in favour of an
atmosphere causing refractions of about half the amount there
if

tabulated, but

is

opposed to refractions much exceeding those in

amount.

As a definitive result, the conclusion will probably be considered as entitled to little weight ; yet it is such as would agree
pretty well with the idea that the red protuberances are cloudy
masses of great tenuity held in suspension, as well as with the
absorptive action on light and heat, which has been previously
noticed by observers.

motions of the spots
no objections to the admissibility of an atmosphere, such
as common air of a uniform density increased from 8 to 10
times, and extending to a distance from the surface equal to
one- fourth the radius, but rather favour the assumption of an
It is at least satisfactory to find that the

offer

equivalent atmosphere, while they suffice to assign quickly a
superior limit to its amount.
The observations discussed, not having been corrected for
terrestrial refraction, it is desirable to point out that the angles

p are sensibly independent of correction from that source, being
derived from the expression

^=sin

ip

+ p),

where r and R are respectively the linear distances of spot and
limb from centre of disc, which, as is well known, are by refraction contracted in very nearly the same proportion.
The principal source of error which may affect our result is
the omission of the effect of perspective on the apparent centre
of a spot's nucleus, according as we adopt the conclusions of
But if we exDr. Wilson or Sir W. Herschel on that subject.
clude observations very near the limb, and take only spots which
exhibit

penumbra on the side next the centre, our conclusions
by Dr. Wilson's hypothesis excepting, it is

will not be affected

;

employed should be diminished
by the depth of the spot's cavity. On Sir W. Herschel's hypothesis (the word is perhaps objectionable), it would similarly be
necessary to diminish the radius employed by the distance
between the surfaces of the photosphere and the cloudy stratum.
true, that the radius of the disc

But

if

a spot be taken, as in the second series of our second

which exhibits no penumbra, no such objection will lie.
The remaining difficulty is inherent, the little permanence of
spot,

such spots.
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LVI. Chemical Notices from Foreign Journals.
By E. Atkinson, Ph.D.
[Continued from

p. 303.]

THREE gases are known which have the composition C^H^ CI.
One

is prepai-ed by the action of hydrochloric acid on woodanother was prepared by Bunsen by heating basic perchloride of kakodyle; and a third was obtained by Kolbe and
Varrentrapp, by the action of hght on a mixture of equal volumes
The first has always been considered
of chlorine and marsh-gas.
Bunsen's gas, although it has
to be true chloride of methyle.
similar physical properties, was held by Gerhardt to be marshgas, C^ H*, in which one equivalent of hydrogen was replaced by

spirit

;

chlorine.

Baeyr* endeavoured to decide this question by determining
The gas
the coefficient of absorption f of the various gases.
from kakodyle had for water, the coefficient of absorption

At 7°
At 14°
At 20°
At 25°

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

5-304
4-173
3-462
3-034

Below +6° C. the gas forms a solid colourless hydrate, crystalrhombic JDrisms, which has some similarity with hydrate
Chloride of methyle from wood-spirit forms likeof chlorine.
wise the same hydrate, and has the same coefficient of absorption
these two gases are therefore identical.
The hydrate forms a
very convenient means of obtaining the pure gas, as otherwise

lizing in

always contains traces of oxide of methyle.
The absorptiometric determinations of the body from marshgas gave not entirely accordant results, which probably arose
from its containing a little hydrogen. The coefficient for 14°
was found to be in the mean 008, or one-fiftieth that of the
others.
As, further, this gas forms no hydrate, it is certain

it

that

it is

a different body from the others, which are chloride of

methyle.

has recently effected the synthesis of woodmeans of this substitution-product of marsh-gas. He
states that, under the influence of suitable agents, it fixes the
elements of water, loses hydrochloric acid, and becomes changed
BerthelotJ

spirit Ijy

into wood-spirit,

C2 H3 CI -I- 2H0 - HCl = C2 H" 02.

To

obtain the gas, closely stoppered flasks of 1 litre capacity,

* Liubig's Annalcn,

August 1857.
J (JotiijiU's Rendus, November 30,
Physique, January 1858.

t'Phil. Mag. vol. ix. p. lUi.
Annuks de Chimie et de
1857.
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containing a mixture of equal volumes of chlorine and purified
marsh-gas, are exposed to the action of feeble solar light.

When the flasks are opened over mercury, and a little potash
added, they are reduced to one-half.
The residue contains chloride of methyle mixed with marsh-gas and hydrogen.
The
chk)ride of methyle is separated by agitation with glacial acetic
which it dissolves. The acid, when boiled and afterwards supersaturated with caustic soda, gives off the gas which
it dissolved ; the gas is collected over mercury, and purified by
acid, in

digestion with a

little

potash.

Berthelot states that

it is

soluble

volume of water.
acting upon this gas with a mixture of sulphuric acid and

in one-fourth its

By

sulphate of silver, sulphomethylic acid is readily formed.
The
simultaneous action of both these agents is necessary, as neither
separately has any action at 100° C.
From sulphomethylic acid,
the sulphomethylate of baryta, and from it benzoate of methyle,
oxalate of methyle, or wood-spirit,

may

be readily prepared.

The biatomic alcohol glycol* bears the
ride of aethylene that ordinary alcohol
jetbyle :

same

relation to chlo-

does

to

chloride

of

C4H«02-fHCl=H2 02 + C4H5Cl.
Alcohol.

Chloride of
aethyle.

C4H6 0'* + 2HC1=2H2 0HC4H4C12.
Glycol.

Chloride of
aethylene.

By

the action of pentachloride of phosphorus on glycol,
Wurtzf has obtained cliloride of aethylene. When the two substances are brouglit together, a brisk action takes place, hydrois evolved, and there is obtained a liquid which is a
mixture of oxychloride of phosphorus and chloride of {ethylene.
By washing with water, drying over chloride of calcium, and
rectification, the latter body is obtained in a state of purity.
The reaction is thus

chloric acid

:

C4H6 04
Glycol.

-j-

2PCP

=

Pentachloride of
phosphorus.

Chloride of sethylene

is

2HCl + 2PO^CF-l- C^H^CP.
Oxychloride of
phosphorus.

Chlorid* of
ethylene.

the hydrochloric aether of glycol.

Berthelot found that olefiant gas, by the intervention of
sulphuric acid, combined with the elements of water to form

This reaction could not, however, be applied to the
preparation of the higher homologues of alcohol, from the correalcohol.

* Phil. Mag. Supplement, January 1857.
t Comptes Rendus, vol. xlv. p. 228.
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spending homologucs of olefiant gas, inasmuch as these hydrocarbons exert a I'educing action on the acid at the temperature
necessary for the reaction.
Berthelot has, however, lately*
found that certain homologues of olefiant gas combine with the
hydrogen acids, and that in this way the corresponding alcohols
may be prepared.
Propylene gas, C^ H^, heated with concentrated hydrochloric
acid for several days to 100° C, is completely absorbed with the
formation of chloride of propyle,

C^HS + HCl
Propylene.

=

C^H^Cl.
Chloride of
propyle.

By treating this chloride of propyle with solution of potash,
In like manner amypropylic alcohol, C^ H** 0^, is obtained.
lene, C'° H''', unites, though more slowly and less completely,
with hydrochloric and hydrobromic acids to form chloride and
bromide of amyle, from which amylic alcohol is obtained.
Caprylene, C"'H'^, and sethalene, C^^H^^, also combine with
these acids, although the action, especially of the latter substance,

is still

slower and less complete.

Couperf describes two bromine substitution-products of benzole, obtained by bringing bromine vapour into contact with
boiling benzole.

H^ Br., boils atl50° C.
an odour resembling benzole. It
Heated with fuming nitric acid,
does not solidify at —20° C.
there is formed a crystalline nitro-substitutiou product of the
formula C'^ H"* (NO'') Br, which melts at 90° C, but cannot be
distilled without decomposition.
Bromobenzole dissolves in fuming sulphuric acid ; the solution, on standing, deposits crystals of sulphobromobenzolic acid.
This acid is very deliquescent ; it forms with ammonia an almost
insoluble crystallizable ammonia salt of the composition
Bi-omoben~ole (bromide of phenyle), C'^

It is a colourless liquid, with

C'2H^Br2S03NH3.
By

the continued action of excess of bromine on bromobenzole, hydrobromic acid is evolved, and dibromobenzole, C'^H'^Br^,

formed in crystals, which are purified by recrystallization from
It forms beautiful oblique rhombic prisms, which melt
at 89° C, and distil without decomposition at 219° C.

is

aether.

Buff and Wohlcr, in continuing their researches on siliciuretted
hydrogen %, with a view of finding a method for the preparation
* Comptes Rendus, vol. xliv. p. 1350.
t Ibifl. vol. xlv. p. 230. Liebig's Annakn,
t I'hil. iMag. August 1«57.

November 1857.
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of this remarkable body without the aid of the galvanic current,
have described more fully* the series of new silicon compounds,
of which a short notice has already appeared in this Journal.
Hydrochlorate of Protochloride of Silicon, Si^CF
2HCl.
This is prepared by passing dry hydrochloric acid gas over crystallized silicon heated in a glass tube just below redness.
To
the anterior part of the tube a U-shaped tube-receiver is attached,
which is placed in a freezing mixture of ice and salt, and with
which is connected a gas-delivery tube dipping in ice-cold
water.
The tube must not be heated too high, otherwise ordinai'y chloride of silicon would be formed.
The hydrochloric acid

+

is

readily decomposed,

and inflammable

siliciuretted

hydrogen

continually bubbles through the condensing water ; at the same
time some uncondensed protochloride is carried away in the

decomposing with the water, forms a new
oxide of silicon.
In order to prevent the latter from decomposing, it is necessary to keep down the temperature of the water.
After the operation is concluded, the protochloride is found in
the U-tube.
It is turbid, and contains several substances.
On
30° C, and the temperadistilling it, it begins to boil at 28^
ture gradually rises to 60°, the greater part passing over at 40°
43° C. This is the new substance.
The protochloride of silicon is a colourless mobile liquid, of an
irritating odour, fuming strongly in the air, and covering everysti'eam of gas, which,

—

—

thing with a white incrustation.
It boils at 42° C, and its
specific gravity is 1*65.
It does not conduct the galvanic current.
Its vapour is as inflammable as that of sether, and it
burns with a feeble greenish flame, emitting vapours of silica and
hydrochloric acid. When mixed with excess of oxygen in a eudiometer, and the electric spark passed through the mixture, it explodes with great violence, covering the inside of the tube with
silica.
The residual gas fumes strongly, and contains chloride
When its vapour is passed
of silicon and hydrochloi'ic acid.
through a red-hot tube, it is decomposed into ordinai'y chloride
of silicon and hydrochloric acid. With water it decomposes instantaneously into hydrochloric acid and into a new oxide of
The
silicon, very difierent in appearance from ordinary silicon.
gaseous protochloride is also readily absorbed by alcohol and
aether without separation of the oxide.
The numbers obtained in the analyses show that the substance
contained some ordinary chloride, from which indeed it is exceedingly difficult to free the protochloride, as their boilingBufi^ and Wohler supposed at
points only diff"er by 17 degrees.
first that the formula of the body was Si^ CP, as the two equivalents of hydrogen, which only amount to 0'9 per cent., scarcely
* Liebig's Annalen, October 1857.
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between the chlorine and the silicon. But the
deportment of the body to aluminium showed the true state of the
case. When the vapour of the protochloride is passed over fusing
aluminium, it is decomposed with the greatest ease, a quantity
of hydrogen is liberated, chloride of aluminium sublimes^ and the
rest of the aluminium is covered with a crust of black crystalline

alter the relation

silicon.
From the composition of the protochloride as finally
adopted, it is clear why it is not formed when ordinary chloride
of silicon is passed over heated silicon.
Hydrobromate ofProtobromide of Silicon, Si^Br^ + 2HBr. This
is formed under similar circumstances, and has similar properties to the protochloride.
Hydriodate of Protiodide of Silicon, Si^P + 2HI is formed in
the same manner as the foregoing compounds.
It is a dark-red
brittle mass, which fumes strongly in the air, is readily fusible,
and solidifies on cooling to a crystalline mass. Heated more
strongly it boils and distils over.
It is only slowly decomposed
by water. It is soluble in bisulphide of carbon, with a bloodred colour, and may be obtained in dark-red crystals on concentrating and cooling the solution.
Hydrated Oxide of Silicon, Si'-^0^ + 2H0. This is formed by
decomposing any of the preceding compounds by water, but it is
easiest obtained as a bye product in the preparation of the proto-

—

—

chloride.

After filtering off from the water it is washed with a little cold
and dried at first by pressing between blotting-paper and
then over sulphuric acid.
Thus prepared it forms a snow-white, light, amorphous powIt is dissolved by caustic and carbonated alkalies, and even
der.
by ammonia, with violent disengagement of hydrogen. It can
be heated to 300° C. without losing water, and without being
changed, but at a higher temperature it takes fire and burns with
a phosphorescent light, hydrogen being liberated, which inflames
with a violent explosion.
It burns in oxygen with a brilliant light; it also burns when
heated in a covered crucible, but the residual silica is more or
less brown from amorphous silicon.
In fact, the hydrate when
heated gives off siliciuretted hydrogen, though unfortunately only
at a temperature at which the latter is decomposed.
When the
hydrate is heated in a tube, a gas is disengaged which fumes in
the air, but on account of the admixed hydrogen does not spontaneously inflame. When inflamed, however, it burns, formingsilica.
The hydrate is slightly soluble in water ; and the sohition of
it, obtained in the preparation of the protochloride, being filled
with bubbles of hydrogen, has all the appearance of being in a
state of fermentation.
The solution of the hydrate has a powerful reducing action,
Phil. May. S. 4. Vol. 15. No. 102. June 1858.
2 H
water,
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precipitating metallic gold and palladium from their solutions,
and forming with silver solution silicate of the suboxide of silver.
It also reduces copper salts

sulphurous acids

;

and from

and
and sulphur.
and the sub-

selenious, telluric,

liberates selenium, tellurium,

it

2H0

The analyses lead to the formula Si^ 0'',
;
stance can have no other composition, if the protochloride have
But this is still an open question.
the formula Si^CP, 2HC1.
Buff and Wohler have reason to believe that there is a still lower
chloride

and

a corresponding oxide, but all their endeavours to

decide this point were fruitless.

they possess more

They hope

to

resume

it

when

silicon.

It was an old observation of Scliaf heutl, that the residue from
the solution of cast iron in acid, after being well washed out,
The discovery
liberated hydrogen when treated with ammonia.
of the new oxide of silicon rendered it probable that this residue
A recent investigation
contains the hydrated oxide of silicon.
by Wohler* showed that this is the case; and it seems therefore that siliciuret of iron, when dissolved in acid, does not form
a deportment shared by siliciuret
silica, but this new hydrate,
of manganese, as has been noticed by Wohler.

—

Dumas' method of taking vapour densities, so very accurate
and easy of execution, is admirably fitted for all substances of
But many chemical substances,
moderately low boiling-points.
and especially inoi'ganic compounds, volatilize at such high temperatures that an oil-bath cannot be used, and even glass vessels
In any general method for the determination of the
soften.
vapour densities of substances with high boiling-points, two
questions demand attention first, the manner in which the heat
is to be applied ; and second, the nature of the vessels in which
Troost and Devillef have dethe substance is to be volatilized.
scribed a method which introduces important modifications in
both these points.
They find that a constant temperature is obtained by the evaporation of substances of moderately low boiling-points, provided
care be taken to exclude the influence of the heat from the source
In the arrangement
of heat, and that of the surrounding air.
which Deville and Troost describe, these sources of error are exThe substances used for determinations, in which glass
cluded.
vessels can be employed, are mercury and sulphur ; the former
of which boils at 350° C, and the latter at 440° C.
The apparatus consists of a mercury bottle cut off near the
In the inneck, so as to form a cylinder closed at the bottom.
terior are two rings provided with holes, between which the glass
globe is held firm about G or 8 centimetres above the bottom of
:

* Liebig's Annalen,

t Comptes Rendus,

December 1857.
vol. xlv. p. 821.

Liebig's Annalen, February 1858.
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Small cylindrically bent pieces of sheet metal,
affixed parallel to the sides of the cylinder, form additional layers
of vapour surrounding the central space, which exclude all influence from the external source of heat, and also from the surrounding air. The upper part is closed by a lid of cast iron
pi'ovided with two holes, through one of which passes the finely
drawn-out neck of the cylinder, and through the other the tube
of an air-thermometer, which does not need to be graduated, as
it only serves to show if the temperature in the interior be conAn iron tube, 2 centimetres in diameter, is screwed as
stant.
high as possible in the side of the cylinder, so that its aperture
shall be at least 8 centimetres above the base of the neck of the
If sulphur be used, this tube may conveniently terminate
globe.
in another tube, in which the sulphur may condense and flow
the cylinder.

The operation, according to the authors,
out without inflaming.
In general it is necessary to evaporate 2
is easy of execution.
pounds of sulphur, or 2-4 pounds of mercury in each operaThe experiment is concluded when no more vapour rises
from the neck of the globe, which is kept warm by hot charcoal.
Deville and Troost give some vapour densities determined by
this method.
They found that the vapour density of pure chloride of aluminium in mercury vapour at 350° C. was 9"35, and in sulphur
vapour at 410'' C. 9"34. The density calculated for a condensation to two volumes is 9'31.
They found for the density of
perchloride of iron, which has the same condensation, 11-39 in
sulphur vapour.
The density calculated for the formula Fe^ CP
is 11*25.
The vapour density of chloride of mercury calculated
for the formula Hg^ CI, and for a condensation to four volumes,
is 8'15.
Mitscherlich had found the number 8*35
Deville and

tion.

.

Troost find the

An

number

8*2 1.

given of the use of a knowledge of the vapour
whose formulas cannot be considered to
be fixed. They found for the vapour density of chloride of zirconium determined in sulphur vapour, the number 8*15. The
formula of this substance is generally considered to be Zr Cl^,
and its equivalent 174"5. On this assumption its theoretical
vapour density would be 12. But assuming for it the formula
Zr C1-, its theoretical density would be 8-02, with which the
results of experiment closely agree.
In a subsequent communication, Deville and Troost promise

example

is

densities of substances

communicate the results of experiments which now occupy
them, in which the vapour of zinc is used as a mode of heating;
and for vessels, glolies of porcelain are einploycd, the necks of
which terminate in a point fine enough to be closed in a moment
by the oxyhydrogcn blowpipe.
2 IT 2
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THOMSON

my method

has had

desire I have rewritten

tricity; at his

the

goodness to

for the observation of atmospheric elec-

the following for this

periodical.

The apparatus, consisting of the collector and the measurer,
has received a new construction at my hands, for the special
purpose of attaining the greatest possible accuracy of result.
The essay by Duprez, which obtained the prize awarded by
the Brussels Academy in 1844, convinced me completely that
the collector must be moveable ; because a fixed one cannot be
relied upon for sufficient insulation, and because its insulation can
never be properly checked.
The moveable apparatus which I
have constructed may at any time be used as a fixed one, and
can be immediately rendered moveable again.
By its means I
have been enabled to show that the fixed apparatuses are subject
to two hitherto neglected sources of error; viz. first, that they
become charged too slowly, inasmuch as they require at least
from 20 to 25 minutes before they are completely charged
secondly, that the action of the atmospheric electricity upon the
collectors is never pure, but accompanied by the action upon the
part of the apparatus connecting the collector with the measurer.
My collector has the following form A brass sphere, of
about 5 inches in diameter, is screwed upon a brass wire of abovit
2 Hues in thickness and 15 inches in length. The lower end of
this brass wire, carrying the sphere, is fastened into a foot of
shell-lac of about 9 lines in thickness, and is provided, at a
height of about 4 inches, with an enveloping ring of shell-lac of
The collector can thus be placed in an insuthe same thickness.
lated slate in a cylindrical brass case, into the middle of which a
bottom is soldered. In this way the case may be placed with its
lower half enveloping the top of a pole of pine wood, which may
be raised or lowered by means of a cord passing over a couple
:

—

The pole passes through two iron rings fastened to
of pulleys.
two iron arms, about 4 feet apart, fixed into the wall of the
The top of the pole is cased with iron for a length of
house.

A vertical

slit, of about 2 inches in length and
through the top of the pole and its iron
casing, immediately beneath the place to which the lower enve-

about 9 inches.

3

lines wide, is cut

A brass ruler passes
loping half of the brass case reaches.
through the slit, and may be turned like a lever in a vertical
plane about an iron peg which passes horizontally through it.
On to the one, and somewhat longer, arm of this lever a brass
* Communicated by Prof.

W. Thomson.
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crosspiece
is fastened, which reaches so far upwards that a
fastened to it and directed towards the carrier of the collector,
touches the carrier immediately above the case, when the shorter
arm of the lever is depressed. The shorter arm of the ruler is
passes
bored through at its extremity, and a thin brass
through the hole and is carried downwards. The brass wire

rod

we

handle at its lower extremity for the convenience
of taking hold of it, and is so long that when the sphere is raised
above the roof of the house, the handle reaches to the mndow
from which the sphere was placed upon the pole. On pulhng
the handle, the crosspiece mentioned strikes upon the carrier of
carries a brass

On letting go
the sphere, whereby the latter becomes charged.
the handle, the angular lever falls back, because it is heavier on
The sphere is then
the side on which the crosspiece is situated.
lowered, removed from the pole, and the electricity which it has
brought with it given, by means of a transferrer, to the measurer.
As the sphere acquires its electricity in the way described, it
must always bring down the opposite electricity to that of the
measurement is completed in a few seconds.
atmosphere.

A

placing the sphere, during the interval between two measurements, upon a tripod in a room, it may be retained for a long
time in an insulated state ; and inasmuch as it can easily be taken
with its carrier out of the case in which it stood upon the pole,
any possible want of insulation may be checked and corrected.
The sphere, while being charged, is remote from the observer, so
that his presence cannot exert any such influence as must have
been the case with the observations made at Brussels and Munich.
When the sphere is elevated, the whole apparatus is fixed in its
position by means of a windlass and break, which are placed by
In this condition
the drum upon which the cord is wound.

By

the apparatus is a stationary one, but it may be converted into
a moveable one by lowering the break.
The torsion of a glass thread is employed to measure the electricity, for there is no force so constant and reliable for this purpose
as the elasticity of glass. The glass thread m (see woodcut) is stuck
with shell-lac upon the end of a brass rod, t, about 2 hnes in thickness, so as to be in the same straight line with the axis of the

Fastened to the rod with a screw, there is an index, u, which
a graduated circle, a'. The brass cylinder supporting
the plate on which is the graduated circle, is firmly pressed upon
a glass tube, s, of tolerable thickness, which is provided with an
The lower end of the
external ring of leather for this purpose.
glass tube is also furnished with a leather collar, by which it is
firmly fastened into a second brass cylinder, o, which passes through
a tliick piece of plate glass, n. This glass plate forms the cover to

rod.

moves above

a jar- shaped vessel of thick brass.

The lower end

of the very

,
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and carries a fine brass
2 inches long, in a hori-

fine glass thread reaches into this vessel,

wire,

i

(the

arm

of the balance), about

zontal position, above a strip of thin brass plate of the same
length and about 1 line broad.
The arm of the balance is hammered out flat, so that its flat faces are vertical. The strip of brass,
the plane of which is also vertical, is fastened into a narrow slit
on a brass wire, A, about half a line in thickness, which passes insulated through the bottom of the brass vessel and extends about 2
inches beyond.
By means of this wire the electricity to be measured is imparted to the instrument, on which account I have
given it the name of the conducting wire [Zuleitungsdraht)
On
the bottom of the inside of the brass vessel, that is, beneath the
brass strip, a brass graduated circle, /', is also placed, which must
be sufficiently polished to form a mirror.
If the upper index be
turned, the arm of the balance also turns. The stationary strip of
brass in the lower vessel is fixed at 0°. The instrument is adjusted
when the index above, and the arm of the balance below, point
to the same numbers on the two scales. When reading off the
angle below, the error of parallax is avoided by making the image
.
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and the object, that is the arm of the balance, coincide. The instrument may readily be adjusted by turning round the higher divided circle. Tlie glass plate covering the brass jar is surrounded
with leather, so that it can be arrested by means of a screw
By slackening this screw the
passing through the brass case.
instrument may also be adjusted, but not so certainly as by turning the higher graduated circle; because by screwing up the
screw, the glass plate may too readily be displaced. On charging
the measurer, the arm of the balance must rest upon the brass strip
and form a right angle with it ; for this to be effected, it must
The elevation and depresbe turned to 90° and then lowered.
sion of the arm of the balance is effected by turning a screw, x,
which passes through a bracket, w, attached to the upper indexplate.
The end of this screw, formed into a peg, enters the top
of the brass rod upon which the glass thread is fastened, and is
held in its place by a transverse screw, c', which passes from the
exterior of the rod and works into a thin part cut in the peg.
By this arrangement the movement of the rod may be regulated
with great accuracy.
After charging the instrument, the upper index is turned to
0° ; the arm of the balance below would therefore also move to 0°
The angle which it makes with
if it had not become electrical.
the brass strip, after it has come to rest, is the magnitude from
which the electrical quantum may easily be calculated by means
of a table.
The tension of one element of a zinc-copper battery

taken as unity.
The mean values obtained from three daily
observations for two years, give two mean yearly values which
nearly agree, namely 157-9 and 155-2, although the mean
monthly values for the two years differ considerably. The mean
monthly values, commencing with January, are for the first year,
is

191-5; 187-6; 150-9; 133-7; 114-2; 1229; 124-7; 130-8;
142-4; 190-2; 172-6; 233-2:

and

for the second,

169-5; 140-4; 150-6; 1284; 1141; 1191; 1187; 1493;
154-1
226-2 229-2.
163-1
;

;

;

Kreutznach, February 1857-

LVIII. On the Rotation of the Electrical Light round the Pole of
an Electro-magnet. By M. A. De la Rive*.

To Dr. Faraday, F.R.S.

My

HAVING

8^-c.

Geneva,

dear Friend,

May

10, 18.^)8.

friend Professor Marcct tliat you
and Mr. Gassiot have been occupied with the remarkable
luminous effects produced by the; electrical discharges of IJulnnlearnt from

*

my

Communicated hv Professor Faraday.
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through Geisslar's tubes*, and the
magnetism exerts over them, I recall to your

korff's induction apparatus

influence which

mind that I vA'as the first to point out this influence under a
form difi'ereut, it is true, but more remarkable, in my opinion,
than that which M. Pliicker has made known. The note which
the learned philosopher of Bonn has published respecting this
subject induced me to repeat my experiment, and has made me
feel the necessity of adding to its description some details necessary for the reproduction of the results with certainty.
I have
just had the opportunity, during a recent residence at Berlin, of
making the experiment in the laboratory of M. IMagnus, in the
presence of that illustrious philosopher, and of
Riess, Dove,

MM.

Dubois-Reymond, and Wiedemann,

whom

were witnesses
succeeded.
I have already described, in a letter addressed to M. Regnault,
and inserted in the Comptes Rendus of the Academy of Sciences
of Paris of 1849, vol. xxix., and also in my 'Treatise on Electricity,'' vol. ii. p. 308, the apparatus intended to show the action
in question.
It consists of a glass balloon, associated with which
is a rod of soft iron, surrounded, except at its two extremities,
by a very thick insulating layer; one end of the rod is nearly in
the centre of the balloon
the other issuing from the balloon
through a tubulature, is external and capable of being placed
of the facility with which

all

of

it

:

upon the pole of an electro-magnet. The requisite electrical
discharges are set up, when the air is sufficiently exhausted in
the balloon, between the interior extremity of the iron rod and a
metal ring which surrounds this rod, and outside the insulating
layer, at the portion nearest to the tubulature.

The first time that I made the experiment, I employed an
Armstrong's hydro-electric machine to produce the discharges
subsequently I made use of an ordinary electrical machine, but
then the phsenomenon was less distinct, which is due to the inferior power of the source of electricity, and especially to the less
But as Ai-mstrong's
degree of continuity of the discharges.
is not convenient to manage, I found that it might be
replaced with advantage by Ruhmkorfi'^s induction apparatus, by
establishing a communication between one end of the secondary
coil and the rod of soft iron, and between the other and the interior ring of copper, by means of a wire soldered to this ring, and
traversing the tubulature, but still insulated from the soft iron. I
should add, that it is necessary for the success of the experiment
that the balloon should contain a certain quantity of vapour, of
which the tension may be equal to 4 or 6 millims. of mercury
the aqueous vapour which usually remains in the balloon when
machine

* [Messrs. Gassiot and Faiaday liave worked together only on the peculiar
tubes constructed under Mr. Gassiot's direction. Ed.]
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vacuum is produced in it, having a tension of about 3 to 5
millims., is sometimes sufficient for the production of the phse-

a

nomenon

;

but

preferable to introduce this vapour directly,
volatile liquid, such as

it is

and even a vapour arising from a more
alcohol, sether, or sulphuret of carbon.

Vapour

of oil of turpen-

good result. To introduce the vapoui's,
all that is necessaiy is to produce a vacuum in the balloon, and
to permit the entrance of air by opening it over a bottle containing the liquid the vapour of which is to be introduced, and which
tine has also afforded

is to

be gently heated

volatile

;

a

vacuum

me

a

like oil of turpentine,

if,

of about

4

or

6 millims.

not sufficiently
then again to be

it is

is

produced in the balloon.

When

thus arranged, the positive electrode
is connected with the rod of
soft iron, and the negative one with the ring ; one or more
distinct luminous jets are immediately seen starting from the
extremity of the rod, and forming between this and the ring,
curved lines like those of the electrical egg ; at the same time
the upper part of the rod is covered with brilliant points, which
As soon as
are agitated like the particles of a boiling liquid.
the rod of soft iron is magnetized by its being placed with its
base upon the pole of a strong electro-magnet, the luminous jets
acquire a rapid, very strongly-marked, and perfectly visible movement of rotation in one direction or the other, according as the
At the same time
pole of the electro-magnet is north or south.
the brilliant points which were upon the summit of the iron rod
disappear from thence and are driven to the edges, where they
fomi a luminous ring, which tui'ns like the jets and in the same
direction.
When the direction of the induced discharges is
changed, that of the rotation is reversed.
Not to dwell upon the different details of the phsenomenon,
which vary with the nature of the vapoiu-s introduced into the
balloon, a subject to which I shall return very shortly, I shall
confine myself at present to remarking that when the rotation
has continued a certain time the jets spread out, and at last form
around the cylinder of soft iron a cylindrical luminous and nearly
continuous coat which revolves with great rapidity, but of which
the rotation is often difficult to perceive, because of the continuity of the light.
To reproduce the separate jets the rotation
of which is so distinct, the passage of the discharges must be
stopped and vapour again introduced.
Without insisting afresh upon the analogy presented by the
luminous electro-magnetic pha;nomena which I have just described with the aurora borcalis, an analogy which I have ex])lained in my
Treatise on Electricity,' vol. iii. p. 292, I cannot, nevertheless, avoid taking this opportunity of recalling, in
the apparatus

is

of the RuhmkorfF's apparatus

'
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Apparatm,

favour of this analogy, the observation which has just been made
by Dr. Robinson (Phil. Mag. April 1858), that the light of the
aurora borealis, like the electrical light, possesses the property of
rendering those substances fluorescent which are capable of being
so, a property which is due to the presence in both lights of the

most refrangible

rays.

Believe me, &c.,

De la

A.

Rive.

P.S. 19M May.— In my letter of the 10th of May, which
contained some details relative to my experiments on the rotation
of the electrical light round the pole of an electro-magnet, T
have omitted a very important point which I now point out. Of
the vapours which I have successively introduced into the balloon,,
that which has given me the most brilliant, and at the same time
the most constant results, is undoubtedly the vapour of sulphuric
sether, at the tension of 10 to 12 millims. of mercury.
Not
only is the rotation very distinct in one direction or the other,
according to the direction of the discharges and the nature of
the magnetic pole, but the experiment may be continued for a
very long time without the ph?enomenon being changed in appearance or rendered more difficult of perception, at the end of
a certain time, by the expansion of the jets round the cylinder,
as is the case with the other vapours. The streams are also very
apparent and more durable.
This difference is probably due to
the vapour of sether in the balloon being in a state of greater
tension and density than the others, and to its being less rapidly
decomposed by the passage of the electrical discharges.

may

be as well to point out that Davy

observed the effect
dense or rarefied
(Phil. Trans. 1821, p. 427).
Ritchie perhaps first observed it in
water, and at a later date. All these motions and rotations obey the
law enunciated by Faraday in his account of electro-magnetic rotation, Experimental Researches, 8vo, vol. ii. pp. 130, 131.
Ed.]
[It

of the

magnet on the

first

electric discharge in air either

LIX. Description of a Ruhmkorff's Induction Apparatus, constructed for John P. Gassiot, V.P.R.S., by Mr. Ritchie,
Philosophical Instrument Maker, Boston, U.S.

To

the Editors of the Philosophical

Magazine and Journal.
Clapham Common,

May

Gentlemen,

24, 1858.

THE

following description of a Ruhmkorflf's induction apparatus, which has been recently constructed for me by Mr.

Ritchie of Boston, United States,

may

probably not be devoid of

interest to the readers of the Philosophical Magazine.

constructed by

Mr. Ritchie of Boston, U.S.
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The primary wire is No. 9 gauge^ the helix 15 inclies in
length with three courses, the length about 150 feet; the interior bundle of wires 18 inches long, about 1| inch diameter of
annealed iron wire of No. 16, annealed with great care, having
been a fortnight in cooling.
The primary wire has a cover of gutta percha y (jth of an inch
in thickness, ])assing through the basement to a plate of the
same, to which it is united ; over this gutta-percha coating a glass
tube passes.

The secondary helix is divided into three bundles, each 5 inches
wound on cylinders of gutta percha y ^th of an inch thick

long,

the wire in the upper and lower is of No. 33 gauge, each 25,575
the middle one is of No. 32, 22,500 feet, forming a total
;
length of 73,650 feet; the stratum of wire is perpendicular to
the length of the helix, and the wire is wound over with silk.
The condensers are of varnished tissue-paper of three thicknesses between each stratum of foil ; thei"e are three condensers,
with surfaces of about 50, 100 and 150 feet; by means of screws
these can be used separately or combined.
The contact-breaker is raised by means of a ratchet-wheel
turned by the hand, which acts on a spring, so that the platina
surfaces touch firmly.
The upper platina has a screw and binding nut ; the hammer
has also its screw and binding nut the hammer must not bear
too heavily, and care must be used to adjust the screws so that
the ratchet-wheel works well.
It will be observed from the preceding description, that the
manner of breaking contact, or the disruption of the primary
current, is different from the plan used by Kuhuikorff or Foucault in Paris, or by Bentley or Hearder in this countiy ; for the
exhibition of the ph^enomena of stratification their arrangements
are preferable, as in manipulating by means of a ratchet-wheel
it is difficult to obtain unifoi-mity of action ; but that of Ritchie
enables us to obtain the maximum effect due to the magnetization
of the iron core, to produce which, time is an important element.
When the handle attached to the ratchet-wheel is turned very
slowly, the contact with the primary current is prolonged, and
the iron core consequently becomes highly magnetized; the
suddenness of the break instantaneously developes the entire
force of the induced discharge, not only giving sparks of great
length, but of a very remarkably dense character, the main line of
discharge being surrounded by a sort of burr; if the velocity
of the rotation is gradually increased, the discharge as gradually
assumes the white luminous character of a long spark taken
from the prime conductor of an electric machine, while, if tlie
velocity of rotation is still further increased, the luminous

feet
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discharge in air will disappear, for there will then not be sufficient time between the make and break contact to magnetize the
ii'on core, on which the intensity of the induced discharge mainly

depends.
This form of the apparatus also enables the experimentalist to
examine the character of the single discharge, and which, in
respect to the phfenomena of stratification, corroborates the results I have previously obtained and communicated to the Royal
Society.

On

examining the single discharge, as taken from Ritchie's
by means of Mr. Wheatstone's revolving mirror, I found
the direct spark was elongated but not divided if a Leyden jar
is introduced in the manner first suggested by Mr. Grove, the
coil

:

length of the spark

is

much

reduced, but

is

increased in bril-

becoming intensely bright and dense. When this discharge is examined by Mr. Wheatstone's apparatus, it is instantly
resolved into two distinct sparks, not elongated as in the direct
discharge, but separated clear and defined.
In my recent
communication to the Royal Society, I have shown that when a
Leyden jar is attached to the inner and outer terminal of the
induction coil, excited by a single cell of the nitric acid battery,
liancy,

stratifications are observable in the

when taken through

a

vacuum

dark portion of the discharge

tube, such stratifications being

concave in opposite directions to those which emanate from the
The division of the spark by Mr.
Wheatstone's apparatus shows the cause of this appearance to
be due to the double discharge.
The method adopted by Mr. Ritchie for the winding the wire
on his secondary coils (first, I believe, suggested by Poggendorff ),
is the same as used by seamen in coiling ropes on the deck of a
vessel
commencing with the inner circle, the coil gradually
extends to the outer circumference, the next layer is continued
from the outer to the inner, and this is repeated until the reel
is completed.
This method secures the secondary coil fi'om
the risk of disruption ; but it becomes liable for the discharge
to pass from the internal terminal of the secondary to the primai-y, even when protected by a glass cover and thick gutta
percha.
Mr. Ritchie has sent me a piece of a glass cover which
was thus fractured ; and having already starred, although not
actually perforated, one of my glass covers, I have not incurred
the risk of using the apparatus to its highest power.
The maximum effect that could be attained with this apparatus
would, I conclude, be about 15 inches, the total length of the
three secondary helices.
With five cells of the nitric acid
battery, each platina plate 4x8 inches, I obtained 10 inches
In one instance,
spark from two coils, a)id 5 inches from one.
positive terminal of the coil.

:
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a G-inch spark was obtained, but at the same time strong discharges took place from the inner portion of the coil to the
glass cover; and there is little doubt that, had the experiment
been continued, the glass would have been perforated. With
three coils I have as yet ouly obtained a spark of 12^ inches in
length ; but, for the reasons already named, I shall probably
not venture to excite the coil to its greatest intensity.
I

am. Gentlemen,

Your obedient Servant,

John
LX.

P. Gassiot.
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By Spence Bate,

Esq., F.L.S.

" On flie Electro-dynamic Qualities of Metals
netization on the Electric Conductivity of Nickel
Professor

W. Thomson,

:

— Effects of Mag-

and of Iron."

By

F.R.S.

I have already communicated to the Royal Society a description
of experiments by which I found that iron, when subjected to magnetic force, acquires an increase of resistance to the conduction of
electricity along, and a diminution of resistance to the conduction of
electricity across, the lines of magnetization*. By experiments more
recently made, I have ascertained that the electric conductivity of
nickel is similarly influenced by magnetism, but to a greater degree,
and with a curious difference from iron in the relative magnitudes of
the transverse and longitudinal effects.
In these experiments the effect of transverse magnetization was
first tested on a little rectangular piece of nickel \-2 inch long, •.')2
of an inch broad, and -12 thick, being the "keeper" of the nickel
horse-shoe (§ 143) belonging to the Industrial Museum of Edinburgh, and put at my disposal for experimental purposes through
the kindness of Dr. George Wilson.
Exactly the method described
in § 175 of my previous communication referred to above, was followed ; and the result, readily found on the first trial, was as stated.
The effect of longitudinal magnetization on nickel was first found
with some difficulty, by an arrangement with the horse-shoe itself,
and magnetizing hehx (§ 143), the former furnished with suitable
electrodes for a powerful current through itself, and the system
treated in all respects (including cooling by streams of cold water)
as described in § 156, for a corresponding experiment on iron.
The
* See PhiL Trans. Bakerian Lecture, " On the Electro-dynamic Qualities of
Metals," Feb. 27, 1H56, § 140 of Part 4 and Part 5.
In the present conununication that paper will be referred to simply by the sectional (§) numbers.
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determined by but a very slight indication, was, as stated
above, that longitudinal magnetization augmented the resistance.
The magnetization of the small piece of metal between the poles
of the Rulimkorff electro-magnet being obviously much more intense than that of the larger piece under the influence merely of the
smaller helix, I recurred to the plan of experiment (§ 175) by
which the effect of transverse magnetization on the little rectangular
piece of nickel was first tested, and I had an equal and similar piece
of iron, and another of brass, all prepared to be tested, as well as
the nickel, with either longitudinal or transverse magnetic force.
To each of the little rectangles of metal to be tested, a thin slip
of copper (instead of lead, as in the experiment of § 1 75), of the
same breadth ("52 of an inch), to serve as a reference-conductor,
was soldered longitudinally; and to the other end of the metal tested,
a piece of copper, to serve as au electrode for the principal current,
was soldered. The ends of a testing conductor, 6 feet of No. 18
copper wire, were soldered respectively to the last-mentioned end of
the tested metal, and to a point in the reference-conductor, found so
that the resistance between it and the junction of the reference-conductor with the testing conductor should be about equal to the resistance in the latter.
single element, consisting of four large double cells of 'Darnell's
{§ 63), exposing in all 10 square feet of zinc surface to 17 square
feet of copper, was used to send the testing current through the conducting system thus composed, by electrodes clamped to the ends of
the principal conducting channel, just outside the points of attachment of the testing conductor.
The electro-magnet was excited by various battery arrangements,
in different experiments, at best by 52 cells of Daniell's, each exposing 54 square inches of zinc surface to 90 square inches of copper,
and arranged in a double battery * equivalent to one battery of 26
elements each of double surface. By accident, only a single battery of
26 elements was used in obtaining the numerical results stated below.
The nickel was first placed between the flat poles of the electromagnet, with its length across the lines of force, and, one galvanometer electrode being kept soldered to the junction of the nickel and
the copper reference-conductor, the other galvanometer electrode was
applied to the testing conductor till the point (equipotential with
that point of junction) which could be touched without giving any
deflection of the needle, was found.
multiplying branch, 3 feet
of No. 18 wire, was then soldered with its ends ^ths of an inch on
each side of this point, and, as soon as the solderings were cool, the
corresponding point on this multiplying branch was found.
The
magnetizing current was after that sent in either direction through
the coils of the electro-magnet, and it was found that the moveable
result,

A

A

* This arrangement was found to give about the same strengtli of current
through the coils of the electro-magnet, as a single battery of 52 of the same cells
in series, and was therefore preferred as involving only half the amount of chemical action in each cell, and consequently maintaining its effect more constantly
during many successive hours of use.
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galvanometer electrode had to be shifted over about 4^ inches on the
multiplying branch, towards the end of the testing conductor connected with the nickel, that is to say, in such a direction as to indicate a diminished resistance in the nickel.
When the same operations were gone through with the nickel placed longitudinally between the poles of the electro-magnet, the zero-point on the multiplying branch was shifted about 6 inches in the direction which
indicated an increased resistance in the nickel.
The piece of iron similarly tested, gave effects in the same direction in each case, and the results originally obtained for iron (§§ 146,
155, 161-177) were thus verified.
No effect whatever could be discovered when the piece of brass
was similarly tried. It is much to be desired that experiments with
highly increased power, and with a better kind of galvanometer,
should be made, to discover whatever very small influence is really
produced by magnetic force on the comparatively non-magnetic
metals.

The shifting of the neutral point on the multiplying branch, required to balance the effect produced by the longitudinal magnetization
the iron, was only from 1^ to 2 inches.
Three inches were
required to balance the opposite effect of the transverse magneti-

m

zation.

Hence, with the same magnetic force, the effect of longitudinal
magnetization, in increasing the resistance, is from three to four times
as great in nickel as in iron ; but the contrary effect of transverse
magnetization is nearly the same in the two metals with the same

may be remarked, in connexion with this comwas found by Faraday to lose its magnetic inductive capacity much more rapidly with elevation of temperature, and
that it must consequently, as I have shown, experience a greater
cooling effect with demagnetization* than iron, at the temperature
of the metals in the experiment.
It will be very important to test

magnetic force.

It

parison, that nickel

the

new property

for each metal at those higher temperatures at
very rapidly losing its magnetic property, and to test it
at atmospheric temperature for cobalt, which, as Faraday discovered,
actually gains magnetic inductive capacity as its temperature is
raised from ordinary atmospheric temperatures, and which, consequently, must experience a heating effect with demagnetization, and
a cooling effect with magnetization.
The actual amount of the effects of magnetization on conductivity,
demonstrated by the experiments which have been described, may
be estimated with some approach to accuracy from the preceding
data.
Thus the value of an inch on the multiplying branch would
be the same as that of -J^ x ^, or J^^- of an inch on the portion of the
main testing conductor between its ends. The whole resistance of
this f of an inch of the main testing conductor, assisted by the
attached multii)lying branch of 36 inches, is of course less, in the
ratio of 48 to 49, than that of any simple
f of an inch of the
testing conductor ; but in the actual circumstances there will be no

which

it

is

* See Nichol's Cyclopasdia of Physical Science, article " Thenno-magiietism."
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Hence the
accuracy in neglecting so small a difference.
magnetization of the nickel was to diminish
its resistance in the ratio of half the length of the testing conductor
diminished by *X of an inch, to that of the same increased by the
loss of

effect of the transverse

same, that is to say, in the ratio of llf^ to 124^, or of 383 to 385.
Hence it appears that the resistance of the nickel, when under the
transverse magnetizing force, was less by -L, and similarly, that
the resistance, when under the longitudinal magnetizing force, was
and
greater by y^, than when freed from magnetic influence
that the effects of the transverse and of the longitudinal magnetizing forces on the iron were to diminish its resistance and to in;

crease

its

resistance

by

—^

and

^Jj^ respectively.

The

first effect

I succeeded in estimating (§ 1.55) amounted to only -jnnny,
being the increase of resistance in an iron wire when longitudinally

which

magnetized by a not very powerfully excited helix surrounding it.
In the recent experiments the magnetizing force was (we may infer)
far greater.

results now brought forward do not
comparison between the effects of the
same degree of magnetism, on the resistance to electric conduction
along and across the lines of magnetization, in either one metal or the
other, in consequence of the oblong form of the specimens used in
the experiment. It is probable that in each metal, but especially in
the nickel of which the specific inductive capacity is less than that
of iron, the transverse magnetization was more intense than the
It

is

afford

to be

ground

remarked that the
for a quantitative

longitudinal magnetization, since the poles of the electro-magnet
were brought closer for the former than for the latter.
I hope before long to be able to make a strict comparison between
and to find
the two effects for iron, at least, if not for nickel also
for each metal something of the law of variation of the conductivity
;

with magnetizing forces of different strengths.

" On the Electric Conductivity of Commercial Copper of various
By Professor W. Thomson, F.R.S.
kinds."
In measuring the resistances of wires manufactured for submarine telegraphs, I was surprised to find differences between different
specimens so great as most materially to affect their value in the
It seemed at first
electrical operations for which they are designed.
that the process of twisting into wire-rope and covering with guttapercha, to which some of the specimens had been subjected, must be
looked to to find the explanation of these differences. After, however, a careful examination of copper-wire strands, some covered,
some uncovered, some varnished with india-rubber, and some oxidized
by ignition in a hot flame, it was ascertained that none of these circumstances produced any sensible influence on the whole resistance ; and
it was found that the wire-rope prepared for the x\tlantic cable (No. 14
gauge, composed of seven No. 22 wires, and weighing altogether
from 109 to 125 grains per foot) conducted about as well, on the
average, as solid wire of the same mass but, in the larger collection
of specimens which thus came to be tested, still greater differences in
conductuig power were discovered than any previously observed. It
:
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appeared now certain that these differences were owing to different
qualities of the copper wire itself, and it became important to find
how wire of the best quality could be procured. Accordingly,
samples of simple No. 22 wire, and of strand spun from it, distinguished according to the manufactories from which they were supplied, were next tested, and the following results were obtained
:

Table of relative conducting qualities of single No. 22 Copper wire,
supplied from manufactories A, B, C, D.
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effects on the electric conductivity of copper; the
following being the results of an assay by Messrs. Matthey and
Johnson, made on one of the specimens of copper wire which I

produce great

had found

to be of low conducting

Copper
Lead

power

:

9975
-21

Iron

-03

Tin or antimony

-01

100-00

The whole

stock of wire from which the samples experimented on
were taken, has been supplied by the different manufacturers as

remarkably pure and being found satisfactory in mechanical qualities, had never been suspected to present any want of uniformity as
;

to value for telegraphic purposes, when I first discovered the difference in conductivity referred to above. That even the worst of them
are superior in conducting power to some other qualities of commercial copper, although not superior to all ordinary copper wire, appears
from the following set of comparisons which I have had made between
specimens of the No. 22 A wire, ordinary copper wire purchased in
Glasgow, fine sheet-copper used in blocks for calico-printers, and
common sheet-copper.

A,

as
grs.

22
17'3 used

No.

of
foot,
standards.

weighing

Lengths

per
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metals, produced by every application and by the altered condition
left after the withdrawal of excessive stress*; and I have already
made a partial examination of these effects in copper, iron, and platinum wires, and found them to be in all cases so minute, that the
present results as to copper wire are only what was to be expected.

To find whether or not there is any sensible loss of conducting
power on the whole due to the spiral forms given to the individual
wires when spun into a strand, it would be well worth while to compare very carefully the resistances of single wires with those of strands
spun from exactly the same stock. This I have not yet had an
opportunity of doing but the following results show that any deficiency which the strand may present when accurately compared with
solid wire, is nothing in comparison with the differences presented by
different samples chosen at random from various stocks of solid wire
and strand in the process of preparation for telegraphic purposes.
;

No. 16 Solid

"Wire.

Pairs of samples in different states of preparaeach 1000 inches long.

tion,

Resistances f.
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No. 14 Gauge Strand (seven No. 22 wires twisted together). Pairs
of samples in different states of preparation, each 1000 inches long.

Resistances.
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" On the Thermal Effects of Fluids in Motion -.—Temperature of a
Body moving slowly through Air." By Prof. W. Thomson, F.R.S.,
and J. P. Joule, Esq., F.R.S.
The motion of air in the neighbourhood of a body movmg very
slowly through it, may be approximately determined by treating the
problem as if air were an incompressible fluid. The ordinary hydrodynamical equations, so applied, give the velocity and the pressure
and the variations of density and tempeof the fluid at any point
rature actually experienced by the air are approximately determined
by using the approximate evaluation of the pressure thus obtained.
Now, if a solid of any shape be carried uniformly through a perfect
;

it experiences fluid-pressure at different parts of
expressed bv the following formula,

liquid *,

its

surface,

denotes the fluid-pressure at considerable distances from the
the velocity of
the mass of unity of volume of the fluid,
translation of the solid, and q the velocity of the fluid relatively to
The effect of this
the sohd, at the point of its surface in question.
pressure on the whole is, no resultant force, and only a resultant
couj)le which vanishes in certain cases, including all in which the
If
solid is symmetrical with reference to the direction of motion.
the surface of the body be eveiywhere convex, there will be an augmentation of pressure in the fore and after parts of it, and a diminution of pressure round a medium zone. There are clearly in every
such case j<ist two points of the surface of the solid, one in the fore
part, and the other in the after part, at which the velocity of the fluid
relatively to it is zero, and which we may call the fore and after pole
respectively. The middle region round the body in which the relative
velocity exceeds V, and where consequently the fluid pressure is dimi-

where

II

V

solid, p

and where
nished by the motion, may be called the equatorial zone
there is a definite middle line, or line of maximum relative volocity,
this line will be called tlie equator.
If the fluid be air instead of the ideal "perfect hquid," and if the
motion be slow enough to admit of the approximation referred to
above, there will be a heating effect on the fore and after parts of
If the dithe body, and a cooling effect on the equatorial zone.
mensions and the thermal conductivity of tlie body be such that
there is no sensible loss on these heating and cooling effects by
conduction, the temperature maintained at any point of the surface
by the air flowing against it, will be given by the equation
;

'=<0"where G denotes the temperature of the air as uninfluenced by the
motion, and^> and 11 denote the same as beforef- Hence, using for
shall call it for hrevity, an ideal fluid, perfectly incompressible
from mutual friction among its parts.
thermodynamic
t The temperatures are reckoned according to the ahsolute
scale whicii \vc liave proposed, and may, to a degree of accuracy correspondent
Centigrade by
"
temperature
with that of the ordinary gabcous laws," be taken as

* That

and

is,

as

we

])erfectly free
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—

we have

But if H denote the length of a column of homogeneous atmosphere,
of which the weight is equal to the pressure on its perpendicular
section, and if ^ denote the dynamical measure of the force of gravity
(32'2 in feet per second of velocity generated per second), we have
and

if

V

to

we denote hy a the

1-41

x^H,

velocity of

sound in the

air,

which

is

equal

the expression for the temperature becomes
r

1-41

V2— «2-i

rfi.

According to the supposition on which our approximation depends,
that the velocity of the motion is small, that is, as we now see, a
small fraction of the velocity of sound, this expression becomes

.=e{n-4ix-^}.
At

either the fore or after pole, or generally at every point where
the velocity of the air relatively to the solid vanishes (at a re-entrant

angle for instance, if there is such), we have q=^o, and therefore a
elevation of temperature amounting to

•41X2^6.
for instance, the absolute temperature, 0, of the air at a distance
from the solid be 287" (that is 55° on the Fahr. scale), for which the
If,

sound is 1115 per second, the elevation of temperature at
a pole, or at any point of no i-elative motion, will be, in degrees
Centigrade,

velocity of

58°-8x(-j,or58-8x(-^n5).
the velocity V being reckoned in feet per second.
If, for instance,
the velocity of the body through the air be 88 feet per second (60
miles an hour), the elevation of temperature at the points of no
relative

motion

is

"36°, or rather

more than i of a degree Centi-

grade.

To find the greatest depression of temperature in any case, it is
necessary to take the form of the body into account.
If this be
spherical, the absolute velocity of the fluid backwards across the
equator will be half the velocity of the ball forwards
or the relative
velocity {q) of the fluid across the equator will be
f of the velocity
of the solid.
Hence the depression of temperature at the equator of
a sphere moving slowly through the air will be just -| of the elevation of temperature at each pole.
It is obvious from this that a
;

air-thermometer, ^Yith 273"-7 added in each case.
See the author's previous
paper "On tlie Thermal Effects of Fluids in Motion," Part II., Philosophical
Transactions, 185 J, part 2. p. 353.
tlie
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spheroid of revolution, moving in the direction of its axis, would
experience at its equator a depression of temperature, greater if it be
an oblate spheroid, or less if it be a prolate spheroid, than f of
the elevation of temperature at each pole.
It must be borne in mind, that, besides the hmitation to velocities
of the body small in comparison with the velocity of sound, these
conclusions involve the supposition that the relative motions of the different parts of the air are unresisted by mutual friction, a supposition
which is not even approximately true in most cases that can come
under observation. Even in the case of a ball pendulum vibrating
in air. Professor Stokes* finds that the motion is seriously influenced

Hence with velocities which could give any effect
on even the most deUcate of the ether thermometers yet
made (330 divisions to a degree), it is not to be expected that any-

by

fluid friction.

sensible

thing like a complete verification or even illustration of the preceding
It is
theory, involving the assumption of no friction, can be had.
probable that the forward polar region of heating effect will, in consequence of fluid friction, become gradually larger as the velocity is
increased, until it spreads over the whole equatorial region, and does
away with all cooling effects.
Our experimental inquiry has hitherto been chiefly directed to
ascertain the law of the thermal effect upon a thermometer rapidly
We have also made some experiments on the
whirled in the air.
modifying efi"ects of resisting envelopes, and on the temperatures at
The whirling apdifi'erent parts of the surface of a whirled globe.
paratus consisted of a wheel worked by hand, communicating rapid
rotation to an axle, at the extremity of which an arm carrying the

The distance between
its bulb outwards was fixed.
the centre of the axle and the thermometer bulb was in all the experiments 39 inches. The thermometers made use of were filled with
ether or chloroform, and had, the smaller 275, and the larger 330
The lengths of the cylindrical
divisions to the degree Centigrade.
and l^^ inch, their diameters '26 and '48 of an mch
bulbs were
thermometer with

^

respectively.

Table
Velocity in feet
per second.

I.

— Small bulb Thermometer.
Rise of temperature ia
divisions of the scale.

46-9
51-5

27i
32

68-1

46i

72-7
78-7
84-8
104-5
130-2
133-2
145-4

57^

Rise divided by
square of velocity.

-0125
-0121
-0100
-0109
-0109
-0103
-0083
-0089
-0097
-0090

m

74
91
151

172
191

Mean..

-01020

the Effect of the Internal Friction of Fluids on the Motion of Pendulums," read to the Cainliridgc Philosophical Society, Dec. 9, 1850, and published in vol. ix. part 2 of their Transactions.
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The above Table shows an

—

increase of temperature nearly pro-

portional to the square of the velocity.

/ 2/5

V = A / .()|09K ~
in

air

163'

7= the velocity

in feet per second, which,

of the same density, would have

raised

the

temperature

]° Centigrade.

Table
Velocity in feet
per second.

II.

— Larger bulb Thermometer.
Rise of temperature in
divisions of scale.

36-3
66-6
84-8
125-6

18

42
57
146

Rise divided by
square of velocity.

-0125
-0095
-0079
-0093

Mean.. -0098

/ 330

In

this instance

V= 4 /

,.„„^ =183'5 feet per second for 1° Cen-

tigrade.
It is however possible that the full thermal effect was not
so completely attained in three minutes (the time occupied by each
whirling) as with the smaller bulb.
On the whole it did not appear
to us that the experiments justified the conclusion, that an increase

of the dimensions of the bulb was accompanied by an alteration of
the thermal effect.

Table

III.

—Larger bulb Thermometer covered with
of writing-paper.

Velocity in feet
per second.

36-3

five folds
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the constant velocity of 90 feet per second, the mean result did not
appear to indicate any decided difference of thermal effect.
Another quarter of paper was now removed from the opposite
Then on whirhng so that the bared parts were anterior and
side.
93-8.
posterior, we obtained a rise of 83 divisions with a velocity of
But on turning the thermometer on its axis one quarter round, so
that the bared parts were on each side, we found the somewhat
smaller rise of G2 divisions for a velocity of 90'8 feet per second.
The effect of surface friction having been exhibited at slow veloeffect of
cities with the })apered bulb, we were induced to try the
increasing

it

by wrapping iron wire round the bulb.
bulb Thermometer wrapped with iron wire.

Table YI.— Larger

Rise divided by
square of velocity.

Rise in di\'isions
of scale,

Velocity in feet
per second.

15-36

10-25

2304

33

-0434
-0623
-0522
'0324
-0206
-0149
-0129
above -0118

49-25
68-75
98
185
207
above 280

30-71*
46-08

6912
111-34
126-72
153-55

inspecting the above Table, it will be seen that the thermal
produced at slow velocities was five times as great as with the
In fact, as
This increase is evidently due to friction.
bare bulb.
one layer of wire was employed, and the coils were not so close as to
prevent the access of air between them, the surface must have been
about four times as great as that of the uncovered bulb. At high
velocities, it is probable that a cushion of air which has not time to

On

effect

escape past resisting obstacles makes the actual friction almost independent of variations of surface, which leave the magnitude of the
body unaltered. lu conformity with this observation, it will be seen
that at high velocities the thermal effect was nearly reduced to the
Similar remarks apply
quantity observed with the uncovered bulb.
to the following results obtained after wrapping round the bulb a fine
spiral of thin brass wire.

Table VII.

— Bulb wrapped with a

Velocity in feet
per second.

Rise divided by
square of velocity.

2-5

7-68
15-36
23-04
30-71

-0424
-0572
-0687
-0509
-0304
-0175
-0169
-0119

13-5

36-5

48
64-5
103-5
224-5

46-08
76-8
115-18
148-78

The thermal

spiral of fine brass wire.

Rise in divisions
of scale.

effects

264
on different sides of a sphere moving through

• Tlie whirring sound began at this velocity. According to its intensity tlie
unless indeed it gives rise to
effect must necessarily suffer diminution

thermal

increased r

;

istancc.
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have been investigated by us experimentally by whirling a thin
glass globe of 3*58 inches diameter along with the smaller thermometer, the bulb of which was placed successively in three positions,
viz. in front, at one side, and in the rear.
In each situation it was
placed as near the glass globe as possible mthout actually touching it.
air,

Table VIII.

— Smaller Thermometer whirled along with

glass globe.

Rise in divisions of scale.

Velocity in feet
per second.

"

,

Therm,

in front.

Tiierm. at side.

3-84 ....
.....

in rear.

4

40

10-5

78
90
90
112

51
71-7

70-92

The

>

Therm,

10

68
76
107

above
3 and 7 feet per second.
It is clear from these, that the air, after coming in contact with the
front of the globe, traverses with friction the equatorial parts, giving
out an accumulating thermal effect, a part of which is carried round
to the after pole.
At higher velocities the effects of friction seem
rapidly to diminish, so that at velocities between 23 and 38 feet per
second, the mean indication of thermometers placed all round the
globe would be nearly constant.
Our anticipation (written before
these latter experiments were made), that a complete verification of
the theory propounded at the commencement was impossible with
our present means, is thus completely justified.
It may be proper to observe, that in the form of experiment
hitherto adopted by us, the results are probably, to a trifling extent,
influenced by the vortex of air occasioned by the circular motion.
effects of fluid

friction are strikingly evident in the

results, particularly at the slow velocities of
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March 10, 1858.— Prof. Phillips, President,
The following communication was read

in the Chair.

:

" On the Gold-diggings at Ballaarat." By H. Rosales, Esq. (In
a letter to W. W. Smyth, Esq., Sec. G.S.)
"By the aid of machinery, and through the alteration of the mining
regulations granting extended claims, the old ground has been profitably re-worked
and, by the introduction of the frontage-system,
which, according to the difficulties to be overcome, grants extensive
;

claims on new ground, the present leads,' most of which are N.W.
of the Gravel Pits, under the townships, are advantageously worked.
The amalgamation of three or more claims is also allowed, the miners
having then to put do\vn only one shaft.
" The engines most in use are stationarj', of from 15 to 20 horsepower, with winding and reversing gear. To the end of the winding-gear-shaft is attached the crank for the pump, and the motion
is also taken to drive a puddling machine, which is nothing but the
The depth of sinking averages
arrastra working without mercury.
'

about 300

feet, of

which

in

some instances there

of basalt to be cut through.
"At the junctions of the Frenchman's

are as

much

as

200

and White Horse Leads, in

the Eldorado, the remains of a tree were found in an undisturbed
and it might be
position, with the roots fast in the wash-dirt
interesting to you to know that at Poverty Point the deep channel,
with a N.W. strike, is crossed at about 140 feet higher by the
shallow channel, which has a strike of N.E. by E., and which again,
in its turn, is crossed, at a level of 20 or 30 feet still higher, by the
;

present water-course, the strike of which

March

24.

—

W."

is

Prof. Phillips, President, in the Chair.

The

following communications were read
1. " On a protrusion of SUurian Rock in the North of Ayrshire."
By J. C. Moore, Esq., F.R.S.. F.G.S.
The author described the coast-section of a part of North Ayr,
from Ardrossan to Goldenberry Hill, north of Portencross Castle,
and he showed that the red
altogether about five miles in length
sandstones (of Devonian age) that succeeded the coal-measures of
Ardrossan, from which they are cut off by a trap-dyke, dip sputhWEirdly for upwards of two miles, then form a low anticlinal, and are
then vertical for a short distance after which they are abruptly
succeeded by a contorted and arched mass of purple, green, and
black schists of Silurian age. The schists are immediately succeeded
on the north by unconformable red sandstones and conglomerates,
dipping northward, cut through by greenstone, and apparently belonging to a lower stage than that of the red sandstones on the south
:

;

;

sandstones similar to the latter succeed, with a conformable dip, and arc traversed by a porphyry which forms a massive covering above them, and constitutes the picturesque hill of Goldenberry.
The author remarked that an axis of elevation has disturbed the
Old Red sandstone, Coal-measures, and Permian sandstone in the

of the axis

;
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Isle of Arran, at a point coincident with the al30ve-described protruded mass of Silurian rock, ten miles distant; and he pointed out
that tli,e axes of the successive movements of palreozoic rocks of
Scotland appeared to correspond with this and with each other, in
having an E.N.E. strike.

" On the Rock-basins in the Granite of Dartmoor," By G.
Ormerod, Esq., M.A., F.G.S.
The district examined by the author may be regarded as a central
belt of this granitic district, occupying about one-third of Dartmoor,
and extending over the parishes of Gidleigh, Chagford, Morton
Hampstead, North Bovey, Withycombe in the Moor, Manaton,
Ilington, and Bridford.
Mr. Ormerod has examined most of the
rock-basins occurring in this district himself, and made plans of them
from measurement. In describing them, he divided the district into
and he gave a slight notice of each
plots, by rivers and watersheds
He also stated the
tor, if it possessed any features of interest.
measurements of the basins from N. to S. and from E. to W., for
comparison as well as their characters, depths, &c., and the direcVixen Tor, Mis Tor, Hounter Tor,
tion of their longest diameter.
the Tolmen, Kestor R.ock, the Puclcie Stone, Middleton Hill, the
Logan Stone, Hell Tor, Ingstone Rock, and Yes Tor were more
and the heights above the sea-level, the
especially described
and the relative shapes
presence or absence of basins on the tors
and sizes of the basins were shown by tables.
After observing that though probably in some cases used by the
"Druids," yet the basins were certainly not formed artificially,
Mr. Ormerod proceeded to explain the differences between the
" rock-basins " of the tors, and the " potholes " in the granite of the
bed of the Teign and to show that atmospheric causes alone had
caused the formation of the former and he pointed out the peculiar
kinds of granite that were liable to be so decomposed as to present
either saucer-shaped, flat-bottomed, or other shaped basins on the
2.

W.

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

surface.
3.

"

On

the Kelloways

Rock

of the Yorkshire Coast."

By

J.

Leckenby, Esq.

The author traced this interesting deposit from a short distance
to the south of Gristhorpe Bay, where it is a very thin pisolitic
band, to Red Cliff, where it presents upwards of 20 feet of sandstones,
At other points also, near Scarthe upper part being fossiliferous.
borough Pier, at the Castle, and inland at Oliver's Mount, the Kelloways Rock has been found to yield numerous fossils, a list of
which the author appended, together with descriptions of some new
or little-known species of Ammonites from this deposit.
April 14.

—

Prof. Phillips, President, in the Chair.

following communications were read
1. "On the occurrence of Graphularia Wetherellii in nodules from
the London Clay and the Crag." By N. T. Wetherell, Esq., M.R.C.S.
The author, having briefly explained the form and general characters of the Pennatula-like fossil named Graphularia Wetherellii
Milne-Edwards and Haime, described the circumstances
by

The

MM.

:

Mr.

S.

Wood

on the Extraneous Fossils of the

Red

Cray.
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under which he had lately found portions of the stem of this coral
The nodules
traversing nodules in the London Clay of Highgate.
are of different sizes, and vary from a cylindrical to an ovoidal shape.
Mr. Wetherell having also observed unmistakeable fragments of the
same Graphularia holding the same relative position in nodules from
the Red Crag, differing from those of the London Clay only in having
been more rounded and polished by aqueous action, brought the
subject before the Society as a link in the chain of evidence of the
so-called " coprolitic " cJr " phosphatic " nodules of the Red Crag
having been to a great extent derived from the destruction of the

The author also offered
structure of other nodular bodies in the
deposits.

London Clay.

2.

"

Wood,

On

some observations on the
London Clay and in other

the Extraneous Fossils of the
Esq., F.G.S.

By

Red Crag."

S.

V.

In pursuing his investigations as to the geologic age of the Crag,
the author found it necessary to decide as to what are the "derivative"
fossils which are mixed with the native fossils in this deposit. This
Mr. Wood enumerates the folhas been a matter of some difficulty.
lowing genera that may have supplied species or specimens to the
Chama, Cardtta, Astarte, Cyprina, Isocardia, Limopsis,
Red Crag
Turritella, Vermetus, Cancellaria, Terebra, Voluta, and Pyriila and he
observes that out of 240 species of moUusca found in the Red Crag,
and belonging truly to a modern tertiary period, forty, or perhaps
fifty, might be considered as derivative fossils, though possibly some
of them may have lived on from the period of the Lower to that of the
Upper or Red Crag. Some few extraneous fossils found in the Red
Crag appear to the author to have been casts of shells from some
freshwater deposit, probably of old tertiary date, but of which no
other trace has been recognized.
Mr. Wood regards the relics of
terrestrial mammals found in tlie Red Crag as extraneous to that
deposit, as well as the Cetotolites or relics of whales. Remains of two
species of Hyracotherium, originally derived from the London Clay,
have occurred in this Crag also a tooth said to be of a Coryphodon.
The remains of Ursus, Canis, Vulpes, Felis, Trogontherium,
Mastodon, Rhinoceros, Eqmis, Sus, and Cervits have been derived
from some Upper Tertiary deposits but Mr. Wood is uncertain
whether the Crag relics of Hippotheriimi and Hyccnodon may not have
come from some Aliddle Tertiary beds. The remains of Balcenodon
certainly were not derived from the London Clay, as has been suggested, but, with the Delphimis, have come from some tertiaries of a
later date.
Crocodile, Turtle, and Snake remains, fossil wood,
crustaceans, and moUusca have come from the London Clay. Many
of the fish-remains are London Clay fossils
but some have been
washed in from beds similar to those of Bracklesham and some,
including the teeth of Curchurodon mec/alodon, have a])parently been
derived from Middle Tertiary beds not existing now in this area.
Some Chalk fossils, and several fossils from the Middle Oolites, have
also been collected in the " phosphatic beds."
Mr. Wood described
the relative proportions iji which the dilFercnt derivative fossils
:

;

;

;

;

;
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occurred, and made some remarks on the general characters of these
beds.
He obsen^es that probabl)' no locality more nearly represents
the conditions of the Red Crag Sea during the accumulation of the
materials of its bed than the existing Bay of Christchurch, where
the conflicting tidal currents mix the fossils of several beds with

recent shells.

MANCHESTER SOCIETY.
March

1858.— W.

9,

Fairbairn, F.R.S. &c.. President, in the

Chair.

A

paper was read by the President on "Experiments to determine
the strength of some alloys of Nickel and Iron, similar in composition to Meteoric Iron."
The object of the experiments in this paper was to ascertain
whether an infusion of nickel, in a given proportion, would increase
the tenacity of cast iron, as originally imagined from the analysis of
Contrary to
meteoric iron, found to contain 2^ per cent, of nickel.
expectation, the cast iron, when mixed with the precise quantity of
nickel, indicated by the analysis of meteoric iron, lost considerably
Hopes were enterin point of strength instead of gaining by it.
tained that increased toughness and ductility would be the result of
the mixture but the experiments which follow clearly show that
there is a diminution in place of an increase of strength.
From the first class of experiments recorded in the paper, it
appears that the nickel was prepared from the ore, and melted in
;

the crucible, as follows

:

30

lbs. of
5 lbs. of
2 lbs. of
2 lbs. of

roasted ore.
pure sand.
charcoal.
lime.

These were kept six hours in the furnace, and after being separated from the slag, the metal was cooled and remelted with -i- lb.
about 25 per cent,
of roasted ore and ^ lb. of pure bottle glass
Two and a half j)er cent, of this was fused
of nickel was obtained.
with Blaenavon No. 3 pig iron, and run into ingots, or bars, which
were then subjected to experiment as follows
;

:

Results derived from 1-inch square bars, subjected to a transverse
strain 2 feet 3 inches between the supports.

Description of Iron.

Mr. Fairbairn on

the Strength of Alloys

of Nickel and Iron.
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From the above there appears to be a loss of 22 to 26 per cent, as
compared with the Blaenavon No. 3 iron and in the next series of
experiments made upon similar mixtures, but with perfectly pure
to the same
nickel, the same indications of loss are apparent, but not
extent as in the preceding, as may be seen from the following
;

results

:

Description of Iron.
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and Miscellaneous

ON THE TORPIDITY OF THE MARMOT. BY
object of this memoir of M. Valentin is

nPHE

Articles.
G.

VALENTIN.

examine the in-^
fluence of the winter-sleep upon the production of glucose by
the liver.
During an abstinence from food of five or six months,
the sugar is persistent in the livec of tlie Marmot from this it follows that there is an essential difference between the true wintersleep of the Marmot and the torpidity of the Batrachia, or the state
of inanition of waking animals.
When, as is sometimes the case, the death of the animal is caused
by exhaustion at the end of the winter-sleep, the liver no longer
contains sugar.
The same fact is observed in Hedgehogs which
have died during their winter-sleep. On the contrary, when a
healthy Marmot, killed at the end of its torpidity, is examined, it is
found that the fresh blood of the aorta and the fresh urine will precipitate small quantities of protoxide of copper, showing that they
to

;

contain glucose.
Some authors have expressed the opinion that the liquid secreted
by the stomach is absorbed, and that after passing through the vena
porta, it produces sugar in the liver.
M. Valentin opposes this view,
and cites several facts which speak against it.
The author has observed a striking difference between the sugar
of the liver of Marmots in their winter-sleep and that of other
waking animals; the former is not so readily destroyed by putrefaction as the latter.
In conclusion he cites an observation made upon some frogs which
had passed four months of the winter in a dark cellar. They were
frozen by exposure to a temperature of -|-5° F.
the sugar of their
livers did not disappear.
Moleschott's Untersuchungen, vol. iii.
;

—

ON THE NITRURETS OF TUNGSTEN AND MOLYBDENUM.
BY PROFESSOR WOHLER.
If one of the chlorides of tungsten or molybdenum be placed in
the closed end of a long glass tube, with dried fragments of muriate
of ammonia above it, and the tube be heated to redness, first in the
empty part, and afterwards at the end, so that the two salts may be
volatilized and exposed to a red heat whilst mixed in a gaseous form,
a complete mutual decomposition takes place, and after all excess
of muriate of ammonia has been driven off, the entire inner wall of
the tube is found coated with a speculum of a black, semi-metallic
substance, which may be removed partly in brittle crusts, and partly
in black powder.
It has the same aspect with both metals, and
consists either of the nitruret of the metal, or of one of the amide
compounds of these metals. When heated in the air it burns into
tungstic or moiybdic acid.
When fused witli hydrate of potash it
forms a great quantity of ammonia. Licbig's Annalen, February
1858, p. 258.

—
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[With a

Theory of Gunpowder.
L. Schischkoff*.

Plate.]

the combustion of gunpowder, which produces
that we know,
its mechanical effect, appears, from all
by no means complicated, we are still but very imperfectly
For
acquainted with the phsenomena which occur in the process.
what has been done in this important field of theoretical artillery
investigation of
since the first, and even now, most important
Gay-Lussac, published thirty years ago, has led to such discord-

ALTHOUGH

present time
ant results, that we cannot be considered at the
which even approxito possess a chemical theory of gunpowder

mately accords with experiment.
What is considered to be the normal composition of gunpowder con-esponds to a mixture of 1 atom nitre, 1 atom sulAssuming that the whole of the
phur, and 3 atoms charcoalf.
as
carbon is burnt to carbonic acid, and the nitrogen ehminated
330-9
such, we shall obtain, as the following equations show,
cubic centims. gas at 0° and 076 pressure from 1 grm. powder.

n 3C02

C3
S

>-

KO + NO^J
1 firm,

N

KS

0-7484
fNitre
]
of powder-^ Sulphur 0-1184 >-gives, when exploded,
0-133.2
LCharcoal
J

r Sulphide of potassium 0-4078
0-1037= 82-52 cubic cent.
J Nitrogen
0-4885 248-40
acid
Carbonic
[

....
.

.

=

.

330-92
This volume of gas cannot vary
* Translated by Dr. E. Atkinson.

Phil.
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if

„

carbonic oxide and nitric oxide

t Takin^r charcoal as pure carbon.
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be forraed instead of carbonic acid and nitrogen. And since,
with the exception of unimportant traces of hydrogen and sulphuretted hydrogen, carbonic acid, carbonic oxide, nitrogen, and
nitric oxide alone occur in the gases from powder, 331 cubic
centims. must be considered to be the greatest volume of gas
which can in any case be formed from 1 grm. of powder of
the normal composition.
But the experiments of Gay-Lussac,
and of most of the recent observers, give for powder exploded at
the ordinary pressure, a much larger volume than could, in any
case, have been obtained in accordance with these considerations.

From this contradiction alone, we see how uncertain and faulty
the methods and observations must have been which form the
basis of most of the preceding investigations on this subject.
have therefore endeavoured to obtain, in a manner less
uncertain thau that hitherto followed, an experimental founda-

We

tion for a chemical theory of

gunpowder.

The questions which presented themselves were the

following:
the composition of the solid residue remaining
after the explosion of powder ?
2. Of what does the smoke consist ?
3. "What is the composition of the gases formed in the explo1.

"What

sion of

is

powder

?

How much

residue and smoke on the one hand, and how
gas on the other, are formed by a given quantity of powder?
5. How great is the heat of combustion of powder, and how
high the temperature of its flame ?
G. How great is the pressure of the gases if the powder explodes in the space which it occupies in the granular condition,
assuming that no heat is lost by radiation or by conduction ?
7. "What is the theoretical work which the powder is capable
4.

much

of accomplishing

?

Unfortunately the brief time which was appropriated to our
researches, has not allowed us to consider these questions for more
than one kind of powder, and only for the combustion under the
ordinary atmospheric pressure. We therefore offer the following
experiments, not as a complete work, but rather as an example
to illustrate the methods followed by us, which may be used,
with small alterations, for the investigation of combustions of
powder under other conditions than those which we have
chosen.
of the sporting and rifle powder which was
our experiments is obtained from the following determinations
1-2580 grm. gave 0"9960 grm. nitre.
0-8897 grm. gave 0-7040 grm. nitre.
0-9783 grm. gave 02054 grm. of a residue insoluble in water,

The composition

used in

all

:
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which, when treated with bisulphide of carbon, gave 0-1080 grm.
of charcoal free from sulphur.
1-1285 grni. gave 02380 of the same residue, which, by oxidation with chlorate of potash and precipitation by chloride of
barium, gave 0-8028 grm. sulphate of baryta.
0-1844 grm. of the charcoal free from sulphur, gave 0-0606
grm. water and 0-4658 grm. cai'bouic acid.
The powder consisted therefore of

78-99
9-84
7-69
0-41
3-07

Nitre

Sulphur

rCarbon
hydrogen
Oxygen

CharcoalJ
l^narcoal^

^Traces of ash

.

.

.

.

000
100-00

In order to ascertain the qualitative composition of the solid
as well as the gaseous products of the explosion of powder, we
brass tube
rt is a
used the small apparatus, Plate III. fig. 1.
250 millims. long and 2 millims. wide, fitting air-tight into the
cork b, and in which the finely pulverized gunpowder is pressed
down. This tube a, as soon as the powder is inflamed and issues
from the open extremity with uniform hissing flame, is fixed airThe tube
tight in the wide glass tube d, by means of the cork b.
d is thereby heated so rapidly that it readily cracks at the place
at which the flame touches it.
To prevent this, a sieve-shaped,
perforated tin tube, or a tube of thin glass, is so inserted as to
protect the tube d from the direct action of the flame.
The residue and smoke of the exploded powder remain in the
tubes a and d, while the gases issue from the delivery tube, and
may be collected over mercury after the atmospheric air has been
displaced.

The following substances may be

readily detected in the solid

—

sulphate of potash
4, sulphide
;
of potassium ; 5, hydrate of potash ; 6, sulphocyanide of potassium ; 7, nitrate of potash ; 8, carbon^ 9, sulphur; 10, carbonate of ammonia.
The gaseous products of decomposition con-

residue obtained in this apparatus
2, carbonate of potash

;

:

1,

3, hyposulphite of potash

—

on the other hand,
1, nitrogen; 2, carbonic acid; 3, carbonic oxide ; 4, hydrogen ; 5, sulphuretted hydrogen, and occasionally considerable quantities of (6) binoxide of nitrogen, and
even protoxide of nitrogen.
To prcjjare the material for the quantitative determination of
these substances, we have made use of another apparatus which
is represented in fig. 2
a is a vulcanized india-rubber tube
filled with about 15 to 20 grms. powder, and fitting on the brass
2

tain,

:

K2
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cap of the glass tube c, which is about 1 metre long and 2*5
The cap h contains a stop having a small circular
millims. wide.
orifice with a sharp edge, through which the grains of j)owder fall
in a fine stream like that of an hour-glass, when the vulcanized
tube is brought into the position represented in fig. 2.
The
tube a, therefore, in being fitted on b, is held downwards in order
to prevent the powder from prematurely falling into the glass
bulb d.
This glass bulb d, which is gently heated externally
by means of a lamp, serves for the combustion of the powder,
which takes place regularly in the form of a rhythmical flame if
the stream of powder is fine, and falls continuously. Occasional
interruptions, which are easily remedied by gentle motion of the
india-rubber, are not injurious to the experiment.
The solid residue remains almost completely in the bulb d,
and in its tubular continuation, while the smoke is deposited
without loss in the tube e e^, which is about 25 millims. in diameter, and 1 to 2 metres long, and the gaseous products escape
into the air at e,.
These gaseous products cannot be collected
by means of a delivery tube at the extremity e^, for as soon as
such a tube dips under a liquid, the pressure of even the smallest column causes the flame to reverberate from the bulb d,
through the tube c, into the vulcanized tube, and thereby explode the whole mass of the powder.
Such explosions in masses
of from 15 to 20 grms. of powder, are very violent, but are quite
without danger, even for the operator in charge of the tube a
for the vulcanized tube is immediately burst without off"ering any
resistance.
In such explosions, which also occur if the tubular
continuation of the bulb is stopped up, the glass part of the
apparatus is not injured.
In order, therefore, to collect the gaseous products for analysis without danger of such an explosion, we used the tube//,
connected with the aspirator h, and collected the gases in the
tubes ss,, which could be closed by means of clamps, and then
hermetically sealed before the blowpipe.
The residue obtained in the bulb d, fig. 2, from the combustion of about 20 grms. of powder, formed a semi-fused, yellowishgray compact mass, which dissolved readily in water, leaving a
little charcoal.
It was analysed according to the following methods
1
Determination of the unburned Charcoal.
7 grms. of substance dissolved in hot water gave 00682 grm. of charcoal collected on a weighed filter, which corresponds to 0'97-i per cent,
:

of charcoal.

—

—

The filtrate from
2. Determination of Sulphide of Potassium.
the above was digested for two days with ignited oxide of copper
in a stoppered cylinder, with occasional agitation, until the
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became brownish, was again colourless. The
sulphurized oxide filtered off, and dissolved in fuming nitric acid,
gave 0"1567 grra. of sulphate of baryta free from nitrate, which
for 100 parts of substance corresponds to 2'239 sulphate of
liquid,

which

at first

baryta, or 1'058 sulphide of potassium, or 1*077 hydrate of

09043 potash, or 0-3080 sulphur.
Determination of Hyposulphite of Potash.
The whole of the
liquid obtained in experiments 1 and 3 was well mixed and divided into 7 equal volumes ; one of which, corresponding to 1
grm. of substance, was used for this and for each of the following determinations.
The amount of hyposulphite is most readily determined by
adding a standard solution of iodine to a volume of the liquid
which has been mixed with solution of starch, and acetic acid
added until a feeble acid reaction showed itself. If a. be the
quantity of iodine in grammes in a degree of the burette, t the
number of burette degrees added to the solution until the blue
colour manifested itself, the c[uantitv of hyposulphite of potash is
potash, or

—

3.

obtained from the formula s

= x-2K0

—

j^

SO^
t,

as is seen

from the

following equation.

I

KI

/ was 40*7; a was in this, as in all following determinations,
0-001242 grm. Hence the fiuid investigated contained 0-001859
X 40-7 = 0-07566 grm. hyposulphite of potash, or 7566 per
cent., which corresponds to 3-747 per cent, potash, or 2-5452
sulphur, or 8-0434 nitre.
4. Determination of Sulphate of Potash.
Another volume of
liquid, containing 1 grm. of residue, gave 0*7582 grra. sulphate
of baryta, which in 100 parts correspond to 56-623 sulphate of
potash, or 10-397 sulphur, or 30-624 potash, or 65-/21 nitre.

—

—

Determination of Sulpliocyanide of Potassium.
Small quanof sulphocyanido of potassium may be determined with
great accuracy by a colorometric method.
For this purpose we
prepared a solution which contained 00004884 grm. sulphocyanide of potassium in one degree of the burette, and we employed
this solution in all our determinations. As a colorometric agent,
we used a solution of j)erchloride of iron mixed with hydrochloric acid and sufficiently diluted, containing an unknown quantity of iron.
Of this solution, two measures were brought into
two glass cylinders of the same shape. To one of these the
liquid to be tested for sulphocyanide was added, and to the
other the standard solution of sulphocyanide of potassium was
5.

tities
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both was the same, care being taken
same degree of dilution.
If a, be the quantity in grammes of sulphocyanide contained in one degree of the burette, t^ the number of degrees
necessary to produce the same colour, the amount * of sulphocyanide is obtained from the formula

added until the colour

by the addition

In this and in

By

in

of water to give to both the

all

the following determinations, a, was 0"0004884.

method half a milligramme of the salt may be detected
with certainty. The experiment gave 1 7'5 degrees of the burette
for a volume of liquid containing a gramme of residue, which
corresponds to 0*8564 per cent, sulphocyanide of potassium, or
this

0-4145 potash, or 0-2815 sulphur, or 0-8896

—

nitre.

6. Determination of Ammonia.
The quantity of
acid contained in a dilute hydrochloric acid solution

mined by precipitation with solution of

silver.

anhydrous
was deterThe liquid used

in our experiments contained 0002357 grm. in a cubic centimetre. Of this liquid, two equal portions,
and A,, were mea-

A

sured out in a flask which held 23-81 cub. cent.
One of the portions was brought into the stoppered cylinder c, which stands in
cold water in the vessel C, fig. 3.
The ammonia was distilled
into this cylinder by a delivery tube from the retort r, where it
was liberated by boiling a volume of the liquid containing a
gramme of residue with caustic potash free from nitric acid. To
prevent reabsorption during the boiling, the end of the delivery
tube which dips in the liquid was fitted with a piece of narrow
vulcanized tubing, closed by a piece of glass i-od, and in the side
of which a longitudinal incision had been made by means of a
moistened penknife.
Such an incision acts like a valve, allowiog free exit to the stream of vapour, but becoming hermetically
closed as soon as cooling in the retort causes a diminished pressure.
As soon as the ammonia is distilled ofi", which is evident
from the volume of the distillate, the cylinder is cooled down,
Into a similar
and its contents transferred into a beaker.
beaker the second portion of hydrochloric acid solution is
brought, and so much water added that the volume in both is
the same.
When both liquids are coloured by equal quantities
of solution of litmus, they are estimated by adding a solution of
ammonia, of which about 20 degrees of the burette are necessary to neutralize one measure of the hydrochloric acid employed.
If « be the hydrochloric acid contained in one measure, / and f^
the number of degrees of ammoniacal solution necessary to neutralize A and A,, and x the quantity of ammonia distilled over
from A, we have
„
'l
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the amount of hydrochloric acid equivalent to the carbonate of
ammonia sought, from which the carbonate of ammonia is obtained from the equation

_ 2(NH''0),3CO^

•^'~

2HC1

The experiment gave

•

/i

and
absence of ammonia.
for

u{ty-t)
•

t

/,

the same value, which proves

the entire
The liquid containing 1 grm.
7. Determination of Nitre.
residue in which no ammonia was found, was feebly acidified
with pure sulphuric acid, and treated with pure sheet zinc of the
thickness of tinfoil.
The liquid was kept in cold water, and sulphuric acid gradually added during several hours, so that the
When the
zinc dissolved up with the feeblest evolution of gas.
solution of the zinc, and therewith the coiaversion of nitric acid
into ammonia, was complete, the liquid was mixed with more
potash than was necessary to redissolve the precipitated oxide of
zinc, and the ammonia formed determined in the manner just

—

described.

Retaining the same meaning for the letters used in
have .r,, the quantity of nitrate sought,

KO,NO^

(6),

we

u

^'~

^^•
HCl
'V^'
Experiment gave « =0-05612 grm., /,=27-0, /=180, from
which we get for x^ the value 005185 grm.

—

A measure of the
grm. residue, was precipitated by a solution of recently fused chloride of manganese ; the precipitate filtered oS" was dried, and treated, together with the filter, with dilute sulphuric acid in a carbonic acid apparatus.
The liquid was
rejjcatedly heated to expel the carbonic acid.
The loss of weight
amounted to 00860 grm., which corresponds to 27'016 per cent,
8.

Determination of Carbonate of Potash.

liquid containing 1

carbonate of potash, or 2'34:52 charcoal, or 1 8*41 7 potash, or

39-525 nitre.
9. Determinationof Hydrate of Potash.

— The protoxide of man-

ganese dissolved in the carbonic acid apparatus in the last determination, gave when precipitated with carbonate of soda, 0'1654

grm. manganoso-manganic oxide. Now 3 atoms MnO, CO^, or
3 atoms CO^ correspond to 1 atom Mn^O". The 0086 grm.
carbonic acid found ia the carbonate of manganese corresponds
to 0-1495 Mn^O"; this 0*1495 grm. Mn3 0^ subtracted from
0"1654 grm., leaves 0'0159 grm. Mn'^O*, which therefore was
not present in the original precipitate as carbonate, but as hydrate of protoxide of manganese.
Three atoms of I\InO are
equivalent to 1 atom Mn-'O', and require 3 atoms KO 110 for
their precipitation ; Mn^'O'' corrcsjjonds therefore to 3 atoms
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KO HO,

and hence 0-0159

Mn^ O'*

corresponds to 2-239 per

cent, of hydrate of potash.
since sulphide of potassium in the determination with

Now

oxide of copper passes into hydrate of potash, the quantity of
hydrate of potash equivalent to the sulphide of potassium, which
according to experiment (2) amounts to 1'077 percent., must be
Hence there remains for
subtracted from this 2"239 per cent.
the hydrate of potash contained in the mixture 1'202 per cent.,
is equivalent to 1-0596 potash, or 2'2741 nitre.
10. Determination of the Potash contained in the whole of the
One measure of the liquid containing 1 grm. of
constituents.
residue, gave, when evaporated with sulphuric acid and strongly

which

—

ignited, r0447 sulphate of potash, which corresponds to 56-497
per cent, of potash.
Collating the results of these experiments, Ave get the following as the composition of the residue
:

I.

....
....

Sulphate of potash
Carbonate of potash
Hyposulphite of potash
.
Sulphide of potassium
Hydrate of potash
Sulphocyanide of potassium
Nitrate of potash
Charcoal.
Carbonate of ammonia
Trace of sulphur
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.......
.

.

....

.

.

56-62
27-02
7-57
1-06
1-26
0-86
5-19
0-97
O'OO
O'OO

100-55

The
amounts

quantity of potash contained in

100 parts of the residue

56-88 per cent.
56*50 per cent, was obtained, which diflfers
therefore only by 0-38 from the number calculated from the

Bv

thereibre, according to the analysis, to

direct experiment

analysis.

from this analysis, that the residue consists
and sulphate of potash, and not, as is
assumed in the best artillery and technical works, of sulphide
of potassium, the quantity of which indeed scarcely exceeds 1
per cent.
In order to answer the second question as to the composition
of the smoke, we collected and analysed the gray, porous, ammoniacal deposit formed towards the open end of the long tube
As this cannot be
ee,, which consists of condensed smoke.
removed from the tube without attracting moisture, it was immediately dissolved in water, the suspended charcoal filtered off
and washed, and the filtrate well mixed and divided into eleven
It will be seen

chiefly

of carbonate
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equal volumes, one of which was used to each for the following
detenninatious
The charcoal contained in the whole liquid
1. Charcoal.
weighed 008536 grm., and was free from sulphur. Hence
0-00775 grm. corresponds to one part of the liquid.
The solution did not blacken lead
2. Sulphide of Potassium.
paper, and contained therefore no sulphide of potassium.
One volume of the liquid required
3. Hyposulphite of Potash.
:

—

—
—

1 1 degrees of the standard solution,

corresponding therefore to

0'02045 grm. hyposulphite of potash.

—

One part of the liquid gave 0-3650
4. Sulphate of Potash.
grm. sulphate of baryta, which corresponds to 0-2726 grm. sulphate of potash.
One volume of the liquid
5. Sulpliocyanide of Potassium.

—

required 4-7 degrees of the standard solution, corresponding to
0-0023 sulphocyanide of potassium.
23-9,
Two parts of liquid gave t^ 27*0, /
6. Ammonia.
0-05612, which corresponds to 0-0004373 sesquicarbonate
a
of ammonia, or to 0-0002445 carbonic acid for one volume of

—

=

liquid.
7.
if

=

— One part
of Potash. — Two

of liquid gave

Nitrate of Potash.

= 25-2, a = 0-05612,

which corresponds to 0010374

=

/j

= 27-0,

nitre.

parts of liquid gave 00629
8. Carbonate
carbonic acid, which after subtracting the carbonic acid of the
carbonate of ammonia in experiment (6), corresponds to 0-09803
grm. carbonate of potash.
Two parts of liquid gave 0-1169 grm.
9. Hijdrate of Potash.
manganoso-manganic oxide, which corresponds to 0-05845 for
one part liquid. Subtracting therefrom the quantity of Mn^ 0*

—

(0-05466), equivalent to the carbonic acid of experiment (8),
there remains 000379 grm. Mn^O"*, which corresponds to
0-00556 hydrate of potash.
Therefore, according to these experiments, there are contained
in one part of the liquid,
.
Sulphate of potash
Carbonate of potash
.
Hyposulphite of potash
Sulphide of potassium
.
.
.
Hydrate of potash
Sulphocyanide of potassium.
Nitrate of potash
Charcoal
Sesquicarbonate of ammonia
Sulphur
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

....

0-27258
0-09803
0-02045
0-00000
0-00556
0-00230
0-01037
0-00775
0-00044
0-00000
0-41748
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parts of the dissolved solid substance,
II.

Sulphate of potash
Carbonate of potash
Hj'posulphite of potash
Sulphide of potassium
Hydrate of potash
Sulphocyanide of potassium.
Nitrate of potash
Charcoal
Sesquicarbonate of ammonia.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

65*29
23'48
4-90
O'OO
1*33
0*55
2*48
1"86
0*11
0-00

....

Sulphur

100-00

As a check, a measure of the liquid was evaporated with
sulphuric acid, and determined as neutral sulphate of potash.
The mass obtained weighed 0*4286 grm. From the analysis,
one measure ought to have given 0*4345 grm. salt. The agreement could not be expected to have been closer, and it may be
regarded as a guarantee for the accuracy of the analysis.
From a comparison of this analysis (II.) with that of the
residue (I.), the conclusion may be drawn that the smoke has
essentially the composition of the residue
that in the former
the sulphur and nitre of the powder are somewhat more completely burned to carbonate and nitx'ate of potash ; and instead
of minute quantities of sulphide of potassium, considerable traces
;

of carbonate of

In order to

ammonia

are found.

settle the third question, respecting the

nature of
the gases, we collected them for analysis by means of the apparatus previously described, fig. 2.
If the gases produced by the regular combustion of the granular powder, and issuing from the tube^Cj, be drawn through
the tubes //, by the mouth, a taste of almost pure carbonic acid
is perceived.
If they be allowed to escape through the nose,
there is not the least smell of cyanogen, sulphurous acid, or
binoxide of nitrogen, and scarcely perceptible traces of sulphuretted hydrogen.
Mixed with air, no visible red vapours are
produced.
Now as a few tenths per cent, of cyanogen, or binoxide of nitrogen, or sulphurous acid, may be thus detected, it
may be assumed that tliese three constituents are not present in
Of the gaseous products which,
the gas under investigation.
besides these, could result from the combustion of powder, there
remain therefore only carbonic acid, sulphuretted hydrogen, and

and protand sul])huretted hydrogen
the absorption- tube by potash, and the

traces of oxygen, carbonic oxide, hydrogen, nitrogen,

oxide of nitrogen.

The carbonic

are first determined in

acid
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The

oxygen by pyrogallate of potash.

residual gas

is

then

transferred into a eudiometer, exploded with excess of hydrogen
and electrolytic detonating gas, and the oxygen remaining after

the combustion, exploded by excess of hydrogen.
If the required volumes of carbonic acid, sulphuretted hydrogen, oxygen, carbonic oxide, hydrogen, protoxide of nitrogen,

and nitrogen, be designated respectively by k, w, s, k^, h, Uq, and
n, we have first, if Aq be the volume in the absorption-tube taken
for analysis,

k+
k,

w, and

s

iv

+ s + kQ + h + 7iQ + n = Aq

are obtained directly

volume remaining

after this absorption,

kQ

If

Ag volumes

eudiometer,

we

of the

If A, be the

we have

+ h + nQ + n-=k^.

volume Aj be taken

have, setting
ctk^

;

by absorption.

for analysis in the

~=ol,

+ uh + ««Q + «w = A^.

K

If
be the carbonic acid formed by burning this volume Ag
with oxygen, and C the contraction observed in the combustion,

we have

ukQ=K,
,

ah=

2C-K

-g—

If
be the volume of oxygen admitted into the eudiometer for
the combustion of A^, the volume of oxygen remaining after

K
explosion and absorption of carbonic acid
if

V

is

-i-C

^—

•

Further,

be the volume remaining after the combustion and absorpA2 + 0, we obtain

tion of carbonic acid of

«no +
If the

tion

volume

C

V

a«=V-0+—|—

(<^)

be exploded with excess of hydrogen, a contracis caused on the one hand by the combus-

ensues, which

K f
=0— —
^
o
4-

tion of

oxygen present

,

combustion of protoxide of nitrogen.

K
corresponding to this

—

-<-

^

and on the other, by the

Now

C

oxygen

is

as the contraction

30

— C — K,

the

contraction corresponding to the ctn^ protoxide of nitrogen must
be C,
30 + C + K. And further, since one volume of gas disappears by the explosion of one volume protoxide of nitrogen

—
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with excess of hydi-ogen,

we have

«no=C,-30 + C + K.
Substituting this value in the equation

{<^),

we have

«H=V-Ci + 20-f(C + K).
An

analysis of the gases collected in the apparatus,

fig. 3,

founded upon these considerations, and executed with great
gave the following results
:

Absorption Analysis.

care,
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=
=
Ag =
K =
C =

79-102
44-877
37-846
3-181

O =

19-828
51-414
53-111

Ao
A,

V =
Ci =
By

substituting

them

3079

in the formulse,

we

get

=
=
=

51-140
0-580
IV
0-505
s
3-772
Jto=
1-176
h
40-063
n =
no=- 0-134
k

=

The gas

consists, therefore, in

100 volumes, of
52-67
41-12
3-88

Carbonic acid
Nitrogen
Carbonic oxide

]-21

Hydrogen
Sulphuretted hydrogen

.

.

.

.

.

.

0-60
0-52
O'OO

Oxygen
Protoxide of nitrogen

10000
The most surprising thing

in this analysis

is,

that free oxygen

should be formed along with combustible gases at a high temperature. We do not believe that the 0-52 per cent, of oxygen
found arises from an error of analysis, since the accuracy of the
methods employed, and the care taken in the experiments,
The presence of
scai'cely allow the possibility of such an error.
this oxygen is rather to be explained by assuming that the residue,
finely divided as smoke, which remains after the combustion of
the charcoal and sulphur, and which still contains nitre, may
give oiT small quantities of oxygen in cooling at a temperature
no longer sufficient to explode the gases, diluted as they are with
seventeen times the quantity of incombustible constituents.
If powder in exploding decomposed exactly into sulphide of
potassium, nitrogen, and carbonic acid, as the theory hitherto
adopted requires, the last two gases ought to stand in the relation 1
is

:

3.

But experiment shows that not even the

obtained.

From

this circumstance

it

may be

relation

1:1-5

inferred that the

decomposition of gunpowder must depend on processes entirely
different from those on which the old theory is based.
Wc may now proceed to answer the fourth question ; that is.

MM.
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how much

residue and smoke on the one hand, and how much
gas on the other, are produced by the explosion of a determinate
weight of powder ?
To decide this, we collected together and analysed the residue
and smoke formed in the combustion of the powder which yielded
the gases just investigated.
For greater convenience in the analysis, an undetermined
quantity of the substance was again dissolved in so much water
that the volume of the whole liquid amounted to 500 cubic centims.
To each determination 45 '474 cubic centims. vvei-e taken,
which were measured out in a graduated cylinder. The constants used in calculating the experiments are, where they are
not specially stated, the same as in the analysis o'f the residue.
1. Charcoal and Sulphur.
500 cubic centims. gave 0'2141
0"1758
grm. charcoal, sulphur, and incombustible residue.
grm. of this mass, oxidized with nitric acid, gave 0"1749 grm.
sulphate of baryta, which for 0"2141 grm., the total amount of
the mass, corresponds to 0*0292 grm. sulphur.
The mass which
had been treated with nitric acid, and the residue not so treated,
gave, when ignited together in an open crucible, 0*0248 grm.
For one measure, or 45*475 cubic cenincombustible residue.
tims. of the liquid used in the subsequent experiments, there
correspond therefore,

—

Charcoal

.

.

0*014561 grm.

.

.... 0*002656 grm.
.... 0002256 grm.
Sulphide of Potassium. — The whole
(500 cubic cenSulphur
Residue

2.

liquid

tims.), treated as before with oxide of copper,

gave 0*9902 grm.

sulphate of baryta, which is equivalent to 0*46787 sulphide of
potassium, or 0*1358 sulphur; and for 45*475 cubic centims.
corresponds to 0*04255 grm. sulphide of potassium.
One measure gave 35*1 burette
3. Hyposulphite of Potash.
degrees, which corresponds to 0*06525 hyposulphite of potash.

—

—

One measure gave 1*1 31 grm. sul4. Sulphate of Potash.
phate of baryta, which corresponds to 0*84463 grm. sulphate of
potash.
5.

Sulphoct/anide of Potassium.

rette degrees,

which corresponds

potassium.
6.
^

—

to

0*006105 sulphocyanide of

=

=

0*06688, ^, 46*6,
One measure gave a
This coi-responds to 0*01645 ammonia, or to 0*05709

Ammonia.

= 17*3.

— One measure gave 12*5 bu-

2NH40, 3C02.

—

One measure was taken. The ammonia
7. Nitrate of Potash.
was determined in a quantity of potash equal to that used in
the experiment; it gave a=0*05612, /i=27, and / = 26*4,
which corresponds to a quantity of ammonia equivalent to
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0-0034578

nitre,

and which must therefore be subtracted from
found in one measure of

the quantity of nitrate of potash

=

thehquid. One measure gave « = 005612, fj 46'6, ^ = 23"3,
which corresponds to 0'077808 grm., or after subtracting the
above quantity, to 007435 grm, niti'e.
8. Carbonate of Potash and Hydrate of Potash.
One measure
gave 0-1124 grm. CO^ and 0-2240 grm. Mn^O^
After subtracting the quantity of carbonate of potash equivalent to the
carbonate of ammonia (6), this 0-1124 CO^ corresponds to
0-3531 grm. carbonate of potash, which is equivalent to
0-19539 grm. Mn^O^ This 0-19539 grm., subtracted from the
0-2240 grm., leaves 002860 grm. Mn^O^ which is equivalent
to 0-03515 KO.
But since the quantity of potash equivalent
to the sulphide of potassium amounts to 0-03635 grm., it may
be assumed that no hydrate of potash is present.
Hence there are contained in one measure,

—

Sulphate of potash
Carbonate of potash
Hj^osulphite of potash .
Sulphide of potassium
Hydrate of potash
Sulphocyanide of potassium
Nitrate of potash
Charcoal
Sulphur
Carbonate of ammonia\
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

....

2(NH4 0),3C02

0-84463 corresp.toO-45676 potash.
0-25279
0-17233
„
„
0-03232
006525
0-03637
0-04255
0-00000
000000
0-00296
00611
0-03464
007435

001456

0-73538

0-00266

^ nf^fnn

J -^2^^
1-35999

One measure gave 1-38 grm.

sulphate of potash, corresponding to 0-7463 grm. potash, which agrees as closely with the
potash found from the analysis as can be expected.
Hence the
gunpowder and the products into which it decomposes in its
combustion, have the following composition
:

A.

B.

Gunpowder.

Solid products of decomposition.

Nitre

.

Sulphur

rCarbon
< Hydrogen
[^Oxygen

78-99
9-84
7-69
0-41
3-0 7

100-00

Sulphate of potash
.62-10
Carbonate of potash
18-58
4-80
Hyposulphite of potash
Sulphide of potassium
3-13
Sulphocyanide of potassium
0-45
Nitrate of potash
5*47
1-07
Charcoal
0-20
Sulphur
4-20
Sesquicarbonatc of ammonia
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

....
.

100-00
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Gaseous products of decomposition.

52"67
41-12
3*88

Carbonic acid
Nitrogen
Carbonic oxide

Hydrogen

1-21

Sulphuretted hydrogen

Oxygen.

.

.

.

.

.

.

0'60
0-52
0-00

.*

.

Protoxide of nitrogen

10000
Since the whole of the potassium of the powder remains in
the solid products of combustion^ the quantity of solid residue
obtained by the combustion of 1 grm. powder may be calculated
from the analyses
and B. According to analysis A, 1 grm.
of powder contains 0"3055 potassium ; the quantity of residue of
the composition B which contains so much potassium, amounts

A

to

0-6806

gi-m.

Calculating the nitrogen present in this 0*6806 grm. residue,
and subtracting it from the nitrogen present in 1 grm. of powder,
we obtain the quantity of nitrogen contained in the gases arising
from a gramme of powder. The volume of gas, which, according
to analysis C, corresponds to the nitrogen thus calculated, weighs
0'3138 grm. Hence a gramme of the powder examined decomposes, in burning, into 0-6806 grm. residue of the composition
B, and into 0-3138 grm. gases of the composition C.
The transformation which gunpowder experiences in burning
may be exhibited by the following scheme
:

D.

TKO SO'
KOCO^

0-4227
0-1264
0-0327

KO S^ O'
KS

00213

KCyS*

0-0030

.

fResidue 0-6806

-5

o

TNitie
Sulphur
.

0-78991
0-0984
"

.

.

fCj 00769
a

Charcoal \

H

Lo

KONQs

00372

C

.

.

S

.

.

0-0073
0-0014

2NH^O,3CO

-

00286

cub. cents.

^g<

0-0041
0-1
•0307J

•{

=
=
=

%
,

Gases

=
=

79-40
101-71
7-49
2-34
1-16

_H)0
193-10

In analytical investigations, agreement in the weight of the
substances found, with the weight of the substance taken for

J
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analysis, is

commonly used

as a control.

In our experiments

check is inapplicable, as the quantity of residue was not
But, on the other hand, we have an equally certain
weighed.
converification in the fact that the quantities of K, N, S, C,
tained in 1 grm. powder must be found in almost unchanged
Such a conipai'ison
quantity in the products of combustion.
gives for our analysis,
In the unexploded powder,
0-4057.
K 0-3050; N 01096; S 0-0984; C 0'0769;
this

=

=

K

In the exploded powder,
0-3050; N 0-1096; 8 = 00989;

=

The agreement

=

=

= 00780;

= 0-3936.

and nitrogen, from
the calculation of the above scheme are

in the quantities of potash

which the equations

for

taken, serve as proof of the accuracy of the calculation ; the
agreement of the three quantities of sulphur, charcoal, and oxygen,
as so many proofs of the accuracy of the experiments.
It follows from this equation that 1 grm. of powder in exploding yields 1931 cubic centims. of gas. The quantity which,

according to the previous theory, ought to be found, amounts to
3309 cubic centims., or above one-third more.
After having established the transformation which occurs in
the combustion of gunpowder, we only need a determination of
the temperature of its flame, to have all the elements from which
may be deduced a theoretical measure of the work performed in
We have therefore to occupy ourthe combustion of powder.
selves with the fifth question proposed at the commencement of
our i-esearch, respecting the temperature of the combustion of
powder. In order to obtain a certain basis for the solution of
this question, it is necessary to form an accurate representation
If we suppose 1 grm.
of the nature of the flame of powder.
of powder simultaneously burnt throughout its entire mass,
w units of heat will be liberated ; the products of decomposition
of the exploded

moment

powder

will be thereby heated

w
—

degrees at the

of their formation, in which quotient s

is the specific
heat of the products of combustion as compared with water.
This quotient is therefore the temperature of the flame, measured by the thermometric unit of the heat of combustion. But
the temperature of the flame experiences in fact a steady lowering,
As the temperacaused by radiation and conduction of heat.

ture

—

only remains constant for an infinitely short space of

cannot be measured by the usual thermometric means.
in the continuously burning scinThis
tillating flame of the pressed powder are entirely similar.

time,

it

The phaenomena which occur
Phil.

May.

S. 4.

No. 103.

f^upjd. Vol. 15.
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flame has indeed a constant temperature - throughout the duration of the experiment, but this temperature only extends to
the infinitely small layer which is in the act of exploding, and

from radiation and conduction diminishes

in a fixed ratio

from

this layer to the point of the flame.

If therefore we wish to know the temperature of the flame as
produced by the process of combustion, and not afiiected by
foreign influences, we must calculate it from the values w and s.
As w, the heat of combustion of powder, was unknown, we
determined it in the following manner
A, fig. 4, is a brass
tube filled with a compressed mass of finely pulverized gunpowder of known weight p. In the wider part of this tube a
glass piece b is cemented, in which the platinum wires cc are
fused.
These wires are in connexion with a fine capillary platinum wire dipping in the powder. This small apparatus. A, is
placed in the glass tube B, which is closed at one end, and this,
:

—

together with the apparatus contained in it, is placed at the
bottom of the tube C. This is closed at the bottom, but still
open at the top, and is provided with two fine apertures at d d.
The two wires cc are passed through the apertures dd and
sealed at the blowpipe, and then the upper end of the tube c is
also hermetically closed.
The tube C has a small projection at
its lower extremity, by which it is fitted in the cork K.
By
means of this cork the whole arrangement is fixed in the wide

tube D, only half of which

is

seen in the figure.

This consists

of the finest sheet brass, and contains a sieve-shaped stirring

arrangement, which can be moved up and down from without
The apparatus, the glass, platinum, and
fine wires ^^.
brass parts of which have all been severally weighed, is filled
over the top with a weighed quantity of water, and, enclosed in
a wooden box, is left in a place inaccessible to change of temperature until it has attained a uniform temperature.
To determine with this apparatus the heat of combustion of
powder, the following time and temperature observations are
needed, the latter of which may be directly made on the thermometer K, which is graduated to the j^,jth of a degree Centigrade, and is placed in the lateral enlargement of the brass

by the

water-vessel.
is first observed for the times / and ^, ; the
then exploded by passing a galvanic current through
the wires cc, noting the time t^
t^ which transpired from the

The temperature

powder

is

—

last

observation to the

commeneement

of the explosion.

The

then observed which elapses until the maximum
Finally, the times
of the lieating from the explosion is reached.
^4 and /g, counted from the maximum, and their corresponding

time t^—t^

is
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regularly decreasing temperatures are to be observed. Throughout the entire duration of the experiment the liquid is kept in

motion by the stirrer.
An experiment executed in
the following values for

w

—

this

manner with great

t.

19-86
19-83
19-83

(y
5'

6'

67'

Explosion

Maximum

21*10
20-98
20-60

16'

temperature

26'
56'

The weights

of the separate parts of the apparatus were,
79- 14

Weight of the Glass
Brass
„
„
„
„

gave

Observed
Temperature.

Observed

Time

care,

....

„

Platinum

,,

Gunpowder

„

Water

.

.

grms.

13211

„
„
„

3-50
0-7152

.

376-40

4047 grms. These
404-7 grms. water were raised 1°-14 C. by the heat produced
in the combustion of 0-7125 grm. gunpowder.
Hence the heat of combustion of the powder used in our experiments, that is, the quantity by which one part by weight of
water is heated by the combustion of one part by weight of
The

value in water of

powder,

A

all

these weights

is

necessary in

this

643°-9 C.

is

small

correction

is

number

;

for

the

combustion of the 0-7125 grm. powder took place in the herHence the commetically sealed tube which was full of air.
bustible gaseous products of decomposition would burn, and
thereby produce a small quantity of heat which does not really
According to the scheme D,
belong to the true decomposition.
the 0-7125 grm. of powder taken for the experiment gave,

000669
000014

grm. Carbonic oxide.
Hydrogen.
„
0-00128 „ Sulphuretted hydrogen.

Assuming with Favre and Silbermann

that the heat of combus-

34462,
and 2741, the heat produced by their combustion, compared
And
with a gramme of water, would amount to 24°-4 C.
the above number would accordingly have to be reduced by that
quantity, which would place the real heat of combustion at
tion of these three constituents are respectively 2403,

619°-5 C.

The

heat,

on the other hand, produced by tho increased press2 L 2

MM.
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ure of gas in the hermetically sealed combustion-tube may be
Calculating the heat
safely neglected as being infinitely small.
of combustion of gunpowder on the assumption that its combustible constituents burn with free oxygen, and taking the
heat of combustion of sulphur, of charcoal and of hydrogen as
found by Favre and Silbermann, we obtain the number

1039°1

C.

oxidation of the constituents of powder by the oxygen of
the nitre gives therefore far less heat than their combxistion with
This fact is by no means strange, when we confree oxygen.
sider that the nitrogen, amounting to two-thirds of the weight

The

of the combustible constituents, must fix a considerable amount
of heat in its change into the gaseous foi-m.
The temperature of the flame of powder, or the temperature
which would prevail in the burning mass if no heat were lost by
radiation or conduction, is obtained directly by dividing the
number 619°"5 by the specific heat of the products of combustion.

But

this specific heat

may

be calculated from the sub-

stances contained in 1 grm. of exploded powder, as shown in
scheme D, by multiplying the weights of the substance in column
a of the following Table by the specific heats corresponding to

them

in

column

The

and adding together the products.

b,

K

Cy S^, 2NH4 O, SCO^, and HS,
small quantities of KO, SO^,
whose specific heats are not known, may be safely disregarded,
since their influence would only aflfect the desired numbers to
a very inconsiderable extent.

Sulphate of potash .
Carbonate of potash
Sulphide of potassium
Nitre
Charcoal

Sulphur
Nitrogen
Carbonic acid
Carbonic oxide

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hydrogen
Oxygen

a.

b.

04554

0-1901
0-2162
0-1081
0-2388
0-2411
0-7026
0-2440
0-2164
0-2479
3-4046
0-2182

0-1362
0-0229
0-0401
0-0079
0-0015
0-1075
0-2167
0-0101
0-0002

00015
1-0000

a

X

b.

008656
0.02944
0-00248
0-00957
0-00190
0-00031
0-02623

004692
0-00251

000073
00033
0-20698

Dividing the number 619°-5 by 0-207, we obtain for the temperature of the flame of powder burning freely in the air, the

number
2993° C.
If the

powder burns

in a closed space in

which the gases cannot
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expand, the temperature of the flame will be difiierent.
We
obtain this temperature by dividing the heat of combustion of
powder by the specific heat for a constant volume. The latter
is obtained by a calculation similar to the above.
ax.

Sulphate of potash
Carbonate of potash
Sulphide of potassium
Nitre
Charcoal
Sulphur
Nitrogen
Carbonic acid
.
Carbonic oxide
.

.

Hydrogen
Oxygen

.

.

.

0*4554
0-1362
0*0229
0-0401
0-0079

00015

.

.

.

.

0-1075
0-2167
0-0101
0-0002
0-0015

bi.

MM.
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may

be shown from the calculation of the temperature of flame,
that the tension caused by such a volatilization cannot amount to
one atmosphere. The temperature of the flame of hydrogen

burning in aii- is 3259° C* A bead of powder residue melted
on a thin platinum wire volatilized gradually in a jet of hydrogen
burning in air, but it never reached ebullition, and hence the
tension of its vapour could never have reached an atmosphere.
And hence the pressure exerted by the vapour of the solid products of decomposition at the temperatures 2993° and 3340° C.
can only be infinitely small, and may be safely neglected.
It is
possible, therefore, to calculate from our experiments the maximum pressure which is reached, but never exceeded, by the combustion of powder in a closed space.
If we call Gp the weight of the powder, Sp its gravimetric t
density, G^ the weight of residue obtained from the Gp powder,
Sr the density of the residue at 3340° C, and V the volume of
gas at 0° C. and 760 millims. obtained from Gp.
If, further, /
be the temperature of the flame of powder burning in an enclosed
space, we obtain, from the following equation, the pressure jj°

which powder exerts when
occupies, and which

it

burns

in

the space -^^which

it

supposed to be impervious to heat,

is

_

V(l X 000366 X

^°~

Sp

In this equation there

t)

Gp_G.
Sr

only one magnitude whose determination presents any difficulty, that is Sr, or the specific gravity
of the fixed powder residue at 3340° C, the temperature of the
flame.
have determined this specific gravity by a method
not yet published, which one of us has used to determine the
volatilization and expansion of rocks melted at high temperatures,
independently of the expansion of the vessels containing them.
A n experiment according to this method gave, with approximate
but sufficient accuracy, for the specific gravity of the residue.
is

We

18"

At

C

At 2808" C

By interpolation

2-350
1-520

for the specific gravity of the residue at

we obtain 8^= 1-50.

The

3340°

values of the magnitudes occurring in

the formula are therefore for the powder investigated,
*

Gasometrische Methoden, von R. Bunsen, p. 254.

Roscoe's transla-

tion, p. 242.

t This expression is used in artillery to denote the weight of a cubic
centimetre of granular powder.
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=
=
G, =
S, =
V =
=
Gp
Sp

t

By

substituting

them

1-000 grm.
0-964 „
0-6806 „
1-50
„
193-1 cubic centims.
3340° C.

in the formula,

we obtain

for

p^ the value

4373-6.
Calculating the pressure with the assumption of the specific gravity of the residue at ordinary temperatures (2-35), we obtain
Hence about 1000 of the 4374 atmoioTpQ the value 3414-6.
spheres are due to the expansion caused by the heating of the

powder residue.
A powder of the composition of that investigated by us, which
explodes in a gun behind the projectile, can never exert a pressure of 4500 atmospheres, in consequence of the unavoidable
loss of heat in the combustion. Whether essential changes in
the decomposition of powder occur if it explodes freely, or at
high pressure in the gun, might be easily ascertained from the
composition of the residue deposited in the gun, or from the
If it be shown that under these circomposition of the gases.
cumstances the decomposition is. essentially the same, many
previous assumptions as to the pressure exerted in guns must
depend on very faulty premises, for the best artillery works give

from 50,000 to 100,000 atmospheres*.
These experiments give us at the same time the means of determining the maximum mechanical effect of powder, that is, the
theoretical work which it performs when its gases expand under
a pressure corresponding to their respective volume in a space
supposed to be impervious to heat.
Let aiflgffga, (fig. 5) be the space filled by the powder Gp,
a^a^a.^a^ the volume occupied by the residue G^, and a, a^Oc^a^

this pressure at

C
the volume t'o=

C
^—
-^
bp

occupied by the gases in the

moment

O^

which volume the pressure p prevails,
which has just been determined lastly, let aa^a^a be the space
occupied by the gases after they have expanded to the pressure/Ji.

of the combustion, in

;

Further, if c a^ a^c be the infinitely small expansion of the residue,
the work effected during this expansion under the pressure /?„
will be PqcIv, and the total work which the gas effects in its total

expansion will be

Work

=

j

pdv.

%Jvq

*

Piobcrt, Trailed' Artilterie, 1847, p. 322.
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But on the assumption that a gas expands in an envelope
impervious to heat, we have, if p^ denotes the pressure corresponding to ?\,*,

-odf.
which

K

denotes the relation of the specific heat of the gas
for a constant pressure and constant volume.
It follows from
the integral,
in

Work

A gramme

= p-\

Jv— 1

powder used by us gives

of the

for

ro=

C
— Cw^,
^
Op
Or

5836 cubic centims. ; and for p^, 1029-8 x 4373-6 grms. K is
found from the composition of the gases to be 1-39. A kilogramme of the powder, in undergoing the above decomposition,
effects therefore a theoretical work of 67410 metre kilogrammes.

LXIII. Crystallographic Notices.
F.R.S., Professor of Mineralogy in

An

By W. H. Miller, M.A.,
the University of

Cambridge f.

Improved Method offin,ding the position of any Face in
Crystals belonging to the Anorthic System.

Numbers

Magazine for February
proved that the anharmonic ratio of
the axes of four zones having a face in common, is a simple and
symmetric function of the indices of two of the zones, and of two
faces one in each of the other two zones, of the same form as the
expression for the anharmonic ratio of four faces in one zone.
This expression enables us to find the position of any face of a
crystal of the anorthic system much more directly than by the
methods given in my ' Crystallography,' Chap. VII., and in the
new edition of Phillips's 'Mineralogy,' arts. 217, 218. The
expressions referred to above, beginning with the latter, may be
enunciated as follows.
Let P, Q, R, S be the poles of any four faces, no two of which
are parallel, in one zone ; hkl, uvw the symbols of Q, S ; efg,
pqr the symbols of any two zones containing the faces P, R
respectively, neither of which is the zone PR.
Then

IN

eh

the

and

May

+ fk + gZ pw -f

smPQ
Poisson, Mech.

it is

qr + rw

sin

This expression
*

of the Philosophical

1857,

RS

may

ii.

_ pA + qA' + rl eu + h + gw
~ sin RQ
sin PS

be easily remembered,

p. ()47.

Claiisius, I'ogg.

t Commuuicated by the Author.

if

Annalen,

,

,

"

^*^

we observe

that

vol. Ixxix. p.

3y6.

"

'
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the indices which enter into any one of the numerators, refer to
the extremities of the arc which appears in the corresponding
denominator.
is
Supposing PR to be less than a semicircle, sin PQ sin
negative, except when Qhes between P and R, and sin PS sinRS
is negative, except when S lies between P and R.
When PQ, RQ, the symbols of the poles Q, S, and of the
zones containing P, R, are known, the preceding equation gives

RQ

:

:

The ratio sin
the value of the ratio sin RS sin PS.
having been found, PS is given by the equations
:

tan^=

RS

sin

:

PS

i^, tan (PS-iPR) = taniPRtang -O).

sinPQsinRS.
p
,.
PS may be found directly by substitutmg tor- pQ
pg "s
^
cot PS — cot PR
^q"^^"^^°*
cotPQ-cotPR
,

,

,

.

.

,

,

.

,

-

When PQ

is less

than a quadrant, cot

PQ,

tive according as

PR

opposite directions.

in

PQ is positive

or nega-

measured from P in the same or
The sign of PS is determined by a
are

similar rule.

Let KP, KQ, KR, KS be any four zone-circles passing through
hkl, uvw the sym;
efg, pqr the symbols of KP,
the pole
;
bols of any poles Q, S, except K, in the zone-circles KQ, KS.

KR

K

Then

PKQ sinRKS ~ sin RKQ sinPKS
When PKR is less than two right angles, sin PKQ
negative, except when Q lies in the lune PKR, and
sin

is

sin

RKS

is

negative, except

The angle

PKS may

when S

lies

in the lune

^'^'
*

"

RKQ

sin

:

sin

PKS

:

PKR.

be found by means of the equations

tan^=ji^|^, tan(PKS-|PKR) = taniPKRtan(^-6j).
PKSniay
„

,

,

also be

,,

.

•

found by wntmg

smPKQsmRKS
sin RKQ sin PKb

.

cotPKS-cotPKR
^^^^^^^^^p g-^

.

^

,

mstead

.^x

PKQ

are determined by rules
The signs of PKS, cot PKS, cot
similar to those already given for the signs of PS, cot PS, cot PQ.
be four poles, no three of which arc in one zoneLet D, E, G,
Having given the symbols of the poles,
circle, P any other pole.

H

the six arcs joining every two of the poles 1), E, P, G,
P with respect to D, E.
From five of the six arcs joining every two of the poles D, E,
F, G, compute DE, if not already given, and the angles GDE,

and

five of

to find the position of
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From the symbols of D, E, G, H find the
symbols of the zone-circle DE, of one of the zone-circles DG,
DHj and of one of the zone-circles EG, EH. Then, the symbols of the zone-circles through D and two of the three poles
E, G, H, the symbol of the third pole, and that of P, and the
angles GDE, HDE being known, the angle PDE is given by (/3).
Hence,
In the same manner the angle PED may be found.
knowing the arc DE, and the angles PDE, PED, the arcs PD,
PE may be found, and the position of P determined with respect
to D and E.
When any other pole T occurs in the zone-circle DP, the symbol of the pole in which DP meets either EG or HG, and its
distance from D, may be found, and then DT is given by (a).
Nearly all the expressions for calculating the dihedral angles

HDE, GED, HED.

of crystals given in the new edition of Phillips's ' Mineralogy,'
These very simple
are merely particular cases of («) and (yS).
and useful formulae cannot be readily expressed in any notation
differs essentially from the notation used in the work
above mentioned ; and cannot be expressed at all in any notation
which merely designates a simple form, without being able to
distinguish from each other the different faces of which it is

which

composed.

To find

the direction

of the axis of a zone.

of the direction of the axis of a zone in
terms of the indices of the zone is important, inasmuch as it
materially aids us in forming a distinct conception of the nature

The determination

of crystalline forms, and is also useful in constructing models of
In the Philosophical
crystals and in drawing their figui-es.
Magazine for May 1857, I determined the direction of the axis
of a zone

by means of elementary geometry.

The following inmore complete

vestigation was undertaken in order to render

the treatment of Crystallography by spherical trigonometry.
Let the axes of the crystal OX,
OY, OZ meet the surface of the
sphere of projection in X, Y, Z.
Let a, b, c be its parameters ; A,

B,C the poles of 10 0, 010,001;

K

the pole of the zone- circle uvw.
the points in which the

P, Q,

R

zone-circle

AB.
circles

L,

uvw

intersects

XKL, YKM,

BC, CA,

ZKN

meeting YZ, ZX,

great

XY

in

M, N.
Observing that the great

circles

RX, RY, QX, QZ, PY, PZ make

with PC, QC,

RB and PQR,

six
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right-angled spherical triangles having QR, RP, PQ for their
hypothenuses, and that P, Q, R are the poles of KX, KY, KZ,
we obtain
cos RX
s n RP sin P
sin
sin KX,

=
= ZKX
— cosRY=s n RQ sin Q = sin YKZ sin K Y,
cos QX = n PQ sin P= sin XKY sin KX,
— cos QZ = n RQ sin R = sin YKZ sin KZ,
cos PY = n PQ sin Q= sin XKY sin KY,
— cos PZ = s n RP sin R = sin ZKX sin KZ.
s

s:

s

P, Q,

R

are the intersections of the zone-circle

BC, CA, AB. Hence the symbols
be Owv, wOu, viiO. Therefore
zone-circles

uvw with

the

R

will

of P,

-cosPY=--cosPZ,
W
V

— cos QX =
w
-

COS

V

cos

QZ,

cos

RY.

u

RX =

u

Hence
aw

sinKX
-—
,,^^„
sinYKZ

sin KZ
= OV -;sinKY
„,^^^ = cwsin ZKX
sin XKY"
,

Construct a parallelopiped

having

OK,

UVW

the axis of the zone,

*or a diagonal, and three of

its

edges

OU, OV, OW coincident with OX,
OY, OZ, the axes of the crystal. Let
KL, KM,

KN be

ively parallel to

OV

the edges respect-

OU, OV, OW.

sinGOX

sin

NX

sin

KX sin ZKX

Q,
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the lines observed by

M.

Victor

It is

v.

Lang on

the faces of cry-

of quartz.

stals

an impoilant advantage of Neumann's graphic method

of indicating the positions of the faces of a crystal, that it supersedes the employment of troublesome constructions, in the solution of problems relating either to the dihedral angles of crystals,

which the edges of the faces make with
The determination of the crystallographic import
each other.
of the lines observed by v. Lang on the faces of the six-sided
pyramid, in certain crj'stals of quartz, affords a good example of
the superiority of this method over other methods commonly
or to the plane angles

used.

According

to the observations of V.

Lang

{Sitzungsberichte

der Mathem.-natunv. Classe der kais. Akademie der Wissenschaften, vol. XX. p. 392.), these lines occur in groups of threes, the

angles which two of the lines of each group make with the
edges in which the faces of the six-sided pyramid meet the faces
of the six-sided prism, being 52.° 5' and 84° 40', measured in
It is not posopposite directions.
sible to measure these angles with

much

accuracy.

Let

b,

y, r denote the poles of

211, 112, 100

respectively

;

rd zone-circles having their axes
parallel to the lines on the face r.

re,

Then
r6

= 38°

13',

irc= 52°

hrd=^4P
sin br

= tan be cot brc.
log sin
log tan
log tan

Hence

5',

40'.

9-79144
Q -llllO
9-90254

38° 13'

52
38

c is the pole of 5

5

37-5

6

The

1.

correct value of cb

is

52° 34'-2.

In like manner d is
found to be the pole of 1 5 6. The correct value of db is 81° 3'-2,
and that of brd is 84° 26'-2. A third line was too imperfect to
admit of determining its direction by observation with even moIt probably makes an angle of 31° 53'-3 with
derate accuracy.
the edge rb, and is parallel to the axis of the zone-circle re,
where e is the pole of 6 I 5. e6 21° 3'-2. We arrive at the
same result supposing the lines to occur on z, a face of the

38°

56'-8,

and that of

^>rc_is

=

rhombohedrou
tion with

10

12

2,

which forms a dirhonibohedral combina-

0.

J
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The

faces

c, d, e,

and the faces

parallel to

the hemihedral form with parallel faces

tt 1

5
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them, constitute
6.

15 6 was observed by Haidinger in a group of cryquartz from Chamonix in IMr. Allan's cabinet, now in
the possession of Mr. Greg.
The faces of this form are marked
d in fig. 147, plate 27, of the second volume of Haidinger's
The form

stals of

In the figure of this crystal the faces d
on the alternate angles only of the
six-sided prism; an arrangement which does not accord with

translation of

Mohs.

are represented as occurring

the laws of symmetry that prevail in crystals of the rhombohedral system.
By the kindness of Mr. Greg, I have been permitted to examine this group of crystals, and have ascertained
that a pair of faces d exists on each of two adjacent edges, in one
of the crystals of the group, but the faces are so narrow as to be
scarcely perceptible.
By using for the bright signal a large
aperture in a screen through which sunlight was reflected from
a plane mirror, the positions of these faces were determined with
sufficient

accuracy for the purpose of identification.

On

a substitute for the Reflective Goniometer.
of measuring the angles of crystals, described by

The methods

in the Sitzungsberichte der Mathem.-naturw.
Akademie der Wissenschaften, vol. xiv. p. 3, and
187, and by M. Casamajor in Silliman's Journal for

M. Haidinger

Clusse der kais.
vol. xvii. p.

Sept. 1857, are highly useful in determining the forms of ciywhen better instrumental means are not at command. The
following description of a substitute for the reflective goniometer,
which I have occasionally used and exhibited in my lectures, is
offered in the hope that it also may be found serviceable under
similar circumstances.
It resembles the last-mentioned constals

the crystal to be adjusted more readily,
without being more difficult to construct. It consists of a rectangular parallelopiped of wood ABC, about 9 inches long,
2 inches wide, and nearly 1 inch* thick, into which, near one end,
is fixed a wire DEF about 0*15 inch

trivance, but allows

diameter, bent at a right angle at
E, so that DE may be about 5-5 inches
is a
and EF 1-5 inch long.
wire of the same diameter bent at a
right angle at H,
being 1*5 inch,
and
1 inch long.
The wires EF,
fit into two holes bored at right
angles to each other in a small cork.
On the end G of the wire
is fixed a bit of wood 0'35 inch
square, and 0*7 inch long, to the upper end of which the crystal
is cemented.
in

GHK

GH

HK

HG

GH
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ABC

sheet of paper being fastened on a horizontal table,
upon the table, and two signals being placed in a plane

is laid

through the

ci-ystal parallel to

the table, the crystal

is

adjusted,

by means of the rotations round EF and HG, so that the
edge in which the planes of two of its faces intersect may be

made perpendicular to the plane ABC. ABC being turned
its own plane till the image of the bright signal in one face

in

of

the crystal coincides with the faint signal seen by direct vision,
The same
a line is drawn on the paper along the edge AB.
process is gone through with the reflected image of the bright
signal in the second face of the crystal, taking care that the intersection of the faces shall occupy as nearly as possible the

same position during each observation, and a line is traced upon
the paper along the edge AB.
The angle between these two
lines is the angle between normals to the two faces of the crystal.
This angle may be measured by describing a circle round
their intersection as a centre, and comparing the arc intercepted
between the lines, with an arc of 60°, by the method given in
Or, a circle
Legendre's Geometrie, livre ii.; probleme xviii.
may be described passing through the intersection of the straight
lines, and the arc which they intercept compared with the whole
The value of the angle in
circumference by the same method.
degrees is obtained by multiplying the ratio by 60, in the former
case,

and by 180

LXIV.

in the latter.

Analysis of Anorthite from a Diorite from the Oural
By Robert H. Scott, Esq.*
Mountains.

PROFESSOR

G.

ROSE

having requested

me

to undertake

the analysis of the felspar of a Diorite which forms the
near Bogoslowsk, in the northern Oural
Kouschekowskoi

Kamm

accordingly did so, and found
the results of my analysis being,

Mountains,

I

it

to be anorthite,

17-6338

4-9632

Rotation of Metallic Tubes and Spheres by Electricity.

The

analysed was 2' 73.
The
granular, not exhibiting distinct crystalline faces, and

specific gravity of the portion

mineral
is
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is

soluble in muriatic acid.

The second constituent mineral of the Diorite, a greenish
black hornblende, has been analysed by Professor Rammelsberg
(Poggendorff's Annalen, 1858, 4. p. 441). His analysis gives the
following
:

Hornblende.
Per-centage.
Silica

....

Alumina

Peroxide of iron
Protoxide of iron

Lime

.

.

.

.

....

Magnesia
Soda
Potash
Titanic acid
Fluorine

.

Loss by ignition

.

.

.

.

Oxygen

ratios.

44-24

2297

8*85
5'13
11-80
10-82
13-46
2-08
0-24
I'Ol
0-25
0*39

4-13
1'54
2-62
3-09
5-38
0-53
0-04

98-27

The mineral has

a specific gravity of

3-214

;

is

compact, with

perfect cleavage.

The

very coarse-grained, the minerals being
It contains also
quartz and some brownish-white mica.
Diorite itself

distributed through

a

little

Munich, ilav

LXV.

3,

is

it

in irregular masses.

1858.

Rotation of Metallic Tubes and Spheres by Electricity.
By G. Gore, Esq."^

two strips or pieces of metal, A and B, are placed parallel to
IP each
other and in the same horizontal plane, and a third piece
of metal, C, consistiiig

A

of alight tube oi

other form of metal
capable of rolling
upon A and B by a
is
feeble impulse,

S=as»-^^

placed upon them,
and a strong electric
current ol' tjuantity is passed either from A to B, or vice versd by
means of C, and the smallest amount of motion be then imparted
to the latter metal, it will continue to move in the direction of
* Couiinunicuted by the .\uthor.
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the motion imparted to it, provided the resistances to its motion
are sufficiently small and uniform ; or if the resistances are not
uniform, it will continue to vibrate or roll backwards and forwards
as long as the electric current is passing.
This effect I have obtained in several ways by forming the
cylinder of various metals, of different diameters, lengths and
weights; and the rails of various metals, thin sheet, plate, and
.stretched wire of different thicknesses, with various degrees of
success.
Upon the small scale I have obtained the backward
and forward motion thus
Two thin strips of brass, | an inch
wide and 10 inches long, were affixed parallel to each other upon
the opposite sides of a bar of wood about 3 inches wide
their
edges rising one-eighth of an inch above the surface of the wood
and forming two metallic rails. A thin zinc tube, 3i inches
long and 2 inches diameter, weighing about 300 grains, was
placed upon the rails, and the latter connected with two pairs of
Smee's battery, strongly charged, and containing single plates
of zinc and platinized silver, 8 inches by 10 inches.
To obtain a continuous rolling motion in one uniform direction, I have constructed the following apparatus (see figures)
A is a circular base of wood provided with two brass rails or
hoops, B and C, about ^jth of an inch thick ; level, uniform,
and equidistant, and metallically connected with the screws D
and E ; the outer one is a quarter of an inch higher than the
other.
F is a thin copper ball, hollow, of uniform thickness,
weighing about 500 grains, and as round as it can be made.
The base having been set perfectly level, the screws D and E
connected with a suitable battery, i. e. one yielding a current of
copious quantity and moderate intensity*, and the ball placed
upon the rails, the ball immediately began to vibrate, and increased its motion until complete rotation and revolution was
obtained; and it continued to revolve in either direction with
The ball also
equal facility as long as the current was passing.
at the same time became much heated.
As some difficulty may be experienced in obtaining a suitable
ball, the following particulars are given
A thick ring of brass
was turned in a lathe to an internal diameter the same as that
of the ball ; it was then divided into two equal parts, and one of
them used as a pattern from which to form in a lathe a hemispherical " chuck " of hard and dry wood ; a disc of thin copper
was then placed against the wood and formed into a cup by the
:

—

;

:

:

—

* Three zinc and carbon batteries, with zinc cylinders 6 inches high
and 3^ inches diameter, strongly charged with dihite sulphuric and strong
nitric acids, and connected together as one pair, propelled the ball at a rate

of sixteen revolutions i)er minute.
t Experiments exhibited before the Royal Society, June 3, 1858.

and Spheres by
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Two hemispherical
mechanical process termed " spinning."
cups were thus formed, and were reduced to the requisite degree
Scale ^rd.

Sectional view.

Perspective.

of lightness and to equal weights by repeatedly filling them with
weak nitric acid ; they were then soldered together, and their

remaining slight inequalities removed by mechanical means.
In all cases yet observed, the motion has been attended by a
peculiar crackling sound at the surfaces of contact, and by heating of the rolling metal and in experiments upon a large scale
with thick tubes, strong vibrations accompanied by emission of
musical sounds were observed, similar in a moderate degree to
In a dark place
Trevelyan's experiment with heated metals.
electric sparks appeared occasionally at the points of contact,
;

The
especially as the tube or sphere rolled /ro??i the spectator.
motion did not occur either when the rolling metal was too light
contact with the rails, nor when it was
when the electric current was
too feeble, nor when it was too strong and pai'tly fused the
metals at their points of contact. Tubes of small diameter acted
to maintain

too heavy

less

;

sufficient

also

it

did not occur

powerfully than larger ones.

The revolution of the ball does not appear
Phil. Mag. S. 4. No. 103. Suppl. Vol. 15.

to be

an
2

effect of

M
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ordinary electro-magnetic action, either of the fixed conductors
upon the moveable one, or of the magnetism of the earth upon
it; because in whichever direction the electric current may be
passing, either from D to E, or vice versa, the direction of the
motion is not affected ; the ball will also, with either direction of
current, revolve equally well in opposite directions.
The cause
of the motion appears to be an intermittent thermic action taking
place at the surfaces of contact, at a point a minute distance
behind the line of the centre of gravity of the rolling metal.
These experiments had their origin in a phsenomenon observed

by Mr. Fearn of Birmingham, in his electro-gilding establishment; that a tube of brass, | an inch in diameter and 4 feet
long, placed upon two horizontal and parallel brass tubes, 1 inch
in diameter and 9 feet long, and at right angles to them, and

—

the latter connected with a strong voltaic battery consisting of
to 20 pairs of large zinc and carbon elements, the transverse tube immediately began to vibi'ate and finally to roll upon
the others.

from 2

Birmingham.

LXVI. On
the Rev.
lege,

the Singular Solutions of Differential Equations.

Robert Carmichael, M.A.,

By

Fellow of Trinity Col-

Dublin*.

THE
(1)

objects proposed in the following

The transformation

memoir

into a symmetrical

are briefly

:

form of Clairaut's

well-known theorem for the integration of a certain class of ordinary differential equations in a single independent variable, and
the simultaneous determination of their singular solutions ; the
generalization of this transformed type, and the application of

the method thence suggested to the determination of the singular solutions of an extensive class of partial differential equations.
Of this application copious illustrations are given.
(2) The examination of the theory attributed to Laplace, for
the determination of the singular solutions of differential equations, where they admit of such, from the differential equations
themselves, without the knowledge of the general integrals.
(3) The indication of certain desiderata for the completion of
the general theory.
1. In the memoir by Clairaut, to which allusion has been
already made^ a theorem, now well known, was given for the integration of a certain class of ordinary differential equations in a
single independent variable, and the determination at the same

time of their singular solutions.

The

difficulty of

* Communicated by the Author.

apprehending
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this

theorem as a practical truth admitting of large and useful
and the still higher difficulty of generalizing it with

application,

a view to the integration of corresponding classes of partial differential equations in any number of independent variables, and
the simultaneous determination of their singular solutions, seem
to have arisen in a great measure from the unsymmetrical form
in which this theorem happens to have been presented.
Stated in a symmetrical manner, the differential equation with
which Clairaut was concerned assumes the shape

du

du

where F,

is

( du du\

T^

„

any homogeneous function of the

first

order in the

quantities included within the brackets.

At
any

a glance

we

perceive that the general solution,

m=0,

of

differential equation of this type is

«^ + /3y-F,(«,/3) = 0,
where a and /3 are any arbitrary constants, and that the singular
solution is due to the elimination of a, /S between this general
solution and the system of equations

But, more generally, we see that
differential equation of the type

du

its

du

general solution, u

where

du

= 0,

if

we were given any

„ /du du du\

partial

„

is

7 are any arbitrary constants, and that the singular
due to the elimination of «, /3, y between this general
solution and the system of equations
«, /3,

solution

is

du

z

r^

dj
It will

= 0.

be remarked, that in the previous case, although there
two arbitrary constants, there is in reality but
2

are in appearance

M2
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there should be), since the equation may be divided off
by a. In the present case we see that there are in reality but
two independent arbitrary constants in the general solution;
and as one of these may be represented by an arbitrary function
of the other, the complete solution of the differential equation
(as

proposed may, with Monge, be represented by the system of
equations, exhibiting one arbitrary function,

0=x + blJ + ^{b)2-Y^{\,

0=
where b

is

b, <^{b)],-

y + cp'(b)z~(^-^),

any arbitrary constant.

In general, we see that for all partial differential equations, in
any number of independent variables, of the type

du

du

du

du

.

_,

/du du du du

^

\

„

the form of the general (or primary, in the nomenclature proposed by Professor De Morgan) solution is

ctx+^y + r^2+8w+hc.—Y^{oL,
where

B, y,

B,

&c.)=0,

8 are n arbitrary constants, as many in number
as the n variables x, y, z, &c. ; that the singular solution is obtamed by eliminating «, fi, 7, &c. between this general solution
and the system of equations
a,

/3,

7,

du

^

dy

"^"'

&c.;

J

and that the complete solution is given by a system of equations
analogous to the last, and apparently exhibiting (w— 2) arbitrary
functions.

This latter point will deserve attention, as it appears
that the number of arbitrary functions which the complete solution of any partial differential equation of the first order can exhibit is not necessarily limited to one,

and

is

in certain cases

dependent on the number of independent variables.
A similar method of solution would appear to be applicable to
partial differential equations of higher orders.

The

utility of the observations

now made

will

be best exhibited

by their application to some examples ; and it will be observed
that it is only as stated in their primary form that the theory.
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which may be

fairly said to

be due to Lagrange, for the deduc-

tion of singular solutions from the integral expressions, applies,
in the case of partial differential equations in general.
It will be remarked, too, that in the generalized form of
Clairaut's equation, the result of the elimination indicated for

the determination of the singular solution required

is

the same

as the result of the elimination of -r, -r, -r, &c. between the

ax ay az

original equations

and

its

derivees with respect to these quantities.

Examples.
Let

be proposed to investigate the singular solution of
the partial differential equation
I.

du

du

it

du
^

The primary

^

f

,/du\"'

^^{du\^

/du\'"

or general solution of this equation

is,

as

„

"l

we have

just seen,
I

aa;

+ ^y + y2+&c. ={ a'"«'" + b""^'" + c"'j'" + &c. }m,

whei-e «, ^, 7, &c. are arbitrary constants as
the variables x, y, z, &c.

many in number

as

Differentiating this equation with respect to a, /3, 7, &c. seveand denoting the expression within the brackets in the
right-hand member by U, we get
rally,

Hence, by an obvious process of elimination,
desired singular solution,

m

"»

We

shall find that

we obtain

as the

m

only necessary to substitute, in this
m and limit the number of variables,
in order to obtain not merely the singular solutions of the
greater number of the differential equations, total or partial.
it is

result, particular values for

1
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which have been at various times proposed as examples, but a
large variety of new and interesting results besides.
3, and we find that the singular solution of
(«) Thus, let ??i

=

the equation

and

if

the

number

of variables x, y, z, &c. be reduced to two,

that the singular solution of the equation

du

du

(/S)

Again,

let

m = 2,

f o/du\^

and we

,^/du\^\^

find that the singular solution

of the equation

du

du

^^+.x.4+^e.={..(|)VK|)V4S)^^4*
'Ta^-^y-di,

is

When the number of variables x, y, z is reduced to three, we
have the known theorem that the envelope of the series of developable surfaces whose general partial differential equation

du

du

du

r a(du\^

Ta(du\^

^Tx^yTy^'Tz = Y\-dx) ^Ady) +^%^)
is

is

a(<ly\^\ i

>

'

the ellipsoid

It is worth remarking, that the differential equation which first
suggested to Taylor the existence of a solution not involved in
the general integral, " singularis qua?dam solutio problematis,"
as quoted by Lagrange from the Methodus Incrementum (p. 27),
namely,

comes under

this

example, as a particular case.

Tn

fact, if

we
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reduce this to a symmetrical form, we obtain

Vdi^yTy) ~\dy)
the singular solution of which

while the general integral

where « and

More

/S

\dx)

'

is

is

are arbitrary constants.

generally, the singular solution of the equation

is

a^

c2

When m = l, we must

(7)
tion, and

we

^^'

b^

have recourse to the original equa-

find that the singular solution in this case is the

aggregate of the equations

x — a = 0,-

y-b=o,
&c.

In the case in which the number of variables x, y, z, &c. is
reduced to three, the geometrical interpretation of this result is,
that the envelope of all the cones, whose common vertex is the
point whose coordinates are a, b, c, is that point itself.

When

(8)

m= —1,

we

find that the singular solution of the

equation

(du

du

du

dx

dy

dz

'

\ /Ji
du
/ I

,du

du

\ dx

dy

dz

1

1

0.

\

_
~

1

'

I

/

G)*+(l)^e)^^= b = c = n,

and the number of independent variables be
reduced to three, it is obvious that if P be the perpendicular
from the origin on the tangent ])lane to the surface indicated,
and a, /3, y the angles made by it with the axes of eooi'dinates,
It a
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the equation

(du

du.

dx

^ dy
du

^

du\ /

\

dz)\ du
dz

du

du

\dx

dy

dz /

I

is

I

equivalent to

\cosa

Hence we

cosp

Vx+ Vy+

7/

cos

known theorem,

infer the

that the surface

Vn

\^ z=-

such that the sum of the intercepts upon the axes made by
any tangent plane is constant and equal to n.
(e) When
—2, we find ti»at the singular solution of the
equation
is

m=

du

^

du

du

\ f

a

1

o"l^-i

1

1

dyj

©•-(1)'-©'—
If the

a

= b = n,

number of variables x, y, &c. be reduced to two, and
we find that the singular solution of the equation

(du

du\

1

"^di'^y'd^j)^

+ /duy
(duy^

x^ + y^=n^,
the equation to a hypocycloid.
As this curve is known to be the
envelope of a right line of constant length, whose extremities
move on two rectangular axes, we have thus arrived at the geometrical interpretation of this differential equation, an interpretation readily confirmed

More

generally

we

a posteriori.
that the

see

singular

solution of the

equation

du

du

du

_

r

^:7Z+yx.-i--:7;-J
'dx'^dy^'dz \

\dy/

2222
+ +
y'^

x^
that this again

is,

1

1 -i

'

\dx/

is

and

1

1

„/duV'
JduV'^~Jd^^~ndu^
JduY
o(duY
n

as

is

\dz/

z^^n^

known, the equation

to the surface
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such that the sum of the squares of the intercepts upon the axes
made by any tangent plane is constant and equal to n^.
3, we find that the singular solution of the
(f) ^Tien

m= —

equation

du

du

du

C

„

and the geometrical
vious cases,

1

1

1

corollary, analogous to those in the

^

two pre-

obvious.

is

Hitherto the values assigned to m have been integers ; but
»2
f, we find that the singular solution of the
equation, taken for simplicity in three independent variables,
{r))

if

du

du

is

=

we suppose

r/ du\%

du

the symmetrical surface of the
a^

—H

rfi
1-

c?

b^

/ du\i

( du\^'\ f

,

order

thii-d

— =1.
z^
c^

Indeed we might have easily proved independently, that the
perpendicular upon the tangent plane at any point of the surface

+ c3~

a3^-^3
is

'

given by the equation
3

3

3

S

3

p^=a^ cos^ \ + b^ cos''
where

\,

v are the angles

/i,

fjL

made by

+

3.

3

c'^

cos^

v,

the perpendicular with the

axes of coordinates.

Again,

(6)

if

we suppose

m = ^,

we

find that the singular

solution of the equation, taken, as before, in three independent
variables,

du

du

{,du\^

f / du\i

du

( du\h'\

^

'"d^+yTy+'Tz'^iVTj -^yTy) ^VTz) J
is

given by the equation
a

b

c

^

- + - + -=1.
X y z

II.

Let

it

be proposed to investigate the singular solution of

the equation

du

du

du

o

.

{du\:=

/du\-=:

/du\-
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where
a-\-b-\-c+ &c. =OT.

The general

solution of this equation

a

+ /3(/ + 7^ +

«,r

&C.

= Aam

we have

as

is,

b
.

seen,

c

/3m

.

ym

.

.

.

.

,

where «, /3, y, &c. are arbitrary constants.
Differentiating this expression with respect to u, and for brevity putting the right-hand member equal to K, we obtain

x=

aK

—

,

—

,

7nu

bK

cK

y= mp
—5, s= —
my

„

,

&c.,

,

&c.,

whence

a=

«K

r,

/3=

?na?

and the singular solution
a

m

cK
mz

—

7=

,

,

desii'ed is

b

c

a

X m ym zm

... =1 Afl"'

.

,

.

—

bK
my

c

b

.bm.cm.

.

.

.

,

or
m""
If the

we

number

.

x"

y''

z'

.

.

.

= A"'

.

a" 6* c"

.

.

of variables x, y, z, &c. be reduced to three,

and

see that the singular solution of the equation

du

du

^^

_\

fdu\i /du\i /duXi

'^di^y'd^^''Tz~^\di) •\dy) '\Tz)

{

du

du

du~\^_.Qdu du du

dx

dy

dzj

dx dy

'

dz'

27xyz=h?.
known independently

It is

that this

is

the equation of the
made upon the

surface such that the product of the intercepts

rectangular axes of coordinates by any tangent plane is constant,
the volume of the constant pyramid being to the volume of the
parallelopiped formed by the coordinates of the point of contact
It is easy to identify the two results by
as 27 6, or as 4|^ 1.
dividing both sides of the last equation by
:

:

J /duy /duY /duY\i
\\di) +\d^) ^\Tz) J
III.

The

du/ du

'

singular solution of the partial differential equation

du

du

„

\

.

/«>/'^"\^

g/^^^\^

'di{'Tx^ydy-''-di+''v+'\wi) ""yd-zj
is

easily

determined in a similar manner.

o
n
+^*^-=^
,
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The general

solution

aa {ux + ^1/
where, as before,

is

+ 7^ + &c.) +>y32 + cV + &c. = 0,

a, /S, 7,

singular solution desired

is

&c. are arbitrary constants, and the
readily determined to be

«2

g'i

yji

4^

0*

c^

d^

a

When

the number of variables x, y, z, &e. is reduced to three,
appears then that the singular solution of the equation

du( du

du\

du

.o/^mX^

„{du\'^

'T.VTx-^ydy+'Tz)+^\dy) +^

b;

it

=°^

is

z^_4x

y^

b^^ c^~ a'
a result which

is

at

once verified by the

known

properties of the

paraboloid.
2. Thus far we have been employed in the derivation of the
singular solutions of partial differential equations from their
general or primary integrals, the method being suggested by an
easy modification and subsequent generalization of Clairaut's
theorem, and the application of the method being illustrated by

sufiiciently numerous.
I now proceed to consider a
general method which has been proposed for determining the
singular solutions of differential equations, both total and partial, from the equations themselves, without the knowledge of the

examples

geneial or primary solution.
The following theory for differential equations of the first
"Let
be a differorder has been attributed to Laplace:
ential equation of the first order between x and y, cleared of

—

radicals

and

fractions

tions between

;

then

if

we

U=

dv
represent

-j-

by p, the

rela-

x and y found by eliminating p between

U=0,

f =0,

U=

are singular solutions of
0, jjrovided they satisfy that equation and do not at the same time make

.

we might
between

also

.

.

deduce the singular solutions by eliminating
TT

—n

'^^

—n

dx
-j-
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provided that they satisfy the given equation and

do not at the same time make

ax

Now upon

may be remarked,

that in the last and best
on the higher branches of the integral
calculus which has been published, it is somewhat singular that
the instances which are cited as illustrative and confirmatory of
this theory, are all merely cases of Clairaut's theorem, in which
the singular solution is readily determined from the general
solution, and where, as the applicability of the theory appears to
be accidental, so the truth of the results obtained by its applicain fact, that as this method cointion furnishes no verification
cides in all its steps with that which determines the singular
solutions by eUmination of the arbitrary constants from the primary solution, and which must be true, so the verity of the
results obtained by the theory above stated cannot be looked
upon as confirmative of either its adequacy or its generality.
But, more than this, in the cases cited in the justly-valued collection of examples above referred to (Gregory's ' Examples on
the Differential and Integral Calculus,' edited by Walton, Cambridge, 1846), which do not fall under the Clairaut type, the
theory appears to fail, and the characteristics of such cases of
this it

collection of examples

:

apparent failure deserve attention.
In proof of the statement now made, the examples proposed
in illustration of the theory shall be cited seriatim.

=0.

ocp^—yp

(2)

y-]r{y—x)p + {a-x)p'^=0.

(3)

y^—^xxjp

(4)

x^ + 2xyp

(6)

Now

+m

(1)

(l+a;>2=l.

-I-

+

(fl^

_ a?>2 = q.

(1+J92)(y_^)2_«2^2^0.
numbered (1), (2), (8),

the equations
reducible to the forms

(•^?-2/)+-

=0,

{y~a:p)^+{p^-l) = 0,

(6), are severally
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which are

all

of the Clairaut type

;

while the example (4)

is

due

to the combination of the equation

y

—px = a V\ + ja',

also of the Clairaut type, with its singular solution
x'^

+ y^=a^.

The above examples, when reduced
would appear thus

to a symmetrical form,

:

du\du

/,M

/ du

,n\i

Vdi^yTy)\d-x-Ty) = ''\Ty)'
/ du
du\^_/du\^_fduY

( du

(^)

.„,
^**^

afdv>?

duXfdu

,

du\

fdu\^

rdx'^yd^J~{dyJ

the general solutions of which are, as

(«^-

_

\di)

we have

'

(Taylor's
equation)

seen, severally

+ /9y)(«-/3) = «/3^

{ux + fiyY{a^ + ^)=a\

and the singular solutions

(a;

+ y)2_4ay = 0,

y'^—x'^
2

2

= \,

(Taylor's solution)

2

x^->ry^-=a^.
It is

worthy of remark,

numbered

(5)

and

(7) in

too, that in the case of the examples
the same collection, namely,

jj^-^yp
y'^p^

+ x = 0,

— 2xyp + ax-]-by = 0,

the method when applied seems to
obtained, respectively,
y^

fail,

inasmuch as the

results

— 4x=:0,

ax + by — ,^^ = 0,
cannot be regarded as any solutions at all, inasmuch as they do
not satisfy the corresponding equations at all.
Now it appears pretty evident that this result might have been
anticipated beforehand, and that the theory is deficient in not
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indicating any of the characteristics by which such equations as
do not admit of its application may be a priori recognized.
Light seems to be thrown upon the subject by the circum-

stance that, as

is

readily seen, the equations last written are,

which
they belong should have equal roots, the former being regarded
as a quadratic in j9, the latter in yp, the result in neither case
being reducible to the Clairaut type. Again, in the equation
respectively, the conditions that the previous equations to

numbered

same

(8) in the

collection,

[xp —y)[xp— 2y) -\-a^=0,

or
[xp

— yf — {xp — ij)y + ^ = 0,

the condition for equal roots in [xp—y)

is

and the result obtained by the theory is a true singular solution,
inasmuch as it satisfies the given equation. It appears, too,
that if P be the perpendicular upon the tangent at any point
of this parabolic curve, and « the angle which it makes with the
axis of X, the following relation always holds,
P'^

The remark

+ Py sin u-\-x^ sin^ « = 0.

made will perhaps be more readily apprehended by observing that the symmetrical form of the above
equation

previously

is

/ du

dii\^

(

du

du\ du

.,fdu\^

\^Tx+^Ty) ^VJx^yTyJyTy^^Kdy)
which becomes
/

^

=^'

in the case stated,

du

du\

,

ydu

du

VTx^yTy)-^2Ty=^Tx^y

%du
dy^.=^'

an equation of the linear or Clairaut type, and the solution of
which is
U=iUq[x, j/*)=0,
is any homogeneous function of the order 0.
The necessity of clearing any proposed equation of radicals
and fractions is easily intelligible, from the consideration that

where Mq

linear with respect to p, but which involves radicals
or fractions, can only be regarded as a factor of some equation
In equations reducible to the Clairaut type, it
of higher degree.

any equation

evident from the examples previously given that such a preliminary operation is unnecessary. As regards the alleged necessity
of verification by substitution of any supposed singular solution in
If it had
the given equation, the following example will suffice.
is
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been proposed to investigate the singular solution of the equation

^{x,

it

y, z, &c.)

-^

+ ^{x,

might be supposed

y, z, &c.)

^ +X(a7,

y, z, &c.)

^ + &c.

that, generalizing the above theory,

and

^-, &c. between this equation and its derivees
ax ay az
with respect to these same quantities, we should obtain as its
singular solution,

eliminating ^-,

-j-,

^)™-' + &c.=l.
But, upon deriving from this equation the values of the partial
differential coefficients -^, -r, -r, &c.,

and substituting them

in

ax ay az

consethe equation proposed, we find that it is not satisfied
quently the expression which we have obtained, though the result
of the required elimination, and perhaps in a certain unrecognized sort an integral, is not the singular solution properly so
called.
In fact we may regard the failure of the method as in
itself significant, indicating that the qviestion admits of no singular solution ; or, in other words, that the geometrical property
symbolized by the differential equation and the curve or surface,
as the case may be, symbolized by its general integral, are incompatible with the condition of the admissibility of an envelope.
3. The theory above stated as attributed to Laplace, is rather
The form in which the difhis by implication than expressly.
ferential equation of the first order was regarded and discussed
;

by him was that of

and Laplace argued, that

if

we

derive from this equation the

value of

dp

_M.

Ty-W
N=0,

which satisfy the differential equabut the existence and significance of
those factors which do not satisfy the differential equation are
not explained.
The theory previously quoted is an obvious consequence of that which has been now stated, but it has omitted
to account for or interpret the condition, unproductive, indeed,
then

all

the factors of

tion, are singular solutions

;
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but stated as indispensable.

><0,

dy
in the case in

which

u=/(^-^'l)=''and
d\]
in the case in which

u=y(.,,,|)=o.
If

we

confine our attention for a

moment

to the former case, the

JTT

interpretation of the condition

change of form be attributed
crement to
of this

is

-y-,

— no envelope

-=— not

=

appears to be,

to the function y, as well as
;

—

if

a

an in-

and the geometrical confirmation

obvious enough from the accompanying figure.

To the theory this condition is indispensable; but then an
analogous condition or conditions must be regarded as indispensable in the investigation of the singular solutions of differential
equations of the second and higher orders ; and none such are
Moreover, in the investigation of the singular solutions
given.
of partial diff"erential equations of the first order, represented in
general by the type
U=/(a:, y, 2r,/), g')=0,
we should expect to find stated, as a condition indispensable to
the theory, that the result of the elimination of ^ and q between
the equations

U=0
^^'

^=0
^=0
dp
dq
"'

'
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should at the same time reader
-i_

>

or

< 0,

this condition being similarly interpretable as above in the case

of a single independent variable. We should look, too, for analogous conditions in the case of partial differential equations of
the higher orders, but none such are given.
4. As regards partial differential equations of the second order,
it may be said that, either in the way of theory or illustration,
little or nothing has as yet been done ; the field may be I'cgarded,
not merely as unexplored, but as almost wholly unknown. The
contributions to the subject which have been made by Poisson
are scanty, and too much of a tentative character, whether they
be regarded as illustrative of this interesting department of science,

means for its development and improvement.
Proceeding indirectly from the integral expression

or suggestive of the

y=^ + boo+f{a,

b),

where a and b are arbitraiy constants, Lagrange has discussed
the differential equation thence derived, and which is typical of
a class, namely

y=^ivp- 1- ji' +/( p', p - ocp')
dhi

where p' = y-j, and has pointed out that

this equation

admits

of a singular solution derived from the elimination of p between
this equation and

3

dp'

By

adopting the same indirect method, we should obtain a corresponding theorem for partial differential equations.
It is suggested, as deserving of examination, whether the
Laplacian theory for the determination of singular solutions of
total differential equations of the first order should not be recon13oth upon analytical and geometrical grounds, the
structed.
condition with which it is embarrassed, and which is indispensable to its existence as a theory, appears to be unnecessary and
troublesome.
But if this examination result in its confirmation
and retention, then must an analogous condition be laid down

and corresponding conditions for all differential equations, both total and
partial, of the higher orders.
It may save some useless labour to know that there arc no
theorems in partial differentials of the second order corresjiond2 N
Vhil. Mag. S. 4. No. 103. ^uppl Vol. 15.
for partial differential equations of the first order,
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ing to that stated for the ellipsoid in partial differentials of the
first order under the case of the first example denoted by (/3).
Thus, in general, if Rj, R^ be the principal radii of curvature
at any point of a surface, resuming for a moment the conventional notation,

1 + J_= {l+qy-2pqs +
Ri

But

Ra

{l-\-p'')t

(1+^2^^2)1

P

for the ellipsoid, if

be the perpendicular on the tangent

plane,

Hence, if any corresponding theorem exist, it should be determined by equating these two expressions, or by the form

{l+qy-2pqs+{l +py=

^a^g^g

(aH^V + cVA
an equation which has no singular solution, properly speaking,
and could have none, being linear in ?•, s, and t.
Again, in general we know that

_

1

rt-s^

n,n^-{l+p' + (/f'
and

for the ellipsoid

we know that

P^

Jl

R,R2~a56V
By

identifying these expressions

but of

this, again,

there

is

we obtain the equation

no singular

solution.
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following comnnuiications were read
the Thermal Effectsof Longitudinal Compression of Solids."
By J. P. Joule, Esq., F.R.S. ; and "On the Alterations of Temperature accompanying Changes of Pressure in Fluids."
By Prof. W.
:

"On

Thomson, F.R.S.
In the further prosecution of the experiments of which an out-

Thermal Effects of Lonyitudinal Compression of

Solids.
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was given in the Phil. Mag. for September, 1867, the author
has verified the theory of Professor Thomson, as applied to the
thermal effects of laying weights on and taking them off metallic
Heat is evolved
pillars and cylinders of vulcanized india-rubber.
by compression, and absorbed on removing the compressing force
in every substance yet experimented on.
In the case of metals, the
results agree very closely with the formula in which e, the longitudinal expansion by heat under pressure, is considered the same
as the expansion without pressure.
It was observed, however, that
all the experimental results were a little in excess of the theoretical,
and it became therefore important to inquire whether the force
of elasticity in metals is impaired by heat.
In the first arrangements for this purpose, the actual expansion of the bars employed
1st,
in the experiments was ascertained by a micrometric apparatus,
when there was no tensile force, and 2nd, when a weight of 700 lbs.
was hung to the extremity of the quarter-inch rods. The results,
rehable to less than one-hundredth of their whole value, did not
exhibit any notable effect of tensile force on the coeificient of expansion by heat.
An experiment susceptible of greater delicacy
was now tried.
Steel wire of g'oth of an inch in diameter was
wound upon a rod of iron ^ of an inch in diameter. This was
heated to redness. Then, alter plunging in cold water, the spiral
was slipped off. The number of convolutions of the spiral was 420,
and its weight .58 grains. Its length, when suspended from one
end, was 6 '3.5 inches, but on adding to the extremity a weight of
129 grains, it stretched without sensible set to 14"55 inches. The
temperature of the spiral thus stretched was raised or lowered at
After
pleasure by putting it in, or removing it out of an oven.
several experiments it was found that between the limits of temperature 84° and 280° Fahr., each degree Centigrade of rising temperature caused the spiral to lengthen as much as -00337 of an
inch, and that a contraction of equal amount took place with each
Hence, as Mr. James
degree Centigrade of descending temperature.
Thomson has shown that the pulling out of a spiral is equivalent
to twisting a wire, it follows that the force of torsion in steel vrire
is decreased -00041 by each degree of temperature.
An equally decisive result was obtained with copper wire, of
which an elastic spiral was formed by stretching out a piece of
soft wire, and then rolling it on a rod i of an inch in diameter.
The spiral thus formed consisted of 23.5 turns of wire, J„ of an
inch in diameter weighing altogether 230 grains.
Unstretched
it measured 6 7 inches, but with a weight of \2i)l grains attached
Experiments made
to it, it stretched, without set, to 10'05 inches.
with it showed an elongation of "00157 of an inch for each degree
Centigrade of elevation of temperature, and an equal shortening on
lowering the temperature.
The diminution of the force of torsion
was in this case •00047 per degree Centigrade*.
line

—

* Since writing the above, I have become acquainted with M. Kiipffer's researches on the influence of temperature on the elasticity of metals (Compte

2

N2
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Professor Thomson has obligingly furnished
lowing investigation

me

with

the

fol-

:

On

the Alterations of Temperature accompanying Changes of
Pressure in Fluids.

Let a mass of fluid, given at a temperature t and under a pressure p, be subjected to the following cycle of four operations in
order.
(1) The fluid being protected against gain or loss of heat, let
the pressure on it be increased from p to p + zs.
(2) Let heat be added, and the jjrcssure of the fluid maintained
constant at^
ro, till its temperature rises by dt.
(3) The fluid being again protected against gain or loss of heat,
let its pressure be reduced from p + vT to p.
(4) Let heat be abstracted, and the pressure maintained at
2J, till the temperature sinks to f again.
At the end of this cycle of ojjerations, the fluid is again in the
same physical condition as it was at the beginning, but, as is shown
by the following considerations, a certain transformation of heat
into work or the reverse has been effected by means of it.
In two of these four operations the fluid increases in bulk, and
in the other two it contracts to an equal extent.
If the pressure
wei'e uniform during them all, tlierc would be neither gain nor loss
of work
but inasmucli as the pressure is greater by nr during
operation (2) than during operation (4), and rises during (1) by
the same amount as it falls during (3), there will, on the whole, be
an amount of work equal to
dv, done by the fluid in expanding,
over and above that which is spent on it by pressure from without
while it is contracting, if dv denote a certain augmentation of
volume which, when •nr and dt are infinitely small, is infinitely
nearly equal to the expansion of the fluid during operation (2), or
its contraction during operation (4).
Hence, considering the bulk
of the fluid primitively oj)cratcd on as unity, if we take

+

;

m

dv

dt=''
to denote an average coefficient of expansion of the fluid under
w, or simply its coefficient of
constant pressure of from p) to ^

+

expansion at temperature t and pressure p, when we regard
infinitely small, we have an amount of work equal to
u: e

cr as

dt

The

case of a fluid such as water below
contracts under constant pressure, with an ele-

gained from the cycle.

39°' 1 Fahr., which
vation of temperature, is of course included by admitting negative
values for e, and making the corresponding changes in statement.
Si. Petersburg, 1356).
He finds by his metliod of twisting and
transverse oscillations that the decrease of elasticity for steel and copper is '000471
careful experiments recently made by Prof. Thomson, indicate
a slight increase of expansibility by heat in wires placed under tension. August 1.

Rendu Annuel,

and '000478. Very
J. P. J.

—
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Since the fluid is restored to its primitive physical condition at
the end of the cycle, the source from which the work thus gained
is drawn, must be heat, and since the operations are each perfectly
that is to say, if
reversible, Carnot's principle must hold
denote
the excess of temperature of the body while taking in heat above
its temperature while giving out heat, and if ^t denote " Carnot's
function," the work gained, per unit of heat taken in at the higher
temperature, must be equal to
;

But while the

fluid is giving out heat, that is to say, during operation
temperature is sinking from t + dt to t, and may be regarded
and while it is taking in heat, that
as being on the average t + \dt
is, during operation (2), its temperature is rising from Avhat it was
at the end of operation (1) to a temperature higher by dt, or on
the average exceeds by \dt, the temperature at the end of operation
(I).
The average temperature while heat is taken in consequently
exceeds the average tem})erature while heat is given out, by just as
much as the body rises in temperature during operation (1). If,
therefore, this be denoted by Q, and if 'Kdt denote the quantity of
heat taken in during operation (2), the gain of work from heat in
the whole cycle of operations must be e([ual to /t K df, and Iience
(4), its

;

^^'chave

From

this

jttfl

we

.

Krf^=CT

find

e^<7.

^

where, according to the notation that has been introduced,
is the
elevation of temperature consequent on a sudden augmentation of
pressure from p to j^ + to'; e is the coefticient of expansion of the
its capacity for heat, under constant pressure
fluid, and
and fi
is Carnot's function, being, according to the absolute thermodynamic
scale of temperature, simply the reciprocal of the temperature, multiplied by the mechanical equivalent of the thermal unit.
If then
t denote the absolute temperature, which v\'c have shown by experiment* agrees sensibly with tenipei'ature by the air-thermometer
Cent, with "17^° added, and if J denote the mechanical equivalent
of the thermal unit Centigrade, we have

K

;

t

e

JlV

This expression agrees in reality, but is somewhat more convenient in form, than that first given, Dynamical Theory of Heat, § 49,
Phil. Mag. for September 1852.
Thus for water, the value of K, the thermal capacity of a cubic
63'4 17, and e varies from
to about
from that of maximum density to 50°
Cent., and the elevation of temperature produced by an augmentation
of pressure amounting to n times 211 7 lbs. per square foot (that is

foot under constant pressure,
2 -jL^,

is

for temperatures rising

* Sec Part

II.

of our Pajjcr "

On

I'hilotiuphical Traneactions, 1851.

the Tlicniial Etfects of Fluids la Motion,"
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to say, to n atmospheres),

is

teX2ll7
1390x63-447

teX2ll7

For mercury, we have
It',

as a

rough estimate, we take

t-278

_
^~
this

If,
is,

"'

1390x28-68
1

^ 2200'

46

J^^I^
-'h.
420000

becomes

for instance, the temperature be 300° on the absokite scale (tha
26° of the Ceutig. thermometer), we have

n
636
as the heating effect produced by the sudden compression of water
at that temperature
so that ten atmospheres of pressure would give
-^^ of a degree Cent., or about five divisions on the scale of the most
sensitive of the ether thermometers we have as yet had constructed.
:

Thus

if

we take

5-5V0 ^^ ^^^ value of

e,

this

becomes

t

103600"
and at temperature 26° Cent., the heating
is found to be Jj of a degree Cent.

Table

effect of ten

atmospheres

giving the thermal effects of a pressure of ten atmospheres

on water and mercury*.
Temperature.

0°

3°-95
10°

20°
30°
40°
50°
60°
70°
80°
90°
100°

Increase of temperature

Increase or decrease of
temperature in water.

in mercury.

-026
-0264
-027
-028
-029
-030
-031
-032
-033
-034
-035
-036

-005 decrease
-U

-006 increase

do
do
do
do
do
do

-01.5

-022
-029
-035
-041
-047
-055
-065
-078

do.

.

do
do

"Supplementary Researches on the Partition of Numbers." By
Arthur Cayley, Esq., F.R.S.
The paper is supplementary to the author's memoir, "Researches
on the Partition of Numbers," which comprises the two papers,
abstracts of which appear in the Proceedings of the Meeting of the
3rd of May, 1855. It contains some additional developments in
'

* Added August

'

1.

On

the Influence

of Efforts of Inspiration on the Heart.
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referred to at the coiiclusion of the former

theorem
memoir, and an apphcation to the determination of the expression

relation to the

for

P (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
On the Anatomy and

5-.

"

Physiology of the Spongiada."

Bowerbank, F.R.S., F.L.S. &c.
" On the Fructification of certain Sphaeriaceous Fungi."

By
By

J. S.

Fre-

derick Currey, Esq.

"On the Anatomy of Tridacna."
Esq., Assistant-Surgeon, R.N.

By John Denis Macdonald,

"Experimental Researches on the Influence of Efforts of InspiraM.D.
on the Movements of the Heart." By E. Brown-Sequard,
A very interesting fact, of which many circumstances have been
Mitchell,
carefully investigated by Professor Bonders and Dr. S. W..
Ihis
has received a wrong explanation from those physiologists.

tion

diminution of either the strength or the frequency
at breathing
of the beatings of the heart, when an energetic effort
Proor a little more.
is made and maintained for half a minute
inspiration on the
fessor Donders thinks that this influence of
on this
heart is due to a mechanical agency of the dilated lungs
fact consists in a

organ.

.

that the state of the lungs has a great influence on
movethe heart, but the principal cause of the diminution in the
supposed
ments of this organ is very different from what has been
It is
by Professor Donders, by'Professors J. Miiller, and others.
known that when the medulla oblongata, or the par vagum are exdiscovered,
cited (either by galvanism, as the Brothers Weber have
wound,
or by other means, such as a mere compression, or a sudden
cease entirely.
as I'have found), the heart's beatings diminish or
to
Whether this stoppage be due to the cause I have attributed it
What is important
or not, is indifferent to my present object.
par vagum
that in these cases an irritation on the origin of the

They admit

is,

action.
through it on the heart to diminish or to destroy its
at the
thought that it would be interesting to decide, if,
also an influtime that there is an effort at inspiration, there is not
more or less
ence of the medulla oblongata on the par vagum,
otherwise irntate
similar to that which exists when we galvanize or
To ascertain if it is so, I have made exthe medulla oblongata.
As I have already
periments on newly-born animals, and on birds.
published some of the results of my researches on newly-born animals,

acts
I

those of my
as these results are not so completely decisive as
experiments made on birds, I will merely give here a summary of
what I have seen in these last animals. I have found the same
repeated the
facts in ducks, geese and pigeons; but as I have
experiments more frequently on the last-mentioned animals, I will
When their abdomen has been widely opened
speak of them only.
and their heart exposed to sight, pigeons may live, as it is well
known, for a long while. I wait until they are almost dying, having
only one, two, or three inspirations in a minute, and then, if the
weather is cold, and if the animal has lost many degrees of its

and
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temperature, I find tliat, at each effort it makes to inspire, the
heart either ahiiost suddenly stops, or beats much less quickly.
I have frequently seen the heart completely arrested for five or
ten seconds, and twice for twenty or twenty-tive seconds, in cases
where there was only one respiration in two minutes. This stoppage
of the heart's movements was the more remarkable, as they were at
the rate of more than two hundred in a minute when the effort at
inspiration took place.
To decide that it was in consequence of an
influence of the par vagum that this occurred, I divided this nerve
in the neck, and th^n found that there was no more influence of the
inspiration on the heart, or if there was, it consisted in an augmentan augmentation of the frequency of the movements of this organ
ation due to the shaking of the heart when the chest dilated
Sometimes, when the heart was very irritable, and when the efforts
at inspiration were still frequent and not energetic (the par vagum

—

being undivided), these efforts were accompanied, or rather immediately followed by an increase in the strength of the heart's moveBut always when the
ments, probably caused by the shaking.
inspiratory efforts were energetic and rare, they coexisted with a
diminution or a momentary cessation of the heart's contractions
and always in these cases the section of the par vagum has destroyed
the diminishing influence of the respiratory efforts on the heart.
It would be esrsy to show that the influence of the inspiratory effort
on the central organ of circulation is comparable to the change
taking place in the pupil when the globe of the eye is drawn inwards
:

an associated action.
From the facts I have found in the case of newly-born animals and
birds, and from the facts observed in man by Professors J. Midler,
Bonders, and others, it results that, during efforts at inspiration, a
nervous influence passes along the par vagum from the medulla
it is

oblongata to the heart, diminishing the movements of this organ.
And as by an action of our will we may inspire with energy, it
follows that we can by an influence of our will diminish the action
of our heart, just as we can contract our pupil by drawing our eyes
inwards.
•'
On the Influence of Oxygen on the vital properties of the Spinal
By E. Brown-Sequard, M.D.
Cord, Nerves, and Muscles."
The influence of oxygen and carbonic acid on the living tissues,
has been very little investigated, either by physiologists or practitioners of medicine.
I have made a great many experiments on
this subject, but will relate here merely a few of them, which are
sufficient to show that oxidation of the spinal cord and nerves, as
well as that of muscles, increases their vital properties, sometimes
in a high degree.
After the opening of the sj)inal canal, the dura mater being laid
bare, we find that an evident hyperresthesia a])pears after a short
time in the parts of the body which are behind the opening, and
I think
also on the same level with it, and a little above it.
this increase of sensibility depends on the absorption of oxygen.
To ascertain that it is so, with the help of a special apparatus, im-

On

the hijiuencc of OAijgen on the Spinal Curd, Xcivca,
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mediately nfter laying bare the cord, I jiump out the air in contact
Then I find
with the dura mater, and substitute for it hydrogen.
that no increase of sensibility takes place, at least during several
hours.
I then pump out the hydrogen, raid inject atmospheric air,
and in a few minutes the posterior parts of the body become
hypersesthetic.

When

the posterior columns of the spinal cord have been divided
there is, as I found long ago, an excessive hyperaesthcsia in all the parts of the body situated behind the section,
aud also in some of the parts immediately above it. This hyperaesthesia begins almost at once after the operation, and increases for
It diminishes a
niauj' hours, and sometimes for one or tv\o days.
little afterwards, and if there is no myelitis, it continues to exist,
though less than at first, for years after the operation.
part of
this hypersesthesia (its great excess during the first hours and days),
I have recently found to depend chieflj' upon the influence of the
oxygen of the air. If we perform the section of the posterior columns
of the spinal cord, and cover the wound immediately afterwards
with the apparatus above-mentioned, and pump out the air and
inject hydrogen, we find that there is a delay in the development
of hypersesthesia, and that it is never as considerable as when air
If we replace the hydrogen
is in contact with the injured cord.
by air, there is a rapid increase of the hypersesthesia, and there is still
more so if we inject pure oxygen. When the hyperaesthesia has
once become excessive, hydrogen does not diminish it.
If carbonic acid is injected, slight convulsive movements are produced, and sensibility soon diminishes.
.Vnalogous experiments on sensitive and motor nerves show that iu
them also an increase of the vital properties is produced by oxygen,
and that a diminution after an excitation is produced by carbonic acid.
Experiments on the abdominal sympathetic give similar results
Rolando and others have found that the gray matter which is in
the rhomboidal ventricle of the lumbar enlargement of the spinal
cord in birds, is not excitable either to give pain or produce movement. I have ascertained that normally it is but little excitable,
but that when it has been exposed to the contact of air tor some
10 or 15 minutes, it is extremely excitable, particularly for the proThis, perhaps, explains the curious disduction of movements.
turbance in the voluntary movements which I found some years ago
transversely,

A

on which this gray matter had been simply laid bare.
these facts, and a great many others, it results that in the
spinal cord, the sensitive aud motor nerves, and the sympathetic, as
well as iu muscles, there is an increase of the vital properties produced

in birds,

From

by oxygen.
'•

Ocular Spectres, Structures and Functions, Mutual Exponents."

By James

.lago,

A.B. Cantab., M.B. Oxon.

Section

I.

Introduction.

organs arc not only cajiable, by an adjusting
lenticular system, of painting, under varying conditions, images of

Our

visual

—
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luminous objects, upon a membrane in special relation with the
and thus it happens
brain, but involve many adjuvant structures
;

that thej' reveal to us a number of adventitious phenomena
spectres as we may call them, whether caused by light at the
])arts that cover the eyeballs, or within them, or by any stimulus

whatever affecting the special nervous

tract.

These must be elimi-

we would avoid the risk of
by subordinate parts to more integral

ascribing effects begotten
portions of the apparatus.
Finally, they may be rendered serviceable for the solution of certain
important points of ocular structure and function. Under the im])i"ession that so diversified a subject has not yet received all the
nated, if

which

elucidation of

it is

susceptible, another methodical attempt to

made

in this memoir.
an agent in the production of the spectral phenomena, they arise from certain rays being blocked from their course,
at some obstacle thej^ encounter, or turned aside by refraction, reflexAnd to vaske precise observations upon them, we
ion or inflection.
must use fine pencils of rays which do not return to foci upon the
retina.
In order to estimate the relative and actual sizes, localities,
and characters, of corpuscles whose shadows or images are projected

investigate

When

it

will be

light

is

retina, pencils of light which are first convergent, and
therefrom, by passing through foci, divergent (such as may be
conveniently obtained from a small disc of light at a sufficient
distance from the eye, when viewed through a lens of an inch focal
length), are mainly employed, the foci being carried from before the
eye to various depths in its interior*. If we neglect ocular refractions,
whether a body fall in the convergent or divergent portions, the

upon the

length of its shadow will be to its own, as their respective distances
from the focus. With a couple of such pencils, whether a body fall
in the convergent or divergent portions, the distance between its pair
of shadows is to that between the foci, as that of the object from
the shadow screen (retina) to that of the object from the line (parallel
But the deflections of the
to the screen) which joins the foci.
shadow in the two sorts of rays are in adverse directions, so that if
the axis of a single pencil were moved across the eye, whilst always
kept parallel to itself, the shadows of all the objects lying in advance
of the focus would travel in one direction, whilst those of objects
* In the Allgem. Encyklop. der Pliysik, s. 166 (1856), in an able article on
" Entoptics," Helmholtz states, that " the more decided entopticai
methods
were eatahhshed first by Listing and Brewster (1845), who were followed still
The present wTiter refers to a paper of his own,
later by Donders (1846-51)."
published early in 1845, which substantially gives the methods alluded to which
are all modifications of one idea, that of obtaining a greater parallactic deviation
of shadows for objects further from the retina, by means of two pencils of rays
diverging from points in front of the eye, or by one moved across the optic axis.
Now we can by this device only get marked differences in parallax for small differences in ocular depth for objects very near to the points of divergence, that
is, near the surface of the eye; whereas the plan now proposed not only generally
secures this end in a notable degree, but by placing foci between any two objects,
causes their shadows to be deflected in opposite directions, and the more con'

;

siderably as they are nearer together
aids in entopticai researches.

;

besides supplying,

it is

believed, a variety of

Mr.

J.
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lying behind the focus would travel in the opposite, the rate of
\novemeiit being in both instances greater for objects nearer the focus.
Also, whether with a couple of pencils or a single one in

movement,

a given difference in ocular depth between two objects, the
difference in parallactic deviation is greater as the two objects are
nearer the foci or focus.
Besides, generally, the picture of the
contents of the eye, as shown by the convergent portion, is inverted
in the divergent.
for

The above proportions are turned into equations which indicate, as
the terms alter their values, every observed variation in the sizes of
the shadows, parallactic deviations, inversions of figure, place, and
movements whether of the ocular bodies with respect to the pencils,
or of the foci and axes of the pencils with respect to them.
Thus,
in many modes, which are explained, we may at pleasure by mere
inspection observe the structural and relative positions of the bodies
in question, and can so manage to evade the effects of ocular refractions, as to render the proportions above stated available for calculating the sizes of the bodies, and their distances from the cornea,
iris, faces of the crystalline lens, retina, or from any one of themselves
or can even measure their depths in the eye, almost without calculation, and free from any that involve the consideration of the
optical qualities of the organ.
Inflective phenomena are alike in the convergent and divergent
rays, but refractive differ, and afford us a useful means of detecting
the nature of an object.
Inflective coloration is too subordinate to
the ocular chromatic dispersion to deserve particular notice.
Dr. T.
Young explains how narrow straight objects, viewed through a
jmncture, are by the influence of ocular refractions made to appear
curved, unless they are seen as diameters of the projected image of
the pupillary opening.
It is appended, that if they are made to
encroach, in a like way, laterally upon a divergent pencil, they appear
not, as in the case mentioned, concave, but convex towards the
centre of the pupil's image.
Diagrams and other drawings accompany these and other parts of
the essay.
The foregoing principles are henceforth applied to the
actual exploration contemplated, in order, as follows

—

:

Section

II.

Apparitions from Eyelashes, Eyelids and
Conjunctival Fluids.

These phenomena are treated with an

effort

at

greater

pre-

than in previously existing accounts of them. Little bars
of fluid along the margins of the lids are shown to occasion the long
beams of light, which issue from flames regarded " with winking
eyes," by their annulling the refractions of the cornea. These beams
have been ascribed to reflexion at the edges of the lids, but reflexion
only yields a very pale beam which can be distinguished easily from
the other.
cision

Section

III.

Apparitions from Iris and Crystalline Lens

:

with

Corollaries.

The margin of

the

iris,

opaque and transparent bodies, and the

Royal Society
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structural stellate iigure, in the crystalline lens are placed methodically in the order in which they lie in the depths of the eye,' and
the especial manifestations which they severally yield, explained.
The combined effects of ocular chromatic aberration, inflection
at the edge of the iris, and the limbs of the stellate figure when we
look at thin objects, or black and white lines, especially if curved,
render some singular illusions, which are dissected.
The method by the two sorts of pencils may be applied to test
the recent doctrine advanced by Stellweg, that the iris so lies on
the face of the crystalline lens that there is no posterior chamber
in the aqueous humour, and will probably be found to disprove it.
calculation is entered into to show that unless Dr. T. Young
in estimating that the accommodation of the eye to focal distance
by means of an alteration in the length of the optic diameter, would
require a faculty of doing this to the extent of -f th of the whole,
exceeds the truth by
taken when vision is suited to parallel rays,
many times ; it must be easy to detect, by the parallax of the lenticular
corpuscles in a couple of pencils whose foci rest near them, how and
where the change is eifected. And then an argument is drawn, that
the accommodation is by change in the form of the lens, producing
a minute movement of its anterior face, which it is thought may
be detected by the said method.
The want of symmetry in ocular refractions is glanced at, and a
nebulous scattering of light in the eye, hereafter found to be the
cause of a singular supplementary version of Purkinje's vascular

A

—

—

phantom

Section IV.

Apparitions from the Vitreous Humour, applied to
explain its Strtictiire.

can be observed that, in the posterior chamber of the eye there
exists a lax, irregular, fibrous network, sprinying from the hyaloid
membrane, but spanning the crystalline lens, without attachment
to its capsule, occupying principally the peripheral portion of the
cavity, but spreading as one structure into its interior, towards an
The whole system is of
ever-lessening number of leading fibres.
less specific gravity than the vitreous fluid, either of itself, or by
It

being the

framework of membrane,

in

more or

less

of

its extent.

fibres are constituted entirely of rows of beads, which are
round, or nearly so, transparent, and of greater refractive power
than the fluid, and joined by passing into one another by small
The dynamical and optical considerations
portions of their surface.

The

upon which
into,

these conclusions depend, are very carefully entered
illustrated with appropriate drawings *.

and the nicer points

Section V.

—Apparitions from,

or

from behind

the Retina

;

with

Corollaries.

The next object for study behind those in the vitreous, are the
vasa centralia retinae, which are imbedded in the substance of the
vol. pp. 97-104, of the Lond. Med. Gazette, is quoted to
that the writer uiaintained ia 1845 that the usual inuscaj volitantes are but

* The 36th

show

J
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membrane in such a manner as to penetrate from the side of the
hyaloid membrane outwards from the eye's centre, deeper as they
approach the punctum aureum. They may be called into view by
any pencil of rays that is in the act of sweeping over the retina.
In the well-known experiment of Purkinje, of waving a candleflame before the eye, the radiating point is the image of the flame
In this experiment the vessels display a
at the back of the eye.
remarkable parallactic gliding over the visual field, first observed by
Gudden, in 1849 ; but it was left for H. Milller, a few years after,
to point out the cause of the phenomenon, and to calculate from
entoptical observations the distance of the vessels from the "perceiving membrane" lying without them, required to account for the

This essay adopts his hypothesis, but supports it by independent observations, and substitutes another mode of calculating

parallax.

the said distance.
The flame is made to pause successively, on opposite sides of the
vessel to be observed, in an ocular meridional plane, or that of some
great circle, so that the shadow may be seen to deviate equally, twice
in one plane, from the retinal radius that passes through it, and this
whole angle, /3, is noted, as well as that, a, between the two positions
Then, if d be the
of the flame, as viewed from the eye's centre.

perpendicular distance of the vessel from a sentient surface whose
radius is r, it is found that
cos A (a -/3)

[

J

a dark spot without the sentient surface, as the
pigment of the choroid, visible through the retina at the foramen
centrale, to simulate a shadow by being seen, through a second
reflexion of the rays already radiating by reflexion at the flame's
image on the eye's coats, by a sentient surface lying tvithin it ; then
if d be the distance of the dark spot from such a surface, we shall
If

we imagine

have

/]

f^K

If a vessel imbedded in the sentient surface were to have its
shadow thrown back upon that surface, through reflexion from some

tunic at the distance

d without

it,

we should have

cos

d=r[
I

1

co4(«-f)J

apparitions of portions of the essential structure of the vitreous body, and that
he ilien fuiidainentally and clearly enunciated the view now more particularly
developed. Other writers have regarded these as remnants of the fa'tal eye, or
as pathological fragments, floating freely, or in loculi of the vitreous humour;
for the most part differing very widely from the reasonings and conclusions in
this essay.
The writings of Brewster, Uonders, Uoncan, &c., arc referred to.
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some- slight modification of this equation would meet the case
of a parallactic deviation by a second reflexion, should a vessel lie
either a little without or within the sentient surface.
The parallaxes here suggested would all take place in the direction of those actually witnessed in Purkinje's experiment, and the
calculated values of d would so far approach each other from the
same values of a and ft (since ft is small), that we ought not to rest
satisfied with the fact of these values agreeing well with the simple
conception of the sentient surface lying a little without the vascular
plexus
especially as there are two supplementary versions of the
vascular phantom rendered manifest by the experiment, one very
and that were the
notable one to which attention is directed
shadows of the vessels displayed by a second reflexion, as imagined
in the third equation, there would be more than one version of them,
as, moreover, a dark figure of the foramen centrale is rendered visible
However, these other versions of the figure are
at the same time.
eliminated by being traced to other sources, and, with H. Midler, the
central dark spot is treated as the shadow of the wall of the foramen
centrale
so that the sentient surface must be without the brim of
the foramen.
The essay, with as much of method as is available, now passes on
in quest of the causes of other spectral phenomena, in the production
It cites Young's observation of the
of which light is not an agent.
images of objects that press from the outside of the eye upon the
sclerotic coat, being seen hj fexure of the retina along their outline
notices, as of this type, the circles of light seen at the bases of the
touches
optic nerves on turning the eyes sharply in their sockets
upon the colours displayed in such experiments and points out how
that, wherever the retina is so compressed as to evince quasi-lights,
it comparatively or entirely fails to render us acquainted with the
It then explains how the retina is
existence of luminous objects.
flexed and compressed by the action of the orbital muscles, always
to some extent when we fix the eyes' axes in a given direction, and
thus astonishing us
severely whenever we wilfully strain our vision
by the flitting away of objects from our sight, burying some in quasilucid clouds, as if they had overspread one another, and, as the

And

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

origin of the phenomenon was undetected, occasioning many surmises upon the inherent qualities of the special nervous structure in
order to account for them. An observation upon the inverted image
of a candle formed at the posterior face of the crystalline lens is
mentioned, which indicates other muscular action besides that which
rotates the eyeball when the eye is vehemently strained, as if the
The phenomena which inform us of a diflens became flattened.
ferential structure in the retinal surface, with respect to the punctum
ccecum, foramen centrale, and the elementary rods and cones which
H. Miiller believes to constitute the sentient layer, are adduced as well
as the conclusions to which we are led, after eliminathig the various
phenomena studied, as regards the ultimate structure of the sentient
;

surface.
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The
"

On

1858.— Prof.

p.

486.J

Phillips. President, in the Chair.

following communication was read
a Fossil Fruit found in the Upper
:

Wealden

deposits in the

Purbeck." By Prof. J. Phillips. M.A., Pres. G.S. &c.
In one of the Upper Wealden shales in the northern cliffs of
Swanage Bay, the author found a small imperfect spherical pyritous
seed-vessel, about half an inch in length, which presented evidence
of having had eight meridional ridges, and an apparently fibrous
surface.
After a careful compeirison of numerous forms of seeds of
monocotyledonous, gymnospermous, and dicotyledonous plants, the
author considered that the specimen presented some analogies with
dicotyledons of several groups, especially Euphorbiacece and Juglan-

Isle of

dacece.

April 28.

—

Prof. Phillips, President, in the Chair.

The following communications were read

"On

some

:

By C. J. F. Bunbury,
Esq.. F.R.S.. F.G.S.
The vegetable remains described in this memoir were procured by
Sir C. Lyell and M. Hartung from a leaf-bed discovered by them, in
1

.

Fossil Plants

from Madeira."

January 1854. in the ravine of

S. Jorge in the Island of Madeira
(Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. x. p. 326).
They consist of detached leaves
and fragments of leaves, mostly in a very imperfect state, a large
proportion of them, indeed, too imperfect to be even described.
Dicotyledonous leaves predominate, but remains of Ferns are also
numerous always, however, in a very fragmentary condition. Monocotyledons are rare.
No distinct remains of fruits have been
found.
Mr. Bunbury described 23 different forms (8 Ferns, 1 Monocotyledon, and 14 Dicotyledons), which he has been able to discriminate
among these remains and added a list of those described by Professor Heer, in his memoir on the same subject.
Each list contains
several that are wanting in the other
M. Heer has 13 which are not
found in the collection examined by Mr. Bunbury and the latter
collection contains 12 that do not seem to be noticed by the Swiss
Professor.
The total number of distinguishable forms in the two
collections amounts to 37, the greater part of which must be considered as very imperfectly known.
They gave occasion to the fol-

—

;

;

:

;

lowing remarks —
1. The most abundant of the Dicotyledonous leaves and the most
abundant of the Ferns are with great probability identified with
species now existing in the island
namely, Laurus Canariensis,
Oreodaphne futeris and Pleris aquilina. The Pteris is a plant which
has a wide geographical range, and accommodates itself to a variety
of conditions but the two Laurels appear to be confined to the three
Atlantic groups of islands, the Madeiras, Canaries, and Azores,
Four other of the fossils appear to be very probably referable to
:

;

,

;
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species now Inhaljiting Madeira; namely, Vaccin'mm Maderense,
Of
Erica arborea, Woodwardla radicans, and Davnllia Cannriensis.
these, the Vacc'inium is at present restricted to the island of Madeira;
These facts may perhaps justify ns
the others have a wider range.
in inferring (though certainly not with confidence) that the conditions of climate of the island in the time of the S. Jorge deposit
were not verj'- widely different from those now existing.
2. Certain other forms in the list (about four or five) are distinctly
different from any now known, at least in Madeira or the neighbouring islands, and appear to belong to extinct species.
3. None of the fossils can be said to belong distinctly and positively to tropical families.
4. Those forms, among the fossils, M'hich are different from the
present vegetation of Madeira, do not show any marked analogy to
the American or any other existing Flora.
5. The fossil leaves from S. Jorge show, on the whole, a decided
analogy to the recent vegetation of the Madeira forests, inasmuch
as there is among them a predominance of undivided and entireedged leaves, with smooth (not wrinkled) and glossy surface.
6. The intermixture of abundant remains of Ferns with those of
Dicotyledons is a characteristic of this leaf-bed, in which it shows
a complete agreement with the existing state of things in the Madeira forests.
Such an intermixture is not usual in the plant-bearing deposits of the palaeozoic, secondary, or tertiary periods.
7. The very small number of Monocotyledons hitherto found is
remarkable, but may be owing to accidental causes.
8. On the whole, the author is disposed to conclude that the vegetation of Madeira at the time when the S. Jorge leaf-bed was formed
was, though not absolutely identical with that now existing, yet not
very different from it.
But all such conclusions must be received
with great caution.
Mr. Bunbury moreover entered at some length into an inquiry as
to the value of the evidence afforded by detached leaves of Dicotyledonous plants, and the degree of confidence due to conclusions
founded upon such evidence, as to the affinities of extinct plants.

2. "

On

a Section of a part of the Fifeshire Coast."

T. Brown.

A section

By the

Rev.

Communicated by Sir R. Murchison, V.P.G.S.
of the Lower Coal-measures, as exposed on the northern

shore of the Firth of Forth, from Burntisland to Anstruther, constructed by the Rev. T, Brown, of Edinburgh, was exhibited to the
Meeting.
In bis notes on the section, the author remarked that
the limestone with which the section commences at Burntisland,
the fossils of which have long been known, is the equivalent of the
Burdiehouse beds. Passing eastward through the Mountain-limestone (500 feet thickness of sandstone, shale, and five or six beds of
limestone), with trap-rocks, the section reaches the Upper Coalmeasures (1700 feet thick).
Crossing this coal-basin, the same
Mountain-limestone beds reappear in reversed order, fold over an
axis beyond Elie, and after minor bendings plunge under the basin
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and Miscellaneous
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again to the east. Between Elie and St.
Monance the strata are singularly contorted and an important
fault runs nearly parallel with the coast, causing much confusion.
Beyond St. Monance the section becomes clear, and, passing through
the Mountain-hmestone down to the level of the Burdiehouse beds,
as at Burntisland, exhibits a magnificent series of the Lower Carboniferous rocks, consisting of freshwater or estuarine shales and
sandstones, with a few bands of limestone, one of which latter is of
marine origin. Sphenopteris affinis characterizes the upper portion
of this inferior group and Cyclopteris, its lower portion. The Burdiehouse limestone belongs to the upper portion and, like the other
calcareous bands, thins out eastwardly. The Grantham beds, on the
contrary, appear to belong to the lower portion.
The fossils of the four limestone-bands in the upper part of the
Mountain-limestone are Zaphrentis, Orthis filaria, Productus punctatus, P. semireticulatus, Aviculopecten, Modiola, Loxoneina mgifera,
The fifth band and its accomOrthoceras, Nautilus subsulcatus.
panying bone-bed contains Productus semireticulatus, Aviculopecten,
The lowest
Spiri/er duplicostatus, Cochliodus, and Ctenacanthus.
band (at Ardross) has Nucula tumida, N. attenuata, Schizodus sulcatus, Goniatites, Natica, Serpulites, Holoptychius Hibberti, Eurypterus}
Gampsonyx, Dithyrocaris. The upper half of the Lower Carboniferous series contains Sphenopteris affinis, Cypris ?, and Palceoniscus.
The marine band, in the middle of the series, has Encrinites, Fenestella, Nucula tumida, N. attenuata, and Productus semireticulatus.
The lower half of the series has Cyclopteris, Stigmaria, Carjioliihes,
Cypris }, Pterichthys ?, and Eurypterus.
of St.

Monance, and

rise

;

;

;

LXVIII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.
ON EUPHOTIDE AND SAUSSURITE. BY T. STERKY HUNT, OF THE
GEOLOGICAL COMMISSION OF CANADA.
THROUGH the kindness of Prof. Arnold Guyot I have had an
opportunity of examining a collection of tlie euphotides of Mt.
Hose, and of satisfying myself as to the nature of the true Saussurite
(the jade of De Saussure), which is a white mineral forming with
It
grass-green smaragdite, the Euphotide jadien of Brongniart.
appears to be a compact epidote or zoisite, having, as De Saussure
long since determined, the hardness of quartz, and a density of 3*3
3-4.
My own analysis of a fragment from Mt. Rose, with a
density of 3'36, gives the composition of a lime-alumina epidote,

—

The

analyses of Boulanger of the Saussurites of
to the same conclusion.
Saussurite is then nearly related to the massive white garnet from
the Green Mountains in Canada, which, mixed with serpentine and
with amphibole, gives rise to varieties of rocks which I have described,
in my report of the Geological Survey of Canada for 1856, as

with a

little

soda.

Mt. Gen^vre and Orezza, lead

resembling certain euphotides. The smaragdite of Mt. Rose is a
vanadiferous diallage, approaching in composition the variety from
Phil.

Mag.

S. 4.

No. 103.

Siippl. Vol. 15.
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I may here remark that I
near Genoa, analysed by Schafhaiitl.
have lately detected vanadium, with chromic iron, and oxide of
nickel in a serpentine from Gaspe.
The true euphotide is then distinct from those diallagic dolerites
with which it has been confounded by Delesse, Coquand, and most
modern lithologists. I propose soon to send you my results in a
From
detailed form with a sketch of the history of euphotide.
Silliman's Journal of Science for May 1858.

ANALYSIS OF THE PEROWSKITE OF SCHELINGEN.

BY

F.

SENECA.

discovered by Butzengeiger in the granular
limestone of Vogtsburg on the Kaiserstuhl, and described by
Walchner in 1825. The latter regarded it as titanic acid, viiXh a
very small amount of iron, and considered it to be a peculiar species.
The same crystals were subsequently described by Quenstedt and
Volger as Perowskite. These crystals have been investigated by

This mineral was

first

Seneca in Weltzien's laboratory.
The ciystals are cubes. Their cleavage

is

very distinctly parallel

The individual crystals are always
the faces of the cube.
ao-gregates of smaller cubes, between which delicate films of calcareous spar are sometimes inserted, as may be easily ascertained
by treatment with acids. Spec. grav. 4-02. Hardness between
to

=

possesses an iron- black colour and
iridescence is only exhibited
a brilliant, metalHc, glassy lustre
during weathering, as in other minerals containing protoxide of
iron, the latter becoming converted into hydrated peroxide. Analysis

apatite

and

felspar.

The mineral

;

gave
Oxygen.
23-5

I.

TiO^ 58-95 per

CaO
FeO

35-69
6-23

cent.

„

1019

„

1-38

Oxygen.
23-61

II.

TiO^ 59-30 per

CaO
FeO
The amount

of

35-94
5-99

cent.

„
„

10-28
1-33

oxygen of the base

is

to that of the acid as

1

:

2,

from which results the formula CaO, TiO^, in which the lime is
According to the formula,
partly replaced by protoxide of iron.
Perowskite contains 4109 per cent, of lime and 5891 per cent, of
titanic acid.

— Liebig's Annalen,

civ. p.

371.
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